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Executive Summary
Purpose of this Document
The Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) has developed and is proposing to implement a Water
Resources Plan (WRP) consisting of a variety of recommendations for policy, organization,
and facility improvements to accommodate current and future water demands. In accordance with the WRP that was completed in 2005, OID developed a proposed program
(Proposed Program) that includes numerous specific components, including infrastructure
improvements, new facilities, and policy recommendations.
This Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) addresses the potential
environmental impacts that are anticipated to result from implementation of the Proposed
Program. The district determined that a programmatic document be prepared because the
Proposed Program included several projects and actions, many of which were closely
related but not necessarily fully defined. The Draft PEIR has been prepared in accordance
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). OID is the lead agency for the
CEQA process and has independently evaluated, directed, and supervised the preparation
of this document.

Existing Setting
OID is located in the northeast portion of the San Joaquin Valley, about 30 miles southeast of
Stockton and 12 miles northeast of Modesto. The OID service area consists of 72,500 acres
between the Sierra Nevada and the Central Valley along the San Joaquin–Stanislaus County
line, surrounding the City of Oakdale (Oakdale) and bordering the Cities of Riverbank and
Modesto. The district’s sphere of influence (SOI) – land that the district is permitted by law
to annex but to which it has not yet provided service – extends 86,290 acres farther to the
north and east into Calaveras County. The Stanislaus River flows from the east through the
center of the district service area and SOI.
Currently, the district maintains over 330 miles of laterals, pipelines, and tunnels;
29 production wells; and 43 reclamation pumps to serve local customers. In general, the
district’s facilities, system operations, political organization, and administration have not
changed significantly over the last several decades. Nearly all water supply canals were
constructed 50 years ago or more. OID currently serves 2,800 agricultural customers on
approximately 57,000 acres of serviceable land. The district also provides water to
700 domestic accounts primarily east of Oakdale.

Project Objectives/Purpose and Need
CEQA requires that an environmental impact report include a statement of project
objectives. Similarly, the implementing regulations of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) require that an environmental impact statement specify the purpose and need
of the proposed action to frame the alternative methods of meeting the stated purpose of the
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action. Although this document is being prepared to satisfy CEQA requirements, OID has
developed a purpose and need that can be used for subsequent documentation, as necessary, to complete future potential NEPA requirements. The objectives and the purpose and
need assisted OID in selecting the Proposed Program and determining how best to
implement the action. OID will act as the lead agency under CEQA.
OID’s primary objectives in implementing its WRP are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide long-term protection to OID’s water rights
Address Federal, State, and local challenges
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs
Involve the public in the planning process
Develop affordable ways to finance improvements

Purpose and Need
The purpose of the Proposed Program is to implement the actions and projects identified in
OID’s WRP to ensure the long-term reliable delivery and supply of water to existing and
future district customers. These actions and projects, including district system facility
improvements and actions necessary to finance such improvements, are proposed to be
implemented in phases in response to customer needs.
The need for the action stems from changing customer water needs and projected future
land uses and continued concerns about the district’s aging infrastructure to meet these
current and future water requirements.

Proposed Program
The WRP includes recommendations for OID policy, organization, and facility improvements. The recommendations include infrastructure improvements, water transfers,
expansion into the SOI, drought response, and future provisions of water to cities. All of the
components presented in this document are evaluated at a programmatic level to the extent
each component has been fully developed. Some components will require subsequent
evaluation under CEQA, prior to project implementation.
The WRP is a long-term planning document. Accordingly, subsequent refinements will be
made to certain program components over the course of the plan’s implementation.
Consequently, the technical detail and certainty regarding project features, location, sizing,
and other information are at a conceptual level of development and have not undergone
detailed engineering analysis. Changes are anticipated for many of the projects as they
progress through preliminary design, final design, and construction.
The Proposed Program components consist of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

IV

Flow Control and Measurement Projects
Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
Groundwater Well Program
Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program
Pipeline Replacement Program
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulating Reservoir and Woodward Intertie
Turnout Replacement Program
Drainwater Reclamation Program
Surface Water Outflow Management Projects
Water Transfers
Expansion into Sphere of Influence

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation
This Draft PEIR has analyzed potential impacts to the environment from the Proposed
Program in accordance with CEQA and identified mitigation measures that reduce these
potential impacts. Table ES-1 briefly describes the potential significant impacts by resource
area for each proposed measure, identifies the mitigation measures to be implemented to
reduce the impact to below the level of significance, and shows the level of significance after
mitigation.
During the planning and design phase for infrastructure improvements, OID will evaluate
the potential environmental impacts of constructing a particular project, including locating a
particular facility or group of facilities. This initial evaluation and/or siting will be conducted so as to determine if additional environmental documentation is required beyond
this PEIR, as well as screen out potential locations (where feasible) that will result in the
potential for significant impacts for those projects. A standardized approach will be used
using a checklist (see Appendix B) to guide site-specific resource evaluations for project
locations that have been determined (e.g., locations associated with existing facilities
requiring maintenance or modification), as well as those projects that have not been
sufficiently developed to support a site-specific analysis. This approach will facilitate
consistent identification of impacts and implementation of mitigation requirements
identified in this PEIR (as well as others that might be identified in subsequent site-specific
environmental documents) for all project elements.
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TABLE ES-1

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

Level of
Significance

Mitigation

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Surface Water Resources and Water Quality
WR-2: A failure of the
reservoir embankment could
cause localized flooding and
pose a significant risk to
private property.

S

The North Side Regulation Reservoir will be designed and built to withstand the
maximum credible earthquake at its specific location based on a site-specific detailed
geotechnical analysis of the site. The outflow gate will be designed to return flow
directly into the Burnett Canal, which will reduce potential from flooding due to overflow
into the reservoir. The reservoir will also be designed to accommodate rapid drawdown
through the use of rip rap and other impermeable substrate, which will help maintain the
stability of the embankments and reduce the potential for erosion and levee failure.

LS

Consultation could occur with the California Division of Dam Safety (CDDS) to
determine if the reservoir will require review and approval; however, the reservoir will
be designed to meet CDDS requirements.
WR-3: Construction could
impact surface water quality
in adjacent streams from
sedimentation and increased
erosion during the wet winter
season.

S

OID will develop and implement an Erosion Control and Spill Prevention Plan (ECSPP)
that will identify best management practices (BMP) to protect local and downstream
water quality in accordance with requirements of the Central Valley Regional Water
Quality Control Board and minimize the potential for sedimentation and releases of
hazardous materials. The minimum requirements of the ECSPP are identified below.
Installation of temporary bypasses to maintain local hydrology (both drainage within the
stream channels and water conveyance/drainage on-farm) through and/or around the
construction footprint will be included within the ECSPP.

LS

The ECSPP, which will be developed in coordination with the Central Valley Regional
Water Quality Control Water Board in part as part of the Section 401 water quality
certification and stormwater permitting processes, will include the following minimum
requirements:
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•

The majority of major ground-disturbing activities will be limited to the dry season
(April 15 to October 15) to the extent possible.

•

Disturbance adjacent to all drainages that ultimately drain to the streams will be
limited, and vegetation will be left in place to the degree possible to reduce
potential sedimentation.

•

All stockpiled material will be placed such that potential erosion is minimized.

•

In-stream work will be limited to the dry season to the extent possible.

VI

TABLE ES-1

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

WR-4: Hazardous materials
could accidentally be released
and impact surface water and
groundwater resources.
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Level of
Significance

S

Mitigation
•

In-stream flows will be routed around work areas to the extent possible, and
provisions will be made to accommodate unforeseen storm events (up to a 5-year
event) during the dry season to the extent possible.

•

Filter fabric, straw bales, and/or sediment basins will be firmly placed to minimize
erosion and the potential for instream sedimentation.

•

Seeding and re-vegetation will be initiated as soon as possible (timed properly to
coincide with fall/winter precipitation) after construction completion.

•

Storage areas for fuel and liquid materials should be located away from
drainageways and other surface water features.

•

Storage areas should be lined with an impermeable material to prevent the release
of fuel, oils, grease, or hydraulic fluids in the event of a spill.

•

The storage site should be separated from adjacent surface runoff by containment
berms having sufficient dimensions to retain the volume of fluids within the storage
area.

•

Adequate drainage should be provided to collect and dispose of precipitation that
enters the storage area.

•

Equipment repair and cleaning areas within the facility site should be specifically
designated for routine maintenance and repair of equipment, motors, and systems
using oils, grease, or hydraulic fluids.

•

If a fuel or chemical spill occurs that cannot be cleaned up by onsite personnel,
work in the area of the spill should halt, and the local fire department should be
contacted immediately. The affected area should be cleaned, and stained material
should be disposed of at a landfill designated to handle such material. Work in the
area of the spill should be allowed to resume when determined appropriate by the
facility manager.

OID will develop and implement an ECSPP that will identify BMPs to protect local and
downstream water quality in accordance with requirements of the Central Valley
Regional Water Quality Control Water Board and minimize the potential for
sedimentation and releases of hazardous materials. The minimum requirements of the
ECSPP are identified above.

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

LS

VII
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Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact
WR-5: Quantities and timing
of flow releases could result in
a significant impact to water
quality within the district as
well as in downstream
receiving waters.

Level of
Significance
PS

Mitigation
Determination of whether a potentially significant impact could occur will be made as
part of subsequent environmental documentation.

Level of Significance
after Mitigation
TBD

The specific potential impacts
and eventual necessary
mitigation (if determined
necessary) will be addressed
in subsequent environmental
documentation.
Earth Resources
ER-1: Construction activities
could expose soils to
potentially significant wind
and water erosion.

S

Soil erosion or loss of topsoil during construction activities will be minimized through
adherence to the BMPs and preventive measures as outlined in the contractor’s
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and the ECSPP, as described under
MMWR-1 in Section 3.1, Surface Water Resources and Water Quality. OID will file a
Notice of Intent with the State Water Resources Control Board in accordance with the
General Permit for Stormwater Discharges Associated with Construction Activity. OID
will assure that the SWPPP and ECSPP are maintained on the project site and that all
water quality standards are maintained. The SWPPP and ECSPP will incorporate
sediment and erosion controls such as silt fences and erosion control blankets.
Following the completion of construction activities, disturbed areas will be stabilized.

LS

ER-2: Ground shaking from
an earthquake could cause
the North Side Regulating
Reservoir embankments to
fail. A failure is unlikely;
however, mitigation measures
are listed to provide additional
assurance to reduce the
potential of a failure.

S

The North Side Regulation Reservoir will be designed and built to withstand the
maximum credible earthquake at its specific location in accordance with a site-specific
detailed geotechnical analysis of the site. The outflow gate will be designed to return
flow directly into the Burnett Canal, which will reduce potential from flooding due to
overflow into the reservoir. The reservoir will also be designed to accommodate rapid
drawdown through the use of rip rap and other impermeable substrate that will help
maintain the stability of the embankments and reduce the potential for erosion and
levee failure.

LS
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Consultation could occur with the CDDS to determine if the reservoir will require review
and approval; however, the reservoir will be designed to meet the CDDS requirements.
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Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

Level of
Significance

Mitigation

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Biological and Aquatic Resources
BR-1: Construction of the
infrastructure elements of the
Proposed Program could
displace or directly injure
wildlife, including specialstatus species.

S

During construction of project facilities, trench ends will be angled to allow for wildlife
escapement, and trenches will be covered when feasible to further minimize wildlife
entrapment. Uncovered trenches will be checked at least twice daily (once in the
morning and once in the evening) for wildlife that might have become trapped. In
addition, appropriate protection measures will be installed around open well drill sumps.
Any wildlife found will be removed by a qualified biologist and released to the nearest
suitable habitat. Any special-status wildlife species found will be removed and relocated
to suitable habitat by a qualified biologist or allowed to leave of its own accord,
following U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) and/or California Department of Fish
and Game (CDFG) standards.

LS

BR-2: Infrastructure
replacement and
improvement projects could
result in the temporary and
permanent loss of riparian
and/or wetlands habitat
(including vernal pools), which
will reduce habitat availability
for riparian or wetlandsassociated wildlife.

S

Potential impacts to surface water/aquatic habitats and fish species will be mitigated
using the following guidelines:

LS

Prior to construction, projects areas will be visited by a qualified biologist to verify and
define the acreage of open-water habitat that will be impacted and to characterize the
composition and quality of the impacted habitat and aquatic species within. The loss of
open-water habitat will be mitigated by enhancing, restoring, or creating open-water
habitat at a 3:1 ratio for every acre of habitat permanently impacted. Mitigation may be
accomplished through the following means:

•
•

Restoration, enhancement, or creation of habitat onsite
Restoration, enhancement, or creation of habitat at an offsite location

To minimize the potential for construction impacts to open-water habitats and aquatic
species, the following measures will be used. For any in-channel construction the
following measures will be implemented:
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•

Restrict the construction period to the period from July 1 through October 1 or as
determined appropriate in consultation with CDFG to eliminate the potential for
impacting embryos or pre-emergent fry of native anadromous and resident fishes
within streams containing such fisheries.

•

Control erosion with BMPs and monitor turbidity downstream of construction areas
in accordance with Regional Water Quality Control Board National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permit conditions (See Section 3.1, Surface Water
Resources and Water Quality).

IX
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Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

Level of
Significance

Mitigation
•

Bypass streamflows around in-channel construction areas by placing cofferdams
and bypass water (pump or gravity pipe) around construction areas.

•

Remove and relocate, to unaffected upstream areas, any free-swimming life stages
of aquatic vertebrate species during cofferdam placement, or final channel
dewatering will be relocated by a qualified biologist.

•

Minimize operation of construction equipment within live stream channels.

•

Discharge all disturbed waters into an off-channel detention pond or settle any
suspended sediments from bypassed water prior to their discharge back into
downstream areas in streams containing sensitive fisheries as specified by CDFG.

•

Immediately re-grade channel banks/slopes and re-establish native riparian trees
and shrubs at bank construction locations.

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

If blasting is required during construction, aquatic vertebrate life stages will be excluded
from an area 200 feet up- and downstream of the area being subjected to blasting by a
qualified fisheries biologist.
BR-3: Construction of facilities
and improvements associated
with the Proposed Program
will result in increased noise
and activity that could disturb
nesting raptors, including
special-status species,
adjacent to construction
areas.
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S

Potential impacts to nesting raptors, including special-status species will be mitigated
using the following guidelines:
•

Prior to construction of projects a qualified biologist will survey the construction
area and surrounding areas for nesting raptors, including special-status avian
species. If nesting raptors are found within CDFG-designated buffers in
relationship to the construction of project facilities, the project will be postponed to
occur outside of the breeding season unless agreed upon by CDFG.

•

To avoid impacts to nesting avian species, project activity shall not be conducted
during the breeding season (generally March 1-September 15).

•

If avoidance of project activity during the breeding/nesting season is not feasible,
preconstruction surveys for avian species shall be conducted by a qualified
biologist to identify active nests within or adjacent to the project area. To the extent
feasible, avoidance or mitigation guidelines from the Service and CDFG will be
followed as provided by a qualified biologist that includes timing, methodology, and
species-specific protocols for construction activities.

LS

X

TABLE ES-1

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

BR-4: Construction of facility
improvements or new
features might require the
removal of riparian and
wetlands vegetation. Several
special-status species are
found in these types of
environments in the study
area and could be present in
the areas that will be affected
by the infrastructure
elements.
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Level of
Significance

S

Mitigation
•

If no active nests are found in the survey area, no further mitigation is necessary.

•

If active nests are found, impacts shall be avoided by establishment of appropriate
buffers. No project activity shall commence within the buffer area until a qualified
biologist confirms that the nest is no longer active or other mitigation and
avoidance measures are authorized by the Service or CDFG. Buffer may be
adjusted if a qualified biologist and the Service and/or CDFG determine it will not
be likely to adversely affect the nest. Monitoring of the nest by a qualified biologist
might be required if the activity could adversely affect the nest.

•

If an active nest is located, loss of foraging habitat for certain raptor species might
require mitigation. Appropriate ratios for mitigation of lost foraging habitat shall be
determined in consultation with the Service and/or CDFG. Implementation of this
mitigation measure will reduce potential impacts to nesting raptors species to a
less than significant level.

Prior to construction of projects that will impact riparian or wetland habitats, or other
habitat that supports special-status plant species, a qualified botanist will survey
construction areas for special-status plants. If special-status plants are found, the
location of project facilities and construction areas will be adjusted, if possible, to avoid
impacts to special-status plants. If removal of plants cannot be avoided, they will be
salvaged and transplanted to a permanently protected area. CDFG and/or the Service
will be consulted to determine appropriate methods and locations for transplanting.
Implementation of this mitigation measure will reduce potential impacts to special-status
plant species to a less than significant level.

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

LS

XI

TABLE ES-1

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

Level of
Significance

Mitigation

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Cultural Resources
CR-1: Ground disturbances
associated with construction
could affect both known and
currently unidentified cultural
resources located within the
footprints of the improvement
projects.

S

Prior to the construction of all program components, the Area of Potential Effect (APE)
for each proposed project should be evaluated as to the need to conduct a cultural
resource assessment as follows:
•

LS

Review existing information within the project study area (through conducting a
project-specific records search) to determine whether there are previously
recorded cultural resources present within the project’s APE. Assuming the
potential for impact is identified, the inventory and background research effort
should include correspondence with the appropriate Indian tribes to determine if
there are sites of religious or cultural significance within the APE. The Native
American Heritage Commission should also be contacted to determine if there are
known sacred sites within the APE and to identify the appropriate, affected tribal
representative(s) to be consulted. Depending on the findings of the records search
and location of the project, it also might be appropriate to correspond with other
agencies and organizations that are involved in historic preservation. For example,
for projects that involve the evaluation of buildings, structures, or objects in
Tuolumne County, the Tuolumne Heritage Committee and the Tuolumne County
Historical Society Landmarks Committee have asked to be consulted.

In addition to the potential for direct impacts, the following should be evaluated:
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•

Determine whether the project will result in an impact that significantly alters a
historically significant property’s setting or introduces elements out of character
with the property.

•

If an unavoidable adverse effect to significant cultural resources is found to result
from alteration of the site’s setting or introduction of elements out of character with
the property, measures should be developed to mitigate the undertaking’s impacts
on significant cultural resources through a mutual agreement. Appropriate
mitigation measures will need to be consistent with Federal and State laws and
regulations. Mitigation measures could include the following:
−

Alter the architectural or aesthetic treatment of the improvement to better
blend into the setting of the affected historic property

−

Create a visual or sound barrier between the improvement and the affected
historic property, including vegetation barriers or camouflaged constructed
barriers

XII

TABLE ES-1

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

Level of
Significance

Mitigation
−

Reduce noise levels by housing pumps or other noise-generating
improvements by housing them in a sound-insulated building

−

If possible and feasible, relocate or redesign the improvements to reduce or
avoid such impacts

•

For undertakings with a potential to affect cultural resources, if the APE has not
been previously inventoried, conduct a field investigation (surface inventory) of that
project’s APE to identify, record, and evaluate any cultural resources within or
adjacent to the APE.

•

Determine the effect to significant cultural resources (historic properties).

•

If an unavoidable adverse effect to significant cultural resources is likely to occur
as a result of construction, OID, in consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Office, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, affected Indian tribes, and other
affected or interested parties as appropriate will develop and implement measures
to mitigate the undertaking’s impacts on significant cultural resources through a
memorandum of agreement or mutually agreeable process. Appropriate mitigation
measures must be consistent with Federal and State laws and regulations.
Mitigation measures could include the following:
−

Avoidance or protection of the affected cultural resources through project
redesign, relocation, or new design

−

Archaeological or historical data recovery and documentation

−

Onsite monitoring during construction

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

The consultation process described in this measure will identify appropriate
project-specific mitigation measures that will reduce impacts on cultural resources
to a less than significant level, or to no adverse effect.
•
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Unknown cultural resources discovered during construction, or inadvertently
disturbed by construction, will be subject to appropriate identification and
evaluation by a qualified cultural resources professional, and, if necessary,
treatment measures. Any treatment will be coordinated with OID and be developed
in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office and other interested
parties. These measures include, but are not limited to, the following: emergency
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TABLE ES-1

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

CR-2: Some OID canals,
laterals, and associated
facilities have been in place
for many decades and have
contributed to the history and
economy of the area.
Recommended phased
improvements to the canals
could affect their eligibility for
listing in the National Register
of Historic Places.

Level of
Significance

S

Mitigation
data recovery (archaeological salvage excavations); project redesign or facilities
relocation (if feasible); recordation and photodocumentation of discovered sites
(with construction proceeding); removal and relocation of the cultural resource
objects, structures, or buildings to a safe location (if feasible); and preparation of
research documents and records that capture consequential information about the
encountered resources.
Segments of the existing OID canal system that are scheduled for rehabilitation should
be evaluated as follows:
•

Review existing information within the project study area (project-specific records
search) to determine whether there are previously recorded cultural resources
adjacent to the canal and within the project’s APE, including records of the affected
segment(s) of the canal system or if such resources could be impacted. If the
potential for impact exists, conduct an onsite cultural resources survey and
inventory of the project APE. If cultural resources other than the canal system are
found to be within the APE for a canal rehabilitation project, Mitigation Measure
CRMM-1 should be applied to such resources.

•

Record and evaluate all portions of the canal system and associated facilities
within the project-specific APE. Update existing records, if any, of portions of the
canal system within the APE. Determine whether the affected portions of the canal
system are eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.

•

Determine the effect to affected portions of the canal system in terms of location
and setting, as well as National Register of Historic Places eligibility.

•

If an unavoidable adverse effect to all or portions of the canal system is identified,
prepare a historic context statement that will facilitate a determination of whether
all or part of the affected resource is significant (i.e., National Register of Historic
Places-eligible) and develop (in consultation with OID, State Historic Preservation
Office, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and other interested parties
as appropriate) and implement measures to mitigate the undertaking’s impacts on
the significant portion(s) through a memorandum of agreement or mutually
agreeable process. Appropriate mitigation measures must be consistent with
Federal and State laws and regulations and could include the following:
−
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Level of Significance
after Mitigation

LS

Avoidance or protection of the affected canal segment(s) through project
redesign or new design

XIV
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Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
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Impact

Level of
Significance

Mitigation
−

Historical data recovery and documentation (i.e., historic context statement,
photodocumentation, engineering drawings, interviews with knowledgeable
persons)

−

Onsite monitoring during construction

•

The consultation process described in this measure will identify appropriate
project-specific mitigation measures that will reduce impacts on cultural resources
to a less than significant level, or to no adverse effect.

•

Unknown cultural resources discovered during construction, or inadvertently
disturbed by construction of major canal improvements, will be subject to
appropriate identification, evaluation, and, if necessary, treatment measures. Any
treatment will be coordinated with OID and will be developed in consultation with
the State Historic Preservation Office and other interested parties as appropriate.
These measures include, but are not limited to, the following: emergency data
recovery (archaeological salvage excavations); project redesign or facilities
relocation (if feasible); recordation and photodocumentation of discovered sites
(with construction proceeding); removal and relocation of the cultural resource
objects, structures, or buildings to a safe location (if feasible); and preparation of
research documents and records that capture consequential information about the
encountered resources.

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Air Quality
AQ-1: Construction activities
will likely result in increased
emissions of criteria pollutants
such as carbon dioxide and
NOx from vehicle and
equipment exhaust, and
fugitive dust (PM10) from
ground-disturbing activities.
Because it is not yet known
which particular elements of
the Proposed Program will
exceed the established
threshold (e.g., be considered
a large construction project), it
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PS

Following are measures required for all construction projects. These measures are
referred to as “Regulation VIII” by the SJVAPCD in the Guide for Mitigating and
Assessing Air Quality Impacts, and are not considered mitigation, as they are required
by law (SJVAPCD, 2002):
•

All disturbed areas, including storage piles, that are not being actively used for
construction purposes, shall be effectively stabilized of dust emissions using water
or a chemical stabilizer/suppressant, or covered with a tarp or other suitable cover
or vegetative groundcover.

•

All onsite unpaved roads and offsite unpaved access roads shall be effectively
stabilized of dust emissions using water or a chemical stabilizer/suppressant.

•

All land clearing, grubbing, scraping, excavation, land leveling, grading, cut and fill,
and demolition activities shall be effectively controlled of fugitive dust emissions
using application of water or by presoaking.

TBD

XV

TABLE ES-1

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact
is recommended that the
SJVAPCD be consulted for
analysis recommendations
during subsequent
environmental documentation
for those projects deemed to
potentially likely qualify as a
large construction project.

Level of
Significance

Mitigation
•

With the demolition of buildings up to six stories high, all exterior surfaces of the
building shall be wetted during demolition.

•

When materials are transported offsite, all material shall be covered, or effectively
wetted to limit visible dust emissions; and at least 6 inches of freeboard space from
the top of the container shall be maintained.

•

All operations shall limit or expeditiously remove the accumulation of mud or dirt
from adjacent public streets at the end of each workday. (The use of dry rotary
brushes is expressly prohibited except where preceded or accompanied by
sufficient wetting to limit the visible dust emissions.) (Use of blower devices is
expressly forbidden.)

•

Following the addition of materials to, or the removal of materials from, the surface
of outdoor storage piles, said piles shall be effectively stabilized of fugitive dust
emissions using sufficient water or a chemical stabilizer/suppressant.

•

Within urban areas, trackout shall be immediately removed when it extends 50 or
more feet from the site and at the end of each workday.

•

Any site with 150 or more vehicle trips per day shall prevent carryout and trackout.

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Following are enhanced PM10 controls. These measures provide a greater degree of
PM10 reduction than Regulation VIII. These additional measures are only required when
impacts are considered significant (exceed the applicable PM10 threshold) and will only
be implemented in the event that subsequent environmental documentation identifies
an impact resulting in the significant emission of particulate matter above the
established threshold:
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•

Limit traffic speeds on unpaved roads to 15 miles per hour

•

Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt runoff to public
roadways from sites with a slope greater than 1 percent
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Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact

Level of
Significance

Mitigation

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Mitigation Measures for NOx and CO
Implementation of the following measures will help reduce NOx and CO emissions to a
less than significant level. These measures will be implemented in the event that
subsequent environmental documentation identifies an impact resulting in the
significant emission of NOx and CO above the established threshold:
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•

A trip reduction plan will be developed to achieve a 1.5 average vehicle ridership
for construction employees.

•

A shuttle service will be implemented to and from retail services and food
establishments during lunch hours.

•

The use of all construction equipment during second-stage smog alerts will be
suspended.

•

Construction parking will be configured to minimize traffic interference.

•

Temporary traffic control will be provided during all phases of construction that
occur in high traffic areas, to improve traffic flow (e.g., flag person).

•

Construction activities will be scheduled to limit construction traffic flow to off-peak
hours.

•

A construction traffic management plan will be developed that includes, but is not
limited to the following:
−

Rerouting construction trucks off congested streets

−

Consolidating truck deliveries

−

Providing dedicated turn lanes for movement of construction trucks and
equipment on- and offsite

•

Vehicle and equipment idling will be limited, to the greatest extent practicable
(e.g., 10-minute maximum).

•

When emissions cannot be reduced below the NOx or PM10 threshold, OID will pay
the SJVAPCD a specified sum (as previously agreed upon by OID and SJVAPCD)
for use in the SJVAPCD emissions reduction program for the purchase of offsets.
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TABLE ES-1

Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Impact
Traffic and Transportation

Level of
Significance

Mitigation

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

TT-1: Additional construction
traffic could have the potential
to change current level of
service (LOS) to a level below
“C,” depending on the timing of
vehicle trips and the use of
roads.

S

To reduce potential traffic and equipment construction-related impacts, the construction
contractor will be required to develop a Traffic Control Plan in coordination with OID.
This plan will ensure that construction traffic is routed in a way that maintains
acceptable LOS levels on all county roadways and will address the structural capacity
of roads and bridges along routes that will be used by project-related vehicles. The
Traffic Control Plan will ensure that the structural integrity of those roads and bridges
will not be damaged by construction-related trips.

LS

TT-2: Large construction
vehicles could exceed the
capacity of existing roadways
and bridges.

S

To reduce potential traffic and equipment construction-related impacts, the construction
contractor will be required to develop a Traffic Control Plan in coordination with OID.
This plan will ensure that construction traffic is routed in a way that maintains
acceptable LOS levels on all county roadways and will address the structural capacity
of roads and bridges along routes that will be used by project-related vehicles. The
Traffic Control Plan will ensure that the structural integrity of those roads and bridges
will not be damaged by construction-related trips.

LS

S

Utility provider facilities will be avoided wherever possible. If avoidance is not possible,
OID will coordinate with service providers to relocate facilities without interrupting
service to customers.

LS

Public Services and Utilities
PS-2: Construction of the
infrastructure elements of the
Proposed Program could
require the temporary
relocation of utility provider
facilities such as electric or
telephone transmission and
distribution lines or gas, water,
or wastewater transmission
and distribution pipes.
Notes:
LS
NOx
PM10
PS
S
SJVAPCD
TBD

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

less than significant
oxides as nitrogen
particulate matter less than 10 aerodynamic microns in diameter
potentially significant
significant
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District
to be determined
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SECTION 1.0

Introduction
Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) has developed and is proposing to implement a Water
Resources Plan (WRP) consisting of a variety of recommendations for policy, organization,
and facility improvements to accommodate current and future water demands. Using
the WRP, which was completed in 2005, OID developed a proposed program (Proposed
Program) that includes a number of specific components, including infrastructure improvements, new facilities, and policy recommendations. The WRP Summary Report and
Technical Appendices are attached as Appendix C to this Programmatic Environmental
Impact Report (PEIR). To support the implementation of the Proposed Program, OID
determined that a programmatic environmental document should be prepared to disclose
the anticipated impacts associated with the overall program.
This introduction summarizes the development of the WRP and Proposed Program, and
provides background on the district and study area. OID intends to use this PEIR as the
basis for California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) compliance for all future actions,
including subsequent project-specific environmental review, as necessary, given the
particular proposed action or project. This document will also be used as the basis to comply
with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and for those actions included within
the Proposed Program with a Federal nexus.

1.1 Background
OID is located in the northeast portion of the San Joaquin Valley, about 30 miles southeast of
Stockton and 12 miles northeast of Modesto (see Figure 1-1). The OID service area consists of
72,500 acres between the Sierra Nevada and the Central Valley along the San Joaquin–
Stanislaus County line, surrounding the City of Oakdale (Oakdale) and bordering the Cities
of Riverbank and Modesto. The district’s sphere of influence (SOI) – land that the district is
permitted by law to annex but to which it has not yet provided service – extends 86,290 acres
farther to the north and east into Calaveras County. The Stanislaus River flows from the east
through the center of the district service area and SOI.
Currently, the district maintains over 330 miles of laterals, pipelines, and tunnels; 29 production wells; and 43 reclamation pumps to serve local customers (see Figure 1-2). In
general, the district’s facilities, system operations, political organization, and administration
have not changed significantly over the last several decades. Nearly all water supply canals
were constructed 50 years ago or more. OID currently serves 2,800 agricultural customers
on approximately 57,000 acres of serviceable land. The district also provides water to
700 domestic accounts primarily east of Oakdale.

1.1.1 Water Resources Plan
The ever-increasing complexity of water issues, both locally and at the State level, necessitated OID rethinking their current practices and priorities to ensure protection of the
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district and region’s future water supplies. In response to these issues and to be proactive,
the district initiated a comprehensive evaluation of the district’s water resources, delivery
system and operations, and land use trends to determine how future changes will impact
water supply and demand during the next 2 decades. The culmination of this effort was the
release of a WRP in November 2005. At this same time, the district identified their overall
Proposed Program while initiating the development of this PEIR to support
implementation.
In the development of the WRP, the OID Board of Directors developed the following
five goals that they agreed to be key to developing water management strategies and
alternatives:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide long-term protection to OID’s water rights
Address Federal, State, and local challenges
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs
Involve the public in the planning process
Develop affordable ways to finance improvements

Several internal and external drivers were considered in meeting these goals. These drivers
included water usage, supply, and quality; land uses and changing customer needs;
outdated facilities; financial stability; annexation; operational and economic challenges;
community support; environmental considerations; and legislative actions. The WRP
provides specific, prioritized recommendations for OID facility improvements, as well as
more general recommendations, all of which are addressed in this PEIR.
During development of the WRP, several data sources were reviewed, and significant
analysis was completed. Key components of the WRP development included public
outreach and involvement, a water resources inventory of current operations, an infrastructure assessment of existing infrastructure, an assessment of the current level of service,
an assessment of on-farm irrigation systems, and an evaluation of land use trends and land
use forecasting. The information obtained from these studies was used to develop and
project current and future water use within the district. To facilitate this analysis, a
systemwide operational water balance model (WBM) was developed to simulate the
primary water components of OID’s overall system. Information derived from the WBM
was used to develop alternatives to address changes in land use, regulatory changes,
available resources, and customer-driven issues and concerns. The outcome from the
alternative evaluation process is the Proposed Program, which is presented in Section 2.0,
Program Description and Alternatives, of this PEIR.

1.1.2 Program Implementation
Implementation of the WRP and the Proposed Program is proposed to occur in the
following phases:
•

1-2

Phase I included analysis of several key elements of the district, including its resources,
infrastructure, water balance, water rights, and public involvement, as recommended by
the Strategic Plan. Work completed during Phase I concluded with the development of
three specific plans for future management of the district’s water resources,
organizational management, and finances.
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•

Phase II involves completion of this PEIR document to allow for implementation of the
WRP. Depending on the particular project or action, subsequent documentation will be
developed as necessary and tiered from this PEIR. For major proposed actions such as
water transfers, it is anticipated that a separate focused EIR will be required to disclose
all potential impacts.

•

Future phases will include financial and implementation planning, engineering, design,
and construction.

The WRP describes all work completed under Phase I. This PEIR is being prepared under
Phase II.

1.1.3 Ongoing Related Projects
Main Canals and Tunnels Program Improvements
The district initiated its Main Canals and Tunnel Improvements Program before beginning
development of the WRP. The ongoing program is focused on critical repairs to the upper
portions of the distribution system, including the Joint Main Canal (shared by OID and
South San Joaquin Irrigation District [SSJID]), the North Main Canal, and the South Main
Canal. The continued phased construction of these improvements will be in parallel with
the Proposed Program evaluated in this PEIR.
The district’s Main Canal and Tunnel Improvements Program represents a major portion of
OID’s infrastructure costs projected for the next 20 years. Therefore, the WRP included these
costs as an input driving the overall recommend financial plan. However, other than
accounting for costs, the Main Canal and Tunnel Improvements Program is not a component of the WRP, and CEQA compliance for the program’s implementation will be
handled outside of this PEIR.

Water Transfer Projects
The OID/ SSJID Water Transfer Project entails the transfer of up to 30,000 acre-feet (ac-ft) of
surface water annually to Stockton East Water District (SEWD) over a 10-year period. Water
is made available via existing conveyance facilities to SEWD and its customers, primarily for
direct municipal and industrial use by the City of Stockton, California Water Service
Company, and the Lincoln Village and Colonial Heights Maintenance Districts. These
surface water transfers assist in reducing groundwater pumping and enhance recovery of
the Eastern San Joaquin Groundwater Basin.
Additionally, OID has two water transfers that are tied to the San Joaquin River Agreement
(SJRA). The SJRA was developed to meet the requirements of the San Joaquin portion of the
1995 Water Quality Control Plan. Specifically, the SJRA developed the Vernalis Adaptive
Management Plan (VAMP), which is a study of San Joaquin pulse flows in April and May in
conjunction with Central Valley Project (CVP) and State Water Project (SWP) Delta exports.
VAMP implementation requires the water transfers from willing sellers including OID. The
10-year VAMP experiment is scheduled for completion in 2009.
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1.2 Purpose and Use of this Programmatic Environmental
Impact Report
OID determined that a PEIR that met the legal requirements of CEQA was required to
address the potential impacts resulting from implementation of the Proposed Program. This
PEIR provides a broad, programmatic analysis of the potential physical and biological
consequences of implementing the Proposed Program. This PEIR also identifies mitigation
where determined necessary to reduce the level of impact from actions associated with the
Proposed Program. This PEIR discloses relevant information to all interested parties and
invites all such parties to play a role in both the decisionmaking process and the implementation of that decision. It also provides Federal, State, and local decisionmakers with
detailed information concerning the significant environmental, cultural, and other impacts
associated with the Proposed Program. Additional project-level environmental analyses will
be required prior to implementation of some elements of the Proposed Program, including
additional water transfers.
The determination that a programmatic document be prepared was based on the district’s
determination that the Proposed Program included several projects and actions, many of
which were closely related but not necessarily fully defined. As indicated in the CEQA
Guidelines [Section 15168(a)], an agency should prepare a program environmental impact
report (EIR) rather than a project EIR when a number of related actions are proposed and
are as follows:
•

Linked geographically

•

Logical parts in the chain of contemplated actions

•

In connection with issuance of rules, regulations, plans, or other general criteria to
govern the conduct of a continuing program

•

Individual activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or regulatory
authority and having generally similar environmental effects that can be mitigated in
similar ways

Subsequent activities included as part of the Proposed Program will be evaluated in the
light of this PEIR to determine whether an additional environmental document must be
prepared. The district intends to use the following approach with respect to projects to be
implemented as part of the overall program, as specified in CEQA Guidelines
Section 15168(c):
•

If a later activity will have effects that were not examined in the program EIR, a new
Initial Study will need to be prepared leading to either an EIR or a Negative Declaration

•

If the district finds that pursuant to Section 15162, no new effects could occur or no new
mitigation measures will be required, the district could approve the activity as being
within the scope of the project covered by the program EIR, and no new environmental
document will be required

1-8
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•

The district will incorporate feasible mitigation measures and alternatives developed in
the program EIR into subsequent actions in the program

•

Where the subsequent activities involve site specific operations, the district has
developed a written checklist (Appendix B to this PEIR) to document the evaluation of
the site and the activity to determine whether the environmental effects of the operation
were covered in this PEIR

The intended use of this PEIR is to serve as a first-tier document for future implementation
of the Proposed Program. Implementation of the Proposed Program will occur in several
phases over an extensive time, estimated to be approximately 25 to 30 years. It is uncertain
at this time how implementation phasing will occur for all components of the Proposed
Program. However, after this PEIR is certified, the OID Board of Directors will establish
policies on several elements of the Proposed Program (land annexation and water transfers)
to guide implementation. Additional environmental review requirements for future actions
will be tiered from this PEIR and conducted as necessary.
During the planning and design phase for infrastructure improvements, the district will
evaluate the potential environmental impacts of constructing a particular project, including
locating a particular facility or group of facilities. This initial evaluation and/or siting will
be conducted so as to determine if additional environmental documentation is required
beyond this PEIR, as well as screen out potential locations (where feasible) that will result in
the potential for significant impacts for those projects. A standardized approach will be used
using a checklist (see Appendix B to this PEIR for an example of this checklist) to guide sitespecific resource evaluations for project locations that have been determined (e.g., locations
associated with existing facilities requiring maintenance or modification) as well as those
projects that have not been sufficiently developed to support a site-specific analysis. This
approach will facilitate consistent identification of impacts and implementation of mitigation requirements identified in this PEIR (as well as others that might be identified in
subsequent site-specific environmental documents) for all project elements.
The primary components included as part of the Proposed Program are described in greater
detail in Section 2.0, Program Description and Alternatives. Potential review requirements
for future actions are described in Table 1-1 within the context of each primary component
of the Proposed Program. As identified in Table 1-1, additional documentation might or will
be required for some actions, and the analysis and mitigation identified in this PEIR for
some actions within and among categories is expected to suffice.

1.3 Project Objectives/Purpose and Need
CEQA requires that an EIR include a statement of project objectives. Similarly, the implementing regulations of NEPA require that an environmental impact statement (EIS) specify
the purpose and need of the proposed action to frame the alternative methods of meeting
the stated purpose of the action. Although this document is being prepared to satisfy CEQA
requirements, OID has developed a purpose and need that can be used for subsequent
documentation, as necessary, to complete future potential NEPA requirements. The
objectives and the purpose and need assisted OID in selecting the Proposed Program and
determining how best to implement the action. OID will act as the lead agency under
CEQA.
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TABLE 1-1

Categories of Projects and Anticipated Required Additional California Environmental Quality Act Compliance
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Project
Category

Discretionary Approval
Required?

Potential for Ground-disturbing
Significant Impacts or
Controversy?

Required Additional
Environmental
Documentation

Expansion into
SOI

Yes (Local Agency Formation
Commission [LAFCO])

Yes, potential public concerns
Initial Study/Negative
related to annexation and land use Declaration or site-specific
EIR depending on action

Canal
Maintenance
and
Rehabilitation

No, unless within natural
streambed or wetlands

Only if sensitive habitat and/or
impacts to groundwater recharge
will occur

Categorical Exemption or
potentially site-specific
Initial Study/Negative
Declaration depending on
potential for impact

Flow Control
and
Measurement

No, unless footprint will impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
require State/Federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption or
potentially site-specific
Initial Study/Negative
Declaration depending on
potential for impact

Groundwater
Wells

No, unless footprint will impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires State/Federal permit

Yes, potential local groundwater
level impact concerns

Categorical Exemption or
potentially site-specific
Initial Study/Negative
Declaration depending on
potential for impact

Main Canals
and Tunnels

No, unless footprint will impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires State/Federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption,
Initial Study/Negative
Declaration, or site-specific
EIR depending on potential
for impact

Pipe
Replacement

Only if alignment will cross
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires State/Federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption or
potentially site-specific
Initial Study/Negative
Declaration depending on
potential for impact

Regulating
Reservoirs

Yes, if within defined streambed
and/or requires State/Federal
permit

Yes, potential operational concerns Site-specific Mitigated
as well as impacts if sensitive area Negative Declaration or
affected (including if only during
EIR
construction)

Turnout
Maintenance
and
Replacement
Program

No, unless footprint will impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires State/Federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption,
Initial Study/Negative
Declaration, or site-specific
EIR depending on potential
for impact

Reclamation
No, unless transfer were to occur in
and Drainage:
a manner so as to require State
Water Transfers Water Resource Control Board
(SWRCB) or U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation)
approval

Yes, likely public/agency/
environmental group concerns
related to fisheries, method of
transfer, and growth inducement

Site/Action-specific EIR

Reclamation
and Drainage:
OID Reuse

Yes, likely public/agency concerns
related to decreased availability of
drain flows and resultant water
supply as well as potentially
environmental effects

Categorical Exemption,
Initial Study/Negative
Declaration, or site-specific
EIR depending on potential
for impact
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No, unless footprint will impact
potentially sensitive area, requires
State/Federal permit, or triggers
water rights concern
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OID’s primary objectives in implementing its WRP include the following:
•

Ensure long-term protection to the district’s water rights.

•

Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs.

•

Develop affordable ways to finance improvements.

•

Meet local, State, and Federal regulatory requirements in the storage diversion and use
of water.

•

Involve the public in the planning process.

The purpose of the proposed action is to implement the actions and projects identified in
OID’s WRP to ensure the long-term reliable delivery and supply of water to existing and
future district customers. These actions and projects, including district system facility
improvements and actions necessary to finance such improvements, are proposed to be
implemented in phases in response to customer needs.
The need for the action stems from changing customer water needs and projected future
land uses, and continued concerns about the district’s aging infrastructure to meet these
current and future water requirements.

1.4 Consultation and Coordination
1.4.1 Notice of Preparation and Public Scoping
The district issued the CEQA Notice of Preparation to the Governor’s Office of Planning and
Research State Clearinghouse on January 17, 2006 (see Appendix H to this PEIR). In
accordance with CEQA Guidelines, the Notice of Preparation was subject to a 30-day
comment period ending February 16, 2006. The Notice of Preparation indicated that impacts
to various resource areas such as biological resources and groundwater could occur as a
result of implementation of the Proposed Program. Impacts to these resource areas are
evaluated in Section 3.0 of this PEIR. In addition, the environmental analysis contained in
this PEIR is based on the Notice of Preparation and comments received on the Notice of
Preparation during the public scoping process (see Appendix I to this PEIR), site
reconnaissance visits, OID bimonthly Board of Directors meetings, and available technical
information. Technical reports and authorities consulted are listed at the end of each major
section and resource subsection.
OID also held a public scoping meeting on February 23, 2006, to facilitate public and agency
comments. The scoping process was designed to solicit input from the public; Federal, State,
and local agencies; and other interested parties on the scope of issues that should be
addressed in this PEIR. During the meeting, a presentation of the WRP and Proposed
Program was provided. In addition, technical staff were present to answer questions
pertaining to the WRP, Proposed Program, and the overall CEQA process. Appendix I to
this PEIR summarizes comments received during the comment period and at the scoping
meetings.
OID board meetings occur twice monthly, which is also an avenue for public input. During
these meetings, the public is invited to provide comments pertaining to ongoing OID
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activities. Updates on the environmental documentation and key implementation issues
were presented and discussed during OID board meetings conducted during the
preparation of this PEIR.

1.4.2 Circulation of this Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
This PEIR will be circulated for a 45-day public comment and review period. Public
comments on the Proposed Program will be incorporated into a Final PEIR. OID will then
consider whether to certify the Final PEIR. After OID certifies the document and selects its
preferred project, OID will also adopt findings of fact and a mitigation monitoring program.
If the Final PEIR identifies significant and unavoidable impacts, the Board of Directors will
need to issue a statement of overriding concerns outlining the reasons for proceeding given
the identified impacts. It is intended that a Final PEIR will be completed by spring 2007.
OID is releasing this Public Draft PEIR for the 45-day public comment and review period
beginning the week of January 1, 2007. After the review period has closed, OID will prepare
written responses to substantive environmental issues raised in public comments. To be
considered, public comments must be received at OID’s main office by 5:00 p.m. on
February 20, 2007. Comments should be sent to the following:
Mr. Steve Knell, General Manager
Oakdale Irrigation District
1205 East F Street
Oakdale, CA 95361
OID will also accept comments on the Draft PEIR at their regularly scheduled bimonthly
Board of Directors meetings. The Board of Directors meetings are scheduled for the first and
third Tuesday of each month. The meeting(s) are to be held at the following locations:
1205 East F Street
Oakdale, CA 95361

1.4.3 Areas of Potential Controversy
OID has identified the following areas of potential controversy with respect to the Proposed
Program:
•
•
•

Water transfers
Expansion into the OID SOI
Potential impacts to threatened, endangered, or rare species

This Draft PEIR addresses each of these areas of controversy.

1.5 Potentially Required Permits and Approvals
This PEIR discusses the Proposed Program and potential impacts at a level of detail
appropriate to a long-term planning document. This PEIR generally evaluates actions
associated with the Proposed Program, and identifies those site-specific actions that are
currently known and proposed.
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When implementing CEQA, several Federal and State laws and policies must be considered,
depending on the project type. At this stage of development, it is anticipated that the
approvals presented below will potentially be required to implement the Proposed
Program. As the components of the Proposed Program become more defined, the list below
will become more defined. A summary of the approvals listed below is provided in
Section 5.0, Consultation and Coordination.
•

Federal Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit – U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

•

Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section 7 Consultation – U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (Service) and/or National Marine Fisheries Service

•

Federal Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report – The Service

•

California Department of Fish and Game 1601 Streambed Alteration Agreement –
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG)

•

California Endangered Species Act (CESA) Consultation – CDFG

•

Federal Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification – California Regional
Water Quality Control Board (Water Board)

•

Federal Clean Water Act Section 402 General Construction Activity Stormwater
Permit – Water Board

•

National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Authorization – California Department
of Parks and Recreation, Office of Historic Preservation

•

Approval of plans and specifications to construct or enlarge a dam or reservoir and
certificate of approval to store water – California Department of Water Resources
(Department), California Division of Dam Safety (CDDS)

•

Site Grading and Excavating Permit – Stanislaus County and San Joaquin County
Building Departments

•

Encroachment Permits – Stanislaus County and San Joaquin County Public Works
Departments and California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)

•

Petition for Annexation into OID – LAFCO

•

Landowner agreements
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Program Description and Alternatives
2.1 Program Summary
This PEIR evaluates impacts associated with implementation of the OID WRP completed in
November 2005. The overarching objective of the WRP was to understand the issues facing
the district and to develop a comprehensive plan to protect the district and region’s water
supplies into the future.
The WRP evaluated the district’s water resources, delivery system, and operations, and
examined land use trends to determine how future changes will impact water supply and
demand during the next 2 decades. The WRP also provides prioritized recommendations for
OID facility improvements consistent with maintaining the district’s mission, which is as
follows:
To protect and develop Oakdale Irrigation District water resources for the maximum benefit
of the Oakdale Irrigation District community by providing excellent irrigation and domestic
water service.
OID is taking a phased approach to implementing the WRP. This PEIR is being prepared as
part of Phase II, as described below.
Phase I entailed the analysis of several key district elements, including characterizing and
evaluating current water resources, infrastructure, and water rights; developing a water
balance; and ensuring extensive public involvement. During Phase 1, the OID Board of
Directors developed and endorsed five goals to guide the planning effort. These goals, listed
as follows, are the broad objectives that must be achieved by the strategies and alternatives
developed in the WRP:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provide long-term protection to OID’s water rights.
Address Federal, State, and local challenges.
Rebuild and modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs.
Develop affordable ways to finance improvements.
Involve the public in the planning process.

Work completed during Phase I concluded with the publication of a planning document
addressing recommendations for future management of the district’s water resources,
organizational management, and finances.
The WRP Summary Report and Technical Appendices are attached as Appendix C to this
PEIR.
Phase II involves completion of this PEIR document to allow for implementation of the
WRP. Depending on the particular project or action, subsequent documentation will be
developed as necessary and tiered from this PEIR. For major proposed actions such as water
transfers, it is anticipated that a separate focused EIR will be required to disclose all
potential impacts.
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Future phases will include financial and implementation planning, engineering, design, and
construction.

2.1.1 Proposed Program Components and Evaluation in this Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report
The WRP includes recommendations for OID policy, organization, and facility improvements. The recommendations (referred to hereafter as the “Proposed Program”) include
infrastructure improvements, water transfers, expansion into the SOI, drought response,
and future provisions of water to cities. All of the components presented in this document
are evaluated at a programmatic level, and will require subsequent evaluation under CEQA,
prior to project implementation.
Each infrastructure project category listed below includes summaries of the proposed components of the overall program. The WRP is a long-term planning document. Accordingly,
subsequent refinements will be made to certain program components over the course of the
plan’s implementation. Consequently, the technical detail and certainty regarding project
features, location, sizing, and other information are at a conceptual level of development
and have not undergone detailed engineering analysis. Changes are anticipated for many of
the projects as they progress through preliminary design, final design, and construction. The
infrastructure projects presented in this document identify the maximum characteristics for
features such as size, capacity, and construction areas where applicable.
Additionally, the timing and phasing of implementation will be dependent on many factors,
such as funding availability, year-to-year repair and rehabilitation priorities, project-specific
environmental clearances, and securing agreements with cooperating partners (such as
neighboring irrigation districts). Each program component’s implementation period is
based on the draft schedule developed in the WRP, as shown on Figure 2-1. It is anticipated
that these schedules may shift as the requisite supporting activities are completed, with
corresponding shifts in the prioritization of each program element as determined necessary.

FIGURE 2-1

Program Components Draft Schedule

2.1.2 Alternatives Evaluated in the Water Resources Plan
The WRP evaluated the district’s water resources, delivery system, and operations. The WRP
surveyed on-farm water use and practices. The needs and perceptions of OID customers, OID
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Board of Directors, OID staff, local and regional elected officials, and neighboring jurisdictions
were surveyed and assessed. In conjunction with this comprehensive assessment, the WRP
examined land use trends to project how future land uses will impact water supply and
demand over the next 2 decades. Lastly, the water balance efforts provided insight on
projected water use in and surrounding the district.
These analyses led to the development of four distinct programmatic alternatives in the
WRP. These alternatives were developed based on extensive interaction with OID staff, the
Board of Directors, and the public. The alternatives encompass a range of reasonable options
available to the district in response to the land use, regulatory, resources, and customerdriven issues. The term “programmatic” is used to emphasize that the alternatives evaluated in the WRP are broad based and strategic, and represent policy-level options for OID’s
consideration.
Each alternative contains several common components and elements, beginning with the
philosophy that OID must first provide dependable irrigation and domestic service to users
within its service area before it considers either expanding service outside district boundaries or transferring water to other agencies. Additionally, each alternative relied on
uniform projections for land use in and surrounding the district.
Evaluation of the alternatives included a detailed methodology to determine key water
balance components for projected 2025 conditions for each programmatic alternative. Next,
decisions regarding the provision of service to customers outside OID but within the SOI
(annexation) and water transfers were made for each alternative. Lastly, a financial model
was used to analyze various strategies for viably supporting each alternative.
The four alternatives, combined with the viable financial strategies for implementation,
resulted in a set of 13 distinct options, all of which are financially and technically feasible.
Following the evaluation, each alternative was then compared to the WRP goals. Through
this process, Alternative 3 was selected as the “Best Apparent Alternative” and was selected
for further environmental analysis. This alternative is termed the “Proposed Program” for
this PEIR.
The four alternatives presented in the WRP are summarized below.

Alternative 1: Continue Present Practices
Alternative 1 includes the following measures:
•

Maintain existing level of service to OID customers.

•

Implement an infrastructure plan that addresses high-priority improvements and major
service liabilities but does not include any system enhancements to improve service or
better manage system surface water outflow.

•

Do not expand service to growers within the district SOI (no annexation or out-ofdistrict water sales).

•

Continue current level of water transfers.

•

Participate in regional activities such as cooperative programs for groundwater
management and water quality.
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•

Take only minimal action to improve OID system efficiency or customer on-farm water
use efficiency.

This alternative formed the basis for the No Program baseline condition. Additionally, the
No Program baseline condition assumes that the district will continue to transfer a quantity
of water equivalent to its current agreements with the SEWD and Reclamation. Cumulatively, these water transfer agreements vary between a minimum of 30,000 to 41,000 ac-ft
per year (ac-ft/yr), depending on inflow to New Melones Reservoir.

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries
Alternative 2 includes the following measures:
•

Improve level of service to customers (consists of operational, policy, management, and
infrastructure improvements).

•

Provide improved drought protection.

•

Construct facilities to better manage OID surface water outflow.

•

Establish new and/or revised water transfer agreements up to 67,000 ac-ft annually.

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and Moderate
Expansion of Service within Oakdale Irrigation District’s Sphere of Influence
(Proposed Program)
Improvements associated with Alternative 3 are the same as those for Alternative 2; however, Alternative 3 allows for the moderate expansion of service into the SOI. Under this
alternative, OID will establish new and/or revised water transfer agreements up to
50,000 ac-ft annually and seek to expand its service to over 4,000 acres of land within
the SOI.

Alternative 4: Maximize Service within Oakdale Irrigation District’s Sphere of Influence
This alternative will maximize the use of available water for expanding service to growers
within the district’s SOI. Under this alternative, no water is available for transfer because
all district water supplies are used to facilitate an expanded customer base of about
17,000 acres within the SOI.
After evaluating these alternatives presented in the WRP, the district determined that the
preferred alternative among those analyzed was Alternative 3. Thus, the other alternatives
were dismissed and eliminated from further consideration. As described above and further
discussed in Section 3.0 of this PEIR, Alternative 1 formed the basis for the No Program
baseline, as well as the existing condition baseline.

2.2 Program Components
Following are descriptions of the different program components that comprise the Proposed
Program. The infrastructure improvements include, where known, general overviews of the
implementation schedule, construction methods, and operational information for each
proposed facility. Further refinement of each project component will be provided during the
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CEQA documentation phase for subsequent project implementation as determined
necessary.

2.2.1 Flow Control and Measurement Projects
Assessment of the OID conveyance system in the WRP Infrastructure Plan (Appendix H to
the WRP) concluded that many of the main canal and lateral flow control and measurement
(FCM) structures are in poor condition, and must be replaced or modified to improve
district efficiency and meet water delivery service needs. The following FCM deficiencies
are identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degraded concrete structures
Inaccurate flow measurement conditions and/or methods
Unpredictable flow variations from changing water levels
Manually controlled gates at main flow splits
Manually controlled gates in remote locations
Lack of standardized features and operating practices

Proposed improvements include replacement and/or modifications to 21 FCM sites in the
OID distribution system, which will provide the following results:
•

Provide accurate, reliable, and timely flow control at key operating points

•

Reduce operations time and allow quicker responses to changing supply or demand
conditions, improving the district’s ability to meet customer water needs

•

Enable growers to modernize on-farm operations

•

Reduce operational spills and improving overall district efficiency

Table 2-1 lists the 21 projects and describes the proposed replacements or modifications at
each structure. Details for each project (such as gate size and type, and flow measurement
methods) will be finalized during engineering design depending on factors such as required
flow capacity, hydraulics, and operating functions. Figure 2-2 shows the project locations.
Figures 2-3 through 2-7 show typical project sites and existing facilities. All of these projects
involve existing OID canal structures and are located on OID property or within existing
OID rights-of-way.

Proposed Implementation/Construction
The highest priority projects (those needed to address existing problems that have
significant impacts on OID’s daily operations) are included in the first several years of the
recommended program implementation schedule. Overall, approximately one to three
projects per year will be completed through 2011, as indicated in Table 2-1.
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TABLE 2-1

Proposed Flow Control Measurement Project Descriptions
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Numbera

Facility Name

Improvements

North Side of District
N1

Little Johns
Creek
North Main
Canal

Retain existing diversion dam
Replace existing slide gates with four new motor-operated slide gates
Install new SCADA link for remote flow control and monitoring
Construct a ramp flume on North Main Canal for flow measurement, and
200 feet of canal lining upstream of the flume and 100 feet downstream of
the flume
Construct approximately 200 feet of canal lining

N3

Tulloch Pipeline
Inlet

Retain existing structure
Install motor-operated slide gate (or optional overshot Rubicon-type)
Install a SCADA link for monitoring and remote flow control

N4

Diliberto

Demolish existing structure

North Main
Canal

North Main Canal: construct a long-crested weir with two manual undershot
gates
Construct approximately 200 feet of canal lining
No power or SCADA required

N5

Rodden High
Line

Demolish and replace existing structure
Construct two 40-foot-long pipes (18 inches and 30 inches diameter) with
manual sluice gates
Install propeller meters for flow measurement
No power or SCADA required

N7

Stevenot Lateral

Construct sump and install a new 5-horsepower lift pump at turnout

N8

Burnett Lateral

Demolish and replace structure

Tulloch Lateral

Tulloch: construct new headwall and drop inlet, install a motor-operated slide
gate (or optional Rubicon-type overshot gate)
Construct approximately 500 feet of reinforced concrete pipe to replace open
ditch, with energy dissipater at outlet
Install SCADA link for remote flow rate monitoring and control
Burnett: construct a long-crested weir with two slide gates
Burnett: construct approximately 200 feet of canal lining

N9

Burnett Lateral

Demolish and replace five structures between Tulloch-Burnett split and
26-Mile Road
Construct a long-crested weir at each site, each with one slide gate

N10

Drop 8

Retrofit existing structure

Fairbanks

Fairbanks: install a new automated overshot gate for level control and flow
measurement only (not flow control)

Hirschfeld

Lower Cometa Pipeline: Install motor-operated slide gate
Use SCADA system for remote flow rate monitoring (Fairbanks) and remote
flow control (Lower Cometa)

2-6
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TABLE 2-1

Proposed Flow Control Measurement Project Descriptions
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Numbera

Facility Name

Improvements

South Side of District
S1

Cashman Creek
Dam
Paulsell

Complete partial demolition and modification of dam
South Main Canal: construct a long-crested weir with two slide gates
Paulsell: install a motor-operated slide gate for flow control
Paulsell: construct a ramp flume for flow measurement
Paulsell: install a SCADA link for flow monitoring and remote control

S2

Clavey Drop

Demolish and replace Clavey Drop structure; retain Clavey Pipeline inlet
structure
South Main Canal: construct a long-crested weir with two slide gates
Clavey Pipeline: install a motor-operated slide gate and flow meter
Clavey Pipeline: install SCADA for remote monitoring and remote flow control

S3

Adams No. 1
Pipeline

South Main Canal: construct a long-crested weir with two slide gates

S4

Van Lier Ramp
Flume

Modify existing ramp flume

Kearney Lateral

Construct parallel 40-foot-long pipes (18 and 30 inches diameter) with motoroperated slide gates

S5

Use existing stilling well and SCADA link

Install propeller meters for flow measurement, with submerged outlet
condition to maintain full pipe flow at low flows
Connect to existing power supply and SCADA from adjacent RVL Well No. 1
S6

South Lateral

Retrofit new gate into existing head gate if feasible
Install two motor-operated slide gates with remote control
Construct a ramp flume for flow measurement
Construct 200 feet of canal lining
Install SCADA for remote flow control and remote flow rate monitoring,
with a direct link back to Robert Van Lier outflow

S7

Riverbank
Lateral

Modify existing structure and retain existing canal lining
Install motor-operated slide gates
Install SCADA for remote control of slide gates
Construct a ramp flume for flow measurement

S8

Brichetto Lateral

Demolish and replace structure

Claribel Lateral

Claribel: construct a new long-crested weir with two slide gates
Brichetto: Install a new motor-operated slide gate
Construct approximately 200 feet of canal lining in each lateral
Construct a ramp flume on each lateral
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TABLE 2-1

Proposed Flow Control Measurement Project Descriptions
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Numbera
S9

Facility Name
South Lateral
Palmer Lateral

Improvements
Demolish and replace structure
South: install a motor-operated slide gate
Palmer: construct a long-crested weir with one slide gate
Construct approximately 200 feet of canal lining on each lateral
Construct a ramp flume on each lateral

S10

Claribel Lateral

Demolish entire structure

Stowell Lateral

Claribel: construct dual 40-foot pipelines (18 and 30 inches in diameter)
with manual sluice gates
Install propeller meters for flow measurement
Construct a concrete overflow box at the pipe outlets to maintain full pipe flow
Stowell: construct and install an ITRC flap gate
Flow goes to a new concrete box and into 500 feet of new 54-inchdiameter pipe
Existing Stowell Drain will tie into the new 54-inch-diameter pipeline

S11

Riverbank/Crane
/Hershey Drop

Demolish entire structure, including swirl-pool
Crane Pipeline: construct two parallel 30-foot-long pipes (18 and 30 inches
in diameter) with manual sluice gates
Install propeller meters for flow measurement
Create a submerged outlet condition at the pipe outlets to maintain full
pipe flow, which connects to the existing Crane Pipeline
Riverbank: construct a long-crested weir with one slide gate
Hershey Drop: Replace flashboard bay with an ITRC flap gate for
upstream water level control

aProjects

N2 and N6 were removed from the list at an OID Board Meeting on April 18, 2006.

Note:
SCADA = supervisory control and data acquisition

The construction time required to complete individual projects will vary depending on each
project’s features, but typically will range from 2 to 12 weeks, weather permitting. All
projects will be completed between irrigation seasons (approximately mid-October through
mid-March), when the canals and laterals are not in use. Wet weather that causes inclement
working conditions might extend project construction periods.
For a relatively minor improvement project, such as the Tulloch Pipeline Head Gate
(Project N3), construction activity will be limited to removal of an existing canal gate and
replacement with a SCADA-controlled, motor-operated gate. Construction will require
approximately 2 weeks or less. For more-involved improvements, such as the BrichettoClaribel Head Gates structure (Project S8), the work will include demolition of concrete
structures, excavation, new concrete structure construction, mechanical equipment
installation, and several hundred feet of canal lining. This category of project will require
approximately 8 to 12 weeks to complete.
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The preceding project examples bracket the expected range of construction activity for all of
the FCM improvement projects, and will include the following tasks (depending on the
specific project):
•

Site preparation and construction equipment mobilization

•

Installation of temporary fencing

•

Installation of temporary stormwater controls and related best management practice
(BMP) measures

•

Concrete canal structure demolition and rubble removal

•

Recycling of salvaged concrete materials for channel rip rap or road base

•

Excavation around existing structure to facilitate new structure layout

•

Dewatering for shallow groundwater or stormwater from excavations

•

Construction of new concrete structure

•

Backfill around new structure and final site grading

•

Construction of canal lining upstream and downstream of site (at major structures)

•

Installation of mechanical appurtenances such as gates or SCADA equipment

•

Site cleanup and demobilization of construction equipment

Anticipated Disturbance Areas and Site Access
All FCM projects will result in disturbing a maximum of 1 acre during construction. No
additional staging areas, borrow sites, or disposal sites are anticipated to be required for
these projects. The completed projects (the resulting permanent facilities) will occupy
approximately the same footprint as the existing structures (generally a maximum of
0.1 acre) within the OID canal easement. Construction vehicles will use existing districtowned (or right-of-way through) unpaved roads and canal embankment roads for access to
the project site from the nearest paved road. Table 2-2 summarizes the expected
construction access routes for each project.

Operation and Maintenance
Long-term facility operations and maintenance (O&M) activity will vary between the
irrigation season and winter shutdown periods. During irrigation season, each site will be
accessed up to one or more times per day using existing access roads for the purpose of flow
adjustments, gate operations, and routine inspections of the sites. During the winter
shutdown, the O&M activity may include infrequent repairs of canal gates and
appurtenances, and annual inspections.
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TABLE 2-2

Proposed Flow Control Measurement Project Construction Access Routes
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
No.

Facility Name

Construction Access Route

N1

Little Johns Creek, North Main Canal

Orange Blossom Road, Schell Road

N2

Rodden Ramp Flume, North Main Canal

Eaton Road, Olive Avenue

N3

Tulloch Pipeline Inlet

Orange Blossom Road, Horseshoe Road

N4

Diliberto Drop

Eaton Road, Olive Avenue

N5

Rodden High Line Lateral

28-Mile Road, Frankenheimer Road

N6

Burnett-Cometa Head Gates

28-Mile Road, Frankenheimer Road

N7

Stevenot Lateral

Frankenheimer Road, Stevenot Lateral Road

N8

Burnett and Tulloch Laterals

28-Mile Road

N9

Burnett Lateral to 26-Mile Road

26-Mile Road

N10

Drop 8/Fairbanks/Hirschfeld

26-Mile Road

S1

Paulsell Lateral and Cashman Creek Dam

Wamble Road, Fogarty Road

S2

Clavey Drop

Wamble Road, Fogarty Road, Emery Road

S3

Adams No. 1 Pipeline

Stearns Road, Sierra Road

S4

Van Lier Ramp Flume

Stearns Road, Warnerville Road

S5

Kearney Lateral

Stearns Road, Warnerville Road

S6

South Lateral

Stearns Road

S7

Riverbank Lateral

Stearns Road, Warnerville Road

S8

Brichetto and Claribel Laterals

Stearns Road, Warnerville Road

S9

South and Palmer Laterals

Oakdale-Waterford Highway, Alvarado Road

S10

Claribel and Stowell Laterals

Claribel Road

S11

Riverbank/Crane/Hershey Drop

Albers Road, Kaufman Road

2.2.2 Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
OID has approximately 200 miles of open-ditch laterals (laterals), most of which are unlined
earthen canals. These laterals range in capacity from primary distribution laterals of
approximately 150 to 200 cubic feet per second (cfs), down to small, local service ditches
flowing less than 20 cfs. Most laterals are in poor condition and suffer from the following
deficiencies:
•
•
•
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Severe bank erosion and loss of channel design geometry
Lack of fencing to restrict livestock movement
Unauthorized encroachment by adjacent landowners that restricts access for O&M
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The poor channel conditions also contribute to increased conveyance losses from oversized
channels (seepage losses) and reduced operating efficiency resulting from slower flowchange times. OID conducts regular lateral maintenance as its current staffing and
construction capacity allows. Maintenance includes reshaping the ditch banks, removing
vegetation, clearing access roads and ditch banks, and, in some cases, lining with concrete.
However, the current level of maintenance and repair is not keeping pace with the ongoing
degradation.
The purpose of the Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program is to implement a
prioritized schedule of lateral improvement projects that initially targets the most critical
laterals, and then supports a long-term program of reshaping, lining, and regular
maintenance to bring the entire lateral system up to a reasonably uniform condition. The
program’s benefits will include the following:
•
•
•
•

Reducing degradation of the OID distribution system
Reducing conveyance losses
Improving irrigation customer service and supply reliability
Re-establishing access to all laterals so OID staff can conduct necessary O&M activity

As with the Pipeline Replacement Program, the specific list of projects and their priority will
be developed depending on an updated inventory and assessment of the laterals. Basis for
selection and priority will be based on factors such as the following:
•
•
•
•

Severity of channel degradation
Capacity and customer service impacts
Encroachment restrictions
Known land use changes, such as adjacent urban development

Improvement will include one of the following three general options:
•
•
•

Reshaping with onsite soils (typically for minor laterals)
Reshaping with imported fill materials
Concrete lining

The selected improvement type will be based on specific local conditions. In general,
concrete lining is expected to be used only where the specific site conditions preclude
earthen lateral reshaping because of factors such as excessive channel gradient, limited
right-of-way width, or poor soil conditions.
All lateral rehabilitation projects will involve existing facilities typically located in OID
rights-of-way, although some projects might require additional temporary or permanent
easements to complete construction activities and provide access for long-term O&M.
Specific projects will vary each year and cannot be specified at this time. However, each will
involve a similar range of construction activity and disturbance areas, as outlined in the
following sections.

Proposed Implementation/Construction
The Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program initially will address a maximum of
3 miles per year of high-priority laterals over an expected 5-year period. After this, the
regular program of maintenance and rehabilitation will address a maximum of 5 miles per
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year for the next 15 to 20 years, as required to rehabilitate the remaining laterals. Beyond
this period, similar levels of work will continue in perpetuity as part of normal maintenance
and repairs.
The construction time required to complete each project will vary depending on the length
and geometry of the ditch, the adjacent land use conditions, the condition of related
appurtenances (such as flow control structures), and variables such as inclement weather.
The maximum duration for a single project will be approximately 6 months. Normally,
projects will be completed between irrigation seasons (mid-October to mid-March) when
the laterals are out of service. The expected range of construction activity for a typical lateral
reshaping project will include the following:
•

Site preparation, vegetation clearing and grubbing, and construction equipment
mobilization

•

Installation of temporary fencing

•

Installation of temporary stormwater controls and related BMP measures

•

Dewatering for shallow groundwater (if present)

•

Demolition and removal of any appurtenant structures, such as flow control gate
structures

•

Initial scraping and collapsing of the existing earthen banks

•

Fill material borrow site excavation and loading for haul to project site

•

Importing and placing fill materials, compacting, and final trimming of the new channel
cross section

•

Placement of slip-form concrete or shotcrete lining (for lined reaches only)

•

Construction of any new or replacement of appurtenant structures, such as irrigation
service turnouts, flow control gates, or road crossings

•

Hauling and offsite disposal of any excess excavated materials

•

Final site grading and surface restoration

•

Site cleanup and demobilization of construction equipment

Anticipated Disturbance Areas and Site Access
Lateral rehabilitation projects typically will require a long corridor of construction disturbance along existing laterals alignments. Work will typically be done in existing OID rightsof-way or easements, although additional easements might be required for some projects to
facilitate construction activity and provide access for long-term O&M. Temporary construction easements for larger laterals or in areas with restricted access might be required. The
typical total construction corridor width will not exceed 60 feet. The total acreage for
construction activity will vary depending on the project length and the corridor width.
Assuming a typical project length of approximately 1 mile and a 60-foot-wide construction
corridor, the total construction area will be about 7 acres.
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Operation and Maintenance
Long-term facility O&M will vary between the irrigation season and winter shutdown
periods. During the irrigation season, lateral corridors will be accessed on a daily basis by
OID operations staff in field vehicles. Operations staff will be operating flow control gates
and conducting routine maintenance and inspections. During the winter shutdown,
vegetation control, inspections, and repairs will be required.

2.2.3 Groundwater Well Program
OID owns 23 wells that provide supplemental irrigation supply. The wells typically range in
depth from 400 to 600 feet, and have an average capacity of 1,500 gallons per minute (gpm).
The wells are manually operated and use electrically powered vertical turbine pumps. Each
well’s mechanical and electrical equipment is housed in a 12-foot by 12-foot metal shop
enclosure with a concrete slab floor. Well distribution throughout the OID service area is
relatively uneven, with wells clustered in some areas, and few or no wells in larger portions
of the service area. Typical use is primarily to supply nearby laterals during maximum
irrigation demand periods. In the last 15 years, groundwater from district wells has contributed a range of 2,000 to 9,000 ac-ft to irrigation supply, averaging 5,900 ac-ft/yr, or less than
2 percent of OID’s overall supply. Most were installed in the 1950s, prior to the Tri-Dam
Project. The average age of the existing wells indicates that most will require redevelopment
or complete replacement within the 25-year planning horizon of the WRP.
Projects proposed as part of the OID Groundwater Well Program will either replace or cap
and destroy aging wells near the ends of their service lives, and construct additional wells in
new locations that will be more beneficial to district operations. Up to 25 wells will be
replaced or installed in a phased approach over approximately the next 20 years.
First, the district’s existing wells will be evaluated and ranked according to the following
criteria: age, condition, efficiency, yield, level of utilization, and location. A prioritized
replacement schedule will then target the lowest ranked wells for the earliest replacement.
Through the combined strategy of replacing existing wells in their current locations,
capping and destroying wells, and constructing new wells in new locations, the program
will achieve the goal of 25 modern, reliable wells, along with the targeted seasonal and peak
pumping capacity.
The program’s benefits are the following:
•

Provide peak-season supplemental supply for OID

•

Increase flexibility of irrigation scheduling by having local supplies closer to irrigation
customers, which in turn supports more efficient on-farm irrigation practices

•

Provide limited off-season supply for frost prevention and rice decomposition between
irrigation seasons

•

Improve drought supply reliability

The specific targets for annual and peak pumping will be refined during implementation of
the program and in coordination with the OID Drought Response Plan, which includes
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cooperative use of private groundwater wells. At this time, the following program elements
are assumed:
•

Typical new wells will have similar features to existing OID wells: approximate depth of
400 to 600 feet, capacity of 2,000 gpm, vertical turbine electric motor pump, overhead or
buried electrical service, 12-foot by 12-foot metal building enclosure with concrete floor,
flow metering, and SCADA link for remote monitoring and control.

•

The district will maintain a groundwater pumping capacity of about 27,000 ac-ft
annually, or about 10 percent of OID’s current average annual supply.

•

The district will maintain a peak groundwater supply capacity of about 100 cfs, or about
10 percent of the peak total main canal flows.

•

Twenty-five wells are required, assuming an average well capacity of 1,800 gpm and
maximum operating time of about 75 percent per season.

Well locations will be redistributed in the district in accordance with the combined strategy
of replacement, abandonment, and new construction.

Proposed Implementation/Construction
The major steps involved in developing the prioritized schedule for new well construction
are as follows:
•

Evaluate and rank existing wells according to criteria.

•

Identify potential new well locations with greatest operating benefits.

•

Evaluate the OID Groundwater Well Program’s impacts by using an updated regional
groundwater model.

•

Select final sites.

•

Acquire land for new sites.

•

Design the wells (engineering design).

•

Construct the wells.

According to the Infrastructure Plan component of the WRP (Appendix H to the WRP), a
maximum of three wells per year is scheduled to be built beginning in 2011 and continuing
for 10 to 15 years.
Construction activities for individual groundwater projects will vary depending on particular
well conditions. Construction of new wells typically requires 5 to 8 weeks. Steps required to
construct a typical 2,000-gpm production well for irrigation consist of the following:
1. Test-hole drilling. Collect and analyze soil samples and complete a geophysical log.
2. Borehole drilling, and casing and screen installation. Surface conductor steel is installed
and concreted into place. A drill rig bores a hole to the desired depth, between 400 and
600 feet, using the reverse circulation method. As the borehole is advanced, drill cuttings
from the rig are discharged into a large pit and periodically removed with a backhoe
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and spread out onsite or stored in a roll-off bin for disposal. Operations continue on a
24-hour basis. When complete, the screen and well casing are installed into the borehole.
The sand filter pack is installed.
3. Well development. The well is bailed and airlift pumped to remove fine sediment. Next,
a line shaft turbine pump is installed in the well and run by a truck-mounted diesel
engine. The well is pumped at successively higher rates up to about 150 percent of the
desired capacity, or 3,000 gpm. At each increment the pump is run until the water is
clear.
4. Aquifer testing. A drawdown test and constant pumping rate test are completed, and
the pump test water is discharged to a neighboring stream. Water quality samples are
collected after 24 hours of pumping.
5. Pump and motor installation. The pump, motor, mechanical equipment, and electrical
equipment are installed on a concrete pedestal. The discharge piping to the adjacent
lateral is constructed, along with the metal building enclosure. Overhead or buried
electrical power supply is routed to the well from the nearest distribution line.
6. Site restoration.

Anticipated Disturbance Areas and Site Access
The maximum area required for drilling and constructing a new well or replacing an
existing well is typically 100 feet by 100 feet. Upon completion, the well and well housing
will require a maximum area of about 40 feet by 40 feet. Access routes for equipment will be
determined as specific wells or sites are selected for the program.

Operation and Maintenance
O&M activities for new wells will be similar to existing well operations. Each well will be
accessed daily or weekly for inspection when in use during the irrigation season, and as
required for maintenance and repairs when not in use between seasons.

2.2.4 Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program
The district initiated a Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program before initiating
development of the WRP. This ongoing program’s implementation will be in parallel with
the WRP. The program is focused on critical repairs to the upper portions of the distribution
system including the Joint Main Canal, which OID and SSJID share, the North Main Canal,
and the South Main Canal. Projects have been identified, and some have been completed, to
rehabilitate critical sections of the main canal and tunnels.
Table 2-3 summarizes the improvements under this program and the associated project
costs. Figure 2-8 shows the implementation schedule for this program. Actual implementation will be dependent on the ultimate financing strategy with annual capital expenditures
limited by available revenue. Information about these projects, including the capital costs
and schedule for implementation, were provided by OID. Previously completed projects are
not included in this cost and schedule summary.
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TABLE 2-3

Main Canal and Tunnel Improvements Program Project Costs
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Project Name and Descriptiona

Total Capital Cost ($)

b

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation

101,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation – Copper Tunnel

224,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation – Ram Tunnel

280,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation – Long Tunnel

280,000

Cape Horn Hazardous Assessment

100,000

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation Construction – First Phase

3,400,000

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation Construction – Final Phase

4,000,000

South Main – Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation Study

100,000

South Main Rehabilitation – Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation I

2,000,000

South Main Rehabilitation – Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation II

1,750,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone – Bypass Route for New Tunnel, Design, CEQA

1,500,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone – New Tunnel Construction, Year 1

8,300,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone – New Tunnel Construction, Year 2

7,000,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone – New Tunnel Construction, Year 3

3,500,000

Tunnel 8 Rehabilitation – Design and Construction

1,300,000

Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9

3,500,000

Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation Phase 2

4,400,000

c

Willms Siphon Evaluation Study

125,000

Willms Siphon Rehabilitation Construction

1,125,000

Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 9 to Cashman Dam

1,568,000

Total Cost
a

44,553,000

Project information from OID.

b

For Joint Main projects, cost shown is OID’s share (28%) of the total, which is based on cost-share with
SSJID.

c

Cost for evaluation and retrofit of Willms Flume is not included and is unknown at this time.

The district’s Main Canal and Tunnel Improvements Program represents a major portion of
OID’s infrastructure costs projected for the next 20 years. Therefore, the WRP included these
costs as an input driving the overall recommend financial plan. However, other than
accounting for costs, the Main Canal and Tunnel Improvements Program is not a component of the WRP, and CEQA compliance for the program’s implementation will be
handled outside of this PEIR.
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Project Description

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Joint Main & Tunnel Rehabilitation
- Engineering Design
- Gable Tunnel Construction
- Copper Tunnel Construction
- Ram Tunnel Construction
- Long Tunnel Construction
Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation
- Hazardous Assessment
- Construction - First Phase
- Construction - Final Phase
South Main Canal Rehabilitation
- Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehab - Study
- Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehab - Construction
2-Mile Bar Slide Zone
- New Tunnel Bypass Route - Design/CEQA
- New Tunnel Construction
Tunnel 8 Rehabilitation- Design & Construction
Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9
Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation Phase 2
Williams Siphon Rehabilitation
- Evaluation Study
- Construction
Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 9 to Cashman Dam
Overall task
Subtask
WB112006002RDD_2-8

FIGURE 2-8

Main Canal and Tunnels Program Implementation Schedule
Oakdale Irrigation District
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
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2.2.5 Pipeline Replacement Program
OID has approximately 100 miles of distribution pipelines. The most common pipe
materials include cast-in-place (CIP) concrete pipe, pre-cast concrete pipe, and
polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe. The majority of the existing piping is aging CIP, typically
24 to 48 inches in diameter. The CIP pipe is failing in many areas, and increasing effort is
required to repair and replace the failing sections. The degraded and failing sections can
result in excess leakage and conveyance losses, disruption of irrigation service, and nuisance
flooding. During the last several years, OID has typically replaced a total of 1,000 to
3,000 feet of failing pipe per year. The actual individual repair and replacement projects
have varied from a few hundred feet to approximately 1,000 feet.
The purpose of the Pipeline Replacement Program is twofold:
•

Implement a prioritized schedule of pipeline replacement projects that target the most
critical pipelines in the first phase.

•

Implement a regular long-term program of inspection, maintenance, repairs, and
replacement as needed.

During the first phase of the program, an updated inventory and assessment of the existing
pipelines will be performed to determine the most critical reaches for replacement depending on condition, service impacts, and land use changes, such as urban development. A
maximum of 3 miles of these pipeline reaches will be replaced each year until the highpriority pipeline reaches have been replaced. During the second phase of the program, a
long-term regular annual target of between 1 and 2 miles of pipeline replacement per year
will be completed to maintain a uniform level of condition and reliability. The benefits of
this program will include reduced conveyance losses from pipeline leakage and improved
irrigation supply reliability.
The pipeline replacement projects will involve existing facilities only, all located within
deeded and prescribed OID rights-of-way and easements. Some projects might require
acquisition of additional easements or rights-of-way for construction access or to establish
adequate permanent O&M access following construction. The selection and scheduling of
specific projects will vary each year and cannot be specified at this time. Most projects will
involve replacement pipes ranging from 24 to 54 inches in diameter. The disturbance area
and construction activity for each project will vary depending on the pipe size and length of
replacement, appurtenant features such as control structures, and access conditions.

Proposed Implementation/Construction
The first phase will begin in approximately 2010 and will continue for 10 years or longer,
depending on the results of the initial inventory and assessment.
The second phase will be an ongoing program that continues in perpetuity, with pipelines
replaced as they reach the end of their normal 50- to 75-year service life.
The construction time required to complete each pipeline replacement project will vary
depending on the length and size of pipe, the land use conditions, the condition of related
appurtenances such as flow control structures, and variables such as inclement weather. The
maximum time for a single project will be approximately 6 months. Projects will normally
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be completed between irrigation seasons (mid-October to mid-March) when the pipelines
are out of service. For short segments of smaller pipelines, it might be feasible to complete
work during the irrigation season by using alternative supplies or bypass flows, but this will
be an exceptional condition.
The expected range of construction activity for a typical pipeline replacement project will
include the following:
•

Site preparation, vegetation clearing and grubbing, and construction equipment
mobilization

•

Installation of temporary fencing

•

Installation of temporary stormwater controls and related BMP measures

•

Installation of temporary drainage bypass and/or irrigation services

•

Excavation, demolition, and removal of the existing pipeline

•

Dewatering for shallow groundwater if present

•

Demolition and removal of any appurtenance structures, such as flow control gate
structures

•

Trench preparation, bedding material placement, and laying of new pipe sections

•

Placement and compaction of trench backfill

•

Construction of any new or replacement appurtenance structures, such as irrigation
service turnouts, flow control gates, or road crossings

•

Hauling and offsite disposal of any excess excavated materials1

•

Final site grading and surface restoration (paving and grading as needed)

•

Site cleanup and demobilization of construction equipment

Anticipated Disturbance Areas and Site Access
Pipeline replacement projects typically will require a long corridor of construction disturbance along the existing pipeline alignment. Most work typically will be accomplished
within existing OID rights-of-way or easements, but some projects might require new
easements or rights-of-way to complete construction work. For larger pipelines or congested
areas, it might be necessary to acquire temporary construction easements. The typical total
construction corridor width will not exceed 50 feet. The total acreage for construction
activity will vary depending on the length of pipeline being replaced and the corridor
width. Assuming a maximum project length of approximately 3 miles and a 50-foot-wide
construction corridor, the maximum temporary disturbance area will be approximately
18 acres, but will typically range from 6 to 10 acres.

1 To reduce disposal volume, concrete rubble from any demolition activity can be ground up for road base or used for rip rap.
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Operation and Maintenance
Long-term facility O&M will vary between the irrigation season and winter shutdown
periods. During the irrigation season, pipeline corridors will be accessed on a daily basis by
OID operations staff in field vehicles. Operations staff will be operating flow control gates
and conducting routine maintenance and inspections. During the winter shutdown,
infrequent access for vegetation control, inspections, and repairs will be required.

2.2.6 Regulating Reservoir and Woodward Intertie
Regulating reservoirs are storage facilities in an irrigation district’s primary distribution
system that are used to provide short-term (1 to 2 days) operating storage for management
of supply-and-demand mismatches within the system. OID has two existing regulating
reservoirs: Rodden Lake on the North Side and Van Lier Reservoir on the South Side. These
existing reservoirs were evaluated in the WRP Infrastructure Assessment (Appendix C to
the WRP) for capacity, location, and operational benefits. Operating benefits were evaluated
against standard criteria for ability to provide supplemental supply for short-term increases
in demands and to store excess flows during short-term cuts in demands.
The evaluation supported the following primary findings:
•

Rodden Lake’s practical operational benefits are severely limited by the dam’s degraded
condition, associated restrictions on storage volume, and excessive travel time (9 to
12 hours) from the reservoir to the North Side’s major laterals.

•

The northern portion of the OID service area does not have adequate regulating
reservoir capacity.

•

The Van Lier Reservoir, built in 2002, has adequate storage volume and a suitable
location to provide the intended operating benefits for most of the OID service area’s
southern half.

The purpose of the proposed regulating reservoir projects is to improve OID’s capacity to
manage short-term mismatches in supply and demands in the service area’s northern half.
This will provide the following two primary benefits:
1. The regulating reservoir can be used to meet short-term increases in irrigation demand
in a timely manner, providing greater flexibility and shorter response time to changes in
customer demands. This ordering flexibility supports improved on-farm efficiency for
irrigators who elect to manage their irrigation operations more carefully.
2. The reservoir provides temporary storage of excess flows during unscheduled cuts in
demand, allowing this water to be released later for scheduled use, which in turn
reduces operational spills.
Both of these benefits contribute to improved district water use efficiency.

Proposed Implementation/Construction
Two proposed projects will be operated in a coordinated manner to meet the objectives: a new
North Side Regulating Reservoir located at the downstream terminus of the North Main Canal,
near the junction of the Burnett and Cometa Laterals, and re-establishment and improvement
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of the intertie between the Cometa Lateral and SSJID Woodward Reservoir (the Woodward
Intertie). Both project site locations are shown on Figure 2-9. Table 2-4 summarizes the features
of the North Side Regulating Reservoir project, and Table 2-5 summarizes the features of the
Woodward Intertie project. The design details for the North Side Regulating Reservoir will
vary depending on the geotechnical investigations and the determination by CDDS regarding
potential jurisdictional nature of the project. CDDS jurisdiction will be established during
preliminary design and might influence some design features, such as freeboard, spillway
requirements, embankment height, and material composition. Figures 2-10 and 2-11 show the
location and approximate footprint of each project.
The size of the proposed North Side Regulating Reservoir depends on two factors: the
service criteria for supplying supplemental water and storing excess water, and the use of
the improved Woodward Intertie. The coordinated use of the Woodward Intertie to help
meet part of the service criteria reduces the required capacity of the North Side Reservoir by
supplying water from Woodward Reservoir for short-term demands or storing water
diverted into Woodward during short-term cuts. The magnitude of the size reduction
provided by Woodward Reservoir depends on whether the intertie is used for calls only, or
both cuts and calls. In addition to these technical factors, implementing the Woodward
Intertie will require an operating agreement between OID and SSJID. In addition to the
proposed intertie, OID could use Woodward Reservoir on a flow-through basis in
cooperation with SSJID to convey water to any future annexed lands located north of
Woodward Reservoir but within OID’s SOI.
Given these institutional and technical variables, the following three potential sizes could
result for the North Side Regulating Reservoir:
•

The minimum size (190 ac-ft) will be feasible if the Woodward Intertie is used for both
cuts and calls.

•

The next larger size (230 ac-ft) will be required if the Woodward Intertie provides call
water only.

•

The maximum reservoir size (320 ac-ft) will be required if the Woodward Intertie is not
implemented in coordination with the North Side Regulating Reservoir.

Following development of an initial agreement between OID and SSJID (or determination
that an agreement was not forthcoming), preliminary design and operations studies will
refine the reservoir capacity and, if applicable, the function, capacity, and features of the
improved Woodward Intertie. Subsequent environmental analysis and documentation will
be prepared as required by CEQA, if applicable.
The location and general features of these two projects are well defined, and are based on
conservative (upper limits) estimates of their size and capacity. For the North Side
Regulating Reservoir, further analysis will be required during preliminary and final
engineering design to refine and finalize the capacity, site layout, embankment geometry,
earthwork balance, and details of appurtenances such as the inlet and outlet structures. The
North Side Regulating Reservoir will occupy the parcel now owned by OID at the proposed
location, and will require acquisition of adjacent private property. Facility features of the
Woodward Intertie may also be refined and finalized during implementation.
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TABLE 2-4

North Side Regulating Reservoir Project Features
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Feature
Location
Capacity

Description
Downstream end of North Main Canal, at
Burnett-Cometa Head Gates.
190-ac-ft minimum to 320-ac-ft maximum.

Site Acreage

Approximately 20 to 35 acres.

Embankment
Geometry

3:1 side slopes interior, 2:1 exterior,
20-foot-wide crest with gravel road, 12- to
15-foot maximum height.

Materials

Suitable native excavated materials,
imported clay or synthetic liner for lowpermeability areas. Shotcrete lining and/or
stone rip rap on upper half of embankment.
Concrete control structure at northeastern
corner. Long-crested weir inlet to reservoir,
automated overshot gates for flow into
Lower Cometa Lateral. Approximately
2,000 feet of Cometa Lateral to be lined
with concrete downstream of inlet and head
gate structure.
Concrete structure, motor-operated sluice
gates, energy dissipater basin, concrete
canal channel section with ramp flume for
flow measurement.
Remote monitoring and control via OID
SCADA system.

Inlet Structure

Outlet Structure

SCADA Controls

Notes
Major lateral head gates flow split, supports flow
time criteria for most of OID northern area.
Required capacity depends on use of Woodward
Intertie for calls or cuts and calls.
Based on average operating depth of 12 feet, and
selected capacity.
Assumed similar to Van Lier Reservoir. North and
east side embankments will be lower because of
topography. Side slopes and freeboard
requirements might vary depending on CDDS
requirements.
Will depend on results of geotechnical
investigations.

Level control at inlet pool allows excess flows into
reservoir. Overshot gates provide FCM.

Include emergency overflow weir to release
excess water to downstream channel.

Monitor Lower Cometa flows, reservoir levels,
reservoir outlet flows into Burnett Lateral, highand low-level alarms.

TABLE 2-5

Woodward Intertie Project Features
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Feature
Location
Outflow
Capacity

Description
Existing intertie on southeast shoreline, near
Dorsey Road.
40- to 50-cfs outflow to Lower Cometa Lateral.

Outflow
Pipe and
Head Gate
Inflow
Capacity

Two parallel pipes, 30 inches and 36 inches,
200-foot-long flow meters on each.
Motor-operated undershot head gates.
40- to 50-cfs inflow from Lower Cometa Lateral.

Inflow Pump
Station

90-horsepower electric power turbine pump,
42-inch-diameter pipe, 200 feet long, to
reservoir.

SCADA

Remote monitoring and control of flow rate via
OID central SCADA base station. Monitoring
signal only to SSJID SCADA base station.
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Notes
Allows inflow to supply Lower Cometa, Fairbanks,
and downstream laterals.
Supply approximately 25 percent of peak flows below
intertie. Includes Fairbanks, Hirschfeld, and Lower
Cometa area. Exchange flows back into Woodward
are made via the Joint Main Canal during the next
scheduled flow change or as agreed to under
cooperative operating agreement.
Two pipes to provide full range of flows with high
measurement accuracy and control. Flow signal used
to control head gates.
Allows up to 25 percent cut in downstream demands
on OID system to be diverted into Woodward for
temporary storage.
Combine pump station, inflow, and outflow features
into single pool with check structure, gates, and
pump. Approximately 60-foot by 60-foot site centered
on Cometa Lateral channel.
Allows rapid adjustments of flow rates and
cooperative monitoring of outflow from Woodward.
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The major steps involved in refining and implementing the North Side Regulating Reservoir
and the Woodward Intertie are the following:
1. Development of an operations agreement for the intertie
2. Refinement of design capacity and operating practices for the North Side Regulating
Reservoir
3. Geotechnical investigations
4. Land acquisition
5. Permitting and environmental assessment procedures
6. Final engineering design
7. Construction
The North Side Regulating Reservoir will likely be completed in two construction seasons.
The preliminary steps required prior to final design, such as land acquisition and
geotechnical investigations, will be accomplished prior to construction of the North Side
Regulating Reservoir.
The construction time required to complete each project will vary depending on the specific
project features and site conditions. The Woodward Intertie is a relatively simple project
having construction duration and activity similar to that described for the FCM projects
(see Section 2.1). Construction will last less than 6 months and will be completed in the fall
and winter, when Woodward Reservoir levels are lowest.
The North Side Regulating Reservoir is one of the largest and most complex projects in the
CIP. Construction is expected to last about 12 months, with most of the earthwork done
during the irrigation season to avoid impacts of winter rains. This will require steps to
continue normal irrigation supply into the Cometa, Burnett, and Rodden Highline Laterals,
each of which will be impacted by construction.
Construction activity will include the following types of work:
•

Site preparation, vegetation clearing and grubbing, and construction equipment
mobilization

•

Installation of temporary fencing and temporary stormwater controls

•

Installation of temporary drainage bypass and/or irrigation services

•

Demolition and removal of the existing Burnett-Cometa Head Gates structure

•

Excavation for the reservoir

•

Importing of required nonnative soils such as low-permeability clays

•

Placement and compaction of reservoir embankment materials

•

Hauling and offsite disposal of excess earthwork materials from reservoir excavation
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•

Dewatering for shallow groundwater (if present)

•

Construction of new reservoir inlet and Cometa Head Gates structure, reservoir outlet
structure, and concrete outlet channel

•

Installation of mechanical appurtenances such as gates and SCADA equipment

•

Relocation of existing utilities impacted by construction

•

Final site grading, permanent fencing installation, and gravel road surfacing

•

Construction of overhead or buried electrical power lines

•

Site cleanup and demobilization of construction equipment

Earthwork activity to excavate the site, import soils, remove unsuitable native soils, and
related activity are expected to make up most of the construction-related impacts. Table 2-6
summarizes conceptual-level earthwork activity and quantities for the 230-ac-ft project that
includes the Woodward Intertie for call use only. Earthwork figures for the larger and
smaller projects will be proportional to their relative capacities.
TABLE 2-6

North Side Regulating Reservoir Earthwork Summary
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Construction Activity

Earthwork Quantity
(Cubic Yards)

Notes

Stripping of Unsuitable Topsoil and
Organic Materials

11,900

Assumes 2 feet of topsoil will be stripped from
embankment areas.

Excavation to Design Grade

96,100

Depth of excavation will vary between
approximately 2 to 4 feet depending on the
existing and design grade.

Low-permeability Clay Lining

48,900

Might not be required if geomembrane liner is
used in place of clay.

Embankment
Core (suitable native/random fill)

51,400

Topsoil/Seed

1,900

Road Gravel

1,500

Shotcrete

1,400

Offsite Haul and Disposal

44,700

Assumes onsite excavated material is suitable
for embankment core fill.

Anticipated Disturbance Areas and Site Access
The Woodward Intertie project’s permanent features will occupy less than 0.25 acre.
Construction activity will result in temporary disturbance of approximately 0.5 acre or less
at the new connecting pipes and head gate. Construction activity may also include minor inreservoir earthwork. Construction could have a temporary impact to recreation in a nearby
picnic and camping area. Construction access will use the existing paved road along the
reservoir’s south side, following the normal public access route into Woodward Reservoir
from 26-Mile Road.
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The North Side Regulating Reservoir’s permanent facilities will occupy approximately 25 to
30 acres. During construction, the total temporary disturbance area will be approximately
30 to 35 acres. Offsite temporary construction disturbance might also occur at earthwork
borrow and disposal sites, which have not been identified at this time. Construction access
is expected to use one-way traffic flow, with incoming construction traffic using the existing
Burnett Lateral access road off 28-Mile Road, and outgoing traffic using the Cometa Lateral
access road to reach Frankenheimer Road. Improvements to the canal access roads might be
required, such as placement of aggregate base surface, to allow construction access during
wet weather and to minimize dust and other impacts to the unpaved surfaces.

Operation and Maintenance
The North Side Regulating Reservoir will be used to balance irrigation supply and demand
for the areas served by the Burnett and Cometa Laterals, which includes most of OID’s
northern service area. Flow rate into these two main laterals will be remotely monitored and
controlled. The reservoir typically will be operated on a 24-hour cycle to balance scheduled
flows from Goodwin Dam into the North Main Canal with irrigation demands. The
reservoir level will fluctuate daily, and typically return to its target normal operating level
within 24 hours. Normal operations will include daily visits by OID operations staff to
monitor conditions and make manual changes to local irrigation services near the reservoir.
Operation of the reservoir’s outlet gates to the Burnett Lateral and the Cometa Lateral Head
Gates will be accomplished using remote SCADA monitoring and control.
Maintenance activity for the reservoir will be similar to that for the existing Van Lier
Reservoir. This includes winter-season shutdown and draining, periodic sediment removal
if needed, and vegetation control. Periodic inspection and maintenance will be performed
on all mechanical and electrical equipment.
O&M for the Woodward Intertie will be similar to that for typical FCM structures. This
might include daily site visits for general inspection and winter-season maintenance to
mechanical and electrical equipment as needed.

2.2.7 Turnout Replacement Program
OID has over 2,800 irrigation customers, each typically having a single irrigation service
turnout. Most existing turnouts are either simple canal gates (Waterman-type circular meter
gates) or constant-head orifice (CHO) double-gate structures (referred to as “pressure-box
structures”). The WRP Infrastructure Assessment (Appendix C to the WRP) of the existing
customer turnouts revealed the following issues:
•

Inability to accurately measure flow rates because of improperly constructed turnouts,
unsuitable operating conditions, and/or lack of consistent operator practices

•

Widely varying service flow rates and irrigation scheduling relative to customer acreage

•

Poor physical condition and/or improperly installed turnout appurtenances

•

On-farm conditions such as backwater or poor head-ditch conditions that impact
turnout operation
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These deficiencies cause the following issues: reduced ability of irrigators to manage their
water use, lack of adequate operations data for Distribution System Operators (DSO), and
increased on-farm and conveyance system losses.
The Turnout Replacement Program proposes to replace turnouts throughout the district and
standardize turnout features. The program will allow OID to provide a higher level of
customer service and improve on-farm and district system efficiency. The specific features
and standards for turnout improvements will be finalized with proposed changes to the
district’s customer service standards, which are expected to be developed in 2006 and 2007.
Turnout replacements will be performed in coordination with lateral and pipeline
rehabilitation projects, where applicable. The proposed program will result in the following
benefits:
•

Standardized capacity according to customer parcel size and irrigation methods

•

Reasonably accurate flow rate and quantification measurement by operators

•

Standardized features that support ease of training and consistent practices among the
water operations staff

Standard Turnout Types
A customer’s irrigated acreage, crop type, irrigation method, and on-farm management
practices all influence the irrigation service requirements. Standard turnout designs will be
selected for customers using criteria such as acreage served, crop type, required flow rate,
irrigation method, and whether the turnout is located on an open lateral or a buried pipe
lateral. For purposes of approximate costs and example features to establish approximate
construction activity and disturbance areas, the following three turnout types were
described in the WRP. The first type of turnout is similar to the basic meter-gate setup in
common use in OID, and suitable for smaller parcels. The second type is based on the CHO
(pressure-box)-type structure, suitable for higher flow rates over longer delivery periods. A
third type of turnout is intended for large customers (typically 40 acres or more) who
require a high level of FCM accuracy. This type will include a flow control/isolation gate
and propeller-type flow meter.

Proposed Implementation/Construction
The proposed projects will standardize turnouts and provide for regular replacement of
about 40 turnouts per year. The program schedule includes the following three steps:
•
•
•

Focus on the largest water users with specific service requirements.
Implement standardized turnouts for smaller customers.
Conduct a long-term program for regularly scheduled replacements.

To provide the greatest water measurement benefits, initial implementation over the next
5 to 6 years will focus on the 150 to 200 largest customers who account for about 60 percent
of OID’s irrigated lands. About 30 percent of all 2,800 total turnouts will be replaced over
the next 25 years. Over the long-term, a 50-year replacement is targeted. A maximum of
40 turnouts per year will be replaced.
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Installation of turnouts will require 2 to 3 weeks of minor construction activity, weather
permitting. Typical construction activities might include installation of a small concrete
headwall, laying a short reach of buried pipe through the district right-of-way to connect the
turnout to the customer’s field or head ditch, installation of flow control gates and meters,
and meter calibration.

Anticipated Disturbance Areas and Site Access
Temporary construction activities will require an area of approximately 20 feet by 20 feet for
staging and installation. Sites will be accessed using existing canal roads where feasible, but
some projects might require new easements or rights-of-way to complete construction work.
In some cases, turnout replacement work will be accomplished during related lateral
improvement or pipeline replacement projects, in which case the construction access and
disturbance area will largely be determined by the more extensive pipeline or lateral project
work.

Operation and Maintenance
Customer turnouts are accessed by OID operations staff using existing access routes along
the distribution laterals on a daily or weekly basis during the irrigation season. During the
winter shutdown, only occasional access will be required for maintenance or repairs. The
frequency of O&M activity will be similar to existing practices, but might decrease if the
improvements increase turnout reliability.

2.2.8 Drainwater Reclamation Projects
OID has 35 drainwater reclamation pumps that divert water from local drainages into
nearby distribution laterals. Drainwater reuse helps increase OID’s overall water use
efficiency and provides supplemental peak supply to local laterals. The 35 pumps have a
combined seasonal capacity of about 23,900 ac-ft. However, practical limitations, such as the
locations of pumps relative to major drains and the timing of drainwater supply relative to
irrigation demands, result in an actual average drainwater reclamation supply of approximately 13,000 ac-ft per season, or about 5 percent of OID’s total irrigation supply. The
drainwater reclamation pumps are all manually operated and in good condition. Some
pump sites include local storage capability that allows management of drain flow variation,
but most do not. Pump use varies widely because of the quantity of drainwater available
and their proximity to laterals with sufficient demand to use the water.
The purpose of the new drainwater reclamation projects is to improve OID’s capacity to
manage short-term variations in drainwater supply and irrigation demands, and increase
the overall systemwide drainwater reclamation capacity by providing new and/or
expanded drainwater reclamation facilities. The new facilities will include local reclamation
basins and will be located to maximize the balance between available drainwater
reclamation supply and irrigation demands. The project benefits are as follows:
•

Increased overall drainwater reclamation capacity

•

Improved short-term peak irrigation-season supply closer to the point of use, which
increases operating and scheduling flexibility for irrigation customers
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•

Planned routing of excess lateral flows to the drainwater reclamation basins to minimize
net losses from operational spills

•

Lower agricultural drainwater outflow from the OID service area and improved district
water use efficiency

Table 2-7 lists an overview of each proposed drainwater reclamation project’s key features,
size, and seasonal drainwater supply according to current land use and drain flow
conditions. Project locations are shown on Figure 2-12. The drainwater reclamation projects
have been developed to a conceptual level only, and will require refinement during
implementation to finalize locations, facility features, and operating practices. The project
facilities will be primarily located outside of existing OID property or easements, so private
lands must be purchased and permanent easements must be acquired.

Typical Project Operations and Facilities
The proposed drainwater reclamation projects have the following typical facilities and
operational concept:
•

Surface water runoff is diverted from the local drain through a check structure and lift
pump.

•

The diverted drainwater is conveyed via a low-pressure pipeline to a nearby drainwater
reclamation basin for storage.

•

A low-head pipeline and pump station move the stored drainwater from the drainwater
reclamation basin to a nearby distribution lateral.

The district currently employs operations and facilities fundamentally similar to those
proposed; however, the proposed projects provide a greater degree of operational capacity
and management capability. Each facility will be monitored and controlled by SCADA links
to OID’s central SCADA station. Figures 2-13 through 2-17 show schematics of the proposed
drainwater reclamation basin projects to illustrate typical project features. Table 2-8
summarizes the facility features for a typical project.
The facilities are sized to allow management of the peak month’s average daily drain flows.
The variable flow in the drains is diverted, as available, into the basin, which is filled over a
12- to 24-hour period, depending on drain flows and diversion pumping rate. The stored
water is then pumped into the nearby lateral at a steady, predictable rate to meet local
irrigation demands. The overall effect is to “smooth out” variable flows in the drains to
allow predictable steady flows into the laterals for reclamation. By planning for use of this
local drainwater supply 1 to 2 days in advance, system operators can adjust upstream main
canal inflows as needed to reflect this additional local supply.
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TABLE 2-7

Drainwater Reclamation Projects Summary
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Land
Area
(acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Diameter
(inches)

Length
(feet)

Seasonal
Drainwater
a
Supply
(approximate
ac-ft)

4

15

20

200

2,530

10

49

36

3,900

5,400

7

32

30

3,950

3,450

Reclamation Basin

Number
N1

N4

S3

Name
Tulloch Lateral/
Lone Tree Creek
Reclamation Basin

Sweet Lateral/
Lone Tree Creek
Large Reclamation
Basin

South Lateral
Reclamation Basin/
Union Pump and
Pipeline

RDD/062270007 (CAH3562.DOC)

Overview
•

Divert excess drain inflow water from Lone Tree
Creek at the junction of the Tulloch Lateral and the
spill to Lone Tree Drain. Can also use to store excess
flows from head of Tulloch Lateral during
unscheduled downstream cuts.

•

Supply stored water into Tulloch Lateral via low-lift
pump and pipe, or release into Lone Tree Creek for
diversion at downstream reclamation sites.

•

Divert drainwater from Lone Tree Creek in the vicinity
of the existing Lone Tree Reclamation Pump. Build
larger reclamation basin and conveyance facilities to
manage all upstream drainage on Lone Tree Creek.

•

Supply stored water to the Hirschfeld Lateral,
upstream of Clark Pipeline Head Gates, so supply
can be used on Hirschfeld, Clark, and Sweet
Laterals.

•

Revise operating strategy to divert upstream excess
lateral flows (during unscheduled cuts to major
laterals like Tulloch and Hirschfeld) to Lone Tree
Creek upstream of this project for routing to
reclamation basin.

•

Divert water directly from the Union Drain at existing
Union Pump site.

•

Convey to new dual-use reclamation basin on South
Lateral via pipeline and pump station.

•

Divert drainwater when available, and store in
reclamation basin for scheduled release to South
Lateral. Reclamation basin can also be used to store
excess flows from upper South Lateral during
unscheduled cuts.

Pipeline(s)
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TABLE 2-7

Drainwater Reclamation Projects Summary
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Land
Area
(acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Diameter
(inches)

Length
(feet)

Seasonal
Drainwater
a
Supply
(approximate
ac-ft)

4

14

20

1,200

950

4

13

18

200

1,290

Reclamation Basin

Number
S4

S7

a

Name
Laughlin Drain
Reclamation Basin

Palmer Drain
Reclamation Basin

Overview
•

Divert drainwater from the Laughlin Drain to
reclamation basin near Milnes Road.

•

Convey stored water via pump station and pipeline to
the Dry Creek Lateral.

•

Divert drainwater from the Palmer Drain to new
reclamation basin on north side of Milnes Road.

•

Supply stored water to the Claribel Lateral via new
pipeline and pump station.

•

Reclamation basin is close enough to Claribel Lateral
to potentially have two-way flow and spill excess
lateral flows from the lateral to the reclamation basin
during unscheduled cuts on lower Claribel.

Pipeline(s)

Seasonal drainwater supply is based on current drain flows.
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Proposed Implementation/Construction
The major steps involved in developing and implementing the drainwater reclamation
projects are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue drainwater flow monitoring
Refine the size and operating practices for each potential project
Acquire permits and provide environmental documentation as required
Acquire property and/or easement agreements
Design the project (engineering design)
Construct the project

According to the Phase 1 Draft Capital Improvement Plan, it is anticipated that steps
leading up to construction will be completed over the next 3 years, with construction
commencing on the first project in the summer of 2009. Completion of all five recommended
projects will occur between approximately 2009 and 2015.
The construction time required to complete each project will vary depending on the specific
project features and site conditions, but is anticipated to be approximately 6 months.
Construction will likely be completed during the normal irrigation season because
conducting large earthwork operations during the winter rainy season is difficult. This
might require steps to continue normal drainage and irrigation supply operations for
facilities that are temporarily disrupted by the construction activity.
Construction activity will include the following types of work:
•

Site preparation, vegetation clearing and grubbing, and construction equipment
mobilization

•

Installation of temporary fencing

•

Installation of temporary stormwater controls and related BMP measures

•

Installation of temporary drainage bypass and/or irrigation services

•

Demolition and removal of minor existing drainage and irrigation structures

•

Excavation for the reclamation basin, pipelines, and structures

•

Placement and compaction of reclamation basin embankment materials

•

Hauling and offsite disposal of excess earthwork materials from reclamation basin
excavation

•

Dewatering for shallow groundwater (if present)

•

Construction of new concrete structures such as the drainage channel check and pump
wet wells

•

Relocation of existing utilities impacted by construction

•

Final site grading, permanent fencing installation, and gravel road surfacing

•

Installation of mechanical appurtenances such as pumps, gates, and SCADA equipment

•

Construction of overhead or buried electrical power lines

•

Site cleanup and demobilization of construction equipment
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SECTION 2.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND ALTERNATIVES

TABLE 2-8

Drainwater Reclamation Project Common Facility Features
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Component
Reclamation Basin

Features
Area: 4 to 10 acres.
Depth: 7 to 10 feet.
Outside Embankment Height: 4 feet.
Embankment Material: native soils or suitable imported soils.
Lining: mostly earthen unlined. Stone rip rap or shotcrete on upper half of inside
embankment for erosion prevention.
Gravel access road along 16-foot-wide crest of embankment.

Diversion Structure

Concrete check structure across drain channel to pool drainwater deep enough for
controlled diversion.
Removable gates for open flow in winter.

Pumps

One pump at diversion structure; one pump to convey stored water out of reclamation
basin.
Electric power, vertical turbine pumps.
Overhead or buried electrical service line to facility from nearest distribution line.

Pipelines

Buried 18- to 36-inch piping, low-head pumped or gravity flow.

SCADA

Communication equipment for remote monitoring and control of pumps, gates, and
other equipment as needed. Likely to be solar powered with battery backup, or use
onsite power service needed for pumps.

The relatively large quantity of earthwork required for reclamation basin construction will
likely result in excess earthwork materials requiring offsite disposal. Potential uses for this
material might include placement on private farm fields for leveling, earthen canal
reshaping improvements on nearby OID laterals that require imported fill to re-establish
proper canal cross sections, or marketing to general construction earthwork brokers for use
in suitable construction projects.

Anticipated Disturbance Areas and Site Access
Each proposed drainwater reclamation project will occupy between 5 and 10 acres at
completion. Construction staging, earthwork borrow sites, and earthwork disposal sites will
result in temporary construction disturbance areas ranging between 6 and 12 total acres at
each site. The proposed project sites will be refined according to land ownership, topography, and other factors that might influence facility layout. Additional drainwater flow
monitoring and refinement of the operating strategies might influence facility sizing;
however, the operational practices assumed for conceptual sizing are conservative because
they represent the largest feasible capacity.
Construction access from the nearest public paved roads to the project site will use existing
district-owned (or right-of-way through) unpaved canal embankment roads. Table 2-9
summarizes approximate areas of temporary and permanent disturbance that will result
from implementing each project, anticipated earthwork quantities, and construction access
routes to each site.
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TABLE 2-9

Drainwater Reclamation Project Facility Areas, Construction, and Access
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Temporary Construction
Disturbance
(Acres)

Permanent Facility Area
(Acres)
Reclamation
Basin

Pipeline
Easement
Corridor

Total

Reclamation
Basin

Pipeline
Easement
Corridor

Reclamation Basin Earthwork
(Cubic Yards)

Total

Total
Cut

Approximate
Final Bank
Volume (Fill)

Net
Excess

Access Routes

Number

Name

N1

Tulloch Lateral/
Lone Tree Creek
Reclamation Basin

3.4

—

3.4

4.5

—

4.5

14,600

4,400

10,200

Escalon-Bellota
Road

N4

Sweet Lateral/
Lone Tree Creek
Large Reclamation
Basin

9.2

1.8

11.0

11.1

4.5

15.5

49,500

7,700

41,800

Dodds Road

S3

South Lateral
Reclamation Basin/
Union Pump and
Pipeline

6.4

1.8

8.2

7.9

4.5

12.4

32,000

6,300

25,700

Albers Road,
Dusty Lane

S4

Laughlin Drain
Reclamation Basin

3.4

0.6

3.9

4.5

1.4

5.9

14,500

4,400

10,100

Wellsford Road

S7

Palmer
Reclamation Pump
and Reclamation
Basin Expansion

3.1

—

3.1

4.2

—

4.2

12,900

4,200

5,700

Milnes Road,
Langworth Road
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Operation and Maintenance
Long-term O&M activity will vary between the irrigation season and winter shutdown
periods. During the irrigation season, each drainwater reclamation facility will be accessed
using existing access roads one or more times per day for general inspections and routine
maintenance or repairs. SCADA features and local automated controls will minimize the
need for manual local control by OID staff. During the winter shutdown, O&M activity
might include scheduled maintenance and inspections of mechanical equipment such as
pumps and gates, and vegetation control. Sediment removal might be required on an
infrequent basis, probably less than 1 in 5 years, to maintain adequate storage volumes.
Pipeline inspections and repairs might be expected once every few years, as necessary.

Changes to Existing Drainwater Reclamation Facilities
Some existing OID drainwater reclamation facilities are expected to be modified, replaced,
or demolished and removed over the planning horizon of the WRP. Reasons for this might
include urban development in the related portion of the OID service area, low use and/or
available drainwater supply, or replacement by new proposed drainwater reclamation
projects. Table 2-10 summarizes potential long-term changes to existing facilities depending
on existing use, forecast land use changes, and the impacts of the new projects. Other
existing drainwater reclamation pump operations may be modified in the future to
coordinate use with the new projects.

2.2.9 Surface Water Outflow Management Projects
Surface water outflow from the OID service area includes a combination of field tailwater
runoff from irrigated lands and operational spills from OID laterals. Drainwater originates
primarily from field runoff, mostly from OID-served lands, but also from adjacent lands
irrigated by private wells or other sources. According to OID operations data, about
5 percent of OID’s total inflows are typically reclaimed, and approximately 15 to 20 percent
of total inflows drain out of the district. About 70 percent of outflows are from field
tailwater runoff, and the remaining are operational spills. Water that flows through the
system but is not used by district irrigation customers or reclaimed by district operations
drains to the northwest and southwest into six primary areas: Dry Creek, MID’s Main
Canal, the Stanislaus River, SSJID’s Main Canal, Lone Tree Creek, and the regional drain
flowing northwest out of OID into Central San Joaquin Water Conservation District’s
service area.
The purpose of the outflow management projects is to help regulate outflows from the OID
service area, thereby providing predictable timing and quantity of water for managed reuse
by downstream water users. Outflow will be managed using local drainwater storage basins
and pump stations to divert, store, and convey released water from the boundary of the OID
service area. The projects will include improved regional water use efficiency and reliability,
and may potentially include water quality management benefits by providing storage basin
detention times for processes such as solids settling and breakdown of pesticide or herbicide
compounds.
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TABLE 2-10

Changes to Existing Oakdale Irrigation District Drainwater Reclamation Facilities
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Name

Drainage
Basin

Supply
Destination

Change

Comment

Cavill Pump 1

Cavill

MID Canal

Demolish and
remove

Replaced by outflow management
Project S11 storage basin and pump.

Cavill Pump 2

Cavill

Riverbank Lateral

Demolish and
remove

Urban development from Oakdale will
eliminate upstream drainwater runoff.

Cavill Pump 3

Cavill

Cavil Pipeline and
Southwest Lateral

Demolish and
remove

Urban development from Riverbank will
eliminate area of use along lower one
third of Southwest Lateral.

McGee Pump

Cavill

MID Canal

Demolish and
remove

Replaced by outflow management
Project S11 storage basin and pump.

Strumph

Crane

Crane Pipeline

Demolish and
remove

Urban development from Oakdale will
eliminate upstream drainwater runoff.

Palmer

Palmer

Claribel Lateral

Modify pond and
salvage/replace
pump

Replace with new reclamation Project S7
pump and reclamation basin.

Coulter

Laughlin

Local pipelines

Modify pond and
salvage/replace
pump

Replace with new outflow management
Project S5 storage basin and pump
station.

Union

Union

Dillman Lateral

Salvage and modify

Replace with new reclamation Project S3
reclamation basin and pump station.

Lone Tree

Lone Tree

Sweet Lateral

Demolish and
remove

Replaced by new reclamation Project N4
reclamation basin and pump station. Will
serve Sweet Lateral.

Magnolia

Lone Tree

Sweet Lateral

Demolish and
remove

Project N4 will serve Sweet Lateral and
reduce drainwater supply downstream.

Note:
MID = Modesto Irrigation District

Table 2-11 lists each proposed outflow management project’s key features, size, and
seasonal supply, as currently envisioned. Project locations are shown on Figure 2-18.
Figures 2-19 through 2-24 show the local area, location, and features of each project. The
outflow management projects have been developed only to a concept level, and will require
refinement during implementation to finalize locations, facility features, and operating
practices. Agreements likely will be required with third parties that manage or have a
resource stake in the receiving water body into which the OID surface water outflow
normally flows. These agreements will be expected to address project funding,
infrastructure features, and operating guidelines. The projects will typically be located
outside of existing OID property or right-of-way, and might require purchase of private
lands or acquisition of permanent easements.
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TABLE 2-11

Surface Water Outflow Management Projects Summary
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Storage Basin

Number

Name

N6

Temple Spill
Outflow
Management
Storage
Basin

•

Lower
Cometa
Outflow
Management
Storage
Basin

•

Coulter Pond
Storage
Basin and
Pipeline

•

N7

S5

Overview

•

•

•
•

S8

Albers Drain
Storage
Basin and
Pipeline

•

•
•
•
•

RDD/062270007 (CAH3562.DOC)

Divert drainwater and operational spills at the downstream end of
Temple Spill, near OID boundary.

Pipeline(s)

Land
Area
(Acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Diameter
(Inches)

Length
(Feet)

Seasonal
Supply
(Approximate
ac-ft)a

10

53

24

200

3,668

8

36

24

200

2,500

9

42

30, 24,
36

9,750

4,700

7

34

24

12,100

2,320

Store and release water in coordination with downstream drainwater
diverters within Central San Joaquin Water Conservation District’s
service area.
Divert drainwater and operational spills at the downstream end of the
Lower Cometa Lateral.
Store and release in coordination with downstream drainwater diverters
within the Central San Joaquin Water Conservation District service area.
Collect water from the Laughlin Drain near existing Coulter Pond site.
Modified Coulter Pond might be feasible basin site.
Convey west to MID canal via pump station and pipeline routed along
Dusty Lane.
Intermediate pump station and storage basin on Palmer Drain divert
water into same pipeline.
Collect and store drain and operational spills along the southwest OID
boundary from approximately Dusty Lane to the Thompson Lateral end
spill. Includes Albers Drain, Thompson Lateral, Albers No. 1 and No. 2
Laterals, and a number of direct field drains.
Convey to storage basin near Albers No. 1 Lateral via gravity pipeline to
deep sump at storage basin site.
Supply stored water via low-lift pump into the MID Main Canal in
scheduled flows coordinated with MID.
Regrade existing drains to central sump potentially to reduce length of
pipelines.
Existing pond at Albers No. 1 end spill might be feasible to
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TABLE 2-11

Surface Water Outflow Management Projects Summary
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Storage Basin

Number
S9

Name
Lower Kuhn
Drain
Storage
Basin

Overview
modify/expand for new storage basin.

•
•
•

S11

Cavill-Mootz
Storage
Basin

•

•

•
a

Collect and store drainwater at downstream end of the Kuhn Drain in
new storage basin.

Pipeline(s)

Land
Area
(Acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Diameter
(Inches)

Length
(Feet)

Seasonal
Supply
(Approximate
ac-ft)a

4

15

14

7,000

1,240

18

103

24

2,250

6,390

Direct field runoff from approximately Rice Road to Milnes Road might
be diverted to this facility by regrading existing drain to central sump at
new storage basin site and pumping into basin.
Supply stored water via low-lift pump into MID Main Canal in scheduled
flows coordinated with MID.
Divert drainwater and operational spills from lower areas of both
drainage basins, to new central storage basin near the downstream end
of the Cavill Drain. Project manages all surface water outflow from
approximately the Southwest Lateral spill to Mootz Drain.
A new pipeline and pump station conveys drainwater from the Mootz
Drain north along McGee Road, where additional supply is added at the
McGee Reclamation Pump, and then to the Cavill Drain, for gravity flow
to the storage basin.
Storage basin supply conveyed into MID Main Canal via low-lift pump
station in scheduled releases coordinated with MID.

Seasonal supply is based on current drain flows.
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SECTION 2.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND ALTERNATIVES

The outflow management projects shown in Table 2-11 were conceptualized using
projections for future surface water outflows. These projections were made using
extrapolations of 2004 outflow data combined with projections for future land use and
system efficiency. OID currently monitors outflow at 11 monitoring sites as part of their
boundary outflow program. Six major drainage basins are monitored; these account for
about 50 percent of the irrigated acreage within OID’s service area. In any given year, total
outflow could significantly vary depending on the level of reclamation pumping,
evapotranspiration (ET), and land use.
In many areas of the district, significant data gaps exist that should be filled prior to implementing any facility recommendations. This is particularly acute in the northwestern
portion of the district. This issue is discussed in detail in Appendix D to this PEIR. Therefore, the WRP recommended a focused measurement program to obtain more accurate data,
which will be used to refine outflow projections and the associated outflow management
facilities.
Current understanding of OID surface water outflow indicates implementation of the
proposed outflow management projects will result in the ability of OID to manage a
projected 20,000 ac-ft of the existing outflow. This water is currently leaving the district in
an uncontrolled manner. Under the Proposed Program, the district will be able to better
regulate outflows from its service area, thereby providing predictable timing and quantity
of water for managed reuse by downstream water users.
Therefore, in accordance with the outcomes of discussions with project partners (e.g., MID
and SSJID), further data collection resulting in improved outflow projections, and necessary
refinements to the conceptual projects listed in Table 2-11, subsequent environmental
documentation will likely be necessary to fully describe any impacts and mitigation
associated with these facilities.

Typical Project Operations and Facilities
The outflow management projects have the following typical operations:
1. Water from one or more drains is conveyed via gravity or a low-head pump into a
storage basin located adjacent to the drainage channel.
2. The storage basin is sized to store approximately 2 days’ worth of the drain’s peak
month average daily flow.
3. The flows in the drains are diverted, stored, and then released at a planned flow rate to
either a nearby irrigation system, such as the MID Main Canal, or into a regional drain
from which downstream users will divert the water for reuse.
By scheduling steady, predictable releases in coordination with the parties receiving the
outflow, OID and the downstream users can more effectively manage drainwater for
beneficial uses. It is assumed that OID will own and operate these facilities in coordination
with the entity using the water supply from each project. Table 2-12 summarizes the key
facility features that will typically be included. Figure 2-19 shows a typical facility outline.
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TABLE 2-12

Common Facility Features of Surface Water Outflow Management Projects
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Component
Storage Basin

Features
Area: 5 to 10 acres.
Depth: 7 to 10 feet.
Outside Embankment height: 4 feet.
Embankment Material: native soils or suitable imported soils.
Lining: mostly earthen unlined, stone rip rap or shotcrete on upper half of inside
embankment for erosion prevention.
Gravel access road along 16-foot-wide crest of embankment.

Diversion Structure

Concrete check structure across drain channel, to pool drainwater deep enough for
controlled diversion.
Removable gates for open flow in winter.

Pumps

Potentially one pump at diversion structure, and one pump to convey stored water out
of storage basin.
Electric power, vertical turbine pumps.
Overhead or buried electrical service line to facility from nearest distribution line.

Pipelines

Buried 18-to 36-inch-diameter piping, low-head pumped or gravity flow.

SCADA

Communication equipment for remote monitoring and controls of the pumps, gates, and
other equipment as needed; likely to be solar powered with battery backup, or use
onsite power service needed for pumps.

Proposed Implementation/Construction
The following are the major steps involved in developing and implementing the surface
water outflow management projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue boundary outflow monitoring.
Refine the size and operating practices for each potential project.
Secure agreements with partners receiving the outflow water supply.
Acquire permits and provide environmental documentation as required.
Acquire property and/or easements.
Design the project (engineering design).
Construct the project.

According to the Phase 1 Draft Capital Improvement Plan, it is anticipated that steps
leading up to construction will be completed over the next 3 to 5 years, with construction on
projects beginning around 2011 and continuing for about 5 years. This schedule is
dependent on the time necessary to secure cooperative agreements.
The construction time required to complete each project will vary depending on the specific
project features and site conditions, but is anticipated to be approximately 6 months.
Construction will likely be completed during the normal irrigation season because
conducting large earthwork operations during the winter rainy season is difficult. This
might require steps to continue normal drainage and irrigation supply operations for
facilities that are temporarily disrupted by construction activity.
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Construction activity will include the following types of work:
•

Site preparation, vegetation clearing and grubbing, and construction equipment
mobilization

•

Installation of temporary fencing

•

Installation of temporary stormwater controls and related BMP measures

•

Installation of temporary drainage bypass and/or irrigation services

•

Demolition and removal of minor existing drainage and irrigation structures

•

Excavation for the storage basin, pipelines, and structures

•

Placement and compaction of storage basin embankment materials

•

Hauling and offsite disposal of excess earthwork materials from storage basin
excavation

•

Dewatering for shallow groundwater (if present)

•

Construction of new concrete structures, such as the drainage channel check and pump
wet wells

•

Relocation of existing utilities impacted by construction

•

Final site grading, permanent fencing installation, and gravel road surfacing

•

Installation of mechanical appurtenances such as pumps, gates, and SCADA equipment

•

Construction of overhead or buried electrical power lines

•

Site cleanup and demobilization of construction equipment

The relatively large quantity of earthwork required for storage basin construction will likely
result in excess earthwork materials requiring offsite disposal. Potential uses for this
material might include placement on private farm fields for leveling, earthen canal
reshaping improvements on nearby OID laterals that require imported fill to re-establish
proper canal cross sections, or marketing to general construction earthwork brokers for use
in suitable construction projects.

Anticipated Disturbance Areas and Site Access
Each proposed outflow management project will occupy between approximately 3 and
19 acres at completion, depending on the project. Construction staging, earthwork borrow
sites, and earthwork disposal sites will result in temporary construction disturbance areas
ranging between 4 and 23 total acres at each project site. The proposed project sites will be
refined according to land ownership, topography, and other factors that might influence
facility layout. Additional monitoring and refined operational strategies might influence
facility sizing; however, the operational practices assumed for conceptual sizing were
typically conservative.
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Construction access from the nearest public paved roads to the project site will use a
combination of existing district-owned (or right-of-way through) unpaved canal embankment roads and new temporary construction access roads. Table 2-13 summarizes areas of
temporary and permanent disturbance that will result from implementing each project,
anticipated earthwork quantities, and construction access routes to each site.

Operation and Maintenance
Long-term O&M activity will vary between the irrigation season and winter shutdown
periods. During the irrigation season, each outflow management site will be accessed using
existing O&M roads one or more times per day for general inspections and routine
maintenance or repairs. SCADA features and local automated controls will minimize the
need for manual local controls by OID staff. During the winter shutdown, the O&M activity
might include scheduled maintenance and inspections of mechanical equipment such as
pumps and gates, and vegetation control. Sediment removal might be required on a very
infrequent basis, probably less than 1 in 5 years, to maintain adequate storage volumes.
Pipeline inspections and repairs can be expected once every few years as necessary.

2.2.10 Water Transfers
The Proposed Program consists of recommendations for OID policy, organization, and
facility improvements. In accordance with expected changes in water supply and demand
over the next 2 decades resulting from shifts in land uses and the implementation of WRP
recommendations, the WRP forecasts that OID may increase the quantity of water supplies
that it transfers to other users. However, because such new agreements have yet to be
developed, this PEIR will only address water transfers at a programmatic level. Any
proposed new transfer agreement will require subsequent evaluation under CEQA prior to
initiation. The following summarizes existing water transfers and anticipated continuation
or cessation of these agreements, as well as additional potential future transfers.

Existing Water Transfers
Water transfers are a change in water allocation among water users (from a water rights
holder or water contract holder to another water user) and can include a change in place of
use, point of diversion, and purpose of use. Voluntary water transfers are allowed and
encouraged by State law, California Water Code Sections 109 and 475, in a way that protects
existing water uses and facilitates water conservation measures to make water available for
water transfers. Pre-1914 water rights holders, like OID, may change the purpose of use,
place of use, or points of diversion without notifying the SWRCB. However, any such
change must not cause injury to other legal users of water per California Water Code
Section 1706. Any entity challenging a water transfer on the basis of injury must bring court
action for resolution.
It is equally important to note that transferring water does not change the water rights that
are the basis of the transfer. Water rights holders that transfer water are protected against
forfeiture due to non-use according to provisions of California Water Code Sections 1010,
1011, 1011.5, 1244, 1440, 1731, and 1745.07. For any water transfer, the water rights are not
granted to the entity buying the water, but remain wholly with the original water rights
holder.
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TABLE 2-13

Surface Water Outflow Management Projects Facility Areas, Construction, and Access
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Permanent Facility Area
(Acres)

Number

Name

Storage
Basin

Pipeline
Easement
Corridor

Total

Temporary Construction
Disturbance (Acres)

Storage
Basin

Pipeline
Easement
Corridor

Total

Storage Basin Earthwork
(Cubic Yards)

Total
Cut

Approx.
Final Bank
Volume
(Fill)

Net
Excess

Access Routes

N6

Temple Spill
Outflow
Management
Storage Basin

10

—

7.1

11.9

—

11.9

54,300

8,000

46,300

Escalon Bellota
Road

N7

Lower Cometa
Outflow
Management
Storage Basin

10

—

7.1

8.8

—

8.8

36,700

6,700

30,000

Dodds Road

S5

Coulter and
Palmer Storage
Basin and
Pipelines

8.1

4.5

12.5

9.8

11.2

21.0

42,400

7,100

35,300

Albers Road,
Dusty Lane

S8

Albers Drain
Storage Basin and
Pipeline

6.7

2.1

8.8

8.3

5.2

13.5

34,200

6,500

27,700

Wellsford Road

S9

Lower Kuhn Drain
Storage Basin

3.4

—

3.4

4.6

—

4.6

14,800

4,400

10,400

Milnes Road,
Langworth Road

S11

Cavill-Mootz
Storage Basin

18.0

1.0

19.0

20.5

2.6

23.1

10,5800

10,900

94,900

Claribel Road,
McGee Road
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The transfer of OID’s pre-1914 Stanislaus River water rights to other water supply entities
reduces the amount of surface water available in OID’s annual total water supply inventory.
The following sections describe the water transfers currently implemented by OID.

Agreement with Stockton East Water District
SEWD is a CVP water service contractor for Reclamation water in New Melones Reservoir.
Historically, allocations to SEWD have been reduced greatly according to the allocation
rules of the New Melones Reservoir Interim Plan of Operations. SEWD serves raw water to
agricultural areas within San Joaquin County to supplement groundwater and Calaveras
River supplies. SEWD also treats and wholesales water to the City of Stockton, San Joaquin
County, and California Water Service Company, which also serves municipal water users in
the Stockton area.
SSJID and OID executed an agreement in 1996, with SEWD whereby they agreed to sell
SEWD 30,000 ac-ft in a year (OID and SSJID each providing half) when the New Melones
Reservoir inflow is 500,000 ac-ft or greater. The transfer amount is 12,500 ac-ft in total when
projected inflow ranges from 400,000 to 450,000 ac-ft. When forecast inflow is less than
450,000 ac-ft, the transfer reduces down to 8,000 ac-ft. The price for the transferred water is
$60 per ac-ft to $90 per ac-ft, depending on year type. The current transfer agreement expires
10 years after the date water was first delivered, in this case 2009. Although OID intends to
continue this agreement with SEWD subject to the ability to maintain mutually beneficial
terms and conditions, the quantity and duration of a future agreement is unknown. The
water transfer agreement with SEWD is provided in Appendix E to this PEIR.
Historical water transfers from OID to SEWD since the year 1999 are presented in
Table 2-14.
TABLE 2-14

Stockton East Water District Water Transfers 1999-2004
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Year

SEWD Water Transfer (ac-ft)

1999

2,058

2000

15,000

2001

6,250

2002

15,000

2003

15,000

2004

15,147

Source: OID operations records, 1999-2004.

Oakdale Irrigation District Transfers for the San Joaquin River Agreement
OID has two water transfers that are tied to the SJRA. The SJRA was developed to meet
the requirements of the San Joaquin portion of the 1995 Water Quality Control Plan.
Specifically, the SJRA developed the VAMP, which is a study of San Joaquin pulse flows in
April and May in conjunction with CVP and SWP Delta exports. VAMP implementation
requires the water transfers from willing sellers including OID. The 10-year VAMP
experiment is scheduled for completion in 2009. Given the experimental nature of the
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agreements discussed below, it is not currently known whether the water will be requested
and/or whether OID will elect to continue such agreements. The SJRA, which outlines the
water transfers for VAMP and Reclamation, is provided in Appendix F to this PEIR.
VAMP Transfer – OID agreed to sell up to 11,000 ac-ft for the VAMP program to contribute
to pulse flows in May and April for fisheries and San Francisco Bay/SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta (Bay-Delta) flow objectives. Pulse flow targets vary according to
hydrologic conditions. The price is $60 per ac-ft in most years and up to $75 per ac-ft in a
condition of “Sequential Dry-Year Relaxation” of VAMP contributions, as outlined in the
SJRA. Provisions of SJRA that pertain to variability of water transfer quantities are found in
Section 5.0 of the SJRA, as shown in Appendix F to this PEIR.
VAMP transfers can occur by either release to the Stanislaus River from New Melones
Reservoir or by making deliveries to MID. When flows in the Stanislaus River exceed the
1,800-cfs maximum flood rates in the summer (established to protect low agricultural lands
along the river), the OID contribution to VAMP is conveyed through OID facilities from the
South Main Canal to the Claribel Lateral to the VAMP diversion structure and into MID.
Since the inception of VAMP in 2000, the diversion structure has only been used once to
make the OID contribution.
Reclamation Transfer – In addition to the VAMP transfer, 15,000 ac-ft and any of the
unused 11,000-ac-ft VAMP target flow water is sold to Reclamation by OID in every year of
the SJRA for any authorized purpose of New Melones Reservoir according to SJRA
Section 8.5. “Difference Water” is the difference between 11,000 ac-ft and the amount sold
for VAMP, which is sold to Reclamation. The price is $60 per ac-ft in most years and up to
$75 per ac-ft in a condition of “Sequential Dry-Year Relaxation” of VAMP contributions, as
outlined in the SJRA.
Since the inception of the SJRA, OID has transferred 26,000 ac-ft every year, including
VAMP water, difference water to Reclamation, and the 15,000-ac-ft transfer to Reclamation.
Table 2-15 shows water transfers from the SJRA since the year 2000.
TABLE 2-15

San Joaquin River Agreement Water Transfers – Vernalis Adaptive Management Plan and Reclamation
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Year

VAMP Water
Transfer (ac-ft)

Difference Water
to Reclamation
(ac-ft)

Reclamation
Water Transfer
(ac-ft)

Sum
(ac-ft)

2000

7,300

3,700

15,000

26,000

2001

7,365

3,635

15,000

26,000

2002

3,795

7,205

15,000

26,000

2003

5,039

5,961

15,000

26,000

2004

5,880

5,120

15,000

26,000

Source: San Joaquin River Group Authority 2004 Annual Report.
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Proposed New Water Transfers
As a result of implementing the infrastructure recommendations associated with the
Proposed Program, and along with projected land use changes, OID envisions that up to
67,000 ac-ft of existing water supplies will become surplus over time and available for other
uses. The Proposed Program recommends an expansion of OID’s customer base to beneficially use approximately 17,000 ac-ft of this potentially surplus water by serving users
outside of the current OID boundaries. As described in Section 2.2.11, this supply will be
directed to current agricultural users who are currently using groundwater to meet
demands.
The Proposed Program recommends that over the course of implementation and land use
conversion OID increase the total quantity of water transferred from current levels
(41,000 ac-ft annually) to 50,000 ac-ft annually. Because no decision has been made with
respect to recipients of these new transfers or the terms and conditions of associated
agreements, subsequent documentation will be developed and tiered from this PEIR as
necessary.

2.2.11 Expansion into Sphere of Influence
The WRP recommends that OID develop a standard policy on how the district will proceed
with expansion into its SOI. As noted above, the Proposed Program assumes 17,000 ac-ft
will be available to support irrigation on lands within the SOI. The district has identified the
following two primary options for approaching the expansion of service:
1. The district could annex new lands.
2. The district could contract with individuals within the SOI to provide OID water
(establish out-of-district service contracts under applicable sections of the California
Water Code).
How the district will deliver water during drought conditions to new users within the SOI
also requires OID Board of Directors consideration. The WRP discusses drought response
measures that will be required for lands served by the district during Stanislaus River
curtailments (see additional discussion below). The Board of Directors will need to decide if
newly annexed customers or out-of-district contract customers will have the same water
supply reliability as existing OID customers (share water supply curtailments equally) or
have a reduced supply reliability as a condition of service.
This programmatic document discloses OID’s intent to serve users in its SOI as surplus
water is made available. Subsequent documentation will be developed to address this
anticipated action as it is further defined. However, the OID Board of Directors has
provided guidance on how the district should plan for the eventual expansion of service
into its SOI.
On March 21, 2006, the OID Board of Directors adopted Guiding Principles for Surplus
Water and Service Expansion (Guiding Principles). The Guiding Principles are policy
direction to shape the implementation of future actions and to provide direction to OID staff
and management regarding the use of surplus water and how that water will be used to
support expansion into OID’s SOI. The Guiding Principles are as follows and are included
in Appendix G to this PEIR:
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1. Expansion into SOI shall not negatively impact existing OID customers as it relates to
water supply reliability, cost of service, and availability of service.
2. Transfers should be optimized to achieve the greatest benefit with the least amount
transferred.
3. When surplus water becomes available over the next 20 years it shall be committed to
meeting the following priorities:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Transferred to meet the WRP goals and economic needs of the district
To ensure the future water needs for the Cities of Oakdale and Riverbank
To increase opportunities for SOI expansion
To meet other local irrigation district water needs
To meet other local county identified needs
To provide environmental water

4. Water made available for expansion into the SOI shall be provided as a supplemental
supply to SOI users.
5. Expansion into the SOI shall only occur on developed agricultural land.
a. Agricultural water for SOI expansion shall be prioritized using a rating criteria
cumulatively considering (as an example) all the following factors:
−

Least water demand (supplemental over full use)

−

Highest efficiency of use (trees over pasture)

−

Large agriculture parcels over small agriculture parcels

−

Contiguous over noncontiguous

−

Least long-term maintenance costs to OID

−

Least cost to serve by OID

−

Ability to benefit San Joaquin aquifers (in-lieu recharge)

−

Self-sufficient during a drought, can pump their own water

−

Self-sufficient during a drought, can pump their own water and can pump into
OID canal for use downstream

−

No agricultural water drainage leaving property

Application of these Guiding Principles will effectively limit potential annexations and outof-district service agreements to those landowners having access to groundwater of
sufficient yield to fully supply their operations. By establishing this requirement as a
condition of service, OID will support regional agriculture while simultaneously facilitating
in-lieu recharge of the aquifer by providing surface water supplies (when available) to lands
that will otherwise pump groundwater. Therefore, limiting potential annexations/out-ofdistrict service agreements to areas with access to groundwater is intended to contribute to
the overall health of regional groundwater resources while maximizing the beneficial use of
OID’s available supplies.
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If more water transfer revenue is realized than assumed in the WRP (as a result of a
negotiated unit price higher than assumed in the WRP), the Board of Directors will need to
determine how to handle either the excess water or excess water transfer revenue. The WRP
projected a revenue requirement necessary to implement the Proposed Program infrastructure recommendations. If this revenue requirement is met after transferring less than
the expected ultimate transfer quantity of 50,000 ac-ft, OID could choose to increase
expansion into the district’s SOI. Alternatively, OID could transfer additional water at a
lower price with a lower reliability, which might allow sales to potential buyers with less
ability to pay for water. Subsequent environmental documentation will need to be
developed to tier from this PEIR to address this issue.

2.2.12 Drought Response Plan
Currently, OID has no formal policy regarding curtailments to users during severe drought
events. However, district staff indicate that should such a situation occur, water deliveries
will be curtailed uniformly among all users. The WRP recommends the development of a
drought response plan to ensure that OID can maximize the provision of reliable water
supplies to its customers. The recommended drought response plan will consist of the
following three components:
•
•
•

Increased district groundwater pumping capacity
Cooperative Use Program for private wells
Drought strategy for irrigation delivery

Collectively, it was assumed in the WRP that these measures will provide approximately
66,000 ac-ft of additional water availability to ensure drought protection. This level of
drought protection ensures the district’s ability to meet customer needs under the Proposed
Program during a severe drought/climatic scenario: a 5 percent chance of occurrence of
Stanislaus River delivery curtailment combined with a maximum ET condition.

Increased District Groundwater Pumping Capacity
As described in the sections above, the Proposed Program recommends well projects that
will increase the district’s emergency pumping capacity to approximately 25,000 ac-ft. This
is accomplished by rehabilitation of existing wells and construction of new wells over the
course of WRP implementation.

Cooperative Use Program for Private Wells
Background. OID’s service area includes about 10,300 acres of orchards, which have
increased significantly in the last 10 years. The land use analysis conducted for the WRP
indicates that this trend will continue; orchards are expected to increase nearly 50 percent to
approximately 15,000 acres by 2025. Some existing orchards are supplied with OID canal
water, either through booster pumps for pressurized irrigation methods or using standard
canal turnouts for surface flood irrigation methods. These same orchards may use
groundwater during periods when the canals are shut down. The remaining orchards use
the private wells exclusively.
The majority of the orchards have private groundwater wells, including those that use canal
water during the main irrigation season. The wells are used for frost protection during the
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winter when the canals are shut down and for backup supply during the irrigation season.
The private wells typically run only during the irrigation cycle for the acreage being
supplied, and are idle the rest of the time. Assuming the average orchard well is sized to
provide about 3.5 ac-ft per acre for the season, the approximate current capacity of the
private wells serving the orchards could be as much as 36,000 ac-ft per season.

Cooperative Use Program Elements and Benefits. The concept behind the Cooperative Use
Program is to use a portion of the private wells, under agreed-upon terms and conditions,
for the mutual benefit of both OID and the private well owner. Similar cooperative
programs have been successfully developed in other irrigation districts within California.
Details of the program will be developed under the implementation phase of the WRP.
Private wells will be used under this program as a supplemental supply in the event of
drought-year reductions to OID’s Stanislaus River supply. The benefit to OID is the
provision of reliable supply in key areas of the distribution system without incurring the full
costs of installing new OID-owned wells. The benefit to the private well owner could
include a combination of compensation for all power costs and reasonable depreciation
associated with well operations to supply a given OID lateral.
Drought-year response planning will be improved by having an identified group of
cooperative well owners, who normally use surface water during the irrigation season,
make a planned conversion to using their wells to meet their orchard supply needs when
requested by OID because of reductions in Stanislaus River supplies. The WRP, and
groundwater analyses conducted for this PEIR, assumed that up to 36,000 ac-ft could be
made available during a drought condition within OID through this type of cooperative
planning, and that all future annexed lands will be required to participate in such a program
as a condition of service.

Drought Strategy for Irrigation Delivery
As a final drought response measure, irrigation delivery might need to be curtailed
periodically during periods of severe drought. In the worst-case condition (as described in
Appendix G to the WRP), it is conservatively estimated that approximately 10,000 ac-ft of
water savings will be necessary after orchard growers have temporarily converted to
groundwater, consistent with the Cooperative Use Program previously described. This
water savings of 10,000 ac-ft will likely be achieved through brief curtailments of water
deliveries to remaining growers. This quantity of savings is readily achieved through
modified on-farm practices and district operations (for example, reduced rotation times for
users on a rotation schedule).

2.2.13 Future Provision of Water to Cities
The Cities of Oakdale and Riverbank, within or adjacent to the boundaries of OID, rely on
groundwater to meet their potable water needs. During 2003, Oakdale pumped 5,400 ac-ft. In
Oakdale’s Water Supply Assessment (CH2M HILL, 2004), Oakdale forecasts that its water
demand will increase proportionally as population grows from 17,000 in 2003 to 32,000 in 2025.
Thus, projected water demand will reach approximately 10,000 ac-ft by 2025.
During the preparation of the WRP, OID met with both cities. Neither agency requested the
immediate provision of water to meet current needs. However, to meet future needs, protect
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against groundwater declines and/or quality degradation, and to reduce reliance upon just
one source, both cities and the district agreed to enter discussion about how and when
surface water might be made available in the future. Such a cooperative arrangement will
encourage OID’s water rights to be used locally and contribute to improved water
management throughout the region.
The Cities of Oakdale and Riverbank do not need or desire a surface water supply from OID
during the 20-year planning horizon of the WRP. However, OID will strive to provide for
flexibility in its water transfer and service expansion agreements such that if a future
assessment of the cities’ needs indicate that OID supplies are necessary, OID can take steps
to accommodate that request. As previously discussed, subsequent environmental
documentation regarding the terms of contemplated water transfers and/or service area
expansion will be developed and tiered from this PEIR.
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Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation
Section 3.0 of this Draft PEIR provides descriptions of the environmental setting near the
program area, defines the significance standards for the environmental resource areas
discussed, presents an analysis of potential impacts associated with each alternative, and
provides mitigation measures, where applicable, to address potential environmental
impacts. Sections 3.1 through 3.11 describe how each of the above analyses were conducted
for each of the following environmental resource areas:
Section

Resource Area/Issue

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10

Surface Water Resources and Water Quality
Groundwater
Earth Resources
Biological and Aquatic Resources
Cultural Resources
Land Use and Visual Resources
Air Quality
Noise
Traffic and Transportation
Public Services and Utilities

Because different resources will be affected differently by the Proposed Program, the
environmental setting for each resource area is unique. As a result, the geographic area that
the district examined for purposes of evaluating the environmental impacts associated with
implementation of the Proposed Program varies among some of the resource areas.
Determining whether an impact is significant is a critical, and often controversial, aspect of
the environmental review process. The CEQA Guidelines (Section 15382) define the term
“significant effect on the environment” as “a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse
change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project including
land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic
significance.” The CEQA Guidelines further state that the determination of whether a
project could have a significant effect on the environment requires careful judgment on the
part of the public agency involved and that this judgment should be based, to the extent
possible, on “scientific and factual data” (Section 15064(b)). CEQA also states that there is no
predetermined definition of “significant effect” because the significance of an activity can
vary with the setting. For example, an activity that might not have a significant effect in an
urban area could be considered significant in a rural area (Section 15064(b)). However,
identification of significance thresholds can be based in part on suggested significance
criteria included in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines.
California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 14, § 15126.4 provides that an EIR shall describe
feasible measures that could minimize significant adverse impacts. In addition, CEQA
requires that a lead agency make findings with respect to each effect determined to be
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significant (CCR, Title 14, § 15091). The lead agency may choose among the following three
findings:
1. The lead agency has avoided or mitigated the significant environmental effect.
2. Measures that mitigate the impact to a less than significant level are within the
jurisdiction of another public agency.
3. Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make infeasible
the mitigation measure identified in the EIR (CCR, Title 14, § 15091).
Accordingly, OID has identified significance criteria for each resource area using either
current regulatory standards or thresholds where they exist and Appendix G of the CEQA
Guidelines where relevant. Determination of thresholds where no clear standards or criteria
exist for determining significance required that such a determination be made using
professional judgment.
Impacts for each resource area were identified by comparing the potential for impacts
associated with implementation of the Proposed Program to the impact significance criteria
developed for each resource area. The significance of each impact was assessed by the
rationale provided in the significance criteria, by whether the impact will be temporary or
permanent, and by professional judgment. When impacts were determined to be potentially
significant, mitigation measures were identified to reduce impacts to a less than significant
level.
As detailed in Section 2.0, Program Description and Alternatives, this Draft PEIR describes
the potential environmental impacts (beneficial and adverse) resulting from implementation
of a number of nonstructural and structural flood control measures. Specific locations for
implementation of most of the proposed measures have not been determined, in large part
because of the need to acquire landowner consent and the district’s desire to allow for
flexible implementation. This Draft PEIR describes the anticipated extent of impact within a
known general area and assesses potential impacts on a worst-case, conservative basis.
Detailed mitigation measure(s) for each potential environmental impact are provided that
are intended to account for the uncertainty associated with the above approach. For
example, in the case of impacts to biological resources, the first mitigation measure requires
that surveys be conducted to determine presence of potentially sensitive species and/or
habitat. If none are observed, then implementation of the specific project will proceed. If
sensitive biological resources are observed, the next step will be avoidance, where the
required action will be to relocate the proposed facility to avoid the resource. If avoidance is
determined to not be possible, then subsequent mitigation measures include such actions as
agency consultation, resource monitoring and protection, and transplanting and/or replacement. Appendix B to this PEIR, Site-specific Project/Action Environmental Evaluation
Checklist, details the proposed evaluation process for each project including the phased
step-by-step approach to mitigation that will be conducted for each individual project
included as part of the Proposed Program.
Throughout Section 3.0, resource areas are organized identically to facilitate clarity. The
first part of each resource area section (Section 3.x.1) contains the environmental setting
discussion. The second part of each resource area section (Section 3.x.2) contains the impacts
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and mitigation discussion as required by CCR, Title 14, § 15125. Under the second part are
subsections that describe the Standards of Significance, the Existing Conditions/No
Program Baseline, and the Proposed Program.
Throughout the impact discussion for each resource area, impacts are identified by a one- or
two-letter designation for the resource area and then numbered sequentially. For example,
the first impact identified for biological resources is shown in bold font as “Impact BR-1.”
The second and third impacts are shown as “BR-2” and “BR-3,” respectively. The potential
for significance is discussed related to each potential impact, and a determination made as
to whether a potential impact is significant (or in some cases, beneficial). A description of
proposed mitigation measures follows the impact identification and analysis discussion. The
proposed mitigation measures are organized to correspond to the significant impacts
identified. For example, a measure proposed to mitigate impacts from Impact BR-1 is
identified in bold italic font as “Mitigation Measure MMBR-1.” If more than one mitigation
measure is proposed for each impact, they are identified by subsequent lowercase letters
(i.e., MMBR-1A, MMBR-1B, and MMBR-1C).
Potential beneficial impacts and impacts that are anticipated to be less than significant are
discussed throughout each resource section, but are not highlighted as described above.
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3.1 Surface Water Resources and Water Quality
This section addresses surface water resources within the OID service area, and potential
impacts and mitigation measures associated with implementation of the Proposed Program.

3.1.1 Existing Conditions
The OID service area consists of 72,500 acres in San Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties. The
OID SOI extends into the Counties of Tuolumne and Calaveras. Situated near the base of the
Sierra Nevada foothills, OID’s topography varies from gently rolling to the east and south of
Oakdale to nearly flat along the western boundary. The Stanislaus River traverses the
service area downstream of Goodwin Dam. The Stanislaus River is one of eight major
tributaries to the San Joaquin River.
OID experiences mild, moderately wet winters and warm, dry summers typical of the
Central Valley. Average temperatures range from the mid-40s in winter to the mid-90s in
summer. Precipitation averages about 12 inches annually, over 85 percent of which occurs
between November and March. Average ET2 is approximately 46 inches seasonally (April
through October). Climate conditions are generally uniform throughout the district.

3.1.2 Surface Water Hydrology
The Stanislaus River flows from the east through the center of the OID service area and SOI.
Stanislaus River flows at Oakdale are controlled primarily by releases from New Melones
Dam, which is located upstream of the district. The Stanislaus River is monitored for
temperature, flow, and electrical conductivity at various locations in and near the OID
service area. Daily mean river flow between 2000 and 2006 is shown on Figure 3.1-1.
OID’s primary diversion point for irrigation water is from the Stanislaus River at Goodwin
Dam. After water is diverted by the district, a series of canals, pipelines, and ditches convey
water to OID customers throughout the service area. Water that flows through the system
but is not used by district irrigation customers or reclaimed by district operations drains to
the northwest and southwest into six primary areas: Dry Creek, MID’s Main Canal, the
Stanislaus River, the SSJID’s Main Canal, Lone Tree Creek, and the regional drain flowing
northwest out of OID into Central San Joaquin Water Conservation District’s service area. A
schematic of surface water flow within the district is shown on Figure 3.1-2.
As part of the development of the OID WRP, data from the 2004 boundary outflow program
(the most recent data available at the time) and 2004 land use information were used to
estimate water use, including outflow, seepage, reclamation, and groundwater use.

2 The amount of water that is used by crops as well as that which is evaporated.
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FIGURE 3.1-1

Mean Daily Stanislaus River Flows at Orange Blossom Bridge, January 2000 – January 2006
Source: California Data Exchange Center, 2006

FIGURE 3.1-2

Flow of Surface Water in Oakdale Irrigation District
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According to OID operations data gathered as part of this effort, about 5 percent of OID’s
total inflows are typically reclaimed, and approximately 15 to 20 percent of total inflows
drain out of the district. Approximately 10 percent of the water that flows into OID’s main
canal is lost to seepage. Field tailwater runoff comprises about 70 percent of the outflows,
with operational spills making up the remainder. Average field tailwater runoff is approximately 1.1 ac-ft per acre, per season. Some areas with large concentrations of corn and
pasture or steeper topography might have runoff rates near 1.4 ac-ft per acre
(CH2M HILL, 2005b). These values typically vary from year to year depending on year type.
Three seasonal creeks flow from the east through the service area or near the district border:
Little Johns Creek, located just north of the service area within the SOI; Lone Tree Creek,
located in the northwest corner of the service area; and Dry Creek, located along the
southern boundary of the district. Flow in these creeks is primarily seasonal, consisting of
stormwater runoff in the rainy season (typically between November and April) and
agricultural runoff during the irrigation season (typically between May and October). Flow
in Dry Creek is monitored hourly by a Department gauge approximately 4 miles downstream of the district boundary at Claus Road in Modesto. Flows in Dry Creek are flashy in
nature, particularly during the rainy season. The totalized data from this monitoring station
yielded a discharge of approximately 25,300 ac-ft in 2004 (California Data Exchange Center,
2006). Upstream, OID seasonal drainage contributed roughly 16,800 ac-ft to Dry Creek in
2004. Flows in Dry Creek within the OID service area have not been measured but are also
greatly influenced by winter precipitation, and runoff during the irrigation season.
Flows in Lone Tree Creek and Little Johns Creek are not monitored by a regulatory
agency; however, flows were measured approximately monthly beginning in 2005 by the
San Joaquin County and Delta Water Quality Coalition. Successful measurements were only
possible during a few events. Table 3.1-1 shows available flow data from these creeks. The
Bernnan Road site on Lone Tree Creek is located at the downstream boundary of OID, and
both Jack Tone Road sites are located several miles downstream of the OID boundary.
Known monitoring sites within and around the OID service area are shown on Figure 3.1-3.
Flow in Lone Tree Creek varies heavily depending on precipitation. The first year of
monitoring was 2005. In that year, OID monitored total monthly flow (in ac-ft per month) at
the outflow boundary at Bernnan Road. The measurements shown on Figure 3.1-4 indicate
the typical flow pattern in the creek during the irrigation season.

Oakdale Irrigation District Water Supply and Storage Rights
Although the primary source of water supply available to OID is through diversions from
the Stanislaus River, groundwater from OID deep wells and drainwater reuse also assist in
meeting demands. The total water supply mix used by OID in 2004 is presented on
Figure 3.1-5. The figure shows the breakdown of water supplies from the 2004 water year to
illustrate the relative quantity of each water supply in a recent typical year. According to
OID operations data, the total water supply in 2004 was approximately 275,000 ac-ft
(OID, 2004).
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TABLE 3.1-1

Available Flow Data from Lone Tree Creek and Little Johns Creek Monitoring Activities
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Date

Flow
(cfs)

Lone Tree Creek at Bernnan
Road

9/20/2005

33.4

Grass obstruction along discharge intersect.

Lone Tree Creek at Jack
Tone Road

2/16/2005

22.26

Storm event.

2/23/2005

NM

3/21/2005

0.41

5/17/2005

21.77

6/21/2005

63.62

7/19/2005

NM

8/16/2005

25.85

9/20/2005

NM

Too deep to take velocity readings.

2/16/2005

NM

Deep, high flow observed.

3/1/2005

NM

Observed flow was “fast.”

3/21/2005

20.71

4/5/2005

NM

5/17/2005

0

6/21/2005

0

7/19/2005

NM

8/16/2005

NM

9/20/2005

NM

Little Johns Creek at Jack
Tone Road

Sampling Notes

Discharge not measured. Moderate flow
observed.

Too deep to take velocity readings.

Too deep to take velocity readings. Low flow
observed.

Too deep to take velocity readings.

Source: Johnson, 2005.
Note:
NM = not measured
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FIGURE 3.1-4

Measured Totalized Flow in Lone Tree Creek at Oakdale Irrigation District Boundary,
2005 Irrigation Season (ac-ft per month)

FIGURE 3.1-5

Oakdale Irrigation District 2004 Water Supply

OID shares its primary surface water rights with the SSJID. In 1909, the two districts
purchased the Old Tulloch Ditch Company’s water rights and applied for additional water
rights under the Wright Irrigation District Act. The annual combined total adjudicated
diversion rate for both districts from the Stanislaus River is 1,816.6 cfs from March 1 through
October 31. The OID entitlement of this diversion is half, or 908.3 cfs, which is diverted at
Goodwin Dam. The OID/SSJID-shared water rights are “pre-1914 water rights” because
they were established prior to the California Water Commission Act in 1914. In addition to
the pre-1914 water rights on the Stanislaus River at Goodwin Dam, OID also maintains
small diversion rights totaling 6.22 cfs on the Stanislaus near Oakdale. These small
diversions are made via pumps in the river that serve low-lying lands along the river. In
recent years, the average annual diversion from these pumps has been approximately
900 ac-ft.
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Each district also acquired appropriative storage rights in the Stanislaus Basin to ensure
water supply availability during the irrigation season. The districts hold a storage right to
store 3,600 ac-ft of water behind Goodwin Dam. Additional storage facilities developed by
the districts include Old Melones Reservoir on the Stanislaus River and the Tri-Dam Project,
comprising Tulloch, Beardsley, and Donnells Reservoirs. In addition to the storage rights at
Tri-Dam Project reservoirs, power generation rights were also established.
OID and SSJID also have appropriative rights for storage and irrigation on the Stanislaus
River at Goodwin Dam, Old Melones, Tulloch, Beardsley, and Donnells Reservoirs. Old
Melones Reservoir is at the bottom of the New Melones Reservoir. Goodwin Reservoir is a
re-regulating reservoir for the districts’ main diversions. It does not generate power.
Donnells, Beardsley, and Tulloch, the Tri-Dam Project, generate power, and then the water
is used for irrigation in the district.
Years after the construction of the districts’ storage facilities, Reclamation constructed the
2.4-million-ac-ft New Melones Reservoir, located about 0.75 mile downstream from the
original Melones Dam. The operation of New Melones Reservoir with respect to OID is
described in accordance with the terms of the 1988 Agreement and Stipulation with
Reclamation. The 1988 Agreement provides for the delivery of water stored in New Melones
Reservoir in accordance with the districts’ senior water rights in the Stanislaus River,
because those rights had the potential to be impacted by New Melones operations. The
1988 Agreement provides for the districts to receive the inflow to New Melones Reservoir
up to 600,000 ac-ft annually. In years when inflow is less than 600,000 ac-ft, the districts’
allocation is inflow plus the amount derived by the following formula:
600,000 ac-ft – Inflow
3

(1)

As previously mentioned, groundwater contributes a relatively small portion to OID’s water
supply, mainly to provide flexibility in meeting local demands and to contribute to supply
during drought conditions. District-owned wells can supply between approximately 5,000
and 25,000 ac-ft/yr as needed. Groundwater is discussed in further detail in Section 3.2 of
this PEIR.

In-district System Summary
From Goodwin Dam on the Stanislaus River, OID diverts water into the Joint Main Canal,
which serves both OID and SSJID, and the South Main Canal, which serves OID land south
of the river. OID’s distribution system is a combination of unlined earthen ditches and lowhead pipelines that distribute the flows from the North Joint Main Canal and South Main
Canal to OID’s customer turnouts. The system spans the approximate 72,500 acres of OID
service area and includes about 300 miles of distribution laterals. Approximately 100 miles
of low-head gravity-flow pipeline and 200 miles of open ditches support the service area.
Rodden Lake and Van Lier Reservoir are regulating reservoirs located within OID’s service
area that provide in-system storage for OID. Both reservoirs are used for daily operations
flow management and short-term mismatches between supply and demand.
Irrigation tailwater is either reclaimed by OID using reclamation pumps, or leaves the
district via drainage canals that discharge to other landowners or irrigation districts outside
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of the OID service area. OID maintains and operates 35 reclamation pumps, 7 drain pumps,
and approximately 90 miles of agricultural drains. Reclamation pumps are used to divert
water from local drains back into nearby supply laterals for reuse on irrigated lands.
Variations in the supply and timing of drainwater limit the practical peak reclamation
pumping rate. During the 2004 irrigation season, reclamation pumping provided
13,100 ac-ft of supply, equal to about 5 percent of the total Stanislaus River diversion for
2004. Peak month reclamation pumping was about 3,500 ac-ft (CH2M HILL, 2005b).
Drainwater reclamation pumping has averaged approximately 14,000 ac-ft/year since 1999
(OID, 2006b).
Drainwater originates primarily from field runoff, mostly from OID-served lands, but also
from adjacent lands irrigated by private wells or other sources. Drain pumps are used to
convey drainage water from local ponds or water drains out of OID’s service area and into
separate receiving waters, as described under Surface Water Hydrology. These areas and
their corresponding drainage basins are shown on Figure 3.1-6. OID has seasonal agreements with MID and SSJID to discharge stormwater runoff and tailwater through their
canals.
OID currently monitors outflow at 11 monitoring sites as part of their boundary outflow
program. These are a combination of drainage outflows and operational spill points at the
ends of pipelines or open laterals. Six major drainage basins are monitored: Union,
Laughlin, Cavil, Kuhn, Angel/Fairbanks, and Lone Tree Creek. These six drainage basins
account for about 50 percent of the irrigated acreage within OID’s service area. The projected total outflow and estimate for each primary drainage basin is shown on Figure 3.1-6.
The estimates shown on Figure 3.1-6 represent the total outflow from the OID service area
less the total water reclaimed by the district. The timing of outflow within each of these
six areas is not known. Total outflow in other years could vary from this estimate by up to
20 percent depending on the level of reclamation pumping, ET, and land use.
Using information available during a 2004 boundary outflow program study, it was
assumed that inflows to the SSJID Main Canal from the OID service area occurred primarily
downstream of the Howard Pipeline and Tulloch Drain end spills, with cross drainages
upstream of this area normally going under the SSJID Main Canal. As shown on
Figure 3.1-6, the estimated outflow from OID below this area was 7,000 ac-ft per irrigation
season, and was based on OID outflow monitoring data and average field runoff rates. It
was noted that SSJID’s own estimates of outflow from OID into the SSJID Main Canal were
between 20,000 and 40,000 ac-ft/yr, and future action is necessary to reconcile the relatively
wide range of flow estimates. Accordingly, the district will be initiating a focused
measurement program to obtain more accurate data.

Current Conditions of Primary Distribution System
The following summarizes the current condition of OID’s primary distribution system.

Canals and Pipelines. Approximately 50 to 75 percent of OID’s low-head pipelines were
constructed using CIP concrete methods. These pipelines are 30 to 50 years old and require
replacement. A significant portion of the open ditch laterals have severe bank erosion
resulting from excessive velocity through light-textured native soils, and livestock erosion
caused by inconsistent fencing along laterals. This, in turn, is causing loss of original-design
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hydraulic conditions and reduced top-bank road width, which create accessibility problems
for O&M.

Flow Control and Measurement Structures. The main and sublateral FCM structures and
methods are not providing reliable, stable, accurate FCM. DSOs, 23 OID staff members who
manage district field operations and water deliveries, are significantly impacted by the lack
of accurate, reliable controls and flow rate measurement. Significant improvements,
including replacement of many key structures, are required to provide improved FCM.

Turnouts. OID’s customer turnouts are not based on consistent standards for capacity,
methods for control of flows, and accuracy of flow rate and quantity delivered. Consideration should be given to a long-term replacement program that moves the system toward
standard turnout features that allow accurate flow rate and quantification of delivered
water.

Regulating Reservoirs. Because of restrictions on the water level in Rodden Lake on the
North Side, the useful storage available to manage changes in supply or demand is minimal.
On the South Side, Van Lier Reservoir is located and sized properly to manage changes in
supply or demand; however, adjusting the operational strategy and objectives will enhance
the reservoir’s ability to manage operational changes. Currently, no formal operating
strategy or guidelines exist for reservoir operations in conjunction with downstream head
gate operations.

Drainwater Reclamation Facilities. The district currently has no defined strategy with respect
to the operation of deep wells and drainage reclamation pumps. Conflicting operational
targets, relating to drain management and reservoir operations exist among DSOs in
different divisions and even within the same division.

Existing District Water Balance
A systemwide operational WBM was developed for use in the WRP to provide a flexible
analytic tool for simulating a range of long-term operating scenarios on water demands and
supplies. A baseline model was developed to simulate existing conditions. The baseline
model was calibrated using 2004 land use information, irrigation efficiencies developed
from an on-farm survey at OID, available outflow data from OID’s boundary outflow
program (which accounted for approximately 50 percent of the irrigated lands and
associated drainage in the district), and average climatic (ET and precipitation) records.
Land use was developed using geographic information system coverage for OID’s assessed
parcels combined with Department land use survey data. Limited operations data were
available during the creation and calibration of the model; therefore, the WBM is not suited
for detailed analysis of specific components of the water balance, and is best suited for
large-scale analysis of water supply operations. The WBM focuses on the primary water
balance components (such as precipitation, main canal inflows, crop ET, and drainage) of
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the OID service area. The development and calibration of the WBM and the numerical
model inputs are described in detail in Technical Appendix F to the WRP.
Table 3.1-2 summarizes estimated average conditions for the OID system using existing land
use and average climate conditions.
TABLE 3.1-2

Summary of Existing Conditions and Water Balance for Oakdale Irrigation District Service Area
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Land Use (acres)
Total Irrigated Acreage

47,300

Water Rights and Transfers (ac-ft)
Stanislaus River Diversion Rights Available
Transfer Obligations

300,000
41,000

Inflows (ac-ft)
Stanislaus River (Main Canal Inflows, River Pumps)
OID Groundwater Pumping
Other Inflows (i.e., Drainwater from Outside OID)

259,000
24,000
8,000

Conveyance and Seepage Losses (ac-ft)
Conveyance Losses, Deep Percolation

66,000

Crop Losses (ac-ft)
ET (Net of Effective Precipitation)

170,000

Outflow (ac-ft)
Tailwater and Spills

55,000

As shown in Table 3.1-2, total outflow from the district is estimated at approximately
55,000 ac-ft/yr in an average year, which represents total outflow from the service area less
the total water reclaimed by the district (17,500 ac-ft). Field tailwater runoff comprises about
70 percent of the outflows, with operational spills making up the remainder.

Hydrologic and Climatic Effects
Available supply from the Stanislaus River varies depending on precipitation in a given
year. During the drought from 1987 to 1992, available supplies from the Stanislaus River fell
to 230,000 ac-ft (before transfers); however, with the supply available in accordance with the
1988 Agreement, OID can be expected to receive their full allotment 85 percent of the time
(300,000 ac-ft), as described in Technical Appendix B to the WRP (CH2M HILL, 2005b).
The district goes to great lengths to meet customer demands during years with high ET or
during times of drought. Typically, district groundwater pumping will increase during
these times to supplement available river supplies.

3.1.3 Surface Water Quality
OID customers generally receive high-quality water from the upper Stanislaus River. The
lower Stanislaus River is a 303(d)-listed waterbody for diazinon, pesticides, mercury, and
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unknown toxicity. Little information has been recorded about the quality of water in creeks
(Lone Tree Creek, Dry Creek, and Little Johns Creek) upstream of the OID service area.
Water quality has not been monitored recently within the district service area. Parameters
related to 303(d) listings by water course are further discussed in Appendix B to the WRP.

Total Maximum Daily Loads
The Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) listings pertinent to OID include those related to
the Stanislaus River, San Joaquin River, Delta, and Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel.
Because the Stanislaus River does not have a high priority for TMDL development, no
TMDL for the river has been developed to date.
The key TMDLs of interest to OID include agricultural pesticide TMDLs, Stockton
Deepwater Ship Channel dissolved oxygen (DO), and San Joaquin River salt and boron.
Because the Stanislaus River provides “dilution flow” to the San Joaquin River, both the
Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel DO TMDL and the San Joaquin River salt and boron
TMDL are critical issues to OID. Concentrations of salt and boron in Stanislaus River water
are much lower than discharges from other parts of the San Joaquin River Basin, and
discharges of organic material to the Stanislaus River are more a result of municipal
discharges than district practices. OID will continue to track the development of TMDLs
and potential impacts to the district.

Oakdale Irrigation District Agricultural Water Quality Monitoring
In July 2003, the Water Board adopted the current Irrigated Lands Conditional Waiver
(Conditional Waiver), which was recently renewed for 5 years and will expire in 2011.
Under the Conditional Waiver, dischargers may apply for regulatory coverage as either an
individual or as a coalition group. OID elected to apply for coverage under the Conditional
Waiver for the district. OID proposed a Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP) to
monitor operational spills that will characterize waste discharges from pesticides applied
during district maintenance activities, as well as discharge flows. Proposed monitoring
locations included Coulter Pond, Langworth Pipeline, and the Sweet Lateral, as shown on
Figure 3.1-3. After it is approved by the Water Board, OID’s MRP will assist the district in
establishing baseline water quality conditions within the district service area. The district
intends to use data obtained through the monitoring program to guide the development of
projects included as part of the Proposed Program that are not yet fully defined.
Coulter Pond was chosen as representative of discharges to the Dry Creek, both in terms of
water quality and flow rate, because it is OID’s largest discharge point to Dry Creek.
Langworth Pipeline was selected as representative of discharges to the Stanislaus River.
Water is discharged from the Langworth Pipeline when the irrigation water in the pipeline
cannot be delivered to OID water users. The Sweet Lateral site represents district discharges
to Lone Tree Creek. The inflows to the Sweet Lateral system include OID’s North Main
Canal, deep wells, and return flows.
Although not yet approved by the Regional Board, OID has completed two seasons of water
quality monitoring. In both 2004 and 2005, occasional exceedances were detected for DO
(Sweet Lateral), total dissolved solids (TDS) (Coulter Pond), and diuron (Sweet Lateral and
Coulter Pond). The data indicated that water quality objectives for pesticides were met over
96 percent of the time, and water quality objectives for DO and TDS were met 95 percent of
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the time. The data generated by this program are intended to create a baseline of water
quality data within OID, and future monitoring will determine if habitual problems exist.
Because of the levels of DO, TDS, and diuron detected during the monitoring period, OID
has implemented BMPs to reduce the potential for these constituents to enter into the
waterways.

Regional Agricultural Water Quality Monitoring
Growers within OID were required to apply for coverage under the Conditional Waiver as
an individual or as a member of a Coalition Group. Two Coalition Groups are active in OID:
the North San Joaquin County and Delta Water Quality Coalition (for the portion of OID
within San Joaquin County) and the East Side Water Quality Coalition (for the remaining
portion of OID).Water quality and flow monitoring began in 2005.
The East San Joaquin Water Quality Coalition monitors the water quality in Dry Creek at
Wellsford Road, which is approximately 1 mile west of the OID service area. The watershed
for this site does include some property within the OID service area. Samples are taken
monthly to characterize pesticides, general chemistry, DO, TDS, and sediment. Data were
available for seven sampling events in 2005. The Cavill Drain at McGee Road will also be
monitored by the coalition in the future, which is at the OID boundary (Johnson, 2005a).
Both sites are shown on Figure 3.1-3.
The San Joaquin County and Delta Water Quality Coalition monitors the water quality in
Little Johns Creek and Lone Tree Creek at Jack Tone Road. Although they are the closest
monitored sites to the OID service area on Little Johns and Lone Tree Creeks, both sites are
several miles west of the OID service area boundary, and therefore might not accurately
represent OID outflow. Lone Tree Creek is also monitored at Brennan Road, which is at the
western boundary of the OID service area. Samples are taken monthly at these sites to
characterize pesticides, general chemistry, DO, E. coli, total organic carbon, TDS, turbidity,
and sediment. Results were available for up to 11 sampling events in 2005 (Johnson, 2005b).
The location of each site is shown on Figure 3.1-3.
Exceedances for E. coli and pH were common at all monitoring sites. Pesticides such as
diazinon, chlorpyrifos, and pyrethroids were also detected, but only a few resulted in
exceedances of water quality objectives. Toxicity to microorganisms (such as pimephales and
selanastrum) was also detected during the nonirrigation season (February and March). The
coalitions reviewed pesticide use records, and the growers were consulted following
detection of exceedances; and BMPs were suggested for areas where a source was identified,
to reduce the potential for future exceedances.
Because of its proximity to the district boundary, the monitoring site at Lone Tree Creek at
Brennan Road will be most representative of district outflows; however, few samples were
originally taken. At that site, E. coli was above the water quality objective during the
September sampling event. The coalition has proposed a source identification study to
determine the taxonomic group from which the coliforms originated; the source may be
from dairies, wildlife, leaky septic systems, or sanitary sewer lines. Also, because this
represents a single sampling event, data are insufficient data to know if E. coli is a chronic
problem at this site. Future monitoring is scheduled, and local management practices will be
evaluated through the coalition process if the source is traced to agriculture.
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Typical water quality exceedances during the 2005 monitoring season at Lone Tree Creek at
Jacktone Road and Little Johns Creek at Jacktone Road included E. coli, pH, diazinon
chlorpyrifos, and selanastrum. A source identification study is underway to determine the
taxonomic source of E. coli exceedances. Diazinon and chlorpyrifos exceedances are from
pesticide application. The coalition reviewed pesticide use records, and the growers were
consulted following detection of exceedances; and BMPs were suggested for areas where a
source was identified, to reduce the potential for future exceedances.
Because these sites are located between about 1 and 7 miles downstream of the OID
boundary, potential contributions to these exceedances associated with lands within OID
are not known. The exceedances for the other sites downstream of the OID boundary on
Dry Creek, Lone Tree Creek, and Little Johns Creek are shown in Tables 3.1-3 through 3.1-5.
TABLE 3.1-3

Water Quality Exceedances Detected in Dry Creek at Wellsford Road in 2005
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Number of
Exceedances

Month(s) of
Exceedance

E. coli

5

Mar, Jun, Jul,
Aug, Sep

Unknown. Source identification study
is underway.

pH

2

Mar, Sep

Likely a result of photosynthesis rate;
unknown at this time.

Diazinon

1

Feb

Unknown.

Ceriodaphnia (toxicity)

1

Feb

Pesticide application.

Parameter

Potential Source (if known)

Source: Johnson, 2005.

TABLE 3.1-4

Water Quality Exceedances Detected in Lone Tree Creek at Jacktone Road in 2005
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Number of
Exceedances

Month(s) of
Exceedance

E. coli

7

Feb, Mar, May,
Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep

Unknown. Source identification study
is underway.

pH

1

Mar

Likely a result of photosynthesis rate;
unknown at this time.

Specific Conductivity (salinity)

1

Feb

Natural soil leaching.

2 (1 exceed.)

Feb (exceed.), Jul

Pesticide application.

Pyrethroids

1

Jul

Chlorpyrifos

3 (1 exceed.)

Feb, Jul, Aug

1

Feb

Parameter

Diazinon

Selanastrum (toxicity)

Potential Source (if known)

Unknown.
Possible unreported agricultural use
(February); pesticide application (July).
Herbicide application.

Source: Johnson, 2005.
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TABLE 3.1-5

Water Quality Exceedances Detected in Little Johns Creek at Jacktone Road in 2005
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Number of
Exceedances

Month(s) of
Exceedance

E. coli

4

Feb, Mar, May,
Sep

Unknown. Source identification study
is underway.

pH

1

Mar

Likely a result of photosynthesis rate;
unknown at this time.

1 (detected)

Jul

Pesticide application.

Pimephales (toxicity)

1

Feb

Ammonia (nonagricultural source).

Selanastrum (toxicity)

1

Mar

Herbicide application.

Parameter

Chlorpyrifos

Potential Source (if known)

Source: Johnson, 2005.

3.1.4 Impacts and Mitigation
The following provides significance standards against which the Proposed Program is
measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Program baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. Overall, it is assumed that OID
water use will decrease over time as some existing OID customers are expected to leave the
district because of the district’s inability to provide a suitable level of service. Additionally,
given the anticipated increase in future residential development in the project area,
residential water demand is expected to increase under the No Program baseline versus the
existing condition. Potentially significant adverse impacts are identified and mitigation
measures proposed as necessary to reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels.

Standards of Significance
Standards of significance represent the thresholds that were used to identify whether an
impact will be potentially significant. The following criteria are based on Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines, local general plans or other relevant documents as applicable, and
professional judgment.

Surface Water Hydrology. Impacts to surface water hydrology will be considered significant
if the project will result in any of the following:
•

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner that will result in flooding of
duration and/or depth so as to temporarily or permanently affect current land uses

•

Deplete surface water supplies so as to temporarily or permanently affect current land
uses or permanently impact other beneficial uses

•

Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures that will impede or redirect flood
flows

•

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving
flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam
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Surface Water Quality. Impacts to surface water quality will be considered significant if the
alternative will result in any of the following:
•

Create or contribute drainwater or system outflow to local watercourses or rivers that
will violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements

•

Alter the existing drainage pattern of the site area, including through the alteration of
the course of a stream or river, in a manner that will cause substantial erosion or siltation
on- or off-site resulting in temporary or permanent impacts to current land uses or
permanent impacts to other beneficial uses

•

Create or contribute stormwater that will exceed the capacity of existing or planned
stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted
runoff

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines and Proposed Program
In addition to the baseline model described above, the WBM was also developed to simulate
operating scenarios resulting from forecasted changes to land use in 2025. Two model runs
were conducted for 2025 – one to simulate the district’s water balance without
implementation of the Proposed Program, and one run to simulate a water balance with
implementation of the Proposed Program. The results of these model runs are shown in
Table 3.1-6.
TABLE 3.1-6

Summary of Existing, No Program, and Proposed Program Conditions and Water Balance Model Results for Oakdale
Irrigation District Service Area
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Existing
Conditions

No Program

Proposed
Program

Land Use (acres)
Total Irrigated Acreage

47,300

42,967

50,167

300,000

300,000

300,000

41,000

41,000

50,000

259,000

245,000

250,000

24,000

5,000

21,000

8,000

8,000

8,000

66,000

62,000

64,000

170,000

155,000

180,000

55,000

41,000

35,000

Water Rights and Transfers (ac-ft)
Stanislaus River Diversion Rights Available
Transfer Obligations
Inflows (ac-ft)
Stanislaus River (Main Canal Inflows, River Pumps)
OID Groundwater Pumping
Other Inflows (i.e., Drainwater from Outside OID)
Conveyance and Seepage Losses (ac-ft)
Conveyance Losses, Deep Percolation
Crop Losses (ac-ft)
ET (Net of Effective Precipitation)
Outflow (ac-ft)
Tailwater and Spills

Note:
These results are sensitive to changes in land use and to variations in climate (ET and precipitation), which could be
significant from year to year.
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As described in the WRP, significant land use changes are projected to occur over the next
2 decades. In general, in addition to urbanization, land cultivated with permanent crops
such as orchards are projected to increase with a corresponding decrease in irrigated
pasture because of market forces and/or individual landowner decisions. The results
presented in Table 3.1-6 show total irrigated acreage within OID under existing conditions,
as well as projections for the No Program baseline and the Proposed Program. Under the
No Program baseline alternative, OID will serve fewer acres than under the existing
condition because of urbanization and the associated loss of farmland within the district
boundaries. However, under the Proposed Program, it is assumed that the district will serve
more lands than under the No Program baseline alternative because of expansion of service
to new agricultural customers both within and outside of OID. Therefore, the district’s
overall water demand under the Proposed Program will be higher compared to the No
Program alternative because more acres are being irrigated.
With respect to outflow, future quantities are projected to decrease under the Proposed
Program in comparison to existing conditions for two reasons. First, as described above,
OID will serve fewer acres under the No Program alternative than under the existing
condition. In addition, the future crop mix of OID’s customers under the No Program
alternative is projected to generally result in the use of more water-efficient irrigation
technologies than what is being used under the existing condition baseline. The combined
effect of these projections will be less overall demand for OID water supplies and,
correspondingly, less outflow from the district. In comparison, under the Proposed
Program, the district will expand service to new agricultural customers both within and
outside OID, as described above. This action taken alone will increase water demand and,
therefore, surface water outflow from the district. However, the Proposed Program’s
infrastructure recommendations will improve the district’s overall operational efficiency.
The net effect of these actions will be a further decrease in outflows beyond what was
projected under the No Program condition.
OID currently pumps groundwater to supplement surface water supplies. Under the No
Program condition, less groundwater will be required to meet demands because of the
projected decrease in water demand described above. In comparison, under the Proposed
Program, OID will supplement surface water supplies with groundwater to serve its
increased customer base. Under the Proposed Program, although more land will be served
than under existing conditions, the overall crop mix and improved efficiency will result in a
lower total water demand, as described above. Therefore, less groundwater will be required
to meet demands under the Proposed Program than under the existing condition baseline.

Construction-related Impacts.
Impact WR-1: Construction of new facilities and/or improvements to existing facilities will
occur within existing canals and drainages, some of which convey flood flows during winter
storm events. Construction of all facilities will be accomplished so as to maintain existing
canal and drainage contours to ensure that existing stormflow conveyance will not be
affected by the proposed improvements. Additionally, all new and rehabilitated facilities
located within or adjacent to canals or drains such as FCM structures will be designed to
pass runoff or flood flows. Therefore, the existing drainage pattern of the site area will not
be altered in a manner that will result in increased flooding; thus, related impacts will be
considered less than significant.
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Impact WR-2: The proposed North side regulating reservoir will be located at the downstream terminus of the North Main Canal, near the junction of the Burnett and Cometa
Laterals. As currently envisioned, the proposed facility is located between 250 and 500 feet
from two existing residences. One of these residences is located to the west and at an
elevation below the embankment of the proposed reservoir. A failure of the reservoir
embankment could cause localized flooding and pose a significant risk to this property.
Although the reservoir may require approval of the CDDS and will be designed to meet
all regulations and standards, if the embankment were to fail, such an impact will be
considered significant. The specific potential impacts and eventual necessary mitigation
(if determined necessary) will be addressed in a separate focused environmental
document.
Impact WR-3: Construction could impact surface water quality in adjacent streams because
of the potential for sedimentation into the local waterways and increased erosion and
sedimentation during the wet winter season. Although construction for most facilities will
be scheduled during the dry season, the potential for site erosion and downstream
sedimentation associated with winter rain events could result in a potentially significant
impact to local stream-water quality.
Impact WR-4: Hazardous materials potentially generated at construction sites will include
motor oil, ethylene glycol, gasoline, diesel fuel, hydraulic fluids, lubricants, and degreasers
from the maintenance and repair of construction vehicles. During construction, there is
potential for hazardous materials to be accidentally released and cause subsequent impacts
to surface water and groundwater resources. The spill of hazardous materials and
subsequent impacts to water resources will be a significant impact.

Operation-related Impacts.
Impact WR-5: The implementation of the proposed outflow management projects (listed
below and described in more detail in Section 2.0, Program Description and Alternatives, of
this PEIR) will result in the ability of OID to manage 20,000 ac-ft of the existing outflow
currently leaving the district in an uncontrolled manner. The Proposed Program will allow
the district to continue providing this same quantity of outflow (20,000 ac-ft will be released
in a controlled manner, the remaining drainwater will continue to be released in an
uncontrolled manner); however, the routing and timing of such flow both within and out of
the district is currently unknown and will be determined depending on further
investigations and project refinement.
As described above, OID is currently developing an MRP in conjunction with the Water
Board to assist in establishing baseline water quality conditions within the district service
area. The results of this program are intended to be used to guide the further development
and refinement of outflow projects. Depending on the quantity and potential routing of
flows, implementation of the Proposed Program could impact water quality both in terms
of quantity and timing of flow releases, which could result in a significant impact to
water quality within the district as well as in downstream receiving waters. The specific
potential impacts and eventual necessary mitigation (if determined necessary) will be
addressed in subsequent environmental documentation.
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Mitigation Measures.
Mitigation Measure MMWR-1: OID will develop and implement an Erosion Control and
Spill Prevention Plan (ECSPP) that will identify BMPs to protect local and downstream
water quality in accordance with requirements of the Central Valley Regional Water Quality
Control Board and minimizing the potential for sedimentation and releases of hazardous
materials. The minimum requirements of the ECSPP are identified below. Installation of
temporary bypasses to maintain local hydrology (both drainage within the stream channels
and water conveyance/drainage on-farm) through and/or around the construction
footprint will be included within the ECSPP.
The ECSPP, which will be developed in coordination with the Central Valley Regional
Water Quality Control Board in part as part of the Section 401 water quality certification and
stormwater permitting processes, will include the following minimum requirements:
•

The majority of major ground-disturbing activities will be limited to the dry season
(April 15 to October 15) to the extent possible.

•

Disturbance adjacent to all drainages that ultimately drain to the streams will be limited,
and vegetation will be left in place to the degree possible to reduce potential
sedimentation.

•

All stockpiled material will be placed such that potential erosion is minimized.

•

In-stream work will be limited to the dry season to the extent possible.

•

In-stream flows will be routed around work areas to the extent possible, and provisions
will be made to accommodate unforeseen storm events (up to a 5-year event) during the
dry season to the extent possible.

•

Filter fabric, straw bales, and/or sediment basins will be firmly placed to minimize
erosion and the potential for instream sedimentation.

•

Seeding and re-vegetation will be initiated as soon as possible (timed properly to
coincide with fall/winter precipitation) after construction completion.

•

Storage areas for fuel and liquid materials should be located away from drainageways
and other surface water features.

•

Storage areas should be lined with an impermeable material to prevent the release of
fuel, oils, grease, or hydraulic fluids in the event of a spill.

•

The storage site should be separated from adjacent surface runoff by containment berms
having sufficient dimensions to retain the volume of fluids within the storage area.

•

Adequate drainage should be provided to collect and dispose of precipitation that enters
the storage area.

•

Equipment repair and cleaning areas within the facility site should be specifically
designated for routine maintenance and repair of equipment, motors, and systems using
oils, grease, or hydraulic fluids.
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•

If a fuel or chemical spill occurs that cannot be cleaned up by onsite personnel, work in
the area of the spill should halt, and the local fire department should be contacted
immediately. The affected area should be cleaned, and stained material should be
disposed of at a landfill designated to handle such material. Work in the area of the spill
should be allowed to resume when determined appropriate by the facility manager.

Mitigation Measure MMWR-2: Refer to Mitigation Measure ERMM-2 in Section 3.3, Earth
Resources, for mitigation pertaining to this impact.
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3.2 Groundwater
3.2.1 Affected Environment/Existing Conditions
This section describes the groundwater resources in the project area and discusses potential
groundwater and related surface water impacts associated with implementation of the
Proposed Program. Recent groundwater use is presented, and geology and hydrogeology
within the district are summarized, as well as regional groundwater planning activities.

3.2.2 San Joaquin Valley Groundwater Basin
The San Joaquin Valley comprises the southern two-thirds of the Central Valley of
California (Page, 1986). The San Joaquin Valley is a northwest-trending structural trough
containing up to 32,000 feet of marine and continental deposits. The San Joaquin Valley is
bounded by the Coast Ranges to the west, the San Emigdio and Tehachapi Mountains to the
south, the Sierra Nevada Range to the east, and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (the
Delta) and Sacramento Valley to the north. The northern portion of the San Joaquin Valley is
drained by the San Joaquin River and its major tributaries the Fresno, Merced, Tuolumne,
and Stanislaus Rivers. These streams flow to the north, discharging in the Delta. The
southern portion of the valley is internally drained by the Kings, Kaweah, Tule, and Kern
Rivers that flow into the Tulare drainage basin including the beds of the former Tulare,
Buena Vista, and Kern Lakes (Department, 2003).
The San Joaquin Valley Groundwater Basin extends from the southern edge of the
Sacramento River Groundwater Basin to the San Emigdio and Tehachapi Mountains and
includes all or portions of Sacramento, Amador, Contra Costa, San Joaquin, Calaveras,
Stanislaus, Merced, Madera, Fresno, Tulare, Kings, and Kern Counties. The San Joaquin
Valley Groundwater Basin covers an approximate 13,800-square-mile area and is divided
into 16 groundwater subbasins. Figure 3.2-1 shows the lateral extent of the San Joaquin
Valley Groundwater Basin and defined subbasins. (All groundwater figures are located at
the end of this Section 3.2.) OID overlies portions of the Eastern San Joaquin and Modesto
Subbasins.
Groundwater suitable for potable and agricultural water supplies in the San Joaquin Valley
Groundwater Basin is generally contained within the post-Eocene continental deposits,
consisting of alluvial, volcanic, and lacustrine sediments. Groundwater wells in the
San Joaquin Valley commonly extend to depths of up to 800 feet. Typical well yields in the
San Joaquin Valley range from 300 to 2,000 gpm, with yields of 5,000 gpm possible. In
general, groundwater quality throughout the region is suitable for most urban and
agricultural uses with only local impairments. The primary constituents of concern are TDS,
nitrate, boron, chloride, and organic compounds (Department, 2003).
Groundwater within the San Joaquin Valley Groundwater Basin accounts for approximately
30 percent of the annual supply of agricultural and urban water needs for this region, and
approximately 18 percent statewide. Of the State’s overall supply, groundwater use in this
region accounts for approximately 5 percent. Natural groundwater recharge is sufficient to
sustain agricultural and municipal uses over the vast majority of the basin. Concerns related
to groundwater levels and potential overdraft have been limited to the Stockton area within
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the Modesto Subbasin and the southern portion of the Eastern San Joaquin Subbasin
(Department, 2006a).

3.2.3 Groundwater Conditions within Oakdale Irrigation District
Geology and Hydrogeology
The OID service area overlies portions of the Eastern San Joaquin (northern one third of the
district) and Modesto Subbasins (southern two thirds of OID). The Eastern San Joaquin and
Modesto Subbasins are located in the northeastern portion of the San Joaquin Valley
Groundwater Basin (Figure 3.2-1). The Eastern San Joaquin Subbasin is bounded to the
north by the Mokelumne River, to the west by the San Joaquin River, to the south by the
Stanislaus River, and to the east by the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Range. The Modesto
Subbasin is bounded to the north by the Stanislaus River, to the west by the San Joaquin
River, to the south by the Tuolumne River, and to the east by the foothills of the Sierra
Nevada Range.
The groundwater system in the OID area is generally divided into two aquifers, as shown
on Figure 3.2-2. Unconsolidated continental deposits (all geologic units overlying the
Mehrten Formation) form an unconfined to semiconfined aquifer system, designated as the
“Forebay Aquifer” on Figure 3.2-2. Where the Corcoran Clay is present, the Forebay Aquifer
is divided into the unconfined to semiconfined Shallow Aquifer and the confined Deep
Aquifer (Bookman Edmonston, 2005). The unconsolidated sediments reach a maximum
saturated thickness of approximately 800 feet at the San Joaquin River. Groundwater in the
Mehrten Aquifer generally exists under confined conditions (Bookman Edmonston, 2005).
Limited data suggest that a 60- to 120-foot clay unit overlies the Mehrten Formation in the
Modesto Subbasin; however, this unit is thinner or absent north of the Stanislaus River. In
the OID area, the Mehrten Formation reaches a maximum thickness of approximately
1,200 feet near the San Joaquin River (Page, 1986).
A majority of the municipal and irrigation wells in the OID area have total depths of
approximately 500 to 600 feet, and most domestic wells are 200 feet in total depth (Nielsen,
2006). Reported municipal and irrigation well yields in the Eastern San Joaquin Subbasin
range from 650 to 1,500 gpm, and reported yields of municipal and irrigation wells in the
Modesto Subbasin average 1,000 to 2,000 gpm (Department, 2006a). Limited data on the
permeability of the aquifers beneath OID exist (CH2M HILL, 2005a). Data from the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) Regional Aquifer-System Analysis (RASA) Program indicate that
hydraulic conductivity in the OID area ranges from 0.5 to 15 feet per day (Williamson et al.,
1989). Examination of operational data from OID-owned wells suggests that the hydraulic
conductivity in the OID area ranges from less than 5 to 150 feet per day. The estimated
specific yield for freshwater-bearing units in the Eastern San Joaquin and Modesto
Subbasins ranges from 7.3 to 8.8 percent (Department, 2006a).

Current Groundwater Conditions
Figure 3.2-3 is a groundwater elevation contour map for March 2004. This map shows that
groundwater typically moves in an east-to-west direction in the areas of OID located both
north and south of the Stanislaus River. In addition, a significant ridge exists in the water
table along the Stanislaus River, indicating that the river is a source of groundwater recharge
in the OID area. Figure 3.2-4 shows trends in groundwater levels from 1978 to the present and
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is based on analysis of numerous hydrographs in and near OID. These maps show that, in
general, groundwater levels were declining within OID from 1978 to 1990. This trend is in
contrast to the generally stable or rising groundwater levels observed from 1990 to the
present. The cause of the more recent rise in groundwater levels is unknown. One possibility
is that groundwater pumping outside OID (for example, by the City of Modesto) has been
reduced following the construction of treatment facilities allowing the increased use of
surface water over groundwater.
Groundwater quality in the OID area appears to be generally good according to a limited
examination of data; however, local impairments exist in the Eastern San Joaquin and
Modesto Subbasins. In the Eastern San Joaquin Subbasin, the presence of groundwater
depressions in the Stockton and Lodi areas has resulted in the eastward migration of high
TDS groundwater from the Delta into the subbasin (Department, 2006a). Groundwater in
these areas is also impacted by elevated nitrate levels. Groundwater impairments within the
Modesto Subbasin include areas of elevated chloride, boron, dibromochloropropane, nitrate,
iron, manganese, and TDS.

3.2.4 In-district System Summary
Oakdale Irrigation District Groundwater Use
OID uses groundwater as a secondary supply to augment its Stanislaus River surface water
supplies. Although the relative amount of use is small compared to the use of surface water
supplies, groundwater provides some level of drought protection when surface supplies are
curtailed. Additionally, deep wells throughout OID provide operational flexibility to meet
short-term peak water demands both in normal and high ET conditions. Table 3.2-1 shows
recent groundwater pumping by district-owned deep agricultural wells. In addition to OID
groundwater pumping, groundwater withdrawal within the boundaries of OID also includes
Oakdale, which currently uses approximately 3,000 ac-ft/yr. The largest unknown groundwater
users are private well owners. These private well owners consist of both OID customers who
supplement OID surface water supplies with groundwater and non-OID customers who use
groundwater exclusively to meet their irrigation demands. Private well pumping by OID
customers (as a supplement to OID-provided surface water supplies) within the district has
been estimated to be approximately 5,000 ac-ft/yr in recent years.
TABLE 3.2-1

Annual Oakdale Irrigation District Deep Well Pumping Totals
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Year

Annual Deep Well Pumping (ac-ft)

1999

2,200

2000

7,600

2001

8,100

2002

9,500

2003

3,500

2004

4,400

Average

5,883

Source: OID operations data, 1999-2004
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Twenty-three wells contribute to OID’s irrigation water supply. Most wells are between 400
and 600 feet deep, and according to current OID staff, the water quality is adequate for the
irrigation of crops within OID. Average pump capacity is 1,500 gpm. Most of the wells were
originally installed in the 1950s prior to the Tri-Dam Project. The wells are currently used
primarily to supplement local supply during peak demand conditions. Their use is
minimized because of the relatively higher cost of groundwater production relative to
surface water and reclamation supply. The infrastructure assessment conducted as part of
the WRP found that OID wells are not used in a coordinated manner as part of an overall
OID supply strategy, but rather at the discretion of each DSO depending on local supply
and demand conditions.
According to the findings of the on-farm systems assessment conducted as part of the WRP,
most of OID’s customers who cultivate permanent tree crops such as almonds and walnuts
also have private wells that they use for winter frost protection and irrigation when the OID
canals are shut down. These wells represent a potential supplemental drought year supply
in the event of a reduction in OID surface water supply.
Locations of irrigation and domestic service wells are shown on Figure 3.2-5.

Groundwater Supply Capacity and Use. The potential annual supply from district wells, based
on a 6-month season and assuming wells operate at the design flow for 18 hours per day, is
approximately 27,300 ac-ft. During the 1976-1977 drought, prior to the construction of New
Melones Dam, the wells installed at that time pumped approximately 20,000 ac-ft for
irrigation supply. There are no known well interference3 issues, so it might be feasible to
run all the wells at one time, allowing the peak installed capacity to actually be used if
needed.
According to 1999 to 2004 operating records, total annual pumping ranged from
approximately 2,000 ac-ft to over 9,000 ac-ft, and averaged about 5,900 ac-ft. The wells
supplied less than 2 percent of OID’s overall supply in 2004. The wells also supplied less
than 2 percent of the peak-month supply in 2004.

Domestic Service Wells. OID provides domestic water service to private homes in two Rural
Water Systems (RWS), RWS 1 and 2, and seven Improvement Districts (ID). These were
developed between the 1950s and 1980s. OID owns, operates, and maintains RWS 1 and
RWS 2, which provide service to 352 domestic connections. Each of the IDs is owned
collectively by the homes in each ID’s service area. The IDs contract with OID to provide
O&M service. The IDs serve 338 domestic connections. In 2004, the total domestic supply
provided by OID was 1,100 ac-ft, or about 0.6 ac-ft per connection.
The two RWS systems have five supply wells. The IDs have an additional 13 wells. The age
and conditions of the wells vary significantly from relatively new and in good condition, to
poor and, in some cases, inoperable. The two RWSs are capable of supplying fire-fighting
supply; however, none of the ID systems have fire flow service capability. No water
treatment is required at any of the 13 wells to meet current drinking water standards.

3If the cones of depression for two or more wells overlap, there is said to be well interference. This interference reduces the
water available to each of the wells.
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3.2.5 Regulations Affecting Groundwater Production
State Regulation
Groundwater use is subject to limited statewide regulation; however, all water use in
California is subject to constitutional provisions that prohibit waste and unreasonable
use of water (SWRCB, 1999). Assembly Bill (AB) 3030, Water Code Section 10750
(Groundwater Management Act), permitted local agencies to develop groundwater
management plans that covered certain aspects of management. Subsequent legislation has
amended this chapter to make the adoption of a management program mandatory if an
agency is to receive public funding for groundwater projects, creating an incentive for
implementation of local groundwater management plans.
Senate Bill (SB) 1938, Water Code Section 10753.7, requires local agencies seeking State
funds for groundwater construction or groundwater quality projects to have the following:
•

A developed and implemented groundwater management plan that includes basin
management objectives and addresses the monitoring and management of groundwater
levels, groundwater quality degradation, inelastic land subsidence, and surface water/
groundwater interaction

•

A plan addressing cooperation and working relationships with other public entities

•

A map showing the groundwater subbasin the project is in, neighboring local agencies,
and the area subject to the groundwater management plan

•

Protocols for monitoring groundwater levels, groundwater quality, inelastic land
subsidence, and groundwater/surface water interaction

•

Groundwater management plans with the components listed above for local agencies
outside the delineated Bulletin 118 groundwater subbasins

Local Regulation
Local groundwater management plans and county ordinances vary by authority/agency
and region, but typically involve provisions to limit or prevent groundwater overdraft and
protect groundwater quality. AB 3030, the Groundwater Management Act, encourages local
water agencies to establish local groundwater management plans and lists 12 elements that
can be included within the plans to ensure efficient use, good groundwater quality, and safe
production of water. Currently, San Joaquin, Calaveras, and Tuolumne Counties all have
ordinances and/or management plans addressing groundwater management. Summaries of
these plans and ordinances follow.

San Joaquin County. In June 2000, after working with landowners and water districts, the
San Joaquin County Board of Supervisors adopted a groundwater management ordinance
regarding the extraction and exportation of groundwater from San Joaquin County
(Ordinance 4064). The ordinance imposes strict conditions before someone can export water
beyond the county’s boundaries. Conditions may be implemented on any groundwater
extraction permit in San Joaquin County, including the following:
•

Regulating spacing of the wells

•

Regulating buffer areas around new wells and neighboring overlying users
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•

Regulating monthly seasonal and/or annual extraction rate

•

Providing recovery wells

•

Regulating pumping rates or termination of pumping to reduce impacts

•

Imposing time restrictions between recharge, extraction, and/or injection

•

Providing recharge water

•

Providing a reasonable relationship between the points of extraction and points of
injection/recharge

Calaveras County. In January 2002, the Calaveras County Board of Supervisors approved
Ordinance 2681, which added Chapter 17.85 to the County Code. The ordinance was
established to regulate the extraction and transfer of groundwater. The adoption of this
ordinance established a permit process that addresses the extraction of groundwater for use
outside the county, or in place of surface water used similarly. This ordinance does not
apply to extraction of groundwater (1) for activities occurring prior to the adoption of this
chapter, or (2) for bottling and/or transferring bottled water by a commercial bottling water
enterprise, or (3) for use by a district on land or within an area that is within the boundaries
of a district (Calaveras County, 2006).

Tuolumne County. Chapter 13.20 of the Tuolumne County Code establishes the requirement
of a use permit for the extraction of groundwater underlying the County. Ordinance 2429,
which was adopted by the county’s Board of Supervisors in November of 2001, makes it
unlawful for any person to extract groundwater “directly or indirectly, for use outside of
County boundaries, or to replace water transported outside County boundaries, without
first obtaining a conditional use permit” (Tuolumne County, 2001). This ordinance does not
apply to agricultural wells or domestic wells where exclusive use of the groundwater is on
the parcel or adjoining parcels under the same ownership or control, and a portion of that
land is located in Tuolumne County; the holder of a Private Water Source Operator License
transporting water outside of the county or bottled water facilities where water is extracted
and containerized within Tuolumne County for delivery outside of the county; or
transfers/transportation of water during emergencies pursuant to the California
Government Code Section 8558 (Tuolumne County, 2001).

Integrated Regional Groundwater Management Plan. The Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers
Groundwater Basin Association, of which OID is a member, began developing an Integrated
Regional Groundwater Management Plan in 2003, that meets the requirements of both SB
1938 and SB 1672. The Integrated Regional Groundwater Management Plan for the Modesto
Subbasin was adopted by the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers Groundwater Basin
Association in June 2005, and adopted by OID’s Board of Directors in August 2005.
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The overall aim of the Integrated Regional Groundwater Management Plan is to integrate
the use of groundwater and surface water within the Modesto Subbasin to ensure the
reliability of a long-term water supply that meets current and future demands including
agricultural, industrial, and municipal water needs while protecting the environment. The
Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers Groundwater Basin Association has developed basin
management objectives to meet the purposes and goals of the groundwater management
plan. The broad-based basin management objectives are as follows:
•

Maintain groundwater levels.

•

Control degradation of groundwater quality.

•

Protect against potential inelastic land surface subsidence.

•

Monitor and assess groundwater.

•

Evaluate feasible water conservation measures.

•

Coordinate and cooperate among all water entities that manage the Modesto Subbasin
and neighboring entities.

Area-specific objectives were developed for each management area. The groundwater
management area objectives for OID are as follows:
•

Develop a systemwide wellfield optimization program to assist in managing
groundwater and surface water in real time.

•

Manage surface water and groundwater conjunctively, including these steps:
−

Investigate feasibility for groundwater recharge projects.

−

Promote programs that protect recharge areas.

−

Investigate feasibility of annexing land currently using groundwater supplies and
replacing with surface water for in-lieu recharge.

−

Investigate impacts of upstream development on groundwater quality and levels
within OID.

3.2.6 Assessment Methods
As discussed in Section 2.0, components of the water budget in the OID area will change
between current and future conditions because of changing land and water use. The impacts
of changes in the water budget were evaluated using the WBM. The purpose of the
groundwater analysis was to evaluate the response of the groundwater system to changes in
the water budget, both with and without implementation of the Proposed Program,
between current and future conditions. This was done to estimate the net benefit or impact
of implementing the Proposed Program relative to the No Program baseline and existing
conditions.

Oakdale Irrigation District Numerical Modeling Tool
To evaluate potential groundwater level and associated impacts, a superposition approach
was used to estimate potential impacts of the implementation of the Proposed Program.
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This approach models the anticipated impacts of Proposed Program implementation
superimposed over existing and projected future No Program conditions.
Key inputs to the OID groundwater model were estimated using the systemwide WBM.
This model was developed for use in the WRP to provide a flexible analytic tool for
simulating a range of long-term operating scenarios on water demands and supplies. A
baseline model was developed to simulate existing conditions. The baseline model was
developed using 2004 land use information (which represents the most recent land use
survey data available), irrigation efficiencies developed from an on-farm survey at OID,
available outflow data from OID’s boundary outflow program (which accounted for
approximately 50 percent of the irrigated lands and associated drainage in OID), and
average- and drought-period climatic (ET and precipitation) records. Land use was
developed using geographic information system coverage for OID’s assessed parcels
combined with Department land use survey data. Limited operations data were available
during the creation and calibration of the model; therefore, the WBM is not suited for
detailed analysis of specific components of the water balance, and is best suited for largescale analysis of OID’s water supply and demand under various conditions. The WBM
focuses on the primary water balance components (such as precipitation, main canal
inflows, crop ET, and drainage) of the OID service area. The development of the WBM and
the numerical model inputs are described in detail in Technical Appendix F to the WRP.
The OID groundwater model grid encompasses the southern portion of the Eastern San
Joaquin and the entire Modesto Subbasins, extending south from the Calaveras River to the
Tuolumne River and east from the San Joaquin River to the bedrock of the Sierra Nevada
foothills. It includes specific information on the thickness and properties of the aquifers and
the relationships between the streams and underlying aquifers. The boundary of the
groundwater model is shown on Figure 3.2-6. The lateral extent of the model represents the
extent of the southern portion of the Eastern San Joaquin Subbasin and the entire Modesto
Subbasin, as defined by the Department (2006). The eastern boundary was modified slightly
to include the entire OID SOI.
The total thickness of the model is defined by the vertical extent of the freshwater-bearing
sediments as described above. The total aquifer thickness was divided into four model
layers in accordance with the conceptual model presented on Figure 3.2-2. No-flow
boundaries were assigned to the bottom of model layer 4 and to the eastern model
boundary to simulate the vertical and lateral (eastern) extent of the freshwater-bearing
deposits in the OID area. A head-dependent boundary condition was used to simulate the
major streams along the northern, western, and southern boundaries of the model domain
(the Calaveras, San Joaquin, and Tuolumne Rivers) as well as the major interior stream (the
Stanislaus River). The distribution of aquifer transmissivity was derived from those
reported by Williamson et al. (1989). Transmissivity values were modified using specific
capacity data provided by OID for district-owned wells. Changes in groundwater recharge
because of changes in deep percolation were simulated using a specified flux boundary
condition applied to model layer 1. These stresses were distributed areally within each
Lateral Service Area (LSA). Changes in groundwater production were distributed vertically
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in model layers 1, 2, and 3 depending on the aquifer transmissivity of each layer. Stresses
associated with OID-owned wells were assigned to 20 discrete model nodes associated with
OID well locations. Stresses associated with privately owned wells were distributed areally
within each LSA. A full discussion of the numerical model and associated simulations can
be found in Appendix K to this PEIR.

Impact Assessment Approach
Impacts Resulting from Groundwater Production. To estimate the impact or benefit of
implementing the Proposed Program during an average year, two simulations were
performed. The term “average year” refers to a condition where climatic factors, such as
precipitation and ET, fall within the range of observed annual average historical records.
The WBM runs that were used for an average year used average precipitation from 1999 to
2004 and average ET from 1950 to 2004, both in Modesto. These simulations used output
from the WBM to simulate the changes in the local water budget between existing
conditions and the No Program baseline and between existing conditions and the Proposed
Program. Each simulation consisted of the following two stress periods:
1. A multi-year period was simulated assuming average annual changes in the water
budget as forecast by the WBM. The purpose of this simulation was to estimate the new
quasi-steady state that will be reached between existing and future conditions, because
of overall land use changes and associated changes in irrigation practices.
2. A 7-month period from April 1 through October 31 was simulated using monthly
changes in the water budget, again, as defined by the WBM. This transient period
represents the seasonal fluctuations over the irrigation season due to monthly changes in
the local water budget and was superimposed on the new quasi-steady state condition
described above.
The No Program and Proposed Program simulations were then compared to evaluate the
net benefit or impact of implementation of the Proposed Program during both a year of
average hydrology and a multiple-year drought. Maximum change in groundwater levels
and peak changes in streamflow were computed by the model for the simulation period.
Changes in groundwater levels can cause multiple secondary impacts such as increased
groundwater pumping cost as a result of increased pumping lift, decreased yield from
groundwater wells resulting from a reduction in available drawdown, and a reduced
amount of groundwater in storage. The term “available drawdown” (with respect to thirdparty impacts) is defined as the “vertical distance (in feet) from the static (pre-project
pumping) groundwater level to the top of the well screen in a given production well.”
Operation of a nearby production well lowers the groundwater level from static conditions,
reducing the available drawdown, and can eventually impact the yield of the well.
Simulated changes is groundwater levels as a result of Proposed Program implementation
will be compared to the available drawdown in typical irrigations wells in the OID area to
estimate whether a significant reduction in well yield or increase in pumping cost is
anticipated.
Model output included estimates of the combined volumetric rate of water either
discharging to streams or induced as seepage from the streambed to the aquifer. This
information was analyzed to determine locations, magnitudes, and timing of impacts to the
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stream and groundwater systems. It should be noted that all model-projected differences in
groundwater levels and streamflow are incremental changes caused solely by components
of the Proposed Program. Future groundwater levels and streamflow will also be influenced
by other factors such as changes in urbanization and industrial groundwater production.
Therefore, the results of this groundwater modeling analysis provide forecasts of
incremental changes to groundwater levels and streamflow that would need to be
superimposed on other activities affecting the future conditions in the basin, which are
outside of the scope of the Proposed Program, to estimate future absolute changes to
groundwater levels that will occur in the basin.

Simulating Impacts during Multiple-year Droughts. To evaluate the potential impacts of
implementation of the Proposed Program on groundwater levels and streamflows during
multiple-year droughts, groundwater model simulations were performed that reflected
conditions that occurred during the 1987 through 1992 drought, where groundwater levels
did not recover fully during the winter months. Groundwater level hydrographs for wells in
the Eastern San Joaquin and Modesto Subbasins were analyzed to estimate the magnitude of
water level recovery that occurred during the winter of the 1987 through 1992 drought. The
results of this analysis are summarized in Appendix K to this PEIR. Impacts to streamflow
and groundwater levels during a multi-year drought (1987 through 1992) were then
estimated using the superposition model described above and fully documented in
Appendix K to this PEIR. The No Program and Proposed Program model simulations
included the 19-year quasi-steady state period, simulated using average annual stresses for
a year of average hydrologic conditions, followed by simulation of each irrigation season
(April 1 through October 31) of the drought period using stresses calculated from monthly
changes in the local water budget. The WBM was run for the 1987 through 1992 period
using hydrologic conditions specific to each drought year to provide this input to the
groundwater model. During the groundwater model simulations, recharge over the winter
months (November 1 through March 31) was handled as follows:
•

In areas where the groundwater levels had fallen over a given irrigation season,
groundwater levels were adjusted during the winter months to match historical refill
percentages observed in hydrographs across the OID area. These adjusted values were
used as the initial groundwater levels for the subsequent irrigation season.

•

In areas where the water levels were stable or rising over a given irrigation season, it
was assumed that no additional recharge occurred during the winter months. This was a
conservative assumption in that groundwater levels used as initial conditions for
simulation of the following irrigation season were likely lower than would actually
occur. In these areas, the final groundwater level (October 31) was used as the initial
value for the subsequent irrigation season.

3.2.7 Impacts and Mitigation
The following sections provide significance standards against which the Proposed Program
is measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Program baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. Potentially significant adverse
impacts are identified and mitigation measures proposed as necessary to reduce potential
impacts to less than significant levels.
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Standards of Significance
Impacts to groundwater hydrology will be considered significant if the project will result in
any of the following:
•

Substantial depletion of groundwater supplies or substantial interference with
groundwater recharge

•

Depletion of aquifer volume or lowering of local groundwater levels such that the yield
of existing wells is reduced to the degree that the increased cost of producing water
results in the inability to support existing land uses or planned uses for which permits
have been granted4

•

Substantial depletion of groundwater supplies such that the natural groundwater flow
direction in the basin is altered to a degree that beneficial uses are substantially
adversely affected

•

Substantial reduction in instream flows in rivers and streams as a result of groundwater
pumping to a degree that beneficial uses are substantially adversely affected

•

Permanent land subsidence and compaction of the groundwater aquifer caused by water
level declines

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines and Proposed Program
As described in the WRP, significant land use changes are projected to occur over the next
2 decades. In general, in addition to urbanization, lands cultivated with permanent crops
such as orchards are projected to increase with a corresponding decrease in irrigated
pasture because of market forces and/or individual landowner decisions. The results
presented in Table 3.2-2 show total irrigated acreage within OID under existing conditions,
as well as projections for the No Program baseline and the Proposed Program. Under the No
Program baseline alternative, OID will serve fewer acres than under the existing condition
because of urbanization and the associated loss of farmland within OID boundaries.
However, implementation of the Proposed Program will include increasing the OID
customer base, above existing conditions and the No Program baseline, by providing
surface water to additional customers within the current OID service area and by expanding
the OID service area to include an additional 4,200 acres of irrigated agriculture. There is
currently no district annexation plan in place; however, for the groundwater modeling
analysis it was necessary to make assumptions about the location of these areas. Figure 3.2-7
shows the 2004 land use distribution, assumed to represent existing conditions. For the
purposes of the groundwater analysis, it was assumed that the eastern boundary of the OID
service area will be expanded to include 4,200 acres of currently irrigated corn, oats, and/or
orchards. Assumed locations of annexed lands are shown on subsequent impacts figures.
Therefore, OID’s overall water demand under the Proposed Program will be higher
compared to the No Program baseline because of an assumed increase in irrigated acreage
associated with expansion of the OID service area.

4 “Well yield” is defined as the maximum sustainable pumping rate that can be supplied by a well without inducing a decline in
water levels that exceeds the available drawdown. “Available drawdown” is defined as the height of the column of water
between the static water level and the total depth of the well or the depth of the pump intake.
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TABLE 3.2-2

Water Budget Components – Average-year Hydrology
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Existing Conditions

No Program

Proposed
Program

Irrigated Acresa

47,300

42,967

50,167

Pumping from OID-owned Wells
(ac-ft/yr)

24,000

5,000

21,000

Pumping from Privately Owned
Wells within the OID Service Areab
(ac-ft/yr)

10,500

10,500

0

Pumping from Privately owned Wells
in the Annexed Areasb (ac-ft/yr)

14,700

14,700

0

Deep Percolation of Applied
Irrigation Water and Conveyance
Losses (ac-ft/yr)

68,500

65,500

63,000

Net Recharge to the Groundwater
c
System (ac-ft/yr)

19,300

35,300

42,000

Water Budget Component

a

Refers to the number of acres irrigated with OID-supplied water under each alternative.
Private pumping refers to landowners who pump groundwater under existing and future No Program
conditions, but will be served by OID under the Proposed Program.
c
Recharge to the groundwater system equals inflows (deep percolation) minus outflows (groundwater
pumping). This represents the volume of groundwater either added to or depleted from storage.

b

As described above, OID will serve fewer acres under the No Program baseline than under
the existing condition. In addition, the future crop mix of OID’s customers under the No
Program alternative is projected to generally result in the use of more water-efficient
irrigation technologies than what is being used under the existing condition baseline. The
combined effect of these projections will be less overall demand for OID water supplies
between existing conditions and the future No Program baseline. In comparison, under the
Proposed Program, the district will expand service to new agricultural customers both
within and outside OID, as described above. This action taken alone will increase water
demand. However, the Proposed Program’s infrastructure recommendations will improve
the district’s overall operational efficiency.
OID currently pumps groundwater to supplement surface water supplies. Under the No
Program baseline, less groundwater from OID wells will be required to meet demands
because of the projected decrease in water demand described above. Table 3.2-2 shows that
the quantity of groundwater produced by OID wells to supplement district supply will
decrease between existing and future No Program conditions. In comparison, under the
Proposed Program, OID will supplement surface water supplies with groundwater to serve
its increased customer base. Under the Proposed Program, although more land will be
served than under existing conditions, the overall crop mix and improved efficiency will
result in a lower total water demand, as described above. Therefore, less groundwater will
be required to meet demands under the Proposed Program than under the existing
condition baseline.
Because the quantity of groundwater pumped under the Proposed Program will vary year
to year depending on year type, potential impacts were evaluated for both average-year
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conditions and conditions replicating a multiple-year drought. Drought conditions
represent the most extreme scenario when groundwater pumping will be increased to
augment OID surface water supplies. Table 3.2-2 shows that in an average year, the
difference in the water budget between existing conditions and the No Program baseline is
an increase of 16,000 ac-ft (35,300 minus 19,300) in groundwater storage, but the difference
between existing conditions and the Proposed Program is an increase of 22,700 ac-ft (42,000
minus 19,300) of groundwater storage. Comparing the increase in groundwater storage
between the No Program baseline and with the Proposed Program during an average year,
the net benefit of the Proposed Program compared to the No Program baseline is an annual
increase of approximately 6,000 ac-ft of groundwater in storage. This increase is due to a
combination of changes in OID and private groundwater pumping, and changes in recharge
due to deep percolation of applied water and conveyance losses.
Table 3.2-3 presents the same components of the water budget over a 6-year drought. This
table indicates that at the end of a multiple-year drought, of similar severity to the 1987
through 1992 drought, the difference in the water budget between existing conditions and
the future No Program baseline will be an increase of 44,300 ac-ft (121,900 minus 77,600) of
groundwater in storage over 6 years, but the difference in the water budget between
existing conditions and the future Proposed Program conditions will be a decrease of
20,200 ac-ft (77,600 minus 57,400) of groundwater in storage over 6 years. This suggests that
the net change in the water budget due to Proposed Program implementation compared to
the No Program baseline will result in a decrease of approximately 64,500 ac-ft (44,300 plus
20,200) of groundwater in storage. This decrease in groundwater storage is the total
projected change over the entire 6-year drought. Droughts of this severity occur much less
frequently than average or near-average conditions; and therefore, implementation of the
Proposed Program will generally add 6,000 ac-ft of groundwater in storage each year.
Further, the additional groundwater accumulated in storage over the numerous average or
near average years of Proposed Program operations will act to offset any reduction in
groundwater storage that occurred during an extended drought period. A complete
discussion of the various water budget components used in the groundwater simulations
for average and drought years for the existing conditions, No Program, and Proposed
Program conditions is presented in Appendix K to this PEIR.

No Program Baseline
As discussed above, changes in future land use and irrigation practices from existing
conditions will result in reduced future demand for OID-supplied water. The assessment
approach employed in this analysis was to use the groundwater model to simulate the
response of the groundwater system to changes in the water budget, between existing and
future conditions, caused solely by these changes in land use and irrigation practices. For
the purposes of impacts analysis, this was defined as the No Program baseline against
which future benefits or impacts of Proposed Program implementation were compared.

Proposed Program
Construction-related Impacts. No impacts to groundwater resources are expected during
construction; therefore, no mitigation is required.
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TABLE 3.2-3

Groundwater Budget Components – Drought-period Hydrology (Sum of 1987 through 1992 Hydrology)
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Existing Conditions

No Program

Proposed
Program

Irrigated Acresa

47,300

42,967

50,167

Pumping from OID-owned Wells (ac-ft)

130,400

96,500

141,000

Pumping from Privately Owned Wells
b
within the OID Service Area (ac-ft)

74,400

66,100

96,000

Pumping from Privately Owned Wells in
b
the Annexed Areas (ac-ft)

88,200

88,200

67,400

Deep Percolation of Applied Irrigation
Water and Conveyance Losses (ac-ft)

370,600

372,700

361,900

Net Recharge to the Groundwater
Systemc

77,600

121,900

57,400

Water Budget Component

a

Refers to the number of acres irrigated with surface water under each alternative.
Private pumping refers to landowners who pump groundwater under existing and future No Program
conditions, but will be served by OID under the Proposed Program.
c
Recharge to the groundwater system equals inflows (deep percolation) minus outflows (groundwater
pumping). This represents the volume of groundwater either added to or depleted from storage.
b

Operation-related Impacts to Groundwater Levels. Groundwater levels are projected to rise
between now (existing conditions) and 2025 without implementation of the Proposed
Program (No Program baseline) because of land use changes, changes in cropping patterns
and associated irrigation practices, and urbanization within the OID area. Additionally,
groundwater levels are also anticipated to rise as a result of the Proposed Program
compared to existing conditions. Over a majority of the area, the rise in groundwater levels
is projected to be either of a similar magnitude or a greater rise with the Proposed Program
than under the No Program baseline. However, the rise in groundwater levels is projected
to be less in small portions of the OID area with the Proposed Program than under the No
Program baseline given the proposed increase in groundwater pumping associated with the
Proposed Program. In the following discussion, under average climatic conditions, both
future conditions (with and without Proposed Program) are projected to result in higher
groundwater levels than are observed today. Under multiple-year drought conditions,
the analysis suggests that future groundwater levels will be higher than today under the No
Program baseline, and only slightly lower than today under the Proposed Program in
limited localized areas. A detailed discussion of potential impacts to groundwater resources
and streamflow is provided below.

Average-year Conditions. As discussed in the Impacts Assessment Approach, the
groundwater model simulations included a multi-year stress period used to estimate a new
quasi-equilibrium followed by simulation of an “average” irrigation season. The seasonal
differences in groundwater levels over April through October were superimposed on the
longer term changes. A complete discussion of model simulations can be found in Appendix
K to this PEIR. The maximum model-projected changes in groundwater levels over the
irrigation season, resulting from comparing the existing conditions and the No Program
baselines, are shown on Figure 3.2-8. This map indicates that groundwater levels at the end
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of September will generally increase 2 to 5 feet between existing conditions and the No
Program baselines. Local increases in groundwater levels of up to 19 feet are projected to
occur in very limited portions of the service area, associated with the decreased pumping of
OID-owned wells assumed in the No Program baseline and summarized in Table 3.2-2.
Figures 3.2-9 and 3.2-10 present the differences in groundwater levels comparing the
Proposed Program to existing conditions and the No Program baseline. Figure 3.2-9 shows
that groundwater levels are projected to rise up to 15 feet with the Proposed Program as
compared to existing conditions. The maximum incremental rise is projected to occur in the
annexed areas and is due to the assumed change in water supply in these areas from
privately pumped groundwater to district-supplied surface water (Table 3.2-2). The
projected difference in future groundwater levels between the Proposed Program (shown on
Figure 3.2-9) and No Program baseline (shown on Figure 3.2-8) are presented on
Figure 3.2-10. This comparison suggests that groundwater levels that will occur with
implementation of the Proposed Program, compared to the No Program baseline, are not
projected to change substantially (2-foot rise and/or decrease depending on location across
the district). However, in very limited areas, groundwater level differences between the two
future conditions range from an approximate 12-foot increase to an 11-foot decrease.
Absolute groundwater levels are anticipated to increase over existing condition levels under
both projected scenarios. Because it is projected that groundwater levels will increase with
implementation of the Proposed Program compared to existing conditions and will not
result in land use changes in localized areas where water levels will be less than those
projected for the No Program baseline, no significant adverse impacts to groundwater
levels are anticipated to occur.

Multiple-year Drought Conditions. Differences in groundwater levels between existing
conditions and the No Program baseline at the end of the irrigation season during a drought
are shown on Figure 3.2-11. It is projected that groundwater levels at the end of the
irrigation season will generally increase 2 to 5 feet between existing conditions and the No
Program baseline. Local increases in groundwater levels of 5 to 10 feet (up to 17 feet), shown
on Figure 3.2-11, are associated with decreased pumping of OID-owned wells during a
drought year.
Figure 3.2-12 shows that future groundwater levels will generally increase over existing
conditions (up to 10 feet) with the Proposed Program compared to existing conditions.
Two exceptions are the northwest portion of the OID service area where groundwater levels
are forecast to decline less than 2 feet, and areas in the immediate vicinity of OID production
wells where model results suggest that groundwater levels could decrease compared with
existing conditions up to 4.5 feet. These projected impacted areas will be extremely limited.
Model results indicate that at distances of 300 feet or more from a well, water level declines
will be less than 2 feet.
The projected difference in future groundwater levels between the Proposed Program and
No Program baseline are presented on Figure 3.2-13. Similar to an average year, this map
indicates that in general, future groundwater levels are not projected to change substantially
(2-foot rise or decrease depending on location across the district). However, in very limited
areas, groundwater levels are projected to increase up to 10 feet and decrease up to 17 feet
with implementation of with the Proposed Program compared to the No Program baseline.
The projected rise in groundwater levels occurs in the annexed area, because of the assumed
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change in water supply from privately pumped groundwater to district-supplied surface
water compared to the No Program baseline as shown in Table 3.2-3. The 17-foot decline is
projected to occur at an isolated existing OID well location. As in the average-condition
analysis, negative differences in groundwater levels shown on Figure 3.2-13 do not
represent declines in groundwater levels over existing conditions, rather differences
between the future Proposed Program and No Program baseline. For example, the
maximum difference of 17 feet shown on Figure 3.2-13 is not a decrease in groundwater
levels of that magnitude. Rather, it represents a combination of 16 feet less of a rise in
groundwater levels (between existing conditions and the No Program baseline, as shown on
Figure 3.2-11) and a less than 1-foot decrease in groundwater levels (between existing
conditions and the Proposed Program, as shown on Figure 3.2-12). As discussed above, the
majority of domestic wells in the OID area are approximately 200 feet in total depth, and
most municipal and irrigation wells are 500 to 600 feet deep (OID, 2006). Given that the
projected decrease in groundwater levels over the multiple-year drought is generally less
than 2 feet, existing well yields will not be impacted such that existing land uses will be
impacted. Therefore, impacts to groundwater levels during drought periods associated with
implementation of the Proposed Program are anticipated to be less than significant.

Impacts to Streamflow.
Average-year Conditions. Changes in groundwater levels in response to changes in future
land and water use could result in a reduction in local streamflow by (1) increasing
infiltration of surface water through the streambed, (2) intercepting groundwater that
would have recharged surface water bodies, or (3) a combination of 1 and 2. As another
measure of the impact of the Proposed Program on the local water budget, an analysis of the
change in flows in the Stanislaus River, under both the No Program baseline and the
Proposed Program, was conducted.
Figure 3.2-14 shows that during an average irrigation season, streamflow in the Stanislaus
River will increase over existing conditions both with and without implementation of the
Proposed Program. Model results suggest that the increase in Stanislaus River streamflow
between existing conditions and the No Program baseline ranges from 17 to 20 cfs, and
increases between existing conditions and the Proposed Program range from 23.5 to 27.5 cfs.
The peak change in streamflow as a result of implementation of the Proposed Program
compared to the No Program baseline is projected to be approximately 8 cfs more of an
increase at the end of August. The average observed flow in the Stanislaus at the time of the
peak increase is 360 cfs. This projected change in flows in the Stanislaus River will equate
to an increase of approximately 2 percent, which will be an essentially immeasurable effect
and therefore less than significant.

Multiple-year Drought Conditions. Model simulations suggest that flows in the Stanislaus
River will increase over the course of a multiple-year drought, because of changing land and
water use, both with and without implementation of the Proposed Program, as shown on
Figure 3.2-15. Multiple-year drought simulations suggest that the increase in Stanislaus
River streamflow between existing conditions and the No Program baseline ranges from 11
to 20 cfs, and increases between
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FIGURE 3.2-8
DIFFERENCE IN GROUNDWATER LEVELS
BETWEEN EXISTING AND FUTURE CONDITIONS
NO PROGRAM – AVERAGE YEAR
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FIGURE 3.2-9
DIFFERENCE IN GROUNDWATER LEVELS
BETWEEN EXISTING AND FUTURE CONDITIONS
WITH PROGRAM – AVERAGE YEAR
(SEPTEMBER)
OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
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FIGURE 3.2-10
DIFFERENCE IN GROUNDWATER LEVELS
BETWEEN FUTURE CONDITIONS WITH PROGRAM
AND FUTURE CONDITIONS NO PROGRAM
– AVERAGE YEAR (SEPTEMBER)
OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
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FIGURE 3.2-12
DIFFERENCE IN GROUNDWATER LEVELS
BETWEEN EXISTING AND FUTURE CONDITIONS
WITH PROGRAM – DROUGHT YEAR
(OCTOBER 1990)
OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
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existing conditions and the Proposed Program range from 5 to 23 cfs. Figure 3.2-15 shows
that the peak benefit of Proposed Program implementation compared to the No Program
baseline occurs at the end of the 1989 irrigation season. Model results suggest that the
Stanislaus River flow will increase 7 cfs more with the Proposed Program than under the No
Program baseline at this time. The largest impact to streamflow between the Proposed
Program and the No Program baseline, as shown on Figure 3.2-15, occurs at the end of the
1988 irrigation season. At this time, the model suggests that streamflow will increase 5 cfs
between existing conditions and the Proposed Program and 15 cfs between existing
conditions and the No Program baseline. The observed streamflow in the Stanislaus River at
the end of October 1988 was 480 cfs; therefore, the modeling analysis suggests a streamflow
of 495 cfs under the No Program baseline and 485 cfs with the Proposed Program. This
difference in projected Stanislaus River streamflow will equate to a change of less than
2 percent, which will be an essentially immeasurable impact and therefore less than
significant.

Impacts Resulting in Land Subsidence. Land subsidence is the lowering of the ground surface
caused by subsurface movement of earth materials. Subsidence is caused primarily by
compaction of compressible, fine-grained units as a result of extraction of groundwater, oil,
and gas. Compaction can be fully reversible (elastic) or permanent (inelastic). Elastic
compaction and expansion generally occur in response to seasonal groundwater level
fluctuations. Inelastic compaction is most likely to occur when groundwater levels reach
new historical lows during the summer or do not recover fully during the winter. Because
elastic compaction is not considered an adverse impact, discussions of land subsidence in
this section refer only to subsidence caused by inelastic compaction. Land subsidence has
not historically been reported in the OID area (Bookman Edmonston, 2005). Figures 3.2-8
and 3.2-9 show that during an average year, future groundwater levels are projected to
increase above existing conditions both with and without the Proposed Program. Figures
3.2-11 and 3.2-12 show that during a multiple-year drought, water levels will generally
increase with respect to existing conditions. The exception is the northwest corner of the
OID service area and in the immediate vicinity of OID-owned wells, where model results
suggest that slight decreases in groundwater levels could occur with the Proposed Program
compared to existing conditions. Model results suggest that this decrease in groundwater
levels is projected to be less than 4.5 feet. An examination of hydrographs from wells in this
area indicated that a less than 4.5-foot drop in groundwater levels from existing conditions
will not result in declines greater than historical low groundwater levels. Therefore,
potential subsidence impacts during drought and average periods associated with
implementation of the Proposed Program are anticipated to be less than significant.

Impacts to Groundwater Quality. As discussed above under Current Groundwater
Conditions, groundwater quality in the program area is generally good, although local
impairments are present in the Stockton and Modesto areas. As shown on Figure 3.2-3,
groundwater generally flows from east to west across the OID area. Groundwater pumping
associated with the Proposed Program will not affect groundwater flow patterns. Therefore,
implementation of the Proposed Program will not alter regional groundwater flow
directions nor increase the potential for the existing distribution of lower quality
groundwater to be altered.
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3.3 Earth Resources
This section describes the setting in terms of topography, geology, seismicity, and other
geologic hazards, soils, and geomorphology within and around the OID service area. This
section also addresses potential impacts to earth resources and mitigation measures
associated with implementation of the Proposed Program.

3.3.1 Existing Conditions
Topography
Two major geologic regions exist within the study area that significantly influence the area’s
topography. These regions are described as agriculturally productive lands in the western
portion of the San Joaquin Valley and the gentle rolling hills of the Sierra Nevada foothills to
the southeast.

Geology
OID is located within the Great Valley Geomorphic Province. The Great Valley Province is
an alluvial plain, drained by the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers. A west-sloping Sierran
bedrock surface continues westward beneath alluvium and older sediments from the
eastern border. East-dipping Cretaceous and Cenozoic strata form a deeply buried synclinal
trough along the western border. San Joaquin Valley makes up the southern part of the
Great Valley. The Marysville Buttes and isolated Pliocene volcanic plug about 2,000 feet
high are located along the northern border (Smith, 1997).
Geologic formations in the OID area consist of alluvial fan deposits of fine sands and silts.
Near-surface sediments are primarily floodplain deposits from the Stanislaus River; in some
locations, continental sediments formed 25,000 to 13 million years ago are exposed at the
surface (Oakdale, 1993).

Seismicity
Earthquakes occur along faults, earth fractures, or zones of fracture along which the rocks
on one side have been displaced in relation to those on the other side. The seismicity of a
region is described by the distribution, recurrence, and intensity of ground shaking
associated with earthquakes over a period of time. All of California lies within Seismic
Zone 3 or 4; Zone 4 is nearest to active earthquake faults and poses greater hazards than
Zone 3. The study area is considered to be in the area of lower seismicity, Zone 3 (California
Seismic Safety Commission, 2005). In addition, no Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones are
with the Proposed Program area. Such zones highlight active earthquake faults that have a
potential for ground-surface rupture (California Department of Conservation [DOC], 2006a).

Other Geologic Constraints and Hazards
Seismic Hazard Zone maps show areas of land that could be prone to landslides and/or
liquefaction. A probabilistic seismic hazard map is a map that shows the hazard from
earthquakes that geologists and seismologists agree could occur in California. The maps are
typically expressed in terms of probability of exceeding a certain ground motion. The study
area has a 10 to 20 percent seismic shaking hazard value (DOC, 2006b).
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The areas of highest landslide potential in the study area are generally confined to the
foothills and steep banks of the rivers and stream channels. Any artificial slopes associated
with existing mill tailings in the Proposed Program area, if any, could also be unstable
(Calaveras County, 1996). The foothills and steep banks of the rivers and stream channels
might be subject to water erosion because of loose soils, steep slopes, and high runoff rates.
In general, the soils and slope characteristics in the study area are considered to have a low
to moderate erosion potential.

3.3.2 Soils
The following six general soils, grouped by their physiographic position, are within the
study area and are described below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soils of the Recent Alluvial Floodplains
Soils of the Basin Lands
Soils of the Young Alluvial Fans
Soils of the Low Alluvial Terraces and Moderately Old Fans
Soils of the High Alluvial Terraces, Partially Eroded to Rolling Hills
Upland Soils of the Sierra Nevada Foothills

The foothills of the Sierra Nevada form a narrow band along the eastern boundary of the
study area. The topography of the area is indicative of parent material and soil-forming
processes that differ among soil groups, and influence their respective land uses.

Soils of the Recent Alluvial Floodplains
These soils include floodplains of the major rivers, including the San Joaquin, Tuolumne,
and Stanislaus. Historically, they were subject to flooding; however, dams and other
impoundment structures have greatly reduced the frequency of flooding. Because of
historical and less frequent recent flooding, soils of the floodplains are generally mottled
and high in organic matter. They are nearly level, and are used for producing numerous
irrigated crops.

Soils of the Basin Lands
The Basin Lands are poorly drained soils that lie east of the San Joaquin River floodplain.
Their texture ranges from fine sandy loam to clay loam. The distinctive feature of these soils
is their saline-alkali condition that precludes their use for cultivated crops unless soil
amendments such as gypsum, improved drainage, and large leaching fractions are
employed.

Soils of the Young Alluvial Fans
These sandy and generally fertile soils are formed on broad, gently sloping alluvial fans
consisting of granitic alluvium. They lie east of the San Joaquin River, above the floodplain;
and almost all of them are intensively cultivated to produce a wide range of irrigated crops.
Some of these soils are among the most productive in California, and produce high yields of
orchard, vineyard, field, forage, and truck crops. These soils vary in their drainage from
well drained to imperfectly drained.
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Soils of the Low Alluvial Terraces and Moderately Old Fans
The parent material of these soils is granitic alluvium; however, all that remains of the
alluvial fans is gently undulating relief near Oakdale. Alluvial terraces are also visible along
the rivers in some areas. The soils on the fans have a distinct hardpan, and soils on the
terraces lack a hardpan and have a sandy clay loam subsoil instead.

Soils of the High Alluvial Terraces, Partially Eroded to Rolling Hills
Rolling or conical hills make up most of this physiographic region, but some nearly level
remnants of old alluvial terraces and fans are also scattered throughout. The older, level to
gently undulating areas contain dense clay or a hardpan in the subsoil. The newer soils on
the hillsides lack the increase in clay in the subsoil. The soil associations included in this
group are moderately fertile and are subject to erosion.

Upland Soils of the Sierra Nevada Foothills
Soils in the foothills are generally shallow because of naturally occurring erosion. Rock
outcrops and gravelly areas are common among a groundcover of grass and blue oak. The
relief of the foothills in the area ranges from rolling to steep. The parent materials of these
soils include hard metamorphic rock, softer sedimentary rock, and volcanic lava. Most of
these upland soils are used for range pasture.

3.3.3 Impacts and Mitigation
The following sections provide significance standards against which the Proposed Program
is measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Program baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. It is anticipated that the existing
conditions and No Program baselines will be largely the same with respect to earth
resources. Potentially significant adverse impacts are identified and mitigation measures
proposed to reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels.

Standards of Significance
Standards of significance represent the thresholds that were used to identify whether an
impact will be potentially significant. The following criteria are based on Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines, local general plans or other relevant documents as applicable, and
professional judgment.
Impacts to earth resources will be considered significant if the Proposed Program will result
in any of the following:
•

Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving the following:
−

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent AlquitsPriolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial evidence of a known fault (refer to Division of Mines and
Geology Special Publication 42)

−

Strong seismic ground shaking

−

Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction
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−

Landslides

−

Substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil

−

Location on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that will become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in on- or offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse

−

Location on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or property

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines
It is expected that in the absence of the Proposed Program OID will continue to maintain its
existing level of service to customers. No additional future actions are assumed as part of
the No Program baseline that will have an impact on geologic resources, present a risk to
the health or safety of workers or members of the public, result in substantial property
damage in the study area, or induce landslides or land subsidence. It is expected that
sediment-yield and deposition levels will remain similar because agricultural activity and
production is expected to generally mirror current levels. Current water movement through
stream channels in the upper reaches will continue, scouring soils and vegetation. The
movement and deposition of sediment in the stream channels in lower, less-sloped stream
reaches in the Valley will continue to incrementally affect channel capacity.

Proposed Program
Construction and operation of the Proposed Program will not result in the destruction,
covering, or modification of any unique or historically significant geologic or physical
features or limit access to those features. Throughout construction and operation, the
Proposed Program will not present a significant risk to the health or safety of the public, will
not result in substantial property damage in the project area, and will not induce land
subsidence.

Construction-related Impacts.
Impact ER-1: Construction activities could expose soils to potentially significant wind and
water erosion from vegetation removal, scraping, grading, excavation, and alteration of
surface hydrology. These impacts will be considered significant.

Operation-related Impacts.
Impact ER-2: Ground shaking from an earthquake could cause the North Side Regulating
Reservoir embankments to fail, potentially exposing downstream residences, farms, and
businesses to liquefaction, mudflows, and inundation. Failure of the North Side Regulating
Reservoir will be considered significant.

Mitigation Measures.
Mitigation Measure ERMM-1: Soil erosion or loss of topsoil during construction activities
will be minimized through adherence to the BMPs and preventive measures as outlined in the
contractor’s Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and the ECSPP, as described in
Section 3.1, Surface Water Resources and Water Quality. OID will file a Notice of Intent with
the SWRCB in accordance with the General Permit for Stormwater Discharges Associated
with Construction Activity. OID will ensure that the SWPPP and ECSPP are maintained on
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the project site and that all water quality standards are maintained. The SWPPP and ECSPP
will incorporate sediment and erosion controls such as silt fences and erosion control
blankets. Following the completion of construction activities, disturbed areas will be
stabilized. With implementation of the measures identified in the ECSPP and SWPPP to
minimize erosion and spill-related effects, impacts will be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure ERMM-2: The North Side Regulation Reservoir will be designed and
built to withstand the maximum credible earthquake at its specific location in accordance
with on a site-specific detailed geotechnical analysis of the site. The outflow gate will be
designed to return flow directly into the Burnett Canal, which will reduce potential from
flooding due to overflow into the reservoir. The reservoir will also be designed to
accommodate rapid drawdown through use of rip rap and other impermeable substrate,
which will help maintain the stability of the embankments and reduce the potential for
erosion and levee failure.
Consultation could occur with CDDS to determine if the reservoir will require review and
approval; however, the reservoir will be designed to meet CDDS requirements.
Implementation of this mitigation measure will reduce any impact to a less than
significant level.
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3.4 Biological Resources
This section addresses potential impacts and mitigation measures associated with
implementation of the Proposed Program on biological resources.

3.4.1 Existing Conditions
Regulatory Setting
In addition to CEQA, several Federal and State agencies, policies, statutes, and codes enforce
the protection of biological resources. The Service and National Marine Fisheries Service are
responsible for implementing the Federal ESA; the Service also implements the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act. Jurisdictional wetlands are overseen by the USACE under Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act. CDFG administers CESA, which protects State-listed species. CDFG is also
responsible for regulating streams, water bodies, and riparian corridors through the
Streambed Alteration Agreement process under Section 1600 of the California Fish and
Game Code, and under Section 3503.5, protecting wildlife and sensitive habitats.
The analysis in this section discusses the Proposed Program and potential impacts at a level
of detail appropriate to a long-term planning document. At this stage of development, it is
anticipated that some or all of the approvals mentioned above will potentially be required
during implementation of the project elements; however, those approvals cannot be fully
identified until the project elements have become more defined. Information pertaining to
the jurisdictional approvals listed above is provided in greater detail in Section 5.0,
Consultation and Coordination.

Project Setting
The area of analysis includes portions of Tuolumne, Stanislaus, Calaveras, and San Joaquin
Counties within the OID service area and OID SOI.
The OID service area and SOI is dominated by agricultural land uses and is surrounded
primarily by habitats consisting of mostly nonnative grassland, agricultural riparian forests,
and urban development. The topography ranges from rolling foothills to flat valleys. Lands
converted from nonnative habitats include cultivated fields, irrigated pastures, rangeland,
residences, commercial structures, water impoundments, water conveyance structures
(lined and unlined ditch and canals), and other industrial developments. Riverine and
riparian habitats are restricted to areas adjacent to the area’s rivers and streams. Wetlands
and vernal pools can be found in restricted locations throughout the study area.
Open grasslands are dominated by nonnative flora such as wild oat (Avena sp.), soft chess
brome (Bromus hordeaceus), ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), wild barley (Hordeum sp.), foxtail
fescue (Vulpia myuros), redstem filaree (Erodium cicutarium), turkey-mullein (Eremocarpus
setigerus), and clovers (Trifolium sp.) and can include other nonnative and native plant
species. Annual grasslands, oak woodlands, and riparian habitats within the project area
provide important foraging areas and nesting areas for many birds including the whitetailed kite (Elanus caeruleus), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), Swainson’s hawk
(Buteo swainsoni), northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), American kestrel (Falco sparverius),
prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), yellow-billed magpie
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(Pica nuttalli), loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), and many other avian species.
Mammals found in this habitat type generally include deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus),
California vole (Microtus californicus), black-tailed hare (Lepus californicus), desert cottontail
(Sylvilagus audubonii), California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi), and Botta’s pocket
gopher (Thomomys bottae), all of which support larger predatory species such as mountain
lion (Felis concolor), coyote (Canis latrans), and bobcat (Felis rufus). Characteristic reptiles and
amphibians include various toads, western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis), common
kingsnake (Lampropeltis getula), western rattlesnake (Crotalus oreganus), and gopher snakes
(Pituophis catenifer).
Irrigated pastures, row crops, and field crops within the project area (such as rice and grain
crops) and associated irrigation drains often provide habitat for species found in open
grasslands and provide habitat similar to some natural wetlands. This type of habitat
accommodates those species that associate with wetland habitats such as red-winged
blackbird (Agelaius phoneniceus), tri-colored blackbird (Agelaius tricolor), and various
waterfowl and reptile species. Drainage ditches can contain emergent wetlands providing
habitat for associated species such as common cattail (Typha sp.), bulrush (Scirpus sp.), and
arrowhead (Sagittarria sp.). Wildlife species generally associated with freshwater emergent
wetlands include pied-billed grebe (Podilymbus podiceps), great blue heron (Ardea herodias),
great egret (Casmerodius albus), American bittern (Botaurus lentiginosus), American coot
(Fulica americana), a variety of shorebirds, and aquatic mammals like muskrat (ondatra
zibethicus) and beaver (Castor canadensis). Upland species that use edges of wetlands, and
reptiles and amphibians known to occur in this habitat include the raccoon (Procyon lotor);
giant garter snake (Thamnophis gigas), which is a California State and Federally Threatened
species; Pacific treefrog (Pseudacris regilla); and bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana).
The presence of vernal pools/swales is limited within the study area. Those that do exist can
occur singly, but more typically occur in vernal pool/swale complexes because of local
hydrology, geology, and topography. Plants common to vernal pools include downingia
(Downingia sp.), coyote thistle (Eryngium sp.), meadowfoam (Limnanthes sp.), and many other
vernal pool species. These seasonal pools also support endemic crustacean species including
vernal pool fairy shrimp (Branchinecta lynchi) and vernal pool tadpole shrimp (Lepidurus
packardi), which are both Federally Threatened species. They also provide important
breeding areas for sensitive amphibian species including California tiger salamander
(Ambystoma californiense), which is a Federally Threatened species and a California Species of
Special Concern, and western spadefoot toad (Spea (=Scaphiopus) hammondii)5, which is a
California Species of Special Concern.
Fish communities within the project’s open-water habitats are potentially representative of
the fish communities within the Central Valley ichthyologic subprovince of the SacramentoSan Joaquin ichthyologic province. The fish communities include those of Moyle’s (2002)
deep-bodied fish assemblage of the San Joaquin River drainage. Moyle (2002) defines this
assemblage as consisting of Sacramento perch (Archoplites interruptus), thick-tailed chub
(Gila crassicauda), and tule perch (Hysterocarpus traski). The assemblage also includes native
cyprindid species including hitch (Lavinia exilicauda), Sacramento blackfish (Orthodon
microlepidotus), and splittail (Pogonichthys macrolepidotus), as well as other native species
5

The Latin term following “=” is the term by which the genus was formerly known.
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including Sacramento sucker (Catostomus occidentalis) and Sacramento pikeminnow
(Ptychocheilus grandis) (Moyle, 2002). However, because of existing conditions in surface
waters within the project area, most of these native species have been excluded and replaced
by nonnative alien species.
At the present time, the dominant assemblage of fish species within the Central Valley
Subprovince and the project area are warmwater alien species including largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides), bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus), and green sunfish (L. cyanellus). Other
alien species including white (Proxomis annularis) and black crappie (P. nigromaculatus),
striped bass (Morone saxatilis), threadfin shad (Dorosoma petenense), bigscale log perch
(Percina macrolepida), red shiner (Cyprinella lutrensis), inland silverside (Menida beryllina),
white catfish (Ameliurus catus), black (A. melas) and brown (A. nebulosus) bullhead, and
common carp (Cyprinus carpio) (Moyle, 2002).
In addition, anadromous fish species found within the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers
include native Federal candidate for listing Central Valley Evolutionarily Significant Unit
fall-run Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and Federally Threatened California
Central Valley Distinct Population Segment steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss irideus). Other
nonnative anadromous species include striped bass and American shad (Alosa sapidissima).

Sensitive Vegetation, Wildlife, and Aquatic Species
The ESA (50 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 17) provides legal protection and requires
definition of critical habitat and development of recovery plans for plant and animal species
in danger of extinction. California has a parallel mandate in the CESA and the California
Native Plant Protection Act of 1977. These laws regulate the process of determining which
plant and animal species are endangered or threatened. Table A-1, located in Appendix A to
this PEIR, summarizes those sensitive species that are known to occur in the project area, as
indicated by searches of databases provided by the Service, CDFG, California Native Plant
Society (CNPS), and onsite field surveys.

Vegetation and Wildlife Communities
The project area contains nine major vegetation associations that support a diverse array of
plant and animal species. Table 3.4-1 summarizes these vegetative communities and their
typical constituents.

3.4.2 Types of Vegetation and Wildlife Communities
Historically, the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys contained a mosaic of riverine,
wetland, and riparian habitats along rivers and streams, with surrounding terrestrial
habitats consisting of perennial grassland and oak woodland. With settlement of the
Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley, agricultural and urban development has resulted in the
conversion of land from native habitats to cultivated fields, pastures, residences, water
impoundments, flood control structures, and other developments. As a result, native
habitats generally are restricted in their distribution and size and are highly fragmented.
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TABLE 3.4-1

Plant Communities Found in the Study Area
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Community

Dominant/Canopy Species

Subdominant/Understory Species

Nonnative Grassland

Avena spp., Bromus spp., Hemizonia spp., Lasthenia
spp., Layia spp., Lolium multiflorum, Lupinus spp.,
lepidium spp., Orthocarpus spp., Phacelia spp.

Erodium spp., Medicago spp., Vulpia spp.

Valley Oak
Woodland/Digger
Pine-Oak Woodland

Pinus sabiniana, Quercus douglassii, Q. agrifolia,
Q. chrysolepis, Q. kelloggii, Q. lobata, Q. wislizenii

Llithophragma heterophylla, Saxifraga californica,
astragalus lentiginosus, ribes sp.; and native and
nonnative herb and grass species

Orchard, Row Crop,
and Vineyard

Cultivated fruit- or nut-bearing tree – agricultural or vinedominant habitat

Usually sparse grasses and forbs

Seasonally Flooded
Agricultural and
Rangeland

Agricultural and rangeland farmed for cattle, rice, or other
grain crops that are seasonally flooded, and that require
seasonal flooding for at least 1 week at a time

Open-water Aquatic

Reservoirs, rivers, creeks, and canals

Vernal Pool

Allocarya spp., Boisduvalia stricta, Deschampsia
danthonoides, Downingia spp., Eryngium vaseyi, Juncus
spp., Lasthenia fremontii, Limnanthes alba, Limosella
aquatica, Navarretia leucocephala, Orthocarpus
camestris, Pogogyne zizyphoroides, Psilocarphus
brevissimus, veronica arvensis

Coastal and Valley
Freshwater Marsh

Phragmites australis, Scirpus spp., Spaganium
eurycarpum, Typha spp., Verbena bonariensis

Vernal Marsh

Similar to vernal pools and freshwater marshes sharing
similar species, including Brasenia shreberi,
Machaeroparpus californicus, Marsilea mucronata,
Sagittaria sp., Utricularia spp.

Great Valley Mixed
Riparian Forest

Acer negundo californica, Populas fremontii, Salix
gooddingii, Salix laevigata, Juglans hindsii

Salix laevigata, S. lasiandra, Cephalanthus
occidentalis, Fraxinus latifolia, Toxicodendron
diversilobum, Vitis californica

Great Valley Riparian
Scrub

Chenopodium ambrosioides, Populas fremontii, Salix
hindsiana, S. lasiandra, S. lasiolepis

Bromus diandrus, cynodon dactylon, Rosa
californica, vitas californica

Aquatic invertebrates and fish species

Carex spp., Cyperus spp., Eleocharis spp.,
Limosella aquatica

Source: Holland, 1986.

The characteristics of each vegetation type and associated wildlife occurring within these
communities in the project area are described below.

Nonnative Grassland
Nonnative grasslands are open habitats composed primarily of annual grass species. Introduced annual grasses are the dominant plant species in this habitat and include wild oat,
soft chess, ripgut brome, wild barley, and foxtail fescue. Common forbs include broadleaf
filaree (Erodium moschatum), redstem filaree, turkey mullein, clovers, and many others.
California poppy (Eschscholzia californica) is often found in this habitat. These grassland
habitats are found on fine-textured, usually clay soils, that are moist or even waterlogged
during the winter rainy season and very dry during the summer and fall. This habitat type
dominates the project area.

Valley Oak Woodland/Digger Pine-Oak Woodland
These woodlands can be dense, closed canopy but typically are more open, forming a grassy
understory savanna rather than a closed woodland. Valley oak (Quercus lobata) dominates
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on the well-drained alluvial soils usually in valley bottoms and transitioning into a mixture
of foothill pine (Pinus sabiniana) and blue oak (Q. douglassii) in more mesic foothill sites.
Understory for these areas usually are dominated by introduced annual herb and grass
species.
Distribution of these communities occurs from the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys into
the Sierra Nevada foothills. These woodlands form a nearly continuous belt around the
Central Valley, between the foothill grassland and lower montane mixed conifer forest.

Orchards and Vineyards
Orchard habitat consists of cultivated fruit- or nut-bearing trees, and vineyards support
grapevines. Typically, orchards and vineyards are open, tree- or vine-dominated habitats
consisting of a single species. This habitat is planted in a uniform pattern and intensively
managed. Understory vegetation is usually sparse; however, in some areas, grasses or forbs
are allowed to grow between orchard rows to reduce erosion.
Wildlife use of orchards and vineyards is typically limited. Deer and rabbits might browse
on the trees and vines; other wildlife such as squirrels and numerous birds feed on fruits or
nuts. Some wildlife species [e.g., mourning dove (Zenaida macroura) and California quail
(Callipepla californica)] use the habitat for cover and nesting.

Seasonally Flooded Agricultural Land
Seasonally flooded agricultural land includes agricultural and rangeland farmed for cattle,
grain, rice, field, truck, and other crops and that require seasonal flooding for at least 1 week
at a time as a management practice (e.g., for pest control and irrigation) or are purposely
flooded seasonally to enhance habitat values for specific wildlife species (e.g., waterfowl).
Agricultural ditches and drains, which are associated with maintaining seasonally flooded
agricultural lands, are included in this habitat type. In the Central Valley, agriculture has
replaced much of the native habitat that historically consisted of grasslands, marshes, valley
oak savanna, and riparian forest.
Many wildlife species inhabit agricultural lands. In winter, flooded rice fields attract
thousands of waterfowl that winter in the Central Valley. In summer, rice fields provide
habitat for some wetland-associated species such as the Federally Threatened giant garter
snake and western pond turtle (Emys (=Clemmys) marmorata). Other crop types and grazing
lands provide foraging habitat for raptors and songbirds. Irrigation ditches and canals can
provide habitat for wetland-associated and aquatic species. The availability of irrigation
water during drier months also benefits some wildlife species.

Open-water Aquatic Habitats
Reservoirs, rivers, creeks, and canals within the project area provide open-water habitats for
aquatic invertebrate and fish communities. The Central Valley Subprovince of the
Sacramento-San Joaquin ichthyologic province contains 28 native and 40 nonnative species
of fish (Moyle, 2002). The Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers are major perennial watersheds
within the Central Valley and provide habitats for both anadromous and resident fish and
aquatic invertebrate communities within the OID project vicinity. Woodward Reservoir and
Rodden Lake are constructed impoundments found within or adjacent to the OID service
area and provide year-round lacustrine habitats likely supporting fish communities. In
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addition, the large creeks, including Dry, Little John’s, and Lone Tree Creeks, and numerous
other small washes, laterals, and canals provide open-water aquatic habitats that support or
might support fish communities seasonally. Several native fish species are likely found
within the project service area and SOI. However, the aquatic communities within these
open-water habitats are dominated by alien fish species.
Dry Creek, which is located at the southern edge of the OID service area, is a perennial creek
that begins in the low-elevation foothills to the east. This creek has a relatively large watershed, and flows, especially in the early spring, are often very large. The water within this
region is relatively clear and clean (McKay, 2006a). Within the project area, water quality is
generally turbid and of poor quality, being impacted by surface water runoff from diaries
and cattle feedlots (McKay, 2006a). Historically Dry Creek, which is a tributary to the
Tuolumne River, seasonally contained Chinook salmon, but in recent times, salmon are not
commonly observed in the creek. The creek contains a relatively abundant number of sport
fish including black bass, sunfish, and catfish. Sport fishing is common at a few locations,
including one near the Albers Road crossing north of Highway 132, which provides good
fishing access to the public (McKay, 2006a).
Little John’s Creek in the northeastern portions of the OID service area is a small, perennial
creek with a fair to good sport-fish community similar to Dry Creek (black bass, sunfish,
and catfish) (McKay, 2006a). The creek eventually enters French Camp Slough and then the
San Joaquin River much farther west of the project area. This creek is relatively less affected
by surface water runoff impacts than Dry Creek and likely contains some native fish species
in addition to the alien sport fish.
The fish species contained in Lone Tree Creek are likely similar to that of the other creeks
within the OID project service area. This creek is likely not a significant sport fishery
because public access is almost entirely restricted by private property. Seasonally, this creek
is often covered with Hydrilla, a common floating aquatic nuisance weed. Lone Tree Creek
eventually joins Little John’s Creek west of the OID project area before entering French
Camp Slough and the San Joaquin River near Stockton. This creek is supported by a very
small watershed, and its water quality is poor and adversely affected by surface water
runoff (McKay, 2006a).

Vernal Pool
Vernal pools and vernal pool swale complexes are typically found in association with
annual grassland habitat but constitute a unique habitat type. Vernal pools form in shallow
depressions that are underlain by hardpan or volcanic rock. The hardpan or volcanic rock
impedes drainage such that, in winter, the depressions fill with water and retain moist soil
into late spring. The pools are then dry during summer and fall until rains commence the
following winter. The soils and moist microhabitat of these pools provide a unique habitat
within a general matrix of annual grassland habitat. Plant species of vernal pools differ from
those of the surrounding annual grassland habitat, and many animals associated with
annual grassland habitat depend on the occurrence of vernal pools to persist in the annual
grassland landscape. Common plant species found in vernal pools include popcorn flower
(Plagiobothrys stipitata), navarretia (Navarretia leucocephala), toad rush (Juncus bufonius),
goldfields (Lasthenia chrysostoma), yellow carpet (Blennosperma nanum), coyote thistle, tidy
tips (Layia spp.), water buttercup (Ranunculus spp.), and hairgrass (Deschampsia
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danthonioides). This habitat type is restricted throughout the project area because of
agricultural and urban conversion.
The number and distribution of vernal pools in the Central Valley have been greatly
reduced as a result of agricultural practices and conversion of land to urban uses. Holland
(1978) estimated that 5 to 30 percent of California’s vernal pools were intact at the time of
publication; the Central Valley has approximately 5 percent of its vernal pools remaining.
The reduction in vernal pool habitat has resulted in several plant and animal species being
listed under the ESA. Listed species associated with vernal pools in the Short-Term Program
area include Bogg’s Lake hedge hyssop (Gratiola heterosepala), Hoover’s spurge (Chamaesyce
hooveri), Hairy orcutt grass (Orcuttia pilosa), Greene’s tuctoria (Tuctoria greenei), vernal pool
fairy shrimp, and vernal pool tadpole shrimp. In addition to the above-listed species, the
California tiger salamander breeds in vernal pools and is a candidate for Federal listing.

Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh
Freshwater marshes are characterized by specialized plant species that require moist soils
and inundation but are tolerant of periodic drying. Species composition within and among
marshes varies according to hydroperiod, soils, water chemistry, and climate among other
factors. The outermost margins of marshes are saturated and inundated only periodically.
Moist-soil plant species such as big leaf sedge (Carex amplifolia), baltic rush (Juncus balticus),
redroot (Cyperus erythrorhizos), and nutgrass (Cyperus esculentus) inhabit these portions of
wetlands. On wetter sites or in portions of marshes with deeper or more regular inundation,
cattails, bulrush, and arrowhead dominate. Thus, the characteristics of freshwater marshes
are intimately linked with the marsh’s water regime. This habitat type is generally restricted
to scattered locations along the area’s streams and rivers, as well as isolated areas with
suitable hydrology.
Freshwater marsh habitats are among the most productive wildlife habitats in California.
They provide food, cover, and water for more than 160 species of birds and numerous
mammal, amphibian, and reptile species. Wildlife species commonly found in this habitat
include waterfowl, songbirds, and a variety of amphibians, reptiles, and rodents. Several
species of raptors often visit marshes while foraging.

Vernal Marsh
Vernal marshes have mainly low-growing plants, primarily annual herbs, that are
seasonally flooded following the winter rains, but greatly reduce or completely dry by late
summer. Vernal marshes are similar to vernal pools and to valley freshwater marsh, sharing
similar species, but contrasting with the taller perennials found in permanent marshes. The
growing season varies with water input, but is usually spring and early to late summer,
later than for vernal pools, but with greater seasonal fluctuation like freshwater marshes.
This habitat type is generally limited to scattered locations along the area’s streams and
rivers, as well as isolated areas with suitable hydrology.
Similar to freshwater habitats, these vernal marshes provide very productive wildlife
habitats for numerous species of flora and fauna found in vernal pools and freshwater
marshes.
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Great Valley Mixed Riparian Forest
Great Valley mixed riparian forests are a tall, dense, winter–deciduous, broad-leafed
riparian forest. The tree canopy is fairly well closed and moderately dense with numerous
species such as box elder (Acer negundo californica), black walnut (Juglans hindsii), sycamore
(Platanus racemosa), cottonwood (Populas fremontii), and various willow (Salix spp.) species.
These forests generally occur along and somewhat back from the active river and stream
channels, in areas that experience overbank flooding. Formerly very extensive through the
Sacramento and Northern San Joaquin Valleys, these forests have largely been cleared for
agriculture, flood control, and urban expansion. Mixed riparian forests now occur more
frequently in a reduced state and highly fragmented along water courses.
Riparian zones provide important resources to both obligate riparian species and upland
species. Species diversity is typically higher in riparian zones than in upland vegetated
zones, and the diversity of wildlife species using these zones is related to habitat diversity.
Riparian habitats provide food, water, migration, and dispersal corridors, and escape,
nesting, and thermal cover for an abundance of wildlife. At least 50 amphibians and reptiles
occur in lowland riparian systems. Many are permanent residents; others are transient or
temporal visitors. Additionally, 55 species of mammal are known to use the Central Valley’s
riparian communities. Wildlife species associated with riparian areas include a variety of
songbirds, raptors, and mammals.

Great Valley Riparian Scrub
Riparian scrub habitats are open to dense, broad-leafed, winter–deciduous, shrubby,
streamside thickets dominated by several willow species. Dense stands usually have little
understory or herbaceous components. The more open stands have grassy understories,
usually dominated by introduced species. However, scrub habitats can include wild rose
(Rosa californica), wild grape (Vitas californica), and cottonwood within the composition.

3.4.3 Habitat Presence Evaluation Methodology
The CDFG Natural Diversity Database, the Service, and the California Native Plant
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Species Vascular Plants databases were searched and
reviewed to identify the potential for occurrence of special-status species and habitats
within the study area. The search was based on the USGS topographical quadrangles that
are within and adjacent to the OID SOI. These include the Salida, Riverbank, Waterford,
Paulsell, Knights Ferry, Oakdale, Escalon, Avena, Peters, Farmington, Bachelor Valley,
Copperopolis, Keystone, Coopertown, Turlock Lake, Montpelier, Denair, and Ceres
quadrangles.
Other commercially available or resource agency-provided databases and software
employed in the background/baseline research included the CDFG California Wildlife
Habitat Relationships System, the USGS Gap Analysis of Mainland California, and the
Service’s National Wetlands Inventory. In addition, environmental documents for other
projects in the region were consulted.
On May 23 and 24, 2006, biological reconnaissance-level surveys were conducted at
numerous proposed project sites within the OID service area with OID staff. These surveys
were used to identify habitat types, potential wetlands, environmental sensitive areas, and
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potential special-status species issues associated with implementation of the Proposed
Program. Approximately 30 individual locations were evaluated. The sites that were selected
for evaluation included sites that were being proposed for upgrades to existing facilities or
new proposed facilities. In addition, existing OID pipelines, service canals, and groundwater
wells were reviewed as a general point of reference for proposed facility improvements
included as part of the Proposed Program. These surveys were to provide a baseline
understanding of habitat and potential for special-status species within the study area. The
locations of each site is identified on Figure 3.4-1 and discussed below.

3.4.4 Impacts and Mitigation
The following sections provide significance standards against which the Proposed Program
is measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Program baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. Potentially significant adverse
impacts are identified and mitigation measures proposed to reduce potential impacts to less
than significant levels. It is recognized that additional biological surveys and environmental
review will be required for some of the proposed improvements included as part of the
Proposed Program.

Standards of Significance
Biological Resources. Impacts to biological resources will be considered significant if the
project will result in any of the following:
•

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on
any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by CDFG or the Service

•

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community that provides important habitat for a candidate, sensitive, or special-status
species identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by CDFG or the
Service

•

Have a substantial adverse effect on Federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including marsh or vernal pool) through removal,
filling, or hydrological interruption of a Federally protected wetland

•

Interfere substantially with the movement of any candidate, sensitive, or special-status
species native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites

•

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance

•

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan; natural
communities conservation plan; or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan
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Aquatic Resources. Implementation of the project will cause a potentially significant impact
to aquatic resources if it will result in any of the following:
•

Potentially reduce the number, or restrict the range, of an endangered or threatened
native anadromous or resident species, or species that is a candidate for State listing or
proposed for Federal listing as endangered or threatened

•

Substantially adversely affect, either directly or through habitat modifications, any
native anadromous or resident species identified as a sensitive or special-status species
in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations

•

Conflict with, or violate, the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan; natural
community conservation plan; or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan relating to the protection of native anadromous or resident species

•

Cause mortality of State or Federally listed anadromous or resident species, or species
that are candidates for listing (CESA) or proposed for listing (ESA)

•

Temporarily impact habitats such that native anadromous or resident candidate,
sensitive, or special-status species suffer increased mortality or lowered reproductive
success that jeopardizes the long-term persistence of those local populations

•

Create a permanent loss of essential habitat of a listed species or special-status native
anadromous species

Impact Avoidance/Assessment Approach
During the planning and design phase for infrastructure improvements, OID and a
qualified biologist will evaluate the potential biological and other impacts of locating a
particular facility or group of facilities. This initial siting evaluation will screen out potential
locations that will result in the potential for significant biological impacts. A standardized
approach/checklist (see Appendix B to this PEIR) will be used to guide site-specific resource
evaluations for each proposed project/action to facilitate consistent identification of impacts
and mitigation requirements among the project elements. If a particular site location is
required because of project requirements, a qualified biologist will be consulted to determine the extent of potential impacts to biological resources. The intent of these visits will be
to determine the occurrence of environmentally sensitive areas, including habitat for
sensitive species. Site visits will consist of reconnaissance-level surveys or protocol surveys
as required for certain special-status species as well as evaluation of potentially important
habitat for such species. Observations of special-status species and related habitat will be
recorded and the general potential for special-status species to occur assessed according to
the quality, characteristics, and location of the habitat at the project site.
If native habitats (vernal pools, wetlands, riparian vegetation, native grasslands, and oak
woodlands) are determined to be present at the project site according to review by a
qualified biologist, the project location will be changed or the specific configuration of the
project components adjusted to avoid removal of native habitats to the extent possible. To
the extent possible, all new facilities and construction support areas (e.g., new temporary
access roads, new staging areas, and new stockpile areas) will be situated to avoid sensitive
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habitats including habitat types listed in Table 3.4-2. If new facility construction support
areas cannot be located in accordance with the distances listed in Table 3.4-2, they will be
situated as far as possible from native habitats, to minimize impacts to the extent possible.
Where impacts to native habitats cannot be avoided, mitigation to offset the lost habitat
values will be implemented as specified below or developed and documented as
appropriate (including additional environmental documentation as determined necessary).
TABLE 3.4-2

Avoidance Distances by Habitat Type
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Habitat

Buffer Distance

Vernal Pools

250 feet

Wetlands

250 feet

Riparian Forest and Scrub

100 feet from dripline

Oak Woodlands

100 feet from dripline

Similarly, if special–status species are observed at a project site and will be at risk of direct
impact from construction activities, the location of the project will be changed, if possible, or
the specific configuration of the project components adjusted to minimize the potential for
direct injury or impacts of special-status species, or construction windows established for
special-status species in a manner approved by the Service or CDFG. In most cases, implementation of avoidance measures for native habitats and breeding windows will be
sufficient to avoid significant impacts to special-status species. The appropriate avoidance
requirements will depend on the species involved and will be determined by standard
avoidance measures or in conference with the appropriate resource agencies (CDFG and/or
the Service). Mitigation will be implemented as specified below or developed and
documented as appropriate (including additional environmental documentation as
determined necessary).

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines
It is assumed that in the absence of the Proposed Program, the area will remain overwhelmingly agricultural and urban in nature. Associated habitat in the project area will remain
limited primarily to nonnative grassland, agricultural lands, and habitat along streams and
drains. It is assumed that the trend toward increased urbanization around Oakdale and
other smaller urban areas in the project area will continue. Accordingly, additional urban
development adjacent to the existing urban areas as well as increased rural residential
development and related conversion from native to nonnative uses within the OID
boundary is expected and assumed in the No Program baseline versus the existing
condition.

Proposed Program
The following identifies potential impacts to biological resources and mitigation where
necessary. Table 3.4-3 summarizes potential impacts and mitigation related to each of the
proposed project locations reviewed during the reconnaissance surveys conducted in
May 2006. The location of each site is also shown on Figure 3.4-1.
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TABLE 3.4-3

Proposed Program Facility Location Habitat Characteristics and Potential Impacts/Mitigation by Proposed Project
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Project Location

General Habitat
Characteristics

Anticipated Potential
Impact(s)

Proposed Mitigation

S1 Cashman Dam

Nonnative grassland, Great
Valley riparian scrub, vernal
pool, open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-4

S2 Clavey Drop

Rangeland, open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-3, BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,

S3 South Lateral/Union Pump

Rangeland, irrigated pasture,
orchard, row crop

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

S4 Laughlin Drain/Storage basin

Row crop, nonnative grassland

BR-1, BR-3, BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3

S8 Brichetto/Claribel Lateral

Residential pastureland

BR-1, BR-3, BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM- 1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3

S5 Couter Pond storage
area/pipeline route

Great Valley riparian,
orchard/row crop, open-water
aquatic, irrigated pasture

BR-1, BR-2 BR-3 BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3
BRMM-4

S7 Palmer Drain/storage basin

Valley freshwater marsh, row
crop, open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

S8 Albers Drain Storage
Basin/Pipeline route

Row crop, vernal marsh

BR-1, BR-2, BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-2,
BRMM-3, BRMM-4

S9 South/Palmer Lateral

Row crop

BR-1, BR-3

BRMM-1A, BRMM-3

S9 Lower Kuhn Drain and
storage basin

Irrigated pasture, Great valley
riparian scrub, open-water
aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3

S10 Claribel Stowe Lateral

Row crop, irrigated pasture

BR-1, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,

S11 Riverbank/Crane/Hershey
Drop

Irrigate pasture, row crop

BR-1, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-3,

S11 Cavill-Mootz Storage Basin

Row crop, dairy, vernal marsh

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3

Cavill Pump 1

Open-water aquatic, irrigated
pasture, row crop

BR-1, BR-2, BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2,

Cavill Pump 3

Residence

BR-1, BR-3, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-3,

N1 Little Johns Creek North
Main Canal

Open-water aquatic, Great
Valley mixed riparian, valley oak
woodland, nonnative grassland

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5,

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3
BRMM-4

N1 Tolloch Lateral/Lone Tree
Drain and Storage Basin

Orchard, open-water aquatic,
nonnative grassland, vernal
marsh

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

N4 Sweet Lateral/Lone Tree
Creek Storage Basin

Row crop, open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

N4 Diliberto

Nonnative grassland

BR-1

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,

N5 Rodden North Side
Reservoir

Nonnative grassland, rangeland,
vernal pool, open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

N6 Temple Spill
Outflow/Storage Basin

Irrigated pasture, row crop,
open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-4

N7 Lower Cometa
Outflow/Storage basin

Seasonally flooded agriculture,
open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-4, BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-4

N8 Burnett, Tulloch Lateral

Rangeland, vernal pool

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-2,
BRMM-3, BRMM-4
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TABLE 3.4-3

Proposed Program Facility Location Habitat Characteristics and Potential Impacts/Mitigation by Proposed Project
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
General Habitat
Characteristics

Project Location

Anticipated Potential
Impact(s)

Proposed Mitigation

N9 Bunett Lateral

Rangeland, vernal marsh

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

Lone Tree Pump

Seasonally flooded agricultural,
open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

Magnolia Pump/Lone Tree
Creek

Great Valley mixed riparian
forest, orchard, irrigated pasture

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

Woodward Intertie

Vernal marsh, nonnative
grassland, open-water aquatic

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

N1 Tolloch Lateral/Lone Tree
Drain and Storage Basin

Orchard, open-water aquatic,
nonnative grassland, vernal
marsh

BR-1, BR-2, BR-3, BR-4,
BR-5

BRMM-1A, BRMM-1B,
BRMM-2, BRMM-3,
BRMM-4

Construction-related Impacts.
Impact BR-1: Construction of infrastructure improvements and/or new features will
typically require using heavy equipment such as bulldozers, backhoes, and drilling
equipment and result in increased human activity during construction. This increased noise
and activity could disturb wildlife, including special-status species, either directly or
adjacent to construction areas. Construction of the infrastructure elements of the Proposed
Program could displace or directly injure wildlife, including special-status species. If
special-status species are found or could be potentially present at project sites and will be
at risk of direct injury or disturbance, and avoidance is not practical, such an impact will
be significant.
Impact BR-2: Infrastructure replacement and improvement projects could result in the
temporary and permanent loss of riparian and/or wetlands habitat (including vernal pools),
which will reduce habitat availability for riparian- or wetlands-associated wildlife.
Although the vast majority of existing OID canals and operational facilities are maintained
so as to minimize vegetation, riparian and wetland habitats could be impacted during the
construction of some projects either temporarily or permanently. Many special-status
species use riparian and wetland habitats (Table A-1, Appendix A to this PEIR). These
habitats have been substantially reduced in the past in the project area, and many specialstatus species are of concern because of reductions in these habitats. The temporary and
permanent loss of riparian and wetland habitat is considered a potentially significant
impact.
Impact BR-3: Construction of facilities and improvements associated with the Proposed
Program will result in increased noise and activity that could disturb nesting raptors,
including special-status species, adjacent to construction areas. Although many of the
projects requiring construction are associated with existing water conveyance facilities
that require regular maintenance, sensitive species that inhabit areas adjacent to
construction could be significantly impacted, particularly if disturbance occurs during
nesting season such that active nests are abandoned.
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Impact BR-4: Construction of facility improvements or new features might require the
removal of riparian and wetlands vegetation. Several special-status species are found in
these types of environments (Table A-1, Appendix A to this PEIR) in the study area and
could be present in the areas that will be affected by the infrastructure elements. The
potential loss of individual special-status plant and wildlife species associated with
riparian and wetlands habitat will be a potentially significant impact.
Impact BR-5: Infrastructure projects could result in the temporary loss of upland habitat.
During construction, nonriparian woodland, disturbed/ruderal, and agricultural habitat
could be temporarily disturbed by earthmoving and staging operations and other activities
associated with the installation of new facilities. Following construction activities, these
areas will revert to pre-project land use conditions. Because of the poor quality of most of
this habitat and the abundant availability of alternate nearby habitat, this temporary
reduction in availability of upland habitat will not be a significant impact.

Operation-related Impacts.
Impact BR-6: Operational activities will include periodic maintenance to various
infrastructures. This will result in vehicle traffic throughout the OID service area related to
maintenance activities. However, maintenance and related construction are anticipated to be
infrequent and consistent with existing activity in the project area. No biological resourcesrelated significant adverse impacts are anticipated from operation of the Proposed
Program.

Mitigation Measures.
Mitigation Measure BRMM-1A: Potential impacts to wildlife and special-status wildlife
species will be mitigated using the following guidelines:
During construction of project facilities, trench ends will be angled to allow for wildlife
escapement, and trenches will be covered when feasible to further minimize wildlife
entrapment. Uncovered trenches will be checked at least twice daily (once in the morning
and once in the evening) for wildlife that might have become trapped. In addition,
appropriate protection measures will be installed around open well drill sumps. Any
special-status wildlife species found will be removed and relocated to suitable habitat by a
qualified biologist or allowed to leave of its own accord, following Service and/or CDFG
standards. Implementation of these actions will reduce potential impacts to a less than
significant level.
Mitigation Measure BRMM-1B: Potential impacts to surface water/aquatic habitats and
fish species will be mitigated using the following guidelines:
Prior to construction, projects areas will be visited by a qualified biologist to verify and
define the acreage of open-water habitat that will be impacted and to characterize the
composition and quality of the impacted habitat and aquatic species within. The loss of
open-water habitat will be mitigated by enhancing, restoring, or creating open-water habitat
at a 3:1 ratio for every acre of habitat permanently impacted. Mitigation may be
accomplished through the following means:
•
•
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To minimize the potential for construction impacts to open-water habitats and aquatic
species, the following measures will be used. For any in-channel construction the following
measures will be implemented:
•

Restrict the construction period to the period from July 1 through October 1 or as
determined appropriate in consultation with CDFG to eliminate the potential for
impacting embryos or pre-emergent fry of native anadromous and resident fishes within
streams containing such fisheries.

•

Control erosion with BMPs and monitor turbidity downstream of construction areas in
accordance with Water Board National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit
conditions (see Section 3.1, Surface Water Resources and Water Quality).

•

Bypass streamflows around in-channel construction areas by placing cofferdams and
bypass water (pump or gravity pipe) around construction areas.

•

Remove and relocate, to unaffected upstream areas, any free-swimming life stages of
aquatic vertebrate species during cofferdam placement, or final channel dewatering will
be relocated by a qualified biologist.

•

Minimize operation of construction equipment within live stream channels.

•

Discharge all disturbed waters into an off-channel detention ponds or settle any
suspended sediments from bypassed water prior to their discharge back into
downstream areas in streams containing sensitive fisheries as specified by CDFG.

•

Immediately re-grade channel banks/slopes and re-establish native riparian trees and
shrubs at bank construction locations.

•

If blasting is required during construction, exclude aquatic vertebrate life stages from an
area 200 feet up- and downstream of the area being subjected to blasting by a qualified
fisheries biologist.

With implementation of these measures, impacts to open-water and aquatic species will be
less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BRMM-2: Potential impacts to riparian/wetlands habitat will be
mitigated using the following guidelines:
Prior to construction, project areas will be visited by a qualified biologist to verify and refine
the acreage of riparian and wetlands habitat that will be impacted and to characterize the
composition and quality of the impacted habitat. The loss of riparian and wetlands habitat
will be mitigated by enhancing, restoring, or creating riparian and wetlands habitat at a
3:1 ratio for every acre of habitat permanently impacted. Mitigation may be accomplished
through the following means:
•
•
•

Restoration, enhancement, or creation of habitat onsite
Restoration, enhancement, or creation of habitat at an offsite location
Purchase of mitigation credits in an approved mitigation bank

If mitigation land were deemed to be necessary to be used as mitigation, such land will be
protected in perpetuity through conservation easements, fee-title acquisition, or other
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appropriate mechanisms. The specific mitigation approach for each project will be
developed during project-level review and implementation.
For temporarily impacted areas of riparian vegetation where vegetation will need to be
removed to accommodate construction, the disturbed areas will be replanted with native
riparian vegetation.
To minimize the potential for temporary impacts to wetlands habitat during preconstruction activities, wetland areas will be fenced and flagged. Construction workers will
be instructed to avoid operating equipment in fenced areas. Standard BMPs will be used to
minimize the potential for sediment input to the wetlands. With implementation of these
measures, impacts to riparian wetland habitat will be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BRMM-3: Potential impacts to special-status nesting raptors, including
special-status avian species, will be mitigated using the following guidelines:
Prior to construction of projects, a qualified biologist will survey the construction area and
surrounding areas for nesting raptors, including special-status avian species. If nesting
raptors are found within CDFG-designated buffers in relationship to the construction of
project facilities, the project will be postponed to occur outside of the breeding season unless
agreed upon by CDFG. The following measures will be implemented to protect raptor and
avian species:
•

To avoid impacts to nesting avian, project activity shall not be conducted during the
breeding season (generally March 1 to September 15).

•

If avoidance of project activity during the breeding/nesting season is not feasible, preconstruction surveys for avian species shall be conducted by a qualified biologist to
identify active nests within or adjacent to the project area. To the extent feasible,
avoidance or mitigation guidelines from the Service or CDFG will be followed, as
provided, by a qualified biologist that includes timing, methodology, and speciesspecific protocols for construction activities.

•

If no active nests are found in the survey area, no further mitigation is necessary.

•

If active nests are found, impacts shall be avoided by establishment of appropriate
buffers. No project activity shall commence within the buffer area until a qualified
biologist confirms that the nest is no longer active or other mitigation and avoidance
measures are authorized by the Service or CDFG. Buffer may be adjusted if a qualified
biologist and the Service and/or CDFG determine it will not be likely to adversely affect
the nest. Monitoring of the nest by a qualified biologist might be required if the activity
could adversely affect the nest.

•

If an active nest is located, loss of foraging habitat for certain raptor species might
require mitigation. Appropriate ratios for mitigation of lost foraging habitat shall be
determined in consultation with the Service and/or CDFG. Implementation of this
mitigation measure will reduce potential impacts to nesting raptors species to a less than
significant level.
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Mitigation Measure BRMM-4: Potential impacts to special-status plant species will be
mitigated using the following guidelines:
Prior to construction of projects that will impact riparian or wetland habitats, or other
habitat that supports special-status plant species, a qualified botanist will survey
construction areas for special-status plants. If special-status plants are found, the location of
project facilities and construction areas will be adjusted, if possible, to avoid impacts to
special-status plants. If removal of plants cannot be avoided, then they will be salvaged and
transplanted to a permanently protected area. CDFG and/or the Service will be consulted to
determine appropriate methods and locations for transplanting. Implementation of this
mitigation measure will reduce potential impacts to special-status plant species to a less
than significant level.
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3.5 Cultural
This section presents an overview of the prehistoric, ethnographic, and historic background
in the project area and evaluates the potential impacts associated with implementation of
the Proposed Program on cultural resources of concern.

3.5.1 Existing Conditions
Regional Setting
Prehistoric Background. In the extreme northern part of Stanislaus County are numerous
cultural manifestations attributed to the “Farmington Complex,” which was considered to
be an ancient lithic (i.e., stone tool) industry. Farmington Complex sites are of two types:
village sites with crude flake and core tools and Farmington Complex quarry workshops
(Moratto, 1984; Treganza, 1952).
The Northern Valley Yokuts probably entered the region more recently than their southern
Yokuts relatives. Artifacts recovered from four archaeological sites near the SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta are similar to materials associated with Phase 2 of the Late Horizon
described by Bennyhoff and Heizer (1958), which has been dated to circa A.D. 1500
(Wallace, 1978b).

Ethnographic Background. Most of the project area occupies the territory of the Northern
Valley Yokuts. The eastern boundary of Northern Valley Yokuts territory along the
Stanislaus River was about 1 or 2 miles west of Knights Ferry; lands to the east of this
boundary were claimed by the Central Sierra Miwok. Both cultural groups are briefly
described below.
Northern Valley Yokuts. The Yokuts comprised some 60 or more tribal groups that lived
throughout interior Central California and traded with each other and other groups west of
the Coast Ranges and east of the Sierra Nevada crest.
Economic subsistence was based on the acorn, with substantial dependency on gathering
and processing wild seeds and other vegetable foods. The rivers, streams, and sloughs that
formed a maze within the Valley provided abundant food resources such as fish, shellfish,
and turtles. Large game, waterfowl, and small mammals were trapped and hunted to
provide protein in the diet.
Settlements and major villages were situated near waterways that provided reliable water
supplies and substantial food sources. Houses varied in size and shape (Latta, 1949;
Kroeber, 1925), with most constructed from the readily available tules found in the extensive
marshes of the low-lying valley areas. Housepit depressions, still extant in the protected
areas of the San Joaquin Valley, range in diameter from 3 to 18 meters. Depression depths
reach 60 centimeters below ground surface.

Central Sierra Miwok. The Central Sierra Miwok inhabited the foothill and mountain
reaches of the Stanislaus and Tuolumne River drainages (Kroeber, 1925:Plate 37; Levy,
1978:398-400). There were, in prehistoric California, at least seven separate cultural groups
that spoke different Miwokan languages.
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Miwok settlements occurred primarily along banks of streams. Tribelets6 would occupy one
or more hamlets along contiguous portions of a stream’s course (Cook, 1955:35; Levy,
1978:398-399). Along with permanently occupied settlements, the Miwok established a
larger number of seasonally occupied campsites used at various times during the seasonal
round of hunting, fishing, and gathering (Levy, 1978:398).
Subsistence for this group also centered around acorns, the only vegetable staple stored in
large quantities for winter consumption. A great variety of other seeds, nuts, roots, berries,
and fungi were also consumed. Deer was the most important game animal, but bears,
rabbits, smaller mammals, birds, and fish supplemented deer meat. Both twined and coiled
basketry objects were manufactured.

Historic Background. Recorded history in Central California divides into three periods: the
Spanish Period (1769-1821), the Mexican Period (1821-1848), and the American Period
(1848-present).

Spanish Period. The first recorded penetration of the southern San Joaquin Valley was in
1772, by Pedro Fages, whose written record describes the Valley as “a labyrinth of lakes and
tulares in the middle of a great plain” (Wedel, 1941). The next important penetration was by
Spanish explorers led by Lieutenant Gabriel Moraga in 1806.
Population shifts, prompted by the eastward retreat of Indians closer to the missions, forced
adjustments in territorial boundaries with concomitant movement into the eastern foothills.
By the early 1820s, mission expansion in California ended as a result of Mexico’s
independence from Spain. It was also during this time that fur trappers discovered the
California interior and began their forays into the San Joaquin Valley. Jedediah Smith might
have been the first to enter the Central Valley during a fur trapping expedition in 1827.
Smith’s adventures included friendly encounters with the Southern Yokuts near the Kings
River and trapping and camping along the San Joaquin River.

Mexican Period. Spanish colonial occupation of Alta California ended with the 1821 Mexican
takeover. Between 1833 and 1845, the Mexican government began awarding large land
grants in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley region. By the mid-1840s, several large land
grants were made, encompassing most all of the lands bordering the San Joaquin River from
Stockton to Fresno (Beck and Haase, 1974). Mexican land grants (1822 to 1846) were
awarded in the Central Valley, five of which were in Stanislaus County: Thompson’s
Rancho, Rancheria del Estanislao, El Pescador, Rancho del Puerto, and Orestima (Beck and
Haase, 1988).
Increasingly bad relations between the United States and Mexico led to the MexicanAmerican War of 1847, which resulted in Mexico releasing California to the United States
under the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.

American Period. John Marshall’s gold discovery in January 1848, caused the migration of
thousands to the Central Valley and adjacent Sierra Nevada foothills. One of the indirect but
far-reaching consequences of the Gold Rush was the occupation of strategic points by ferry
operators, storekeepers, innkeepers, and others who busied themselves supplying the
6 The “triblet” was the largest formal cultural unit among the Sierra Miwok and comprised the inhabitants of two or more
politically confederated villages united under the leadership of the head man of the largest, most prominent village.
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miners with goods and services. Numerous ferries were operated along the San Joaquin and
its tributaries, but most of them appeared and disappeared during the course of a few
decades as the influx of miners dwindled.
During the 1850s, people began settling in the Central Valley after realizing that they could
make a better living supplying mining camps with meat, horses, and other products than by
mining. As controlled irrigation developed in the Central Valley, the former land grants
were broken up into many small farms. Agriculture became increasingly efficient with the
advent of improved farm equipment. By 1872, railroads provided access to distant markets.
Intensive agriculture depended on flood control and irrigation; impounding Sierra Nevada
snowpack- melt water behind dams was critical in this regard (Hohenthal, 1972). The move
toward organized irrigation systems began in 1871.
By 1901, 951 farms in Stanislaus County averaged 874 acres (with land worth $18 per acre).
Nine years later, following the introduction of irrigation, the number of farms reached 2,200,
with an average size of 242 acres. The present Cities of Oakdale and Riverbank date from
the 1870s and are successors of Langworth and Burneyville, which had been established
before the coming of the railroad. Langworth emerged as a small town in 1860. When the
railroad arrived in the general area in 1871, the post office was relocated to the new, nearby
City of Oakdale, and Langworth disappeared (Hoover et al., 1990:491).

3.5.2 Known Cultural Resources
Records Search
A cultural resources records search of the project area was conducted by the Central
California Information Center (CCIC) of the California Historical Resource Information
System. The CCIC houses all records of known cultural resources in Stanislaus, San Joaquin,
Calaveras, and Tuolumne Counties, as well as records of National Historical Landmarks,
California Historical Landmarks, General Land Office plats, the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP), and other historical archives and information. The area of the
records search coincided with the OID SOI, which covered all or parts of 10 USGS 7.5-foot
topographic quadrangles: Farmington, Bachelor Valley, Copperopolis, Avena, Escalon,
Oakdale, Knights Ferry, Riverbank, Waterford, and Paulsell.
Site records were provided for all recorded cultural resources in the project area. The known
sites were sorted by type and period, and are listed in Appendix J to this PEIR. Most of the
project area has not yet been subjected to intensive, systematic cultural resources surveys.
Therefore, many additional unidentified cultural resources, including prehistoric and
historic archaeological sites, historic buildings and structures, and other cultural properties
and historical districts, are undoubtedly present. Other known cultural resources might not
have been incorporated into the CCIC database.
The CCIC also noted that many canals, laterals, and other historic features shown on the
CCIC site record maps have not yet been recorded or evaluated. In this category are the
towns of Eugene and Valley Home, the Rosedale School site, St. Joseph’s Cemetery,
Langworth Cemetery, Valley Home Cemetery, Lone Tree School site, Milnes School site,
and the Lone Star House site.
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General Land Office Plats
General Land Office survey plats of the project area were provided by the CCIC. They dated
from 1854 through 1873, and depict the results of surveys undertaken from 1851 onward.
The plats show the following types of features: telegraph lines; roads and stage lines
(including such historical roads as the Stockton-Sonora Road); ranches, fences, houses,
cultivated fields, and corrals, often identified by the owner’s name; ditches; mining camps
and individual claims; barns; quartz mills; rancherias; trails; sloughs; and ferries.
The significance of General Land Office plats to modern cultural resources management in
California is that the plats, which often date to the earliest years of the Gold Rush, record
many historical sites and features that were existent in those times; and they often identify
the owner of such sites and features. These sites and features might still be discernible by a
professional archaeologist, which potentially enables archaeologists and historians to
correlate archaeological features and structures to specific people, dates, and events in
history.

Built Environment
Several years ago, it became State policy to record the built environment, consisting of
existing buildings and structures, regardless of age or description, to create a record for
future generations. This has resulted in databases for each California county called the
Historic Property Data File (HPDF). Some of the buildings and structures recorded on site
records also appear in the HPDF (such as the River Road Bridge #29C-316). Although few of
the buildings and structures recorded in the HPDF are historically or architecturally
significant now, nor will be in the future, records of the HPDF will remain for future
cultural resources managers of those properties that ultimately acquire significance.

3.5.3 Impacts and Mitigation
The following provides significance standards against which the Proposed Program is
measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Program baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. Given, by definition, the
presence of existing cultural resources will not change over time, the existing conditions and
No Program baselines are assumed to be the same for this PEIR. Implementation of any
given component of the Proposed Program will be subject to additional CEQA (and NEPA
where a Federal nexus exists) compliance as discussed in Sections 1.0 and 2.0 of this PEIR,
such that specific impact areas will be identified and evaluated with respect to potential
cultural resources. Potentially significant adverse impacts associated with the overall
Proposed Program are identified and mitigation measures proposed to reduce potential
impacts to less than significant levels. These measures will be used as the basis for
mitigating site-specific impacts, and measures will be enhanced as necessary given the
potential specific impacts.

Standards of Significance
State of California. Resources that may qualify for the California Register of Historic
Resources (CRHR) are considered significant under CEQA. Any substantial adverse change
in the significance of a historical resource or property listed in or eligible to be listed in the
CRHR is considered a significant effect on the environment. The CEQA Guidelines state that
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if a project follows the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties, the impacts are considered “mitigated to a level of less than a significant impact”
(CEQA 15064.5[b][3]).
Significant cultural resources as defined for Federal undertakings include those prehistoric
and historic sites, districts, buildings, structures, and objects, as well as properties with
traditional religious or cultural importance to Native Americans or other groups, that are
listed, or are eligible to be listed, on the NRHP, according to the criteria outlined in
36 CFR 60.4. Cultural resources that do not meet the NRHP criteria but may qualify as a
unique characteristic of an area are considered under the NEPA to be significant resources.
Although this document is being prepared to comply with CEQA only, potential future
documentation might require compliance with NEPA and, consequently, with Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act. Therefore, impacts to cultural resources are assessed
using both State and Federal significance criteria.
Cultural resources impacts will result from activities that affect a qualifying NRHP property
or substantially adversely change the significance of a resource that is qualified to be listed
in the CRHR. Impacts to cultural resources discussed above will be considered significant if
the Proposed Program will result in any if the following:
•

Physically destroy or damage all or part of a property or resource

•

Change the character of the use of the property or physical features within the setting of
the property or resource that will contribute to its historic significance

•

Introduce visual, atmospheric, or audible elements that diminish the integrity of the
significant historic features of a property or resource

•

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature

•

Disturb any human remains, including Native American or other remains interred
outside of formal cemeteries

Actions that alter a historic property’s setting or introduce elements out of character with
the property can constitute an adverse effect. The cultural resource impact assessment relies
on the type of resource, the type of impact, and the extent of the disturbance to a historic
property or unique archaeological resource. Under Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act, such determinations are made by the agency (i.e., OID) in consultation
with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), Indian tribes, historical societies, and
interested members of the public. Potentially significant adverse impacts occur through
altering the character of the site setting and introducing visual, audible, or atmospheric
elements that change the character of a site or its setting. Such impacts might affect the
eligibility of a site for inclusion in the NRHP or CRHR. Such impacts also can affect
traditional cultural resources that still have sacred and ceremonial significance to Indians or
other groups.

Stanislaus County Cultural Resources Preservation Measures. The majority of the project area
is located within Stanislaus County, with relatively smaller portions within San Joaquin,
Calaveras, and Tuolumne Counties. The Stanislaus County General Plan (October 1994)
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Chapter 3 (Conservation/Open Space Element) presents Goal Eight (Preserve areas of
national, State, regional, and local historical importance). Goal Eight defines its purview as
follows:
Landmarks of historical consequence not only include old schoolhouses
and covered bridges, but also such sites as Native American burial
grounds, cemeteries, pottery, rock carvings, and rock paintings. Normally,
“sensitive” areas are often located near natural watercourses, springs or
ponds, or on elevated ground. However, due to the silt build-up in the
valley and the meandering of rivers, archaeological and historical sites may
be found in unsuspected areas.
Goal Eight lists the following six Implementation Measures:
1. The County shall continue to utilize the Historical Site zone in Knight’s Ferry and La
Grange to protect the historical character of the communities. Responsible Departments:
Planning Department, Planning Commission, Board of Supervisors.
2. The County shall seek input from the Knight’s Ferry Municipal Advisory Council
concerning any development proposals in the Historical Site zone in Knight’s Ferry.
Responsible Departments: Planning Department, Historical Sub-Committee of the Planning
Commission, Planning Commission, Board of Supervisors.
3. The County shall work with the County Historical Society and other organizations and
interested individuals to study, identify, and inventory archaeological resources and
historical sites, structures, buildings, and objects. Responsible Department: Parks and
Recreation.
4. The County will cooperate with the SHPO to identify and nominate historical structures,
objects, buildings, and sites for inclusion under the Historic Preservation Act.
Responsible Department: Parks and Recreation.
5. The County shall utilize the CEQA process to protect archaeological or historical
resources. Most discretionary projects require review for compliance with CEQA. As
part of this review, potential impacts must be identified and mitigated. Responsible
Departments: Planning Department, Parks and Recreation, Planning Commission, Board of
Supervisors.
6. The County shall make referrals to the SHPO and the CCIC as required to meet CEQA
requirements. Responsible Department: Planning Department.

Proposed Program
Construction-related Impacts.
Impact CR-1: Ground disturbances associated with construction of the recommended WRP
Infrastructure Plan system improvements that have been identified could affect both known
and currently unidentified cultural resources located within the footprints of the improvement projects. Some of the recommended improvements, such as pipeline and turnout
replacement, might occur in areas that had previously been disturbed by system construction. Construction in previously disturbed areas might lessen, but does not preclude, the
potential for impacts to cultural resources in these areas. Other improvements, such as the
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new regulating reservoir, are likely to occur in areas that are presently undeveloped and
that, additionally, might be likely settings for cultural resources (e.g., along water courses).
It is also possible that earth moving associated with construction could expose subsurface
cultural resources that were undetected prior to construction. To the extent that significant
cultural resources are disturbed by construction, these impacts become permanent.
Disturbances to cultural and historical sites and features could result in significant
impacts.
Impact CR-2: Some OID canals, laterals, and associated facilities have been in place for
many decades and have contributed to the history and economy of the area. Recommended
phased improvements to the canals could affect their eligibility for listing in the NRHP.
Significance relates primarily to the canal’s location and setting and use of the canal as it
pertains to the historical economic development of the area (as opposed to the canal’s
architectural design, workmanship, or materials, none of which are unique or distinctive).
Thus, routine maintenance with similar materials will not likely greatly affect significance.
However, the possibility that the canals and laterals might have historical significance will
need to be evaluated before extensive improvements are undertaken that could affect
location and use or significantly alter the setting. If the canal system or portions of it that
are scheduled for rehabilitation are found to be eligible for listing on the NRHP,
unmitigated disturbances to the canal beyond routine maintenance (i.e., disturbances that
could alter location, use, or setting) could result in a significant impact.

Operation-related Impacts. Operation-related impacts are not applicable to this cultural
resources discussion.

Mitigation Measures.
Mitigation Measure CRMM-1: Prior to the construction of all program components, the
Area of Potential Effect (APE) for each proposed project should be evaluated as to the need
to conduct a cultural resource assessment as follows:
•

Review existing information within the project study area (through conducting a
project-specific records search) to determine whether previously recorded cultural
resources are present within the project’s APE. Assuming the potential for impact is
identified, the inventory and background research effort should include correspondence
with the appropriate Indian tribes to determine if there are sites of religious or cultural
significance within the APE. The Native American Heritage Commission should also be
contacted to determine if there are known sacred sites within the APE and to identify the
appropriate, affected tribal representative(s) to be consulted. Depending on the findings
of the records search and location of the project, it also might be appropriate to correspond with other agencies and organizations that are involved in historic preservation.
For example, for projects that involve the evaluation of buildings, structures, or objects
in Tuolumne County, the Tuolumne Heritage Committee and the Tuolumne County
Historical Society Landmarks Committee have asked to be consulted.
In addition to the potential for direct impacts, the following should be evaluated:
−

Determine whether the project will result in an impact that significantly alters a
historically significant property’s setting or introduces elements out of character
with the property.
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−

If an unavoidable adverse effect to significant cultural resources is found to result
from alteration of the site’s setting or introduction of elements out of character with
the property, measures should be developed to mitigate the undertaking’s impacts
on significant cultural resources through a mutual agreement. Appropriate
mitigation measures will need to be consistent with Federal and State laws and
regulations. Mitigation measures could include the following:
•

Alter the architectural or aesthetic treatment of the improvement to better blend
into the setting of the affected historic property.

•

Create a visual or sound barrier between the improvement and the affected
historic property, including vegetation barriers or camouflaged constructed
barriers.

•

Reduce noise levels by housing pumps or other noise-generating improvements
in a sound-insulated building.

•

If possible and feasible, relocate or redesign the improvements to reduce or
avoid such impacts.

•

For undertakings with a potential to affect cultural resources, if the APE has not been
previously inventoried, conduct a field investigation (surface inventory) of that project’s
APE to identify, record, and evaluate any cultural resources within or adjacent to
the APE.

•

Determine the effect to significant cultural resources (historic properties).

•

If an unavoidable adverse effect to significant cultural resources is likely to occur as a
result of construction, OID, in consultation with SHPO, Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation, affected Indian tribes, and other affected or interested parties as appropriate will develop and implement measures to mitigate the undertaking’s impacts on
significant cultural resources through a Memorandum of Agreement or mutually
agreeable process. Appropriate mitigation measures must be consistent with Federal
and State laws and regulations. Mitigation measures could include the following:
−

Avoidance or protection of the affected cultural resources through project redesign,
relocation, or new design

−

Archaeological or historical data recovery and documentation

−

Onsite monitoring during construction

The consultation process described in this measure will identify appropriate projectspecific mitigation measures that will reduce impacts on cultural resources to a less than
significant level, or to no adverse effect.
•
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Unknown cultural resources discovered during construction, or inadvertently disturbed
by construction, will be subject to appropriate identification and evaluation by a
qualified cultural resources professional, and, if necessary, treatment measures. Any
treatment will be coordinated with OID and be developed in consultation with SHPO
and other interested parties. These measures include, but are not limited to, the
following: emergency data recovery (archaeological salvage excavations); project
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redesign or facilities relocation (if feasible); recordation and photodocumentation of
discovered sites (with construction proceeding); removal and relocation of the cultural
resource objects, structures, or buildings to a safe location (if feasible); and preparation
of research documents and records that capture consequential information about the
encountered resources.
Implementation of these mitigation measures will reduce impacts on cultural resources to a
less than significant level.
Mitigation Measure CRMM-2: Segments of the existing OID canal system that are
scheduled for rehabilitation should be evaluated as follows:
•

Review existing information within the project study area (project-specific records
search) to determine whether previously recorded cultural resources are adjacent to the
canal and within the project’s APE, including records of the affected segment(s) of the
canal system or if such resources could be impacted. If the potential for impact exists,
conduct an onsite cultural resources survey and inventory of the project APE. If cultural
resources other than the canal system are found to be within the APE for a canal
rehabilitation project, Mitigation Measure CRMM-1 should be applied to such resources.

•

Record and evaluate all portions of the canal system and associated facilities within the
project-specific APE. Update existing records, if any, of portions of the canal system
within the APE. Determine whether the affected portions of the canal system are eligible
for the NRHP.

•

Determine the effect to affected portions of the canal system in terms of location and
setting, as well as NRHP eligibility.

•

If an unavoidable adverse effect to all or portions of the canal system is identified,
prepare a historic context statement that will facilitate a determination of whether all or
part of the affected resource is significant (i.e., NRHP-eligible) and develop (in
consultation with OID, SHPO, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and other
interested parties as appropriate) and implement measures to mitigate the undertaking’s
impacts on the significant portion(s) through a Memorandum of Agreement or mutually
agreeable process. Appropriate mitigation measures must be consistent with Federal
and State laws and regulations and could include the following:
−

Avoidance or protection of the affected canal segment(s) through project redesign or
new design

−

Historical data recovery and documentation (i.e., historic context statement,
photodocumentation, engineering drawings, and interviews with knowledgeable
persons)

−

Onsite monitoring during construction

The consultation process described in this measure will identify appropriate projectspecific mitigation measures that will reduce impacts on cultural resources to a less than
significant level, or to no adverse effect.
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•

Unknown cultural resources discovered during construction, or inadvertently disturbed
by construction of major canal improvements, will be subject to appropriate identification, evaluation, and, if necessary, treatment measures. Any treatment will be
coordinated with OID and will be developed in consultation with SHPO and other
interested parties as appropriate. These measures include, but are not limited to, the
following: emergency data recovery (archaeological salvage excavations); project
redesign or facilities relocation (if feasible); recordation and photodocumentation of
discovered sites (with construction proceeding); removal and relocation of the cultural
resource objects, structures, or buildings to a safe location (if feasible); and preparation
of research documents and records that capture consequential information about the
encountered resources.

Implementation of these mitigation measures will reduce impacts on cultural resources to a
less than significant level.
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3.6 Land Use and Visual Resources
The following discussion identifies current land uses in the project area. The district’s WRP
includes an analysis of existing land uses including crop type and estimated acreage as well
as projected land use/cropping changes, which are summarized below.

3.6.1 Existing Conditions
Land Use
Regulatory Setting.
Williamson Act. The California Land Conservation Act of 1965, referred to as the
“Williamson Act,” was enacted by California Legislature to create agricultural preserves7
and protect open-space lands by discouraging conversion to urban uses. Through the
Williamson Act, private landowners contract with counties and cities to voluntarily restrict
their land to agricultural and compatible open-space uses. The land is kept in 10-year rolling
contracts between the owner and the county. The contracts automatically renew each year
unless a notice of nonrenewal is filed by either the property owner or the county. Through
this agreement, restricted parcels are assessed for property taxes at a rate consistent with
their actual use, rather than potential market value. The Williamson Act also establishes
Farmland Security Zones, which carry the same land use restrictions as Williamson Act
lands, but require a 20-year contract between the landowner and county, which result in
even lower property tax assessments.
Table 3.6-1 lists farm acreage, by county, enrolled in the Williamson Act and Farmland
Security Zone program in 2003 (DOC, 2006c).
TABLE 3.6-1

2003 Williamson Act and Farmland Security Zone Enrolled Acreage
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Farmland Security Zone

Prime

Nonprime

Prime

Nonprime

Other
Enforceable
Restriction
Enrollment

Williamson Act
County

Primea

Nonprime

Urban

Nonurban

Total

Stanislaus

286,957

405,546

-

-

-

-

-

692,503

San Joaquin

334,762

146,680

15,026

80

34,291

10,734

-

541,573

Calaveras

16,774

117,220

-

-

-

-

-

133,994

Tuolumne

-

118,422

-

-

-

-

-

118,422

a

Under the Williamson Act, agricultural land can be designated “Prime” if it meets certain economic or production
criteria.

California Farmland Conservancy Program. The California Farmland Conservancy Program
provides grant funding for projects that use and support agricultural conservation
easements for protection of agricultural lands. An agricultural conservation easement is a

7An agricultural preserve defines the boundary of an area within which a city or county will enter into Williamson Act contracts
with landowners. The boundary is designated by resolution of the board of supervisors or city council having jurisdiction.
Agricultural preserves generally must be at least 100 acres.
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voluntary, legally recorded deed restriction that is placed on a specific property used for
agricultural production. The goal of an agricultural conservation easement is to maintain
agricultural land in active production by removing development pressures from the land.
Such an easement prohibits practices that will damage or interfere with the agricultural use
of the land. Because the easement is a restriction on the deed of the property, the easement
remains in effect even when the land changes ownership.

Conservation Reserve Program. The Conservation Reserve Program is a Federal program
administered by the Farm Service Agency. This voluntary program offers annual rental
payments, incentive payments, and annual maintenance payments for certain activities, and
cost-share assistance to establish approved vegetative cover on eligible cropland. To be
eligible for placement in the Conservation Reserve Program, land must be (1) cropland,
including field margins, planted, or considered planted to an agricultural commodity 4 of
6 crop years from 1996 to 2001, and physically and legally capable of being planted in a
normal manner to an agricultural commodity; or (2) certain marginal pastureland that is
enrolled in the Water Bank Program or suitable for use as a riparian buffer or similar water
quality purposes.

Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program. The Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program (FMMP), established in 1982, produces maps and statistical data used for
analyzing changes in California’s agricultural resources. Every 2 years, the maps are
updated using aerial photographs, a computer mapping system, public review, and field
reconnaissance. The 2-year period is called an “update cycle.” FMMP rates agricultural land
according to soil quality and irrigation status, and designates the best-quality land as
“Prime Farmland.” The FMMP land use categories are as follows:
•

Prime Farmland (also Prime) – Land with the best combination of physical and
chemical features to sustain long-term production of agricultural crops. This land has
the soil quality, growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high
yields. Land must have been used for production of irrigated crops at some time during
the two update cycles prior to the mapping date.

•

Farmland of Statewide Importance (also Statewide Importance) – Land similar to
Prime Farmland that has a good combination of physical and chemical characteristics for
the production of crops. This land has minor shortcomings, such as greater slopes or less
ability to store soil moisture than Prime Farmland. Land must have been used for
production of irrigated crops at some time during the two update cycles prior to the
mapping date.

•

Unique Farmland (also Unique) – Land with lesser quality soils used for the production
of the State’s leading agricultural crops. This land is usually irrigated, but might include
nonirrigated orchards or vineyards, as found in some climatic zones in California. Land
must have been cropped at some time during the two update cycles prior to the
mapping date.

•

Farmland of Local Importance (also Local Importance) – Land of importance to the
local agricultural economy, as determined by each county’s board of supervisors and a
local advisory committee.
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•

Grazing Land – Land on which the existing vegetation is suited to the grazing of
livestock.

•

Urban and Built-up Land – Land occupied by structures with a building density of at
least one unit to 1.5 acres, or approximately six structures to one 10-acre parcel.

•

Water – Water areas with an extent of at least 40 acres.

•

Other Land (also other) – Land that does not meet the criteria of any other category.

Interim Farmland Mapping Categories. Farmed areas that lack modern soil survey information
or for which there is expressed local concern about farmland status use the following
interim farmland mapping categories in place of FMMP land use categories:
•

Irrigated Farmland – Cropped land with a developed irrigation water supply that is
dependable and of adequate quality. Land must have been used for irrigated agricultural production at some time during the two update cycles prior to the mapping date.

•

Nonirrigated Farmland – Land on which agricultural commodities are produced on a
continuing or cyclic basis using stored soil moisture.

Regional Setting. OID is located in the northeast portion of the San Joaquin Valley, about
30 miles southeast of Stockton and 12 miles northeast of Modesto. The OID service area
consists of 72,500 acres between the Sierra Nevada and the Central Valley8 along the San
Joaquin-Stanislaus County line, surrounding Oakdale and bordering the Cities of Riverbank
and Modesto. OID’s SOI extends 86,290 acres farther to the north and east into Calaveras
County and Tuolumne County. The Stanislaus River flows from the east through the center
of the district service area and SOI (CH2M HILL, 2005a).
Table 3.6-2 provides an overview of land uses and distribution throughout San Joaquin and
Stanislaus Counties for the year 2004 (DOC, 2006d). Calaveras and Tuolumne County land
use information was not available (DOC, 2006e)9.
TABLE 3.6-2

Land Categories and Acreages
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
2004 Total Acreage Inventoried by Land Use Category
(% of Total)
County

Prime

Statewide

Unique

Local

Urban

Grazing

Water

Other

Stanislaus

256,525
(29.5)

29,788
(3.4)

63,267
(7.3)

26,453
(3.0)

61,171
(7.0)

374,480
(43.1)

5,596
(0.6)

52,058
(6.0)

San Joaquin

412,550
(45.2)

91,222
(10.0)

62,535
(6.9)

57,808
(6.3)

83,409
(9.1)

147,653
(16.2)

11,648
(1.3)

45,777
(5.0)

Source: DOC, 2006d.

8 The Central Valley stretches nearly 400 miles north to south, its northern half referred to as the Sacramento Valley and its
southern half as the San Joaquin Valley. The two halves are joined by the shared delta of the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Rivers.
9 The California Department of Conservation was unable to provide land use data for Calaveras and Tuolumne Counties, as
modern soil survey data for the respective counties was not available from the California Natural Resources Conservation
Agency.
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As illustrated in Tables 3.6-1 and 3.6-2, the predominant land uses in San Joaquin and
Stanislaus Counties are agriculture and grazing land. Land used for farming and grazing
purposes accounts for over 80 percent of the total counties area.
San Joaquin Valley is California’s top agricultural-producing region, sometimes called “the
nation’s salad bowl” for producing a great array of fruits and vegetables (California
Resource Agency, 2006). In 2002, the majority of crop acreage was dedicated for the
production of forage and orchards in all four counties (United States Department of
Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service, 2006).

Stanislaus County. Stanislaus County was one of the top 10 fastest growing counties in
California from 1990 to 2000. Stanislaus County population increased from 371,000 to
451,000 during this period. Population growth has recently been driven by higher housing
prices of larger metropolitan areas and an increase in people that commute to the Bay Area
for work. Approximately 75 percent of Stanislaus County population is in incorporated
areas (Stanislaus County, 1994).
San Joaquin County. San Joaquin County’s population is largely concentrated in its urban
areas, with 80 percent located in the central one-third of the county, between State Route 99
and Interstate (I-) 5. Approximately 30 percent of the population in the county lives in
unincorporated areas. The Cities of Tracy, Lathrop, Manteca, Ripon, and, to a lesser extent,
Stockton, are experiencing great population growth due to the wave of outmigration from
the San Francisco Bay Area. An extensive railroad network, the State’s largest inland deepwater port connecting to the Pacific Ocean, several major interstate highways, and a
metropolitan airport strategically locate the county to have a major role in intra- and
interstate trade. A general ongoing shift from agriculture production to a more industrial
and service economy is occurring. The county’s population is expected to continue to grow
rapidly, with an average growth rate of 2.8 percent (State’s projected annual average growth
rate is 2.0 percent) and a total population projected to reach 750,000 in 2010 (San Joaquin
County, 1992).

Calaveras County. In the 20 years between 1960 and 1980, the population in Calaveras
County doubled, again in 2000; and even though a decline in the county’s growth rate is
expected, it is still predicted to be at 26 percent in 2010. The City of Angels, also known as
Angels Camp, is the one incorporated city in Calaveras County. The growth of outdoor
recreation beginning in the 1960s created major changes in the area’s economy and spurred
rapid growth of subdivisions, including both seasonal and permanent homes. The six
primary areas that generate the county’s economy are tourism and recreation, forest
products, mineral extraction, agriculture, private business, and the public sector (the
Government accounts for approximately one-third of all jobs) (Calaveras County, 1996).
Tuolumne County. Jamestown, Columbia, East Sonora, Tuolumne, Lime Kiln, Groveland,
Big Oak Flat, and Lake Don Pedro are the areas targeted for residential growth. Urban
residential growth outside of these areas is limited by land use designations for nonurban
development. The City of Sonora is the only incorporated community in Tuolumne County.
Approximately 77 percent of the lands within the county are publicly owned, such as by the
Service, Yosemite National Park, Caltrans, and irrigation districts. Of the remaining
23 percent of lands in the county, which are privately owned, approximately 49 percent
have been designated as agricultural (Tuolumne County, 1996).
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City of Oakdale. As of 2004, the population of Oakdale in Stanislaus County was approximately 17,100. Oakdale’s recent growth has been contained in the city planning area with
minimal changes to net OID acreage, but this trend might change. According to Stanislaus
County of Governments, the city’s share of the 2001-2008 regional housing needs is
1,805 units. Currently, approximately 354 acres of vacant residential land are within the city
limits. Much of this vacant land was committed to residential development. For example,
339 acres of land within city limits are either under construction or have been secured final
approval for development, for a total of 1,492 single-family homes. In addition, in the area
known as Bridle Ridge, it is estimated that 120 units per year will be constructed through at
least 2015. Increases in urban/industrial land use have occurred mostly adjacent to Oakdale.
Oakdale’s interest and plan is to avoid merging with the expanding Riverbank and Modesto
areas, and to identify a permanent “greenbelt” around Oakdale, with agricultural uses and
rural residences on larger tracts (Oakdale, 1993).

City of Riverbank. The City of Riverbank in Stanislaus County borders part of OID’s
southwestern service area. The estimated 2004 city population was 18,500. The growth in the
City of Riverbank was concentrated during the early 1990s and then slowed in the mid- and
late 1990s. From 1990 to 2000, the city’s growth rate was double compared to the
countywide average (CH2M HILL, 2005b).
Table 3.6-3 provides historical population growth information for the Cities of Oakdale and
Riverbank, and the Counties of Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Calaveras, and Tuolumne.
TABLE 3.6-3

Historical Population Growtha
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

2000 Population

2004 Population

Average Annual
Growth Rate
(%)

Oakdale

15,503

17,100

2.5

Riverbank

15,826

18,500

4.0

Stanislaus

446,997

490,860

2.4

San Joaquin

563,598

632,143

2.9

b

3.2

c

1.1

City

County

Calaveras
Tuolumne

40,554

45,939

54,504

56,860

33,871,648

35,055,227

State
California

0.9

a

U.S. Census Bureau, 2006.
Calaveras County Economic Development Company, 2006 in U.S. Census Bureau, 2006.
c
Tuolumne County Chamber of Commerce, 2006 in U.S. Census Bureau, 2006.
b

Project Setting. Approximately 75 percent of the land within the OID service area consists of
irrigated agriculture. The Cities of Oakdale and Riverbank are concentrated on 15 percent of
the land, or about 11,000 acres. Native vegetation and rangeland dominate the land
immediately outside the OID service area to the north, south, and east.
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Land use within and immediately adjacent to OID has continued to change over the past
10 years as urbanization in and around Oakdale and smaller urban areas, rural residential,
and crop shifting from pasture to orchard crops continue to increase. This trend is
anticipated to continue over the next 20 years (CH2M HILL, 2005b).
Land use changes are primarily driven by growing urban development, as well as
agricultural market conditions. For example, in 2005, the high price of almonds resulted in
significant plantings of this permanent (~30-year) crop. In addition, denser areas containing
small (fewer than 10 acres) ranchettes have come into existence. This trend is anticipated to
continue in the district (CH2M HILL, 2005b).

Agricultural Land Use Type Categorization within Oakdale Irrigation District Service Area.
Because of OID’s ability to deliver high-quality water to the growers within the district
boundary, most of the service area is currently irrigated for crop production. Crops are
categorized into the following four main agricultural land use types:
•

Orchards (for the purposes of assessing land use, all tree crops were merged as one
distinct category)

•

Pasture

•

Corn/Oats

•

Rice

Table 3.6-4 and Figure 3.6-1 summarize overall land use within the OID service area.
TABLE 3.6-4

Land Use by Type for 2004 – Inside Oakdale Irrigation District Service Area
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Land Use Type
Pasture
Corn/Oats
Orchard
Rice
Native Vegetation
Urban/Industrial
Othera
a

2004 Distribution Acreage
(% of total)
32,001 (43%)
8,995 (12%)
10,286 (14%)
4,288 (6%)
3,764 (6%)
7,734 (10%)
6,622 (9%)

Includes major roads, unclassified lands, other minor irrigated lands, and buildings.

Source: CH2M HILL, 2005b.

Orchards. Production tree crops grown in OID are primarily almonds and walnuts, with
almonds accounting for most of the acreage. Recently, in the last 3 to 6 years, sizeable
almond acreages have been planted throughout the district (indicating that lands
districtwide are suitable for almond production both from a soils and climatic perspective)
and also to the east of the OID boundary but within the SOI. Walnuts require deep, recent
alluvial soils, generally within proximity of the Stanislaus River or other active waterways.
No other significant acreages of other types of deciduous fruits and nuts have been
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developed in the past decade. Orchards are predominantly irrigated with drip (when
young) and are then converted to microsprinklers (after the first 3 to 4 years)
(CH2M HILL, 2005b).

Pasture. Pasture in OID is grown predominately for animal grazing. The pasture category
includes all fescues, clovers, and other grasses that are grazed or used for grass hay
production. Nonirrigated grasslands, which may or may not be grazed, are considered to be
native vegetation and are identified as such on Figure 3.6-1 and Table 3.6-4. Pasture is a
long-term perennial crop within OID and is distributed throughout the district. Pasturelands are irrigated for at least part of the growing season when irrigation demand exceeds
what precipitation can supply. Pasture is usually irrigated with border-check irrigation, but
in some cases is irrigated through unmanaged flood (wild flooding) irrigation
(CH2M HILL, 2005b).

Corn and Oats. Predominantly, corn and oats are double-cropped in the summer and
winters, respectively, for the purposes of producing feed for local dairies. Essentially, all of
the corn is “field corn” and is commonly harvested as green-chop silage. Oats are also
harvested as a feed source for local dairies. Corn/Oat land is fairly evenly distributed across
the district; however, it is slightly more prevalent south of the Stanislaus River and much
more sparse in the Knights Ferry area because of small field size and complex topography.
Corn is usually irrigated with some form of furrow system supplied with either a rigid or
flexible gated pipe or a head ditch equipped with siphon pipes or in-bank pipes
(CH2M HILL, 2005b).

Rice. Two distinct and very different areas of rice exist within the OID service area. The two
areas are located in the northwestern part of the district and in the Paulsell Valley (southeastern area). Rice acreage has decreased slightly from approximately 4,600 acres in 1996 to
about 4,300 acres in 2004. This decrease has likely occurred in the northwestern portion of
the district because of subdivision of rice land into smaller parcels and subsequent sale as
ranchettes. Rice land in the Paulsell Valley has increased in acreage since 1996. Rice is
planted in the spring as an annual crop and harvested in the late summer or fall. The crop is
flood irrigated with earthen berms (checks) aiding in establishing a uniform depth of water
(CH2M HILL, 2005b).

Nonagricultural Land Use Type Categorization within Oakdale Irrigation District Service Area.
Nonagricultural land use types not served or only partially served by OID consist of the
following:
•

Urban/Industrial

•

Native Vegetation

•

Other (fallow, unclassified, roads, rural buildings, water bodies, and other minor
acreages of irrigated crops)

Urban Lands. Urban lands include residential and industrial land uses such as within
Oakdale, the City of Riverbank, and low-density unincorporated development in county
areas (CH2M HILL, 2005b). OID has provided irrigation water to some urbanized parcels in
the past, but that practice has changed recently by Board of Directors direction, and OID has
few uses remaining in either city.
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Native Vegetation. The native vegetation land use category is composed of nonirrigated,
usually noncultivated land that has not been urbanized. This land often is used for seasonal
animal grazing. It also includes riparian areas along rivers and streams. As of 2004, the bulk
of native vegetation occurred along rivers and streams; most other land within the district
has been developed for irrigated agriculture or has been urbanized (CH2M HILL, 2005b).

Other Lands. Other lands include rivers and bodies of water, fallow land, areas of unknown
land use, and major roads.

Land Use Type in Oakdale Irrigation District Sphere of Influence, Outside of Service Area.
Currently, land use outside the OID service area but within the SOI is composed
predominantly of nonirrigated native vegetation. Much lesser quantities of orchards,
pasture, and corn/oats exist (Table 3.6-5 and Figure 3.6-1).
TABLE 3.6-5

Land Use by Type for 2004 – Oakdale Irrigation District Sphere of Influence, Outside of Service Area
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Land Use Type

2004 Distribution Acreage
(% of total)

Pasture

5,426 (8%)

Corn/Oats

3,680 (6%)

Orchard

6,882 (11%)

Rice

88 (<1%)

Native Vegetation
Urban/Industrial
Other

a

aIncludes

46,290 (71%)
422 (1%)
672 (1%)

major roads, unclassified lands, other minor irrigated lands, and buildings.

Source: CH2M HILL, 2005b.

Orchards. The orchard acreage outside the existing service boundaries of OID has more than
doubled over the past decade, with the majority of orchard development immediately
adjacent to the eastern OID boundary. This is due to the accelerated market conditions for
essentially all nut crops. The irrigation water source for orchards outside of OID is almost
exclusively groundwater because no surface water service exists, or is reliable, for these
growers (CH2M HILL, 2005b).

Pasture. The increase in pasture acreage outside of the district boundaries from 3,700 in 1996
to 5,400 acres in 2004, corresponded to use of tailwater from OID-served growers around the
margins of the district as an irrigation source. Through interviews with growers in the local
area, it is understood that very little, if any, pastureland outside of the OID service area is
served by groundwater wells because the cost is prohibitive. Some groundwater pumping
might occur to irrigate smaller residential hobby farms, but these farms represent a
relatively small percentage of pastureland acreage. Agreements exist between OID and a
few select growers to supply water outside of the district boundaries. Most of these
agreements supply water to pasture ground (CH2M HILL, 2005b).
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Corn/Oats. This land use type might use surface drainage water or groundwater as its water
source as long as the groundwater is cost effective to obtain.

Rice. Rice acreage outside of OID is minimal.
Native Vegetation. Native vegetation outside OID comprises nearly 75 percent of the land
base within the SOI (CH2M HILL, 2005a). Nonirrigated native vegetation has decreased
correspondingly as all other irrigated land use types have increased outside of the district
over the past decade. Within the SOI, native vegetation has decreased from 52,300 to
46,300 acres. This decrease represents only a 13 percent decrease in native vegetation over
the past decade. Significant acreage of land suitable for irrigation exists within remaining
undeveloped (native) areas. This area will likely experience continued irrigation
development (CH2M HILL, 2005b).
Visual Resources
Regulatory Setting. No Federal or State visual or aesthetic regulations are applicable to the
Proposed Program. Relevant local land use planning is limited to the General Plans of the
four affected counties: Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Tuolumne, and Calaveras and are discussed
below.
The Stanislaus County General Plan’s Conservation/Open Space Element encourages the
protection and preservation of natural and scenic areas throughout the county by
(1) maintaining the natural environment in areas dedicated as parks and open space,
(2) assuring compatibility between natural areas and development, (3) protecting sensitive
wildlife habitat and plant life from development, and (4) protecting oak woodlands and
other native hardwood habitat (Stanislaus County, 1994).
Agricultural lands, lands containing extractive resources, and hundreds of miles of
interlacing waterways are valued by San Joaquin County in their potential use for many
different purposes, including their scenic value. The county has an interest in preserving the
resource for local enjoyment and economic development (San Joaquin County, 1992).
Reservoirs, rivers and streams, rolling hills with oak habitat, ridgelines, and the forests are
considered the primary attributes of the scenic quality of Calaveras County and reinforce its
rural character. The scenic qualities of the county should be preserved and protected
(Calaveras County, 1996).
The Tuolumne County General Plan directs the county to “conserve the scenic environment
and rural character of the County which contribute to the quality of life of the County’s
residents and encourage tourism and economic development.” The County’s policies are to
(1) recognize agricultural and timberlands historically defined the rural character and scenic
beauty of the County; (2) conserve the natural scenic quality and rural character along
designated transportation routes; (3) conserve the natural scenic quality of hillsides and
hilltops throughout the County; and (4) conserve scenic resources, landmarks, and natural
landscapes (Tuolumne County, 1996).

Sensitive Viewers. The visual characteristics of the areas surrounding the project area vary,
depending on the location of each facility, although the entire project area shares a
predominately rural setting. For this analysis, a sensitive viewer is defined as one whose
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visual experience of the landscape might be adversely affected by construction or operation
of the Proposed Program, either by physical features or activities. As a general rule,
sensitive viewers in the project area are a largely mobile audience, as there are few
stationary viewers (including residences) for whom project elements will be visible.
Exceptions are noted in the impacts discussion below.

Project Setting. Situated near the base of the Sierra Nevada foothills, OID’s topography
varies from gently rolling to the east and south of Oakdale to nearly flat around Riverbank.
The study area is characterized by open views of hillsides and mountain ranges across
expanses of land used for agriculture. The majority of the OID service area (approximately
75 percent of the total land) is characterized by flat lands planted in a variety of crops with
interspersed residences and agriculture-related structures. Viewers within the project area
will potentially include area residents and travelers driving throughout the service area, and
possibly residences in the general vicinity.

3.6.2 Impacts and Mitigation
The following sections provide significance standards against which the Proposed Program
is measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Project baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. It is anticipated that other than
some degree of increased land conversions related to increased future residential development in the project area, the existing conditions and No Project baselines will be largely the
same with respect to land use. Potentially significant adverse impacts are identified and
mitigation measures proposed to reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels.

Standards of Significance
Standards of significance represent the thresholds that were used to identify whether an
impact will be potentially significant. The following criteria are based on Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines, local general plans or other relevant documents as applicable, and
professional judgment.
Impacts to existing land uses will be considered significant if they will result in any of the
following:
•

Physically divide an established community

•

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan,
Williamson Act program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental affect

•

Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan

•

Substantially permanently reduce agricultural acreage in a region or substantially
permanently convert land categorized as Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide
Importance, or Unique Farmland under FMMP or Prime Farmland under the
Williamson Act

•

Substantially permanently convert land enrolled in the Williamson Act or other land
protection programs to an incompatible use
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Impacts to visual resources will be considered significant if they will result in any of the
following:
•

Have a substantial effect on a scenic vista

•

Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a State scenic highway

•

Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings

•

Create a new source of substantial light or glare which will adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines
It is assumed that in the absence of the Proposed Program, land use within and immediately
adjacent to the OID will continue to be primarily agricultural as discussed in the OID’s
WRP. In general, orchards are expected to increase from approximately 7,500 acres to
15,000 acres by 2025, in response to market forces. This increase is expected to result in a
direct impact to pasturelands, as it is assumed that the additional orchards plantings will
occur on lands currently used for pasture. Other agricultural land uses including rice are
expected to decrease in response to urban development. It is assumed that the trend toward
increased urbanization around Oakdale and other smaller urban areas in the project area
will continue. Under the No Program baseline alternative, OID will serve fewer acres than
under the existing condition because of urbanization and the associated loss of farmland
within the district boundaries. However, under the Proposed Program, it is assumed that
the district will serve more lands than under the No Program baseline alternative because of
expansion of service to new agricultural customers both within and outside of OID.
Accordingly, additional urban development adjacent to the existing urban areas and
increased rural residential development within the OID boundary is expected and assumed
in the No Program baseline versus the existing condition. Under both baselines, however,
agricultural use is assumed to remain by far the predominant land use.
With respect to visual resources, as described above, the project area is assumed to remain
primarily agricultural in nature. Additional urban development, primarily in terms of rural
residential development will increase the number of potential viewpoints within the OID
service area. However, although the viewpoints will increase the character of the viewshed,
they will remain agricultural including daily operations and occasional OID maintenance
activities as necessary.

Proposed Program
Construction-related Impacts.
Impact LU/VR-1: Construction of the Proposed Program will involve ground disturbances
such as grading and excavation associated with a range of supply and conveyance system
improvements. Several types of heavy equipment will be used throughout construction of
the project. Potential impacts to neighboring agricultural fields could occur during
construction. However, OID will coordinate construction activities with landowners to
minimize impacts to agricultural production, including scheduling construction as feasible
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to avoid impacts to agricultural operations and associated production, and financially
compensating landowners for any loss of production. Because the total acreage of land to
be disturbed by construction activities is expected to be minimal, representing a small
percentage of the 36,289 acres of pastureland and cropland in the OID service area, in
addition to the coordination of construction and agricultural schedules by OID, impacts
are less than significant.
Impact LU/VR-2: Visual impacts during construction will include the removal of vegetation,
construction dust raised by earthmoving, and the presence of construction equipment and
vehicles. Such impacts will be temporary, and affected views will generally be limited to
short-term views impacts from residences located directly adjacent to the work site and brief
views from roads. Visual impacts will be less than significant because of the limited
duration of construction, agricultural character of the area, and limited number of
nonagricultural viewpoints of the project area.

Operation-related Impacts.
Impact LU/VR-3: Construction of the proposed North Side Regulating Reservoir will
permanently convert up to 35 acres enrolled in the Williamson Act. This represents less than
0.01 percent of the total land enrolled in the program in Stanislaus County. Because the
Proposed Program will not change the primary use of the land, will protect open-space
lands by discouraging conversion to urban uses, and the proposed improvement will
improve water supply reliability to agricultural land uses, impacts are considered less
than significant.
Impact LU/VR-4: Construction of the proposed North Side Regulating Reservoir and five
drainwater reclamation basins will permanently remove up to 65 acres from agricultural
productivity. Any remaining acreage potentially affected by the supply and conveyance
system improvements outlined in the WRP will be minimal. Because the total acreage of
agricultural productive land lost is less than 0.01 percent of the total pastureland and
cropland in the OID service area, and the Proposed Program will not change the primary
use of the land, nor convert or conflict with existing agricultural uses, nor disrupt an
existing community or conflict with applicable land use plans, and the proposed
improvement will improve water supply reliability to agricultural land uses, impacts are
considered less than significant.
Impact LU/VR-5: Elements of the Proposed Program might slightly modify the visual
character of the project area, but will not be expected to result in significant adverse
changes. The regulating reservoir and other associated reclamation ponds are not expected
to have a negative aesthetic effect on a scenic view, substantially damage scenic resources,
or substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site given the limited
number of viewpoints in the vicinity of the Proposed Program. Permanent or temporary
adverse aesthetic and visual impacts from the Proposed Program are considered less than
significant.
Impact LU/VR-6: Minor impacts to the visual characteristics of portions of the canals and
service laterals proposed to be improved are anticipated. Unlined portions of the canals and
laterals currently contain a small amount of adjacent vegetation that will be removed during
construction. Given the limited number of viewpoints, temporary nature of impacts, and
current and continued agricultural character of the area, permanent or temporary adverse
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aesthetic and visual impacts from the Proposed Program are considered less than
significant.

Mitigation Measures.
No significant impacts are anticipated; therefore, no mitigation is required.
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3.7 Air Quality
This section presents a description of the existing conditions in the OID project area, including the regulatory setting and current air quality conditions in the study area. Following the
discussion of existing conditions, the anticipated air quality impacts associated with
construction and operation of the Proposed Program are described.

3.7.1 Existing Conditions
The concentration of a pollutant in the atmosphere is dependent on the amount of pollutant
released, the nature of the source, and the ability of the atmosphere to transport and
disperse the pollutant. The main determinants of transport and dispersion are wind,
atmospheric stability or turbulence, topography, and the existence of inversion layers.
Under the right meteorological and topographic conditions, certain photochemically active
pollutants, such as oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and reactive organic gases, can react in the
presence of sunlight and form secondary pollutants. Elevated levels of ground-level ozone
and fine particulate matter are examples of secondary pollutants. Warm temperatures
accelerate the creation of secondary pollutants and can exacerbate conditions of poor air
quality.
Air pollutants from stationary emission sources, such as industrial facilities; mobile sources,
such as vehicles; and even natural sources from some plants are emitted into the atmosphere, disperse, and chemically react depending on the meteorological and geographic
factors present at the time.

Regulatory Setting
Air quality in California is regulated at the Federal and State levels by U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the California Air Resources Board (CARB). At the local level,
regional air pollution control districts have been established to oversee the attainment of air
quality standards within air basins, as defined by the State. The districts have permitting
authority over all stationary sources of air pollutants within their district boundaries, and
provide the primary review of environmental documents prepared for projects with air
quality issues.
Each district has developed its own program and regulations to attain and maintain air
quality standards, while integrating Federal and State requirements. The following
identifies the air basins and the air districts associated with the study area:
•

The San Joaquin Valley Air Basin (SJVAB) is under the jurisdiction of the San Joaquin
Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD). This includes the OID service
boundary within the Counties of San Joaquin and Stanislaus.

•

The Mountain Counties Air Basin (MCAB) includes Calaveras County and Tuolumne
County, which are within the OID SOI. Air quality regulatory oversight in these
counties is provided by the Calaveras County Air Pollution Control District and the
Tuolumne County Air Pollution Control District.

Figure 3.7-1 shows the jurisdictional boundaries of the SJVAPCD and MCAB.
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Federal Clean Air Act and California Ambient Air Quality Standards. The Federal Clean Air Act
(CAA) requires EPA to establish and maintain national ambient air quality standards
(NAAQS), used to manage air quality across the country. The State of California has also
adopted ambient air quality standards (CAAQS), and, generally, CAAQS are more stringent
than NAAQS. Pollutants for which standards have been established are termed “criteria”
pollutants, because the standards are based on criteria that show a relationship between
pollutant concentrations and impacts on health and welfare. From this relationship, EPA
and the State establish acceptable pollutant concentration levels to serve as ambient air
quality standards. Table 3.7-1 describes the criteria pollutants of primary concern (ozone,
carbon monoxide [CO], NOx as nitrogen dioxide [NO2], sulfur dioxide [SO2], and particulate
matter). Table 3.7-2 lists the NAAQS and CAAQS.
If ambient concentrations of any of the criteria pollutants in an area exceed the State or
Federal standards established for those pollutants, the area is designated a “nonattainment”
area. For some pollutants, an area can be designated a basic, moderate, serious, severe, or
extreme nonattainment area, depending on the level of pollutant concentrations. Likewise, if
standards for pollutants are met in a particular area, the area is designated an “attainment”
area. Where standards might not have been established, or monitoring data do not exist for
certain criteria pollutants, the designation is “unclassified.”
The CAA requires states with nonattainment areas to develop plans, known as State
Implementation Plans (SIP), that describe the measures the State will take to achieve
attainment with NAAQS. Local air districts and other agencies prepare SIP elements for the
areas under their regulatory jurisdiction and submit these elements to CARB for review and
approval. CARB incorporates the individual air district elements into a statewide SIP, and
the plan is then submitted to EPA for approval and publication in the Federal Register.

General Conformity. Under the conformity provisions of the CAA, no Federal agency can
approve a project or undertake a Federal action unless the project or action has been
demonstrated to conform to the applicable SIP. These conformity provisions were put in
place to ensure that Federal agencies will contribute to the efforts of attaining the NAAQS.
EPA has issued two types of conformity guidelines: transportation conformity rules that
apply to transportation plans and projects, and general conformity rules that apply to all
other Federal actions.
A project is exempt from EPA’s General Conformity Rule (assumed to conform) if the total
net project-related emissions meet the following requirements:
1. They are less than the de minimus thresholds established by the conformity rule.
2. They are not regionally significant (emissions are regionally significant if they exceed
10 percent of the total regional emissions inventory).
A project that produces emissions that exceed conformity thresholds is required to
demonstrate conformity with the SIP through mitigation or other accepted practices.
The Proposed Program does not currently include any Federal action subject to the General
Conformity rule. Subsequent documentation for actions that may have Federal involvement
(e.g., water transfers) will be subject to general conformity review.
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TABLE 3.7-1

Criteria Pollutants
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Pollutant
Ozone

CO

Characteristics

Health Effects

A highly reactive, photochemical
pollutant created by the action of
sunshine on ozone precursors
(reactive organic gases and NOx)

•

Eye irritation

•

Respiratory function
impairment

Odorless, colorless gas that is
highly toxic; formed by the
incomplete combustion of fuels

•

Impairment of oxygen
transport in the
bloodstream

•

Aggravation of
cardiovascular disease

•

Fatigue, headache,
dizziness

Major Sources
Combustion sources,
such as factories and
automobiles; evaporation
of solvents and fuels
Automobile exhaust,
combustion of fuels,
combustion of wood in
woodstoves and
fireplaces

NO2

Reddish-brown gas formed during
combustion

•

Increased risk of acute and
chronic respiratory disease

Automobile and diesel
truck exhaust, industrial
processes, fossil-fueled
power plants

SO2

Colorless gas with a pungent odor

•

Increased risk of acute and
chronic respiratory disease

Diesel vehicle exhaust,
coal- and oil-fueled
power plants, industrial
processes

PM

Solid and liquid particles of dust,
soot, aerosols, smoke, ash, pollen,
and other matter small enough to
remain suspended in the air for a
long period

•

Aggravation of chronic
disease and heart/lung
disease symptoms

Dust, erosion,
incinerators, automobile
and aircraft exhaust,
open fires

Prevention of Significant Deterioration. The CAA includes provisions for prevention of
significant deterioration (PSD) of air quality in areas designated as in attainment or
unclassifiable. The basic goals of EPA’s PSD rules, as published at 40 CFR 52.21, are as
follows:
•

To ensure that clean air resources are preserved during economic growth

•

To protect human health and welfare from adverse impacts of air pollution

•

To preserve, protect, and enhance air quality in especially sensitive areas, such as
national parks or wilderness

The PSD rules distinguish between two thresholds used to define a “major source”:
(1) 28 listed source categories that emit, or have the potential to emit, 100 tons per year of
any attainment pollutant; and (2) remaining stationary sources that emit, or have the
potential to emit, 250 tons per year of any attainment pollutant. PSD permits are required
for new sources that meet or exceed these major source thresholds, and for modifications to
major sources with net emissions increases above PSD significance thresholds.
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TABLE 3.7-2

Ambient Air Quality Standards
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Pollutant

Averaging Time

California
Standardsa
e

National Standardsb
Primaryc

Secondaryd

Ozone

8 Hours
1 Hour

0.07 ppm
0.09 ppm

0.08 ppm

0.08 ppm

CO

8 Hours
1 Hour

9.0 ppm
20 ppm

9 ppm
35 ppm

---

NO2

Annual Arithmetic Mean
1 Hour

-0.25 ppm

0.053 ppm
--

0.053 ppm
--

SO2

Annual Arithmetic Mean
24 Hours
3 Hours
1 Hour

-0.04 ppm
-0.25 ppm

0.030 ppm
0.14 ppm
---

--0.5 ppm
--

PM10

Annual Arithmetic Mean
24 Hours

20 μg/m3
50 μg/m3

50 μg/m3
3
150 μg/m

50 μg/m3
3
150 μg/m

PM2.5

Annual Arithmetic Mean
24 Hours

12 μg/m
--

15 μg/m3
65 μg/m3

15 μg/m3
65 μg/m3

24 Hours

25 μg/m3

--

--

30 Days
Calendar Quarter

1.5 μg/m
--

-1.5 μg/m3

-1.5 μg/m3

1 Hour

0.03 ppm

--

--

24 Hours

0.01 ppm

--

--

f

--

--

Sulfates
Lead
Hydrogen Sulfide
Vinyl Chloride
Visibility-reducing
Particles

8 Hours

3

3

See Note

a

California standards for ozone, CO, SO2 (1-hour and 24-hour), NO2, and suspended particulate matter (PM10,
PM2.5, and visibility-reducing particles) are values that are not to be exceeded. All others are not to be equaled or
exceeded.
b

National standards, other than ozone, particulate matter, and those based on annual averages or annual
arithmetic means, are not to be exceeded more than once per year. The ozone standard is attained when the
fourth highest 8-hour concentration in a year, averaged over 3 years, is equal to or less than the standard. For
PM10, the 24-hour standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with a 24-hour
3
average concentration above 150 μg/m is equal to or less than 1. For PM2.5, the 24-hour standard is attained
when 98 percent of the daily concentrations, averaged over 3 years, is equal to or less than the standard.

c

National Primary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate margin of safety, to protect
the public health.

d

National Secondary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary to protect the public welfare from any known
or anticipated adverse impacts of a pollutant.

e

This concentration was approved by CARB on April 28, 2005 and became effective May 17, 2006.

f

In sufficient amounts to produce an extinction coefficient of 0.23 per kilometer due to particles, when the relative
humidity is less than 70 percent.
Source: CARB, 2006a.

Notes:
ppm =
PM2.5 =
μg/m3 =
-=

parts per million (by volume)
particulate matter 2.5 microns or less in aerodynamic diameter
microgram per cubic meter
no established standard

Toxic Air Contaminant and Odorous Emissions. In addition to the criteria pollutants, concern
about noncriteria pollutants, or toxic air contaminants and odorous compounds, has
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increased in recent years. Toxic air contaminants include airborne inorganic and organic
compounds that can have both short-term (acute) and long-term (carcinogenic, chronic, and
mutagenic) impacts on human health. Odorous compounds include those that can be
detected by the human olfactory system, such as hydrogen sulfide and other sulfurous
compounds.
EPA and California agencies have written regulations to evaluate and, if necessary, mitigate
toxic air contaminant emissions sources. Prior to the 1990 CAA amendments, EPA conducted a program to establish national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants.
National emission standards were established for benzene, vinyl chloride, radionuclides,
mercury, asbestos, beryllium, inorganic arsenic, radon 222, and coke oven emissions. The
1990 CAA amendments require EPA to set standards for categories and subcategories of
sources that emit hazardous air pollutants, rather than for the pollutants themselves. EPA
began issuing the new standards in November 1994. National emission standards set before
1991 remain applicable.
In California, AB 1807 (the Tanner Bill, passed in 1983) established the State Air Toxics
Program to identify and develop emissions control and reduction methods for toxic air
contaminants. The bill formally designated 18 substances as toxic air contaminants. In 1993,
the 189 hazardous air pollutants identified by EPA were incorporated into California law as
toxic air contaminants. Other pollutants have been added more recently, such as particulate
emissions from diesel-fueled engines, designated by California as “carcinogens.”
The California Air Toxics Hot Spots Information and Assessment Act of 1987 (AB 2588)
regulates more than 700 air toxins, including all designated toxic air contaminants. Under
AB 2588, industrial and municipal facilities emitting more than 10 tons per year of any
criteria air pollutant must estimate and report their toxic air contaminant emissions to local
air districts. The local air districts then prioritize facilities according to emissions. Highpriority facilities are required to submit human health risk assessments. If the predicted
health risks are great enough, the facilities must communicate the results to the public and
implement a risk reduction program.
AB 3205 requires that public notice be provided to the parents of school children before a
permit to emit air pollutants is issued for new or modified sources of toxic air contaminants
near schools. The local air quality management districts oversee implementation of this law
as part of the New Source Review process.
Odorous emissions are typically regulated by local air districts under nuisance prohibitory
rules. Because odor is generally a subjective phenomenon that affects people differently,
development of odor emissions standards has proven impractical. Therefore, regulators
have relied on the “nuisance” standard to assist in enforcing control of odorous emissions.
Determination of the presence of a nuisance emission is based on the number of odor
complaints received by the air district during an “odor episode.”

Project Setting – San Joaquin Valley Air Basin, Calaveras County, and Tuolumne County
The San Joaquin Valley is considered one of the most polluted parts of the country
(SJVAPCD, 2006). The primary pollutants of concern within the area are ozone and PM10,
because concentrations of these pollutants have been found to exceed ambient air quality
standards. The combination of heat and sunlight transform volatile organic compounds and
NOx from vehicle exhaust, industrial processes, and other operations into ground-level
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ozone. Additionally, small particles of manmade compounds such as soot, ash, and dust
become suspended in the air to create particulate matter. The topography of the basin
exacerbates the problem by limiting dispersion and dissipation of the regional pollutants.
Calaveras and Tuolumne County Air Pollution Control Districts are two of seven air
districts that comprise the MCAB. The topographic boundaries of the MCAB, coupled with
light winds and atmospheric stability, make the basin susceptible to the accumulation of air
pollutants. The typical summer circulation allows transport of pollution for long distances.
The major air pollution problems in the basin are high concentrations of oxidants and
suspended particulate matter. Both pollutants frequently exceed air quality standards. The
largest source of oxidants in the basin is motor vehicles, and a major source of suspended
particulates is agriculture (Calaveras County, 2006).
Table 3.7-3 provides the attainment status for the SJVAB, Calaveras County, and Tuolumne
County.

3.7.2 Impacts and Mitigation
The following subsections describe significance criteria against which project alternatives
are measured, followed by an evaluation of the No Program alternative and the Proposed
Program relative to the significance criteria. Increases in future residential development in
the project area are anticipated, resulting in an assumed slightly greater degree of personal
vehicle emissions, although the location of new development is not yet known. Accordingly,
this analysis assumes there will be a greater number of residences and related vehicle
emissions associated with the No Program baseline versus the existing condition.
Potentially significant adverse impacts are identified and mitigation measures proposed to
reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels.

Standards of Significance
Standards of significance represent the thresholds that were used to identify whether an
impact will be potentially significant. The following criteria are based on Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines, local general plans or other relevant documents as applicable, and
professional judgment.
Air quality impacts will be considered significant if they will result in any of the following:
•

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan

•

Violate any ambient air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation

•

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which a
region is nonattainment

•

Expose sensitive receptors10 to substantial pollutant concentrations

•

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people

10 Sensitive receptors are defined by SJVAPCD as “facilities that house or attract children, the elderly, people with illnesses, or
others who are especially sensitive to the effects of air pollutants. Hospitals, schools, convalescent facilities, and residential
areas are examples of sensitive receptors” (SJVAPCD, 2002).
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TABLE 3.7-3

Attainment Status for the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin and Calaveras and Tuolumne Counties
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Designation/Classification
SJVAB
Pollutant

Federal Standard
c

a

Calaveras Countyb

State Standard

Federal
Standard

State Standard

Tuolumne Countyb
Federal Standard
c

State Standard

Ozone – 1 hour

No Federal Standard

Nonattainment/
Severe

No Federal
c
Standard

Nonattainment

No Federal Standard

Ozone – 8 hour

Nonattainment/
Serious

No State Standard

Nonattainment

No State Standard

Nonattainment/
d
Subpart 1

No State Standard

PM10

Attainment

Nonattainment

Unclassifiable/
Attainment

Nonattainment

Unclassifiable/
Attainment

Unclassified

PM2.5

Nonattainment

Nonattainment

Unclassifiable/
Attainment

Attainment

Unclassifiable/
Attainment

Unclassified

Unclassified/
Attainment

Unclassified

Unclassified/Attainment

Attainment

e

CO
f

Nonattainment

g

Fresno Urbanized Area

Attainment

Remainder of Fresno County

Unclassified/
Attainment

Attainment

Merced, Madera, and Kings
Counties

Unclassified/
c
Attainment

Unclassified

Kern (SJVAB portion), Tulare,
Stanislaus, San Joaquin

Unclassified/
f
Attainment

Attainment

NO2

Unclassified/
Attainment

Attainment

Unclassified/
Attainment

Attainment

Unclassified/
Attainment

Attainment

SO2

Unclassified

Attainment

Unclassified

Attainment

Unclassified

Attainment

Attainment

Attainment

Lead (Particulate)

No Designation

Attainment

No Designation

Attainment

No Designation

Attainment

Hydrogen Sulfide

No Federal Standard

Unclassified

No Federal
Standard

Unclassified

No Federal Standard

Unclassified

Kern County (SJVAB portion)
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TABLE 3.7-3

Attainment Status for the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin and Calaveras and Tuolumne Counties
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Designation/Classification
SJVAB
Pollutant

Federal Standard

a

State Standard

Calaveras Countyb
Federal
Standard

State Standard

Tuolumne Countyb
Federal Standard

State Standard

Sulfates

No Federal Standard

Attainment

No Federal
Standard

Attainment

No Federal Standard

Attainment

Visibility-reducing Particles

No Federal Standard

Unclassified

No Federal
Standard

Unclassified

No Federal Standard

Unclassified

aSource:

SJVAPCD, 2006.

bSource:

CARB, 2006b.

c

The Federal 1-Hour Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard was revoked on June 15, 2005.

dThe

CAA Title I, part D contains two sets of provisions, subpart 1 and subpart 2, that address planning and control requirements for nonattainment areas. Subpart 1, which is
referred to as “basic” nonattainment, contains general, less prescriptive, requirements for nonattainment areas. Subpart 2, which is referred to as “classified” nonattainment, provides
more specific requirements for ozone nonattainment areas (CARB, 2006b).

eThe

Federal attainment status for PM10 was changed October 17, 2006.

f40

CFR Parts 52 and 81 -- Fresno Urbanized Area, Bakersfield Metropolitan Area, Stockton Urbanized Area, and Modesto Urbanized Area redesignated on March 31, 1998,
effective June 1, 1998.

gArea has reached attainment status. The request for redesignation was approved by the Air Resources Board on September 24, 1998. The redesignation became final upon action
by the California Office of Administrative Law on August 26, 1999.
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Air quality is evaluated in terms of emissions and impacts. Thresholds are shown in
Table 3.7-4 and were identified from the Guide for Assessing and Mitigating Air Quality
Impacts (SJVAPCD, 2002). SJVAPCD identifies thresholds that separate short-term
(construction) and long-term (operations) emissions. Short-term emissions are typically
associated with construction activities and are recognized to be short in duration. The
SJVAPCD’s approach to CEQA analyses of construction PM10 impacts is to require
implementation of effective and comprehensive control measures rather than to require
detailed quantification of emissions. Therefore, thresholds to determine levels of
significance are not provided for short-term projects, and the SJVAPCD requires a more
qualitative approach to mitigating construction emissions.
Long-term emissions are typically associated with project operation and occur over more
than a year. Construction projects that exceed the established annual thresholds and last for
long periods (e.g., over a year) are considered “large” construction projects, and the
emissions are therefore required to be quantified and measured against the emissions
thresholds. Table 3.7-4 provides quantifiable emission thresholds to determine level of
significance for long-term projects.
TABLE 3.7-4

Air Quality Thresholds of Significance
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Pollutant

Pounds (per day)

Tons per Year

Reactive Organic
Gas

55

10

NOx

55

10

82

15

PM10
a

a

New Source Review Rule (SJVAPCD, 2005).

Source: SJVAPCD, 2002.

PM10 is the pollutant of primary concern for construction projects. Construction-related
emissions can cause substantial increases in localized concentrations of PM10, as well as
affecting PM10 compliance with ambient air quality standards on a regular basis
(SJVAPCD, 2002). However, large construction projects might also exceed the district’s
annual threshold for NOx and CO.

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines
It is assumed that, in the absence of the Proposed Program, OID will continue to maintain
its current facilities and will continue to generate indirect emissions from maintenance
vehicles traveling through the service area. Additionally, it is assumed that there will be a
greater degree of residential development with the No Program baseline versus the existing
condition because of future residential growth in the project area. Additional residential
development will result in some increase in indirect emissions due to an increase in
residential vehicles.
Absent the Proposed Program, it is expected that some amount of construction and
maintenance activities will occur within OID. Construction activities will include repairs to
existing facilities and construction of new infrastructure at locations unknown at this time.
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Such construction activity will be temporary, and the level of impact cannot be determined
until such projects have been proposed and further analyses have been performed.

Proposed Program
Construction-related Impacts.
Impact AQ-1: Construction activities associated with implementation of the infrastructure
elements of the WRP will take place over the next 25 years. These construction activities will
result in increased emissions of criteria pollutants such as CO and NOx from vehicle and
equipment exhaust, and fugitive dust (PM10) from ground-disturbing activities. Because it is
not yet known which particular elements of the Proposed Program will exceed the
established threshold (e.g., be considered a large construction project), it is recommended
that the SJVAPCD be consulted for analysis recommendations during subsequent environmental documentation for those projects deemed to potentially likely to qualify as a large
construction project. Although the increase in emissions will be temporary, increases in
emissions associated with some of the larger elements of the program (e.g., construction
of the North Side Regulating Reservoir) and the program as a whole will likely exceed
applicable thresholds. Additionally, the proximity of construction activities to nearby
residences could result in impacts to sensitive receptors., Therefore, if construction
activities result in the exposure of substantial concentrations of pollutants, then
construction impacts will be considered significant and require mitigation to reduce
emissions and impacts on nearby residences and sensitive receptors.

Operation-related Impacts.
Impact AQ-2: Operational activities associated with the Proposed Program include periodic
maintenance to various types of infrastructure, and groundwater pumping. Indirect
operational emissions will result from vehicle traffic in the project vicinity; however,
emissions are anticipated to remain at the current level. Groundwater wells associated with
the Proposed Program will use electric well pumps, so air quality impacts associated with
groundwater pumping are expected to be negligible.
The resulting indirect operational emissions due to vehicle traffic and increased electrical
load resulting from the operation of groundwater wells will have a negligible effect on
ambient air quality; therefore, the impact to air quality resulting from operation of the
Proposed Program is considered less than significant.

Mitigation Measures.
Mitigation Measure AQMM-1: Although it is uncertain at this point which elements of the
Proposed Program will be classified as a large construction project, as defined by SJVAPCD,
the following mitigation measures should be implemented, as appropriate, to reduce
potential air quality impacts. The measures, appropriate for construction projects, include
mitigation for both PM10 and NOx emissions. The PM10 measures listed below also include
the most stringent measures listed for projects considered to be significant or projects
located near sensitive receptors. These measures are taken directly from the SJVAPCD Guide
for Mitigating and Assessing Air Quality Impacts (SJVAPCD, 2002).

Mitigation Measures for PM10. Following are measures required for all construction projects.
These measures are referred to as “Regulation VIII” by the SJVAPCD in the Guide for
Mitigating and Assessing Air Quality Impacts, and are not considered mitigation, as they are
required by law (SJVAPCD, 2002):
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•

All disturbed areas, including storage piles, that are not being actively used for
construction purposes, shall be effectively stabilized of dust emissions using water or a
chemical stabilizer/suppressant, or covered with a tarp or other suitable cover or
vegetative groundcover.

•

All onsite unpaved roads and offsite unpaved access roads shall be effectively stabilized
of dust emissions using water or a chemical stabilizer/suppressant.

•

All land clearing, grubbing, scraping, excavation, land leveling, grading, cut and fill, and
demolition activities shall be effectively controlled of fugitive dust emissions using
application of water or by presoaking.

•

With the demolition of buildings up to six stories high, all exterior surfaces of the
building shall be wetted during demolition.

•

When materials are transported offsite, all material shall be covered, or effectively
wetted to limit visible dust emissions; and at least 6 inches of freeboard space from the
top of the container shall be maintained.

•

All operations shall limit or expeditiously remove the accumulation of mud or dirt from
adjacent public streets at the end of each workday. (The use of dry rotary brushes is
expressly prohibited except where preceded or accompanied by sufficient wetting to limit the
visible dust emissions.) (Use of blower devices is expressly forbidden.)

•

Following the addition of materials to, or the removal of materials from, the surface of
outdoor storage piles, said piles shall be effectively stabilized of fugitive dust emissions
using sufficient water or a chemical stabilizer/suppressant.

•

Within urban areas, trackout shall be immediately removed when it extends 50 or more
feet from the site and at the end of each workday.

•

Any site with 150 or more vehicle trips per day shall prevent carryout and trackout.

Following are enhanced PM10 controls. These measures provide a greater degree of PM10
reduction than Regulation VIII. These additional measures are only required when impacts
are considered significant (exceed the applicable PM10 threshold) and will only be
implemented in the event that subsequent environmental documentation identifies an
impact resulting in the significant emission of particulate matter above the established
threshold:
•

Limit traffic speeds on unpaved roads to 15 miles per hour.

•

Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt runoff to public
roadways from sites with a slope greater than 1 percent.

Mitigation Measures for NOx and CO. Implementation of the following measures will help
reduce NOx and CO emissions to a less than significant level. These measures will be
implemented in the event that subsequent environmental documentation identifies an
impact resulting in the significant emission of NOx and CO above the established threshold:
•

A trip reduction plan will be developed to achieve a 1.5 average vehicle ridership for
construction employees.
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•

A shuttle service will be implemented to and from retail services and food
establishments during lunch hours.

•

The use of all construction equipment during second stage smog alerts will be
suspended.

•

Construction parking will be configured to minimize traffic interference.

•

Temporary traffic control will be provided during all phases of construction that occur
in high traffic areas, to improve traffic flow (e.g., flag person).

•

Construction activities will be scheduled to limit construction traffic flow to off-peak
hours.

•

A construction traffic management plan will be developed that includes, but is not
limited to the following:
−

Rerouting construction trucks off congested streets

−

Consolidating truck deliveries

−

Providing dedicated turn lanes for movement of construction trucks and equipment
on- and offsite

•

Vehicle and equipment idling will be limited, to the greatest extent practicable
(e.g., 10-minute maximum).

•

When emissions cannot be reduced below the NOx or PM10 threshold, OID will pay the
SJVAPCD a specified sum (as previously agreed upon by OID and SJVAPCD) for use in
the SJVAPCD emissions reduction program for the purchase of offsets.
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3.8 Noise
This noise analysis describes the existing noise environment within the OID service area and
SOI, and potential impacts and mitigation measures associated with implementation of the
Proposed Program.

3.8.1 Existing Conditions
For this noise analysis, the APE is generally defined by the number and nature of sensitive
receptors11 that could be affected by noise generated as a result of project implementation.
Sensitive receptors for noise can be defined as people at locations or participating in
activities for whom low noise levels are important (e.g., residences, hospitals, schools,
libraries, and places of religious worship) and on whom excessive noise levels could cause
adverse health effects or disrupt activity.

Noise Characteristics
Noise is typically defined as unwanted sound. Airborne sound is a rapid fluctuation of air
pressure above and below atmospheric pressure. There are several different ways to
measure noise, depending on the source of the noise, the receiver, and the reason for the
noise measurement. Noise levels are typically stated in terms of decibels on the A-weighted
scale (dBA), reflecting the response of the human ear by filtering out some of the noise in the
low- and high-frequency ranges that the ear does not detect well. The A-weighted scale is
used in most ordinances and standards. The equivalent sound pressure level (Leq) is defined
as the average noise level, on an energy basis, for a stated period of time (e.g., hourly).
Table 3.8-1 summarizes technical noise terms used in this section.
In determining the daily level of background environmental noise, it is important to account
for the difference people’s response to daytime and nighttime noises. During the nighttime,
exterior background noises are generally lower than the daytime levels. However, most
household noise also decreases at night, and exterior noise becomes more noticeable. To
account for human sensitivity to nighttime noise levels, the CNEL was developed. CNEL is
a noise index that accounts for the greater annoyance of noise during the evening and
nighttime hours. CNEL values are calculated by averaging hourly Leq sound levels for a
24-hour period, and applying a penalty factor to evening and nighttime Leq values. For
assessing noise, the 24-hour day is divided into three time periods, with the following
weighting:
•
•
•

Daytime:
Evening:
Nighttime:

7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.

Penalty factor of 0 dB
Penalty factor of about 5 dB
Penalty factor of 10 dB

11 A sensitive receptor includes structures such as schools, residences, hospitals, resident care facilities, and libraries.
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TABLE 3.8-1

Definitions of Acoustical Terms
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Term
Decibel (dB)

A-weighted Sound Level
(dBA)

Equivalent Noise Level (Leq)
Percentile Noise Level (Ln)
Community Noise Equivalent
Level (CNEL)
Ambient Noise Level
Intrusive

Definitions
A unit describing the amplitude of sound, equal to 20 times the logarithm to the
base 10 of the ratio of the sound pressure, which is 20 micropascals (20 micronewtons per square meter).
The sound pressure level in dB as measured on a sound-level meter using the
A-weighted filter network. The A-weighted filter de-emphasizes the very low- and
very high-frequency components of the sound in a manner similar to the frequency
response of the human ear, and correlates well with subjective reactions to noise.
All sound levels in this report are A-weighted.
The average A-weighted noise level during the measurement period.
The noise level exceeded during n% of the measurement period, where “n” is a
number between 0 and 100 (e.g., L90).
The average A-weighted noise level during a 24-hour day, obtained after addition
of 5 dB from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., and after addition of 10 dB to sound levels
between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.
The composite of noise from all sources near and far. The normal or existing level
of environmental noise at a given location.
Noise that intrudes over and above the existing ambient noise at a given location.
The relative intrusiveness of a sound depends on its amplitude, duration,
frequency, and time of occurrence, and tonal or information content as well as the
prevailing ambient noise level.

Table 3.8-2 shows the relative A-weighted noise levels of common sounds measured in the
environment and industry for various sound levels (Beranek, 1988).
TABLE 3.8-2

Typical Sound Levels Measured in the Environment and Industry
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Noise Source
at a Given Distance
Civil Defense Siren (100 feet)
Jet Takeoff (200 feet)
Pile Driver (50 feet)
Ambulance Siren (100 feet)

A-weighted Sound
Level in Decibels
140
130
120
110
100
90

Freight Cars (50 feet)
Pneumatic Drill (50 feet)

80

Noise Environments

Subjective
Impression

Pain Threshold
Rock Music Concert
Very Loud
Boiler Room
Printing Press Plant
In Kitchen with Garbage
Disposal Running

Freeway (100 feet)
Vacuum Cleaner (10 feet)
Department Store
Light Traffic (100 feet)
Large Transformer (200 feet)
Soft Whisper (5 feet)
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70
60

Data Processing Center

50

Private Business Office

40
30
20
10

Moderately Loud

Quiet
Quiet Bedroom
Recording Studio
Hearing Threshold
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Regulatory Setting
Federal Noise Regulations. The Occupational Health and Safety Act of 1970 (OSHA)
(29 CFR 1910 et seq.) contains regulations that establish the maximum noise levels to which
workers at a facility or construction site may be exposed. These OSHA noise regulations are
designed to protect workers from the effects of noise exposure and list permissible noiselevel exposure as a function of the amount of time during which the worker is exposed to
the noise. OSHA regulations also dictate hearing conservation program requirements and
workplace noise monitoring requirements.
No Federal laws exist that govern offsite noise. However, EPA has identified a noise level of
55 dBA as adequate to protect outdoor activities against noise interference. This level does
not represent an enforceable standard, but is viewed as a level below which an increased
health risk is unlikely.

State Noise Regulations. Generally, State noise regulations consist of CEQA and OSHA
regulations and local General Plan requirements. These are described below.
California Environmental Quality Act. CEQA requires that significant environmental impacts
be identified and that such impacts be eliminated or mitigated to the extent feasible. CEQA
Guidelines (CCR, Title 14, Appendix G) define a significant effect on the environment as one
that will “increase substantially the ambient noise levels for adjoining areas…” CEQA
Guidelines further require that a project’s impacts be considered cumulatively in conjunction with those of other projects planned for the area (CCR, Title 14, 15065[c]).

California Occupational Safety and Health Administration. The Occupational Noise Exposure
Regulations promulgated by OSHA (CCR, Title 8, 5095 et seq.) set employee noise exposure
limits and identify measures to be taken if limits are exceeded. These standards are
equivalent to the Federal OSHA standards described above. Additionally, vehicle noise
limits are established by the California Vehicle Code, Sections 23130 and 23130.5.

General Plan Requirements. Relevant noise standards are contained within the Noise
Elements of the Stanislaus County, San Joaquin County, Calaveras County, Tuolumne
County, and City of Oakdale General Plans. The Noise Elements of the General Plans were
prepared according to requirements of Section 65302(f) of the California Government Code
and guidelines prepared and published by the California Office of Noise Control or State
Office of Planning and Research to identify major noise sources and noise-sensitive land
uses, and to achieve compatibility for those identified land uses.

Project Setting
Approximately 75 percent of the OID service area consists of irrigated agriculture. Native
vegetation and rangeland dominate the land immediately outside the OID service area to
the north, south, and east. Noise levels within the study area are generally low and are
seasonally influenced primarily by agricultural operations. Noise levels are affected to a
lesser degree by vehicle traffic and trains and other noise-generating land uses within the
Cities of Oakdale and Riverbank, which are concentrated on 15 percent of the land. Sensitive
receptors in the project area primarily include private residences adjacent to farmlands. The
following describes the general noise setting for each of the affected counties.
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San Joaquin County. Vehicular traffic, trains, and occasional aircraft flyovers are the
principal noise sources within San Joaquin County. Residential neighborhoods closest to
high-volume freeways tend to have the highest background noise levels (44 to 47 dB); large
urban areas with many traffic arterials have an average noise level of 40 to 45 dB; small
urban communities have an average of 34 to 37 dB; and country areas have the lowest
background noise levels of 29 to 37 dB. Industrial and commercial areas have an average
background noise level of 55 to 56 dBA, respectively. The following noise-sensitive receptors
were identified by San Joaquin County: residences, hotels, hospitals, schools, libraries,
churches, parks, and some entertainment uses (San Joaquin County, 1992).

Stanislaus County. The primary community noise sources within the unincorporated areas
of Stanislaus County include traffic on State highways and major county roadways, railroad
operations, airport operations, and industry. In addition, a community noise survey
identified the following noise-sensitive land uses: residential uses in single-family
residential, medium-density residential, and multiple-family residential zones; schools; and
long-term care medical facilities (i.e., hospitals). Typical noise levels in these areas range
from 37 to 60 dBLdn (Stanislaus County, 1992).

Tuolumne County. Tuolumne County identified the following noise-sensitive land uses in its
unincorporated areas: residential development, schools, hospitals, convalescent homes,
churches, and libraries (Tuolumne County, 1996).

Calaveras County. Existing and projected major noise sources within the unincorporated
areas of Calaveras County include roadways, railway operations on the San Andreas branch
of the Southern Pacific Railroad, the County Airport (Maury Rasmussen Field), mining and
other industry, the County Animal Shelter, and facilities used for special events. The following noise-sensitive land uses were identified: residences. schools. conservation areas. and
hospitals and other care facilities (Calaveras, 1996).
City of Oakdale. The major noise sources within Oakdale are transportation-related (motor
vehicle traffic with State Highways 120 and 108 as the dominant sources; railroad
operations, most notably from Southern Pacific Transportation Company; and airport
operations from the Oakdale Municipal Airport) and from stationary noise sources
(industrial land uses near the southern City limits). Noise levels from Southern Pacific
Transportation Company and some industrial operations (Beatrice/ConAgra Plant and
A. L. Gilbert Company Milling Plant) periodically exceed the 60 dBA CNEL. Most of the
land area within the city limits of Oakdale is occupied by noise-sensitive land uses such as,
residences, schools, hospitals, temporary lodging, and churches. These lands are generally
separated from the major roadways by intervening commercial and industrial land uses;
however, some sensitive land uses abut major noise sources, such as, motels and clusters of
residences on East F Street near a major traffic noise source and a residential neighborhood
in the southern portion of the city adjacent to an industrial use (Oakdale, 1993).

3.8.2 Impacts and Mitigation
The following sections provide significance standards against which the Proposed Program
is measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Program baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. Given the anticipated increase in
future residential development in the project area, the number of sensitive receptors will
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increase. Although the location of each receptor is not yet known, it is assumed that a
greater number of sensitive receptors will be associated with the No Program baseline
versus the existing conditions. Potentially significant adverse impacts are identified and
mitigation measures proposed to reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels.

Standards of Significance
Standards of significance represent the thresholds that were used to identify whether an
impact will be potentially significant. The following criteria are based on Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines, local general plans or other relevant documents as applicable, and
professional judgment.
Noise impacts will be considered significant if they will result in any of the following:
•

Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards established in
the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies

•

Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundbourne vibration or
groundbourne noise levels

•

A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above
levels existing without the project

•

A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the project

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines
It is assumed that in the absence of the Proposed Program, OID will continue to maintain its
current facilities and will continue to generate construction-related noise on an occasional
and temporary basis. Although the location of each receptor is not yet known, it is assumed
that a greater number of sensitive receptors will be associated with the No Program baseline
versus the existing conditions because of future residential growth in the project area. Other
than occasional OID activities, noise emissions will be expected to be generally limited to
agricultural production.

Proposed Program
Construction-related Impacts.
Impact N-1: Construction activities associated with implementation of the infrastructure
elements of the Proposed Program will take place over the next 25 years. Temporary
increases to ambient noise levels will result from construction activities and increased
construction-related traffic.
As project elements become more defined in terms of timing and specific location, potential
noise impacts will be determined on a case-by-case basis. However, because construction
noise will be temporary and generated in predominantly agricultural areas, it is
anticipated that all noise associated with construction of the Proposed Program will be
less than significant.
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Operation-related Impacts.
Impact N-2: Operation of the facilities identified in the WRP will not produce a sustained
increase in noise in the project area. Operational activities will include periodic maintenance
to various infrastructure. This will result in occasional generation of noise related to actual
construction/maintenance, as well as increased vehicle traffic and associated noise in the
project area. However, maintenance and related construction and vehicle trips are
anticipated to be infrequent and consistent with existing traffic noise levels in the project
area. No noise-related significant adverse impacts are anticipated from operation of the
Proposed Program.

Mitigation Measures.
Because no significantly adverse noise-related impacts are anticipated and the district is
committed to minimizing potential noise emissions, including in areas anticipated to
include additional future sensitive receptors, no mitigation is required.
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3.9 Traffic and Transportation
This traffic analysis describes the existing conditions within the OID service area and SOI,
and potential impacts and mitigation measures associated with implementation of the
Proposed Program. Because the majority of the primary access routes are located within San
Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties, the discussion concentrates on traffic within those two
counties.

3.9.1 Existing Conditions
Although the project area is transected by numerous primary transportation corridors of
regional importance and contains an extensive local roadway network, development within
the project area can be characterized as predominantly rural, with agricultural production
being the primary activity in the area. In addition to the primary transportation corridors,
many paved and unpaved local roadways run along whole-, half-, or quarter-section lines
transecting farmlands. Communities like Oakdale occasionally experience relatively high
traffic volumes within areas near the interchanges and in central downtown areas. Many of
these communities have established designated truck routes to help maintain throughtraffic flows. Additionally, trains periodically cause traffic to stop for several minutes
throughout the day. In general, however, local transportation systems receive very limited
traffic volumes, and congestion or delays do not occur (Stanislaus County, 1994).

Regulatory Setting
The following State, regional, and local plans and policies seek to preserve the Level of
Service (LOS) quality for traffic in the project area.
“LOS” is a standard measure of traffic service along a roadway or at an intersection.
San Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties and Oakdale have each established a minimum LOS to
be maintained on designated roadways to control traffic flows and minimize delays. After
LOS is determined, a letter designation ranging from A to F is applied. Table 3.9-1 lists LOS
designation descriptors.
The circulation elements included in the San Joaquin County, Stanislaus County, and City of
Oakdale General Plans depict corridors for public mobility and access that are planned to
meet the needs of current and expected population growth respective to each General Plan’s
SOI. The circulation elements were prepared according to requirements of Section 65302(6)
of the California Government Code to (1) provide the general location and extent of existing
and proposed major thoroughfares, transportation routes, terminals, and other local public
utilities and facilities; and to (2) correlate this information to land use needs.
Stanislaus County uses the Transportation Research Board’s Highway Capacity Manual to
measure LOS. As a matter of policy, Stanislaus County strives to maintain LOS C or better
on all roadways, unless they are located within the SOI of a city that has adopted a lower
level of service. Traffic control devices (i.e., traffic signals) are used to control the flow of
traffic and minimize delays (Stanislaus County, 1994).
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TABLE 3.9-1

Level of Service Designation Descriptors
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
LOS
Category

Thresholds
(number of
daily vehicles)

A

0 – 2,300

B

Description for Two-lane Highways

Description for Freeways

Average speed at 55 mph on level terrain.
No significant demand for passing capacity. Few platoons of three or more
vehicles. Delays by slow-moving vehicles
less than 30 percent of the time.

Primarily free-flow conditions. Average travel
speeds near 60 mph where speed limit
permits. Vehicles unimpeded in ability to
maneuver. High level of psychological
comfort. Effects of accidents easily absorbed.

2,300 – 4,600

Average speed still 55 mph. Passing
demand approaches passing capacity;
delays have increased to 45 percent of
the time.

Reasonably free-flow conditions. Speeds of
57 mph maintained where speed limit
permits. Only slight restrictions on ability to
maneuver.

C

4,600 – 7,500

Noticeable increases in platoon formation,
platoon size, and frequency of passing
impediment. Unrestricted passing demand
exceeds capacity. Average speed
exceeds 52 mph on level terrain.

Stable operations but approaching range of
flows where small increases will cause
substantial deterioration in service. Average
travel speeds over 54 mph. Freedom to
maneuver noticeably restricted. Noticeable
increase in driver tension.

D

7,500 – 12,000

Unstable traffic flow approached, as the
two opposing traffic streams begin to
operate separately. Passing becomes
extremely difficult, and platoon sizes of 5
to 10 vehicles are common. Time that
motorists are delayed approaches
75 percent.

Borders on unstable flow. Small increases in
flow cause substantial deterioration in
service. Average travel speeds of 46 mph or
more can still be maintained. Freedom to
maneuver severely limited. Drastically
reduced physical and psychological comfort
levels.

E

12,000 – 19,300

Percent time of delay is greater than
75 percent. Passing is virtually impossible,
and platooning can become intense.
Speeds under ideal conditions will drop
below 50 mph and can be as low as
25 mph on sustained grades.

Boundary between D and E describes
operation at capacity. Extremely unstable
operations with virtually no usable gaps in
traffic stream. At capacity, traffic stream
cannot dissipate even the most minor
disruptions. Maneuverability extremely
limited. Average travel speeds approximately
30 mph.

F

Above 19,300

Heavily congested traffic flows with
demand exceeding capacity. Volumes are
lower than capacity level, as is speed.

Forced or breakdown flow. Queuing results
from breakdown in downstream operations.
Designation refers to point where demand
exceeds capacity as well as to upstream
queuing.

Source: QUAD Consultants, 1993; Transportation Research Board, 1985.
Notes:
Assumptions:
10 percent of daily traffic peak hour.
12 percent trucks.
4-foot shoulder.
Level terrain.
20 percent no-passing zones.
60/40 directional split of traffic.
Thresholds for individual sections will vary depending on the actual values for the variables used in calculating the
level of service.
mph = miles per hour
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Within San Joaquin County, LOS D is the minimum acceptable level of operation on State
highways, minor arterials, and roadways of higher classification, and roadways in the
Stockton area. All other roads are classified as LOC C. Roads within a city’s SOI may be
classified as LOS C or LOS D, depending on the requirements of the respective city plan
(San Joaquin County, 1992).
LOS C is the minimum acceptable level of operation accepted by Oakdale for non-arterial
streets (Oakdale, 1993).
Caltrans is the primary State agency responsible for improving and maintaining California’s
roads. The State has responsibility to administer and maintain roads designated “state
routes,” and the local county is responsible for local roads. Local jurisdictions work with
Caltrans to designate transportation network requirements and critical areas needing
improvement.
The project area is within Caltrans District 10, which includes Stanislaus, San Joaquin,
Calaveras, and Tuolumne Counties. Project applicants proposing projects within, under, or
over the State highway rights-of-way are required to obtain an Encroachment Permit from
Caltrans (California Streets and Highways Code Sections 660 et seq.).

Project Setting
San Joaquin County. San Joaquin County is served by an extensive road network. Three
interstate highways (I-5, I-205, and I-580) and eight State routes (4, 12, 26, 33, 88, 99, 120,
and 132) connect San Joaquin County to other communities, and the ability for workers to
commute to jobs in the Tri-Valley area to the west and to Sacramento to the north is one
reason why San Joaquin County’s population is expected to grow significantly. I-5 and State
Route 99 are the two major north-south facilities, and I-205 is the major east-west facility
serving the county.
Slightly fewer than half of the total trips in San Joaquin County are carried by a number of
inter-city, through-traffic arterials. North-south facilities include Byron, Tracy Boulevard,
Airport Way, Lower Sacramento Road, Jack Tone Road, Clements, and Escalon-Bellota; eastwest facilities include Liberty, Peltier, Turner Road, Copperopolis, Mariposa Road,
Matthews Road, French Camp Road, Roth Road, Lathrop Road, Louise Avenue, West
Ripon, River Road, and Linne Road.
The Port of Stockton is the West Coast’s second largest inland seaport, and San Joaquin
County historically has been an important terminal point for the shipment of goods. On
some segments of interstate and State routes, 25 percent of the trips are by truck.
Southern Pacific Transportation Company (SPT Co.); Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
(AT&SF); and Union Pacific transcontinental railroad lines provide freight and passenger
service. Amtrak provides passenger rail service.
County Area Transit offers services to the elderly and handicapped in the unincorporated
areas, and each of the six incorporated cities (Stockton, Lodi, Manteca, Tracy, Ripon, and
Escalon) provide varying levels of public transit services (San Joaquin County, 1992).
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Stanislaus County. Agricultural products such as poultry, dairy, and vegetables are
distributed daily, generally by trucks. Stanislaus County is principally an agricultural region
with nearly 75 percent of its land devoted to agricultural production.
The basic pattern of the road grid is a system of east-west and north-south section line roads
in the valley portion of the county, which is interrupted by the diagonal pattern generated
by Highway 99 and Southern Pacific and Santa Fe Railroads. Very few roads exist in the
foothills of the eastern part of the county and the mountains to the west. Approximately
1,600 miles of roadway are maintained by Stanislaus County.
The basic network for movement in and through Stanislaus County is provided by I-5 and
most of State Route 99, which are built to full freeway standards of four lanes with center
divider. The remaining movement through Stanislaus County is provided by State Routes 4,
33, 108, 120, 132, 165, and 219, which are mostly two-lane highways.
AT&SF, SPT Co., Tidewater Southern Railway, Modesto and Empire Traction Company,
and Sierra Railroad Company (presently inactive) are the five railway companies operating
in or through Stanislaus County for the transportation of bulk goods.
Bicycle facilities in Stanislaus County are somewhat limited, with the only major bike route
stretching for 31 miles along the bank of the California Aqueduct, which passes through
Stanislaus County parallel to I-5 (Stanislaus County, 1994).

City of Oakdale. Route 120 bisects the Oakdale area community; traffic is heavy through the
city during weekends and holidays related to travel east to the Sierras and Yosemite
National Park and during the week related to commuters traveling to San Joaquin County,
City of Modesto, and the Bay Area. With exception of the industrial area on the south,
almost all existing development in the city is within 1 mile of the F Street Arterial.
Retail commercial land uses represent the largest generator of trips, followed by residential uses.
AT&SF Railroad, the Sierra Railroad, and the SPT Co. are the three railway companies
operating in Oakdale. The AT&SF main line in Riverbank to Yosemite Avenue and the
connecting Sierra Railroad freight line along Yosemite Avenue are the major rail lines. The
SPT Co spur line tracks are parallel to Yosemite Avenue north of J Street; the Sierra line
parallels Sierra Road in the city (Oakdale, 1993).

3.9.2 Impacts and Mitigation
The following sections provide significance standards against which the Proposed Program
is measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Program baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. It is anticipated that other than
anticipated increased traffic related to increased future residential development in the
project area, the existing conditions and No Program baselines will be largely the same with
respect to traffic and transportation. Potentially significant adverse impacts are identified
and mitigation measures proposed to reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels.
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Standards of Significance
Standards of significance represent the thresholds that were used to identify whether an
impact will be potentially significant. The following criteria are based on Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines, local general plans or other relevant documents as applicable, and
professional judgment.
Traffic and transportation impacts will be considered significant if they will result in any of
the following:
•

Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and
capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in either the number of
vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections)

•

Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard established by
the county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways

•

Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in substantial safety risks

•

Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)

•

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation
(e.g., bus turnouts, bicycle racks)

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines
It is expected that in the absence of the Proposed Program, OID will continue to provide
irrigation and domestic water service to its customers within its service area. Land within
the district’s SOI will not be annexed. Traffic associated with the No Program baseline
scenario in the study area will be related with ongoing maintenance and operations of
district canals, channels, control gates, and other equipment associated with water delivery
operations. A district infrastructure assessment in 2005 indicated major vulnerabilities on
both the north side and the south side of the water delivery system and deterioration of a
large proportion of facilities (tunnels, canals, canal banks, and channels) (CH2M HILL,
2005a). Increased repair of the deteriorating infrastructure will be expected to result in a
slight temporary increase in traffic on local roads that is not anticipated to reduce the LOS
on these roads.
Additional potential residential development in the study area will also be expected to
increase traffic levels in the absence of the Proposed Program. Eleven areas adjacent to
Oakdale city limits have been planned for development. Two of the Specific Plan Planning
Areas east of Oakdale are currently being annexed for residential development. Another
Specific Plan Planning Area to the south is in the process of annexation and planned for
industrial use. The approximate locations of the remaining eight Specific Plan Planning
Areas have been identified adjacent to Oakdale and are in early planning stages yet. In
addition, an east-west corridor is planned for traffic on Highway 120 to bypass Oakdale
(Hardie, 2006). Stanislaus County has no new large-scale development planned in its
unincorporated areas and is expecting the Town of Salida to incorporate soon. The Land
Use Element of the County’s General Plan is currently being revised; however, the pattern
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of encouraging large-scale development to occur outside of the unincorporated areas is
expected to continue (Kachel, 2006).

Proposed Program
Traffic associated with the Proposed Program will be primarily limited to construction
vehicles. The significance of construction-related traffic is based on the addition of construction and detour traffic to the roadway system and the impact to existing operations. Actual
traffic volumes will be determined by the final construction schedule agreed upon between
the construction contractor and Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Calaveras, and Tuolumne Counties
and the City of Oakdale Planning Departments.
During the peak construction period, construction activities will be assumed to begin at
7:00 a.m. and end at 7:00 p.m.

Construction-related Impacts.
Impact TT-1: Additional construction traffic could have the potential to change current LOS
to a level below “C,” depending on the timing of vehicle trips and the use of roads. Because
construction vehicle routing and scheduling will not be known until a construction location
is known and a contractor is selected, impacts are not possible to fully assess. If increases of
construction traffic result in a reduced LOS from “C” to “D” or lower, the impact could be
considered significant. Given some of the proposed projects might require numerous
truck and equipment trips depending on the timeframe and scale of a given facility or
project, LOS or local traffic patterns could be temporarily impacted significantly.
Impact TT-2: Large construction vehicles could exceed the capacity of existing roadways
and bridges. Many of the vehicles associated with construction will be heavy-duty trucks
including earth moving trucks and concrete trucks. It is possible that several of the roads in
the immediate construction area were not designed to support those types of vehicles.
However, as noted above, until a construction contractor develops a specific construction
schedule, it is not possible to assess potential damage from traffic routing. This impact will
be significant if construction-related vehicles directly damage roadways or bridges.

Permanent Impacts. No permanent traffic or transportation impacts are anticipated as part of
implementation of the Proposed Program.

Operation-related Impacts. Operation-related impacts are no applicable to this traffic and
transportation discussion.

Mitigation Measures.
Mitigation Measure TTMM-1 and TTMM-2: To reduce potential traffic and equipment
construction-related impacts, the construction contractor will be required to develop a
Traffic Control Plan in coordination with OID. This plan will ensure that construction traffic
is routed in a way that maintains acceptable LOS levels on all county roadways and will
address the structural capacity of roads and bridges along routes that will be used by
project-related vehicles. The Traffic Control Plan will ensure that the structural integrity of
those roads and bridges will not be damaged by construction-related trips. This mitigation
will reduce any impact to a less than significant level.
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3.10 Public Services and Utilities
Public service providers in the Proposed Program area include community services districts,
irrigation districts, public utility districts, fire districts, school districts, and other special
districts. During construction, the Proposed Program could affect a mix of county, city, and
regional services and utilities. This section describes the existing environment within the
OID service area and SOI and potential impacts and mitigation measures associated with
implementation of the Proposed Program. Because the majority of the impacts will occur
within San Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties and Oakdale, the discussion concentrates on
public services within those areas.

3.10.1 Existing Conditions
Regulatory Setting
According to Section 65303 of the Government Code, local governments may adopt or
address other elements in their General Plans related to the physical development of the
county or city. The Public Services and Utilities Element in a General Plan addresses many
of the facilities or services provided by the various local public agencies serving the
residents within its SOI.

Project Setting
San Joaquin County.
Domestic Water Service. The Eastern San Joaquin County Groundwater Basin is the primary
source of potable domestic water in the county. The basin boundaries extend from the San
Joaquin-Sacramento County line and Dry Creek in the north to the Stanislaus River on the
south; and from the San Joaquin River and eastern edge of the Delta on the west to approximately the San Joaquin County line on the east. Additional information is provided in
Section 3.2, Groundwater Resources. The major rivers (Mokelumne, Calaveras, Stanislaus,
and San Joaquin Rivers), reservoirs (Camanche, Pardee, Farmington, Woodward, New
Hogan, and New Melones Reservoirs), and the Delta are also sources of domestic water in
San Joaquin County.
Over 50 separate water distribution agencies serve the residents of San Joaquin County. In
addition, there are hundreds of smaller shared private water systems and an even greater
number of individual wells for domestic and agricultural uses.

Electricity and Gas. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) operates and maintains the
electric power supply grid within San Joaquin County that is part of a larger supply
network that encompasses the entire Northern California region.
Three primary sources of natural gas are in San Joaquin County. Two major gas transmission lines (operated by Standard Pacific Gas and PG&E) running north-south within the
county provide gas supply, in addition to local gas fields. Several of these fields, including
West Thornton, East Thornton, Roberts Island, Union Island, Lathrop, McMullin, Vernalis,
and Stockton are the major sources of gas within the county. The fields are operated
privately with PG&E contracting to buy and distribute from them.
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Solid Waste Disposal and Hazardous Materials. Potential hazardous disposal sites that could
be identified in the project area on a project-level basis could include those associated with
agricultural production, industrial and commercial activities, construction sites, and
disposal sites that accepted waste prior to 1991, when hazardous wastes were accepted at
most solid waste landfills. Major transportation corridors through the four counties, I-5, and
some of the railroads, as well as other State highways allow movement of large quantities of
hazardous materials.
The San Joaquin County Department of Public Works is the lead department for administration of solid wastes and operation of facilities in all the unincorporated county area. The
County’s Solid Waste Management Plan is the plan under which all the county jurisdictions
operate. Waste is collected by the various cities and the county either directly or by
franchise private firms. Licensed collection companies service commercial and industrial
waste generators. Harney Lane Landfill serves the northern portion of the county; in
addition, a landfill in Sacramento County serves a small portion of northern San Joaquin
County. Foothill Landfill serves the central county region. Other landfills in the county
include Austin Road, French Camp, California Clay, Johns-Manville, and Corral Hollow.
A landfill in Stanislaus County serves Escalon and some industrial customers in the south
county. The Forward, Inc. Landfill was designated to accept certain hazardous wastes,
designated liquids and sludges, and solid wastes.
The San Joaquin County Integrated Waste Management Plan includes methods of treating
and disposing the hazardous wastes generated by the county’s residents. San Joaquin
County Public Health Services is the local agency responsible for the administration and
enforcement of hazardous material regulations, and the San Joaquin County Office of
Emergency Services is responsible for planning for emergencies including those related to
nuclear power plants and hazardous material incidents. Rancho Seco nuclear power plant
presents a potential radiation hazard to parts of San Joaquin County.
Within San Joaquin County, the Department of Health Services has issued two Hazardous
Waste Facility Permits, and two permits are under study. The permits issued are for
McCormick and Baxter Creosoting Company, located in Stockton, and Tracy Defense Depot,
southeast of Tracy. Both companies transport wastes not resold or recycled to a Class I site
outside of the county for disposal.

Wastewater. The major means of onsite wastewater disposal in rural areas and in a few
older, urbanized areas of San Joaquin County is septic tank systems. The more efficient
package treatment plants can serve a large area, such as a city, or an individual development, such as an industrial plant or a cluster of commercial uses. In addition, nine larger
public community collection and wastewater treatment systems serve the Cities of Stockton,
Tracy, Lodi, Manteca, Ripon, and Escalon; the Woodbridge Sanitary District; the Lockeford
Community Services District; and the Linden County Water District.

Police and Fire Protection. The San Joaquin County Sheriff Department, located west of
French Camp, provides law enforcement services in the unincorporated areas of the county;
incorporated areas are within the jurisdiction of the individual cities. The California
Highway Patrol maintains routine patrols and investigates accidents on public roads in
county unincorporated areas.
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City (Stockton, Lodi, Tracy, and Manteca) and 18 special district fire departments provide
fire protection services within San Joaquin County. The California Department of Forestry is
responsible for wildland fires in the Coastal and Sierra Nevada foothills, and local military
and institutional facilities provide their own internal fire protection.

Schools. Seven unified school districts and ten elementary school districts that are within
larger joint union high school districts serve the public school population within San
Joaquin County. Two major institutions of higher learning, San Joaquin Delta Community
College and the University of the Pacific, are located in Stockton (San Joaquin County, 1992).

Stanislaus County.
Domestic Water Service. Stanislaus County has 14 water districts. The major source of
domestic and industrial water in the county is groundwater.

Electricity and Gas. MID, Turlock Irrigation District, and PG&E are the three primary
suppliers of electric power within Stanislaus County. Most of the incorporated communities
in the county are served by MID and Turlock Irrigation District (Connecting Stanislaus,
2006).
PG&E owns and operates miles of natural gas pipeline that transport natural gas to county
residents.

Solid Waste Disposal and Hazardous Materials. Solid waste (garbage and refuse) in Stanislaus
County is collected by franchised and permitted haulers (Bertolotti Disposal, Gilton Solid
Waste Management, Modesto Disposal Service, and Turlock Scavenger) (Stanislaus County
Solid Waste Management, 2006). Currently, Fink Road located in Crows Landing is the only
operating landfill in Stanislaus County. It is operated by the Sanitary Landfill Division of
Stanislaus County and is the successor to the closed landfill at Geer Road. Adjacent to Fink
Road is a Waste To Energy cogeneration facility, owned by Modesto and Stanislaus County
and operated by Ogden Martin (Stanislaus County Department of Public Works, 2006).
The county’s Hazardous Waste Management Plan is the guideline for managing hazardous
wastes in the county. County ordinances AB 2185 and AB 2187 require businesses to
disclose what type of hazardous materials they are using.
Stanislaus County is predominantly agricultural, and pesticide application is one of the
primarily chemical uses in the county. The Stanislaus County Environmental Resources
Department’s Hazardous Materials Division does not issue Hazardous Waste Facility
Permits; however, the Division as the Certified Unified Program Agency does administer
EPA’s Resource Conservation and Recovery Act regulations of small- and large-quantity
generators of solid, hazardous, and medical waste. Less than 10 percent of the generators in
the county are considered large-quantity generators (Simpson, 2006).

Wastewater. Each of the incorporated cities within Stanislaus County (Ceres, Hughson,
Modesto, Newman, Oakdale, Patterson, Turlock, Waterford, and Westley) has its own sewer
plant to provide municipal wastewater collection, as do the unincorporated communities of
Grayson and Salida. The Towns of Keys and Denair use Turlock’s facilities, and Empire uses
the City of Modesto’s sewer plant. Rural residents not connected to these systems often use
onsite, individual systems consisting of a septic tank and leach field.
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Police and Fire Protection. The Operations Division of the Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Office
has principal law enforcement jurisdiction in all unincorporated areas of the county and the
four Contracted Cities of Patterson, Riverbank, Hughson, and Waterford. The Sheriff’s
Office main station is located in Modesto, California, with substations located in the Towns
of Salida, Knights Ferry, Keyes, Empire, Denair, and Crowslanding (Stanislaus County
Sheriff’s Department, 2006).
The Stanislaus County Office of the Fire Warden supports and coordinates all 17 public fire
districts in the county. Fire-fighting services in the foothills on either side of the county, the
Diablo Range west of I-5, and the Sierra Nevada foothills in the eastern portion of the
County are coordinated with the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection.

Schools. Elementary and high school facilities are provided by 36 school districts in
Stanislaus County. The Stanislaus County Office of Education operates specialized schools
for special, alternative, and outdoor education. Stanislaus County also is home to the
Modesto Junior College, located within the city limits of Modesto, and California State
University, Stanislaus, located in Turlock (Stanislaus County, 1994).
City of Oakdale.
Domestic Water Service. Oakdale obtains water for the population in the city proper and two
major water-using industries, Hershey and ConAgra, from eight groundwater wells. A
500,000-gallon storage tank is located in the northeast portion of the city and serves as
pressure equalization for all areas but the two high-pressure zones. The high quality of the
groundwater does not require treatment to comply with drinking water regulations.

Electricity and Gas. MID and PG&E primarily supply electric power to the residents of
Oakdale; PG&E supplies natural gas (Barnett, 2006; Brown, 2006).

Solid Waste Disposal and Hazardous Materials. Solid waste (garbage and refuse) in Oakdale is
collected by Gilton Solid Waste Management to be transported for disposal at the Gilton
Resource Recovery Landfill in Modesto (Tucker, 2006).
The Oakdale Fire Department is the primary responder to a hazardous materials release.
The majority of hazardous materials and wastes are associated with business, industry, and
agriculture. Oakdale participates in the Stanislaus Countywide Hazardous Waste
Management Plan’s policies to regulate hazardous materials and wastes.

Wastewater. Oakdale provides wastewater services to all classifications of users within the
city limits via four major trunk sewers (the Oak Avenue, Maple Street, Walnut Street, and
Kimball Street trunks) and a network of tributary branches and laterals that transport
wastewater to the City of Oakdale Water Quality Control Plant, located north of the
Stanislaus River.
Stormwater drainage is generally directed via storm sewers to several destinations including the Stanislaus River, irrigation pipelines, basins, dry wells and French drains, and
various connections to the sanitary sewer system. Some stormwater is conveyed through an
OID irrigation line to an irrigation channel during the fall and winter months.

Police and Fire Protection. The Oakdale Police Department employs 21 sworn officers and
8 other staff members to provide protection, animal control, and traffic patrol services
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within the city. Oakdale’s staffing level equates to a ratio of 1.6 to 1.7 officers per
1,000 residents.
The City of Oakdale Fire has 13 fulltime fire fighters, including the Fire Chief and the Fire
Marshall, and 25 volunteers to provide fire suppression, fire prevention, and emergency
medical assistance services to the city’s population. The department also performs fire code
inspection, public education, hazardous materials response, and nuisance abatement.

Schools. Two school districts, the Oakdale Union Elementary School District and the
Oakdale Joint Union High School District, operate within Oakdale (Oakdale, 1993).

3.10.2 Impacts and Mitigation
The following sections provide significance standards against which the Proposed Program
is measured in relation to existing conditions and the No Program baselines, followed by an
evaluation of potential impacts relative to these standards. It is anticipated that other than
some degree of increased provision of public services related to increased future residential
development in the project area, the existing conditions and No Program baselines will be
largely the same with respect to public services. Potentially significant adverse impacts are
identified and mitigation measures proposed to reduce potential impacts to less than
significant levels.

Standards of Significance
Standards of significance represent the thresholds that were used to identify whether an
impact will be potentially significant. The following criteria are based on Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines, local general plans or other relevant documents as applicable, and
professional judgment.
Public services and utilities impacts will be considered significant if the measure or
alternative will result in any of the following:
Utilities
•

Require the expansion of existing utility (e.g., water, sewer, electrical, natural gas, and
telephone) infrastructure or additional staff to maintain acceptable levels of service

•

Substantially degrade the level of service for utilities below established or acceptable
levels

Solid Waste Disposal
•

Require additional waste collection routes or disposal facilities to adequately handle
project-generated solid waste

•

Substantially degrade the level of service of existing solid waste disposal services below
established or acceptable levels

•

Substantially reduce the capacity or life of existing waste disposal facilities
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Fire, Police, and Emergency Medical Services
•

Interfere with existing or planned emergency response plans or emergency evacuation
plans

•

Require additional staffing or equipment to maintain acceptable service ratios, response
times, or other performance objectives

•

Substantially degrade the level of service of existing fire, police, and emergency medical
services below established or acceptable levels

Community Facilities
•

Require new, altered, or expanded staffing, equipment, or facilities not currently
provided

•

Substantially degrade the level of service for existing community facilities below
established or acceptable levels

Existing Conditions/No Program Baselines
It is expected that in the absence of the Proposed Program that OID will continue to
maintain existing level of service to its customers. Requirements for public services and
utilities (i.e., electricity and solid waste disposal) will be associated with ongoing OID
maintenance and operations. Similarly, it is assumed that public services provided by
entities other than OID, including infrastructure and associated service, will be maintained
as necessary and provision of service will accommodate future growth. Because the study
area is projected to remain primarily agricultural even in the absence of the Proposed
Program, it is assumed that the degree of additional public services in the study area in the
future will not substantially vary from existing conditions.

Proposed Program
Construction-related Impacts.
Impact PS-1: Construction of the facilities associated with the Proposed Program could
cause a slight increase in demand for public services by construction workers. It is likely
that some portion of the construction force will be hired from outside the project area, which
will create a temporary, but minimal, impact to existing public services such as community
facilities, utilities, schools, and police and fire protection. Because the proposed improvements will generally occur within one construction season and will require a relatively
small labor force that will be hired primarily from local residents, the demand for public
services and utilities is expected to be temporary and minimal and, therefore, less than
significant.
Construction of the Proposed Program will generate solid waste, including paper, wood,
glass, plastics, excess concrete, and metal. Onsite waste will be placed in dumpsters and
then disposed of at the Class III Fink Road Landfill in Stanislaus County. Material for
disposal at the Fink Road Landfill is anticipated to be minimal, and project-generated
waste will not substantially reduce the ability of the landfill to absorb additional waste
streams; therefore, impacts to solid waste disposal facilities are anticipated to be less than
significant.
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Hazardous waste is not anticipated to be generated by construction activities. However,
there is a potential that during construction a previously unknown hazardous waste site
might be encountered. If hazardous waste is identified, the waste will be removed by a
certified hazardous waste collection company and either be recycled or deposited in a
Class I landfill in full compliance with all applicable laws, ordinances, and regulations,
including those of the California Department of Toxic Substances.
Potential infrequent and temporary road closures or detours during construction will not
significantly impact police, fire, and emergency medical services.
Impact PS-2: Construction of the infrastructure elements of the Proposed Program could
require the temporary relocation of utility provider facilities such as electric or telephone
transmission and distribution lines or gas, water, or wastewater transmission and distribution pipes. Interruption of service to existing utility customers will effectively degrade the
level of service and will represent a significant adverse impact.

Operation-related Impacts. No impacts are anticipated during operations; therefore, no
mitigation is required.

Mitigation Measures.
Mitigation Measure PSMM-2: Utility provider facilities will be avoided wherever possible.
If avoidance is not possible, OID will coordinate with service providers to relocate facilities
without interrupting service to customers. Implementation of this mitigation measure will
reduce any impact to a less than significant level.
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Other CEQA Considerations (Cumulative)
4.1 Cumulative Impacts
4.1.1 Legal Requirements for Cumulative Impacts Analysis
CEQA requires all EIRs to include an evaluation of the cumulative impacts of a project.
Cumulative impacts are defined as “two or more individual effects which, when considered
together, are considerable or… compound or increase other environmental impacts” (CEQA
Guidelines, § 15355). Stated another way, “a cumulative impact consists of an impact which
is created as a result of the combination of the Project evaluated in the EIR together with
other projects causing related impacts” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [a][1]).
The CEQA Guidelines require the analysis of cumulative impacts as follows:
•

“…when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable….” Section 15065,
subdivision (c), states that “‘cumulatively considerable’ means that the incremental
effects of an individual project are considerable when viewed in connection with the
effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable
future projects.”

•

“Where a lead agency is examining a project with an incremental effect that is not
‘cumulatively considerable,’ a lead agency need not consider that effect significant, but
shall briefly describe its basis for concluding that the incremental effect is not cumulatively considerable” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [a]). One appropriate basis
for finding that a project’s incremental cumulative impact is not considerable is that the
contribution is de minimus (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [a][3]). A de
minimus contribution means that the environmental conditions would essentially be the
same whether or not the proposed project is implemented (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130,
subdivision [a][4]).

A cumulative impacts analysis should focus on the significant or “cumulatively considerable” incremental effects of a project. The CEQA Guidelines specifies two approaches that
agencies may use to provide the backdrop for an evaluation of whether a project’s cumulative effects are considerable. One of the methods used to evaluate cumulative impacts,
known as the “projections” or “plan” approach, requires the lead agency to summarize
“projections contained in an adopted general plan or related planning document, or in a
prior environmental document which has been adopted or certified, which described or
evaluated regional or area wide conditions contributing to the cumulative impact”
(CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [b][1][B]).
The second method used to evaluate cumulative impacts of a project, known as the “list
approach,” requires the lead agency to compile a “list of past, present, and probable future
projects producing related or cumulative impacts, including, if necessary, those projects
outside the control of the agency…” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [b][1][A]).
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Under the list approach, the lead agency must identify the “geographic scope of the area
affected by the cumulative effect and provide a reasonable explanation for the geographic
limitation used” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [b][1][B][3]).
The project list should include “probable” future projects. The CEQA Guidelines allows lead
agencies to limit the list of these projects to “those projects requiring an agency approval for
an application which has been received at the time the notice of preparation is released,
unless abandoned by the applicant; projects included in an adopted capital improvements
program, general plan, regional transportation plan, or other similar plan; projects included
in a summary of projections of projects (or development areas designated) in a general plan
or a similar plan; projects anticipated as a later phase of a previously approved project
(e.g., a subdivision); or those public agency projects for which money has been budgeted”
(CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [b][1][B][2]). Under either the list or projections
approach, the lead agency should provide information about the effects of the related
projects identified. The EIR should summarize “the expected environmental effects to be
produced by those projects with specific reference to additional information stating where
that information is available” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [b][2]).
Finally, the EIR must provide a “reasonable analysis of the cumulative impacts of the
relevant projects [and must] examine reasonable, feasible options for mitigating or avoiding
the project’s contribution to any significant cumulative effects” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130,
subdivision [b][3]).

4.1.2 Methodology
This PEIR uses the list approach to evaluate the significance of cumulative impacts of the
Proposed Program. To implement the list approach, the incremental effects of the Proposed
Program were examined to determine whether their contribution will be clearly de minimus
and, therefore, not cumulatively considerable. The majority of the Proposed Program’s
known potential effects are de minimus and not cumulatively considerable or are not yet
known given various components of the Proposed Program have not yet been fully defined,
such as the proposed implementation of outflow management projects and the transfer of
water. After these projects are fully defined, the potential for direct and cumulative impacts
will be addressed in subsequent environmental documentation.

4.1.3 Geographic Areas of Effect
Research into the cumulative impacts of this Proposed Program began with the delineation
of the appropriate geographic study areas, primarily for effects on surface water resources.
The study area for this effect extends from OID to the San Francisco Bay/SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta because of its hydrologic connection through the Stanislaus River.

4.1.4 Past, Present, and Probable Future Projects
As noted above, CEQA requires that a cumulative impacts analysis using the list approach
include “past, present, and probable future projects producing related or cumulative
impacts, including, if necessary, those projects outside the control of the [lead] agency…”
(CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subdivision [b][1][A]). The geographic study areas described
above contain areas within the jurisdiction of the following agencies having permitting
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authority over water resources and/or land use decisions associated with implementation
of the Proposed Program:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
California State Water Resources Control Board
California Bay-Delta Authority
San Joaquin River Group Authority
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Reclamation Board
South San Joaquin Irrigation District
California Department of Transportation
Modesto Irrigation District
Merced Irrigation District
City of Oakdale
City of Riverbank
San Joaquin County
Stanislaus County
Tuolumne County

A list of past, present, and probable future projects within these jurisdictions is presented
below.
The following list of projects is grouped together because of their dependency on the timing,
magnitude, duration, and quality of water flows in the San Joaquin River, and ultimately the
Bay-Delta. Implementation of the Proposed Program may impact the timing, magnitude,
duration and quality of water in these waterways due to implementation of such projects as
the outflow management projects and the drainwater reclamation projects that have not yet
been fully developed. As discussed above, many components of the Proposed Program have
not yet been fully defined, including proposed implementation of outflow management
projects and water transfers with respect to location and operation. It is intended that
subsequent environmental documentation will be conducted, as necessary, after such
projects are fully defined, including the potential for cumulative impacts other than those
identified below.

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
New Melones Revised Plan of Operation. Reclamation is proposing to revise New Melones
Reservoir operations to better meet regulatory commitments and demands for use of CVP
water supplies from the Stanislaus River. The Revised Plan of Operations (RPO) will
incorporate water quality and fishery flow objectives in addition to actions, regulations, and
decisions that affect the operations of New Melones Reservoir. OID is participating in the
RPO process.
Currently, New Melones Reservoir operates under an interim operating plan that was
developed as a joint effort between Reclamation and the Service, in conjunction with the
Stanislaus River Basin Stakeholders. The New Melons Reservoir Interim Plan of Operations
defines categories of water supply based on storage and projected inflow, and then allocates
annual water release for fishery, water rights settlement, water quality, Vernalis flow
objectives, and use by CVP contractors (Reclamation, 2006).
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Development of the RPO requires consideration of several activities, many of which are
currently under development. Among the actions that must be considered during
development of the RPO are water purchases and transfers; refuge drainage BMPs; best
available science for fisheries protection on the Stanislaus and Lower San Joaquin Rivers,
and Bay-Delta; and improved hydrology and salinity information for the San Joaquin River
system. Because of the time it will take to develop the actions that will drive the RPO, a
transitional operating plan is scheduled to commence in 2007, and will be in effect for
8 years.
Changes to operations and flow releases have the potential to increase or decrease
Stanislaus River flows, which in turn, could affect New Melones Reservoir operations. The
potential for cumulative impacts in relation to the eventual implementation of the RPO is
not yet known because the RPO is currently in the process of development, and OID
projects that could affect Stanislaus River flows have not yet been fully defined.

Grassland Bypass. Reclamation approved the use of a 28-mile segment of the San Luis Drain
(SLD) (known as the Grassland Bypass) to convey agricultural waters from the Grassland
Subarea to the San Joaquin River via a 6-mile segment of Mud Slough. The Grassland
Bypass Project (GBP) intercepts agricultural subsurface drainage collected from irrigated
lands within the Grassland Water District and surface return flows from Central California
Irrigation District, and conveys the flow through the existing SLD for discharge into Mud
Slough. Implementation of the GBP is expected to remove drainage with high salinity
concentrations from approximately 90 miles of wetlands water supply channels, which will
ultimately reduce selenium exposure to fish, wildlife, and humans in the wetlands channels
and Salt Slough, among other benefits. The four project goals are as follows:
1. To ensure that GBP implementation meets with the commitments made as part of the
Use Agreement (UA)12, Environmental Assessment (1991), Supplemental Environmental
Assessment (1995), Finding of No Significant Impact, and Consensus Letter to the
Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board. These commitments are
summarized as follows:
•

To ensure that progress continues toward long-term resolution of drainage issues
including selenium load reductions.

•

To ensure that there are no significant adverse effects to fish and wildlife, other
environmental resources, or public health because of the project.

Ongoing surface water quality monitoring is scheduled to be conducted through 2009.
Implementation of the GBP results in reduced flow in the San Joaquin River during certain
times of the year. The project has improved salinity concentrations in the summer months.
This has resulted in a decrease in demand for New Melones water to assist in salinity
control associated with Vernalis. Because OID’s proposed outflow management projects
have not yet been fully defined, it is not known how OID’s proposed increased efficiency
and management of water under the Proposed Program could affect flows downstream
from the service area. Changes to flows downstream of OID’s service area could ultimately
12UA No. 6-07-20-w1319 was signed on November 3, 1995, between Reclamation and the San Luis and Delta-Mendota Water
Authority (SLD-MWA). The UA allows for the use of 28 miles of the SLD for 2 years. The UA allows for renewal of this interim
use for no more than 3 years, if certain conditions are met.
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affect flows in the San Joaquin River and associated salt loading and conditions at Vernalis.
Subsequent environmental documentation will be developed after these projects are fully
defined and impacts and/or potential benefits identified.

San Joaquin River Restoration. In accordance with a lawsuit filed by Natural Resources
Defense Council against Reclamation claiming violations of the California Fish and Game
Code Section 5937 and Section 8 of the Reclamation Act of 1902, a settlement was agreed
upon by both parties to restore a portion of the San Joaquin River (known as the Friant
Settlement). The goals of the settlement are as follows:
1. To restore and maintain fish populations, specifically populations of spring-run Chinook
salmon, in “good condition” in the mainstem of the San Joaquin River below Friant Dam
to the confluence of the Merced River, including naturally reproducing and selfsustaining populations of salmon and other fish (Restoration Goal).
2. To reduce or avoid adverse water supply impacts to all of the Friant Division long-term
contractors that might result from increased flow releases, called “Interim Flows” and
“Restoration Flows,” depending on the timing and quantity of the releases, provided for
in the Friant Settlement (Water Management Goal).
The Friant Settlement would implement several channel and structural improvements to
fully achieve the Restoration Goal, in addition to flow releases from Friant Dam to the
confluence of the Merced River to help achieve the Restoration Goal. Restoration flows
necessary to help achieve the Restoration Goal include additional releases from Friant Dam
for downstream riparian interests between Friant Dam and Gravelly Ford, plus an
additional 10 percent in accordance with recommendations from the Restoration
Administrator. Depending on year type, Friant releases, accounting for gains from riparian
releases and accretions from Mud and Salt Sloughs and seepage losses, at times, might be as
high as 4,055 cfs. However, at times, “flushing flows” as high as 8,000 cfs may be released
for several hours for the purposes of flushing spawning gravel. Total annual releases could
exceed 750,000 ac-ft. The Friant Settlement provides for the purchase of up to 40,000 ac-ft of
additional water from willing sellers, but lacks provisions for the procurement of more
water if more is necessary. The reintroduction of spring- and fall-run Chinook salmon to the
San Joaquin River between Friant Dam and the confluence of the Merced River is the
primary purpose of the Restoration Goal, with spring-run Chinook salmon receiving
priority over fall-run Chinook salmon.
The Water Management Goal includes provisions to recirculate, recapture, reuse, exchange,
or transfer the interim flows and restoration flows in a manner that will have no adverse
impact on the Restoration Goal, downstream water quality, or fisheries. However, if channel
improvements are not completed or inadequate, downstream impacts, such as flooding,
could occur. Most importantly, implementing the Friant Settlement would reintroduce
spring-run Chinook salmon to the San Joaquin River system, an endangered species that has
been absent from the system for 50 years. However, proposed legislation implementing the
Friant Settlement (HR 6377) specifies that spring-run Chinook salmon will be reintroduced
as an “experimental population,” pursuant to Section 10(j) of the ESA of 1973 (16 USCA 1531
et seq.), and authorizes the exemption of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
relicensing applications until 2025.
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Future actions included as part of the OID Proposed Program have the potential to affect
stream and river flows, including water transfers and outflow management projects. It is
unknown with OID’s increased efficiency and management of water under the program
how the Proposed Program will affect the Friant Settlement. The Friant Settlement requires
Federal legislation, a project description and EIR/EIS, and significant public funds. The full
scope and extent of the project are unknown at this time. Subsequent environmental
documentation will address the potential impacts/benefits of program implementation after
a defined water transfer approach and quantity have been identified.

San Joaquin River Agreement/Vernalis Adaptive Management Program. The San Joaquin River
Group Authority is working with the Federal government and the State to stabilize, protect,
and restore ecological health and improve water management for beneficial uses in and
from the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary (Bay/Delta Estuary). As
part of these ongoing efforts, the Draft SJRA 1999-2010 was developed that provides a level
of protection to the Bay/Delta Estuary (Final EIS/EIR, January 1999), equivalent to the San
Joaquin River flow objectives contained in the SWRCB’s 1995 Water Quality Control Plan for
the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary. Discussion over the flow
objectives led to the development of an adaptive fishery management plan, which includes
the VAMP and the water supplies (from willing sellers on the San Joaquin River system) to
support that plan.
VAMP provides the conceptual framework for protection and experimental determination
of juvenile Chinook salmon survival within the lower San Joaquin River in response to river
flow and SWP/CVP exports. The SJRA identifies where the water to support the VAMP
study will be obtained, specifically from the San Joaquin River Group Authority, whose
members are making the water available.
Water quantities identified in the proposed action presented in the SJRA include three major
components: VAMP flow (110,000 ac-ft provided by San Joaquin River Group Authority
members), October flow (12,500 ac-ft from Merced Irrigation District) and OID flow (15,000
ac-ft, plus the difference between water committed to the VAMP pulse flow by OID [11,000
ac-ft] and what is actually used). The quantities identified in the proposed action in the
SJRA EIR are to be made available over the period of 1999-2011 for release to the San
Joaquin River and its tributaries.
OID will continue to fulfill its commitments to the SJRA under the Proposed Program.
Increased efficiency and land use conversions anticipated to occur within OID’s service area
will only aid in reducing any adverse impacts that OID has experienced since implementation of the SJRA. The SJRA program is scheduled to conclude in 2011, and the status of this
program after 2011 is unknown at this time. Subsequent environmental documentation
regarding future water transfers under the Proposed Program will address the potential
impacts/benefits of water transfers after a particular transfer is more fully defined including
quantity, method, facilities, and timing.

California State Water Resources Control Board
Water Rights Decision 1641. On December 29, 1999, the SWRCB adopted Decision 1641,
which implements flow objectives for the Bay-Delta Program, approves a petition to change
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points of diversion of the CVP and the SWP in the Southern Delta, and approves a petition
to change places of use and purposes of use of the CVP.
Decision 1641 includes implementation of the numeric flow objectives in the Water Quality
Control Plan for the Bay-Delta through temporary and longer term changes in the water
rights of the Department and Reclamation, a long-term change in the rights of certain water
right holders on tributaries of the San Joaquin River, and establishment of the rights of some
parties who had reached agreements with other parties as to their responsibilities to meet
the objectives in the 1995 Bay-Delta Plan.
Subsequent environmental documentation for implementation of those elements of the
Proposed Program that might potentially impact surface water quality because of potential
reductions in flow will be developed as necessary after these projects are fully defined and
impacts and/or potential benefits identified.

Total Maximum Daily Load. The San Joaquin River is listed on the State of California’s Clean
Water Act Section 303(d) Impaired Waterbodies list (303(d) list). The 303(d) list describes
waters that do not fully support all beneficial uses or are not meeting water quality
objectives. Decision 1641 and the San Joaquin River TMDL are intended to directly influence
surface water quality by regulating discharges into the San Joaquin River and the Bay-Delta.

Salinity and Boron. The lower San Joaquin River from Mendota Dam to the Airport Way
Bridge (near Vernalis) has been identified as an impaired water body from salt and boron.
Previously, the Basin Plan did not include a plan to control discharge of salt or boron into
this reach of the river. The Water Board approved Resolution No. R5-2004-0108, which
amends for the control of salt and boron discharges into the San Joaquin River. The salt and
boron control program establishes salt load limits to achieve compliance at the Airport Way
Bridge. Load allocations are established for nonpoint sources, and waste load allocations are
established for point source locations. The Water Board must review and update the load
allocations and waste load allocations every 6 years and incorporate load allocations and
conditions into any waste discharge requirement or waiver.
Subsequent environmental documentation for implementation of those elements of the
Proposed Program that might potentially impact surface water quality because of potential
reductions in flow will be developed as necessary after these projects are fully defined and
impacts and/or potential benefits identified.

Dissolved Oxygen. The Water Board also approved Resolution No. R5-2005-0005. This
resolution modifies the existing Basin Plan by establishing a control program for factors
contributing to DO impairment of the Deep Water Ship Channel of the San Joaquin River.
The proposed amendment requires entities responsible for point and nonpoint sources of
oxygen-demanding substances and their precursors to conduct studies to identify and
quantify the following: sources of oxygen-demanding substances and their precursors,
growth or degradation mechanisms of oxygen-demanding substances in transit to the
Deep Water Ship Channel, and the impact of oxygen-demanding substances on DO
concentrations in the Deep Water Ship Channel.
OID began monitoring local surface water quality in 2005 as part of their MRP associated
with the Conditional Waiver. Water quality data in and directly adjacent to the OID
boundary prior to this effort were generally nonexistent. Therefore, the district intends to
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continue its monitoring program and use information gained as part of this effort to help
develop outflow management projects that either improve or do not significantly adversely
impact background water quality levels. Future projects identified in the Proposed Program
will undergo additional CEQA analysis as determined necessary, and potential cumulative
impacts involving these programs will be assessed at that time.

South Delta Improvements Program. The South Delta Improvement Program (SDIP) is a
collaborative effort between the Department and Reclamation to improve the water quality
supplied for the southern portion of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, protect fish and
wildlife, and enhance water deliveries for both the SWP and CVP. The SDIP tiers off the
CALFED Program, and includes physical and structural improvements and operational
changes to SWP and CVP to improve water quality and help protect the San Joaquin River
fall-run Chinook salmon fishery in the South Delta. The general purposes of the SDIP
include the following (Department, 2006b):
1. Reduce the movement of San Joaquin River watershed Central Valley fall-/late-fall–run
Chinook salmon into the south Delta via Old River.
2. Maintain adequate water levels and, through improved circulation, water quality
available for agricultural diversions in the south Delta, downstream of the head of
Old River.
3. Increase water deliveries and delivery reliability for SWP and CVP water contractors
south of the Delta and provide opportunities to convey water for fish and wildlife refuge
purposes by increasing the maximum permitted level of diversion through the existing
intake gates at Clifton Court Forebay from 6,680 to 8,500 cfs.
A Draft EIS/EIR was prepared and released for review November 2005, and formal ESA
and CESA consultation was initiated June 2006. The Draft EIS/EIR identifies a number of
potential significant impacts, but identifies associated mitigation that is designed to result in
no unavoidable residual significant impacts as a result of SDIP implementation. A large
number of comments were received on the document and proposed project, including
continued concerns related to the decline of San Joaquin River fall-run Chinook salmon and
the potential for the project to result in further adverse effects. A Final EIS/EIR is scheduled
to be issued by late 2006.
Future actions included as part of the OID Proposed Program have the potential to affect
stream and river flows, including water transfers and outflow management projects.
Although implementation of the SDIP is considered to result in no unavoidable significant
impacts, because OID’s actions and specific projects related to transfers and outflow
management have not yet been fully developed, their relative cumulative contribution is not
yet known. The potential effects of these projects, both direct and cumulative, will be
analyzed in subsequent environmental documents after each of the projects is better defined
and developed.

Conditional Waivers of Waste Discharge Requirements from Irrigated Lands. Conditional
Waivers of Waste Discharge Requirements from Irrigated Lands was implemented to
protect water quality to surface waters of the State and help agriculture meet water quality
objectives. Dischargers of waste into waters of the State are required to file a Report of
Waste Discharge with the appropriate Water Board, who will, in turn, assign Waste
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Discharge Requirements that limit the levels of waste that may be discharged. The purpose
of this program is to protect the beneficial uses of water downstream from the discharge
point. The Conditional Waivers of Waste Discharge Requirements from Irrigated Lands
allows the discharger to obtain coverage under a Conditional Waiver to avoid the Waste
Discharge Requirements limitations; however, the discharger is required to comply with
applicable water quality objectives, including the protection of beneficial uses.
The Conditional Waivers apply to discharges of waste from irrigated lands directly or
indirectly (via waters that are hydrologically connected to waters of the State) to surface
waters of the State as a result of irrigation activities, stormwater runoff, and tailwater runoff.
As previously mentioned, information regarding OID’s waste contribution to waters of the
State is currently being collected under their MRP. Information gained from the MRP will
provide a quantitative assessment of the local water quality that will be used to assist in the
evaluation of specific outflow management projects. Given the outflow management
projects have not yet been fully developed, their relative cumulative contribution is not yet
known. The potential effects of these projects, both direct and cumulative, will be analyzed
in subsequent environmental documents after each of the projects is better defined and
developed.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System for Aquatic Pesticides. Water Quality Order
No. 2004-0008-DWQ established General Permit No. CAG990004, which is a statewide
general permit for discharges of aquatic pesticides to surface waters of the United States for
vector control13. The Vector Control Permit covers pesticides or pesticide by-products that
persist in or leave a treatment area after a specified treatment period. Established in the
Vector Control Permit are effluent and receiving water limitations, BMPs that should be
implemented to minimize the extent and duration of impacts caused by the discharge of
aquatic pesticides, monitoring requirements for the discharger to comply with the MRP
included in the General Permit, and notification requirements of the discharger to the
SWRCB.
Water Quality Order No. 2004-0009-DWQ established General Permit No. CAG990004,
which is a statewide permit for discharges of aquatic pesticides to surface waters of the
United States for weed control. The Weed Control Permit addresses the discharge of aquatic
pesticides related to the application of 2,4-D, acrolein, copper, diquat, endothall, fluridone,
glyphosate, imazapyr, sodium carbonate peroxyhydrate, and triclopyr-based aquatic
pesticides to surface waters for the control of aquatic weeds. The Weed Control Permit
establishes the same requirements as the Vector Control Permit, with defined limitations for
each listed pesticide, and requires that the discharger prepare an Aquatic Pesticide
Application Plan, including listing all monitoring and abatement efforts that will take place
during application.
OID is continuing to follow the general permit terms and conditions. The district will
continue to apply pesticides in compliance with the above-discussed permit and Federal
rules and regulations. The potential effects of projects associated with the Proposed
Program with respect to the application of aquatic pesticides is not yet known; however, it is
expected that pesticide application within OID will continue, as necessary in accordance
13 “Vector” is defined in the general permit as mosquitoes, black flies, and biting midges.
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with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit under the Proposed
Program. Direct and cumulative effects will be analyzed in subsequent environmental
documents, as necessary, after each of the potentially relevant projects is better defined and
developed.

California Bay-Delta Authority
The CALFED Bay-Delta Program is a collaborative effort of 23 Federal and State agencies
focused on restoring the ecological health of the Bay-Delta estuary while ensuring water
quality improvements and water supply reliability to all users of Bay-Delta water resources.
The CALFED Bay-Delta Program includes a range of balanced actions that can be taken
forward to a comprehensive, multi-agency approach to managing Bay-Delta resources. The
CALFED Bay-Delta Program has established eight program elements; the goals of each
element follow:
•

Ecosystem Restoration Program – Improve and increase aquatic and terrestrial habitats
and improve the ecological functions in the Bay-Delta system to support sustainable
populations of diverse and valuable plant and animal species.

•

Water Quality Program – Achieve continuous improvement in the quality of the waters
of the Bay-Delta system to minimize ecological, drinking water, and other water quality
problems.

•

Levee System Integrity Program – Improve levee stability to benefit all users of Delta
water and land.

•

Water Use Efficiency Program – Assure efficient use of existing and any new water
supplies developed by the CALFED Bay-Delta Program.

•

Water Transfer Program – Facilitate water transfers and further develop a statewide
water transfer market.

•

Watershed Program – Provide financial and technical assistance to local watershed
programs that benefit the Bay-Delta system.

•

Storage – Use groundwater and surface water storage to improve water supply
reliability, provide water for the environment at times when it is needed most, provide
flows timed to maintain water quality, and protect levees through coordinated operation
with existing flood control structures.

•

Conveyance – Improve through-Delta conveyance to improve water supply reliability,
protect and improve Delta water quality, improve ecosystem health, and reduce risk of
supply disruption from catastrophic breaching of levees.

In 2000, CALFED developed a PEIS/EIR that provides a broad, programmatic analysis of
the general impacts of implementing the CALFED Bay-Delta Program over a 30-year period,
across two-thirds of the State.
The California Bay-Delta Act of 2003 established in the California Bay-Delta Authority a
committee that oversees implementation of the CALFED Bay-Delta Program and includes
representatives from six State agencies and six Federal agencies, seven public members, one
member of the Bay-Delta Public Advisory Committee, and four nonvoting ex officio
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members. Implementation of the overall program continues to evolve and is anticipated to
include numerous continuing investigations, programs, and projects.
Cumulative impacts resulting from implementation of the Proposed Program in conjunction
with the CALFED Bay-Delta Program range from unknown, because of the uncertainty of
specific projects, to potentially beneficial, depending on the potential project or action.

South San Joaquin Irrigation District/Oakdale Irrigation District
Stockton East Water District Transfer. SSJID and OID executed an agreement with SEWD in
1996, to make 30,000 ac-ft (OID and SSJID each providing half) available for sale in a year
when New Melones Reservoir inflow is 500,000 ac-ft or greater. The transfer amount is
12,500 ac-ft in total when projected inflow ranges from 400,000 to 450,000 ac-ft. When
forecast inflow is less than 450,000 ac-ft, the transfer reduces down to 8,000 ac-ft.
The transferred water will primarily be used by SEWD and its customers for direct
municipal and industrial use by the City of Stockton, California Water Service Company,
and the Lincoln Village and Colonial Heights Maintenance District to reduce groundwater
pumping and enhance recovery of the Eastern San Joaquin Groundwater Basin. SSJID and
OID prepared an EIR that analyzed the impacts of implementing the agreement. The EIR
that was prepared for the project identified potential environmental issues pertaining to
water resources and biological resources. The EIR primarily analyzed the impacts resulting
from reduced surface water flows to the San Joaquin River, which could potentially cause
impacts to surface water quality, and resulting indirect impacts to biological resources.
However, all potential impacts were determined to be less than significant, and mitigation
was not required.
The current transfer agreement expires 10 years after the date water was first delivered, in
this case, 2009. Although OID intends to continue this agreement with SEWD subject to the
ability to maintain mutually beneficial terms and conditions, the quantity and duration of a
future agreement is unknown. Subsequent environmental documentation regarding water
transfers under the Proposed Program will address the potential impacts/benefits of water
transfers after a particular transfer is more fully defined including quantity, method,
facilities, and timing.

South County Water Supply Program. The Cities of Manteca, Escalon, Lathrop, and Tracy are
currently implementing the South County Water Supply Program with SSJID to provide for
the delivery of treated surface water. The program is being implemented in a series of
phases designed to address present and future water demand in the cities. To date,
numerous facilities have been constructed and are operating.
The agreement between the district and the cities allows for surplus water to be available for
local urban use through facilities to be owned and operated by the district, with oversight
from an operations committee composed of the OID general manager and the city
managers. The agreement further provides for proportional cost sharing by the cities for
design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the new facilities. The potential effects
of projects associated with the Proposed Program with respect to the South County Water
Supply Program are not yet known. Direct and cumulative effects will be analyzed in
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subsequent environmental documents, as necessary, after each of the potentially relevant
projects is better defined and developed.

Other Proponents/Projects
The following projects were grouped together because of other potentially significant
impacts to other resource areas such as land use conversions, biological resources, and air
quality.

California Department of Transportation. Caltrans is proposing to construct the Oakdale
Expressway Project, which is a 9.8-mile expressway that begins west of Valley Home Road
and ends approximately 2.8 miles east of Lancaster Road. The project is being proposed to
reduce the traffic congestion on Route 120, improve safety by reducing the number of
accidents, and promote the completion of the Route 120 system (State Route 120 Oakdale
Expressway Project, Final EIS/EIR August 2002).
Potential impacts identified in the Final EIS/EIR include impacts to biological resources,
including wetlands and sensitive species; potential impacts to agriculture due to the
acquisition of farmland to complete the project; and potential impacts to the community
from home and business relocations. Given all elements of the Proposed Program have not
yet been defined, potential associated cumulative impacts are not yet known. The potential
direct and cumulative effects of future Proposed Program projects will be analyzed in
subsequent environmental documents, as necessary, after each of the projects is better
defined and developed.

Modesto Irrigation District. In November 2004, MID and the City of Modesto prepared an EIR
that proposed to implement Phase 2 of the expansion of Modesto Regional Water Treatment
Plant (MRWTP). The project also included construction of multiple city-side downstream
facilities to provide municipal and industrial water supplies within the city’s service area.
Phase 1, which was designed to treat up to 30 million gallons per day annually, was
constructed under a 1990 EIR. Phase 2 includes the expansion of the MRWTP to treat a total
of up to 60 million gallons per day annually, which will provide an additional
33,600 ac-ft/yr of treated domestic water annually to the city. Implementation of Phase 2
also required the submission of a petition for a water transfer to the SWRCB of up to
67,200 ac-ft/yr.
The analysis in the EIR found that the additional water to be transferred to the city was
available because of the conversion of agricultural land to urban uses; thus, water that was
at one time used for agriculture will instead be used by residents of the city within the MID
service area. The document also found that there will be no injury to other legal users of
water as a result of the transfer.
The EIR found that the following resource areas will experience significant unavoidable
environmental impacts: aesthetics (adverse effect on views of open space during construction and operation); land use (conversion of Prime Farmland to nonagricultural use,
conflicts with existing zoning for agricultural use or Williamson Act Contracts, and conflicts
with existing agricultural uses on nearby properties and long-term conversion of farmland
to nonagricultural use); air quality (temporary increase in construction-related emissions,
emissions during operation of standby generators, and growth-related vehicle emissions);
and population and housing (substantial induction of growth in the City of Modesto).
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Depending on the timing of both projects, some impacts resulting from the expansion of the
MRWTP could occur simultaneously with implementation of the Proposed Program
(e.g., temporary air quality emissions during construction). Given all elements of the
Proposed Program have not yet been defined, potential associated cumulative impacts are
not yet known. The potential direct and cumulative effects of future Proposed Program
projects will be analyzed in subsequent environmental documents, as necessary, after each
of the projects is better defined and developed.

City of Oakdale.
South Oakdale Industrial Specific Plan. The Draft South Oakdale Industrial Specific Plan
(Industrial Specific Plan) was developed as an extension to the existing Oakdale General
Plan to be used as a guide for light and industrial development standards in the plan area.
The Industrial Specific Plan area is located in the southernmost region of Oakdale, and
consists of approximately 500 acres outside of the city limits, within OID’s primary SOI.
Oakdale will provide potable water supply services for the Industrial Specific Plan area.
The primary purpose of the Industrial Specific Plan is to provide the following detail for
development in the plan area:
1. The distribution, location, and extent of land uses, including open space, within the area
covered by the plan.
2. The proposed distribution, location, and extent and intensity of major components of
public and private transportation, sewage, water, drainage, solid waste disposal, energy,
and other essential facilities proposed to be located within the area covered by the plan
and needed to support the land uses described in the plan.
3. Standards and criteria by which development will proceed, and standards for the
conservation, development, and use of natural resources, where applicable.
4.

A program of implementation measures including regulations, programs, public works
projects, and financing measures necessary to carry out paragraphs (1), (2), and (3).

East F Street Corridor Specific Plan. The Oakdale East F Street Corridor Specific Plan (East
F Street Specific Plan) provides goals, objectives, policies, development standards, and
design expectations for future mixed-use improvements to the plan area. The plan area is
located outside of the city limits, within OID’s primary SOI along East F Street, which is the
major east-west thoroughfare for Oakdale. The East F Street Specific Plan has approximately
80 acres of residential land (low, medium, and high density); 24 acres of mixed use; 33 acres
of existing public facilities (PG&E and Oakdale Rodeo Grounds); and approximately
25 acres of parks, trails, and open space. Oakdale will provide potable water supply services
for the plan area. The water supply system will consist of one domestic water well and a
system of looped 10- and 12-inch-diameter water lines that tie into the existing Oakdale
water system at various locations.
Each specific plan has undergone its own environmental review process, and the projects
were reviewed and approved by City Council and LAFCO. These specific plans will be
implemented as part of the city’s existing General Plan. No impacts associated with either
specific plan were identified as significant and unavoidable. Given all elements of the
Proposed Program have not yet been defined, potential associated cumulative impacts are
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not yet known. The potential direct and cumulative effects of future Proposed Program
projects will be analyzed in subsequent environmental documents, as necessary, after each
of the projects is better defined and developed.

City of Riverbank. The City of Riverbank has approved several residential projects in recent
years. The City of Riverbank will provide water service for all projects listed. Fifteen projects
are residential developments, and one project includes commercial development to
accommodate major retail stores. Descriptions of City of Riverbank projects follow:
•

JKB Homes – Sterling Ridge (181 total single-family residential lots, to be constructed in
three phases)

•

GJ Investments – Eastwood Estates (8 single-family residential lots)

•

Morrison Homes – The Heartlands (96 single-family residential lots)

•

Morrison Homes – The Cottages I (56 medium-density, single-family residential lots)

•

Elmwood Estates (86 low- to medium-density residential lots)

•

Florsheim Homes – Jackson Avenue Subdivision (45 medium-density residential lots)

•

The Gables (30 low- to medium-density residential lots)

•

Crossroads Terrace (23 patio homes and 24 senior units)

•

SCM Homes (139 clustered housing units)

•

Marrad Group (development of 1.9 acres into four single-family residential lots and
three four-plex residential lots and two three-plex residential lots)

•

JKB Homes (16 single-family lots)

•

Morrison Homes – The Cottages II (development of 12.26 acres into 117 LMR/HMR
single-family residential lots, 6 open-space lots, and 27 shared-driveway lots)

•

Brookview Investors (subdivision of 5.36 acres into 54 single-family, medium-density
residential lots)

•

Willow Equities – Willow Estates Subdivision (subdivision of 6.10 acres into 57 singlefamily, median-density residential lots)

•

Willow Equities – White Subdivision (development of 9.11 acres into 79 single-family
residential lots)

•

Willow Equities – Merciadis/Pyun Subdivision (development of 18.81 acres into 155
single-family residential lots)

•

Browmam Development Company – Target & Home Depot (development of
approximately 58 acres as commercial; this project will facilitate the implementation of
the Community Specific Plan for lands designated as Regional Commercial, Low- to
Medium-density Residential, and Medium- to High-density Residential)
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As described above, these projects will increase the demand on the City of Riverbank’s
water system. The City of Riverbank obtains its water through eight groundwater wells
located within the city limits. Well yields range from 600 to 1,500 gpm (Dunn
Environmental Inc., 2006b), with average daily systemwide production at over 2,000 gpm
since 2000 (Dunn Environmental Inc., 2006a). Aquifer yields have historically kept up with
demand (Dunn Environmental Inc., 2006a); however, the City of Riverbank is planning on
adding at least two additional municipal water supply wells to its existing water supply
capacity over the next year to accommodate the new growth (Tackett, 2006). Limited water
level information has been obtained from city wells; however, annual water levels support
less than 6 feet of water level fluctuation from drought to wet years (Dunn Environmental
Inc., 2006a). A hydrograph for an MID well located near the City of Riverbank supports the
sufficiency of the shallow groundwater system to accommodate increased pumping needs
for population increases of over 7,000 people from 1998 to 2005 for the city alone (Dunn
Environmental Inc., 2006a). Given all elements of the Proposed Program have not yet been
defined, potential associated cumulative impacts are not yet known. The potential direct
and cumulative effects of future Proposed Program projects will be analyzed in subsequent
environmental documents, as necessary, after each of the projects is better defined and
developed.

County of San Joaquin. The County of San Joaquin is not involved in any projects located
within the geographic cumulative impact study areas (Griffen, 2006).
County of Stanislaus. Stanislaus County produced an expanded Initial Study (February 2004)
that evaluates the environmental impacts of three residential development projects, part of
the East Oakdale Residential Projects, described as follows:
•

Hillsborough II Subdivision – 67 parcels with a minimum lot size of 20,000 square feet
from an approximate 46.5-acre site in a rural residential zoning district. The water
source will be groundwater extracted from two new deep aquifer wells located adjacent
to the development area.

•

Lands of Shutz – 8 parcels with a minimum lot size of 20,000 square feet and one
30.0-acre remainder from an approximate 35.3-acre site in a rural residential zoning
district. These parcels will be served by a public water system provided by OID.

•

Kushar Parcel Map – 3 parcels ranging in size from 1.0 to 2.8 acres and a 6.39-acre
remainder from an approximate 11.9-acre site in a rural residential zoning district. These
parcels will be served by a public water system provided by OID.

These subdivisions were evaluated and approved as part of the county’s General Plan.
Given all elements of the Proposed Program have not yet been defined, potential associated
cumulative impacts are not yet known. The potential direct and cumulative effects of future
Proposed Program projects will be analyzed in subsequent environmental documents, as
necessary, after each of the projects is better defined and developed.

County of Calaveras.
Tuscany Hills. Calaveras County prepared an EIR evaluating the impacts of a residential
development that includes a private golf course and private marina and recreation uses for
the southwestern portion of Calaveras County adjacent to Lake Tulloch. The project requires
a general plan amendment, zoning amendment, tentative subdivision map, a 561-acre
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density transfer, and modifications to requirements of the County Road Ordinance. The
project will subdivide 1,113.63 acres into 335 residential lots, 28 open-space lots, and nine
recreation lots, and transfer density from 561.37 acres of a portion of the remaining
Rancheria del Rio Estanislao lands of the current property owner to Tuscany Hills. Treated
water for the project will be supplied by Calaveras County Water District.
The following significant, unavoidable impacts were identified:
•

Removal of contiguous open-space habitats, removal of habitat for numerous common
and resident wildlife species, removal of native vegetation, and disturbance to a limited
number of special-status species as well as sensitive habitats

•

Conflicts with the policies of the Shoreline Management Plan

•

Cumulative water demands with other proposed projects such as the Copper Cover
service area under the existing water agreement

•

Increased recreational uses and congestion on Lake Tulloch

•

Deficient operation of the SR 108 and O’Byrnes Ferry Road

Given all elements of the Proposed Program have not yet been defined, potential associated
cumulative impacts are not yet known. The potential direct and cumulative effects of future
Proposed Program projects will be analyzed in subsequent environmental documents, as
necessary, after each of the projects is better defined and developed.

County of Tuolumne. Tuolumne County is not aware of any large projects occurring within
the study area. The Tuolumne County Planning Department is currently working with
property owners in the western portion of the county to revise Williamson Act Contracts;
however, this should have no affect on management of agricultural land (Laird, 2006).
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5.1 Lead Agency
OID is the State lead agency responsible under CEQA.

5.2 Applicable Laws, Policies, and Programs
When implementing CEQA, several Federal and State laws and policies must be considered,
depending on the project type. At this stage of development, it is anticipated that the
approvals presented below will potentially be required to implement the Proposed Project.
As the components of the Proposed Project become more defined, the list below will become
more defined. A summary of the approvals are provided below.

5.2.1 Federal Clean Water Act, Section 404
The USACE has jurisdictional authority to regulate discharge of dredging material and fill
into “waters of the United States (including wetlands)” under Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act. The Code of Federal Regulations (33 CFR Section 328.3) defines waters of the
United States as all navigable waters, including the following:
1. All tidal waters
2. All interstate waters and wetlands
3. All other waters such as lakes, rivers, streams (perennial or intermittent), mudflats,
sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural
ponds, the use, degradation, or destruction of which could affect interstate commerce
4. All impoundments of water mentioned above
5. All tributaries to waters mentioned above
6. Territorial season
7. All wetlands adjacent to waters mentioned above
Wetlands are those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a
frequency and duration (wetlands hydrology) sufficient to support, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of wetlands vegetation (hydrophytic vegetation)
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions (hydric soils). Wetlands generally
include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas (40 CFR 230.3 and 33 CFR 328). Any
actions that involve the placement of fill material into jurisdictional waters and wetlands,
including such activities as sidecasting material during ditch excavation or temporary fills
to provide equipment access during construction, must comply with Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act. The district will need to acquire a Section 404 permit for any of the
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measures included as part of the proposed alternatives that will occur within waters of the
United States (including wetlands).

5.2.2 Endangered Species Act
The ESA, most recently amended in 1988 (16 USC 1536), establishes a national program for
the conservation of threatened and endangered species of fish, wildlife, and plants and the
preservation of the ecosystems upon which they depend. Section 7(a) of the ESA requires
Federal agencies to consult with the Service and/or National Marine Fisheries Service on
any activities that may affect species listed as endangered or threatened. OID will consult
with the Service and National Marine Fisheries Service as appropriate either directly or as
part of obtaining Federal clearances (including a Section 404 permit from the USACE).

5.2.3 Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement
CDFG regulates work that will substantially affect resources associated with rivers, streams,
and lakes in California, pursuant to Fish and Game Code Section 1600-1607. Authorization
(known as a Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement) is required from CDFG for projects
prior to any action that substantially diverts, obstructs, or changes the natural flow of a
river, stream, or lake, or uses material from a streambed. This agreement applies to any
work undertaken within the 100-year floodplain of a body of water or its tributaries. OID
will work with CDFG to ensure that all applicable legal requirements are fulfilled.

5.2.4 California Endangered Species Act
The current version of CESA was enacted in 1984 and patterned after the Federal ESA.
CDFG is responsible for CESA implementation. The CESA requires lead agencies to consult
before implementing projects to ensure that any action carried out by the lead agency is not
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any listed endangered species, or destroy or
adversely modify essential habitat. “Essential habitat” is defined as habitat necessary for the
continued existence of the species. OID will consult with CDFG regarding impacts to Statelisted endangered and threatened species as appropriate.

5.2.5 Federal Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report
The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act requires consultation with the Service when any
water body is impounded, diverted, controlled, or modified for any purpose by any agency
under a Federal permit or license. The Service and State agencies charged with managing
fish and wildlife resources are to conduct surveys and investigations to determine the
potential damage to fish and wildlife and the mitigation measures to be taken. The Service
may incorporate the concerns and finishing of State agencies and other Federal agencies.
Compliance with the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act will be coordinated with
consultation for ESA, as described above.

5.2.6 Section 401, Water Quality Certification
Under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, activities that may result in the discharge of
pollutants into waters of the Untied States must first undergo review and approval by the
Water Board. The USACE will not issue a Section 404 permit until the State has issued a
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certification (or a waiver of certification) of compliance with the State water quality
standards.

5.2.7 Section 402, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
The Water Board regulates both point-source discharges (e.g., wastewater treatment plant
discharges) and nonpoint-source discharges (e.g., urban runoff). National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permits are issued for discharges to surface waters. If an
activity may result in the discharge of waste (including stormwater runoff for construction
activities) to surface water, the owner or operator is required to obtain a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permit. This permit is required for all construction projects
that disturb more than one acre, or part of a larger common plan of development.

5.2.8 National Historic Preservation Act
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act requires that Federal agencies evaluate
the effects of Federal undertakings on historical, archaeological, and cultural resources and
afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation the opportunity to comment on the
proposed undertaking. The review process is implemented using the following five-step
procedure:
1. Identification and evaluation of historic properties
2. Assessment of the effects of the undertaking on properties that are eligible for NRHP
3. Consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office and other agencies for the
development of a Memorandum of Agreement that addresses the treatment of historic
properties
4. Receipt of Advisory Council on Historic Preservation comments on the Memorandum of
Agreement or results of consultation
5. The project implementation according to the conditions of the Memorandum of
Agreement
The Section 106 compliance process may not consist of all the steps above, depending on the
situation. For example, if identification and evaluation result in the documented conclusion
that no properties included in or eligible for inclusion are present, the process ends with the
identification and evaluation step. The district will comply with this process likely through
the acquisition of a Section 404 permit from the USACE.

5.2.9 Local Agency Formation Committee
The LAFCO is responsible for coordinating changes in local governmental boundaries and
special districts, such as annexations and detachments of territory; incorporations of cities;
formations of special districts; and consolidations, mergers, and dissolutions of districts.
Each county within OID’s SOI has its own LAFCO organization. Coordination with each
county’s LAFCO group will be required prior to annexation into the SOI.
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List of Preparers
6.1 Lead Agency and Staff
Lead agency and staff who participated in the preparation of this Public Draft PEIR include
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steve Knell, General Manager, Oakdale Irrigation District
Kathy Cook, Chief Financial Officer, Oakdale Irrigation District
John Davids, Assistant, Support Services Manager, Oakdale Irrigation District
Gary Jernigan, Support Services Manager, Oakdale Irrigation District
Kevin King, Water Operations Manager, Oakdale Irrigation District
Bob Nielsen, Water Operations Assistant/Water Utilities, Oakdale Irrigation District

Counsel who participated in the preparation of this Public Draft PEIR include the following:
•
•
•

Tim O’Laughlin, O’Laughlin & Paris LLP
William C. Paris, III, O’Laughlin & Paris LLP
Kenneth Petruzzelli, O’Laughlin & Paris LLP

6.2 Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Preparers
Original drafts of this Public Draft PEIR have been prepared on behalf of OID by
CH2M HILL staff in Sacramento and Redding, California. CH2M HILL staff who
participated in the preparation of the document include the following:
•

Greg Eldridge, Project Manager

•

Mark Oliver, Environmental Document Lead

•

Greg Norby, Civil Engineer – Technical Input and Senior Review

•

Mark Leu, Civil Engineer – Technical Input

•

Jeanne Brantigan, Water Resources Engineer – Technical Input and PEIR Preparation

•

John Livingston, Senior Technologist – Technical Input and Senior Review

•

Peter Lawson, Senior Hydrogeologist – Groundwater

•

Heather Perry, Hydrogeologist – Groundwater

•

Marie-Christine Sheffield, Environmental Planner – PEIR Preparation

•

Heather Waldrop, Environmental Planner – PEIR Preparation
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•

Victor Leighton, Biologist – PEIR Preparation

•

Timothy Hamaker, Fishery Biologist – PEIR Preparation

•

Stephanie Tillman, Soil Scientist – PEIR Preparation

•

Mike Schrock, Geographic Information Specialist – GIS

•

Celeste Brandt, Managing Technical Editor – PEIR Preparation and
Document Coordination

•

Al Farber, Technical Editor – PEIR Preparation

•

Suzanne Moreland, Technical Editor, PEIR Preparation

•

Florissa Reynoso, Technical Editor, PEIR Preparation

•

Harold Robertson, Graphic Designer – PEIR Preparation

•

Doug Simpson, Graphic Designer – PEIR Preparation

•

Nancy Horrick, Document Processor – PEIR Preparation

•

Carol Hullinger, Document Processor – PEIR Preparation

•

Scott Carter, Document Processor – PEIR Preparation

•

Cheri Randall, Document Processor – PEIR Preparation

•

Ted Stavedahl, Reprographics Technician – Document Production

•

Mary Coe, Reprographics Technician/Mail Clerk – Document Production

The following subconsultants provided public outreach support:
•
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Vern Crow, Panagraph, Inc.
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APPENDIX A
SPECIAL-STATUS PLANT AND ANIMAL SPECIES KNOWN TO OCCUR IN STUDY AREA

TABLE A-1

Special-status Plant and Animal Species Known to Occur in Study Area
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Scientific Name

Common
Name

Federal/State/
CNPS Status

Habitat Requirements

Present/
Breeding–
Nesting–
Bloom Season

Potential for
Species
within
OID SOI

Birds
Haliaeetus
leucocephalus

bald eagle

FT/

Requires large bodies of water, or
free-flowing rivers with abundant fish,
and adjacent snags or other perches.
Nests in large, old-growth, or
dominant live tree with open
branchwork, especially ponderosa
pine.

January - March

Highly unlikely
to occur in OID
SOI. No known
occurrences
recorded.

Buteo regalis
(Wintering)

ferruginous
hawk

--/CSC

Frequents open grasslands,
sagebrush flats, desert scrub,
low foothills surrounding valleys, and
fringes of pinyon-juniper habitats.
Roosts in open areas, usually in a
lone tree or utility pole. Tolerant of
heat; nest is often unshaded.

February - August

Potential
wintering
habitat within
OID SOI. No
known
occurrences
recorded.

Buteo swainsoni
(Nesting)

Swainson’s
hawk

--/ST

Breeds in stands with few trees in
juniper-sage flats, riparian areas, and
in oak savannah in the Central Valley.
Forages in adjacent grasslands,
suitable grain or alfalfa fields, or
livestock pastures.

March - August

Potential
nesting habitat
within OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
1.25 miles.

Circus cyaneus
(nesting)

Northern
harrier

--/CSC

Inhabits herbaceous and open stages
of most habitats mostly in cismontane California. Forages in
undisturbed, open grasslands,
meadows, farmlands, and emergent
wetlands.

April - September

Potential
nesting habitat
within OID SOI.
No known
occurrences
recorded.

Elanus leucurus

white-tailed
kite

--/fully protected

Inhabits herbaceous and open stages
of most habitats mostly in cismontane
California. Forages in undisturbed,
open grasslands, meadows,
farmlands, and emergent wetlands.

January - April

Potential
nesting habitat
within OID SOI.
No known
occurrences
recorded.

Agelaius tricolor

tricolored
black bird

--/CSC

Breeds near fresh water, preferably in
emergent wetlands, with tall, dense
cattails or tules, but also in thickets of
willow, blackberry, wild rose, and tall
herbs. Feeds in grassland and
cropland habitats.

February - May

Occurs within
the OID SOI.

Athene cunicularia

burrowing
owl

--/CSC

Open, dry grassland and desert
habitats, and in grass, forb, and open
shrub stages of pinyon-juniper and
ponderosa pine habitats.

Resident/March August

Occurs within
the OID SOI.

Lanius
ludovicianus
(nesting)

loggerhead
shrike

--/CSC

Prefers open habitats with scattered
shrubs, trees, posts, fences, utility
lines, or other perches. Highest
density occurs in open-canopied
valley foothill hardwood, valley foothill
hardwood-conifer, valley foothill
riparian, pinyon-juniper, juniper,
desert riparian, and Joshua tree
habitats.

Resident/April June

Occurs within
the OID SOI.
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Special-status Plant and Animal Species Known to Occur in Study Area
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Federal/State/
CNPS Status

Present/
Breeding–
Nesting–
Bloom Season

Potential for
Species
within
OID SOI

Scientific Name

Common
Name

Melospiza melodia
maxillaries

Suisun song
sparrow

--/CSC

Endimic to Suisun Bay. Uses
intermixed stands of bulrush (Scirpus
spp.), cattail (Typha spp.), and other
emergent vegetation. Forages on the
bare surface of tidally exposed mud
among the tules and along slough
margins in the brackish marshes.

March - May

Not within
home range of
this species.

Eremophila
alpestris actia

California
horned lark

--/CSC

California horned larks are considered
the inland valley from adapted to
mesic environments. This species
occupies open country with low or
sparse vegetation. It nests in
grasslands, salt marshes, and
deserts.

April - June

Occurs within
the OID SOI.

Icteria virens

yellowbreasted
chat

--CSC

Riparian thickets of willow and other
brushy tangles near watercourses for
cover. Frequents dense, brushy
thickets and tangles near water, and
thick understory in riparian woodland.

May - July

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Charadrius
montanus

mountain
plover

--/CSC

Short grasslands and plowed fields
with little vegetation, and open
sagebrush areas of the Central Valley
from Sutter and Yuba Counties
southward.

April - June

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
7.9 miles.

Vulpes macrotis
mutica

San Joaquin
kit fox

FE/ST

Grasslands and open shrub lands
with loose textures soils for burrowing.

December March

Eumops perotis
californicus

Western
mastiff bat

--/CSC

The western mastiff-bat occurs in
many open, semi-arid to arid habitats,
including conifer and deciduous
woodlands, coastal scrub, annual and
perennial grasslands, palm oases,
chaparral, desert scrub, and urban.

April - September

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
0.8 mile.

Corynorhinus
townsendii

Townsend’s
big-eared bat

--/CSC

Live in a variety of communities,
including coastal conifer and broadleaf forests, oak and conifer
woodlands, arid grasslands and
deserts, and high-elevation forests
and meadows. Known roost sites
include limestone caves, lava tubes,
mine tunnels, buildings, and other
human-made structures.

Amy - August

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
0.36 mile.

Northwestern
pond turtle

--/CSC

Require some slack- or slow-water
aquatic habitat. Often reach higher
densities where many aerial and
aquatic basking sites are available.
Hatchlings require shallow water
habitat with relatively dense
submergent or short emergent
vegetation in which to forage. Also
require an upland oviposition site
(high clay or silt fraction soil, on an
unshaded slope) in the vicinity of the
aquatic site.

April - May

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
5.6 miles.

Habitat Requirements

Mammals

Reptiles
Emys (=Clemmys)
marmorata
marmorata
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Scientific Name

Common
Name

Federal/State/
CNPS Status

Habitat Requirements

Present/
Breeding–
Nesting–
Bloom Season

Potential for
Species
within
OID SOI

Emys (=Clemmys)
marmorata

Western
pond turtle

--/CSC

Same as Northwestern pond turtle.

April - May

Occurs in the
OID SOI.

Thamnophis gigas

giant garter
snake

FT/ST

Primarily associated with marshes
and sloughs, less with slow-moving
creeks, and absent from larger
rivers. Also inhabits flooded rice
fields. Nocturnal retreat is holes,
especially mammal burrows, crevices,
and surface objects. During the day,
the giant garter snake often basks on
emergent vegetation such as cattails
and tules.

July – August

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
5.6 miles.

Ambystoma
Californiense

California
tiger
salamander

FT/CSC

Breeds in freshwater ponds or vernal
pools, in association with upland
areas with small mammal burrows.

DecemberAugust
metamorphose
during the
summer

Occurs in the
OID SOI.

Rana aurora
draytonii

California
red-legged
frog

FT/

Dense, shrubby riparian vegetation
associated with deep ( 0.7 meter),
still, or slow-moving water. The
shrubby riparian vegetation that
structurally seems to be most suitable
for California red-legged frogs is that
provided by arroyo willow (Salix
lasiolepis); cattails (Typha sp.) and
bulrushes (Scirpus sp.) also provide
suitable habitat.

January – March
metamorphose in
3.5 to 7 months

Spea (=Scahiopus)
hammondii

Western
spadefoot
(toad)

--/CSC

This species occurs primarily in
grassland situations, but occasional
populations also occur in valleyfoothill hardwood woodlands.
Requires temporary rainpools with
water temperatures of 9 degrees
Celsius and less than 30 degrees
Celsius that last 3 weeks, that lack
fish, bullfrogs, and crayfish. Soil
characteristics of burrow refuge sites
have not been studied, but if they are
similar to those of S. multiplicatus,
then the soil could become fairly
compact and hard during the season
of summer aestivation.

January – May
metamorphose in
3 to 11 weeks

Monadenia
mormonum hirsuta

Hirsute
Sierra
sideband
(snail)

--/--

Basaltic outcrops in Tuolumne
County.

Unknown

Monadenia
mormonum buttoni

Button’s
Sierra
sideband
(snail)

--/--

Basaltic outcrops in Calaveras and El
Dorado County.

Unknown

Occurs in the
OID SOI.

Desmocerus
californicus
dimorphus

valley
elderberry
longhorn
beetle

FT/--

Host plant elderberry (Sambucus
mexicana). Generally found in riparian
stands of clustered host plant.

April - June

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
0.63 mile.

Amphibians

Occurs in the
OID SOI.

Invertebrates
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Scientific Name

Common
Name

Federal/State/
CNPS Status

Habitat Requirements

Present/
Breeding–
Nesting–
Bloom Season

Potential for
Species
within
OID SOI

Anodonta
californienis

California
floater
(mussel)

--/--

Small streams near Sonora. Found in
areas with serpentine soils.

unknown

Branchinecta
lynchi

vernal pool
fairy shrimp

FT/--

Found in vernal pools (seasonal
wetlands).

October -May

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
0.24 miles.

Lepidurus packardi

vernal pool
tadpole
shrimp

FE/--

Inhabits vernal pools and swales in
the Sacramento Valley and San
Joaquin Valley containing clear to
highly turbid water. Commonly found
in grass-bottomed swales of
unplowed grasslands. Some inhabit
mud-buttomed and highly turbid
pools.

October -May

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Linderiella
occidentalis

California
linderiella

--/--

Inhabit clear to tea-colored water in
seasonal ponds, which range in size
from square feet to many acres, and
are typically located in grasslands or
in depressions of sedimentary rock.

October -May

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Branchinecta
conservation

conservancy
fairy shrimp

FE/

Vernal pools that are large with highly
turbid water.

October -May

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI. No
known
documentation.

Found only in the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Estuary, and they reside
primarily in the interface between salt
water and fresh water. Decline in
population caused large part by
reductions in Delta water outflow.

May

Not within
home range of
this species.
No known
documentation.

Fish
Hypomesus
transpacificus

Delta smelt

Oncorhynchus
mykiss

Central
Valley
steelhead

FT/

Found in tributaries to the San
Francisco Bay, including the South
Bay. Pass through the San Francisco
Estuary during migration to streams
for spawning, and during outmigration
to the ocean. Spawn in small streams
and tributaries with cold, clean water
flowing over graveled bottoms and
deep pools.

Migrate July –
May, spawn
December to April

Occurs within
the Stanislaus
River/OID SOI.

Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha

Central
Valley
fall/late-fall
run Chinook
salmon

FC

Found in tributaries to the San
Francisco Bay including the
Sacramento-San Joaquin River
watersheds. Pass through the San
Francisco Estuary during migration to
streams for spawning, and during
outmigration to the ocean. Spawn in
well-oxygenated water in swift,
shallow riffles, or at edges of fast runs
with loose gravel.

Migrate during fall
and early winter
months, spawns
during fall and
early winter

Occurs within
the Stanislaus
River/OID SOI.
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Scientific Name

Common
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Present/
Breeding–
Nesting–
Bloom Season

Potential for
Species
within
OID SOI

Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha

Central
Valley
spring-run
Chinook
salmon

FT/

Found in tributaries to the San
Francisco Bay including the
Sacramento River watersheds. Pass
through the San Francisco Estuary
during migration to streams for
spawning, and during outmigration to
the ocean. Spawn in well-oxygenated
water in swift, shallow riffles, or at
edges of fast runs with loose gravel.

Migrate during
spring months;
holds in
headwaters areas
and spawns
during late
summer early fall

Not within
present home
range of this
species.

Lavinia
symmetricus
spp. 3

Red Hill
roach

--/CSC

Small streams near Sonora. Found in
areas of serpentine soils.

unknown

Closest
documentation
7.19 miles.

Neostapfia
colusana

Colusa grass

FT/SE/CNPS 1B

Central Valley vernal pools: Northern
hardpan vernal pools and Northern
claypan vernal pools. Needs long
duration of inundation.

May - July

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Tuctoria greenei

Green’s
tuctoria

FE/SR/CNPS 1B

Central Valley venal pools: Northern
hardpan vernal pools and Northern
claypan vernal pools.

May - July

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Pseudobahia
bahiifolia

Hartweg’s
golden
sunburst

FE/SE/CNPS 1B

Inhabits upland sites in valley and
foothill annual grasslands typically
with mima mound topography formed
on acidic soils.

March to April

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Calycadenia
hooveri

Hoover’s
calycadenia

--/--/CNPS 1B

Inhabits thin soils and small soils-filled
cracks on and around rocky outcrops
in valley and foothill woodlands.

July - September

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
2.12 miles.

Crypantha hooveri

Hoover’s
cryptantha

--/--/CNPS 1A

Cismontane woodland, valley, and
foothill grassland with rocky soils.

July - September

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
2.12 miles.

Chamaesyce
hooveri

Hoover’s
spurge

FT/--/CNPS 1B

Endemic to larger venal pools
typically in barren soils often occurring
with orcuttia grasses.

July

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
6.6 miles.

Monardella
leucocephala

Merced
monardella

--/--/CNPS 1A

Recorded on moist sub-alkaline sandy
sites in riverbeds and in low sandy
areas in undulating annual
grasslands.

June - July

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
6.6 miles.

Orcuttia inaequalis

San Joaquin
Valley orcutt
grass

FT/SE/CNPS 1B

Strict endemic of large vernal pools.
Northern claypan, northern hardpan,
and Northern basalt flow vernal pools
and on alluvial fans and high and low
stream terraces.

April - September

Occurs in OID
SOI.

Clarkia rostrata

beaked
clarkia

--/--/CNPS 1B

Typically inhabits steep to moderate
slopes in valley and foothill annual
grassland and foothill savannas and
woodlands.

April - May

Occurs in OID
SOI.

Plants
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Bloom Season

Potential for
Species
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Downigia pusilla

dwarf
downingia

--/--/CNPS 2

Largely restricted to vernal pools and
sometimes vernal pool swales or
ephemeral wetlands in valley and
foothill annual grasslands.

March - May

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
0.14 mile.

Orcuttia pilosa

hairy orcutt
grass

FE/SE/CNPS 1B

Large vernal pools and occasionally in
seasonal stock ponds. Requires long
periods of inundation for germination.

May - September

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
2.6 miles.

Juncus nodosus

knotted rush

--/--/CNPS 2

Wet meadows, springs, fens, shores
and streambanks, where water is
fresh.

July - September

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
No known
documentation.

Castilleja
campestris spp.
succulenta

succulent
owl’s-clover

FT/SE/CNPS 1B

Vernal pool obligate in close
association with acidic soils.
Restricted to northeastern San
Joaquin Valley.

As pools recede
in spring.

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
2.59 miles.

Brodiaea pallida

Chinese
camp
brodiaea

FT/SE/CNPS 1B

Grows in seeps and springs in
serpentine and volcanic soils in the
central California Sierra foothills.

May - June

Potential for
species within
the OID SOI.
No known
occurrences.

Eryngium
pinnatisectum

Tuolumne
button-celery

--/--/CNPS 1B

Cismontane woodlands, lower
montane coniferous forests, and
vernal pools. Mesic soils.

June - August

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
6.09 miles.

Eryngium
racemosum

Delta buttoncelery

-/SE/CNPS 1B

Inhabits seasonally inundated
depressions and swales in clay flats,
usually with riparian scrub, floodplains
of rivers, and large creeks.
Sometimes along water basins.

June - August

Potential
habitat within
OID SOI.
Closest
documentation
7.9 miles.

Sagittaria sanfordii

Sanford’s
sagattaria

--/--/CNPS 1B

Occupies freshwater marshes with
shallow margins of small lakes,
ponds, and sluggish waters of
sloughs, slow creeks, rivers, canals,
and ditches.

May - August

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Scopelophila
cataractae

tongue-leaf
copper moss

--/--/CNPS 2

Largely restricted to copper and metal
enriched soils substrates.

Unknown

Unknown.
Closest
documentation
6.8 miles.

Legenere limosa

legenere

--/--/CNPS 1B

Occurs in vernal pools. Many
historical occurrences are extirpated.

May - June

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Lavinia
symmetricus

Red Hills
soaproot

--/--/CNPS 1B

Chaparral, foothill pine – blue oak
woodlands along streams on
serpentine soils.

April – October

Potential
habitat in OID
SOI. Closest
documentation
7.2 miles.
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Cryptantha
mariposae

mariposa
cryptantha

--/--/CNPS 1B

Chaparral on serpentine and rocky
substrates.

April - May

Occurs within
OID SOI.

Lomatium
congdonii

Congdon’s
lomatium

--/--/CNPS 1B

Inhabits foothill woodlands on rocky
serpentine slopes.

April - May

Potential
habitat in OID
SOI. Closest
documentation
7.2 miles.

Verbena
californica

California
vervain

FT/ST/CNPS 1B

Inhabits foothill woodlands along
streams on serpentine soils.

April - October

Potential
habitat in OID
SOI. Closest
documentation
7.5 miles.

Notes:
FT

= Federal threatened

ST

= State threatened

CNPS = California Native Plant Society
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Site-specific Project/Action Environmental
Evaluation Checklist

OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Purpose
The purpose of this site-specific project/action environmental evaluation checklist is to:
1) assure consistency and appropriate environmental review of the projects/actions
associated with and evaluated in the OID Water Resources Plan Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR), and
2) to implement the infrastructure improvements and actions associated with the
Oakdale Irrigation District Water Resources Plan (WRP).
This evaluation is being conducted to determine whether the project/action described
below will require additional environmental documentation beyond what was presented
in the PEIR, and/or avoid locations (where feasible) that would potentially result in
significant environmental impacts. This checklist provides a standardized approach to
site-specific resource evaluations for general project locations that were previously
identified (e.g., locations associated with existing facilities requiring maintenance or
modification) as well as those projects that were not sufficiently developed during the
PEIR phase to determine the necessity of further site-specific analysis.
The evaluation criteria identified below mirror the criteria that were developed in the
PEIR. If the potential for a significant impact is identified with respect to these criteria,
the specific mitigation measure identified in the PEIR should be identified, and it should
be documented that implementation of a given mitigation measure or measures would
result in impacts being reduced to a less than significant level. If it is determined that
additional mitigation would be required, such mitigation should be identified on this form
to document the evaluation process and proposed approach.
Completion of this checklist will document whether a proposed action:
•

will not result in significant impacts which would not require additional
documentation or analysis because either 1) the proposed project/action has no
potential to result in a potentially significant impact, or 2) the analysis and
mitigation identified in the PEIR will suffice and is so indicated; or

•

will result in potentially significant impacts not addressed in the PEIR and would
require additional documentation or analysis.

Avoidance criteria has been established and identified in the PEIR that will be used
during the planning and design phase to rule out facility locations, if possible, to reduce
significant impacts. The use of avoidance criteria should be identified on the checklist to
document that potential impacts to that particular resource area would be considered
less than significant, and thus further analysis and/or mitigation would not be required.
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Implementation Procedure
Prior to implementation of the project elements listed in the PEIR, this checklist should
be completed to determine where potential impacts may occur, identify appropriate
avoidance and/or mitigation measures to reduce potentially significant impacts, and
recommend the need for additional environmental documentation or analysis.
If a particular site location is required that cannot be feasibly avoided and the potential
for impacts to biological resources exists, a qualified biologist will visit such proposed
project location(s) as specified in the PEIR during the preparation of this checklist. The
intent of these visits is to determine the occurrence of sensitive habitats, including
vernal pools, wetlands, and riparian habitat at the proposed facility locations. The site
visits will consist of reconnaissance-level surveys in which observations of specialstatus species will be recorded, and the general potential for special-status species to
occur would be assessed depending on the quality, characteristics, and location of the
habitat at the project site.
Additionally, those environmental permits or clearances that are anticipated to
potentially be required should also be indicated as such where indicated below.
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Project/Action Description
(to be completed by OID and/or survey staff)
Date(s) of review:
Name of person or persons who completed the review:

Project location (attach map):

Project/Action Type:

Project/Action description:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
SITE ANALYSIS
Water Resources and Water Quality
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Surface Water Hydrology
Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in
a manner that would result in flooding of duration and/or depth so as
to temporarily or permanently affect current land uses
Deplete surface water supplies so as to temporarily or permanently
affect current land uses or permanently impact other beneficial uses
Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures that would
impede or redirect flood flows
Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or
death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure
of a levee or dam
Surface Water Quality
Create or contribute drainwater or system outflow to local
watercourses or rivers that would violate any water quality
standards or waste discharge requirements
Alter the existing drainage pattern of the site area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner that
would cause substantial erosion or siltation on- or offsite resulting in
temporary or permanent impacts to current land uses or permanent
impacts to other beneficial uses
Create or contribute stormwater that would exceed the capacity of
existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide
substantial additional sources of polluted runoff

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Groundwater
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Substantial depletion of groundwater supplies or substantial
interference with groundwater recharge
Depletion of aquifer volume or lowering of local groundwater levels
such that the yield of existing wells is reduced to the degree that the
increased cost of producing water results in the inability to support
existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been
granted1
Substantial depletion of groundwater supplies such that the natural
groundwater flow direction in the basin is altered to a degree that
beneficial uses are substantially adversely affected
Substantial reduction in in-stream flows in rivers and streams as a
result of groundwater pumping to a degree that beneficial uses are
substantially adversely affected
Permanent land subsidence and compaction of the groundwater
aquifer caused by water level declines

Comments:

1 “Well yield” is defined as the maximum sustainable pumping rate that can be supplied by a well without inducing a decline in water
levels that exceeds the available drawdown. “Available drawdown” is defined as the height of the column of water between the static
water level and the total depth of the well or the depth of the pump intake.
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Earth Resources
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving the following:
Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the
most recent Alquits-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map
issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault (refer to Division of
Mines and Geology Special Publication 42)
Strong seismic ground shaking
Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction
Landslides
Substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil
Location on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would
become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in
on- or offsite landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction,
or collapse
Location on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the
Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Biological and Aquatic Resources
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Biological Resources
Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
special status in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or
by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) or U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service(USFWS)
Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community that provides important habitat for a
candidate, sensitive, or special-status species identified in local or
regional plans, policies, regulations, or by CDFG or USFWS
Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands
as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including marsh
or vernal pool) through removal, filling, or hydrological interruption of
a federally protected wetlands
Interfere substantially with the movement of any candidate,
sensitive, or special-status species native resident or migratory fish
or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites
Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan;
natural communities conservation plan; or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan
Aquatic Resources
Potentially reduce in the number, or restrict the range, of an
endangered or threatened native anadromous or other species, or
species that is a candidate for state listing or proposed for federal
listing as endangered or threatened
Substantially adversely affect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, any native anadromous or other species identified as
a sensitive or special-status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations
Conflict with, or violate, the provisions of an adopted habitat
conservation plan; natural community conservation plan; or other
approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan relating
to the protection of native anadromous or other species
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Cause mortality of state or federally listed anadromous or other
species, or species that are candidates for listing (CESA) or
proposed for listing (ESA)
Temporarily impact habitats such that native anadromous or other
candidate, sensitive, or special-status species suffer increased
mortality or lowered reproductive success that jeopardizes the longterm persistence of those local populations
Permanent loss of essential habitat of a listed species or specialstatus native anadromous species

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Cultural Resources
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Physically destroy or damage all or part of a property or resource
Change the character of the use of the property or physical features
within the setting of the property or resource that would contribute to
its historical significance
Introduce visual, atmospheric, or audible elements that diminish the
integrity of the significant historical features of a property or
resource
Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or
site or unique geologic feature
Disturb any human remains, including Native American or other
remains interred outside of formal cemeteries

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Land Use and Visual Resources
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Land Use
Physically divide an established community
Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to
the general plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect
Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural
community conservation plan
Substantially permanently reduce agricultural acreage in a region or
substantially permanently convert land categorized as Prime
Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, or Unique Farmland
under the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) or
Prime Farmland under the Williamson Act
Substantially permanently convert land enrolled in the Williamson
Act or other land protection programs to an incompatible use
Visual Resources
Have a substantial effect on a scenic vista
Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic
highway
Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the
site and its surroundings
Create a new source of substantial light or glare that would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Air Quality
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
plan
Violate any ambient air quality standard or contribute substantially
to an existing or projected air quality violation
Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which a region is nonattainment
Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations
Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people
Exceed applicable thresholds as defined by the San Joaquin Valley
Air Pollution Control District (See Section 3.7 in the PEIR)

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Noise
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of
standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance,
or applicable standards of other agencies
Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundbourne
vibration or groundbourne noise levels
A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing without the project
A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels
in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Traffic and Transportation
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in relation to the
existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a
substantial increase in either the number of vehicle trips, the volume
to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections)
Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service
standard established by the county congestion management agency
for designated roads or highways
Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase
in traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial
safety risks
Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp
curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)
Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting
alternative transportation (e.g., bus turnouts and bicycle racks)

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Public Services and Utilities
Would the project result in potentially significant impacts to the following:
Yes

No

Fire, Police, and Emergency Medical Services
Interfere with existing or planned emergency response plans or
emergency evacuation plans
Require additional staffing or equipment to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives
Substantially degrade the level of service of existing fire, police, and
emergency medical services below established or acceptable levels
Community Facilities
Require new, altered, or expanded staffing, equipment, or facilities
not currently provided
Substantially degrade the level of service for existing community
facilities below established or acceptable levels
Utilities
Require the expansion of existing utility (e.g., water, sewer,
electrical, natural gas, and telephone) infrastructure or additional
staff to maintain acceptable levels of service
Substantially degrade the level of service for utilities below
established or acceptable levels
Solid Waste Disposal
Require additional waste collection routes or disposal facilities to
adequately handle project-generated solid waste
Substantially degrade the level of service of existing solid waste
disposal services below established or acceptable levels
Substantially reduce the capacity or life of existing waste disposal
facilities

Comments:
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
On the basis of this initial evaluation:
The proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the
environment, therefore no further environmental documentation or analysis is
required.
The proposed project COULD have a potentially significant effect on the
environment; however, by following the mitigation measures identified in the
PEIR, the impact(s) will be reduced to a less than significant level, and no
further documentation or analysis is required.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the
environment, and additional environmental review is required.

Potential Permits/Approvals
Federal Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit – US Army Corps of Engineers
California Department of Fish and Game 1601 Streambed Alteration
Agreement – California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG)
Federal Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification – California
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Water Board)
Federal Clean Water Act Section 402 General Construction Activity
Stormwater Permit – Water Board

Approval of plans and specifications to construct or enlarge a dam or reservoir
and certificate of approval to store water – Department of Water Resources,
Division of Safety of Dams

Indirect Source Review – San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District
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OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
WATER RESOURCES PLAN PEIR
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECT/ACTION ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Site Grading and Excavating Permit – Stanislaus County and San Joaquin
County Building Departments

Encroachment Permits – Stanislaus County and San Joaquin County Public
Works Departments and California Department of Transportation

Petition for Annexation into the District – Local Agency Formation Commission
(LAFCO)

Landowner agreements

Signature
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SECTION 1

Introduction
Purpose and Scope of the Water
Resources Plan
Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) is a nonprofit, local public agency that operates
as a political entity of the State under the California Water Code. The district’s
mission is this:
To protect and develop Oakdale Irrigation District water resources for the maximum
benefit of the Oakdale Irrigation District community by providing excellent irrigation
and domestic water service.
The complexity of water issues,
both locally and at the state level,
necessitates a rethinking of OID’s
current practices and priorities in
order to guarantee full protection of
the district’s and region’s water
supplies into the future.
Understanding the issues facing
OID and developing a
comprehensive plan to respond to
these issues is the objective of this
Water Resources Plan (WRP).

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
By evaluating several core aspects of OID—including the
district’s resources, infrastructure, land use trends,
administrative organization, and financial position—
strategies for a water resources management program were
developed to meet the project goals. Major elements of the
program recommended for implementation over a 10- to
20-year period are the following:
•

Rehabilitation, modernization, and expansion of
existing infrastructure as dictated by Board of Directors
policy, standards, and regulations

•

New in-system regulating reservoirs

•

On-farm irrigation education programs and irrigation
improvement assistance

•

Annexation of new lands into the district service area

on a willing landowner basis
This plan evaluates the district’s
•
Provisions for meeting the domestic water demand in
water resources, delivery system,
Riverbank, Oakdale, and the surrounding area
and operations, and examines land
•
Continuation, expansion, and/or initiation of new water
use trends to determine how future
transfers
changes in these areas will impact
•
Revisions to the district’s service standards and rate
structures
water supply and demand during
•
Management of groundwater within OID and
the next two decades. The plan also
throughout the Modesto Subbasin
provides specific, prioritized
•
Expansion of district water deliveries beyond the
recommendations for OID facility
irrigation season
improvements that will comply
These elements will be developed further throughout the
WRP.
with the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) and
accommodate available financial resources.
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To provide clarity of purpose, the OID Board of Directors developed and endorsed five goals
of the WRP, as shown in Figure 1-1. These goals are the broad objectives that must be achieved
by the strategies and alternatives developed in the WRP.

FIGURE 1-1

Project Goals

General Background
Study Area
OID is located in the northeast portion of the San Joaquin Valley, about 30 miles southeast of
Stockton and 12 miles northeast of Modesto, as shown in Figure 1-2. The OID service area
consists of 72,500 acres between the Sierra Nevada and the Central Valley along the
San Joaquin–Stanislaus county
line, surrounding the city of
Oakdale and bordering the cities
of Riverbank and Modesto. The
district’s sphere of influence
(SOI)—land which the district is
permitted by law to annex but to
which it has not yet provided
service—extends 86,290 acres
farther to the north and east into
Calaveras County. The
Stanislaus River flows from the
east through the center of the
district service area and SOI.
FIGURE 1-2

Location of Oakdale Irrigation District
1-2
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Situated near the base of the Sierra Nevada foothills,
OID’s topography varies from gently rolling to the east
and south of Oakdale to nearly flat around Riverbank.
Approximately 75 percent of the land within the OID
service area consists of irrigated agriculture. The cities of
Oakdale and Riverbank are concentrated on 15 percent
of the land, or about 11,000 acres. Native vegetation and
rangeland dominates the land immediately outside the
OID service area to the north, south, and east.
Irrigated Lands in the OID Service Area
OID experiences mild, moderately wet winters and
warm, dry summers typical of the Central Valley.
Average temperatures range from the mid-forties in winter to the mid-nineties in summer.
Precipitation averages about 12 inches annually, over 85 percent of which occurs between
November and March. Average evapotranspiration (ET) is approximately 46 inches seasonally
(April through October). Climate conditions are generally uniform throughout the district.

History of OID
In 1909 OID was organized under the
California Irrigation District Act by a majority
of landowners within the district in order to
legally acquire and construct irrigation facilities
and distribute irrigation water from the
Stanislaus River. In 1910 the OID and the
neighboring South San Joaquin Irrigation
District (SSJID) purchased Stanislaus River
water rights and some existing conveyance
facilities from previous water companies. The
districts continued to expand their facilities and
infrastructure over the next several decades.

Tulloch Dam Construction

Since their creation, OID and SSJID have constructed dams and reservoirs to regulate surface
water storage and deliveries. Most dams were constructed in the 1910s and 1920s, including
Goodwin Dam (1913), Rodden Dam (1915), and Melones Dam (1926), which provided
112,500 acre-feet (ac-ft) of shared capacity. To provide supplemental water storage for OID and
the SSJID, the Tri-Dam Project was created in the 1940s. Sites were approved in 1948 for Donnells
Dam and Beardsley Dam on the Middle Fork Stanislaus River, and Tulloch Dam above Goodwin.
The two districts entered a joint agreement to carry out the proposed project and now jointly
own and operate the three storage reservoirs for a combined storage capacity of 230,400 ac-ft.
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In the early 1970s the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) replaced the Melones Dam with
the larger New Melones Dam and Reservoir. The districts have an operations agreement with
Reclamation to utilize the federally owned New Melones Reservoir.
Significant capital investment has led to a stable,
plentiful water supply for the district. Over the last
50 years, the district has focused its financial resources
on paying off these capital investments; as a result,
few new facilities have been constructed during that
time, despite changing demographics and land use in
the surrounding area that have influenced demand for
OID’s services.

Cost to OID and SSJID for existing irrigation system and
water rights in 1910: $650,000
Total district acreage: 72,500
Total irrigated acres: 55,600
Annual diversion right: 300,000 acre feet
Diversion point: Goodwin Dam
Maximum diversion rate from Goodwin Dam: 910 cfs

The District Today
Currently the district maintains over 330 miles of
laterals, pipelines, and tunnels, 29 production wells,
and 43 reclamation pumps to serve local customers. In
general, the district’s facilities, system operations,
political organization, and administration have not
changed significantly over the last several decades.
Nearly all water supply canals were constructed
50 years ago or more. In recent years, however, the
district’s customers, land use, and financial resources
have developed in a direction that may influence the
way OID provides services and conducts business.

North Main Canal

1-4

OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT FACTS
Year OID was organized: 1909

Total distance of water delivery system: 330 miles of canals
(open, lined, and buried pipelines)
Number of agricultural wells: 24
Number of agricultural and domestic water accounts: 3,500
Percent of OID agricultural customers who farm parcels of
10 acres or less: 60 percent, constituting 12 percent of OID land
Percent of OID agricultural customers who farm parcels of
40 acres or more: 4 percent, constituting 60 percent of OID land
The combined storage capacity for Tulloch, Beardsley, and
Donnells Reservoirs: 230,400 ac-ft
Combined power generation by the Tri-Dam Power Project:
81,000 kilowatts

Eroding Canal Needing Repair
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Customers and Land Use
OID currently serves 2,800 agricultural customers on
approximately 57,000 acres of serviceable land. The district
also provides water to 700 domestic accounts primarily east
of the City of Oakdale.
Agriculture dominates the lands in and surrounding OID, as
shown in Figure 1-3. Within the district service area, pasture
makes up approximately half of the total land, or about
32,000 acres. The other half of the district consists of orchards,
corn and oats, and municipal land, in relatively even
fractions. Only a small percentage of the land within the
district service area consists of native vegetation.

Customer Turnout

Outside the OID service area but within the district’s SOI, native vegetation dominates
three-quarters of the land, or approximately 47,000 acres, as shown in Figure 1-4. Orchards
and pasture crops make up 11 percent and 9 percent, respectively. Corn and oats make up
6 percent. Rice and urban/industrial areas make up 1 percent or less of the district SOI outside
the service area.
Land use within the OID service area has shifted in recent years, and these trends point to
continued change in the future. Some agricultural land around the cities is urbanizing. The
City of Oakdale is experiencing steady population growth. It is forecasted that over the next
20 years, 6,000 acres of agriculture in OID will be replaced by municipal land, resulting in
fewer irrigated acres and a lower demand for OID water.
Many OID customers are also changing the types of crops they are growing. Across the region,
higher value tree crops are replacing pasture. Orchards use less water and require a more
intensive, responsive level of irrigation service than is currently provided by the district. Land
ownership is also changing as large parcels are subdivided, leading to increased
ranchette-type development in some areas. All of these factors may necessitate changes to the

FIGURE 1-3

Land Use Distribution in OID
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Land Use Distribution within OID Sphere of Influence
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level of services the district can currently provide. Land use trends and recommendations for
future district operations will be discussed further throughout the WRP.

Budget and Sources of Revenue
The OID Board of Directors strives to distribute water
equitably to the water users at cost. The budget is set
annually by the Board.

Revenues. District revenues totaled $8.8 million in 2004
and are budgeted to reach approximately $10 million in 2005.
The sources of these revenues are shown in Figure 1-5.
Revenues generated from normal district operations total
between $3.6 and $3.9 million, while non-operating and
joint-venture revenues contribute the remaining funds. On
average, the Tri-Dam Power Project contributes
approximately $4.4 million to OID’s annual revenue,
depending on year-type.

Growing Urban Lands in OID

Power generation from both the Tri-Dam Power Project and the Tri-Dam Power Authority
accounts for over 60 percent of the district’s total revenue. Water transfer agreements and
agricultural water delivery charges also contribute approximately one-third of net revenue.
Domestic water charges and taxes provide only a slight contribution to total revenue.

Expenditures. Budgeted expenditures for 2005 total approximately $11.9 million.
Expenditures consist mainly of operations, maintenance, and administrative activities, as
shown in Figure 1-6. About one-fifth of all expenditures consist of capital purchases and
projects. Capital replacement projects make up 82 percent of capital expenditures, while
capital improvements and purchases make up 10 and 8 percent, respectively.

FIGURE 1-5

2005 OID Budget Revenues ($M)
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FIGURE 1-6

2005 OID Budgeted Expenditures ($M)
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In the past the district has been focused on meeting maintenance needs as they arose, because
the financial means were not available for significant modernization of facilities. The financial
position of the district has recently improved as a result of the payment completion on a large
bond issue. The district is also anticipating increases in revenues from its power generation
facilities following relicensing. As a result, the district is investing a much greater percentage
of its revenues in facilities and organizational improvements.

System Summary
OID diverts water from the Stanislaus River at Goodwin Dam into the Joint Main Canal, which
serves both OID and SSJID, and the South Main Canal, which serves OID land south of the
river. Water is routed from these canals through a system of unlined earthen ditches,
concrete-lined canals, low-head pipelines, and gates to reach individual irrigators. The system
is illustrated in Figure 1-7.
The district is divided into 10 distribution divisions,
which are managed in the field by a total of
23 Distribution System Operators (DSO) under the
direction of the Water Operations Manager. The
distribution system is primarily upstream controlled,
with flow changes made at the head of the system
when requests are made by a DSO, typically on a daily
basis. Within divisions water is delivered to
landowners on a rotational basis on a 14-, 12-, or
10-day frequency depending on demand during the
season. Specialty crop requests are accommodated
within 72 hours, subject to the constraints of the distribution system.

Control Structure

Irrigation tailwater may either be reclaimed by OID using reclamation pumps, or it may leave
OID in drainage canals that discharge to other landowners or irrigation districts. OID has
agreements with Modesto Irrigation District (MID) and SSJID discharge stormwater runoff
and tailwater through their canals.

Organization
The district is governed by a five-member Board of Directors. Each director represents one of
the district’s five organizational divisions (shown in Figure 1-8) and is elected for a 4-year term
by the landowners of the division. To maintain consistency, elections are held every two years
so that not all director positions are up for election at once. Every two years, a Board President
and Vice-President are elected by the directors. Meetings are run by the Board President or
Vice-President if the Board President is unavailable. District board members also serve with
directors of SSJID on the Tri-Dam Authority Board and Tri-Dam Project Board.
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FIGURE 1-8

OID Board of Directors Districts

Serving as Secretary to the Board of Directors, the General Manager oversees the administrative
responsibilities of the district. The Treasurer or Chief Financial Officer, the Support Services
Manager, the Water Operations Manager, and the Engineering Department report to the General
Manager. The majority of the more than 60 full-time staff members are employed in the
Construction and Maintenance and the Water Operations departments. Others are involved in
Administration, Accounting, Engineering, and Water Utilities.
The public is invited to attend all Board meetings and provide comments. To inform
landowners, the district maintains a Web site, distributes a newsletter at least twice per year,
and issues press releases for important events.
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Issues and Drivers
Complex water issues, both on a local level and statewide, necessitate a rethinking of OID’s current
practices and operations in order to guarantee full protection of the district’s water supplies into the
future. Drivers for change are found within the district and external to the service area. Addressing
these drivers relates directly to meeting the goals of the WRP, as shown in Figure 1-9.
INTERNAL DRIVERS
Water Usage
OID’s water use is high for the crops grown.
•
A substantial amount of water leaves OID’s service area without
•
benefit to OID.
Current rotation delivery system allows limited flexibility and
•
constrains customer service.
Land Use
Average parcel size is shrinking.
•
Pasture is converting to orchards, which require less water and
•
greater level of service.
Changing Customer Needs
Weekend irrigators require more scheduling flexibility.
•
Drip irrigation requires filtration.
•
Outdated OID Facilities
Maintenance has been deferred for years due to lack of funds.
•
Facilities require modernization to enhance OID’s level of
•
service.
Financial Stability
OID must select a justifiable, defensible, and affordable water
•
resources facilities management and improvement strategy.
Requests for Annexation
Serving additional lands would broaden the water usage base
•
but increase the operations burden on the district.
Additional land would provide in-lieu groundwater recharge
•
opportunities.
Operational Challenges
Specialized and well-managed district staff must respond to
•
dynamic water supply requests.
Community Support
OID must respond to customer needs to be an asset to the
•
community.
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EXTERNAL DRIVERS
Water Supply
•

Surface and groundwater supplies must be dependable and
protected.

Water Quality
•

Tailwater must comply with the Regional Water Quality Control
Board Conditional Waiver of Waste Discharge Requirements
for Discharges from Irrigated Lands (Ag Waiver).

•

Application of aquatic herbicides must be monitored according
to the district’s Aquatic Pesticide Application Plan (APAP) and
NPDES permit.

•

Total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) implemented in the basin
(DO, salinity, boron, turbidity, pesticides, nutrients, sediment,
pH, and temperature) and the 1995 Water Quality Control Plan
(Basin Plan) for the San Joaquin River may affect drain water
requirements.

Economic Challenges
•

Changes in OID water demand may influence the regional
economic foundation, generate surplus water, and alter OID’s
income.

•

District must choose where to invest increasing Tri Dam
Authority Project/Power revenues.

Environmental Considerations
•

Air quality regulations, regional/local groundwater management
plans, and the Endangered Species Act (affecting salmon,
steelhead, delta smelt) may influence OID’s water and power
management decisions.

Legislative Actions
•

Assembly bills (AB3030, AB3616) require planning by the
district.

•

State and local water measurement and planning initiatives
may require district compliance.
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FIGURE 1-9

How WRP Goals Address Internal and External Drivers

Water Resources Plan Phases
The WRP is a tool to help the district achieve the goals of the Strategic Plan, including the
protection of the senior water rights held by the district for the benefit of its customers. The
district is taking a phased approach to implementing the WRP, as described in Figure 1-10.
Phase I entails analysis of several key elements of the district, including its resources,
infrastructure, water balance, water rights, and public involvement, as recommended by the
Strategic Plan. Work completed during Phase I concludes with the development of three
specific plans for future management of the district’s water resources, organizational
management, and finances.
Phase II involves completion of a programmatic CEQA document for implementation of the
WRP. Upon completion of the CEQA process, the Board will adopt a final WRP.
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FIGURE 1-10

The Four Phases of the WRP

Phase III will develop the work flow process to carry out the WRP, culminating in the
development of an Implementation Plan.
Phase IV entails the implementation of the WRP through engineering, design, and
construction. Funding will be secured as described by the Financial Plan developed in Phase I.
This report describes all work completed under Phase I.

Report Organization
The WRP is organized into two major sections: this Summary Report and the Technical
Appendixes.
The Summary Report brings together all work completed under Phase I. Significant analyses
were completed to develop alternatives and establish public support for the WRP. The
information collected during these analyses was used to develop alternatives and assist the
district in choosing an operational strategy for the next 25 years. Based on results of the
evaluation, operational and financial strategies are recommended for the district to achieve its
vision over the next 25 years. These strategies are developed and summarized in three major
plans in this Summary Report. Finally, specific steps are outlined for proceeding with
environmental analysis and documentation.
The Technical Appendixes include the bulk of the technical analysis completed during Phase I.
Each Technical Appendix provides detailed information meant to supplement the
corresponding Summary Report sections.
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Public Outreach: Informing and
Involving the Public
The public outreach effort educated stakeholders about the need for and benefits
of the WRP and involved the public in the planning process. Outreach activities
were designed to support the eventual CEQA process in Phase II of the WRP.

Outreach Assessment
Outreach assessment activities included the following three objectives:
6

To reach consensus concerning the Board of Directors’ goals for the plan.

6

To determine, through a public assessment process, key stakeholders’
perceptions and attitudes toward OID and to identify any public
involvement issues concerning OID.

6

To refine and formalize a communications plan for the study that addressed
the Board’s goals, educated stakeholders about how the plan addresses those
goals, and presented solutions to deal with the public outreach issues
uncovered in the assessment process.

OID Plans for the
The stakeholders included OID Board and staff members,
Community’s Future
customers, media, the business community, community
leaders, and the general public. Through the assessment, the
—Oakdale Leader,
objective was to uncover pertinent opinions about OID; the
May 18, 2005
level of understanding stakeholders had about OID’s current
status, including the state of its water delivery system and water issues affecting
OID; and to uncover other stakeholder concerns that would affect the plan.

The outreach assessment process consisted of a series of meetings and
workshops with OID staff members, a Board workshop, individual interviews
with each Board member, interviews with OID growers, interviews with
community members and leaders, secondary research, and an OID system tour.
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Board Workshop
A Board of Directors public meeting was held on December 14, 2004. The Board agreed in
principle that for the plan to be considered successful, it should accomplish the following:
6
6
6
6
6

Provide long-term protection to OID’s water rights.
Address federal, state, and local water challenges.
Rebuild and modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs.
Develop affordable ways to finance improvements.
Involve the public in the planning process.

These became the principal goals of the WRP.

Board Interviews
Each Board member was personally interviewed and provided the
planning team with substantial information on a variety of subjects
relevant to plan development and OID status in the community. Board
members hold a wide range of views on various topics covered in the
WRP—from water transfers to annexations and other subjects.
Nevertheless, they hold similar views on many other elements.

OID Is Planning Ahead
as Growth Transforms
Valley’s Water Priorities
—Modesto Bee
August 9, 2005

Conclusions from the Board interviews include the following:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Financial stability of the district is essential.
Some water transfers are acceptable, but water should be used locally first.
Annexation is acceptable in some form.
OID’s system clearly needs repair.
Customer service could be improved by fixing the system.
Urbanization is inevitable in some areas of the district.
Domestic water sales are a viable alternative.

Grower Interviews
A series of OID grower interviews was held in Oakdale in January 2005. The interviews were
conducted in two group sessions.
The growers generally believe that in the past several years, OID has
changed from a district characterized by favoritism to one that is better
managed and run. They agree that OID continues to have a number of
issues to resolve, including the amount of water that is lost, the system’s
state of disrepair, and future changes in land use.

OID Predicts Future
Ag Land Use in Area
—Oakdale Leader,
May 18, 2005

These interviews resulted in the finding that growers hold the following views:
6
6
6
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Recognize that water is being lost in the district
See the need for better on-farm practices
Want water used first in the district
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6
6
6
6
6

Recognize the need to repair the OID system
Fear the loss of OID water if the system is not fixed
Hold a wide range of opinions on how to repair the system
Suggest a balance between water transfers and annexations
Think the district needs to do a better job of training and communication

Community Leader Interviews
During January and February 2005, 10 community leader interview
sessions were conducted concerning the OID WRP.

OID to Cooperate on
Future Water Needs

These interviews resulted in the finding that community leaders hold
the following views:
6
6
6
6

—Oakdale Leader,
August 3, 2005

Have little knowledge of OID
See OID as improving
Expressed interest in working in some capacity with OID in the future
Express some level of support for the planning process

Development of an Outreach Communication Plan
Following the outreach assessment, a comprehensive Outreach Communication Plan was
developed to review the research phase and set forth the strategic outreach recommendations.
The goal of this effort was to educate and inform stakeholders about the WRP and the
planning process.
Key messages developed for all plan outreach materials included the following:
6

OID is a community asset.

6

OID provides services important to the region.

6

OID is an emerging district, dedicated to improving its
services that will benefit everyone.

6

OID has launched a major planning effort to ensure future
reliable water supplies for our community and to protect
our most valuable resource—water.

Implementation of Outreach
Activities
The Outreach Communication Plan divided the
implementation tasks into two categories: internal and
external tasks. The internal tasks called for additional Board of
Directors workshops and staff presentations, both of which
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have been accomplished. External tasks included the following:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

2-4

Development of a plan logo and theme
Development of plan newsletter, Update
A series of OID newspapers ads
An interactive section on the OID Web site
Community presentations
Media relations (briefings and opinion editorials)
Summary fact sheets
Public Board work sessions
Public scoping session

The OID Water
Resources Plan:
What We’ve Learned
—Oakdale Leader,
August 17, 2005
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Water Resource Inventory
To develop recommendations in response to the WRP goals, a thorough
understanding of the existing water supplies and commitments must be
established. The purpose of the water resources inventory is to document the
current water supplies available to OID for meeting its current and future water
customer demands on a reliable basis. Several other relevant operations,
agreements, and issues affecting OID water supplies are documented in this
section, including the following:
6
6
6

Operations of New Melones Reservoir
Existing OID water transfers to other water agencies
Current and emerging water quality issues that could impact supply

Additional details and supporting documentation of the water resources
inventory is provided in Technical Appendix B.

Stanislaus River Water Rights
OID shares its primary surface
water rights with the SSJID. In 1909,
these two districts purchased the
Old Tulloch Ditch Company’s water
rights and applied for additional
water rights while the two districts
were forming under the Wright
Irrigation District Act. The annual
total adjudicated diversion rate
from the Stanislaus River is
1,816.6 cubic feet per second (cfs)
from March 1 through October 31.
The OID entitlement of this
FIGURE 3-1
diversion is half, or 908.3 cfs. The
Goodwin Dam
point of diversion is at Goodwin
Dam, shown in Figure 3-1. The OID/SSJID shared water rights are “pre-1914
water rights” because they were established prior to the California Water
Commission Act in 1914.
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In addition to the pre-1914 water rights on the Stanislaus River at Goodwin Dam, OID has
small river diversion rights that total less than 10 cfs near the City of Oakdale.

Stanislaus River Storage Rights
Since the formation of the districts, each has
acquired appropriative storage rights in the
Stanislaus Basin because diversion rights alone
were not enough to sufficiently irrigate their
respective service areas. The districts have a
storage right to store 3,600 ac-ft of water behind
Goodwin Dam, a diversion dam completed in
1913. Goodwin’s location, along with other major
facilities noted in this section, is shown on the
vicinity map (Figure 3-2).
Additional storage facilities developed by the
districts include Melones Reservoir on the
Stanislaus River (112.5 thousand acre-feet [TAF])
and the Tri-Dam Project, comprising Tulloch Reservoir
downstream of Melones Reservoir to reregulate dam
outflows, and Beardsley Reservoir and Donnells
Reservoir on the Middle Fork (totaling 230.4 TAF of
storage). In addition to the storage rights at Tri-Dam
Project reservoirs, power generation rights were
established.

FIGURE 3-2

OID Vicinity Map

Years after the construction of the districts’ storage
facilities, Reclamation constructed the 2.4 million ac-ft
New Melones Reservoir, located about 0.75 mile
FIGURE 3-3
downstream from the original Melones Dam. New
New Melones Dam and Reservoir
Melones Dam and Reservoir are shown in Figure 3-3.
Source: Bureau of Reclamation
The operation of New Melones Reservoir with respect
to OID is described per the terms of the 1988 Agreement and Stipulation with Reclamation.

1988 Agreement and Stipulation with Reclamation
The 1988 Agreement and Stipulation with Reclamation, OID, and SSJID (1988 Agreement) is an
operational agreement that recognizes and protects the water rights of OID and SSJID. The 1988
Agreement provides for the delivery of water stored in New Melones Reservoir in accordance
with the districts’ senior water rights in the Stanislaus River, since those rights could be impacted
by New Melones operations. This agreement was signed on August 30, 1988, and replaced the
October 24, 1972, Agreement and Stipulation with the same parties.

3-2
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The 1988 Agreement provides for the districts to receive
the inflow to New Melones Reservoir up to 600 TAF
annually. In years when inflow is less than 600 TAF, the
districts’ allocation is inflow plus the amount derived by
this formula: 600 TAF – Inflow
3

Stanislaus River Surface
Water Supply Reliability
The purpose of this analysis is to document the longterm reliability of the resource for planning purposes.
This analysis was used to understand and quantify
OID’s drought-protection requirements, and will be
incorporated into the WRP. Key results of the analysis
are presented here.

NEW MELONES RESERVOIR INTERIM PLAN OF
OPERATIONS
After the annual Stanislaus River entitlement to SSJID
and OID is determined, allocations of water from New
Melones Reservoir are dictated by the Interim Plan of
Operations (IPO). The IPO was developed by
stakeholders of the Stanislaus River Basin and by San
Joaquin River and Delta interests in the late 1990s. The
stakeholders developed a variable allocation of water
based on hydrologic conditions for fisheries, water
quality, Bay-Delta flow, and water supply to Central
Valley Project water service contractors, Stockton East
Water District , and Central San Joaquin Water
Conservation District. The IPO was intended to be a
short-term agreement, but has been in effect through
2005. Reclamation is initiating an effort to revise the
IPO in 2005 in conjunction with Stanislaus River Basin
stakeholders.

Figure 3-4 is a time series graph that depicts annual (October 1 through September 30) water
available to OID under the 1988 Agreement. Water available (water that Reclamation allocates
according to the formula, but may not necessarily equate with actual diversions or simulated
diversions of water since water demands vary annually) assumes that the districts’ total
allocation (SSJID and OID) is evenly split, although this stipulation is not outlined in the 1988
Agreement. New Melones Reservoir inflow is also shown to depict the hydrologic variability
of the Stanislaus River Basin. Figure 3-5 is the exceedance probability curve for the OID
Stanislaus River supply for the 1922-1998 period of record.

FIGURE 3-4

New Melones Reservoir Inflow and OID Stanislaus River Water Availability
Supply Available per 1988 Agreement, 1922-1998 Hydrology
W09200504/323059/053250005 (003.DOC)
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FIGURE 3-5

OID Stanislaus Water Supply Available per 1988 Agreement, 1922-1998 Hydrology

Of the 77 hydrologic years analyzed, OID was
allocated its assumed full entitlement of 300 TAF
in 61 years. The minimum amount allocated was
190 TAF under the hydrologic conditions of 1977,
which was the second year of consecutive extreme
dry years. During the statewide drought of
1987-1992, the OID allocation would have ranged
from 230 TAF to 300 TAF, with an average
availability of 263 TAF. During the statewide
drought of 1928-1934, OID allocation would have
ranged from 246 to 300 TAF, with an average of
282 TAF.

EXCEEDANCE PLOT
The exceedance probability curve depicts the percentage of years
that water available is greater than or equal to a given amount of
water shown on the vertical axis. The simulated OID allocations
over the long-term hydrologic period of record do not include
simulated use of the conservation account outlined in the 1988
Agreement. Upon examination of the exceedance probability curve
on Figure 3-5, the following general conclusions are made:
•

With nearly 100 percent exceedance probability, the
corresponding water available to OID is 190 TAF.

•

The probability of OID’s water availability exceeding 249 TAF
is 95 percent.

•

The probability of reaching the 300 TAF cap is about
79 percent.

Existing Water Transfers
Water transfers are a change in water allocation among water users (from a water rights holder or
water contract holder to another water user) and can include a change in place of use, point of
diversion, and purpose of use. Water transfers currently implemented by OID are described here.

3-4
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Agreement with Stockton East Water District
Stockton East Water District (SEWD) is a Central
Valley Project (CVP) water service contractor for
Reclamation water in New Melones Reservoir. In
1996 SSJID and OID executed an agreement with
SEWD whereby they agreed to sell SEWD 8,000 to
30,000 ac-ft per year (OID and SSJID each
providing half) depending upon New Melones
Reservoir inflow. The current transfer agreement
expires 10 years after the date water was first
delivered, in this case 2009. Historical water
transfers from OID to SEWD since 1999 are
presented in Table 3-1.

TABLE 3-1

SEWD Water Transfers 1999-2004
Year

Transfer (ac-ft)

1999

2,058

2000

15,000

2001

6,250

2002

15,000

2003

15,000

2004

15,147

Source: OID operations records, 1999-2004.

OID Transfers for the San Joaquin River Agreement
OID has two water transfers tied to the San Joaquin River Agreement (SJRA). The SJRA was
developed to meet the requirements of the San Joaquin portion of the 1995 Water Quality
Control Plan. Specifically, the SJRA developed the Vernalis Adaptive Management Plan
(VAMP), which is a study of San Joaquin pulse flows in April and May in conjunction with
CVP and State Water Project (SWP) Delta exports. VAMP implementation requires the water
transfers from willing sellers including OID. The 10-year VAMP experiment is scheduled to be
completed in 2009. OIDs transfer amounts are as follows:
6

VAMP Transfer: OID agreed to sell up to 11 TAF for the VAMP program to contribute to
pulse flows in May and April for fisheries and Bay-Delta flow objectives. Pulse flow
targets vary according to hydrologic conditions.

6

Bureau of Reclamation Transfer: In addition to the VAMP transfer, 15 TAF and any of the
unused 11 TAF VAMP target flow water (called “difference water”) is sold to Reclamation
by OID in every year.

Table 3-2 shows water transfers from the SJRA since the year 2000.
TABLE 3-2

SJRA Water Transfers—VAMP and Reclamation
Year

VAMP Water Transfer
(ac-ft)

Difference Water to
Reclamation (ac-ft)

Reclamation Water
Transfer (ac-ft)

Sum (ac-ft)

2000

7,300

3,700

15,000

26,000

2001

7,365

3,635

15,000

26,000

2002

3,795

7,205

15,000

26,000

2003

5,039

5,961

15,000

26,000

2004

5,880

5,120

15,000

26,000

Source: San Joaquin River Group Authority 2004 Annual Report.
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Compliance with Agricultural Water Suppliers
Efficient Water Management Practices Act of 1990
OID has complied with the Agricultural Water Suppliers Efficient Water Management
Practices Act of 1990 (AB 3616) by taking a two-part approach to preparing and adapting a
Water Management Plan. Part 1 of the plan was submitted to the Agricultural Water
Management Council in September 2005. Part 1 establishes foundational information and
demonstrates OID’s intent to comply with mandatory and exemptible Efficient Water
Management Practices. OID plans to develop a Part 2 of the Water Management Plan upon
completion of this comprehensive WRP.

Groundwater Resources
Groundwater use within OID is a secondary supply and is available to meet a portion of OID
demands. While the relative amount of use is small compared to Stanislaus River water,
groundwater provides some level of drought protection should Stanislaus River supplies be
reduced greatly. Deep wells throughout OID also provide some operational flexibility to meet
short-term water demands. Table 3-3
TABLE 3-3
shows recent groundwater pumping by
Recent Annual OID Deep Well Pumping Totals
district-owned deep agricultural wells.
Year
Annual Pumping (ac-ft)
Groundwater withdrawal in the district
1999
2,200
also includes the City of Oakdale, which
2000
7,600
currently uses about 3,000 ac-ft per year.
2001
8,100
The largest unknown groundwater users
2002
9,500
are private well owners who are not OID
2003
3,500
customers or who supplement OID
2004
4,400
surface water with groundwater. Private
Average
5,900
well pumpage within the district has
Source: OID operations data, 1999-2004.
been estimated at 5,000 ac-ft per year in
recent years.

Groundwater Conditions within OID
Figure 3-6 shows trends in groundwater levels from 1978 to the present based on analysis of
numerous hydrographs in and near OID. These maps show that, in general, groundwater
levels were declining within OID from 1978 to 1990. This trend is in contrast to the generally
stable or rising groundwater levels from 1990 to the present. The cause of the more recent rise
in groundwater levels is unknown. One possibility is that groundwater pumping outside the
district (for example, by the City of Modesto) has been reduced following the construction of
treatment facilities allowing the increased use of surface water over groundwater.
Groundwater quality beneath OID generally appears to be good based on a limited
examination of data.
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FIGURE 3-6

Groundwater Level Trends, 1978 to Present

Groundwater Planning Activities in the Modesto Subbasin
OID has been involved in regional
groundwater planning efforts in recent years.
In response to the Groundwater Management
Planning Act of 2002 (SB 138) and the
Integrated Regional Water Management
Planning Act of 2002 (SB 1672), the Stanislaus
and Tuolumne Rivers Groundwater Basin
Association (Association) began developing an
Integrated Regional Groundwater Management
Plan (IRGMP) in 2003. The IRGMP for the
Modesto Subbasin was adopted by the
Association in June 2005.
The overall aim of the IRGMP is to integrate the
use of groundwater and surface water within
the Modesto Subbasin to ensure the reliability
of a long-term water supply that meets current
and future demands—including agricultural,
industrial, and municipal water needs—while
protecting the environment. The six water
purveyors making up the Association (OID;
MID; the cities of Modesto, Riverbank, and
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BASIN MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Maintain groundwater levels

•

Control degradation of groundwater quality

•

Protect against potential inelastic land surface subsidence

•

Monitor and assess groundwater

•

Evaluate feasible water conservation measures

•

Coordinate and cooperate among all water entities that manage
the Modesto Subbasin and neighboring entities

GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT AREA OBJECTIVES FOR OID
•

Develop a systemwide well field optimization program to assist
in managing groundwater and surface water in real time.

•

Manage surface water and groundwater conjunctively, including
these steps:
−

Investigate feasibility for groundwater recharge projects

−

Promote programs that protect recharge areas

−

Investigate feasibility of annexing land currently using
groundwater supplies and replacing with surface water for
in-lieu recharge

−

Investigate impacts of upstream development on
groundwater quality and levels within OID
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Oakdale; and Stanislaus County) developed Basin Management Objectives (BMOs) and areaspecific objectives to meet the goals of the
groundwater plan.
TABLE 3-4
Recent Annual OID Drainwater Reuse Totals

Drainwater Reuse
OID facilities include numerous reclamation
pumps throughout the system that allow
operators to meet short-term peak demands
with local reclamation pumps rather than
making flow changes on the main canals or
laterals. Table 3-4 shows recent reclamation
pumping.

Year

Drainwater Reuse (ac-ft)

1999

14,700

2000

14,600

2001

14,400

2002

14,300

2003

11,500

2004

13,500

Average

13,800

Source: OID operations data, 1999-2004, reclamation
pumping records.

Outflow Water Quality Issues
There are currently evolving water quality regulatory issues concerning the outflow of district
water, including both the agricultural waiver for water discharge and total maximum daily
loads (TMDLs).
In July 2003, the Regional Water Quality Control Board adopted the current Irrigated Lands
Conditional Waiver, which expires on December 31, 2005. Under the waiver, dischargers may
apply for regulatory coverage as either an individual or as a coalition group. OID elected to
apply for coverage under the waiver for the district. OID’s submittal to the Regional Board
included a System Evaluation Report and a Monitoring and Reporting Program Plan. The
district applied for coverage under the Individual Waiver for the application of pesticides on
their canal banks and operational structures for maintenance purposes such as weed
abatement and rodent control. Each OID grower must still apply for coverage as an individual
or as a member of a coalition group.
The TMDL listings pertinent to OID include those related to the Stanislaus River, San Joaquin
River, Delta, and Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel. The key TMDLs of interest to OID
include agricultural pesticide TMDLs, Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel dissolved oxygen
(DO); and San Joaquin River salt and boron. With both the Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel
DO TMDL and the San Joaquin River salt and boron TMDL, flow to the San Joaquin River is a
critical issue, and the Stanislaus River provides “dilution flow” to the San Joaquin River. OID
will continue to track the development of TMDLs and potential impacts to the district.

Summary of OID Water Supply Inventory
The water supply available to OID includes surface water from the Stanislaus River,
groundwater from OID deep wells, and drainwater reuse. The total water supply mix utilized
by OID in 2004 is presented in Figure 3-7. The figure shows the breakdown of water supplies
from the 2004 water year to illustrate the relative quantity of each water supply in a recent
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typical year. Based on OID
operations data, the total water
supply in 2004 was 276,197 ac-ft
and consisted of the following
components:
6

Stanislaus River: pre-1914
surface water released from
New Melones Reservoir

6

Stanislaus River: post-1914
water rights from the lower
Stanislaus River

FIGURE 3-7

OID 2004 Water Supply

6

OID groundwater:
pumping from OID-owned
deep wells

6

OID drainwater re-use: pumping drainwater from OID-owned reclamation pumps
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Infrastructure Assessment
The OID system assessment was a primary component of the comprehensive
WRP. The purpose of the infrastructure assessment was to compile and
summarize information on OID’s existing infrastructure, review and assess the
level of service provided to OID’s customers, and determine the general
condition of each major component of OID’s infrastructure. The existing system
assessment was developed with significant data and information collection
efforts, interaction with OID staff, and multiple field visits. During assessment
development and completion, review workshops were held with OID staff to
present findings and confirm key conclusions.
Recommendations to address system and service deficiencies and improvements
necessary to provide higher levels of service to current and future customers are
described in a later section. Details of the infrastructure assessment are provided
in Technical Appendix C.

Summary of Assessment
The infrastructure assessment indicated major vulnerabilities on both the North
Side and the South Side of the OID water delivery system and deterioration of a
large proportion of OID facilities. The OID system performed well for the larger
160-acre parcels for which it was designed; however, changing customer needs and
service conditions require upgrading the OID infrastructure system. Summaries of
infrastructure assessments are presented here by major functional categories.

Joint Main, North Main, and South Main Canals
The upper sections of the supply system include the Joint Main Canal, the North
Main Canal, and the South Main Canal. These facility locations and others noted
throughout this discussion are shown on Figure 4-1.
According to reports from the District’s Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program, canal and tunnel reaches on the Joint Main Canal and the North Main
Canal are susceptible to major failure that would deprive 40 percent of the OID
service area of irrigation water for a significant duration. Critical tunnel and
canyon reaches requiring rehabilitation on the North Side include the Copper and
Gable Tunnels, the Joint Main Tunnel, and the Cape Horn Tunnel. South Side
critical tunnels and canyon reaches include the 2-Mile Bar reach, Tunnel
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No. 8, and Tunnel No. 9. A failure of deteriorating tunnels on the
South Main Canal would render about 60 percent of the OID
service area without water.
Other critical infrastructure issues on the main canals identified
in the assessment include the following:
6

Remote sites, manually operated control gates, and minor
services detract from DSOs’ focus on main canal operation.

6

Poor measurement of water level and flow is common at
main lateral turnouts.

6

Canal bank and channel maintenance is required for many
reaches of the upper system.

Regulating Reservoirs
Two regulating reservoirs provide in-system storage for OID:
Rodden Lake on the North Side and Van Lier Reservoir on the

FIGURE 4-2

Rodden Lake and Dam

South Side. Both reservoirs are utilized for daily operations
flow management and short-term mismatches between supply
and demand. The locations of the existing regulating reservoirs
are shown on Figure 4-1.
Because of restrictions on water levels in Rodden Lake on the
North Side (Figure 4-2), the useful storage available to manage
changes in supply or demand is minimal. On the South Side,
Van Lier Reservoir (Figure 4-3) is located and sized properly to
manage changes in supply or demand; however, adjusting the
operational strategy and objectives would enhance the
reservoir’s ability to manage operational changes. Currently, no
formal operating strategy or guidelines exist for reservoir
operations in conjunction with downstream headgate
operations.

FIGURE 4-3

Van Lier Reservoir and Inlet Structure

Primary Distribution System
OID’s distribution system is a combination of unlined earthen ditches and low-head pipelines that
distribute the flows from the North and South Main Canals to OID’s customer turnouts. The system
spans the approximately 72,500 acres of OID service area and includes about 300 miles of distribution
laterals. There are approximately 100 miles of low-head gravity-flow pipeline and 200 miles of open
ditches. There are short sections of lined canals, but most open ditches are unlined earth channels.
Refer to Figure 4-4, which depicts existing OID pipelines and open ditch laterals.
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Open Ditch Laterals
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Approximately 50 percent to 75 percent of OID’s low-head pipelines were constructed using
cast-in-place (CIP) concrete methods. These pipelines are 30 to 50 years old and require
replacement. Prioritization of pipeline replacement should consider the timing and locations
of future urban expansion around the City of Oakdale, as described in the Land Use Technical
Appendix E.
A significant portion of the open ditch laterals have
severe bank erosion resulting from excessive velocity
through light-textured native soils, and livestock
erosion caused by inconsistent fencing along laterals.
This, in turn, is causing loss of original-design
hydraulic conditions and reduced top-bank road
width, which create accessibility problems for
operations and maintenance (O&M). See Figure 4-5
for a typical lateral bank erosion problem.
The main and sub-lateral flow control and
measurement structures and methods are not
providing reliable, stable, accurate flow control and
measurement. The DSOs’ operations are
significantly impacted by the lack of accurate, reliable
controls and flow rate measurement. Significant
improvements, including replacement of many key
structures, are required to provide improved flow
control and measurement. See Figure 4-6 for a typical
severely degraded flow control and measurement
structure.
OID’s customer turnouts are not based on consistent
standards for capacity, methods for control of flows,
and accuracy of flow rate and quantity delivered.
Consideration should be given to a long-term
replacement program that moves the system toward
standard turnout features that allow accurate flow rate
and quantification of delivered water.

FIGURE 4-5

Typical Bank Erosion

FIGURE 4-6

Typical Concrete Degradation

Groundwater Wells
Twenty-nine wells contribute to OID’s irrigation water supply. Most wells are between
400 and 600 feet deep, and according to current OID staff, the water quality is adequate for the
irrigation of crops within OID. Average pump capacity is 1,500 gpm, and the wells currently
provide less than 2 percent of OID water supply. The wells are used primarily to supplement
local supply during peak demand conditions, but their use is minimized because of the
relatively higher cost of well water compared to surface water and reclamation supply. OID’s
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29 irrigation supply wells generally are in good condition. However, most of the wells are over
50 years old and are likely near the end of their service lives. These wells may require
replacement in 5 or more years to maintain reliable service and pumping rates. Bentley Deep
Well, shown in Figure 4-7, is a typical deep well installation.

Drainwater and Reclamation Facilities
OID maintains and operates 35 reclamation pumps,
7 drain pumps, and approximately 90 miles of
agricultural drains. Reclamation pumps are used to
divert water from local drains back into nearby supply
laterals for reuse on irrigated lands.
Operationally, it was observed that no strategy exists to
operate deep wells and drainage reclamation pumps,
although their use would provide efficient peaking
capability. Conflicting operational targets, relating to
drain management and reservoir operations exist
among DSOs in different divisions and even within the
same division.

FIGURE 4-7

Bentley Deep Well

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System
OID has been developing its Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system for the
last several years. At present, the existing system is minimal considering the size and
complexity of the OID infrastructure system. In its current state, the DSOs’ use of some SCADA
components is limited by intermittent problems with accuracy or system control reliability. OID
does not have a regular database archiving system or program. A regular data management
system is required to fully utilize collected data. An expanded and more reliable SCADA is
required for improved operations and customer service and reducing O&M costs. Specific
recommendations are detailed in the Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H.

Service Standards
Service standards and current operational practices were examined as part of the
infrastructure assessment. While the district’s rules and regulations (the Gray Book) specify
service standards, actual practices are commonly inconsistent and exceptions were historically
granted by past OID management or individual DSO discretion. It was observed that turnout
sizing and flow capacity is widely varied on a per-acre basis, with little incentive for
customers to establish on-farm distribution features or practices in order to work within
reasonable delivery standards. Unscheduled cuts in water demands are a problem, causing
excess spills and inefficient DSO efforts to “park water” on other customer lands ahead of
normal schedule. Options for changing the service standards to respond to changing land use
and customer base are presented in the Recommendations section of this Summary Report
under Infrastructure Plan.
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SECTION 5

On-Farm Systems Survey
On-farm systems were assessed to develop an understanding of irrigation
methods and management practices for various cropping systems specific to
OID. Field observations provided valuable information about how growers
operate their systems, farming challenges, and region-specific cropping practices
that affect water use. This information was critical for other elements of the OID
WRP, specifically for land use forecasting and water balance efforts. This
assessment had the following objectives:
6

Obtain local knowledge about OID system operation as related to on-farm
irrigation.

6

Determine the range of irrigation practices, such as methods, scheduling,
efficiency, monitoring, maintenance, and tailwater management.

6

Identify specific water delivery problems and successes.

6

Solicit ideas and concerns from growers regarding system improvements.

6

Collect local thoughts on changes in land use and the drivers of those
changes.

6

Develop an understanding of the most prevalent cropping systems and
factors affecting crop distribution throughout OID.

Approach
On-farm system tours were conducted to observe farm production systems and
practices and to gather information from growers. Interviews were conducted at
growers’ farm facilities or fields, allowing them to demonstrate and explain their
specific system characteristics and capabilities.
In addition to on-farm tours and grower interviews, a more general districtwide
assessment of systems and practices was conducted. Driving surveys were
conducted throughout the district to determine approximate distribution of
crops, irrigation methods, and management practices. System types, condition,
evidence of maintenance, and management practices were observed.
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This effort focused on a more regional assessment of OID water use by farms and influencing
factors, including these primary aspects:
6

Soil and topography characteristics and their influence on crop selection, irrigation
methods, and management

6

Regional water delivery mechanisms and their influence on irrigation methods and
tailwater losses

6

Overall irrigation practices and irrigation efficiency assessments based on observation of
inflows and outflows within a field or system

Group grower interviews were also conducted to investigate grower thoughts and perceptions
about OID and the influences of OID on their irrigation practices.

Results
Districtwide, irrigation water management and irrigation system type was dependent
primarily on the crop type (Figure 5-1). Four main irrigated crop type categories occur in the
survey area:
6
6
6
6

Corn/oats
Orchards (mostly almonds and walnuts)
Irrigated pasture
Rice

Corn/Oats
The corn/oat system consisted of a crop rotation
between a winter oat crop and a summer silage corn
crop. The summer crop is most commonly silage corn,
but may be another feed crop such as sudan grass or
sorghum (milo). Almost all corn/oat areas were
associated with dairies. These crops were grown
predominantly as a feed source. Most corn/oat
rotations were irrigated with furrow irrigation. Many
furrow-irrigated fields used some type of gated pipe
(flexible or rigid) (Figure 5-2) or head-ditch system.

FIGURE 5-2

Example of Poly Pipe (flexible gated pipe)
Furrow Irrigation on Corn

Growers indicated that small dairies (and associated
corn acreage) were likely relocating within the district
as a result of urban pressures (Figure 5-3). Smaller dairies are unique to OID because of the
low-cost advantage of locally produced feed. These dairies do not have to buy and transport
more expensive feed, as is the case for dairies elsewhere in the state. Overall, discussions
indicated that corn/oat production will likely remain about the same during the next 20 years.
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The proximity of this land use will change, however,
because of urban pressure and incentive to consolidate
operational costs.

Orchards
This system consisted mostly of almonds and some
walnuts near recent alluvial soil deposits of the
Stanislaus River and its tributaries. Orchard irrigation
systems predominantly included drip and
microsprinkler, but also impact-head sprinkler and
border-check systems. Newer orchards almost
exclusively used drip and microsprinkler systems
(Figure 5-4).

FIGURE 5-3

Urban Pressure on Agricultural Land Use

The general consensus among growers is that orchard
production is increasing significantly and will continue
to do so in the next 20 years. Growers indicated that the
market for almonds in particular is very good and is
driving the development of new almond orchards.

Irrigated Pasture
Irrigated pasture predominantly used border check or
flood irrigation methods and included a broad range of
farming practices, depending on the size and
topography of the farm. The majority of pasture
customers operated small hobby farms, whereas the
majority of the total pasture acreage was farmed by few
customers. Irrigation methods on pasture ranged from
well-maintained, uniform, and relatively efficient
border-check irrigation (Figure 5-5) to crude flood
irrigation (for example, wild flooding).
Growers indicated that pasture ground is decreasing
and will likely continue to decrease. The primary driver
for decreasing pasture is its conversion to other more
profitable uses. Most pasture conversion is to orchards
or urban development. Growers noted that many
remaining pasture areas are being subdivided and sold
as hobby farms. This change, though not a change in
land use, will impact irrigation management and water
use in these areas.
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FIGURE 5-4

Microsprinkler Irrigation on Orchards

FIGURE 5-5

Example of Border-Check Irrigation on Pasture
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Rice
This land use type consisted of flood-irrigated rice. The future of rice production within OID
depends on location. Most of the rice is expected to remain in the Paulsell Valley, whereas rice
acreage in other areas of OID will likely decline.

Geographical Trends
Orchards are being planted rapidly throughout most
areas of the district with a supply source of either
groundwater wells or, where available, pressurization
of OID water supplies. In most cases, topography does
not influence the efficiency or uniformity of irrigation
systems in orchards.
The effect of topography was noted most clearly on
pasture fields (Figure 5-6). Flatter topography resulted
in more uniform application, and rolling topography
left higher portions of fields dry.

FIGURE 5-6

Example of Rolling Irrigated Pasture with Dry High Areas

Irrigation Methods Distribution and Efficiencies
On-farm observations of irrigation methods and associated efficiencies played a key role in
determining water balance parameters. Irrigation methods were relatively consistent for all
cropping systems except for orchards. Orchard irrigation methods included border-check
flood, impact-head sprinkler, and drip or microsprinkler irrigation types. All these irrigation
types were well distributed throughout the district, but the most prevalent were drip and
microsprinkler irrigation.
Although the efficiency of each individual system varies, each cropping system was assigned a
reasonable and representative irrigation efficiency for water balance modeling. On-farm
observations of irrigation management and discussion with growers were used to determine
the best estimate of irrigation efficiency for each cropping system.

General Grower Perceptions and Opinions
Individual and group grower interviews resulted in the valuable findings summarized here:
6

Growers are generally pleased with the direction of OID over the last 4 to 5 years.

6

Several growers indicated that an improved water delivery schedule is desirable. In general,
slightly more frequent or scheduled water delivery would be desirable to most growers.

6

Later water delivery would benefit growers in dry fall seasons. This would especially
benefit rice growers in need of decomposition water.
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6

System water losses are significant. Several growers cited leaking pipes.

6

Many growers mentioned challenges from upstream users turning out water at
unscheduled times. Most growers that had experienced this problem indicated that it had
improved in recent years.

6

Some growers said that they intentionally spill extra tailwater to feed downstream users
that rely solely on drain water for irrigation supply.

6

In general, growers had varying degrees of understanding of their tailwater discharge. For
example, they gave estimates of tailwater anywhere from 0 to 75 percent.
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Land Use Trends and Forecasting
The purpose of evaluating historical land use trends is to use that information to
forecast land use. Land use analysis is the foundation of the planning effort because
it is the first step in assessing OID customers’ current and future water needs.
Two main areas (Figure 6-1) were evaluated for the purposes of land use trends
and forecasting:
6
6

Inside OID—within the OID service area boundary
Outside OID—outside the existing OID service area boundary, but within
the SOI

Land use within and immediately adjacent to OID has noticeably changed
during the past 10 years and is expected to continue changing significantly
during the next 20 years. It is likely that these land use changes will substantially
alter the water needs of OID customers. The primary changes in land use have
included—and will continue to include—urbanization of previously irrigated
lands, irrigation development of previously non-irrigated lands, and irrigated
crop shifts mostly from pasture to deciduous trees. More small (fewer than 10
acres) ranchettes have developed, and this trend is expected to continue in
certain areas of the district. These land use changes are driven by growing urban
development and agricultural market conditions. For example, the current price
of almonds is at an all-time high, resulting in significant plantings of this
long-term (approximately 30-year) crop.

Methods
The methodology for assessing land use trends and forecasting involved the
acquisition of data from a variety of appropriate sources, categorization of land
use types, and identification of influential environmental factors. Each of these
efforts is described here.

Data Sources
Data for land use trend evaluation and forecasting was collected from several
sources including public agencies, local cities and counties, and local growers
and professionals. The primary data sources are outlined here.
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California Department of Water Resources
DWR frequently conducts land use surveys (approximately every 5 to 10 years) throughout
the state. The two most recent local surveys (1996 and 2004) were used as historical and
current information, respectively, for establishing past trends. Both numerical and spatial
(Geographical Information System—GIS) formats were obtained from DWR.

Oakdale Irrigation District
The district updates its customer records as necessary for billing purposes. Part of that update
includes parcel size, location, and crop type of lands served with OID water.

City Planning Departments
Planning documents and estimates of future urban development were obtained from the cities
of Oakdale, Riverside, and Modesto. Most importantly, the City of Oakdale, in its General Plan
document, has established the extent of anticipated urban development through 2025; this is
termed the Primary Study Area (PSA). These planning documents were used to determine the
extent of urban development overtaking present land use (mostly irrigated agriculture) in and
around the City of Oakdale.

Other Data Sources
Census and land use data for urbanized areas were compiled from the following primary sources:
6
6
6
6
6

Stanislaus Council of Governments (STANCOG)
San Joaquin Council of Governments
U.S. Census Bureau
State of California Department of Finance
Stanislaus County Economic Development Corporation (SCEDCO)

In concert with city planning documents, these resources provided the foundation for
forecasting urbanization.

Land Use Type Categorization
For purposes of developing land use trends and forecasts, categories of land use were
established specific to OID (Figure 6-1).

Orchards
Predominantly, the two production tree crops grown in OID are almonds and walnuts, with
almonds accounting for most of the acreage. Almond orchards are scattered across much of
the district, while walnuts require deep, recent alluvial soils, generally near the Stanislaus
River or other active waterways. Recently, in the last 3 to 6 years, sizeable almond acreages
have been planted throughout the district and to the east of the OID boundary, but within the
SOI. Orchards are predominantly irrigated by drip (when young) and are then converted to
microsprinklers (after the first 3 to 4 years). Approximately 20 to 25 percent of orchards in the
district are irrigated with impact-head sprinklers or border-check systems.
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FIGURE 6-1

OID 2004 Land Use
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Pasture
Pasture in OID is grown predominately for animal grazing. Pasture lands are irrigated during
the growing season when irrigation demand exceeds what precipitation can supply.
Non-irrigated grasslands, which may or may not be grazed, are included as the native
vegetation land use type and are not included in the pasture category. A long-term perennial
crop distributed throughout the district, pasture is usually irrigated with border-check
irrigation, but in some cases is irrigated through unmanaged flood (wild flooding) irrigation.
Very little pasture is sprinkler irrigated; this most commonly occurs on small ranchettes.

Corn and Oats
Predominantly, corn and oats are double-cropped in the summer and winter, respectively, for
the purposes of producing feed for local dairies. Nearly all of the corn is “field corn” and is
commonly harvested as green-chop silage. Corn is usually irrigated with some form of furrow
system supplied with either a rigid or flexible gated pipe, or a head-ditch equipped with
siphon pipes or in-bank pipes.

Rice
Historically, rice has been grown in the northwestern areas of OID and in the Paulsell Valley
in OID’s southeastern area. Rice is flood irrigated with earthen berms (checks) aiding to
establish a uniform depth of water.

Native Vegetation
The native vegetation land use category is composed of non-irrigated, usually non-cultivated
land that has not been urbanized. This land is commonly used for seasonal animal grazing. It
also includes riparian areas.

Urban Lands
Urban lands include residential and industrial land uses. OID currently provides irrigation
water to some urban areas, mainly consisting of lawns, playgrounds, and other larger irrigated
areas.

Influential Environmental Factors
In addition to past land use trends, some key environmental factors that can influence land use
changes were considered in the evaluation. The two main factors considered were soils and
topography.

Soils
Soil types within OID vary significantly relative to their proximity to the Stanislaus River.
Soils along the river have been developed from alluvial deposits that create terraces and fans.
Older alluvial terraces stretch out from either side of the river. Soils vary from deep (greater
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than 10 feet) loams and clay loams close to the river, to shallower, coarser textured soils in the
higher elevations of OID that begin the transition into the Sierra Nevada foothills.

Topography
Topography within OID is commonly associated with the soil development on alluvial
terraces and moderately old fans, and is usually considered gently undulating. Because most
district topography is gentle, land use is generally not influenced by topography, except for
rice production, which requires relatively flat ground for basin irrigation.
Complex topography has been documented to cause significantly increased tailwater runoff
from certain irrigation system types (for example, surface and furrow) on certain crop types
(for example, pasture and corn/oats). When these crops are grown on less complex slopes,
these same system types experience less runoff and higher corresponding irrigation efficiencies
and uniformities.

Results—Historic and Current Land Use
DWR databases from survey years 1996 and 2004 served as the basis for evaluating historic
land use trends, along with support from other resources. These past land use trends were
integral to forecasting land use through 2025. The following descriptions of land use are
organized by the two main evaluation areas: inside OID and outside OID.

Inside OID—1996 to 2004
Because of OID’s ability to deliver
high-quality water to the growers
within the district boundary, most of
this area (that is not urban) is currently
irrigated for crop production.
Land use within OID has changed
dramatically during the last decade as
compared to the years preceding
1996 for some land use types. This has
occurred for three main reasons:

1. Increased urbanization of the area
2. Significant ranchette growth
3. Agricultural market conditions (for
example, all-time high almond
prices and near all-time high walnut prices)

FIGURE 6-2

OID 2004 Land Use Distribution Inside District Service Area

Current land use is composed of nearly half pasture (32,000 acres), with significant quantities
of orchards (10,300 acres), corn/oats (9,000 acres) and urban/industrial (7,700 acres) land use
types (Figure 6-2). Table 6-1 quantifies the change from 1996 to 2004.
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TABLE 6-1

Land Use by Type and Changes for 1996 and 2004—Inside OID
1996 Distribution
Acreage (% of total)

2004 Distribution
Acreage (% of total)

Difference
(acres)

Relative Change
(%)

Pasture

32,161 (44%)

32,001 (43%)

-161

< -1%

Corn/oats

8,730 (12%)

8,995 (12%)

265

3%

Orchards

7,854 (11%)

10,286 (14%)

2,432

31%

Rice

4,701 (6%)

4,288 (6%)

-414

-9%

Native vegetation

8,213 (11%)

3,764 (6%)

-4,449

-54%

Urban/industrial

7,051 (9%)

7,734 (10%)

683

10%

Other *

4,972 (7%)

6,622 (9%)

1,651

33%

Land Use Type

* Other lands include major roads, unclassified lands, other minor irrigated lands, buildings, etc.

Not all land within OID is served by the district. Some growers (mostly orchards) within OID
have and use groundwater wells. An even smaller portion of growers within OID boundaries
rely on tailwater generated from within or outside OID. Groundwater use occurs almost
completely on orchards that require a steady supply of water, and is also used for frost
protection in the winter, when OID does not provide service. Tailwater use occurs in localized
places within the district.

Orchards
Orchards have received their supply of water through both OID sources and private
groundwater wells. In the last decade, plantings of orchards (specifically almonds) have
increased dramatically (Figure 6-3).

Pasture
Of all land uses, pasture changes have likely been the most dynamic, although the total
number of acres has stayed fairly constant throughout the past decade (Table 6-1). Some
pasture land has been lost since 1996, mostly larger parcels that have been converted to
orchards, urban/industrial uses, and, to a lesser extent, corn/oats. A near-equal gain in
pasture since 1996 has been realized in smaller parcels (fewer than 10 acres) as ranchettes.
Therefore, the total acreage of pasture within the district essentially has not changed during
the past decade.

Corn/Oats
The amount of corn/oat land has increased only slightly in the past decade. Corn/oat land is
unique to the OID relative to elsewhere in the state. Dairies in most areas of California require
significant (> 5,000) milking head for profitability. Limited local supply of feed (usually trucked
in) and its associated cost are the reason for this large number. This is not necessarily true for
dairies within OID, where land is available to grow corn and oats, and water cost is low.
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Rice
Two distinctly different areas of rice exist within the OID service area: the northwest and the
southeast (Paulsell Valley). Rice acreage has decreased slightly from approximately 4,600 acres
in 1996 to about 4,300 acres in 2004. This decrease has likely occurred in the northwestern part
of the district because rice land has been subdivided into smaller parcels and subsequently
sold as ranchettes. Rice land in the Paulsell Valley has increased in acreage since 1996.

Native Vegetation
Native vegetation within OID consists of non-irrigated lands usually devoted to seasonal grazing
or existing as riparian areas along the Stanislaus River and other creeks and streams. Within OID,
the acreage of native vegetation has decreased from approximately 8,100 acres in 1996 to less than
3,800 acres in 2004. The remaining native vegetation exists mostly as riparian areas along the
Stanislaus River. Very little land remains within OID that has not been developed for irrigation.

Urban/Industrial
As of 2004, the population of Oakdale was approximately 17,100 (Table 6-2). The City of Oakdale
completed the General Plan in 1993 and updated it in 2003. Increases in urban/industrial land use
have occurred mostly adjacent to the City of Oakdale and areas of Riverbank within OID.
TABLE 6-2

Historic Population Growth for Oakdale, Riverbank, and Modesto
1990 Population

2004 Population

Average Annual
Growth Rate

Oakdale

11,700

17,100

2.7%

Riverbank

8,500

18,500

5.7%

165,000

206,000

1.6%

City

Modesto

Outside OID—1996 to 2004
Currently, land use outside the OID
boundaries (but within the SOI) is
predominantly composed of
non-irrigated native vegetation
(71 percent) (Figure 6-4). Much smaller
quantities of orchards (11 percent),
pasture (8 percent), and corn/oats
(6 percent) exist. The change to these
types of crops over the past decade has
occurred dramatically outside OID,
especially with orchards (Table 6-3).
FIGURE 6-4

OID 2004 Land Use Distribution Outside District Service Area
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FIGURE 6-3

Change in OID Orchard Distribution 1996-2004
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TABLE 6-3

Land Use by Type and Changes for 1996 and 2004—Outside OID
1996 Distribution
Acreage (% of total)

2004 Distribution
Acreage (% of total)

Difference
(acres)

Relative Change
(%)

Pasture

3,726 (6%)

5,426 (8%)

1,700

46%

Corn/oats

3,238 (5%)

3,680 (6%)

442

14%

Orchards

3,005 (5%)

6,882 (11%)

3,877

129%

Rice

37 (< 1%)

88 (< 1%)

51

137%

52,279 (81%)

46,290 (71%)

-5,989

-11%

262 (< 1%)

422 (1%)

160

61%

498 (1%)

672 (1%)

174

35%

Land Use Type

Native vegetation
Urban/industrial
Other *

* Other lands include major roads, unclassified lands, other minor irrigated lands, buildings, etc.

Orchards
The orchard acreage outside OID’s existing service boundaries has more than doubled in the
past decade. This is the result of accelerated market conditions for essentially all nut crops.
The irrigation water source for orchards outside OID is almost exclusively groundwater. The
majority of orchard development has occurred immediately adjacent to OID’s eastern
boundary. This development offers significant opportunity for expansion of service by OID.

Pasture
Pasture outside district boundaries has increased from approximately 3,700 to 5,400 acres. This
increase has corresponded to use of tailwater as an irrigation source. Some agreements exist
between OID and a few growers to supply water outside district boundaries. Most of these
agreements supply water to pasture ground.

Corn/Oats
The amount of corn/oat land has increased slightly from approximately 3,200 to 3,600 acres.
This land use type may use surface drainage water or groundwater as its water source—as
long as the groundwater is cost-effective to obtain.

Native Vegetation
Non-irrigated native vegetation has decreased correspondingly as all other irrigated land use
types have increased outside the district during the past decade. Native vegetation has
decreased from about 52,300 to 46,300 acres. Significant acreage of land suitable for irrigation
exists within remaining undeveloped (native) areas. This area will likely experience continued
irrigation development.
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Results—Forecasted Trends
Inside OID—2004 to
2025
Forecasted land use changes
through 2025 within the current
OID service area are expected to
continue charging substantially
(Figure 6-5).

Orchards
Orchards are expected to increase
nearly 50 percent to approximately
15,000 acres in 2025. Nearly all of
FIGURE 6-5
these orchards are expected to
Historical and Forecasted Trends Inside OID Service Area
implement fairly efficient irrigation
systems (such as microsprinklers),
resulting in significant water savings. It is expected that most orchards (average applied water
approximately 3 ac-ft per acre) will be planted on ground that was previously pasture
(average applied water approximately 6 ac-ft per acre). This will result in the applied water
demand being essentially cut in half. Also, the efficiency of the irrigation systems will result in
other water savings, including reduced—and in many cases eliminated—tailwater production.

Pasture
Pasture acreage within OID has remained essentially constant in the past decade, but is anticipated
to decrease because of expected orchard plantings. Pasture is expected to decrease from about
32,000 to 24,000 acres by 2025. This represents a 33 percent reduction in pasture land within OID.

Corn/Oats
Corn/oats land is expected to remain constant through 2025 because it serves as an
inexpensive feed source for associated dairies.

Rice
A nearly 70 percent reduction in rice land is expected through 2025 because of rice land subdivision
in San Joaquin County that ultimately results in 5- to 10-acre ranchettes planted to pasture. This
reduction in rice land will leave approximately 2,600 acres of rice, mostly in the Paulsell Valley.

Native Vegetation
Native vegetation is expected to decrease only slightly (loss of approximately 1,000 acres)
because of some urbanization and some minor irrigation development of any remaining
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non-riparian lands. For the most part, the majority of the existing native vegetation occurs as
riparian areas along the Stanislaus River and its tributaries. These riparian areas generally are
not expected to experience urban or irrigation development.

Urban/Industrial
The forecasted 2015 City of Oakdale population is 29,000. Actual holding capacity of the
2015 boundary area, if completely built out, would be about 39,000. New residential growth
through 2015 is forecasted to occur in all directions around the city, and will likely fill in four
primary areas within the 2015 growth boundary (Figure 6-6). Accounting for additional
urbanization between 2015 and 2025, 10 percent of total current OID lands, most of which is
currently irrigated agriculture, will likely be lost to urbanization by 2025.

FIGURE 6-6

City of Oakdale General Plan Study Areas
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Outside OID—2004 to 2025
Orchards
It should be noted that as
orchards are planted outside of
the district boundaries, they are
expected to stay in production for
at least 25 to 30 years. It is
anticipated that OID will be able
to serve some of this new
customer base, thereby reducing
orchards’ reliability on
groundwater. Orchards are
expected to increase to in excess
of 12,000 acres—nearly 20 percent
of the land base within the SOI
outside OID (Figure 6-7). It
should be noted that most of this
expansion will likely occur (as it
has been) adjacent to the existing OID boundaries.

FIGURE 6-7

Historical and Forecasted Trends Outside OID Service Area

Pasture
Pasture is expected to increase outside OID as the district can supply surface water and as
more tailwater sources are reused. It is anticipated that pasture will occupy 11 percent of the
land within the SOI outside OID at nearly 9,000 acres in 2025. With this increase in pasture,
tailwater production will also increase.

Corn/Oats
Corn/oats land is expected to increase slightly within the SOI from 3,700 acres to a moderate
4,600 acres. This represents about 7 percent of the total land base within the SOI outside OID.

Native Vegetation
Native vegetation is expected to decrease significantly outside the current OID service area
because of irrigation development of this previously non-irrigated land. A reduction from
about 46,000 acres to 36,000 acres is expected to offset the corresponding increase in irrigation
development. It is likely that this loss of native vegetation will continue to occur in areas
adjacent to the eastern and northern boundaries of OID as it has during the past decade.

Land Use Conclusions
Historical land use and forecasted changes will significantly influence the future of OID and
service to its customers. Forecasted land use is a fundamental element of the WRP and has
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significant influence over the suggested recommendations for the future. Land use was
carefully evaluated considering several sources of information including past trends.
These are the conclusions resulting from this land use evaluation:
6

Within OID, land use conversions will substantially change the water needs of OID’s
customer base.

6

Irrigated agriculture has increased outside of the district, offering good potential for
service expansion.

6

Demand for OID-supplied water inside the district will decrease.

6

Orchards have increased rapidly both inside (30 percent) and outside (130 percent) the
district in the past decade, and the trend is expected to continue.

6

Non-irrigated native vegetation currently within OID is essentially composed of remaining
riparian areas along the Stanislaus River.

6

Native vegetation outside OID accounts for nearly 75 percent of the land base, and a good
portion is likely suitable for irrigation development.

6

Pasture has stayed essentially constant within the district, but is expected to decrease in
the future, likely as a result of conversion to orchards. Corn/oat land use has remained
fairly constant and is anticipated to stay the same.

6

Rice land will decrease slightly, likely converting to ranchettes in the northwestern part of
the district.

6

Urbanization will take place contiguous to existing urban areas.

6

The infrastructure plan and district service standards must accommodate geographic
distribution of crop types.

6

Nearly 40 percent of OID customers own 5 acres or fewer.

6

Approximately 60 percent of OID customers own 10 acres or fewer and represent only
12 percent of OID-served land.

6

Only 4 percent of the OID customers own 40 acres or more, but these customers represent
about 60 percent of OID-served lands.
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Water Balance
Introduction
This WRP has documented OID-available water supplies, described efforts to
assess the current OID infrastructure system and level of service, classified
current land uses and forecast future uses within and surrounding the district,
and summarized current on-farm practices. This information was integrated into
this document to develop and project the current and future use of water within
the district. To facilitate this analysis, a systemwide operational water balance
model (WBM) was developed. The WBM provides a flexible analytic tool for
simulating a range of long-term operating scenarios and overall WRP alternatives.

2004 Water Balance Model Development
and Components
The purpose of the WBM calibration was to develop a baseline operations water
balance that simulates, with reasonable accuracy, the primary water components
of OID’s overall system (Figure 7-1) under existing conditions. By starting with a
baseline model that reasonably simulates existing conditions, the model can then
be used to evaluate the net impacts of key factors influencing OID’s long-term
water demand and supply, such as crop shift and farm efficiency levels,
annexation of new service area, varying levels of drainwater reclamation,
groundwater pumping, and distribution system improvements.
The WBM is designed for systemwide analysis of water supply operations and
accounts for the primary water balance components of the OID service area. The
model uses a demand-driven water-balance simulation, starting with the
determination of on-farm water supply requirements (farm turnout delivery).
The on-farm demand is determined by climate parameters, crop type, acreage,
irrigation method, and average slope and soil properties. Supply sources such as
surface water (Stanislaus River diversions), groundwater, and drainwater
reclamation are used to meet the on-farm demands.

Lateral Service Areas
The LSAs are the basic operational unit for the water balance. OID’s service area
is broken into 25 LSAs (Figure 7-2) within the model. Each LSA represents the
portion of the OID service area served by a major distribution lateral, with the
acreage in each ranging from about 500 acres to nearly 4,000 acres.
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FIGURE 7-1

OID Regional Water Balance Schematic

Well Pumping
Total pumping in acre-feet for each well is recorded on a monthly basis. The monthly totals for
each well were converted to weekly pumping schedules assuming a steady uniform pumping
rate for the month. Each well is linked to the associated LSA, where the scheduled pumping is
added to that LSA’s lateral supply and used to meet irrigation demands.

Reclamation Pumping
Total pumping in acre-feet for each reclamation pump is recorded on a monthly basis. For WBM
calibration, a uniform weekly distribution of pumping rate within each month was assumed.

Drainwater Outflow
OID’s 2004 Boundary Flow Measurement Program’s data were used to check the WBM results
for the monitored drainage basins. The 2004 monitoring season included 11 outflow
monitoring sites, which were a combination of drainage outflows and operational spill points
at the ends of pipelines or open laterals. Six major drainage basins were monitored: Union,
Laughlin, Cavil, Kuhn, Angel/Fairbanks, and Lone Tree Creek. These six drainage basins
account for about 50 percent of the irrigated acreage within OID’s service area.
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Land Use
The 2004 WBM calibration used 2004 land use coverage (crop acreages) for each LSA. The land
use was developed using GIS coverage for OID’s assessed parcels, combined with DWR land
use survey data.

Reference ET and Kc Values
Reference ET values were input for 2004 based on the 2004 climate data. Season total ET from
April through October was 45.3 inches. This is only 0.3 inch below the long-term average
seasonal ET. The individual monthly values were also very close to long-term average. Crop
coefficient (Kc) values were not changed for the calibration because they are fixed based on the
crop type and average growing season.

Irrigation Efficiency and Deep Percolation/Tailwater Values
Irrigation efficiency and the deep percolation/tailwater (DP/TW) values were the primary
calibration adjustments made within each LSA to match the WBM and the OID operations
data for key components of the water balance (such as total water demand and drainwater
production). Irrigation efficiency values for the 2004 calibration were adjusted within the
ranges shown in Table 7-1. The efficiency values are the primary variable influencing overall
LSA water demands, since land use and crop ET were considered fixed for the calibration.
TABLE 7-1

Average Irrigation Efficiency Value for OID
Irrigation Method

2005 Average On-Farm
Efficiency Ranges

Notes

Sprinklers

70% to 90%

Includes impact sprinklers (used on older
orchards) and microsprinklers (used on
newer orchards after initial development)

Drip

80% to 90%

Used on newly planted orchards for first
1 to 3 years prior to conversion to sprinklers

Furrow

50% to 65%

Used on corn and oat crops

Border-check

50% to 70%

Includes level basin flood for orchards at
the higher range, and pasture, rice, and
other crops at the lower range

Wild flooding

40% to 50%

Used on pasture in steeper terrain

The applied water remaining after crop ET is allocated between two loss terms: DP of applied
water and TW (field surface water runoff to drains). The DP/TW ratios were developed for
each irrigation method for each LSA, based on the results of the on-farm evaluations combined
with average slope and soil properties derived from GIS coverage.
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Conveyance Losses
Main canal seepage losses for the North Main Canal and South Main Canal were set at
10 percent. Estimates of seepage losses based on flow monitoring in the early 1980s ranged
from 6 to 14 percent.

Summary 2004 Water Balance
Table 7-2 presents a summary of the primary components of the OID system water balance
under average existing conditions. This “existing conditions” water balance summary is based
on current (2004) land use and average ET conditions.
TABLE 7-2

2004 Summary Water Balance for OID Service Area
Components

Acre-Feet

Water Supply Sources for Distribution System
Stanislaus River
Main Canal Inflows
River Pumps
Groundwater Pumping

261,600
800
4,500

Reclamation

12,500

Total Supply

279,400

Conveyance and On-Farm Losses
Conveyance Loss
Seepage

23,800

Operational Spills

11,300

On Farm Loss
Deep Percolation

30,700

Tailwater

53,500

Total Losses

119,300

Crop ET and On-Farm Supply
ET (net of effective precipitation)

162,500

Farm Delivery (all sources)

244,300

Drainwater
Production (tailwater and spills)
Non-OID Drainwater
Reclamation
Total Outflow

7-6

64,800
8,200
-12,500
60,500
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Total Surface Water Outflow Calibration
As a calibration method for the 2004 WBM estimates, total surface water outflow from the
entire OID service area was estimated using a combination of GIS land use data and the 2004
boundary outflow monitoring data. The GIS land use data were used to estimate the total
irrigated acreage for each of the drainage basins within the OID service area, including both
OID served and non-OID served. The 2004 outflow monitoring data were used to estimate
typical per-acre seasonal drainwater production rates for the monitored basins, and these
values were then applied to neighboring basins with similar land use (Figure 7-3). The
operational spills data from the monitoring program were used to update the estimate of total
operational spills from OID’s distribution laterals. Table 7-3 summarizes the surface water
outflow component estimates for the entire OID service area, including both OID-served and
non-OID-served lands.

FIGURE 7-3

Net Seasonal Surface Water Outflow from the OID Service Area
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TABLE 7-3

Surface Water Runoff Components for OID Service Area
Surface Water Outflow
Components
Total Irrigated Acreage

Value
54,000 acres

Notes
Net irrigated acreage, includes both
OID- and non-OID-served lands.

Average Annual Field Tail Water
Per Acre

1.2 ac-ft per acre per season

Ranges from 0.8 ac-ft to 1.4 ac-ft,
depending on crop mix and topography.

Total Tail Water Inflows to Drains

62,600 ac-ft

Includes areas draining to Stanislaus
River, which do not contribute to drains
leaving OID to the west.

Operational Spills

20,000 ac-ft

Estimated from 2004 spill monitoring for
part of OID. Actual spills may vary from
10,000 to 20,000 ac-ft.

Total Surface Water Runoff

82,600 ac-ft

Reclamation Pumping

12,500 ac-ft

Net Surface Water Outflow

70,100 ac-ft

Average annual value in recent years.

Therefore, through WBM simulations and calibration to measured boundary outflow data, the
total surface water runoff from the OID service area is estimated to be approximately 60,000 to
70,000 ac-ft per year. Field tailwater runoff contributes to about 70 percent of the outflows,
with operational spills making up the remainder.

2025 Water Balance Model Estimates and
Sensitivity Analysis
The WBM was used to evaluate the impacts of variations in forecast land use changes,
evapotranspiration estimates, and on-farm irrigation efficiency for pasture.
Land use changes are a significant factor driving the long-term changes in OID’s water
balance. Overall net irrigated acreage served by OID could decrease by about 10 percent, with
most of that loss focused in the areas impacted by the City of Oakdale’s growth.
It is important to note that the WRP develops programmatic alternatives and
recommendations for responding to these forecast changes, including expanding the district’s
customer base and improving the level of service to current and potential users to
accommodate the changing needs of the district’s customers. Therefore, the water quantities
presented here are not a complete future water balance, but rather show only the relative
sensitivity of the water balance results to key assumptions and parameters.
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Six WBM runs were used to quantify the sensitivity of various input parameters. In each run,
all parameters were held constant at the baseline model value, except the one being evaluated
for model sensitivity. Sensitivity analysis scenarios included the following:
6

2025 Baseline uses the baseline forecast land use, average ET, no change to on-farm
efficiencies per crop type. This run’s results are the baseline against which the sensitivity
of each change is compared.

6

Minimum ET uses forecast land use, minimum historical ET, and no change to on-farm
efficiencies.

6

Maximum ET uses forecast land use, maximum historical ET, and no change to on-farm
efficiencies.

6

Reduced Orchard Acreage uses reduction in forecast orchard acreage by 20 percent, with
difference made up by increase in forecast pasture, and no change to on-farm efficiency.

6

Increased Orchard Acreage uses increase in forecast orchard acreage by 20 percent, with
difference made up by reduction in pasture acreage, and no change to on-farm efficiency.

6

Improved Average Pasture Irrigation Efficiency uses forecast land use, average ET, and
an assumed average improvement for pasture on-farm efficiency of 5 percent.

Table 7-4 summarizes the WBM results in terms of the primary “in” and “out” components of
Stanislaus River diversions and deviations relative to the 2025 Baseline scenario.
TABLE 7-4

2025 Water Balance Model Sensitivity Analysis Results
Water Balance Component (ac-ft)
Stanislaus River
Diversions into OID
(Deviation from 2025
Baseline Run)

Crop ET (Deviation from
2025 Baseline Run)

Net Surface Water
Outflow
(Deviation from 2025
Baseline Run)

223,600

148,200

50,300

Minimum ET

169,900 (-53,700)

124,400 (-23,800)

42,300 (-8,000)

Maximum ET

269,800 (+46,200)

165,400 (+17,200)

56,800 (+6,500)

Reduced Orchard
Acreage

231,600 (+8,000)

148,400 (+200)

55,000 (+4,700)

Increased Orchard
Acreage

219,300 (-4,300)

148,000 (-200)

48,100 (-2,200)

Improved Pasture
Irrigation Efficiency

210,300 (-13,300)

148,200 (0)

42,300 (-8,000)

Model Run/Sensitivity
Check
2025 Baseline Run
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2025 Sensitivity Analysis Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn from the results of the 2025 Baseline run and the
sensitivity analysis.
6

Maximum ET conditions, similar to those that occur on average once every 10 years, may
cause an increase in demands of 46,200 ac-ft over average ET conditions.

6

The potential uncertainty in the estimated range of crop acreage forecasts results in a
maximum change of about 12,300 ac-ft per year (4,000 ac-ft decrease with more orchards,
8,000 ac-ft increase with fewer orchards), which indicates that the water balance forecast is
relatively less sensitive to the accuracy of the land use forecast than other factors, such as
expected ET variability.

6

A 5 percent change in average efficiency for pasture growers results in a reduction in
average-year demands of about 13,300 acre feet, which indicates that improvements to
on-farm irrigation efficiency values can result in significant water savings.
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SECTION 8

Development and Evaluation of
Alternatives
Purpose and Scope
The WRP evaluated the district’s water resources, delivery system, and
operations. It surveyed on-farm water use and practices. The needs and
perceptions of OID customers, OID Board of Directors, OID staff, local and
regional elected officials, and neighboring jurisdictions were surveyed and
assessed. In conjunction with this comprehensive assessment, the WRP
examined land use trends to project how future land uses will impact water
supply and demand over the next two decades. Lastly, the water balance efforts
provided insight on projected water use in and surrounding the district.
Under all likely scenarios for future land uses and demand for water within
OID, the district’s water supplies are more than sufficient to accommodate
future in-district needs (provided that the infrastructure and service
recommendations discussed later in this report are implemented). To address
the expected changes in OID future customers’ needs and to reasonably and
beneficially use the district’s water supplies, several alternatives have been
developed and evaluated based on the five WRP goals.

Summary Description of Programmatic
Alternatives
Four distinct programmatic alternatives were developed based on extensive
interaction with OID staff, the Board of Directors, and the public. These
alternatives encompass a range of reasonable options available to the district in
response to the land use, regulatory, resources, and customer-driven issues
presented in previous sections of this report. The term programmatic is used to
emphasize that the alternatives evaluated in the WRP are broad-based and
strategic, and represent policy-level options for OID’s consideration. Highlights
of the four programmatic alternatives are provided in the following sidebars.
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ALTERNATIVE 1: CONTINUE PRESENT PRACTICES
Over recent years, OID has initiated several important efforts
to improve management, operations, facility replacement,
and long-term planning. OID has been engaged in several
regional efforts related to water quality and groundwater
management, has been conducting a moderate level of
capital improvements to address the highest risks to the
water delivery system, and has entered into three water
transfer agreements to put its supplies to beneficial use and
create additional revenue to fund improvements.
Alternative 1 generally consists of the following:

•

Maintain existing level of service to OID customers.

•

Implement an infrastructure plan that addresses
high-priority improvements and major service liabilities
but does not include any system enhancements to
improve service or better manage system surface
water outflow.

•

Do not expand service to growers within the district
SOI (no annexation or out-of-district water sales).

•

Continues current level of water transfers.

•

Participate in regional activities such as cooperative
programs for groundwater management and water
quality.

•

Take only minimal action to improve OID system
efficiency or customer on-farm water use efficiency.

ALTERNATIVE 3: MAXIMIZE SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS
WITHIN DISTRICT BOUNDARIES AND MODERATE
EXPANSION OF SERVICE WITHIN OID’S SOI
Similar to Alternative 2, this variation allows for the moderate
expansion of service into the district’s SOI. This is the most
balanced of all alternatives because it provides for service
expansion while allowing water transfers as necessary to
fund required improvements.

ALTERNATIVE 2: MAXIMIZE SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS
WITHIN DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
This programmatic alternative is similar to Alternative 1, but
has the following significant differences:

•

Improve level of service to customers (consists of
operational, policy, management, and infrastructure
improvements).

•

Provide improved drought protection.

•

Construct facilities to better manage OID surface water
outflow.

•

Establish new and/or revised water transfer
agreements.

ALTERNATIVE 4: MAXIMIZE SERVICE WITHIN OID’S SOI
This alternative would maximize the use of available water
for expanding service to growers within the district’s SOI.
Under this alternative, no water is available for transfer
because all district water supplies are used to facilitate an
expanded customer base.

Evaluation Process
The WRP programmatic alternatives were developed and comprehensively evaluated using
analytic and qualitative methods illustrated in Figure 8-1. From this analysis emerged the Best
Apparent Alternative: the package of recommended facilities and actions for the district to
advance as the basis for programmatic environmental documentation.
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FIGURE 8-1

Evaluation Process

Elements Common to Multiple Alternatives
With the exception of Alternative 1, all alternatives
contain several common components and elements.
For example, each alternative is predicated on the
philosophy that OID must first provide dependable
irrigation and domestic service to users within its
service area before it considers either expanding
service outside district boundaries or transferring
water to other agencies. Other common features are
the following:
6
6
6
6
6

WATER SUPPLY RELIABILITY CRITERIA
It is recommended that over the course of implementation of
the WRP, the district’s water supply reliability be improved.
Therefore, the WRP is based on the following ultimate water
supply reliability criteria:
OID, via a combination of drought response policies
and programs, additional groundwater wells, and
minimal water transfer commitments, shall be able
to meet in-district water demand under a maximum
ET condition and an extreme Stanislaus River
curtailment (the 5 percent chance of occurrence).

Revised service standard
WRP recommendations implemented within district boundaries
Uniform projections for land use
Conservative projections for on-farm water use efficiency
Improved water supply reliability

Evaluation Methodology
Applying these common assumptions uniformly, a detailed methodology was employed to
determine key water balance components for projected 2025 conditions for each programmatic
alternative. Next, decisions regarding the provision of service to customers outside OID but
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within the SOI (annexation) and water transfers were made for each alternative. Lastly, the
Financial Model was used to analyze various strategies for viably supporting each alternative.
The four alternatives, combined with the viable financial strategies for implementation, results
in a set of 13 distinct options, all of which are financially and technically feasible. Following
the evaluation, a matrix summarizing each alternative was then compared to the WRP goals.
From this comparison emerged the Best Apparent Alternative.
The results of the water balance analysis for each programmatic alternative are summarized in
Table 8-1.
TABLE 8-1

Water Balance/Reliability Analysis: Summary of 2025 Transfer and/or Annexation Opportunities by Programmatic Alternative
Alternative

Description

Key Components

1

Continue Present Practices

Present practices consist of a minimum transfer obligation
of 30,000 ac-ft up to a maximum of 41,000 ac-ft.

2

Maximize Service Improvements within
District Boundaries

2025 firm transfer of 50,000 ac-ft

Maximize Service Improvements within
District Boundaries and Moderate
Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI

2025 firm transfer of 50,000 ac-ft

Maximize Expansion of Service within
OID’s SOI

16,750 acres of expanded service in SOI to utilize
67,000 ac-ft of available supplies

3

4

Additional variable transfer of 17,000 ac-ft

4,250 acres of expanded service in SOI to utilize
17,000 ac-ft

Recaptured Drainwater
Based on the existing reclamation facilities and operations
and on the water balance, significant opportunities exist
for increasing beneficial use of surface water runoff for
OID and the neighboring areas. While it is not
cost-effective to “pump back” recaptured drainwater to
support expansion of service in the district’s SOI, the
Infrastructure Plan recommends significant improvements
and new facilities to facilitate increased use of surface
water outflow (Figure 8-2). The existing conditions water
balance indicates that about 60,000 to 70,000 ac-ft of
surface water runoff (about 70 percent field tailwater and
30 percent operational spills from OID laterals) leave the
OID service area per season. Over the next 20 years,
change in land use and system improvements are
projected to reduce this amount to 40,000 ac-ft. Based on
proximity and timing of outflow, it was estimated that
30,000 ac-ft is a reasonable amount of surface water
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Drainwater Facility
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outflow available to capture and transfer to downstream recipients (outflow available but not
utilized within OID). The district should secure agreements for the use of this water by
downstream agencies prior to initiating construction. The Infrastructure Plan Technical
Appendix H describes the facilities necessary to implement this transfer and provides
recommendations for facilities to increase the use of reclaimed water within the district.

Water Balance Components of Programmatic Alternatives
Relevant water balance components of the programmatic alternatives were shown in Table 8-1.
For the subsequent financial evaluation, it is necessary to identify a starting and ending point
for analysis. It was assumed that the starting year of detailed financial study is 2010, a year
when existing transfer commitments terminate, and revenue from any new agreements would
begin to be realized. The end point of the analysis is assumed to be 2030. Differences between
this planning period and the land use analyses (describing current conditions and forecasting
2025 conditions) are not materially significant.
In multiple programmatic alternatives, an initial and final level of firm
A firm water transfer is
and variable water transfers are identified. A firm water transfer is
defined as the quantity of
defined as the quantity of water provided in every year, including
water provided in every
droughts. Variable transfers are reduced during dry years as Stanislaus
year, including droughts.
River supplies to OID are curtailed. OID current transfer agreements
Variable transfers are
with SEWD and Reclamation total 41,000 ac-ft. Of that volume,
reduced during dry years.
30,000 ac-ft are firm and 11,000 ac-ft are variable. Over the course of
WRP implementation, the quantities of firm and variable supplies available for transfer
increase to 50,000 ac-ft and 17,000 ac-ft, respectively (and the overall district water supply
reliability is increased as previously described). In Alternative 2, these supplies are assumed to
be transferred. Alternative 4 assumes that these supplies support expansion of service into the
SOI. Alternative 3 assumes that the firm quantity is transferred, and the variable quantity
supports expansion of service into the SOI. Available water supply supporting transfers
and/or expansion into the SOI are shown for each alternative in Figure 8-3.

FIGURE 8-3

How the Alternatives Allocate Available Water Supply
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Financial Evaluation
The Financial Model was used to analyze various strategies for viably supporting each
programmatic alternative. To demonstrate the tradeoff between financial strategies, several
sub-alternatives were developed and compared. In these sub-alternatives, key financial
parameters were tested to make the sub-alternative financially feasible. In some cases, the
financial parameter varied was the water charge to all OID customers as necessary to finance
the plan; in others, it was the price of transferred water.
In this comparison, the capital cost of the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program
was not included in the analysis. Because these improvements will be implemented regardless
of which WRP alternative is ultimately selected, they do not influence the evaluation of
alternatives. The Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program costs will be considered in
the Financial Plan described for the recommended alternative. The 20-year program costs are
summarized in Table 8-2.
TABLE 8-2

20-Year Program Costs Exclusive of Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program ($ millions)
Alternative
Project Type

Additional flow-control and measurement
structures

$94

•

Additional groundwater wells

$30

•

North Side regulating reservoir

•

Accelerated irrigation service turnout
replacement

•

Drainwater reclamation projects

2

3

4

Rehabilitation projects

$94

$94

$94

Improved service
projects

$0

$30

$30

Total CIP Costs

$94

$124

For $30 million, these improvements are
possible:

•

1

$124

IMPROVED SERVICE PROJECTS

$124

Note: See Infrastructure Recommendations in Section 9, and Infrastructure
Plan Technical Appendix H for more information on infrastructure costs.

Alternative 1: Continue Present Practices
Sub-alternative 1A: Finance present practices with existing water transfer
revenue and increased water charge. This sub-alternative viably finances
$94 million in the WRP with revenue generated from a continuation
of OID’s current water transfer agreements with Reclamation and
SEWD. Any differential between expected revenues and costs would
be met by an increase in the water charge.

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within
District Boundaries
Sub-alternative 2A: Finance service improvements within district
boundaries with water transfer revenue. This sub-alternative viably
finances $124 million in the WRP by using firm supply water
transfers of 30,000 ac-ft increasing to 50,000 ac-ft over the 20-year
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period of analysis, and by using variable supply water transfers of 11,000 ac-ft increasing to
17,000 ac-ft. Additionally, facilities would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this
sub-alternative includes revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The
water charge would only increase 3 percent a year (to keep pace with inflation) from current
levels.
Sub-alternative 2B: Finance Service Improvements within district boundaries with an increased water
charge. This sub-alternative viably finances $124 million in the WRP by increasing the water
charge. Additionally, facilities would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this
sub-alternative includes revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer of drainwater.

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries
and Moderate Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI
Sub-alternative 3A: Finance service improvements within district
boundaries and expanded service within the SOI with water transfer
revenue and annexation buy-in charges. This sub-alternative viably
finances $124 million in the WRP by using firm supply water
transfers of 30,000 ac-ft increasing to 50,000 ac-ft over the 20-year
period of analysis. The variable supply of 17,000 ac-ft is assumed to
support annexation. This quantity of supply would support about
4,250 acres, which would be assessed a buy-in charge of $350,
unchanged from the current level. It is assumed that all annexed
lands would pay any infrastructure capital cost associated with connecting to the OID system.
Additionally, facilities would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative
includes revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge
would only increase 3 percent a year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 3B: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service
within the SOI with water transfer revenue and annexation buy-in charges. Otherwise identical to
the previous sub-alternative, this option assumes that the 4,250 acres annexed would be
assessed a buy-in charge of $2,600. This buy-in charge approximately reflects the costs of the
WRP spread over 50,000 acres.
Sub-alternative 3C: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service
within the SOI with water transfer revenue and annexation buy-in charges. Otherwise identical to
the two previous sub-alternatives, this variation includes an annexation buy-in charge of
$1,600. This buy-in charge approximately reflects the avoided cost of installing an agricultural
well plus the present value of the savings of pumping costs.
Sub-alternative 3D: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service
within the SOI with water transfer revenue and annexation buy-in charges. This sub-alternative
viably finances $124 million in the WRP plus the capital cost of annexing new lands
(subsidizing an assumed $17 million in capital costs for annexation-related infrastructure) by
using firm supply water transfers of 30,000 ac-ft increasing to 50,000 ac-ft over the 20-year
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period of analysis. The variable supply of 17,000 ac-ft is assumed to support annexation. This
quantity of supply would support about 4,250 acres, which would be assessed a buy-in charge
of $350, unchanged from the current level. Additionally, facilities would be constructed to
recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative includes revenue assumed to be generated from
the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would only increase 3 percent a year (to keep
pace with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 3E: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service within the
SOI with water transfer revenue and out-of-district water sales. This sub-alternative viably finances
$124 million in the WRP by using firm supply water transfers of 30,000 ac-ft increasing to 50,000 ac-ft
over the 20-year period of analysis. The variable supply of 17,000 ac-ft is assumed to support
expansion of service into OID’s SOI. Instead of annexing land, this sub-alternative delivers
17,000 ac-ft of water as out-of-district sales at $40 per acre-foot. It is assumed that these new
customers would pay any infrastructure capital cost associated with connecting to the OID system.
Additionally, facilities would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative
includes revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would
only increase 3 percent a year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.

Alternative 4: Maximize Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI
Sub-alternative 4A: Finance service improvements within the SOI with an
increase in the water charge and annexation buy-in charges. This
sub-alternative aims to finance $124 million in the WRP by increasing the
water charge as all available excess supplies (67,000 ac-ft) are used to
support annexation. This quantity of supply would support
approximately 16,750 acres, which would be assessed a buy-in charge of
$350, unchanged from the current level. It is assumed that all annexed
lands would pay any infrastructure capital cost associated with
connecting to the OID system. Additionally, facilities would be
constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative includes
revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would
only increase 3 percent a year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 4B: Finance service improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water charge
and annexation buy-in charges. Otherwise identical to the previous sub-alternative, this option
assumes that the 16,750 acres annexed would be assessed a buy-in charge of $2,600. This
buy-in charge approximately reflects the costs of the WRP spread over 50,000 acres.
Sub-alternative 4C: Finance service Improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water charge and
annexation buy-in charges. Otherwise identical to the two previous sub-alternatives, this variation
includes an annexation buy-in charge of $1,600. This buy-in charge approximately reflects the
avoided cost of installing an agricultural well plus the present value of the savings of pumping costs.
Sub-alternative 4D: Finance service improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water charge and
annexation buy-in charges. This sub-alternative viably finances $124 million in the WRP plus the
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capital cost of annexing new lands (subsidizing an assumed $66 million in capital costs for
annexation-related infrastructure) by increasing the water charge. All available excess supplies
(67,000 ac-ft) are used to support annexation. This quantity of supply would support approximately
16,750 acres, which would be assessed a buy-in charge of $350, unchanged from the current level.
Additionally, facilities would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative
includes revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would
only increase 3 percent a year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 4E: Finance service improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water charge and
out of district water sales. This sub-alternative viably finances $124 million in the WRP by increasing
the water charge. All available excess supplies (67,000 ac-ft) are used to support expansion of
service into OID’s SOI. Instead of annexing land, this sub-alternative delivers 67,000 ac-ft of water
as out-of-district sales at $40 per acre-foot. It is assumed that these new customers would pay any
infrastructure capital cost associated with connecting to the OID system. Additionally, facilities
would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative includes revenue assumed
to be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would only increase 3 percent a
year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.

Financial Evaluation of Alternative Results
Table 8-3 shows the results of the financial evaluation. Key findings of the financial evaluation
are the following:
6

Water transfers will play a key role in paying for the WRP and keeping water charges low.

6

Limiting water transfers would cause water charges to increase 4 to 5 times the current level.

6

The WRP (not including the capital costs of the Main Canal and Tunnel Improvements
Program) can be financed pay-as-you-go with water transfers if a water transfer agreement
can be reached that contributes $130 to $140 per acre-foot.

6

While the annexation buy-in charge in itself doesn’t make a significant impact on the
resulting water charge or required transfer selling fee, the district should consider
increasing its annexation fee.

6

It is not in the district’s best interest to pay for the improvements needed for lands to
annex. Those costs should be borne by the lands being annexed.

6

Figure 8-4 graphically illustrates the tradeoffs associated with the various sub-alternatives.
In general, sub-alternatives that include significant annexation and little water transfers
result in higher rates to OID’s users.

6

In terms of accomplishing many of its goals, the district should balance the amount of
annexed lands (or out-of-district sales) and water transfers. These goals can best be met
with either Sub-alternative 3C or 3E.
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FIGURE 8-4

Customer Water Charge by Sub-alternative

Evaluation Results
As discussed, key water balance components were determined for each programmatic
alternative, and the Financial Model was used to analyze various sub-alternatives for viably
supporting each programmatic alternative. Figure 8-5 summarizes each programmatic
alternative’s overall compliance with the WRP goals. Table 8-4 provides a more detailed
comparison by financial sub-alternative and assigns relative rankings to each.

FIGURE 8-5

How Alternatives Comply with the WRP Goals
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TABLE 8-3

Financial Evaluation Results and Effect on Customer Water Charge
Expansion into SOI
Annex SOI Lands

Alternatives

Provide Water to SOI Lands via
Contract

Firm Water Transfers

Variable Water Transfers

Recaptured Drainwater
Transfers

OID Capital Outlays

Customer
Water
Charge

Subsidized
Cost of
Conveyance
Infrastructure
to Annexed
Lands
(millions)

Water
Charge
per Acre
(+ 3% per
year)

Annexation
Acreage

Buy-in
Charge

2010
(ac-ft)

2030
(ac-ft)

Price
per
ac-ft

2010
(ac-ft)

2030
(ac-ft)

Price
per
ac-ft

2010
(ac-ft)

2030
(ac-ft)

Price
per
ac-ft

2010
(ac-ft)

2030
(ac-ft)

Price
per
ac-ft

Recommended
CIP*
(millions)

0

—

0

0

—

30,000

30,000

Existing
contracts

11,000

11,000

Existing
contracts

0

0

—

$94

—

$41

Alternative 1: Continue Present Practices
Finance $94M with an increased irrigation rate

Sub-alternative 1A

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries
Finance $124M
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 2A
Finance $124M with water transfer revenue

Sub-alternative 2B
Finance $124M with an increased irrigation rate

0

—

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$140

11,000

17,000

$20

0

30,000

$20

$124

—

$19.50

0

—

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

—

$105

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and Moderate Expansion of Service within OID's SOI
Finance $124M with water transfer revenue
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 3A
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

4,250

$350

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$130

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$25

4,250

$2,600

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$125

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$19.50

4,250

$1,600

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$130

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$19.50

4,250

$350

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$130

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

$17

$43

0

—

0

17,000

$40

30,000

50,000

$130

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$19.50

16,750

$350

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$95

16,750

$2,600

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$75

16,750

$1,600

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$85

16,750

$350

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

$66

$160

0

—

0

67,000

$40

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$80

Sub-alternative 3B
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $2,600/ac

Sub-alternative 3C
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $1,600/ac

Sub-alternative 3D
Finance $17M for annexed lands connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 3E
Out-of-district lands in SOI pay for connection costs
Out-of-district water sales in SOI at $40/ac-ft

Alternative 4: Maximize Expansion of Service within OID's SOI
Finance $124M by increasing irrigation rate
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 4A
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 4B
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $2,600/ac

Sub-alternative 4C
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $1,600/ac

Sub-alternative 4D
Finance $17M for annexed lands connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 4E
Out-of-district lands in SOI pay for connection costs
Out-of-district water sales in SOI at $40/ac-ft

* Recommended CIP does not include the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program capital improvement cost.
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TABLE 8-4
Programmatic Alternatives and WRP Goals Ranking Matrix

Programmatic Alternatives

Provide long-term
protection to OID’s water
rights

Address federal, state and local
water challenges








Water Resources Plan Goals
Rebuild/modernize an out-ofdate system to meet changing
customer needs

Develop affordable ways to
finance improvements

Involve the public in the
planning process

Ranking







9









4









8

Alternative 1: Continue Present Practices
Finance $94M with an increased irrigation rate

Sub-alternative 1A

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries
Finance $124M
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 2A
Finance $124M with water transfer revenue

Sub-alternative 2B
Finance $124M with an increased irrigation rate

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and Moderate Expansion of Service within OID's SOI
Finance $124M with water transfer revenue
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 3A
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 3B
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $2,600/ac

Sub-alternative 3C
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $1,600/ac

Sub-alternative 3D
Finance $17M for annexed lands connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 3E
Out-of-district lands in SOI pay for connection costs
Out-of-district water sales in SOI at $40/ac-ft
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Alternative 4: Maximize Expansion of Service within OID's SOI
Finance $124M by increasing irrigation rate
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 4A
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 4B
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $2,600/ac

Sub-alternative 4C
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $1,600/ac

Sub-alternative 4D
Finance $17M for annexed lands connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 4E
Out-of-district lands in SOI pay for connection costs
Out-of-district water sales in SOI at $40/ac-ft

Notes:
 = Most completely addresses goal
Sub-alternative rankings are relative
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Alternatives Evaluation Against WRP Goals
Goal 1: Provide Long-Term Protection to OID’s Water Rights
Sub-alternative 2B is the least effective alternative in terms of protecting OID’s water rights
because without transferring excess supplies or expanding service into OID’s SOI, 67,000 ac-ft
would not be put to beneficial use in most years. This amount of water could be subject to a
water rights challenge. Sub-alternative 1A does not include any infrastructure improvements
that would reduce surface water outflow from the district. Although existing water transfers
(41,000 ac-ft) remain in place under Sub-alternative 1A, full available supplies are not put to
beneficial use.
Sub-alternatives 3A through 3E and 4A through 4E are equivalent in terms of protection of
water rights because all involve maximum use of the district’s available water supplies in all
years by either transferring excess water, expanding service, or a combination of both.

Goal 2: Address Federal, State, and Local Water Challenges
This goal will be addressed more completely during the CEQA phase in the Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). District outflow management (operations spills and
tailwater) are related to discharge water quality issues and vary between WRP alternatives.
Sub-alternative 1A is ranked lower than every other sub-alternative because present practices
continue. Under present practices, no infrastructure improvements would be implemented to
reduce operations spills or improve overall efficiency. Until the PEIR analysis is complete,
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 are rated equivalent because they all share the same characteristics of
revised operations, improved distribution system, and development of drainwater recapture
facilities, all of which improve district outflow management.

Goal 3: Rebuild/Modernize an Out-of-Date System to Meet Changing
Customer Needs
Under Sub-alternative 1A, the district would focus on replacement projects rather than new
projects that would improve the system or enhance operations. Rebuilding would occur
strictly to keep the existing system operational; therefore, Sub-alternative 1A meets Goal 3 at a
minimal level.
All other sub-alternatives are given the highest rating because they all consist of an identical
infrastructure plan. This infrastructure plan includes numerous projects that improve overall
system efficiency and provide higher levels of customer service necessary to respond to crop
changes and customer preferences.

Goal 4: Develop Affordable Ways to Finance Improvements
Every finance option for Alternative 4 (Sub-alternatives 4A though 4E) resulted in a poor
rating under Goal 4 because water charges are significantly increased. Sub-alternative 4D did
not receive a rating because it does not meet even the minimum affordability criteria for the
district, current customers, or future customers. The water charge is increased to a level under
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Sub-alternative 4D that would likely result in a loss of customers since groundwater is a less
expensive option. Sub-alternative 2B also rates low because water charges are significantly
increased.
Sub-alternative 2A is favorable financially to both customers and OID because the improved
system would be financed entirely by water transfer revenue. Under 1A, the plan remains
affordable but rates are increased. Sub-alternative 3B is not favorable because the annexation
buy-in fee is likely higher than growers’ willingness to pay. Sub-alternative 3D is not favorable
to the district because annexation costs would be subsidized by the district’s current customer
base.

Goal 5: Involve the Public in the Planning Process
Based on public involvement efforts during the development of the WRP, it was learned that
OID customers generally want better service and want affordable water. Therefore,
Sub-alternative 1A does not rate well, because no infrastructure is implemented to improve
service. Although Sub-alternative 2B involves improved service, it does not rate well because
water charges are increased significantly to finance the improvements.
Sub-alternatives 4A through 4E do not rate high because in every case, water charges are
significantly higher than other alternatives. However, these sub-alternatives did not garner the
lowest rating because they keep water within the SOI (no water transfers), which satisfies a
portion of the public.
It should be noted that regarding annexation options, water transfers, and affordability, public
acceptance of the alternative depends on one’s perspective. Current customers generally want
those annexing lands to pay their fair share, while new customers would prefer some level of
subsidy from the district. Many in the public want all OID water kept local, but it has been
shown that doing so results in higher water charges and little protection of the district’s water
rights. Sub-Alternatives 3C and 3E were given the highest relative rating because they balance
the amount of water transferred with moderate expansion into the SOI. In addition, water
charge is not increased (beyond 3 percent annually to keep pace with inflation) under any
permutation of the Alternative 3.

The Best Apparent Alternative
Programmatic Alternative 3—Maximize Service Improvements in District Boundaries and
Moderate Expansion of Service in OID’s SOI—most strongly supports the WRP goals. This is
the most balanced of all alternatives, providing for expansion of service while allowing water
transfers as necessary to fund required improvements.
The Water Balance Model was used to evaluate key water balance components for the OID
system assuming implementation of Alternative 3. The analysis was also based on the
projected 2025 land use and average climatic conditions. Lastly, the analysis assumed that
3,000 acres of orchards in the district that are not currently OID customers join OID because of
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the enhanced level of service associated with Alternative 3 as well as 4,250 acres of new lands
(assumed to consist of orchards) served via expansion into the SOI. The results of the 2025
water balance are summarized in Table 8-5.
TABLE 8-5

Summary of 2025 Average ET Water Balance for OID Service Area
Components

Acre-Feet

Water Supply Sources for Distribution System
Stanislaus River
Main Canal Inflows
River Pumps
Groundwater Pumping

249,600
800
9,700

Reclamation

17,800

Total Supply

277,900

Conveyance and On-Farm Losses
Conveyance Loss
Seepage

22,700

Operational Spills

13,900

On-Farm Loss
Deep Percolation

28,800

Tailwater

35,700

Total Losses

101,100

Crop ET and On-Farm Supply
ET (net of effective precipitation)

181,200

Farm Delivery (all sources)

241,300

Drainwater
Production (tailwater and spills)
Non-OID Drainwater
Reclamation
Total Outflow
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8,200
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Recommendations
The process to evaluate and select the Best Apparent Alternative was
summarized in Section 8, Development and Evaluation of Alternatives. The
outcome of that evaluation identified Alternative 3 as most strongly supporting
the WRP goals and being the most balanced of the four programmatic
alternatives considered. This Best Apparent Alternative is the basis for the
recommendations put forth here.
The WRP recommendations are organized by the following categories:
6
6
6
6
6
6

Infrastructure
OID’s Organization
Community Outreach
Financing Strategy
Policies and Programs
Environmental Documentation

Figure 9-1 summarizes the WRP recommendations to advance into the next
phase of the water resources plan: preparation of environmental documentation
and CEQA compliance.

Infrastructure Recommendations
The Infrastructure Plan recommends a range of supply and conveyance system
improvements needed to support the WRP’s goals, estimates the planning-level
capital costs for these projects, and integrates these projects into a long-term plan
for phasing and implementation. The development of the Infrastructure Plan
utilized the findings and recommendations from several other components of the
WRP, including the infrastructure assessment, the land use forecast, the Water
Balance Model, on-farm system surveys and public outreach, and the
development and evaluation of alternatives. For the Best Apparent Alternative,
the Financial Model was used to develop an Implementation Plan with prioritized
scheduling of projects over the WRP’s 25-year planning horizon. The complete
Infrastructure Plan is contained in the Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H.
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FIGURE 9-1

WRP Recommendations and Benefits
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Infrastructure Project Categories
The various projects developed under the Infrastructure Plan
were grouped into specific functional categories depending on
the operational link or basic purpose each serves for the OID
system. These categories include:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Main canals and tunnels
Flow control and measurement structures
Regulating reservoirs
Pipelines
Open ditch laterals
Customer turnouts
Drainwater reclamation and surface water outflow management
Groundwater wells
SCADA

West Thalheim Canal

For each functional category, a range of projects were developed based on standard features
and operating assumptions. Capital costs for each project were developed using uniform unit
costs and contingency factors.
The main canals and tunnels category includes specific major rehabilitation projects developed
separately from the WRP effort, under OID’s Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program. The recommended projects, scheduling, and costs developed under that program
were incorporated into the WRP to present a comprehensive Infrastructure Plan that includes
all of OID’s primary infrastructure needs.

Customer-Based Service Standards
One of the WRP’s five goals is to improve the current infrastructure system to meet changing
customer needs. Service standards, as formalized in OID’s standard policies and practices, are the
basic “statement” of how OID intends to meet those customer needs. The service standards are
key to retaining and attracting OID’s future customer base. A primary goal of the Infrastructure
Plan is to implement projects that support these customer service standards. Service standards
typically include consideration of factors such as customer requirements, delivery frequency,
duration of flows, flow rates, scheduling flexibility, and turnout features.
A review of OID’s existing customer service policies and practices, which are based on a
combination of fixed rotation scheduling for most customers and limited arranged delivery,
indicated the following conditions:
6
6
6
6
6

Inconsistent application of the standards
Difficulty with serving the large numbers of small parcels
Varying capacity between the divisions to meet the minimum rotation times
Lack of training for irrigators and DSOs
Inconsistent turnout sizing and flow rates relative to parcel size
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Discussions with growers also indicated that a significant portion of new growers in the OID
service area may be electing to use private groundwater wells because of concerns about the
ability of existing service standards to meet their needs. This review led to consideration of a
range of potential revisions to OID’s service standards in order to improve customer service
and support the goals of the WRP.
The Infrastructure Plan recommends modifying OID’s customer service standards to adopt a
customer-based standard. Elements of this revised standard include the following:
6

Expanding arranged delivery as supported by system capacity

6

Establishing a range of 3 to 4 customer categories based on customer needs (as determined
by crop type, acreage, irrigation method, and customer preferences)

6

Developing reasonable standards for common elements such as flow rates based on parcel
size, turnout features, and scheduling requirements for arranged delivery

The detailed changes to the service standards will be developed during the initial
implementation phase of the WRP as part of an update to OID’s standard policies and practices.

Integrated Operations Strategy
The findings of the infrastructure assessment showed several aspects of current operating
practices and infrastructure conditions that are reducing the overall effectiveness of daily water
distribution operations and customer service. These include lack of standardized operating
practices for key facilities such as regulating reservoirs and main head gates, lack of accurate
flow measurement and stable flow controls at primary distribution structures, inconsistent use of
wells and reclamation pumps for local supplemental supply, facilities such as wells and
reclamation pumps that may no longer be effective under changed land use conditions, remote
manually operated head gates, and excessive flow-change travel times to major laterals.
The goal of an integrated operations strategy is to make sure that OID’s investment in the
Infrastructure Plan addresses the specific problems identified, and maximizes the
improvements to both customer service and operations efficiency. The strategy is based on a
functional “outline” of the primary OID supply and distribution facilities, and how they are
used to meet the customer service and operations goals. Implementing the strategy with the
Infrastructure Plan requires development of individual projects as components of the larger
system, operated to support the specific operating objectives. The effectiveness of the
operations strategy also requires that operations staff understand and support the operations
strategy and be provided with the training and tools to implement it.
The Infrastructure Plan was developed based on the following primary features for OID’s
operations strategy:
6
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Standard operating procedures: OID should develop and implement standardized
operating practices that address operations under varying supply and demand conditions.
These should address each major division and the primary upstream facilities such as
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reservoirs. Chains of communication and “ownership” of key flow control
structures should be clarified.
6

Canal structure functions for flow control vs. water level control: Each main flow control
structure should be designed and operated with each branch specifically used for either
flow control or water level control. This provides consistency of operations between DSOs
and for coordination with upstream and downstream controls structures; effective use of
the gates, weirs or other features for their intended purpose; and predictable flow routing
as described next.

6

Accurate and timely LSA/division-level flow control: Flow control structures with
capacities at or greater than 40 cfs should have standard accuracies of less than 5 percent
error where feasible, to provide the DSOs with reliable operations data. Main head gates,
and very remote gates that require excessive travel time to access, should have remote
flow monitoring and control via SCADA links to allow timely flow changes and maximize
the DSO’s ability to focus on local facilities and customer turnouts.

6

Excess flow routing: standard routing for excess upstream flows should be established to
send this water to the most efficient recapture and storage location where possible. This
eliminates guesswork on where excess flows are routed to, and maximizes the opportunity
to store and use the water in reclamation facilities or regulating reservoirs.

6

Standard use of local supplemental sources: Each operational group of LSAs should have
a locally consistent prioritization for the use of reclamation sources and wells that supply
the area. This maximizes the local source benefits for peak demand flexibility and
conveyance system efficiency.

Recommended Infrastructure Plan Projects, Costs, and
Implementation Schedule
The recommended Infrastructure Plan for the Best Apparent Alternative is composed of the
improvements summarized in Table 9-1 and listed in Attachment 1. Planning-level cost
estimates were developed for each Programmatic Alternative to provide data for the
evaluation process described in Development and Evaluation of Alternatives Technical
Appendix G. The Infrastructure Plan costs for the Best Apparent Alternative, summarized by
functional category, are shown in Table 9-1.
TABLE 9-1

Infrastructure Plan Costs for Best Apparent Alternative
Functional Category
Canal and Lateral Rehabilitation
Flow Control and Measurement Structures
Groundwater Wells
Miscellaneous (district mapping, aquatic pesticides program, other)
Pipeline Replacement

W092005004/323059/053250010 (009.DOC)

Cost
$34,335,000
$3,856,000
$14,032,000
$2,386,000
$45,366,000
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TABLE 9-1

Infrastructure Plan Costs for Best Apparent Alternative
Functional Category

Cost

North Side Regulating Reservoir and Woodward Reservoir Intertie

$6,264,000

Irrigation Service Turnout Replacement

$4,680,000

Outflow Management Projects
Reclamation Projects
Subtotal for Existing System Improvements

$10,947,000
$5,813,000
$124,107,000

Note: Does not include Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program costs, which are shown on Table 9-2.

One potential implementation schedule for the recommended projects is shown in Figure 9-2.
Actual implementation will be dependent on the ultimate financing strategy with annual
capital expenditure limited by available revenue. In addition to funding availability, the
implementation schedule was developed based on consideration of these factors:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Facility condition and consequences of failure
Benefits to OID customer service
Grouping of projects with direct operational links and/or geographic proximity
Lead time for likely permitting and environmental documentation requirements
Phasing of long term replacement/rehabilitation programs
Required pre-construction activity
Available construction windows
Third-party agreements

FIGURE 9-2

CIP Draft Implementation Schedule, Alternative 3
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Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program
The district initiated a Main Canals and Tunnel Improvements Program before initiating
development of the WRP. This ongoing program’s implementation will be in parallel with the
recommended Infrastructure Plan. The program is focused on critical repairs to the upper
portions of the distribution system, including the Joint Main Canal (shared by OID and SSJID),
the North Main Canal, and the South Main Canal. Projects have been identified and some have
been completed to rehabilitate critical sections of main canal or tunnel. Table 9-2 summarizes
the improvements under this program and the project costs. Figure 9-3 shows the
implementation schedule for this program. As is the case for Figure 9-2, actual implementation
will be dependent on the ultimate financing strategy with annual capital expenditure limited
by available revenue. Information these projects, including the capital costs and schedule for
implementation, were provided by OID. Previously completed projects are not included in this
cost and schedule summary.
TABLE 9-2

Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program Project Costs
Project Name and Descriptiona

Total Capital Cost

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilationb

$ 101,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehab—Copper Tunnel

$ 224,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehab—Ram Tunnel

$ 280,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehab—Long Tunnel

$ 280,000

Cape Horn Hazardous Assessment

$ 100,000

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehab Construction—first phase

$ 3,400,000

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehab Construction—final phase

$ 4,000,000

South Main—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehab Study

$ 100,000

South Main Rehab Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehab I

$ 2,000,000

South Main Rehab Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehab II

$ 1,750,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—bypass route for new tunnel, Design, CEQA

$ 1,500,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New Tunnel Construction, Year 1

$ 8,300,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New Tunnel Construction, Year 2

$ 7,000,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New Tunnel Construction, Year 3

$ 3,500,000

Tunnel No. 8 Rehabilitation—Design and Construction

$ 1,300,000

Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel No. 7 to Tunnel No. 9

$ 3,500,000

Tunnel No. 9 Rehabilitation Phase 2

$ 4,400,000

Willms Siphon Evaluation Study

$ 125,000

Willms Siphon Rehab Construction

$ 1,125,000

Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel No. 9 to Cashman Dam

$ 1,568,000

Total Cost

$ 44,553,000c

Notes:
a
Project information provided by OID
b
For Joint Main Canal projects, cost shown is OID’s share (28%) of the total, based on cost-share with SSJID.
c
Cost for Willms Flume rehabilitation/replacement is not included and are unknown at this time.
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FIGURE 9-3

Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program Implementation Schedule
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Organizational Recommendations
This section compares the key features of the current OID organizational structure to the
organizational features required to support implementation of the WRP, identifies differences
between these, and recommends potential changes in the OID organization structure needed
to carry out the responsibilities under the WRP. The intent of this task is not to provide a
detailed reorganization and staffing plan, but rather to provide a blueprint for assessing the
necessity and extent of key organizational changes.
This is a highly dynamic time in the OID’s history; the district is transforming the customer
focus and operational priorities of the organization while implementing a major capital
improvement program. Additionally, staff roles and responsibilities must include the
capability to respond to external drivers that place demands on staff. For example, OID staff
must be able to respond to developers and agencies seeking information regarding national,
state, regional, and local laws and ordinances.

Current Organization
The OID is governed by a five-member Board of Directors, each of whom is elected by the registered
voters in one of five geographic areas. The directors govern the district and have numerous
responsibilities, including establishing policy, approving contracts, and setting rates and charges.
The Board employs a General Manager to carry out the Board’s policy and other determinations
while managing the district on a full-time basis. As the principal executive of the district, the
General Manager reports to the Board of Directors. The current OID organization, illustrated in
Figure 9-4, is divided into four major departments, each reporting to the General Manager:
Finance, Engineering, Support Services (Construction and Maintenance), and Water Operations.
At this time, 68 full-time district positions are approved and three positions are vacant.

FIGURE 9-4

OID’s Current Organizational Structure
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Water Operations
The largest department is Water Operations, with 31 positions. During the irrigation season,
28 staff are assigned to Irrigation Operations, and during the rest of the year perform
construction and maintenance activities. The remaining three are assigned to the Water
Utilities group, serving domestic water to two rural water systems and seven special districts.
Irrigation operations divert water from the Stanislaus River at Goodwin Dam into the Joint
Main Canal on the north side of the river and the South Main Canal on the south side. The two
systems have a combined length of 40 miles. The North and South Main Canals serve over
56,000 acres through more than 3,000 delivery gates fed by more than 330 miles of laterals and
appurtenant reservoirs and structures. The department operates 21 irrigation deep wells and
26 drain recapture pumps to augment service water supplies.
Two supervisors manage five distribution divisions each, and these divisions are manned by
Distribution System Operators (DSOs) on a 24-hour, 7-days per week basis. Gravity water
deliveries are made on a 10- to 14-day rotation basis depending on water demands. While the
rotation basis of delivery is the major irrigation operation, recently the district initiated a
limited arranged-demand system for the specialty crops using drip and microsprinkler
irrigation systems. (As the number of specialty crop growers increase, it will become
increasingly difficult for OID to provide this service with the existing system.) The department
also includes a supervisor for special projects in water management and planning.

Support Services Department
With 25 full-time positions, Support Services is responsible for the construction, maintenance,
and repair of all district facilities. The group manages day-to-day system maintenance and
repair, and also performs capital improvements and renovation. The department is organized
under a Support Services Manager; a Supervisor of Field Operations (vacant); and a Chief,
Auto Maintenance, who is responsible for all equipment maintenance and service. Most of the
larger projects are performed between irrigation seasons. The work is performed with the
assistance of Operations Department staff who are shifted to Support Services when
operations workload decreases and facilities can be dewatered. Capital projects are carried out
in one of two ways: by the Support Services using staff augmentation from the Operations, or
by outside construction resources. The decision whether to contract construction work or do it
with district staff is made based on the type of work and how well the project in question can
be defined. Maintenance work is all done with district staff.

Engineering Department
This small department employs one engineer and one technical position. (A second technical
position is proposed starting 2006.) The department is responsible for providing engineering
services to Support Services for construction projects. Engineering has a demanding
administrative function that includes the processing of encroachment, developer, and
miscellaneous agreements; checking subdivision plans; processing of grant of easement and
quitclaim documents; CEQA responses; management of engineering consultants; and
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responding to public inquires. Other department functions include surveying,
facility inventory, mapping, GIS development, and drafting and document management.

Finance Department
Finance maintains a staff of four headed by the Chief Financial Officer–Treasurer. The
department handles all district financial transactions, including accounts receivable and
payable, payroll and benefits, budget and control, and customer service.

External Drivers Impacting Current Organization
The district faces a number of technical, regulatory, legislative,
OID’S MANY NEW EXTERNAL DRIVERS
and financial actions that will have a significant impact on
•
Federal and state water quality regulations
OID’s customers and management—even if the WRP is not
•
Additional pressures to conserve water
implemented. Each of these external drivers affects how the
•
Groundwater management programs
district allocates resources and expertise. OID participates in
•
Drinking water quality standards
programs and initiatives driven at the federal, state, regional,
•
Urbanization
local, and district level. Agricultural irrigation districts and
•
Shifting irrigation needs due to conversion
water users are being impacted by non-point discharge water
of pasture to permanent crops
quality regulations, efficient water management plans and
practices (AB 3616), and integrated groundwater management
plans (SB 1938). Because the district provides domestic water through special districts, it is
subject to all the requirements that domestic water utilities must address. Urban growth and
changing irrigation practices by OID customers place added demands on the district to meet
local needs. Urban and agricultural runoff is accepted into district canals and drains. All of
these activities place added burdens on district Board of Directors, management, and staff.
Other factors impacting the district include these:
6

Irrigation delivery staffing inefficiencies arising from lack of automation and rehabilitation
improvements

6

Increased billing and customer service needs resulting from implementation of arranged
delivery and an increasing municipal (domestic and industrial) potential customer base

6

More extensive community and government relations functions for outreach, grants, and
regional endeavors and annual water transfer planning and coordination

Organization Necessary for Water Resources Plan Implementation
The district will be challenged to implement the WRP improvements while simultaneously
continuing to improve customer service quality and improve system maintenance and repair.
As capital improvements are implemented, water delivery and availability will change, and
operational procedures will be modified:
6

Reliability of water supply should increase because of upstream improvements.

6

Level of service to OID customers should approach customer-based standards.
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6

Drainwater reclamation and water management programs should free up more water for
expansion into the SOI and for water transfers.

6

Emergency repair frequency should decline, saving money and improving system
reliability.

6

Instrumentation and controls will provide better information concerning OID operations
and will potentially allow redeployment of operational staff.

The WRP infrastructure improvements will be implemented over
various timeframes. Some—like the restoration of the South Main
Canal—will be large, short-term undertakings, while others will
be performed on a more extended schedule (such as rehabilitation
and replacement of the deteriorated CIP pipelines). Availability of
funding for the improvements will also vary depending upon
power and water sales revenue, grants, and other sources of
funds. Accordingly, the district organization and capability must
be able to adapt to changing capital workload demands.

WRP INFRASTRUCTURE COMPONENTS
•

Main canal and tunnels

•

Flow control and measurement

•

Regulating reservoirs

•

Pipeline repairs and replacement

•

Restoration of open-ditch laterals

•

Updated customer turnout structures

•

Drainwater reclamation projects

•

Groundwater wells

•

SCADA systems

Magnitude of Effort for WRP Implementation
Implementation of the numerous WRP projects and activities plus the Main Canals and
Tunnels Improvements Program involves the planning, design, and construction of large-scale
technically complex structures throughout OID. Additionally, elements of the program require
rehabilitation of the district’s canal and pipeline infrastructure—which is in use for all but a
few months of the year. For implementation to be effective, individuals with the planning,
design, and construction skills needed for the bigger projects must be augmented by
individuals familiar with the
intricacies of district operations
(especially for pipeline and lateral
infrastructure rehabilitation). As
proposed, expenditures in excess of
$10 million per year will begin in
2009 and end about 5 years later.
Following this initial investment,
the rate of expenditures will decline
to about $6 million per year. Figure
9-5 illustrates the expenditures
associated with the WRP and the
major tunnel work.
The total level of investment
FIGURE 9-5
needed to manage such a long-term
Capital
Investment
for
WRP
and
Main
Canals
and
Tunnels
Improvements
Program
program is an important factor in
determining the necessary organizational structure to execute it. This investment not only
includes the visible construction and field costs, but also all the ancillary costs to ensure that
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actual construction is conducted in the most effective and efficient manner. Table 9-3
provides cost range estimates for major programs similar to those being contemplated by OID.
The direct construction costs of OID’s WRP can be expected to range from 75 to 85 percent of
the overall program cost. While many entities focus on this single large cost element,
management of all other expenditures are vitally important for program success. The ranges in
the percentages provided in the table reflect individual program differences.
TABLE 9-3

Typical Program Elements and Cost Summary
Element

Percent of Total Program Cost

Planning services (Master Plan, CEQA, permitting)

1-3

Design services (includes design support during construction)

5-9

Surveys and mapping

1-3

Geotechnical (other than tunnels)

0.5-1

Construction

75-85

Construction management and inspection

6-8

Public and stakeholder involvement

1-2

Program management

2-4

Total

100%

Accomplishing the Water Resources Plan Projects
The WRP is a multi-year, multi-project effort, the magnitude of which is larger than any
similar effort ever undertaken by OID. How these activities are executed while the district
maintains high-quality service to existing customers is a key consideration. Some elements of
the WRP are one-time, standalone projects (for example, a new regulating reservoir on the
North Main Canal), while others span several years, involve operational OID facilities, and
would be implemented at multiple district locations (such as canal and pipeline rehabilitation,
SCADA, and customer turnouts).
OID will be operating the finished product, so it is important that staff be deeply involved
with the accomplishment of the program in a manner consistent with their normal duties,
training, and experience. Maximum involvement of district staff builds their detailed
knowledge of the new facilities and leads to better operation of the finished system.
Unfortunately, the WRP will impose large, short-term increases in workload that cannot be
met by reallocating the duties of existing staff. The district could hire additional staff to carry
out the program, or it could retain the services of consultants. A balanced approach using both
strategies is recommended. The district should augment OID staff resources to carry out the
WRP projects having a long duration, involve projects within the normal capabilities of
irrigation staff, and must be integrated into the district’s day-to-day programs. For projects
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involving special expertise not normally possessed by irrigation districts or for projects that
impose a major short-term work effort, consultants could be used.
This philosophy of project execution could be applied to the WRP as elaborated in the
following subsection.

Major Construction Projects
The major construction projects include approximately $55 million of construction to improve
the district’s main canals and tunnels, and construction of flow control measurement
structures and regulating reservoirs. The major projects would include the Joint Main Canal
rehabilitation, potential construction of a new 1-mile tunnel, OID South Main Canal
miscellaneous rehabilitation, relining of Tunnels No. 8 and No. 9. In addition construction
would be completed for the new North Side Regulating Reservoir, SSJID Intertie, various
measurement structures, and drainwater reclamation facilities. These projects are described in
detail in the Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H.

Pipeline and Lateral Rehabilitation and Small Construction
The pipeline and lateral rehabilitation program should be accomplished by district staff. This
program involves a long-term annual program of rehabilitation that would expand the effort
currently accomplished by district crews. It is recommended that a construction crew be added
to the district to conduct this program on a year-round basis. A staff position for a
design/field engineer experienced in lateral design is a recommended addition to the
engineering department. This individual’s primary role would be to prepare for the design,
construction, and documentation of the pipeline and lateral rehabilitation program, and to
help support the district’s regular small-structure replacement program accomplished by the
maintenance groups.
The previously authorized but unfilled engineering technician position should be filled during
2006. This position is necessary to support the engineering department’s efforts for design and
construction. The current engineering technician will assist the assistant engineer in
administrative functions described under the current organization needs.
Design standards are needed for all structures. The district should consider prefabricated
construction methods that allow workers to form and pour during inclement weather, then
haul to the field and install. Water measurement function must be incorporated. Follow-up
services are necessary to set grades in the field for proper turnout performance. Design
standards for small lateral canal and pipeline replacement are also needed.
It is important to ensure that adequate districtwide maintenance capabilities are continued
during construction, and that maintenance resources are not diverted into new constructions
programs. A training program may also be formalized for existing construction and
maintenance staff. Filling the proposed vacant field supervisor position in Support Services as
soon as possible will assist this effort, and relieve the Support Services Manager of this effort.
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General Project Staffing
The most significant impact on the district staff will be the implementation of the
recommended major construction projects. Table 9-4 lists each of the major program elements
and recommends whether the function should be carried out by district staff or consultants.
The table is the basis for determining functional responsibility. A subsequent exhibit describes
the recommended resources needed to carry out OID functions and responsibilities.
TABLE 9-4

Recommended Functional Responsibilities for WRP Projects and Programs
Project/Program

Task

Main
Canal
and
Tunnels

Flow Control,
Measurement,
& Regulating
Reservoirs

Pipeline and
Lateral Rehab.
& Small
Construction

Drainwater
Reclamation
&
Management

Annexation
Facilities

Wells

Program Management
Overall
leadership,
administration
and financing

D

D

D

D

D

D

Project Mgmt.
and Coordination

C

C

D

C

C

C

Public and
Stakeholder
Involvement

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

D

C

C

D

Project Delivery
Plans &
Schedules

C

C

D

C

D

D

Predesign
Activities

C

C

D

C

D

D

Design

C

C

D

C

D

D

Engineering
services during
construction

C

C

D

C

D

D

Survey and
mapping

C

C

C

C

C

C

Geotechnical

C

C

C

C

C

C

Construction
Inspection

C

C

D

C

D

D

Construction

C

C

D

C

D/C

C

Planning Services
Master Plan,
CEQA, Permitting
Design Services

Construction

D = District Lead
C = Consultant/Contract Lead
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A Program Manager position should be created to provide district oversight of the major
construction projects over the 5- to 7-year period. As illustrated by Figure 9-6, this person
would be responsible to the OID General Manager and matrix to the Finance Department,
Engineering Department, and the Administrative Assistant. Once major construction is
completed, this position would be phased out. The Program Manager would be assisted by a
project controls/assistant assigned to help with day-to-day project operations. This assistant
would also be assigned to the district’s Finance Department and would coordinate with the
department’s support staff.

FIGURE 9-6

Proposed Project Management Organization

Impact of Water Resources Plan on Water Operations
This section addresses interim and staff needs for water operations functions associated with
water control and measurement, delivery, and use; stormwater, drainage, and groundwater
management; and water quality monitoring. Two senior water operations positions have
already been identified by the district, and both are critical to initiating the WRP. One is the
new Water Operations Manager (proposed for 2006), and the other is the Water Conservation
Coordinator proposed to develop the WMP and progress reports as outlined in the district’s
AB 3616 Plan Report now being reviewed for approval by the OID Board.
The present level of water service is being managed under the direction of two supervisor
positions, one covering the North Main Canal and laterals, and the other the South Main Canal
and laterals. Maintaining these two positions could allow the proposed Water Operations
Manager to focus significant effort on WRP implementation. The replacement of old major
water control structures with new motorized ones equipped with water measurement and
SCADA equipment has the potential to allow water managers and DSOs to improve level of
service to a customer-based caliber and move water more efficiently. As these facilities become
a reality, plans must be developed for how water will be scheduled, controlled, delivered, and
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saved. A qualified senior water manager will be able to analyze water operational
needs, consider central versus local water ordering, and implement a new water operations
management plan to meet customer-based standards—all while reducing lateral spills and
utilizing water now wasted.
Recommendations for OID DSO and customer education and support to reduce on-farm
runoff is discussed later in the Policies and Programs Recommendations section. Approving
and filling the Water Conservation Coordinator position with an active qualified professional
that can relate to OID customers and obtain internal and external funding for improved onfarm water management will contribute significantly to achieving WRP goals.
Modernizing the major water control structures and equipping them with a centralized
SCADA control and monitoring system will change the way the lateral system is managed,
and this will require major changes in Water Operations staff roles. These changes could be
gradual, using training of existing staff and procurement of new staff through attrition as
appropriate. Current retrained staff may fill two functions. One function is water scheduling
and control using software and SCADA to maintain a constant flow and level at all major
control points; this would relieve DSOs and facilitate the system’s ability to move water from
and to storage quickly to reduce spills. The other function is to keep all SCADA components
and related software operational. Districts usually meet this need either by contract or by
using qualified in-house technician.
OID staffing requirements necessary to develop stormwater, drainwater, water quality, and
groundwater management programs are not easy to identify at this time. Policy formulation
and adoption is first needed to determine what the district’s role should be in these matters.
After the district accomplishes this, a plan for implementation may be developed.

Summary of OID Staff Needs
Table 9-5 summarizes the additional OID staff resources necessary to support the
rehabilitation of the main canals and tunnels, implementation of the WRP, and improved
capability in water operations. Implementing the WRP requires two OID staff investment
areas: one to support overall program management efforts, and another to carry out the
Pipeline and Canal Program.
TABLE 9-5

District Staffing Recommendations
Staffing Area

Positions

Program Management Office

Administrative Assistant
(other functions contracted)

1

WRP Major Construction

All functions contracted

—
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TABLE 9-5

District Staffing Recommendations
Staffing Area
WRP Pipeline and Lateral Rehabilitation

Positions

Full-Time Staff
9

Construction Crew:
1 foreman
2 equipment operators
1 carpenter
1 concrete finisher
2 laborers
1 Assistant Engineer
1 Engineering Technician

Water Operations

Water Operations Manager

4

Water Conservation Coordinator
Water Scheduler
SCADA Technician

In subsequent phases of the WRP’s implementation, a better understanding of actual
organizational functions can be developed, and specific organization structure changes and
staffing implemented.

Community Outreach Recommendations
One of the WRP’s major goals is to ensure that the
public was involved and informed throughout the
planning process, thereby building support and
consensus. Similarly, it is important to keep the
public informed during the CEQA and
implementation phases, which will ensure support
for OID’s projects and programs. Stakeholders need
to know why and how OID funds are being spent
on infrastructure, system improvements, and
programs and how it benefits OID, its customers,
and the region.

SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY OUTREACH
RECOMMENDATIONS
The important goal of continuing to keep the public informed
and involved throughout the CEQA and implementation
phases can be accomplished by these actions:
•

Assigning an OID staff member as the public
information officer

•

Developing quarterly newsletters

•

Conducting periodic community presentations

•

Keeping the media informed via press releases and
opinion pieces

•

Using the Web site to disseminate information and
obtain feedback

Staff Recommendations
OID should designate one staff member within the district as the public information officer.
The staff member would coordinate the outreach function, ensuring continuity. It is not
anticipated that this function would require a full-time staff, but instead could become part of
an individual’s other duties. Many of the tasks could be accomplished in-house, and others
may need to be outsourced.
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Other Recommended Activities
As the WRP advances through the CEQA process and implementation, the public information
officer should engage and inform the public by implementing the following outreach activies:
6
6
6
6

Quarterly newsletters
Periodic community presentations
Media and editorial relations
Web site information pages

Newsletter
Each quarter, OID should prepare a specific newsletter similar to the Update newsletters that
the WRP has issued. These newsletters should be separate from the current OID newsletter to
ensure that stakeholders see the importance of the CEQA and implementation processes.

Community Presentations
At key milestones, local Oakdale community groups should be contacted and presentations
made to them about the progress of the CEQA and implementation processes.

Media Relations
Stories in the local press will be as important as any activity OID could accomplish. Keeping
The Oakdale Leader and The Modesto Bee informed is essential. Press releases announcing
milestones will alert the press to a potential story. Periodic opinion editorials by the general
manager will ensure that the district’s progress is documented.

Web Site
All materials, such as newsletters, news stories, and opinion editorials, should be archived on
OID’s Web site under a special section that OID should either maintain itself or outsource.
This will allow the public convenient access to the information. The district should consider
developing a “For Customers” section on its Web site that would provide grower tips for best
water management practices, specific information about on-farm projects, and other data. The
Web site can also be used as a good feedback tool for stakeholder input.

Financial Recommendations
The OID WRP evaluated the district’s water resources, delivery system, and operations, and has
developed an infrastructure plan to prepare OID for the future. This section examines the district’s
historical expenditures, discusses sources of funds for the recommended improvements, and
recommends a financial strategy for implementation of the WRP recommendations.

Historical Revenues and Expenditures
The district’s historical revenues and expenditures are shown in Table 9-6. OID’s four main
sources of revenue are water charges, water transfer sales, power revenue from the Tri-Dam
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TABLE 9-6

Historical Revenues and Expenditures
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

Water Charges

$1,831,259

$1,977,189

$1,870,573

$1,935,197

$1,931,050

$1,936,482

$1,934,425

$1,933,198

$1,620,698

$1,432,059

Water Transfer
Sales

$760,700

$300,000

$750,000

$2,902,768

$2,452,383

$1,818,878

$2,614,664

$2,577,074

Property Taxes

$768,602

$803,237

$793,583

$901,555

$916,157

$912,951

$940,161

$1,123,023

$1,090,763

$1,289,755

$1,665,979

$2,330,247

$6,104,853

$3,239,811

$3,673,886

$3,517,329

$3,441,294

$3,233,923

$3,734,547

$3,110,050

$274,694

$281,811

$531,631

$673,254

$896,664

$754,741

$1,353,349

$896,659

$1,307,950

$700,595

$5,301,234

$5,392,484

$9,300,640

$7,049,817

$8,167,757

$10,024,271

$10,121,612

$9,005,681

$10,368,622

$9,109,533

$3,157,701

$3,414,049

$3,235,941

$3,315,869

$3,511,916

$3,308,995

$3,131,977

$2,855,754

$1,135,856

$1,706,587

Revenues

Tri-Dam Authority
Other Revenues
Subtotal

Expenditures (excluding depreciation)
Operations and
Maintenance

$2,907,561

$3,073,651

Water Operations
General and
Administrative

$612,631

$581,336

$950,030

$1,226,233

$1,235,328

$1,085,255

$837,127

$1,135,589

$1,136,237

$1,745,466

Other Expenses

$592,471

$516,517

$541,740

$439,324

$265,588

$177,035

$161,378

$72,785

$115,315

$11,149

$4,112,663

$4,171,504

$4,649,471

$5,079,606

$4,736,857

$4,578,159

$4,510,421

$4,517,369

$5,519,385

$6,318,956

$1,220,980

$4,651,169

$1,970,211

$3,430,900

$5,446,112

$5,611,191

$4,488,312

$4,849,237

$2,790,577

Subtotal

Net Outlays Available for Capital
Total
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Authority, and property taxes. Other smaller revenue sources include investment
earnings, money from improvement districts, and domestic water sales (although domestic
water sales have been stopped). Key expenditures include operations and maintenance, water
operations, general and administrative, and capital contributions. These are discussed in more
detail under historical expenditures.

Water Charges Revenue
This revenue source reflects charges for irrigation water. The district has a table of water
charges that decline based on parcel size, up to 10 acres. Most district revenues come from
parcels larger than 10 acres. This charge has remained relatively unchanged over the past 10
years, and in fact has dropped as the water charge per acre has been reduced by the district. In
2005, revenues from water charges are expected to be around $1.5 million per year, as opposed
to close to $2 million 10 years ago.

Water Transfer Sales Revenue
The district receives water transfer revenue from two agreements. The first agreement is between
Reclamation and the San Joaquin River Group Authority (of which OID is a member). Under this
agreement, OID sells up to 11,000 ac-ft for the VAMP. Additionally, 15,000 ac-ft and any of the
unused 11,000 ac-ft of the VAMP water is sold to Reclamation for any authorized use of New
Melones Reservoir. The district has a second water transfer agreement with SEWD for 15,000 ac-ft.
The current transfer agreement expires 10 years after the date water was first delivered; in this
case, 2009. Revenues from water transfer sales have been approximately $2.5 million per year.

Power Revenue
OID and the SSJID entered a joint-venture agreement in 1952 called the Tri-Dam Project, which
consists of a series of irrigation and power dams along the Stanislaus River built by the project,
as described in the Resources Inventory Technical Appendix B. The two districts share the cost
of the project, and share the power revenues generated by the project. This revenue comes
from cash distributions to OID plus increases in equity in the joint venture. Power revenue has
fluctuated depending on power generation in a given year, from a low of approximately
$1.7 million in 1995 to a high of over $6 million in 1996. It is anticipated that future power
revenues will increase based on the new PG&E contract that began in 2005.

Property Tax Revenue
Historically, property taxes had been steadily increasing over time to a level of $1.3 million in
2003. However, it was determined in 2004 that the Education Revenue Augmentation Fund
(ERAF) should be applied to special districts. This reduced the district’s revenue to a fraction
of pre-2004 levels. ERAF, if not extended, expires in 2006.
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Operations and Maintenance Expenditures
OID’s largest expenditure is for system operations and maintenance. This category includes
maintenance of the canals, laterals, and drainage system, and also includes vehicle and
equipment maintenance.

Irrigation Water Operations Expenditures
These costs relate to moving water around the district. Costs are tracked separately for the
North Side and South Side.

General and Administrative Expenditures
General and administrative costs are the cost of running the district and include management,
billing, office costs, and similar expenses.

Capital Expenditures
The district is debt free and finances improvements on a pay-as-you-go basis. The amount of
capital expenditures is directly related to the additional revenue they might receive for power
and/or water sales.

Funding Source Choices
As OID implements the recommended Infrastructure Plan, it has three distinct choices for
funding improvements: pay-as-you-go, debt financing, or funds for capital associated with any
long-term water transfer. These are described here and compared in Table 9-7.

Pay-As-You-Go
Pay-as-you-go is the district’s typical method to finance improvements. If revenues exceed
operating costs, the excess can be used to fund capital improvements. No formal strategy has
been adopted for this approach; instead, it results from the district’s preference to avoid
incurring debt. It is recommended that OID earmark larger-than–planned revenues from water
sales and power to be allocated to a capital improvement fund.

Debt Financing
OID has the authority to incur debt, but has traditionally avoided doing so. The district could
issue water bonds, certificates of participation, or obtain long-term debt from an investment
bank. However, the ability to issue debt is somewhat limited, because the one stable source of
district revenue that could be pledged to back debt—water charges—is not large enough to
back much debt.

Capital Infusion from New Water Transfer Agreement
The district’s current water transfer agreements expire in 2009. One possible source of up-front
capital (and a significant revenue stream) would be to negotiate an up-front payment to the
district. In addition, a long-term water transfer agreement would provide the stable revenue
OID would need to be capable of issuing debt.
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TABLE 9-7

Comparison of Financing Alternatives
Funding
Mechanism
Pay-as-you-go

Debt financing

Capital
infusion from
long-term
water transfer

Repayment Source

Advantages

Disadvantages

Excess net operating
revenues

•

Avoids interest payments

•

Hard to build a large projects

•

Keeps credit rating intact

•

Repair/replacement projects
can lag; increase risk of
failure

Likely would be long
term water transfer
sales

•

Can fund larger projects
sooner

•

Incur financing costs

•

•

Encumbers the district

Levels cost of
infrastructure

•

Don’t have the stable revenue
to issue debt

•

Outside source of
revenue

•

•

Also would bring a long
term revenue source

To maximize revenue, water
would likely be transferred out
of region

None

Water Resources Plan Projected Outlays/Financial Analysis
Scenarios
The recommended WRP has projected outlays of $124 million over the planning period and
$44 million for the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program. Fortunately, much of the
WRP can be phased over the next 20 to 25 years. However, the Main Canals and Tunnels
Improvements Program should proceed in the near term, and will likely need to be financed.
Therefore, three financing scenarios have been outlined:
6

Scenario 1: Debt finance the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program, use
pay-as-you-go for WRP. This scenario would use water transfer revenues to pay for WRP
and the debt service on the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program.

6

Scenario 2: Pay-as-you-go for WRP and the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program using primarily water transfer revenues. This scenario would use water transfer
revenues to pay for WRP and the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program.
Projects would be delayed so that revenue could be set aside for the improvements.

6

Scenario 3: Pay-as-you-go for the WRP and the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program using water transfer revenues plus an increased water charge. This scenario would
use water transfer revenues and an increase in water charges by about 50 percent (about
$10/acre) to pay for WRP and the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program. Projects
would be delayed so that revenue could be set aside for the improvements.

Financial Analysis
As shown by assumed capital expenditure Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 presented in Figure 9-7, the
tradeoffs associated with each financial scenario primarily relate to the revenue in a given year
that may be dedicated to a capital expenditure. Without obligating debt or without an infusion
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of new capital associated with significant water transfer agreement, major capital expenditures
would need to be deferred. Scenario 1 allows for the earliest completion of the major elements
of the WRP and the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program.

Financial Analysis Conclusions and Recommendations
Over the course of the WRP’s preparation, several key conclusions and recommendations have
been developed:
6

The district should advance Scenario 1, debt finance the Main Canals and Tunnels
Improvements Program and use pay-as-you-go for WRP, as the preferred financial
strategy for implementation. If more debt is encumbered than assumed in Scenario 1, then
implementation of the recommended infrastructure improvements could be accelerated.

6

In concert with Scenario 1 and following CEQA compliance, OID should work to structure
a water transfer agreement that would provide significant capital infusion to reduce the
amount of necessary debt obligation.

6

Should the nature of the water transfer agreement not allow for significant capital
infusion, a long-term water transfer deal producing significant uniform revenue will need
to be negotiated to maximize revenue before debt is issued. OID currently doesn’t have
adequate revenue from water charges to pledge toward debt.

6

OID should continue to dedicate a major portion of water transfer revenues to a capital
improvement fund (currently at 80 percent). Additionally, the district should divert power
revenues greater than the budgeted amount to this capital improvement fund.

6

The district should adopt a policy to increase the water
charges annually to keep pace with inflation (approximately
3 percent annually). The real water charge (adjusted for
time) has been steadily decreasing over time and this trend
should be stopped.

IRRIGATION RATES OVER TIME
1979: $31/acre
2000: $27.50
2005: $19.50
(values are not adjusted for inflation)

6

If the district chooses to annex land as the mechanism to expand service into the SOI, OID
should consider increasing the annexation fee to $1,600. Alternatively, the district could
provide water to users in the SOI via contract (without buy-in fee) at a rate of $40 per
acre-foot.

6

The district should continue to require annexed lands to pay for any infrastructure
required to connect to the OID system.

The recommended CIP project schedule, consistent with the recommended financial scenario,
is provided as Attachment 1 of this Summary Report.
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FIGURE 9-7

Assumed Capital Expenditure Scenarios
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Policies and Programs Recommendations
Provide Domestic Water to the Cities of Oakdale and Riverbank
The cities of Oakdale and Riverbank, both within the boundaries of OID, rely upon water pumped
from underground aquifers to meet their potable water needs. During 2003, Oakdale pumped
5,400 ac-ft. In Oakdale’s Water Supply Assessment (Draft Report, March 2004), the city forecasts
that its water demand will increase proportionally as population grows from 17,000 in 2003 to
32,000 in 2025. Thus, projected water demand will reach approximately 10,000 ac-ft by 2025.
During the preparation of the WRP, OID staff and its consultants met with both cities. Neither
agency requested the immediate provision of water to meet current needs. However, to meet
future needs, protect against groundwater declines and/or quality degradation, and to reduce
reliance upon just one source, both cities and the district agreed to enter discussion about how
and when surface water might be made available in the future. Such a cooperative
arrangement would encourage OID’s water rights to be used locally and contribute to
improved water management throughout the region.
Several options are available to the agencies, including these:
6

OID furnishes raw water to city(s). City(s) construct new water treatment plants, treats and
distributes water.

6

OID furnishes raw water to city(s). OID joint-venture system for treatment and distribution.

6

OID provides Oakdale and Riverbank with raw water for landscape irrigation of public
recreational facilities.

6

OID provides raw water to SSJID. Oakdale and Riverbank join South County Program for
delivery of treated water to cities from SSJID water treatment plant. Expansion of existing
plant and conveyance would be necessary.

Regardless of the water supply concept selected, the cities and OID should initiate discussions to
negotiate the cities’ ability to use OID supplied water in the future. Once negotiated and executed,
this agreement could accommodate the future implementation of any of the options described.
For example, OID negotiates a Water Service Agreement with one or both cities that stipulates OID
shall reserve an designated quantity of water from its Stanislaus River supply for future use by the
city(s). The agreement should extend for a moderate time period, such as 15 years, corresponding to
the duration of the water transfer agreement recommended as part of the Best Apparent Alternative.
Within this period, the city may “call” for its supplies at a price negotiated with the establishment of
the agreement. Delivery of water to the cities would initiate at the completion of the term of the
agreement. During the period of the agreement, OID may beneficially use the option supplies to
generate revenue to fund the major infrastructure elements of the WRP recommendations.
A multitude of other issues would need to be investigated and resolved as part of establishing
this agreement, such as CEQA compliance, water rights issues, payment terms, and severability.
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DSO and Irrigator Training
Opportunities exist for DSO and irrigator training as an investment in the district, facilities,
and staff, and as a method to provide additional customer service.
DSO training can be achieved in a variety of ways. For example, in-house training
opportunities can be developed by more experienced DSOs who can relay information to
others. Also, a number of organizations provide programs, classes, or short courses where
training and continuing education can be achieved by staff. The following organizations
provide such services:
6
6
6
6
6

Irrigation Training and Research Center, Cal Poly State University, San Luis Obispo
Center for Irrigation Technology, Fresno State University
University of California Cooperative Extension Service
United States Society for Irrigation and Drainage Professionals
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, Soil and Water Division

Individual irrigator training can also be achieved through opportunities with these organizations
and through district-sponsored training events. Incentive programs and/or cost-share programs
for increasing on-farm irrigation efficiencies and overall better water management are also
options for the district. Many of these programs already exist and have been shown in the past to
provide significant water savings and increased customer service and satisfaction.

Measurement Program
OID should continue and expand its Boundary Flow Measurement Program. The improved
estimates of the quantity and timing of surface water outflows is critical for implementation of
the recommended reclamation and outflow management projects. Additional stations should
be added within the OID service area to improve estimates of the contributing flows from key
areas of each major drainage. Recommended areas include flows into the SSJID Main Canal
north of Highway 120, Cometa Drain flows leaving OID's northern boundary, Lone Tree Creek
upstream of the Whitney Reclamation pump, and Dry Creek flows leaving the Paulsell LSA.

Groundwater Planning Activities in the Modesto Subbasin
OID has been involved in regional groundwater
planning efforts in recent years as part of the
Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers Groundwater
Basin Association. The association comprises six
water purveyors: OID, MID, the City of
Modesto, the City of Riverbank, the City of
Oakdale, and Stanislaus County.

BASIN MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Maintain groundwater levels

•

Control degradation of groundwater quality

•

Protect against potential inelastic land surface subsidence

•

Monitor and assess groundwater

•

Evaluate feasible water conservation measures

•

Coordinate and cooperate among all water entities that

The IRGMP for the Modesto Subbasin was
manage the Modesto Subbasin and neighboring entities]
adopted in June 2005. The overall aim of the
IRGMP is to integrate the use of groundwater and surface water within the Modesto Subbasin
to ensure the reliability of a long-term water supply that meets current and future demands—
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including agricultural, industrial, and municipal water needs—while protecting the
environment. To achieve this aim, the IRGMP provides a framework for coordinating
groundwater and surface water management activities into a cohesive set of BMOs, and
provides the framework for implementing the actions necessary to meet those objectives. OID
should continue engaging this planning effort and plan implementation to increase regional
water supply reliability and to reduce conflict among groundwater users.

Formal Development and Adoption of New Service Standards
A key recommendation of the WRP is to revise the current district service standards to
customer category based standards and expanded arranged delivery (see the Infrastructure
Plan Technical Appendix H). Development and adoption of new standards would necessitate
revision to the Rules and Regulations Governing the Operations and Distribution of Irrigation Water
within the Oakdale Irrigation District Service Area (the Gray Book) and approval by the Board of
Directors. The detailed development of the customer categories and related standards (such as
turnout sizing, arranged delivery scheduling times, and flow capacity per acre) should be
developed in the first year of the implementation phase of the WRP.

Drought Response Plan
As described in previous sections, development of a drought response plan is recommended
and fundamental to the provision of reliable water supplies to district customers. The
recommended drought response plan consists of three components:
6
6
6

Increased district groundwater pumping capacity
Cooperative Use Program for private wells
Drought strategy for irrigation delivery

Collectively, these measures can reliably provide 66,000 ac-ft in drought protection. This level
of drought protection ensures the district’s ability to meet customer needs during the assumed
worst-case scenario: a 5 percent chance of occurrence of Stanislaus River delivery curtailment
combined with a maximum ET condition.

Increased District Groundwater Pumping Capacity
The recommended Infrastructure Plan contains well projects that increase the district’s
emergency pumping capacity to approximately 25,000 ac-ft.

Cooperative Use Program for Private Wells
As described in the Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix
H, it is recommended that OID establish a Cooperative Use
Program to utilize a portion of the private wells, under
agreed-upon terms and conditions, for the mutual benefit of
both OID and the private well owner. Under such a
program, drought-year response planning would be
improved by having an identified group of cooperative well
Orchard on Drip Irrigation
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owners who normally use surface water during the irrigation season make a planned
conversion to using their wells to meet their orchard supply needs when requested by OID in
response to reductions in Stanislaus River supplies. The Development and Evaluation of
Alternatives Technical Appendix G assumes that 36,000 ac-ft would be made available within
OID through this type of cooperative planning, and that all future annexed lands would be
required to participate in such a program as a condition of service.
Practical application of this recommendation would effectively limit potential annexations and
out-of-district service agreements to those landowners having access to groundwater of
sufficient yield to fully supply their operations. By establishing this requirement as a condition
of service, OID would support regional agriculture while simultaneously facilitating in-lieu
recharge of the aquifer by providing surface water supplies (when available) to lands that
would otherwise pump groundwater. Therefore, limiting potential annexations/out-of-district
service agreements to areas with access to groundwater contributes to the overall health of
regional groundwater resources while maximizing the beneficial use of OID’s available
supplies.
Should OID elect to serve lands outside the district without access to groundwater, then other
measures would be necessary to generate additional drought supplies, such as land fallowing
or other drought-management methods.

Drought Strategy for Irrigation Delivery
As a final drought response measure, irrigation delivery may need to be curtailed periodically
during periods of severe drought. In the worst-case condition (as described in Technical
Appendix G), it is conservatively estimated that approximately 10,000 acre-feet of water
savings will be necessary after orchard growers have temporarily converted to groundwater,
consistent with the Cooperative Use Program previously described. This water savings of
10,000 acre-feet will likely be achieved through brief curtailments of water deliveries to
remaining growers. This quantity of savings is readily achieved through modified on-farm
practices and district operations (for example, reduced rotation times for users on a rotation
schedule).

GIS Resource Development
Prior to the development of the WRP, OID has had no in-house GIS resources. The district
does have in-house computer-aided drafting (CAD) resources, including a full-time CAD
technician and extensive CAD mapping. During the preparation of the WRP, much of OID’s
CAD mapping was converted to GIS and combined with available mapping coverage from
local and state agencies. The completed WRP GIS mapping includes OID facilities such as
canals, laterals, pipelines, wells, land use, parcel boundaries, local city political and land use
boundaries, and common map features such as roads.
During the early implementation phase of the WRP, the district should continue to develop its
in-house GIS resources. These resources include the software, map coverage and related data
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records, and staff skills and training. OID will be able to use these GIS resources for all these
tasks:
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Improve the management of the Capital Improvements Plan
Schedule and track repair and maintenance activities
Maintain up-to-date information on its facilities
Coordinate and exchange necessary information with local and state agencies
Link customer billing information with parcel and land use information
Increase the utilization of districtwide survey control and mapping
Develop standard maps and data sets for regulatory or other report requirements

Specifically, OID should complete the following steps to develop the necessary GIS resources.
OID’s CADD technician and at least one engineer should attend an introductory GIS training
course. The necessary software, most likely one of the ESRI standard packages, should be
obtained in coordination with the training. OID should develop, or contract for the
development of, a GIS plan to guide its use and development of GIS mapping and tools. The
GIS plan would address specific items such as data management standards; coordination of
GIS with other OID information resources such as CAD, customer information, topographic
survey work, and infrastructure inventory and maintenance records; and specific short- and
long-term goals for use of the GIS information.

Environmental Documentation Recommendations
The implementation of OID’s WRP will require compliance with the CEQA and various
federal, state, and local regulations and policies depending on the proposed project or action.
As currently proposed, the WRP will be implemented in a phased manner. The district will
prepare a PEIR to disclose the potential impacts of the projects and actions included as part of
the recommended WRP. Given that the proposed projects will not directly involve federal
facilities or require federal funding, compliance with the federal National Environmental
Policy (NEPA) is anticipated to be limited to requirements that are part of obtaining relevant
federal permits. Table 9-8 lists the potential required permits, including likely required state
and local permits or approvals by potential project component.
TABLE 9-8

Potential Federal, State, and Local Agency Permits and Authorizations
Agency
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE)

Permit or Approval
Department of the
Army (DA) Permit
(Section 404)

Advisory Council on
Section 106 Review
Historic Preservation/ and Compliance
State Office of Historic
Preservation

9-30

Example Potential Project
Component

Regulated Activity
Discharge of dredged or fill material
into waters of the U.S. (including
wetlands)

Pipeline installation across
jurisdictional water

Consideration of a Section 404
permit by the USACE

Construction of feature
within archeologically or
historically sensitive area
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TABLE 9-8

Potential Federal, State, and Local Agency Permits and Authorizations
Agency

Permit or Approval

Regulated Activity

Example Potential Project
Component

Fish and Wildlife
Service/
National Marine
Fisheries Service

Section 7 Consultation Consideration of a Section 404
permit by the USACE or activity that
could impact federally listed species

Canal maintenance if
habitat present

State Lands
Commission

Land Use Lease

Placement of fill or structures in
navigable waterways or Section 16
or 36 lands

Only required if project
feature would be within a
navigable river

California Department
of Fish and Game

Streambed Alteration
Agreement

Work within streams, rivers, or lakes Pipeline installation across
(also for reservoirs, which interrupt
jurisdictional water
streams)

California Department
of Fish and Game

Section 2081
Management
Agreement

Potential adverse effects to state
Construction of feature
endangered or threatened species
within sensitive area
or species proposed for state listing.
Incidental “take” of state-protected
species by a non-state entity

Central Valley
Regional Water
Quality Control Board

General Construction
Stormwater NPDES
Permit

All stormwater discharges when
clearing, grading, and excavation
result in a land disturbance of 5 or
more acres

Any construction requiring
greater than 5 acres of
ground disturbance

Central Valley
Regional Water
Quality Control Board

Section 401 Water
Quality Certification

Discharge of fill materials to waters
of the U.S.

Pipeline installation across
jurisdictional water

Local Agency
Formation Committee
(LAFCO)

LAFCO approval

Annexation of lands into OID

Annexation

Some individual projects, such as those that would typically be conducted by OID as
maintenance or minor improvements, could be processed as individual Categorical
Exemptions or Initial Studies/Negative Declarations. The district may elect to process
individual projects or actions prior to completion of the PEIR depending on the availability of
funding or ease of implementation. Those actions that have the potential to result in significant
impacts on the environment or entail the following will be included in the PEIR:
6

Annexation and related facilities (for example, water conveyance pipelines)

6

Facility improvements or new facilities in areas of potential environmental concern

6

Water transfer quantities significantly greater than analyzed in existing environmental
documents

6

Facility improvements that would allow for the transfer of water in significantly greater
quantities than analyzed in existing environmental documents
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The following projects or actions could be implemented prior to completion of the PEIR if each
was determined to result in less than significant impacts with or without mitigation:
6
6
6
6
6
6

Canal structures
Replacement of existing wells or installation of new wells
Repair of main canal tunnels
Main canal channel rehabilitation
Internal drain reclamation
Flow control and automation

Regardless of the eventual implementation phasing, all projects proposed as part of the WRP
will be identified in the PEIR. Those projects that the district could implement prior to
completion of the PEIR will be identified as such. Table 9-9 is based on the proposed project
list included in the Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H. The table indicates which
categories of projects are anticipated to require completion of the PEIR prior to
implementation versus those that could proceed on a parallel track with respect to CEQA
compliance and/or would be processed as Categorical Exemptions. As summarized in the
table, the decision of how impacts will be analyzed and individual projects processed will be
dependent on the specific action and related construction and permanent “footprint.” The
district will review the potential for impacts and likely public concern associated with each
action as part of the WRP implementation process.

TABLE 9-9

Categories of Projects and Anticipated Required CEQA Compliance
Project
Category

Discretionary Approval
Required?

Potential for Ground-Disturbing
Significant Impacts or
Controversy?

Required Environmental
Documentation

Annexation

Yes (LAFCO)

PEIR or Initial Study
Yes, potential public concerns
related to annexation and land use

Canal
maintenance
and
rehabilitation

No, unless within natural
streambed or wetland

Only if sensitive habitat and/or
impacts to groundwater recharge
would occur

Categorical Exemption, IS,
or PEIR depending on
potential for impact

Flow control
and
measurement

No, unless footprint would impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires state/federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption, IS,
or PEIR depending on
potential for impact

Groundwater
wells

No, unless footprint would impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires state/federal permit

Yes, potential local groundwater
level impact concerns

Categorical Exemption, IS,
or PEIR depending on
potential for impact

Main canals
and tunnels

No, unless footprint would impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires state/federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption, IS,
or PEIR depending on
potential for impact

CIP pipe
replacement

Only if alignment would cross
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires state/federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption, IS,
or PEIR depending on
potential for impact
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TABLE 9-9

Categories of Projects and Anticipated Required CEQA Compliance
Project
Category

Discretionary Approval
Required?

Potential for Ground-Disturbing
Significant Impacts or
Controversy?

Required Environmental
Documentation

Regulating
reservoirs

Yes if within defined streambed
Yes, potential operational concerns IS or PEIR depending on
and/or requires state/federal permit as well impacts if sensitive area
potential for impact
affected (including if only during
construction)

Turnout
maintenance
and
replacement
program

No, unless footprint would impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires state/federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption, IS,
or PEIR depending on
potential for impact

No, unless transfer were to occur in
Reclamation & a manner so as to require SWRCB
drainage: water or Reclamation approval
transfers

Yes, likely public/agency/
environmental group concerns
related to fisheries, method of
transfer, and growth-inducement

IS or PEIR depending on
proposed action/program

Reclamation &
drainage: OID
reuse

No, unless footprint would impact
potentially sensitive area, requires
state/federal permit, or triggers
water rights concern

Yes, likely public/agency concerns
related to decreased availability of
drain flows and resultant water
supply as well as potentially
environmental effects

PEIR or IS depending on
proposed action/program

Other (OID
survey and
pesticide
program)

No, unless footprint would impact
potentially sensitive area and/or
requires state/federal permit

Only if sensitive area affected
(including if only during
construction)

Categorical Exemption, IS,
or PEIR depending on
potential for impact
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Implementation Conclusions
This section describes the primary considerations OID faces in taking the next
steps necessary to continue toward WRP implementation:
6
6
6
6

Policy issues for OID Board consideration prior to WRP implementation
Environmental documentation
Public notice and scoping
Proposed Notice of Preparation for CEQA

Policy Issues for OID Board Consideration
Prior to WRP Implementation
The Board of Directors must consider several policy issues prior to WRP
implementation. The Best Apparent Alternative is a programmatic set of flexible
recommendations and can accommodate various options related to the issues
discussed here. Ultimately, however, OID’s Board must establish policy on these
topics to guide implementation.
6
6
6
6

Expansion of service into OID’s SOI
Financing the WRP
Consideration of potential buyers of OID water
Redirect water transfer options depending on actual water transfer revenue

Expansion of Service into OID’s Sphere of Influence
OID needs to develop a standard policy on how the district will proceed with
expansion into its SOI. As noted in the Section 8, Development and Evaluation of
Alternatives, the Best Apparent Alternative leaves 17,000 ac-ft available to
support irrigation on lands within the SOI. The district has two options for
approaching the expansion of service:
1. The district could annex new lands.
2. The district could contract with individuals within the SOI to provide OID
water (establish out-of-district service contracts under applicable sections of
the California Water Code).
How the district would deliver water during drought conditions to new users
within the SOI also requires Board consideration. As described in the
alternatives discussion, drought response measures would be required for lands
served by the district during Stanislaus River curtailments. The Board will need
to decide if newly annexed customers or out-of-district contract customers will
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have the same water supply reliability as existing OID customers (share water supply
curtailments equally) or have a reduced supply reliability as a condition of service. As
recommended in the alternatives section, the new customers could be required to participate
in the proposed Cooperative Use Program for drought protection, thus requiring that new
customers have groundwater infrastructure in place.
Lastly, with respect to the financial impacts of expanding service into the SOI, the Board must
consider the rate to charge new users (annexed lands or out-of-district service contract lands
within the SOI) for providing service. This includes the magnitude of the per-acre buy-in fee
and connection infrastructure costs to be paid by the new district customers, as recommended.
This also includes the unit price of water to be charged to new users with out-of-district
service contracts.

Financing the WRP
The Board will need to agree to a preference with respect to financing the recommended
improvements. The financial recommendation described in Section 9, Recommendations,
proposed three viable scenarios for financing the WRP, and OID will need to weigh the merits
of each scenario over the course of the next phase. The primary tradeoff among the scenarios is
the duration of deferring expenses (infrastructure improvements). If the Main Canals and
Tunnels Improvements Program is supported by the obligation of debt, those projects could
proceed sooner.
The Board’s discussions on finance options should be done in conjunction with negotiation
with willing buyers of OID water. As discussed in Section 9, Recommendations, the district
should advance Scenario 1, which involves issuing debt after a water transfer agreement is
implemented. This scenario allows for reducing the debt-financing necessary depending upon
the financial terms of a water transfer agreement. The financial terms of a water transfer
agreement, including price and magnitude of advanced payments, would impact the debtfinancing arrangement.

Consideration of Potential Buyers of OID Water
The Board should establish a policy regarding which entities should be considered as potential
buyers in future OID water transfer agreements. The Board may consider limiting potential
buyers based on a variety of criteria. For example, the Board could limit future water transfer
buyers based on type of use: agricultural, urban, or environmental. Another potential criterion
is to limit potential water buyers based on geography (for example, neighboring districts,
in-county users, in-basin users, Delta exporters, regional urban areas, Bay Area urban areas).
It should be noted that limiting potential buyers of water may place limits on financing options.
Potential buyers with greatest ability and willingness to pay for OID water may not fit criteria
established by the Board; this possibility should be considered as part of the policy discussions.
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Redirect Water Transfer Options Depending on Actual
Water Transfer Revenue
If more water transfer revenue is realized than assumed in the WRP (as a result of a negotiated
unit price higher than assumed in the WRP), the Board will need to determine how to handle
either the excess water or excess water transfer revenue. The Financial Model, as discussed in
Section 8, assumed a unit price for new water transfers. If the unit price is higher than
assumed and revenue generated is higher than assumed, OID could transfer less water and
increase expansion into the district’s SOI. Alternatively, OID could transfer additional water at
a lower price with a lower reliability, which may allow sales to potential buyers with less
ability to pay for water. The Board should prepare for this scenario as any potential water
transfer agreement is being negotiated.

Environmental Documentation
This Summary Report and its accompanying Technical Appendixes document the efforts
undertaken by OID in Phase I of the WRP. Phase II consists of programmatic environmental
documentation. The following discussion is related to this next phase.

Public Notice and Scoping
Throughout the development of the WRP, the district has provided information on the key
phases of the plan by publishing newsletters and holding meetings (see Public Outreach
Technical Appendix A). OID intends to conduct a public scoping meeting in January 2006 to
formally begin the CEQA process and obtain public input on the proposed water resources
management program. The draft Notice of Preparation (NOP) announcing the district’s intent
to prepare a PEIR is included below.

Proposed Notice of Preparation
The Draft Notice of Preparation for the Implementation of the Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan Programmatic EIR is provided as Attachment 2 to this Summary Report.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ac-ft

acre-foot or acre-feet (the volume of water necessary
to cover an acre of land to a depth of 1 foot, or
325,900 gallons)

Alternative 1

Continue Present Practices

Alternative 2

Maximize Service Improvements within District
Boundaries

Alternative 3

Maximize Service Improvements within District
Boundaries and Moderate Expansion of Service
within OID’s SOI

Alternative 4

Maximize Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI

APAP

Aquatic Pesticide Application Plan

BMOs

Basin Management Objectives

Board

OID Board of Directors

CEQA

California Environmental Quality Act

CFG

Conceptual Facility Guidelines

cfs

cubic feet per second

CIP

cast-in-place or capital improvement plan

CVP

Central Valley Project

DO

dissolved oxygen

DP/TW

deep percolation/tailwater

DSO

Distribution System Operator

DWR

California Department of Water Resources

gpm

gallons per minute

IPO

Interim Plan of Operations

IRGMP

Integrated Regional Groundwater Management Plan

Kc

crop coefficient
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LSA

Lateral Service Area

MID

Modesto Irrigation District

O&M

operations and maintenance

OID

Oakdale Irrigation District

PEIR

programmatic environmental impact report

PSA

Primary Study Area

Reclamation

Bureau of Reclamation

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SCEDCO

Stanislaus County Economic Development Corporation

SEWD

Stockton East Water District

SJRA

San Joaquin River Agreement

SOI

Sphere of Influence

SSJID

South San Joaquin Irrigation District

STANCOG

Stanislaus Council of Governments

SWP

State Water Project

TAF

thousand acre-feet

TMDL

total maximum daily load

VAMP

Vernalis Adaptive Management Plan

WBM

Water Balance Model

WRP

Water Resources Plan
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ATTACHMENT 1

OID WRP Recommended CIP Project Schedule
Project Name and Description

Total Capital
Cost ($)

Functional
Category

Year

Burnett Lateral—Bank reconstruction and fencing

83,000

Canal

2006

Campbell Lateral—Pioneer to Third Drop gunite

99,000

Canal

2006

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

166,000

Canal

2006

Eaton Lateral Rehabilitation

190,000

Canal

2006

Hinds Lateral—Rebuild HG to Lambuth Road

289,000

Canal

2006

Mootz Drain—Rehabilitation Phase II Oliveira property

83,000

Canal

2006

Mootz Lateral—Continuation beyond Mr. Frobose property

41,000

Canal

2006

Mootz Lateral—Albers to Bently rebuild banks and road

149,000

Canal

2006

Sawyer Road & Pleasant Valley—Replace Crossing

124,000

Canal

2006

South Main—Prepare access for gunite on Stueve property

66,000

Canal

2006

Tulloch Lateral at Dunn's Ranch

83,000

Canal

2006

100,000

FC&M

2006

Albers Lateral at Stowell/Albers Split—Install measurement structure

36,000

FC&M

2006

Cavill Drain at McGee Road—Install Replogle flume

46,000

FC&M

2006

Claribel Lateral at Claribel Road—Install measurement structure

36,000

FC&M

2006

West Pump P/L, Wagoner Property—Install spill to river

43,000

FC&M

2006

Oakdale Deep Well—VFD installation

50,000

GW Well

2006

Oakdale Deep Well Rehabilitation

41,000

GW Well

2006

Paulsell No.1 Deep Well Rehabilitation—Site evaluation/engineering

17,000

GW Well

2006

Cape Horn Hazardous Assessment

100,000

MC&T

2006

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation (28% of $ 0.8 M) Copper Tunnel

224,000

MC&T

2006

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Engineering Design (28% of $1.2M)

101,000

MC&T

2006

South Main—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation Study

100,000

MC&T

2006

Willms Siphon Evaluation Study

125,000

MC&T

2006

Campbell Lateral P/L—Escalon-Belotta Road (Reid) replace P/L

206,000

Pipe

2006

Campbell P/L—Campbell to Magnolia/Laires property

239,000

Pipe

2006

Clarke P/L—Replace structures and P/L

83,000

Pipe

2006

Crane P/L—Replace P/L (400 ft of pipe)

33,000

Pipe

2006

Frymire Lateral—Convert to P/L from H/G to Sonora Road

83,000

Pipe

2006

Garr P/L—Snedigar Road crossing & P/L replacement

99,000

Pipe

2006

Kearney Lateral—Warnerville Road to Kearney P/L H/G

66,000

Pipe

2006

Lambuth P/L between Valley Home & Clevland—Replace pipe

107,000

Pipe

2006

River Road P/L Replacement—Gambini property

330,000

Pipe

2006

Taro Drain—Replace bank P/L vs. bank rebuild

44,000

Pipe

2006

Turnout Replacement Program

78,000

Turnout

2006

142,000

Canal

2007

Adams 1, Kaplan Property—Grade and install drops

Albers 1 at Milnes Road—Rebuild bank and install fence
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Project Name and Description

Total Capital
Cost ($)

Functional
Category

Year

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

166,000

Canal

2007

Eaton Lateral at Eaton Road—rebuild canal bank

129,000

Canal

2007

Hetland Lateral—Need access and rebuild bank

58,000

Canal

2007

Lone Tree Drain—Rebuild canal bank

20,000

Canal

2007

North Main—Remove trees and reconstruct bank

89,000

Canal

2007

River Bank Lateral—Holman Scales upstream to Warnerville Road

149,000

Canal

2007

Stowell Lateral—Replace bank, road, and fencing

173,000

Canal

2007

Brichetto/Claribel: LCW, gate, ramp flume, SCADA

381,000

FC&M

2007

Hinds Lateral—Rebuild H/G to Lambuth Road

124,000

FC&M

2007

25,000

FC&M

2007

Riverbank Lateral—Gate, ramp flume

132,000

FC&M

2007

South Lateral—Gate, ramp flume, SCADA

127,000

FC&M

2007

13,000

FC&M

2007

124,000

FC&M

2007

20,000

FC&M

2007

124,000

GW Well

2007

1,000,000

MC&T

2007

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation (28% of $ 1.0 M) Ram Tunnel

280,000

MC&T

2007

Aquatic Pesticide Containment Program—Year 1

413,000

Other

2007

2,008

Pipe

2007

Coop P/L—Relocate pipe from underneath dairy

83,000

Pipe

2007

Fairbanks P/L—Prepare access to replace P/L

83,000

Pipe

2007

Kearney P/L, Gardella property—Replace pipe

46,000

Pipe

2007

North Dudley at Wearin property—Relocate 1,300 ft. of pipe

83,000

Pipe

2007

2,008

Pipe

2007

102,000

Pipe

2007

Adams Creek Drain—Install pump (need power)

58,000

R&D Internal

2007

Turnout Replacement Program

78,000

Turnout

2007

Burnett Lateral—Bank reconstruction and fencing

248,000

Canal

2008

Fairbanks Lateral—North bank needs replacing

330,000

Canal

2008

North Main, Maino property—Gunite canal

248,000

Canal

2008

Burnett to 26-Mile Road—LCWs

123,000

FC&M

2008

Burnett/Cometa—LCW, H/G, ramp flume, SCADA

318,000

FC&M

2008

Claribel/Stowell—Propeller meters, flap gate, pipeline

311,000

FC&M

2008

Drop 8/Fairbanks/Hirschfeld—Rubicon, gate, SCADA

151,000

FC&M

2008

Little Johns Creek—Gates, ramp flume, SCADA

303,000

FC&M

2008

McKinney Lateral at Escalon Bellota Road—Install O/F drop

Stevenot—Lift pump
Stowell/Albers Diversion—Replace
Sweet Lateral at Lone Tree Creek—Install measurement structure
Paulsell No.1 Deep Well rehabilitation
2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—Bypass route for new tunnel, design, CEQA, start

Clarke P/L—Replace 1,800 ft of 30-in. pipe

River Bank P/L, Eleanor to Snedigar—Replace pipe
Turner P/L, Rossini property—Replace pipe
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Functional
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Year

Paulsell/Cashman Creek Dam—LCW, SCADA, ramp flume

169,000

FC&M

2008

Riverbank/Crane—Propeller meters, LCW, flap gate

131,000

FC&M

2008

20,000

FC&M

2008

South/Palmer—LCW

207,000

FC&M

2008

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—Bypass route for new tunnel, design, CEQA, finish

500,000

MC&T

2008

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation (28% of $1.0 M) Long Tunnel

280,000

MC&T

2008

Grider P/L—Replace 0.3 miles of CIP with 27-in. PVC pipe

289,000

Pipe

2008

Kearney Lateral—Warnerville Road to Kearney P/L H/G

231,000

Pipe

2008

78,000

Turnout

2008

Cometa Crossing on SSJID Canal—Rebuild

248,000

Canal

2009

Hirschfeld Lateral Phase 2—Rebuild bank and install fence

413,000

Canal

2009

South Main—Cashman Dam/Stueve's property gunite

149,000

Canal

2009

Dilberto—LCW and gate

67,000

FC&M

2009

Rodden High Line—Lateral inflow

84,000

FC&M

2009

Tulloch Pipeline Inlet—Gate and SCADA

71,000

FC&M

2009

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation Construction—First phase

3,400,000

MC&T

2009

South Main Rehabilitation—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation I

2,000,000

MC&T

2009

Tunnel 8 Rehabilitation—Design and construction

1,300,000

MC&T

2009

Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation Phase 2

4,400,000

MC&T

2009

Survey Total District Year 1

624,000

Other

2009

Fairbanks P/L from Steinegul Road to Corn Box replacement

413,000

Pipe

2009

S3: South Lateral Reservoir / Union Pump and Pipeline—start

868,000

R&D Internal

2009

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2009

60,000

FC&M

2010

335,000

FC&M

2010

88,000

FC&M

2010

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New tunnel construction, Year 1

8,300,000

MC&T

2010

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation—Construction, final phase

4,000,000

MC&T

2010

Aquatic Pesticide Containment Program, Year 2

413,000

Other

2010

Survey Total District Year 2

936,000

Other

2010

S3: South Lateral Reservoir / Union Pump and Pipeline—finish

868,000

R&D Internal

2010

SSJID Woodward Reservoir Intertie

306,000

Reg. Res.

2010

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2010

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

468,000

Canal

2011

Clavey Drop—LCW, gate, SCADA

211,000

FC&M

2011

Groundwater Wells

511,000

GW Well

2011

South Main Regulating Reservoir—Repair Replogle flume

Turnout Replacement Program

Adams 1 LCW
Burnett/Tulloch—Rubicon, pipe, LCW, SCADA
Kearny Lateral—H/G and propeller meters
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Functional
Category

Year

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New tunnel construction, Year 2

7,000,000

MC&T

2011

South Main Rehabilitation—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation II

1,750,000

MC&T

2011

Willms Siphon Rehabilitation—Construction

1,125,000

MC&T

2011

Project Name and Description

Frymire Lateral—Convert to P/L from H/G to Sonora Road

495,000

Pipe

2011

Pipe Replacement Program

577,000

Pipe

2011

N1: Tulloch / Lone Tree Drain Reservoir

535,000

R&D Internal

2011

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2011

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

468,000

Canal

2012

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New tunnel construction, Year 3

3,500,000

MC&T

2012

Canal rehabilitation from Tunnel 9 to Cashman Dam

1,568,000

MC&T

2012

Pipe

2012

R&D Trans.

2012

Pipe Replacement Program
S8: Albers Drain Reservoir and Pipeline

577,000
1,694,000

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2012

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

468,000

Canal

2013

Groundwater Wells

511,000

GW Well

2013

MC&T

2013

Pipe

2013

1,159,000

R&D Internal

2013

S7: Palmer Reclamation Pump and Reservoir

481,000

R&D Internal

2013

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2013

Canal rehabilitation from Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9
Pipe Replacement Program
N4: Sweet Lateral / Lone Tree Creek Large Reservoir—start

3,500,000
577,000

N6: Reservoir to capture and transfer to CSJWCD

1,449,000

R&D Trans.

2014

Cometa Regulating Reservoir—start

2,979,000

Reg. Res.

2014

Turnout

2014

1,159,000

R&D Internal

2015

686,000

R&D Internal

2015

2,016

R&D Trans.

2015

Reg. Res.

2015

Turnout Replacement Program
N4: Sweet Lateral / Lone Tree Creek Large Reservoir—finish
S4: Laughlin Drain Reservoir
S11: Cavill Pond Reservoir
Cometa Regulating Reservoir—finish

156,000

2,979,000

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2015

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

133,000

Canal

2016

Groundwater Wells

511,000

GW Well

2016

Pipe Replacement Program

577,000

Pipe

2016

N7: Lower Cometa Outflow Reservoir (to CSJWCD)

1,046,000

R&D Trans.

2016

S5: Coulter Pond Reservoir and Pipeline

3,376,000

R&D Trans.

2016

S9: Lower Kuhn Drain Reservoir

520,000

R&D Trans.

2016

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2016

Canal

2017

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
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Functional
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Year

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2017

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2017

Turnout

2017

Project Name and Description

Turnout Replacement Program

312,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,590,000

Canal

2018

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2018

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2018

Turnout

2018

Canal

2019

GW Well

2019

Pipe

2019

Turnout

2019

Turnout Replacement Program
Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
Groundwater Wells
Pipe Replacement Program
Turnout Replacement Program

312,000
2,009,000
511,000
3,176,000
312,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2020

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2020

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2020

Turnout

2020

Turnout Replacement Program

312,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2021

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2021

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2021

Turnout

2021

Turnout Replacement Program

312,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2022

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2022

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2022

Turnout

2022

Canal

2023

GW Well

2023

Pipe

2023

Turnout

2023

Canal

2024

GW Well

2024

Pipe

2024

Turnout

2024

Turnout Replacement Program
Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
Groundwater Wells
Pipe Replacement Program
Turnout Replacement Program
Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
Groundwater Wells
Pipe Replacement Program
Turnout Replacement Program

312,000
1,755,000
511,000
3,609,000
312,000
1,755,000
511,000
3,609,000
156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2025

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2025

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2025

Turnout

2025

Canal

2026

Turnout Replacement Program
Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
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Total Capital
Cost ($)

Functional
Category

Year

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2026

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2026

Turnout

2026

Project Name and Description

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

2,175,000

Canal

2027

Pipe Replacement Program

3,609,000

Pipe

2027

Turnout

2027

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

2,175,000

Canal

2028

Pipe Replacement Program

3,609,000

Pipe

2028

Turnout

2028

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

2,341,000

Canal

2029

Pipe Replacement Program

3,609,000

Pipe

2029

Turnout

2029

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

2,341,000

Canal

2030

Pipe Replacement Program

3,609,000

Pipe

2030

Turnout

2030

Turnout Replacement Program
Total
FC&M
GW
H/G
LCW
MC&T
P/L
R&D
VFD

156,000
$168,538,000

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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flow control and measurement structures
groundwater
head gate
long-crested weir
main canals and tunnels
pipeline
reclamation and drainwater
variable-frequency drive
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ATTACHMENT 2

Draft Notice of Preparation for the
Implementation of the Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan Programmatic EIR
The Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) Water Resources Plan (WRP) has been undertaken to
evaluate the district’s water resources, facilities, and operations. The WRP would ensure the
protection of the district’s water rights to enable the district to serve current and future
customer needs. As part of the development of the WRP, a number of actions and specific
projects were evaluated, as were associated funding requirements and costs. The WRP
would be implemented over an approximate period of 20 years. Major elements of the
program are anticipated to include the following:
•

Rehabilitation, modernization, and expansion of existing infrastructure as dictated by
Board policy, standards and regulations, and customer needs

•

New offstream storage facilities

•

On-farm irrigation education programs and irrigation improvement assistance

•

Water transfers (continuation and/or expansion of existing programs and/or new transfers)

•

Annexation of new lands into district service area and other measures as required to
serve agriculture on a willing landowner basis

•

Provisions for domestic water service to Riverbank and Oakdale and the surrounding area

•

Revision of OID’s service standards and rate structure policies

•

Groundwater management in OID service area and Modesto Subbasin

•

Recreation

•

Expansion of existing water delivery services over a broader time period (for example,
to serve demand for rice straw decomposition water during winter months)

Because the WRP includes a number of individual projects and actions that could have
environmental impacts and is proposed to be implemented in phases, a programmatic
environmental impact report (PEIR) as referenced in Section 15168 of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines (Guidelines) will be prepared. The
document will provide a “big picture” review of the overall proposed WRP and associated
program, and set the stage for implementing specific projects. This review will be conducted
to solicit and incorporate public input. As identified in CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(b),
the district intends to utilize the PEIR for the following purposes:
•

Provide a vehicle for a more exhaustive consideration of effects and alternatives than
would be practical in an EIR on an individual action
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•

Ensure consideration of cumulative impacts that might be overlooked in a case-by-case
analysis

•

Avoid duplicative reconsideration of basic policy considerations

•

Allow the district to consider broad policy alternatives and programwide mitigation
measures at an early stage of the planning process when the district has greater
flexibility to address basic environmental problems or cumulative impacts

•

Reduce paperwork

Alternatives
A total of three programmatic alternatives evaluated in the WRP will be described and
analyzed as part of the PEIR, which will use the Continue Present Practices scenario as a
baseline for potential impact analysis:
•

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries

•

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and
Moderate Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI

•

Alternative 4: Maximize Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI

Each alternative is anticipated to include some degree of infrastructure improvement
and/or new facilities to improve water delivery service. Alternatives 2 and 3 would likely
include some amount of additional water transfer or increase in customer rates, while
Alternatives 3 and 4 would involve providing surface water supplies to lands not currently
within the OID district boundaries. Depending on the nature of the proposed
improvements, those that are primarily maintenance-related will continue to be processed
as categorical exemptions under CEQA. Where necessary, subsequent environmental
documentation to the PEIR, including a focused EIR for transfer-related and potentially
annexation-related actions, would be prepared. Initial Studies/Negative Declarations will
be prepared by the district for other projects as appropriate.
Other alternatives that may be raised during scoping process will be evaluated for feasibility
and included in the PEIR as determined necessary.

Draft Goals and Objectives/Purpose and Need
CEQA requires that an EIR include a statement of project objectives. Similarly, the
implementing regulations of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) require that an
environmental impact report (EIR) briefly specify the purpose and need of the proposed
action to frame the alternative methods of meeting the stated purpose of the action. Both the
objectives and the purpose and need statement will help OID and, if determined necessary,
the federal lead agency in developing a reasonable range of alternatives. These statements
will also aid decisionmakers in selecting a preferred alternative and determining how best
to implement the action. Although a federal lead agency is not being sought to lead a NEPA
document, the PEIR will be prepared to allow for a relatively minor amount of reformatting
to be required to allow a federal lead agency to use the document as the basis for an EIS.
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Draft Goals and Objectives
OID’s primary objectives in implementing its WRP include the following:
•

Ensure long-term protection to the district’s water rights.

•

Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs.

•

Develop affordable ways to finance improvements.

•

Meet regulatory requirements of local, state and federal in the storage diversion and use
of water.

•

Involve the public in the planning process.

Draft Purpose and Need
The purpose of the proposed action is to implement the actions and projects identified in
OID’s WRP to ensure the long-term reliable delivery and supply of water to existing and
future district customers. These actions and projects, including district system facility
improvements and actions necessary to finance such improvements, are proposed to be
implemented in phases in response to customer needs.
The need for the action stems from changing customer water needs and projected future
land uses and continued concerns about the district’s aging infrastructure to meet these
current and future water requirements.

Impact Analysis
The PEIR will disclose and evaluate the potential impacts associated with the action
alternatives identified in the WRP. It is anticipated that the WRP will identify three action
alternatives (including the preferred alternative) in addition to the Continue Present
Practices scenario that will be used as the baseline existing condition. Alternatives rejected
in the WRP will be disclosed in the PEIR. The PEIR will also evaluate the No Action
Alternative (the assumptions of which will be based on those presented in the WRP) and
cumulative conditions. Where significant potential impacts are identified, appropriate
mitigation measures will be identified in coordination with the district. The PEIR will be
prepared to support the preparation of subsequent environmental documents and/or
various permit applications as determined necessary in cooperation with the district.
Impacts associated with the implementation of the projects included in the WRP will be
evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively as appropriate. Potential effects, such as
temporary and/or permanent impacts to terrestrial wildlife, will be evaluated through field
surveys and known presence. Impacts related to water transfers or groundwater use will be
estimated through the use of existing modeling tools incorporating known operational
parameters and aquifer properties, respectively. Where final project locations are not yet
known and will be determined in the future, impact avoidance criteria will be developed
and disclosed to support future project/program implementation and minimize potential
impacts. For actions such as water transfers, a focused EIR will be prepared once the details
of a transfer (including participants and quantity of water) are identified.
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The WRP will provide the basis for the programmatic approach to the environmental
documentation. The results of the alternatives development and screening process will be
included in the CEQA document to fully disclose the overall process and effort.
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Introduction
Purpose and Scope of the Water Resources Plan
Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) is a nonprofit, local public agency that operates as a
political entity of the State under the California Water Code. The district’s mission is this:
To protect and develop Oakdale Irrigation District water resources for the maximum benefit of the
Oakdale Irrigation District community by providing excellent irrigation and domestic water service.
The complexity of water issues, both locally
and at the state level, necessitates a rethinking
of OID’s current practices and priorities in
order to guarantee full protection of the
district’s and region’s water supplies into the
future. Understanding the issues facing OID
and developing a comprehensive plan to
respond to these issues is the objective of this
Water Resources Plan (WRP).
This plan evaluates the district’s water
resources, delivery system, and operations, and
examines land use trends to determine how
future changes in these areas will impact water
supply and demand during the next two
decades. The plan also provides specific,
prioritized recommendations for OID facility
improvements that will comply with the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
and accommodate available financial resources.
To provide clarity of purpose, the OID Board of
Directors developed and endorsed five goals of
the WRP, as shown in Figure 1. These goals are
the broad objectives that must be achieved by
the strategies and alternatives developed in the
WRP.
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WRP HIGHLIGHTS
By evaluating several core aspects of OID—
including the district’s resources, infrastructure, land
use trends, administrative organization, and
financial position—strategies for a water resources
management program were developed to meet the
project goals. Major elements of the program
recommended for implementation over a 10- to
20-year period are the following:
•

Rehabilitation, modernization, and expansion of
existing infrastructure as dictated by Board of
Directors policy, standards, and regulations

•

New in-system regulating reservoirs

•

On-farm irrigation education programs and
irrigation improvement assistance

•

Annexation of new lands into the district service
area on a willing landowner basis

•

Provisions for meeting the domestic water
demand in Riverbank, Oakdale, and the
surrounding area

•

Continuation, expansion, and/or initiation of
new water transfers

•

Revisions to the district’s service standards and
rate structures

•

Management of groundwater within OID and
throughout the Modesto Subbasin

•

Expansion of district water deliveries beyond
the irrigation season

1
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FIGURE 1

Project Goals

General Background
Study Area
OID is located in the northeast portion of the San Joaquin Valley, about 30 miles southeast of
Stockton and 12 miles northeast of Modesto, as shown in Figure 2. The OID service area
consists of 72,500 acres between the Sierra Nevada and the Central Valley along the
San Joaquin–Stanislaus
county line, surrounding the
city of Oakdale and
bordering the cities of
Riverbank and Modesto. The
district’s sphere of influence
(SOI)—land which the
district is permitted by law to
annex but to which it has not
yet provided service—
extends 86,290 acres farther
to the north and east into
Calaveras County. The
Stanislaus River flows from
the east through the center of
the district service area and
SOI.
FIGURE 2
Location of Oakdale Irrigation District
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Situated near the base of the Sierra Nevada foothills,
OID’s topography varies from gently rolling to the east
and south of Oakdale to nearly flat around Riverbank.
Approximately 75 percent of the land within the OID
service area consists of irrigated agriculture. The cities
of Oakdale and Riverbank are concentrated on 15
percent of the land, or about 11,000 acres. Native
vegetation and rangeland dominates the land
immediately outside the OID service area to the north,
south, and east.
Irrigated Lands in the OID Service Area

OID experiences mild, moderately wet winters and
warm, dry summers typical of the Central Valley. Average temperatures range from the
mid-forties in winter to the mid-nineties in summer. Precipitation averages about 12 inches
annually, over 85 percent of which occurs between November and March. Average
evapotranspiration (ET) is approximately 46 inches seasonally (April through October).
Climate conditions are generally uniform throughout the district.

OID’s customer base consists of agriculture and municipalities, and the district serves 2,800
area farms and 700 domestic water accounts. Major crops in the OID service area include
pasture, orchards, corn, oats, and rice. Municipal customers include the cities of Oakdale
and a portion of the cities of Modesto and Riverbank. Riverbank (population 18,500) is the
fastest-growing city; its average annual growth rate was 5.3 percent over the last 15 years.
Although Oakdale and Modesto have grown more modestly, over the next 20 years the
population of the City of Oakdale is expected to grow from 17,000 to 42,000.

Hydrologic Setting
Surface Water
OID is located along the banks of the Stanislaus River, which serves as the primary source of
water for the district. The Stanislaus River forms the boundary between Calaveras and
Tuolumne Counties to the east. The river drains a watershed of approximately 980 square
miles of the western Sierra Nevada and is tributary to the Lower San Joaquin River.
Snowmelt from the Sierra Nevada is the primary source of river flows. The North, South,
and Middle Fork Stanislaus are its three major tributaries, contributing to an annual average
flow of approximately 1 million acre-feet (ac-ft) at its confluence with the San Joaquin River
in eastern Stanislaus county.
Melones Dam was built on the Stanislaus
River in 1926 by OID and SSJID about 60 miles
upstream from the confluence with the
San Joaquin River and about 40 miles east of
the city of Stockton. The dam was replaced
with the New Melones Dam and Powerplant
in late 1970s by the federal Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation) for flood control,
water conservation, and power generation.
Rights to storage releases from New Melones

New Melones Reservoir

Source: Bureau of Reclamation
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Reservoir are held by Reclamation, which operates the reservoir as a unit of the Central
Valley Project. New Melones Reservoir has a regulated capacity of 2.4 million ac-ft.
Downstream of New Melones and upstream of the town of Knights Ferry, OID and SSJID
jointly own and operate Goodwin Dam, which diverts Stanislaus River water into the two
districts’ canal system. See Water Resources Inventory Technical Appendix B for a
description of OID’s water rights.
The two districts also own and operate the
Tri-Dam Project, which consists of Donnells
and Beardsley Dam upstream of New
Melones, and Tulloch Dam, located
immediately downstream from New
Melones. Tulloch reregulating reservoir
provides storage for power releases from
New Melones under contractual agreement
between Reclamation and the two irrigation
districts. These four reservoirs, Tulloch,
Beardsley, Donnells, and Goodwin, provide
storage and flow control into OID.

Groundwater

Goodwin Dam

OID is within the Eastern San Joaquin and Modesto groundwater subbasins, as designated
by the California Department of Water Resources. The direction of groundwater flow within
these formations is generally southwesterly. The Riverbank Formation and Turlock Lake
Formation lie beneath OID and are characterized by unconsolidated sands, gravels, and
silts. Aquifer conditions vary between unconfined and semiconfined. The consolidated
Mehrten Formation underlies these formations.
The district cooperated with the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers Groundwater Basin
Association to complete an Integrated Regional Groundwater Management Plan for the
entire Modesto Subbasin and some of the Eastern San Joaquin Basin in 2005. This plan
applies to all of the OID service area.
More information about the district’s groundwater resources and its involvement with the
groundwater management plan is described in Water Resources Inventory Technical
Appendix B.

History of OID
In 1909 OID was organized under the California Irrigation District Act by a majority of
landowners within the district in order to legally acquire and construct irrigation facilities
and distribute irrigation water from the Stanislaus River. In 1910 the OID and the
neighboring South San Joaquin Irrigation District (SSJID) purchased Stanislaus River water
rights and some existing conveyance facilities from previous water companies. The districts
continued to expand their facilities and infrastructure over the next several decades.

4
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Since their creation, OID and SSJID have
constructed dams and reservoirs to regulate
surface water storage and deliveries. Most dams
were constructed in the 1910s and 1920s, including
Goodwin Dam (1913), Rodden Dam (1915), and
Melones Dam (1926), which provided 112,500 acrefeet (ac-ft) of shared capacity. To provide
supplemental water storage for OID and the SSJID,
the Tri-Dam Project was created in the 1940s. Sites
were approved in 1948 for Donnells Dam and
Beardsley Dam on the Middle Fork Stanislaus
River, and Tulloch Dam above Goodwin. The two
districts entered a joint agreement to carry out the
proposed project and now jointly own and operate
the three storage reservoirs for a combined storage
capacity of 230,400 ac-ft.

Tulloch Dam Construction

In the early 1970s Reclamation replaced the Melones Dam with the larger New Melones
Dam and Reservoir. The districts have an operations agreement with Reclamation to utilize
the federally owned New Melones Reservoir.
Significant capital investment has led to a stable, plentiful water supply for the district. Over
the last 50 years, the district has focused its financial resources on paying off these capital
investments; as a result, few new facilities have been constructed during that time, despite
changing demographics and land use in the surrounding area that have influenced demand
for OID’s services.

OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT FACTS
Year OID was organized: 1909
Cost to OID and SSJID for existing irrigation system and water rights in 1910: $650,000
Total district acreage: 72,500
Total irrigated acres: 55,600
Annual diversion right: 300,000 acre feet
Diversion point: Goodwin Dam
Maximum diversion rate from Goodwin Dam: 910 cfs
Total distance of water delivery system: 330 miles of canals (open, lined, and buried pipelines)
Number of agricultural wells: 24
Number of agricultural and domestic water accounts: 3,500
Percent of OID agricultural customers who farm parcels of 10 acres or less: 60 percent, constituting
12 percent of OID land
Percent of OID agricultural customers who farm parcels of 40 acres or more: 4 percent, constituting 60
percent of OID land
The combined storage capacity for Tulloch, Beardsley, and Donnells Reservoirs: 230,400 ac-ft
Combined power generation by the Tri-Dam Power Project: 81,000 kilowatts
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The District Today
Currently the district maintains over 330 miles of
laterals, pipelines, and tunnels, 29 production wells,
and 43 reclamation pumps to serve local customers. In
general, the district’s facilities, system operations,
political organization, and administration have not
changed significantly over the last several decades.
Nearly all water supply canals were constructed
50 years ago or more. In recent years, however, the
district’s customers, land use, and financial resources
have developed in a direction that may influence the
way OID provides services and conducts business.

Eroding Canal Needing Repair

Customers and Land Use
OID currently serves 2,800 agricultural customers on approximately 57,000 acres of
serviceable land. The district also provides water to 700 domestic accounts primarily east of
the City of Oakdale.
Agriculture dominates the lands in and surrounding OID, as
shown in Figure 3. Within the district service area, pasture
makes up approximately half of the total land use, or about
32,000 acres. The other half of the district consists of orchards,
corn and oats, and municipal land, in relatively even fractions.
Only a small percentage of the land within the district service
area consists of native vegetation.
Outside the OID service area but within the district’s SOI,
native vegetation dominates three-quarters of the land, or
approximately 47,000 acres, as shown in Figure 4. Orchards
and pasture crops make up 11 percent and 9 percent,
respectively. Corn and oats make up 6 percent. Rice and
urban/industrial areas make up 1 percent or less of the
district SOI outside the service area.

FIGURE 3

Land Use Distribution in OID

6

Customer Turnout

FIGURE 4

Land Use Distribution within OID Sphere of Influence
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Land use within the OID service area has shifted in
recent years, and these trends point to continued
change in the future. Some agricultural land around
the cities is urbanizing. The City of Oakdale is
experiencing steady population growth. It is
forecasted that over the next 20 years, 6,000 acres of
agriculture in OID will be replaced by municipal
land, resulting in fewer irrigated acres and a lower
demand for OID water.
Many OID customers are also changing the types of
Growing Urban Lands in OID
crops they are growing. Across the region, higher
value tree crops are replacing pasture. Orchards use
less water and require a more intensive, responsive level of irrigation service than is
currently provided by the district. Land ownership is also changing as large parcels are
subdivided, leading to increased ranchette-type development in some areas. All of these
factors may necessitate changes to the level of services the district can currently provide.
Land use trends and recommendations for future district operations will be discussed
further throughout the WRP.

Budget and Sources of Revenue
The OID Board of Directors strives
to distribute water equitably to the
water users at cost. The budget is
set annually by the Board.

Revenues. District revenues
totaled $8.8 million in 2004 and are
budgeted to reach approximately
$10 million in 2005. The sources of
these revenues are shown in
Figure 5. Revenues generated from
normal district operations total
between $3.6 and $3.9 million,
while non-operating and
FIGURE 5
joint-venture revenues contribute
2005 OID Budget Revenues ($M)
the remaining funds. On average,
the Tri-Dam Power Project contributes approximately $4.4 million to OID’s annual revenue,
depending on year-type.
Power generation from both the Tri-Dam Power Project and the Tri-Dam Power Authority
accounts for over 60 percent of the district’s total revenue. Water transfer agreements and
agricultural water delivery charges also contribute approximately one-third of net revenue.
Domestic water charges and taxes provide only a slight contribution to total revenue.

Expenditures. Budgeted expenditures for 2005 total approximately $11.9 million.
Expenditures consist mainly of operations, maintenance, and administrative activities, as
shown in Figure 6. About one-fifth of all expenditures consist of capital purchases and
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projects.
rojects. Capital replacement projects make
up 82 percent of capital expenditures, while
capital improvements and purchases make up
10 and 8 percent, respectively.
In the past the district has been focused on
meeting maintenance needs as they arose,
because the financial means were not available
for significant modernization of facilities. The
financial position of the district has recently
improved as a result of the payment
completion on a large bond issue. The district
is also anticipating increases in revenues from
its power generation facilities following
relicensing. As a result, the district is investing
a much greater percentage of its revenues in
facilities and organizational improvements.

FIGURE 6

2005 OID Budgeted Expenditures ($M)

System Summary
OID diverts water from the Stanislaus River at Goodwin Dam into the Joint Main Canal,
which serves both OID and SSJID, and the South Main Canal, which serves OID land south
of the river. Water is routed from these canals through a system of unlined earthen ditches,
concrete-lined canals, low-head pipelines, and gates to reach individual irrigators. The
system is illustrated in Figure 7.
The district is divided into 10 distribution divisions,
which are managed in the field by a total of
23 Distribution System Operators (DSOs) under the
direction of the Water Operations Manager. The
distribution system is primarily upstream controlled,
with flow changes made at the head of the system
when requests are made by a DSO, typically on a
daily basis. Within divisions water is delivered to
landowners on a rotational basis on a 14-, 12-, or
10-day frequency depending on demand during the
season. Specialty crop requests are accommodated
within 72 hours, subject to the constraints of the
distribution system.

Control Structure

Irrigation tailwater may either be reclaimed by OID using reclamation pumps, or it may
leave OID in drainage canals that discharge to other landowners or irrigation districts. OID
has agreements with Modesto Irrigation District (MID) and SSJID discharge stormwater
runoff and tailwater through their canals.

8
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FIGURE 8

OID Board of Directors Districts

Organization
The district is governed by a five-member Board of Directors. Each director represents one
of the district’s five organizational divisions (shown in Figure 8) and is elected for a 4-year
term by the landowners of the division. To maintain consistency, elections are held every
two years so that not all director positions are up for election at once. Every two years, a
Board President and Vice-President are elected by the directors. Meetings are run by the
Board President or Vice-President if the Board President is unavailable. District board
members also serve with directors of SSJID on the Tri-Dam Authority Board and Tri-Dam
Project Board.
Serving as Secretary to the Board of Directors, the General Manager oversees the administrative
responsibilities of the district. The Treasurer or Chief Financial Officer, the Support Services
Manager, the Water Operations Manager, and the Engineering Department report to the General
Manager. The majority of the more than 60 full-time staff members are employed in the
Construction and Maintenance and the Water Operations departments. Others are involved in
administration, accounting, engineering, and water utilities.
The public is invited to attend all Board meetings and provide comments. To inform
landowners, the district maintains a Web site, distributes a newsletter at least twice per year,
and issues press releases for important events.
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Issues and Drivers
Complex water issues, both on a local level and statewide, necessitate a rethinking of OID’s
current practices and operations in order to guarantee full protection of the district’s water
supplies into the future. Drivers for change are found within the district and external to the
service area. Addressing these drivers relates directly to meeting the goals of the WRP, as shown
in Figure 9.
INTERNAL DRIVERS
Water Usage
•
OID’s water use is high for the crops grown.
•
A substantial amount of water leaves OID’s service
area without benefit to OID.
•
Current rotation delivery system allows limited
flexibility and constrains customer service.
Land Use
•
Average parcel size is shrinking.
•
Pasture is converting to orchards, which require
less water and greater level of service.
Changing Customer Needs
•
Weekend irrigators require more scheduling
flexibility.
•
Drip irrigation requires filtration.
Outdated OID Facilities
•
Maintenance has been deferred for years due to
lack of funds.
•
Facilities require modernization to enhance OID’s
level of service.
Financial Stability
•
OID must select a justifiable, defensible, and
affordable water resources facilities management
and improvement strategy.
Requests for Annexation
•
Serving additional lands would broaden the water
usage base but increase the operations burden on
the district.
•
Additional land would provide in-lieu groundwater
recharge opportunities.
Operational Challenges
•
Specialized and well-managed district staff must
respond to dynamic water supply requests.
Community Support
•
OID must respond to customer needs to be an
asset to the community.
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EXTERNAL DRIVERS
Water Supply
•

Surface and groundwater supplies must be
dependable and protected.

Water Quality
•

Tailwater must comply with the Regional Water
Quality Control Board Conditional Waiver of Waste
Discharge Requirements for Discharges from
Irrigated Lands (Ag Waiver).

•

Application of aquatic herbicides must be
monitored according to the district’s Aquatic
Pesticide Application Plan (APAP) and NPDES
permit.

•

Total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) to be
implemented in the basin (DO, salinity, boron,
turbidity, pesticides, nutrients, sediment, pH, and
temperature) and the 1995 Water Quality Control
Plan (Basin Plan) for the San Joaquin River may
affect drain water requirements.

Economic Challenges
•

Changes in OID water demand may influence the
regional economic foundation, generate surplus
water, and alter OID’s income.

•

District must choose how and where to invest
increasing Tri-Dam Authority Project/Power
revenues.

Environmental Considerations
•

Air quality regulations, regional/local groundwater
management plans, and the Endangered Species
Act (affecting salmon, steelhead, delta smelt) may
influence OID’s water and power management
decisions.

Legislative Actions
•

Assembly bills (AB3030, AB3616) require planning
by the district.

•

State and local water measurement and planning
initiatives may require district compliance.
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FIGURE 9

How WRP Goals Address Internal and External Drivers

Water Resources Plan Phases
The WRP is a tool to help the district achieve the goals of the Strategic Plan, including the
protection of the senior water rights held by the district for the benefit of its customers. The
district is taking a phased approach to implementing the WRP, as described in Figure 10.
Phase I entails analysis of several key elements of the district, including its resources,
infrastructure, water balance, water rights, and public involvement, as recommended by the
Strategic Plan. Work completed during Phase I concludes with the development of three
specific plans for future management of the district’s water resources, organizational
management, and finances.
Phase II involves completion of a programmatic CEQA document for implementation of the
WRP. Upon completion of the CEQA process, the Board will adopt a final WRP.

12
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FIGURE 10

The Four Phases of the WRP

Phase III will develop the work flow process to carry out the WRP, culminating in the
development of an Implementation Plan.
Phase IV entails the implementation of the WRP through engineering, design, and
construction. Funding will be secured as described by the Financial Plan developed in
Phase I.
These technical appendixes describe all work completed under Phase I.

WRP Document Organization
The WRP is organized into two major documents: these technical appendixes and the
accompanying Summary Report.
The Summary Report brings together all work completed under Phase I. Significant
analyses were completed to develop alternatives and establish public support for the WRP.
The information collected during these analyses was used to develop alternatives and assist
the district in choosing an operational strategy for the next 25 years. Based on results of the
evaluation, operational and financial strategies are recommended for the district to achieve
its vision over the next 25 years. These strategies are developed and summarized in three
major plans in the Summary Report. Finally, specific steps are outlined for proceeding with
environmental analysis and documentation.
These technical appendixes include the bulk of the technical analysis completed during
Phase I. Each technical appendix provides detailed information meant to supplement the
corresponding Summary Report sections.
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Public Outreach

APPENDIX A

Public Outreach: Informing and Involving the
Public
Introduction
The public outreach effort educated stakeholders about the need for and benefits of the
Water Resources Plan (WRP) and involved the public in the planning process. Outreach
activities were designed to support the eventual California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) process.
Outreach tasks were divided into two basic scopes of work: assessment and implementation.

Task 1: Outreach Assessment
Task 1 assessment activities included the following three objectives:
•

Reach consensus concerning the Board of Directors’ goals for the plan.

•

Determine, through a public assessment process, key stakeholders’ perceptions and
attitudes toward Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) and to identify any public
involvement issues concerning OID.

•

Define and formalize a communications plan for the study that addressed the Board’s
goals, educated stakeholders about how the plan addresses those goals and presented
solutions to deal with the public outreach issues uncovered in the assessment process.

The stakeholders included OID Board and staff members, customers, media, business
community, community leaders, and the general public. Through the assessment, the objective
was to uncover pertinent opinions about OID; the level of understanding stakeholders had
about OID’s current status, including the state of its water delivery system and water issues
affecting OID; and to uncover other stakeholder concerns that would affect the plan.
The outreach assessment process consisted of a series of meetings and workshops with OID
staff members, a Board of Director’s workshop, individual interviews with each Board
member, interviews with OID growers, interviews with community members and leaders,
secondary research, and an OID system tour.

1. Board Workshop
A public meeting of the OID Board of Directors was held on December 14, 2004. The Board
agreed in principle that for the plan to be considered successful it should accomplish the
following:
•
•

Provide long-term protection to OID’s water rights.
Address federal, state, and local water challenges.
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•
•
•

Rebuild and modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs.
Develop affordable ways to finance improvements.
Involve the public in the planning process.

These became the principal goals of the WRP.

2. Board Interviews
Each Board member was personally interviewed and provided the planning team with
substantial information on a variety of subjects relevant to the development of the plan and
OID status in the community. Board members hold a wide range of views on various topics
covered in the WRP from water transfers to annexations and other subjects. Nevertheless,
they hold similar views on many other elements.
The Directors generally believe that OID is now headed in the right direction after years of
neglect due to a lack of funds and poor leadership. OID’s image in the community is getting
better. (This position was confirmed in the more than 30 interviews that were conducted in
the community with various stakeholders.) The Directors believe also the district’s water
delivery system is in serious need of repair and that limited water transfers and revenues
from power sales are seen as ways to pay for system repairs.
Several Directors favor water transfers under short-term contracts to ensure that the water is
retained for use in the district. Annexation is an acceptable solution to the “shrinking”
district, which is loosing customers due to changes in land use. The Directors agree that OID
should reserve water for the urban areas, especially Oakdale and Riverbank.
Following are the conclusions from the Board interviews:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial stability of the District is essential.
Some water transfers are acceptable, but water should be used locally first.
Annexation is acceptable in some form.
OID’s system clearly needs repair.
Customer service could be improved by fixing the system.
Urbanization of areas of the district is inevitable.
Domestic water sales are a viable alternative.

3. Grower Interviews
A series of OID grower interviews were held in Oakdale in January 2005. The interviews
were conducted in two group sessions. A list of the growers interviewed is contained in
Exhibit A-33.
The growers generally believe that OID has changed in the past several years from a district
characterized by favoritism to one that is better managed and run. They agree that OID
continues to have a number of issues to resolve including the amount of water that is lost,
the state of disrepair of the system, and future changes in land use.
The public does not understand OID or how the system works according to the growers. In
some cases, what information the public has is old and a result of past squabbles and
newspaper reports of poor management. They report it is easy to compare OID to its
neighboring irrigation districts, such as South San Joaquin Irrigation District and Modesto
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Irrigation District, that have done a good job of branding themselves through substantial
public relations efforts and projects. One grower summed up their consensus this way:
“OID has not been a shinning star.”
They agree that the system needs to be repaired. Several growers indicated that they would
consider switching to more profitable crops if the system was able to handle drip irrigation
system demands or was at least more responsive.
Selling water out of the district is universally opposed. Growers worry about selling the
water and not having enough for themselves and neighboring growers. However, they
recognize the amount of water lost through inefficiencies is creating interest by others
statewide. They also fear regulatory loss of water.
Annexations are seen as a way to keep water locally, but some growers fear that the water
will continue to be used inefficiently unless the annexing farmers value the water. Some of
the growers think annexation is acceptable if the charges compensate those who have paid
for the existing system. “They must pay their way,” noted one grower.
The growers agree that some balance between annexations and water transfers—”as long as
it makes economic sense”—is the best course.
Following are the conclusions from the grower interviews:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognize that water is being lost in the district
See the need for better on-farm practices
Want water used first in the district
Recognize the need to repair the OID system
Fear the loss of OID water if the system is not fixed
Hold a wide range of opinions on how to repair the system
Suggest a balance between water transfers and annexations
Think the district needs to do a better job of training and communication

4. Community Leader Interviews
During January and February 2005, 10 community leader interview sessions were conducted
concerning the OID WRP. A list of the interviewees is contained in Exhibit A-34. Community
leaders have varying degrees of understanding about OID and its operations or water issues.
While most plead lack of knowledge of OID, they almost all recall past press coverage.
Following are the conclusions from the community leader interviews:
•
•
•
•

Have little knowledge of OID
See OID as improving
Expressed interest in working in some capacity with OID in the future
Express some level of support for the planning process

Assessment Conclusions
The OID Brand and Perceptions of the District
The Oakdale area is a close-knit community that has a long memory. Past Board of
Directors’ squabbles and unfortunate financial situations that caused years of system neglect
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have left the impression of an irrigation district that is “not a shinning star.” Nevertheless,
there are many positive attitudes and perceptions about OID as well. What those
impressions are depends on which group is asked.
The OID Board of Directors collectively sees the district as a changing and emerging—
although unique—irrigation district that needs to fix its “broken” system, plan for the future
and protect is water rights. It is generally not focused on the district’s regional impact. The
Directors are perhaps the most severe critics of the district. They recognize that there is
considerable “wasted water,” whether its on-farm or in the delivery system.
The growers have a slightly different view on the district, but they also believe OID is unique.
They are not as harsh as the Directors in their evaluation of the district and see OID as doing the
best it can under the circumstances. They see the district as being better managed compared to
previous years and attempting to address its delivery problems. They believe there is too much
bickering at the Board level and that staff could do a better job of training and communicating.
They characterize the water issue as “water lost” and not so much as “wasted.”
Staff views the district somewhere between the growers and the Board. The system needs
fixing and water rights need to be protected. Changes are being made with new personnel
on board, new training programs being established, and new directions being taken. Staff
sees an irrigation district that could be a model with expertise in numerous water issues.
Staff believes the current on-farm practices are inefficient and recognizes that the district
should play a role in helping growers with best practices. Staff would portray water
inefficiencies as central to the overall health of the district and describe it as both lost and
wasted.
Community leaders, generally reflect what the general public is thinking. They have
varying degrees of knowledge about OID, but actually see OID in a more favorable light
than perhaps the Board and staff realize. While there is some confusion as to the services
rendered by the district, community leaders are somewhat aware of OID, its role in
agriculture and, to a certain extent, its role in the region as a significant employer and
contributor to the economy. They are not aware of the water being lost or even its
significance to the district.
The public has a somewhat favorable opinion of OID, but its knowledge is limited. Recent
research shows that the public in general has little or no understanding of what irrigation
districts do or how they contribute to their communities. Once these aspects of irrigation
districts are explained, public opinion is often favorable.
However, as mentioned previously, Oakdale is a unique community, just as OID is unique.
No doubt the public perception of OID is limited to what it has read in the two newspapers
that cover Oakdale (The Modesto Bee and The Oakdale Leader). There is some lingering concern
about OID’s past.

Characterizing the OID Brand
•

OID is viewed as very different from its neighbors and defined by terrain and past
conservatism.

•

OID is seen as in need of serious repairs with an out-of-date water delivery system that
does not use water efficiently.
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•

Many of its growers are pictured as wasteful and not valuing water.

•

The district is seen as trying to fix its problems.

•

While it has not been a “shining star,” it is now viewed as better managed.

•

It is considered to be good at customer service.

•

Its contribution to the regional community is greatly under valued by all groups.

OID Outreach Issues
A number of outreach issues were uncovered in the assessment process, some of which are
directly related to the OID brand. More specifically, the OID brand has been shaped by these
issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lack of cohesiveness by the Board that makes some OID actions suspect
Past negative press that has minimal residual PR effects
Lack of public understanding about OID in general
Image as inefficient and too conservative
Lack of appreciation about OID’s role in the region and in the local community

Development of an Outreach Communication Plan
Following the outreach assessment, a comprehensive communication plan, Exhibit A-1, was
developed that reviewed the research phase and set forth the strategic outreach
recommendations to achieve the goals of educating and informing the stakeholders about
the WRP and the planning process.
The plan outlined various communication tasks and included a discussion on how it was to
build support for the plan. The concept was to build consensus for the plan by helping the
public understand OID’s role in the region and as a community asset. By understanding its
role and its importance to the region, the public would understand why long-term planning
was essential to the district and well-being of the area. Key messages developed for all plan
outreach materials included the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

OID is a community asset.
OID provides services important to the region.
OID is an emerging district, dedicated to improving its services that will benefit everyone.
OID has launched a major planning effort to ensure future reliable water supplies for
our community and to protect our most valuable resource—water.

Task 2: Implementation of Outreach Activities
The Outreach Communication Plan divided the implementation tasks into two categories:
internal and external tasks. The internal tasks called for additional Board of Directors
workshops and staff presentations, both of which have been accomplished. External tasks
included the following:
1. Development of a plan logo and theme
2. Development of plan newsletter, Update
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A series of OID newspapers ads
An interactive section on the OID Web site
Community presentations
Media relations (briefings and opinion editorials [op. eds.])
Summary fact sheets
Public Board work sessions
Public scoping session

1. Plan Logo and Theme
To help create an identity for the planning effort, a plan logo was developed and used in all
outreach materials. In addition, a theme or tagline (motto) was created to position the plan
as a larger event than just a planning effort for OID: A Community Plan. A Successful Future.

2. Plan Newsletter: Update
A newsletter, the Update, was created to present an ongoing report to stakeholders (see
Exhibits A-2 and A-3). The first newsletter presented an overview of the plan. The second
newsletter gave stakeholders a progress report on the assessment phase developed by the
planning team and noted “What We’ve Learned.” Land use changes and OID infrastructure
were covered in detail.
Both editions were mailed to approximately 300 interested stakeholders by Panagraph. OID
also mailed the newsletter to all of its customers (approximately 3,000).

3. Newspaper Ads
A series of quarter-page display ads were developed. Ad No. 1 (Exhibit A-4) focused on
OID as a community asset and briefly reviewed the planning effort, and solicited written
comments. Ad No. 2 (Exhibit A-5) continued the asset theme but reported on the What We’ve
Learned theme as well as soliciting written comments. Table A-1 provides the run dates of
these ads.
TABLE A-1

Newspaper Ad Run Dates
Run Dates
Newspaper
The Oakdale
Leader

Run Dates

Ad No. 2

Newspaper

Ad No. 1

Ad No. 2

May 11, 2005

May 11, 2005

Riverbank News

May 11, 2005

Sept. 21, 2005

May 25, 2005

May 25, 2005

May 25, 2005

Oct. 5, 2005

June 8, 2005

June 8, 2005

June 8, 2005

Oct. 19, 2005

June 22, 2005

June 22, 2005

June 22, 2005

Nov. 2, 2005

July 6, 2005

July 6, 2005

July 6, 2005

Nov. 16, 2005

Ad No. 1

4. Interactive Web Site
A six-page “mini–Web site” about the WRP was created that offered the visitor information
about the plan, goals, the planning process, outreach opportunities, news and events, PDFs
of various documents (Update issues, press releases, and news stories), and a contact page
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that allowed the visitor to e-mail comments and questions to the district. See Exhibit A-23
for the Level 1 navigation sample pages.

5. Community Presentations
Regional community groups were contacted and presentations were made. A new
PowerPoint presentation was created that incorporated the OID WRP logo and themes (see
Exhibits A-6 and A-13). The former was developed to present the planning concept and
provide the public with an overview. The latter was a modified version of the first, revised
with the What We’ve Learned theme. A list of groups that received a presentation is shown in
Exhibit A-16.

6. Media Relations
Local media briefings were conducted with The Modesto Bee, The Stockton Record, the
Riverbank News, and The Oakdale Leader to inform the press about the Water Resource Plan
and to seek the opportunity to submit opinion editorials (op. eds.). The first op. ed., “OID:
Planning for the Future,” (Exhibits A-19 and A-20), was published in The Modesto Bee on
April 29, 2005, and in The Oakdale Leader on May 18, 2005.
The planning team also met with the editorial board of The Modesto Bee on April 20, 2005,
which led to a story in the newspaper.
A second op. ed., titled What We’ve Learned, ran again in The Modesto Bee on August 9, 2005,
and The Oakdale Leader on August 17, 2005 (see Exhibits A-21 and A-22).
A number of news stories have been generated by various activities. These stories have
included pieces about changing land use in the district, the city of Oakdale and OID
meetings to discuss the City’s future water needs, OID delivery service standards, and
changing irrigation patterns fueling OID planning. The complete news stories are contained
in Exhibits A-26 through A-32.
A series of press advisories were also issued to inform the public of the Board work
sessions. The advisories are contained in Exhibits A-24 and A-25.

7. Summary Fact Sheets
A number of complex topics, such as changing land use, OID infrastructure, delivery
standards, and others, have been covered in the planning team’s work. One of the objectives
of the public outreach has been to summarize these efforts in a two-page document that is
succinct and easier for the general public to understand. These fact sheets, Land Use and
Infrastructure, are included as Exhibits A-17 and A-18. These and others will be used at the
public scoping session. Others may include topics such as water balance, alternatives, and
financial models.
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8. Public and Board of Directors Presentations
Public and Board of Directors presentations were held as described in Table A-2.
TABLE A-2

Public Board Work Session Details
Date

Topic

Exhibit

December 14, 2004

Water Resources Plan Goals, Issues, and Planned Activities

A-7

February 15, 2005

Activities Update

A-8

May 17, 2005

Land Use PowerPoint

A-9

July 5, 2005

Infrastructure Presentation 1

A-10

August 10, 2005

Infrastructure Presentation 2

A-11

August 17, 2005

Infrastructure Presentation 3

A-12

August 2005

What We’ve Learned

A-13

October 18, 2005

What We’ve Learned

A-14

November 14, 2005

Phase I Recommendations

A-15

Outreach Deliverables
Deliverables provided for each outreach task are listed here.

Task 1 Assessment Activities Completed
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board workshop
Board interviews and report
Grower interviews and report
Community interviews and report
Stakeholder database developed
Strategic communication plan

Task 2 Outreach Activities Completed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A-8

Plan logo and theme
Plan mini–Web site
Update newsletters
Ongoing updates to database
Media relations (press release, advisories, op. eds.)
Community presentations
Community PowerPoint
Summary fact sheets
Newspaper display ads
Public Board work sessions
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List of Exhibits
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21
A-22
A-23
A-24
A-25
A-26
A-27
A-28
A-29
A-30
A-31
A-32

Draft Communications Plan: February 15, 2005
Update Newsletter: Winter 2005
Update Newsletter: Summer 2005
Newspaper Advertisement Version 1: Plan Introduction
Newspaper Advertisement Version 2: What We’ve Learned
San Joaquin County Water Advisory Commission PowerPoint Presentation: OID
WRP Introduction
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: Water Resources Plan Goals, Issues,
and Planned Activities, December 14, 2004
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: Activities Update, February 15, 2005
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: Land Use PowerPoint, May 17, 2005
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: Infrastructure Presentation 1,
July 5, 2005
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: Infrastructure Presentation 2,
August 10, 2005
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: Infrastructure Presentation 3,
August 17, 2005
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: What We’ve Learned, August 2005
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: What We’ve Learned, October 18, 2005
Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation: Phase I Recommendations,
November 14, 2005
List of Community Group Presentations
Land Use Summary Sheet
Infrastructure Summary Sheet
Opinion Editorial No. 1: The Modesto Bee, April 29, 2005—Plan Overview
Opinion Editorial No. 1: The Oakdale Leader, May 18, 2005—Plan Overview
Opinion Editorial No. 2: The Modesto Bee, August 9, 2005—What We’ve Learned
Opinion Editorial No. 2: The Oakdale Leader, August 17, 2005—What We’ve Learned
Water Resource Plan Mini–Web Site: Level 1 Navigation Pages
Press Advisory: August 4, 2005
Press Advisory: August 10, 2005
Newspaper Story: The Oakdale Leader, May 18, 2005—OID Predicts Future Ag
Land Use
Newspaper Story: The Oakdale Leader, August 3, 2005—City, OID to Cooperate on
Future Water Needs
Newspaper Story: The Oakdale Leader, August 10, 2005—OID Board to Discuss
Delivery Standards
Newspaper Story: The Oakdale Leader, August 17, 2005—Changing Irrigation
Patterns Fuel OID Water Plan
Newspaper Story: The Oakdale Leader, August 24, 2005—OID Plans for the Future
with Facilities Improvements, Upgrades
Newspaper Story: The Oakdale Leader, November 9, 2005—OID to Conduct Final
Workshop
Newspaper Story: The Oakdale Leader, November 16, 2005—OID Maps Out Water
Resources Plan
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A-33
A-34

A-10

List of Growers Interviewed
List of Community Leaders Interviewed
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Draft Communications Plan: February 15, 2005

Communications Plan – Oakdale Irrigation
District Water Resources Plan
Introduction
The purpose of this communication plan is to provide a framework to achieve
consensus for the Oakdale Irrigation District’s (OID or District) Water Resources
Plan through strategic messaging, branding and outreach efforts, and, at the same
time, to support the eventual California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process.
The overriding goal is to develop and maintain public support for the planning
process and the final plan itself. As a precursor to public plan support it is
important that the Board of Directors and staff achieve some level of agreement that
the plan is in the District’s best interests for the future. It has been expressed that
this plan is perhaps the most important undertaking by the District since the
formation of Tri-Dam. It will present a fundamental change in OID and how it
serves its constituency for the next two decades and beyond. To that end, additional
emphasis will be placed on achieving internal agreement.
The communication plan is divided into four basic sections: (1) Review and
Conclusions of the Outreach Assessment Process, (2) Strategic Outreach
Recommendations, (3) Outreach Activities and Tasks, and (4) Outreach Budget and
Timeline.
The recommendations include new elements not previously contemplated in the
original scope. The total budget amount for the new outreach efforts coincides with
the original budget. No additional budget amount is contemplated.
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1. Review and Conclusions of the Outreach
Assessment Phase
The outreach assessment process consisted of a series of meetings and workshops
with OID staff members, a full Board of Director’s workshop, individual interviews
with each member of the Board, interviews with OID growers, interviews with
community members and leaders as well as secondary research techniques and an
OID system tour.
The goals of the assessment task was to (1) gather information about OID’s brand
image in the community and determine how its various stakeholders perceive the
District, (2) to determine the current level of understanding of the District’s
operations and delivery system and (3) to uncover any salient public outreach issues
that needed to be addressed in the on-going outreach effort.
Board Workshop
A public meeting of the OID Board of Directors was held on December 14, 2004. The
Board agreed in principle that for the Water Resources Plan to be considered
successful it should:








Achieve broad-based public support
Provide excellent irrigation and domestic water service to OID customers
Protect OID’s water rights
Identify implementable and affordable programs
Achieve excellence in O&M
Benefit the regional community
Enhance OID’s status as a community asset

These measures of success are important to the plan messaging and will be
communicated through public outreach tools.
Board Interviews
Each Board member graciously agreed to a personal interview and provided
substantial information on various subjects relevant to the development of the plan
and OID status in the community.
The Directors generally believe that OID is now headed in the right direction, after
years of neglect due to a lack of funds and poor leadership. OID’s image in the
community is getting better, though one director thinks it is perceived as not being
user-friendly and another thinks growers are unhappy with it. Several Directors
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believe that OID is a non-issue to the public and what little information the public
has is old news. Nevertheless, OID is improving its image in the community.
Overall, the Directors believe the District’s system is in need of repairs. Most of the
Directors believe the issue is serious. Specific areas requiring repair are disputed.
Suggestions for improving the District’s delivery system include on-farm
conservation, water metering, building regulating reservoirs, District water
reclamation projects and piping the system instead of rehabbing it. The Directors
are looking for project priorities, costs and benefits.
Water transfers are seen as a way to pay for system repairs. Several Directors favor
this approach as long as the water stays in the District. The economics of water sales
through a combination of transfers may resolve that issue. A majority of the
Directors want District growers taken care of first.
Annexation is an acceptable solution to the “shrinking” District, which is loosing
land to houses. Annexation is a priority for two Directors and the other three see it
as secondary, but clearly important.
The one area where all the Directors seem to agree is on providing domestic water to
the urban areas, especially Oakdale and Riverbank. They are not suggesting that
OID build a water treatment facility, but to contract with urban areas for surface
water delivery. This way the water stays in the District and can be sold at a higher
rate than growers pay.
A majority of the Board believes the Water Resources Plan is a key component for
the future of the District. The Directors believe the Plan will provide direction for
the District by determining what needs to be done and how to do it. They also
expect that the Plan will address how to pay for it.
Board Interview Conclusions:








Financial stability of the District is essential
Water should be used locally first
Annexation is acceptable in some form
OID system clearly needs repair
Customer service could be improved by fixing the system
Urbanization of areas of the District is inevitable
Domestic water sales is one viable alternative
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Grower Interviews
A series of OID grower interviews were held in Oakdale in January 2005. These
interviews were conducted away from the District office without any District staff or
Board members present. Interviewees were informed about the nature of the Water
Resources Plan and that OID was interested in their candid responses. The
interviews were conducted in two group sessions. A question was posed to the
group and then each individual was asked to respond. The responses are
summarized below.
The growers interviewed










John Brichetto – Large growers in the District
Brum De Visser – Almonds, corn, oats, dairy farmer, clover
Lawrence Foard – Retired farmer
Jack Hoekstra – Dairy Farmer
Bill Jackson – Grows/raises: almonds, walnuts, grapes, clover, cattle
Brian Kamper – Dairy farmer, corn, oats, pasture
Ray Rissetto – Walnuts
Bill Smith – Cattle and pasture
Dave and Cathy Williams – Raises Arabian horse

Overall State of the OID Today
The growers generally believe that OID has changed in the past several years from a
District characterized by favoritism to one that is better managed and run. Most of
the growers see OID headed in the right direction after years of being too
conservative. They all agree that OID continues to have a number of issues to
resolve including the amount of water that is lost, the state of disrepair of the system
and future changes in land use.
They worry about how OID is going to tackle the maintenance issues as they are
legion and will take years to modernize. They are concerned about the urbanization
of the District, especially with the small ranchettes being developed by weekend
farmers who have no clue about best practices. They would like to see a more
reliable delivery system.
There is complaint by a few about the bickering that goes on at Board meetings.
They believe that customer service could be better. Some of the growers still are not
sure who to contact with a problem so they contact Steve Knell direct. One grower
reports that he has never seen one or two of the DSOs that are assigned to his
division.
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OID’s Contribution to the Regional Economy
As other interviewees have reported, the growers do not see OID’s economic impact
in the community or region as other irrigation districts in the Central Valley, where
tractor, farm implement, chemical and other dealers exist. They understand
agriculture’s importance to the region but it’s multiply affect is not as important.
The District’s Image in the Community
The public does not understand OID or how the system works according to the
growers. In some cases, what information the public has is old and a result of past
squabbles and newspaper reports of poor management. They report it is easy to
compare OID to its neighboring irrigation districts such as SSJID and MID that have
done a good job of branding themselves through substantial PR efforts and projects.
One grower summed up their consensus: “OID has not been a shinning star.”
The OID Delivery System
The growers have a wide range of suggestions to fix OID’s delivery system. They all
agree that the system needs to be repaired, whether on-farm or in OID canals is open
for debate. Several growers indicated that they would consider switching to more
profitable crops if the system was able to handle drip or was at least more
responsive.
Suggestions include:








Pressurizing the system through piping – farmers would be willing to pay for
it. A large number of growers interviewed recommended this approach.
Develop more storage/build regulating reservoirs.
Create incentives to improve on-farm irrigation practices.
Encourage conservation – charge water by the acre-foot not by the acre.
Develop more flexibility in water deliveries.
Create an on-demand system to improve irrigation practices.
Train the DSOs on best irrigation practice.

Annexations and Water Transfers
Selling water out of the District is universally opposed. However, when growers
understand that it is one way to pay for repairs to the system and provide better
service, their opposition turns to interest. Selling the water in the region is
preferred. Growers worry about selling the water and not being able to have
enough for themselves and neighboring growers. However, they recognize the
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amount of water lost through inefficiencies is creating interest by others statewide,
they also fear regulatory loss of water.
Annexations are seen as a way to keep water locally, but some growers fear that the
water will continue to be used inefficiently unless the annexing farmers value the
water. Some of the growers think annexation is acceptable if the charges
compensate those who have paid for the existing system. “They must pay their
way,” noted one grower.
The growers agree that some balance between annexations and water transfers – “as
long as it makes economic sense” – is the best course.
The Water Resources Planning Effort
The growers agree that the Plan is a good step taken by OID. They see the Water
Resources Plan as a way to protect OID Water Rights. They want the Plan to include
specific recommendations on how to repair the system, although at least one
interviewee stated, “everyone knows the problems.” Growers urge that the plan
deal with how to pay for the repairs and offer specific projects. They believe that
land use planning, “Where are the customers going to be?” and “What role will the
cities play?” are other elements to be considered in the planning process.
Rating Customer Service
The growers were all asked to rate OID’s customer service on a scale from 1 to 10
with one being extremely poor and 10 the best possible service.
The lowest rating was a five. Others rated the system as high as an eight. There
were three individuals who rated customer service as a 6. The average of the ten
interviewees was a 7.
Other Comments
Some growers see OID at a crossroads where it needs to deal with the water lost and
the delivery system or the District may lose its water to outsiders. Some think the
system is so old that it is beyond fixing and would be too expensive to repair,
replacement would be less costly in the long run. One grower suggested that if OID
was able to save substantial amounts of water through this planning effort that the
District might consider a project similar to SSJID’s Water Supply Program, serving
urban areas with domestic water.
Several growers think OID needs to step up its public relations efforts. They think
this can be accomplished by promoting best practices though DSO training and by
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helping them to realize they are OID team members not just a “water guy” or
maintenance personnel. They suggest an increase in information tools (bi-monthly
newsletters, more information on the Web site and one suggested a video). These
efforts, they believe, would counter the impression that OID works behind closed
doors.
Summary Conclusions
Similar to the Board interviews, these growers









Recognize that water is being lost in the District
See the need for better on-farm practices
Want water used first in the District
Recognize the need to repair the OID system
Fear the loss of OID water if the system is not fixed
Hold a wide range of opinions on how to repair the system
Suggest a balance between water transfers and annexations
Think the District needs to do a better job of training and communication

Community Leader Interviews
During January and February 2005 ten community leader interview sessions were
also conducted concerning the OID Water Resources Plan. Those interviewed
included:













Steven Baker, Oakdale City Administrator
Wendell Chun, Oakdale Joint Unified School District Superintendent
Jaime Dykzeul, Field Representative for Assemblyman Cogdill
Richard Holmer, Riverbank City Manager (with JD Hightower, Public Works
Director, Laurie Barton, City Planner, Larrie Sweet, Water Department
Manager)
Lacey Kiriakou, Field Representative for Congressman Radanovich
Allen Short, General Manager, Modesto Irrigation District (with Walt Ward,
Assistant General Manager)
Mitch Naylor, Oakdale Leader Editor
Bill O’Brien, Stanislaus County Supervisor
Paul Zelusky, Manager of Technical Services, Hershey’s (with David
Crawmer, Manager Engineering Services, Roger Avery, Associate Staff
Engineer, Janet McWilliams, Senior Quality Assurance and Environmental
Specialist)
Wayne Zipser, Executive Director, Stanislaus County Farm Bureau
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Summary of Community Interviews










They have varying degrees of understanding about OID and its operations or
water issues.
While most plead lack of knowledge of OID, they almost all recall past press,
but don’t seem influenced by it.
They see OID as improving, but some still have a few issues. OID is
compared to MID and TID but not seen as a “shining star.”
The cities of Oakdale and Riverbank and Hershey’s do not see a need for
District domestic water at this time.
They all noted interest in OID and have varying degrees of understanding
about the District as community asset.
MID does not necessarily value the OID tail water that it gets, estimated at
25,000-30,000 acre-feet, as it is “not dependable.”
Depending on their agency’s or company’s interaction with the District, they
expressed interest in working in some capacity with OID in the future. (E.g.,
Superintendent Chun would like to develop water education curriculum for
his high school teachers. Editor Naylor wants to do a comprehensive series
on water for the Leader. The cities expressed interest in working in some
fashion in the future with OID for domestic water, Hershey might use OID
water for cooling.)
All express some level of support for OID and its planning process, and
requested to be kept apprised of the Resources Plan and its progress.

Assessment Conclusions
Oakdale tends to be a closed community. Repeatedly it was stated that if “you’re
not from Oakdale, you’re an outsider.” Students who go away to college are, unlike
many small valley communities, quick to return to live and work. The
Superintendent of Schools noted that he often has multiple “native” candidates for
teaching jobs.
This is in no way casting any aspersions on the community. As a matter of fact, the
“Oakdale way of life” is what is attracting many of the large “ranchette”
homebuyers and others to the area. They like the lifestyle that Oakdale has to offer.
The OID Brand, Attitudes and Perceptions about the District
The outreach implications are that it is harder to re-brand a company than to
overcome previous negative publicity. Past Board of Director squabbles and
unfortunate financial situations that caused years of system neglect have left the
impression of an irrigation district that is “not a shinning star.”
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Nevertheless, there are many positive attitudes and perception about OID as well.
What those impressions are depends on which group is asked.
The Board
The OID Board collectively sees the District as a changing and emerging, but unique
irrigation district that needs to fix its “broken” system, plan for the future, and
protect is water rights. It is generally not focused on the District’s regional impact.
The Directors are perhaps the most severe critics of the District. They recognize that
there is considerable “wasted water,” whether its on-farm or in the delivery system.
Growers
The growers have a slightly different view on the District, but they too believe OID
to be unique. They are not as harsh as the Directors in their evaluation of the
District and see OID as doing the best it can under the circumstances (“the system
was designed for another time and agricultural practices”). They see the District as
being better managed compared to previous years and now attempting to address
its delivery problems. They think there is too much bickering at the Board level and
think that staff could do a better job of training and communication. They
characterize the water issue as “water lost” and not so much as “wasted.”
Staff
Staff views the District somewhere between the growers and the board. The system
needs fixing and water rights need to be fortified. With new personnel on board,
changes being made, new training programs in place and others being developed,
and new directions being taken (such as the Water Resources Plan), staff sees an
irrigation district that could be a model district with expertise in numerous water
issues. Staff thinks the current on-farm practices are inefficient and recognizes that
the District should play a role in helping growers with best practices. Staff would
portray water inefficiencies as central to the overall health of the District and
describe it as both lost and wasted.
Community Leaders
Community leaders, generally reflect what the general public is thinking. They have
varying degrees of knowledge about OID, but actually see OID in a more favorable
light than perhaps the Board and Staff realize. While there is some confusion as to
the services rendered by the District, community leaders are aware of OID, its role in
ag and, to a certain extent, its role in the region as a significant employer and
contributor to the economy beyond ag. They are not aware of the water being lost or
even its significance to the District.
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The General Public
If the community leaders truly reflect the opinion of the public (and they most often
do), the public has a somewhat favorable opinion of OID, but its knowledge is
limited. Recent research shows that the public in general has little or no
understanding of what irrigation districts do or how they contribute to their
communities, but once these aspects of irrigation districts are explained public
opinion is often favorable.
Typically in valley communities the discussion could end there. However, as
mentioned previously Oakdale is a unique community just as OID is a unique
irrigation district. No doubt the public perception of OID is limited to what it has
read in the two newspapers that cover Oakdale (the Bee and the Leader). No doubt
there is some lingering concern about OID’s past. However, as every single group
interview said: “OID’s image is getting better.”
Characterizing the OID Brand








OID is viewed as a very different irrigation district from its neighbors and
defined by terrain and past conservatism.
It is seen as in need of serious repairs to an out of date water delivery system
that does not use water efficiently.
Many of its growers are pictured as not valuing water and wasteful.
The District is seen as trying to fix its problems.
While it has not been a “shinning star,” it is now viewed as better managed.
It is considered to be good at customer service.
Its contribution to the regional community is greatly under valued by all
groups.

OID Outreach Issues
There are a number of outreach issues that were uncovered in the assessment
process, some of which are directly related to the OID brand. More specifically, the
OID brand has been shaped by these issues.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lack of cohesiveness by the Board that makes some OID actions suspect.
Past negative press that has minimal residual PR effects.
Lack of a public understanding about OID in general.
Image as inefficient and too conservative.
Lack of appreciation about OID’s role in the region and local community.

These issues, to the extent necessary will be addressed in the recommendations
section.
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2. Strategic Outreach Recommendations
The purpose of the outreach effort is to build public consensus and support for the
Water Resources Plan and prepare the way for implementation. The
recommendations and activities recommended here are designed to accomplish
those objectives and not necessarily address all of the issues revealed in the
assessment directly. For example, it is difficult to address the perception that the
Board lacks cohesiveness in the outreach effort except by demonstrating to the
public that the Board is moving forward with a plan that will address the District’s
long term viability and protect its resources. However, if the Board ultimately and
unanimously adopts the Water Resources Plan, that action alone could put to bed
some of the lingering negatively about the Board.
Why Support the Plan
Implementing effective outreach efforts in the community will build community
support for the Plan that will be pivotal should any challenges to the final Resources
Plan be offered. The Plan may impact a large number of regional stakeholders
including those who look to the Stanislaus River such as fisheries and environmental
groups, neighboring districts, those in and near the District who rely on
groundwater resources, as well as urban waters from far away as Southern
California.
Challenges typically come in a number of ways including, but not limited to, the
Plan’s failure to get sufficient public input, evaluate a range of alternative
management strategies and/or options and the potential impact on the environment
in the implementation of the Plan. From an outreach perspective, it will be
necessary to demonstrate that the plan has sought, acquired and considered public
input. Thus, forums for public comment must be developed that accomplish these
objectives.
Building Consensus through Connection
In a small community such as Oakdale, there is more awareness of OID than might
be thought. This is partially true because of the nature of the community.
Nevertheless, the public has little knowledge of specific OID operations, needs and
issues except for what is reported in the papers and word of mouth. As reviewed
earlier, recent research shows that when the public understands what irrigation
districts do, confidence ratings skyrocket.
Perhaps the most salient issue uncovered in the outreach assessment phases was the
apparent under valuing of OID as a regional asset by stakeholders, including Board
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members, growers and community leaders. This concept – of OID as a community
asset – is the cornerstone on which a meaningful and effective outreach campaign
can and should be built.
Recommended Outreach Strategy
The outreach effort should focus on getting the public to view OID as a community
asset by understanding its role in the region, through its many contributions (nearly
a 100 year old business, major investment in the area, large community employer,
co-builder/owner/operator of Tri-Dam, to mention a few). If the public begins to
see OID as a community asset, it’s more likely to support any effort OID undertakes
including the Water Resources Plan.
This strategy of building support through community connection should not ignore
the planning process. The two should be linked so that the public and key
stakeholders see OID as important and that this planning effort is vital not only to
the District, but also to the community thus relating support for OID to support for
the Plan.
Recommended Messaging Strategy
The overall strategy is to get stakeholders to see the connection between OID’s
importance to the community by how the plan benefits everyone (ag, urban,
business, environmental). That will be the central theme of the outreach tools and
tactics to be implemented.
Specific messages in those tools that will validate the strategy as well as address the
outreach issues reviewed above include:
Message
OID is a community asset.

Issue
Lack of appreciation of OID.

OID services (providing water for decades)

What OID does.

OID is an emerging District that is
dedicated to improving the quality
of its services and operations to
benefit everyone.

Past negative press.
Inefficient District.

OID has launched a major planning
effort to ensure future reliable water
supplies for our community and to
protect our most valuable resource, water.

Board perception.
Past Negativity.
Inefficient District.
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3. Outreach Activities and Tasks
It is important to build consensus for the plan not only with external groups but also
internal ones as wells. To that end, the outreach activities are divided into internal
and external tasks.
Internal Tasks
Board Workshop
The community would like to see the OID Board of Directors come together and
work together with less acrimony and more teamwork. The Water Resources Plan
presents the Board with that opportunity to find common ground for the betterment
of the District. It is recommended that two additional Board workshops be held, one
to be conducted in connection with the development of alternatives and one to
consider the preferred alternative. These should be “round table discussions” and
not regular Board meetings where activity updates already occur frequently.
Presentation to OID Staff and Employees
OID staff members and employees who can help carry the word of mouth message
should be included in the process and at least two presentations made to as many
OID employees as possible at a time and in an appropriate place. One could be
conducted now so that they feel a part of the process and one at the alternative
stage.
External Tasks
Community Outreach – Branding OID and Gathering Input
The community outreach will have two key objectives: (1) to convey the OID Asset
Theme to build understanding about OID and the Plan and (2) solicit input and
comments. The tactics to accomplish this will be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A series of OID newspapers ads
An interactive section on the OID Web site
Continued community and regional briefings
Community speaker’s bureau
Media relations (briefings and opinion editorials)
Public Open House (Alternatives stage)
Public Meeting at draft plan stage
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Newspaper ads
A series of three, 3 columns X 10” newspaper (1/4 page) ads will be developed.
They will: (Ad No. 1) Focus on OID as a community asset, very briefly review the
planning effort, and solicit input as written comments via the Web site (comments
can also be made by mail or fax). (Ad No. 2) Continue the asset theme, briefly
review alternatives, solicit written comments, announce Open House. (Ad No. 3)
Continue branding OID announce public meeting at the draft plan stage. Ads will
run in the Oakdale Leader and Riverbank newspapers.
Interactive Web Site
A four to five page Web site about the Water Resources Plan will be created that will
offer the visitor information about the plan, the planning process, outreach
opportunities, a map of the district, pdfs of various documents (Updates, press
releases, op eds, etc.) and a contact page that will allow the visitor to email
comments and questions to the District.
Regional Interviews and Briefings
To continue to build support for the plan with key stakeholders, interviews that
were not conducted due to scheduling conflicts and interviewee availability in Task
1 of the assessment will be completed in this phase.
Community Presentations
Regional community groups will be contacted and brief presentations made in the
months to come. A new PowerPoint Presentation will be created that will
incorporate the OID Water Resources Plan logo and themes. It is anticipated that
Steve Knell will make most of these presentations.
Media Relations
Media briefings will continue as necessary and opinion editorials (op eds)
developed for Steve Knell for the various local press. The Leader has already agreed
to run them. There will be three pieces developed: (1) Planning for the future, (2)
the alternatives and (3) the preferred alternative. The OID Branding theme will be
incorporated.
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Public Open House
Initially it was thought that three public meetings would occur in the outreach
process, one at the end of the assessment phase, one at the alternatives and one for
the preferred alternative, which would launch the CEQA process in a public
meeting. However, it was determined that the initial public meeting was premature
and the resources and effort would be better spent interviewing stakeholders and
community leaders, in workshops with the Board, staff and in other outreach
activities. A public open house is recommended to present the alternatives to the
public. In the open house a series of booths or displays are created to feature the
alternatives and are staffed by knowledgeable individuals who will answer
questions and provide information. Comment cards will be freely distributed and
guests welcomed to provide input. Sign up sheets and take away fact sheets will
also be provided. This event will reinforce the District’s commitment to obtain
input in the development of alternatives and support the formal initiation of the
CEQA process discussed below.
Public Meeting
To formally begin the CEQA process a public meeting will be held to present to the
community and its stakeholders the proposed preferred Water Resources Plan
alternative (draft plan) and proposed alternatives for input and comment. This will
be a town hall type meeting with newspaper notices, press releases and mailings
created to notifying the public of it. A comprehensive presentation of the planning
process including the assessment phase and technical information gathered will be
summarized. The considered alternatives will be reviewed and reasons for selecting
the proposed preferred alternative will be covered. The public will be asked for
input and comment both written and oral.
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The Oakdale Irrigation District
and its sphere of inﬂuence.

330 miles of canals service
OID customers.

The Board of Directors of the Oakdale Irrigation
District have initiated a major study to assess its
water resources, delivery system, and operations
to determine how it can best protect its water
rights while meeting the needs of all its
constituency and serve the region. “It’s the most
important OID effort since the development of the
Tri-Dam project years ago,” said Frank Clark,
Chairman of the Board. “We are looking at ways to
make District operations more reliable and better
serve our customers.”
Steve Knell, General Manager, said that one of
the important reasons to be assessing the District’s
water practices and delivery system is that
“Historic uses of the land are changing due to
urbanization, new crops and the need for improved
agricultural management. Accordingly, the District
believes it is important to understand why and how
we can utilize our resources more effectively to
protect our water rights and also to provide better
service to our growers.”
To help facilitate the study, the District
has retained CH2MHILL, whose expertise and
experience in water-related planning is recognized
internationally, to assist the Board of Directors
and staff with the development of a
comprehensive and implementable plan. Given the
importance of thoroughly understanding and
involving the public, Panagraph, a Fresno-based
ﬁrm specializing in public outreach and
communications, will lead efforts to ensure public
input into the plan.

WHAT THE PLAN WILL STUDY
The study, which was launched in November 2004, will look
at various kinds of information and data including OID’s
Stanislaus River water rights, current and future groundwater
levels, and how groundwater and surface water are used
together to beneﬁt the area.
The plan will review water management and OID’s irrigation
practices including how water is delivered to customers
and how it is used. It will look at historic land use trends and
develop forecasts for how future land use will impact
water supplies.
Focus will be on creating a comprehensive plan that will
provide speciﬁc, prioritized recommendations for OID facilities

and system improvements that will comply with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and how to phase the
improvements consistent with available ﬁnancial resources. The
plan will also address how OID can best plan for the future and
optimize how its Stanislaus River water supplies can be most
beneﬁcially put to use. Potential options include broader ranges
of irrigation deliveries, drought protection measures,
groundwater recharge programs, possible water deliveries to
municipal, industrial users, environmental needs, annexations
and water transfers.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT TASK AND TIMELINE
The Draft Water Resources plan is expected to be completed by November 2005 and ready for the CEQA process.
Outreach Assessment

Meeting with local and regional stakeholders to review the purpose and goals
of the Plan.

Data Collection/OID System Evaluation

Assessment of all historical information and the current system.

Public Outreach

Continuous effort to keep the public informed of progress of the Plan.

Detailed Analysis/Plan Development

Study of information gathered and development of solutions

Draft Plan/CEQA Initiation

Recommended plan with CEQA initiation submitted for the Board’s approval.

PLAN GOALS

DISTRICT FACTS

The Board of Directors has set the following goals for the Oakdale Community

Date Organized:

1909

Water Resources Plan:

Acres in the District:

72,500

• Preserve and protect OID’s water rights and resources;
• Identify water management opportunities that provide better service;
• Review the OID delivery system and its infrastructure improvement needs;
• Identify facilities required to better meet water user needs and to improve
on-farm water use efﬁciency;
• Identify alternatives for system and operational enhancements ﬁnancing;

Irrigated Acres:

54,000 (2003 season)

Urban Acres:

11,000

Annual Diversion Right:

300,000 acre feet

Diversion Point:

Goodwin Dam

Water Delivery System:

330 miles of canals (open,
lined and buried pipelines)

Ag Wells:

24 systems

• Respond to stakeholders’ expectations for service, cost and operational
ﬂexibility; and
• Prepare an affordable, implementable plan that will meet CEQA objectives.
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For More Information about the Oakdale Water Resources Plan, or to be on the mailing list
contact Steve Knell, General Manager, Oakdale Irrigation District, (209) 847-0341 or visit
www.oakdaleirrigation.com.
The Stanislaus River at Knights Ferry.
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PUBLIC OUTREACH
Since the inception of the development of the WRP, the
District has kept stakeholders abreast of its current undertaking by providing them with various informational
resources. The District has focused its efforts on educating
the public and reaching out to stakeholders to ascertain
their concerns.
Earlier this year, OID mailed its winter newsletter which
summarized the purpose of the WRP and outlined the Board
of Director’s goals for the Plan. Since then, several
news articles, opinion editorials and advertisements have
appeared in local newspapers, such as The Modesto Bee,
The Oakdale Leader and The Riverbank News.

OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT

tion on upcoming events and offers visitors the opportunity
to voice their concerns via e-mail.
Community members and OID customers who do not have
Internet access but wish to express their concerns or
comments are welcome to do so by contacting OID’s
General Manager Steve Knell at (209) 847-0341 or fax them
to (209) 847-3468. Letters can be mailed to the following
address: OID Water Resources Plan, 1205 East F Street,
Oakdale, CA 95361.

A Community Plan. A Successful Future.

UPDATE
SUMMER 2005

WATER RESOURCES PLAN: WHAT WE’VE LEARNED
Last November, the Oakdale Irrigation District (OID)
along with CH2M Hill, an internationally recognized firm in
water resources planning, launched a study examining the
various fundamentals that shape OID and its water system.
This analysis, known as the OID Water Resources Plan
(WRP), will guide the District’s water management for the
next two to three decades.

The District has also held workshops and presentations
throughout the community. These events have covered
topics ranging from OID’s history to its present and future
challenges, land use trends, economical and environmental
impacts, and the overall need for the WRP. The most recent
events, held in mid-August at the Rama Inn, reviewed
current and proposed District Service Standards and
Improvement Projects.
OID’s interactive Web site, www.oakdaleirrigation.com, is
another way stakeholders can remain updated on the latest
happenings of the WRP. This site contains copies of newspaper articles and community presentations, provides informa-
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For the past several months, the Board of Directors and
staff and its resource planning team have been hard at work
studying the various fundamentals that shape OID and its
water system, including land use and how it’s changing in
the District. The OID water delivery system, which is badly
in need of repair, has been carefully examined.
The OID Water Resources Web site will keep you up to date on
all projects.

3. These two factors will require OID to enhance the
level of service it provides to keep up with changing
customer needs.
4. Opportunities to expand the District's customer base
have been discovered.
5. Modest system improvements can enhance water supply
reliability and reduce regional groundwater pumping.
6. A significant investment in repairs needs to be made.
7. The amount of water leaving OID (either as tailwater from
crops or because of operational inefficiencies) is significant and, to the extent possible, must be managed for the
beneficial use of the region.
8. The cost of the repairs, service improvements and any
other projects identified in the study must be paid on a
pay-as-you-go plan.
There is more to be done, including looking at OID
Service Standards, water balance models, financing options
and more.

OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT

As this process has moved forward, the resource planning
team has been reaching out to OID’s constituency and
continues to seek input. Please let OID know if you have any
thoughts, comments or questions about the WRP.

WATER
RESOURCES
PLAN

A Community Plan. A Successful Future.
Oakdale Irrigation District
1205 East F Street Oakdale, CA 95361

For More Information about the Oakdale Water Resources
Plan, or to be on the mailing list contact Steve Knell, General
Manager, Oakdale Irrigation District, (209) 847-0341 or visit
www.oakdaleirrigation.com.

OID canals are eroding and need repair.

The objective is to weave all this vital information and data
into a draft water resources document that will meet the
WRP’s goals by finding the best alternative or combination
of alternatives. By November, we should be ready to start
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process, a
precursor to implementing any major water project in
the state.

How water is used in the District has been scrutinized. OID
customers have been contacted about their future needs
and what services they’d like OID to provide. The amount of
water that is leaving the District in the form of drainwater
or water OID releases for other purposes, called spills,
has been studied. The significant findings to date are
the following:
1. Some agricultural land is urbanizing, which will cause a
decreased demand for OID water.
2. OID customers are changing the type of crops they
are growing. The shift is from pasture to higher-value
permanent crops, which often means a switch from
surface to groundwater, leading to a decrease in demand
for OID water.

Pastures like this one will soon be the home to orchards.

Land use is an essential component of the District’s WRP as
it dictates the current and future water needs within OID
and its Sphere of Inﬂuence (SOI), adjacent lands outside
the District.
An analysis of historic and current land usage within the
District and its SOI has identiﬁed that a dramatic shift in the
region’s cropping patterns and rapid population growth will
affect OID’s future. If not addressed, these factors could
impact OID’s ability to meet the water needs of its customers.

“... pasture
land will
decrease ...”

The region’s agriculture will change drastically over the
next 20 years. Pasture lands will decrease within the District
as orchard acreage will double. Lands in the SOI will
continue to develop into orchard operations.
Rapid urban and industrial growth also poses challenges
for the District as Riverbank’s and Oakdale’s growth rates
outpace those of other California cities.
The study has led the District to six critical conclusions
about its future:
• Within OID's service area, ag land use changes in the
next 20 years will inﬂuence both the total water supply
requirements and OID's customer service needs.

• The continued trend of orchard crops replacing pasture
may contribute to a reduction in overall demand for OID
surface water supply. Unless OID enhances its services
and infrastructure, newly developed orchards may elect
to use groundwater in lieu of OID-supplied surface water.
• There is no clear geographic pattern to the agricultural
land use changes. Future improvements to OID's distribution and supply system will therefore need to ﬂexibly
accommodate a mix of crop types and parcel sizes.
• Urban growth will continue, contiguous with the existing
boundaries of Oakdale and Riverbank. Approximately 10
percent of OID's current agricultural land base will
convert to urban use.
• OID's customer base will continue to include a large
percentage of smaller ranchette-type parcels. City and
County land use policies may restrict the rate at which
large agricultural parcels are subdivided in the
rural areas.
• Continued growth of new agricultural lands within OID's
SOI will offer signiﬁcant potential for service expansion
to offset urban land use growth inside OID's current
service area.

“... orchard
acreage will
double ...”

INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENT:
IMPORTANT PLANNING TOOL
One of the approaches that the Board of Directors is using
to meet the goals of the District’s WRP is an in-depth assessment and plan for OID’s infrastructure, which includes an
analysis of its reservoirs, canals, laterals, pipeline, open
ditches, turnouts and the like.

parcels as capacity is available and updated standard to
consistently support practices and applications. These
minor changes also have their challenges as they do little
to improve service and retain OID’s agriculture base as
orchard growers switch from surface water to groundwater.

The infrastructure evaluation process began with a
comprehensive assessment that looked at projects
that “must” be accomplished to keep OID’s delivery
system viable.
Projects will target tunnels and canals,control structures,
canal and lateral restoration, and pipeline rehabilitation in
addition to other smaller projects that improve customer
service and responsiveness.

Customer-driven standards would expand arranged delivery practices and provide a range of Service Standards by
crop type, acreage, irrigation method and customer preferences. They would set reasonable limits on each component
of service and continue to ensure consistent service equity.

Service Standards are the key to retaining and attracting
customers. Setting Service Standards include understanding
customer’s requirements which are determined by acreage,
crop type, irrigation method and soil type. They also include
water delivery issues such as frequency of delivery, rate of
ﬂow, system scheduling, turnout features, water quality and
other factors.
There are a number of challenges facing OID regarding its
current standards and practices. Some of the more salient
ones include the following: the original system was designed
for 160-acre parcels, and the District is experiencing continued subdividing into smaller pieces; actual practices are
often inconsistent with the adopted standard as exceptions
are frequent; and the water delivery capacity of the 10
divisions to meet 10-day rotation varies.
Minor revisions to the Service Standards could be made
that would require only minimal changes and would offer a
mix of ﬁxed rotation, arranged delivery for large agricultural
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Goodwin Dam on the Stanislaus River, the diversion point for the
OID canal system. The system here is shared with South San
Joaquin Irrigation District.

Customer-driven standards would bring a higher level of
service to District growers, increase long-term customer
base, provide a ﬂexible approach to adjust to local factors as
they change in the future and provide for incremental payas-you-go improvements.
However, customer-driven standards would require a
higher level of Distribution System Operator training and
make scheduling more complex. Similarly, more infrastructure improvements and higher operating costs could result
from this.
The Board will be considering these Service Standard
options and infrastructure improvements as well as projects
that improve customer service and those that are of a
regional nature. All these are being assessed and will be
considered in the draft WRP, scheduled for completion in
November 2005.
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The Oakdale Irrigation District and its sphere of influence.

“Projects will target tunnels and canals,
control structures,
canal and lateral restoration, and
pipeline rehabilitation
in addition to other smaller projects
that improve customer ser vice
and responsiveness.”

Land use is an essential component of the District’s WRP as
it dictates the current and future water needs within OID
and its Sphere of Inﬂuence (SOI), adjacent lands outside
the District.
An analysis of historic and current land usage within the
District and its SOI has identiﬁed that a dramatic shift in the
region’s cropping patterns and rapid population growth will
affect OID’s future. If not addressed, these factors could
impact OID’s ability to meet the water needs of its customers.

“... pasture
land will
decrease ...”

The region’s agriculture will change drastically over the
next 20 years. Pasture lands will decrease within the District
as orchard acreage will double. Lands in the SOI will
continue to develop into orchard operations.
Rapid urban and industrial growth also poses challenges
for the District as Riverbank’s and Oakdale’s growth rates
outpace those of other California cities.
The study has led the District to six critical conclusions
about its future:
• Within OID's service area, ag land use changes in the
next 20 years will inﬂuence both the total water supply
requirements and OID's customer service needs.

• The continued trend of orchard crops replacing pasture
may contribute to a reduction in overall demand for OID
surface water supply. Unless OID enhances its services
and infrastructure, newly developed orchards may elect
to use groundwater in lieu of OID-supplied surface water.
• There is no clear geographic pattern to the agricultural
land use changes. Future improvements to OID's distribution and supply system will therefore need to ﬂexibly
accommodate a mix of crop types and parcel sizes.
• Urban growth will continue, contiguous with the existing
boundaries of Oakdale and Riverbank. Approximately 10
percent of OID's current agricultural land base will
convert to urban use.
• OID's customer base will continue to include a large
percentage of smaller ranchette-type parcels. City and
County land use policies may restrict the rate at which
large agricultural parcels are subdivided in the
rural areas.
• Continued growth of new agricultural lands within OID's
SOI will offer signiﬁcant potential for service expansion
to offset urban land use growth inside OID's current
service area.

“... orchard
acreage will
double ...”

INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENT:
IMPORTANT PLANNING TOOL
One of the approaches that the Board of Directors is using
to meet the goals of the District’s WRP is an in-depth assessment and plan for OID’s infrastructure, which includes an
analysis of its reservoirs, canals, laterals, pipeline, open
ditches, turnouts and the like.

parcels as capacity is available and updated standard to
consistently support practices and applications. These
minor changes also have their challenges as they do little
to improve service and retain OID’s agriculture base as
orchard growers switch from surface water to groundwater.

The infrastructure evaluation process began with a
comprehensive assessment that looked at projects
that “must” be accomplished to keep OID’s delivery
system viable.
Projects will target tunnels and canals,control structures,
canal and lateral restoration, and pipeline rehabilitation in
addition to other smaller projects that improve customer
service and responsiveness.

Customer-driven standards would expand arranged delivery practices and provide a range of Service Standards by
crop type, acreage, irrigation method and customer preferences. They would set reasonable limits on each component
of service and continue to ensure consistent service equity.

Service Standards are the key to retaining and attracting
customers. Setting Service Standards include understanding
customer’s requirements which are determined by acreage,
crop type, irrigation method and soil type. They also include
water delivery issues such as frequency of delivery, rate of
ﬂow, system scheduling, turnout features, water quality and
other factors.
There are a number of challenges facing OID regarding its
current standards and practices. Some of the more salient
ones include the following: the original system was designed
for 160-acre parcels, and the District is experiencing continued subdividing into smaller pieces; actual practices are
often inconsistent with the adopted standard as exceptions
are frequent; and the water delivery capacity of the 10
divisions to meet 10-day rotation varies.
Minor revisions to the Service Standards could be made
that would require only minimal changes and would offer a
mix of ﬁxed rotation, arranged delivery for large agricultural
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Goodwin Dam on the Stanislaus River, the diversion point for the
OID canal system. The system here is shared with South San
Joaquin Irrigation District.

Customer-driven standards would bring a higher level of
service to District growers, increase long-term customer
base, provide a ﬂexible approach to adjust to local factors as
they change in the future and provide for incremental payas-you-go improvements.
However, customer-driven standards would require a
higher level of Distribution System Operator training and
make scheduling more complex. Similarly, more infrastructure improvements and higher operating costs could result
from this.
The Board will be considering these Service Standard
options and infrastructure improvements as well as projects
that improve customer service and those that are of a
regional nature. All these are being assessed and will be
considered in the draft WRP, scheduled for completion in
November 2005.
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The Oakdale Irrigation District and its sphere of influence.

“Projects will target tunnels and canals,
control structures,
canal and lateral restoration, and
pipeline rehabilitation
in addition to other smaller projects
that improve customer ser vice
and responsiveness.”

PUBLIC OUTREACH
Since the inception of the development of the WRP, the
District has kept stakeholders abreast of its current undertaking by providing them with various informational
resources. The District has focused its efforts on educating
the public and reaching out to stakeholders to ascertain
their concerns.
Earlier this year, OID mailed its winter newsletter which
summarized the purpose of the WRP and outlined the Board
of Director’s goals for the Plan. Since then, several
news articles, opinion editorials and advertisements have
appeared in local newspapers, such as The Modesto Bee,
The Oakdale Leader and The Riverbank News.

OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT

tion on upcoming events and offers visitors the opportunity
to voice their concerns via e-mail.
Community members and OID customers who do not have
Internet access but wish to express their concerns or
comments are welcome to do so by contacting OID’s
General Manager Steve Knell at (209) 847-0341 or fax them
to (209) 847-3468. Letters can be mailed to the following
address: OID Water Resources Plan, 1205 East F Street,
Oakdale, CA 95361.

A Community Plan. A Successful Future.

UPDATE
SUMMER 2005

WATER RESOURCES PLAN: WHAT WE’VE LEARNED
Last November, the Oakdale Irrigation District (OID)
along with CH2M Hill, an internationally recognized firm in
water resources planning, launched a study examining the
various fundamentals that shape OID and its water system.
This analysis, known as the OID Water Resources Plan
(WRP), will guide the District’s water management for the
next two to three decades.

The District has also held workshops and presentations
throughout the community. These events have covered
topics ranging from OID’s history to its present and future
challenges, land use trends, economical and environmental
impacts, and the overall need for the WRP. The most recent
events, held in mid-August at the Rama Inn, reviewed
current and proposed District Service Standards and
Improvement Projects.
OID’s interactive Web site, www.oakdaleirrigation.com, is
another way stakeholders can remain updated on the latest
happenings of the WRP. This site contains copies of newspaper articles and community presentations, provides informa-

WATER
RESOURCES
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For the past several months, the Board of Directors and
staff and its resource planning team have been hard at work
studying the various fundamentals that shape OID and its
water system, including land use and how it’s changing in
the District. The OID water delivery system, which is badly
in need of repair, has been carefully examined.
The OID Water Resources Web site will keep you up to date on
all projects.

3. These two factors will require OID to enhance the
level of service it provides to keep up with changing
customer needs.
4. Opportunities to expand the District's customer base
have been discovered.
5. Modest system improvements can enhance water supply
reliability and reduce regional groundwater pumping.
6. A significant investment in repairs needs to be made.
7. The amount of water leaving OID (either as tailwater from
crops or because of operational inefficiencies) is significant and, to the extent possible, must be managed for the
beneficial use of the region.
8. The cost of the repairs, service improvements and any
other projects identified in the study must be paid on a
pay-as-you-go plan.
There is more to be done, including looking at OID
Service Standards, water balance models, financing options
and more.

OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT

As this process has moved forward, the resource planning
team has been reaching out to OID’s constituency and
continues to seek input. Please let OID know if you have any
thoughts, comments or questions about the WRP.

WATER
RESOURCES
PLAN

A Community Plan. A Successful Future.
Oakdale Irrigation District
1205 East F Street Oakdale, CA 95361

For More Information about the Oakdale Water Resources
Plan, or to be on the mailing list contact Steve Knell, General
Manager, Oakdale Irrigation District, (209) 847-0341 or visit
www.oakdaleirrigation.com.

OID canals are eroding and need repair.

The objective is to weave all this vital information and data
into a draft water resources document that will meet the
WRP’s goals by finding the best alternative or combination
of alternatives. By November, we should be ready to start
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process, a
precursor to implementing any major water project in
the state.

How water is used in the District has been scrutinized. OID
customers have been contacted about their future needs
and what services they’d like OID to provide. The amount of
water that is leaving the District in the form of drainwater
or water OID releases for other purposes, called spills,
has been studied. The significant findings to date are
the following:
1. Some agricultural land is urbanizing, which will cause a
decreased demand for OID water.
2. OID customers are changing the type of crops they
are growing. The shift is from pasture to higher-value
permanent crops, which often means a switch from
surface to groundwater, leading to a decrease in demand
for OID water.

Pastures like this one will soon be the home to orchards.

EXHIBIT A-4

Newspaper Advertisement Version 1:
Plan Introduction

A Community Plan

EXHIBIT A-5

Newspaper Advertisement Version 2:
What We’ve Learned

A Community Plan
The Water Resources Plan: What We’ve Learned to Date
OID and its resource planning team have been studying the fundamentals that shape the
District and its water system. This effort is the OID Water Resources Plan. We've
looked at land and water use, talked to customers about their future needs, and we’ve
studied our water delivery system.
To date, we’ve learned that some agricultural land around the cities is urbanizing and
many OID customers are changing the types of crops they are growing. These factors
will lead to a decrease in demand for OID water, so OID must enhance its services to
keep up with customer needs. Currently, The amount of water leaving OID is significant
and, to the extent possible, must be better managed for the beneficial use of the region.
Opportunities to expand our customer base have been discovered and modest system
improvements can enhance water supply reliability and reduce regional groundwater
pumping. A significant investment in repairs needs to be made, but all costs must be on a
pay-as-you-go plan. There is more to do before the plan is complete and we will keep
you informed.

A Successful Future
The Water Resources Plan will guide OID for the next several decades, and it will benefit
everyone. We all have an interest in our most valuable resource – water.
OID is on the move. Changing and growing. Committed to your future.

OID water comes from
the Stanislaus River …

travels through 330 miles
of canals and pipelines …

We want your comments!
Get information … Ask questions …
Share your opinions. Visit:
www.oakdaleirrigation.com.
Or write to Oakdale Irrigation District,
1205 East F Street, Oakdale, CA 95361.

OAKDALE IRRIGATION DISTRICT

to more than 3,000
area farms.

WATER
RESOURCES
PLAN

A Community Plan. A Successful Future.

EXHIBIT A-6

San Joaquin County Water Advisory
Commission PowerPoint Presentation:
OID WRP Introduction

Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan
May 18, 2005

Agenda
• OID background
• Changing role of Irrigation Districts
• Internal and External issues affecting OID
• What is a Resources Plan?
• Plan Goals
• Public Outreach
• Post Planning Steps

1

OID Background
• Formed in 1909
• Goodwin in 1913
• Service Area
• $9 million budget
• 64 employees
• 330 miles of canals/pipeline
• Tri-Dam Projects
• Stanislaus River Water Rights

IDs Changing Roles
• Customer demands
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Broader range of services
Groundwater Management
Water Quality Management
Flood Control Management
Domestic and M&I Provider
Drought Protection
Environmental Protection

• Challenge
– Modernizing an ID to meet demands

2

Big Picture External Issues
• Competition for water
• Water quality
and quantity
• Economic impacts
• Environmental
conditions
• Legislative

Big Picture Internal Issues
• Water usage
• Land use changes
• Long-term
financial stability
• Annexations/transfers
• Organizational needs
• Community needs

3

OID’s Business Plan
• 2003 Strategic Business Plan
– Three Year Action Plan
• Develop a Business
approach to our Business
• Protect Water Rights
– 38 Objectives identified
• 24 completed

Water Resources Plan
What is it?
A Planning Document that…
• Assesses where we are as an irrigation district
• Describes measures needed to make us better
• Addresses federal, state and local
challenges to our water
• Provides mechanisms to
protect our water
• Tells us what it will cost
to meet our needs and
how to pay for it

Public
Involvement

Technical
Analyses

Institutional
Activities

4

Goals-Water Resource Plan
• Provide long-term protection to OID's water
rights
• Address federal, state and local water
challenges
• Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to
meet changing customer needs
• Develop affordable ways to finance
improvements
• Involve the public in the planning process

Water Resource Plan
Process and Purpose
Comprehensive Investigation Analysis
• Water usage both
surface and groundwater
• Land use
• Cropping patterns
• Facility condition
• Future customers
and needs
• Financial stability
• Organizational needs

CEQA
Ready
Document

5

Water Resource Plan
Process and Purpose
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Prepare
Plan

Water Resources Plan
Process and Purpose
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Conduct Initial Assessment

Prepare
Plan

• Collected /analyzed operations and
facilities data
• Land Use and potential changes
assessed
• On-site reviews of the system
• Interviewed Board members,
management, field staff, growers,
industry, and the public

6

Water Resources Plan
Process and Purpose
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Develop Analytical Tools
•
•
•
•

Prepare
Plan

Land Use Planning Tool
Water Balance Model
Financial Model
Infrastructure Planning

Water Resources Plan
Land Use Planning
Land Use Planning Tool

REPLACE WITH REVISED MAP
WHEN IT IS AVAILABLE

7

Water Resources Plan
Water Balance
Water Balance Model

Water Resources Plan
Financial Model

Financial Model

8

Water Resources Plan
Infrastructure Planning
Early stages of
infrastructure planning

Water Resources Plan
Process and Purpose
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Develop and Evaluate
Alternatives
• What are the Options?
• What will they cost?
• What if we did nothing?
• Timeline: this summer

Prepare
Plan

9

Water Resources Plan
Process and Purpose
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Prepare Plan
• Plan will identify the best
apparent alternative
• Basis for initiating CEQA
Process

Prepare
Plan

Water Resources Plan
Process and Purpose
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Prepare
Plan

Public Outreach Throughout the Process

10

Public
Outreach
Opportunities
for Input
• Interactive
Web Site
• Newspaper ads to inform/ask for input
• Public Open House at alternatives phase
• Public Meeting at draft plan stage

Post Plan Development Steps

WRP

NOP

PEIR

Implementation
Plan/Finalize
Finances

Design/
Construct

Nov 2005

Initiate CEQA/Design/Construction on Emergency Actions

11

Questions?

12

EXHIBIT A-7

Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
Water Resources Plan Goals, Issues, and
Planned Activities, December 14, 2004

Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan

Board Workshop
December 14, 2004

Slide 1

Agenda
 Purpose
 Update on Schedule and Major Activities
 Discussion of Key Issues, Priorities and

Goals
 Next Steps

Slide 2

1

Purpose: Board Workshop to
Initiate Water Resources Plan
 Discuss issues facing OID
 Understand BOD Goals and

Measures of Success
 Outline how we’ll gain
understanding from stakeholders process and key events

Slide 3

Agenda
 Purpose
 Update on Schedule and Major Activities
 Discussion of Key Issues, Priorities and

Goals
 Next Steps

Slide 4

2

The Plan Will be Completed in November 2005
TASKS

Month 1

Month 3

Month 5

Month 7

Month 9

Month 11

Month 13

Notice to Proceed

PHASE I
Public Involvement
Assessment
Data Collection and
System Assessment
Public Input and Involvement
Resource Inventory
On Farm Systems
Evaluations
Historic Land Use
Trends and Forecasting
Water Balance
Infrastructure Plan
Water Rights Portfolio
Development of CEQA
Strategy
Draft Organizational Plan
Financial Plan
Draft Water Resources Plan
Draft Water Resources Plan
Public Involvement and
Initiation of CEQA Process

Issue Draft Water Resources Plan

PHASE II
Programmatic CEQA
Document
Final Water Resources Plan

Slide 5

DEC 14, 2004

Activities in the Next Three Months
Will Establish Foundation
 Activities Already

Completed

– Detailed work plan
– Data collection
– Initial field evaluation
– Draft public outreach

plan

 Work To Be Done in Next

3 Months:

– Public Outreach:
• Assessment (interviews,

town hall meetings, media
briefing)
• Communication tools
• Communication plan

– Assess available

information and needs
– Evaluate/Assess Water
Balance to determine
Slide 6
info gaps

3

Agenda
 Purpose
 Update on Schedule and Major Activities
 Discussion of Key Issues, Priorities and

Goals
 Next Steps

Slide 7

Reasons for a Water Resources Plan
The Math is SimpleExternal Issues
+ Internal Issues
= Water Resources Plan
The complexity of water issues, both locally and at the
state level, necessitates a rethinking of OID’s current
practices and priorities in order to guarantee full
protection of the District’s and the region’s water
supplies into the future.
Slide 8

4

Understanding the Issues Facing
OID is the First Step

Slide 9

Review of External Issues
 Water Quantity
 Water Quality
 Economics
 Environmental
 Legislative

Slide 10

5

Review of External Issues
Water Quantity
♦ All around us, agencies are planning for their water

futures … using irrigation district water!
- CCSF
- City of Stockton
- SEWD
- USBR

♦ SJ River Restoration
♦ Bay Delta
Slide 11

Review of External Issues
Water Quality
 Ag Waiver
 Aquatic Herbicides
 TMDL’s Implemented in the Basin
DO, Salt, Boron, Turbidity, Diazinon, OPs,
chlorpyrifos, nutrients, sediment (TSS), pH,
Temperature
 1995 Water Quality Control Plan
Slide 12

6

Review of External Issues
Economics
 Agricultural economy and water changes:
– Less Ag º changing regional economic

foundation
– Less Ag º generates surplus water
– Less Ag º may generate less OID income

 How will Tri Dam Authority/Project power

revenues to be spent?

Slide 13

Review of External Issues
Environmental Conditions
 Air Quality
 Regional/Local Groundwater Management Needs
 Surface Water Supply for Community/Region?
 ESA
– Salmon
– Steelhead
– Delta Smelt

Slide 14

7

Review of External Issues
Legislative
 Fees for DOD, Calfed, SWRCB and ???s
 AB 3030, AB 3616
 Appropriate water measurement initiatives
 State Water Plan
 State/Regional/Local land use planning
initiatives

Slide 15

Review of Internal Issues
 Water usage
 Changing land use and cropping
 Changing customer needs
 Condition of OID facilities
 Financial stability
 Requests for annexation
 Organizational needs
 Community support

Slide 16

8

Review of Internal Issues
 Water Usage
– OID’s water use is high for the crops grown
– Substantial amount of water leaves OID’s

service area without benefit to OID
– Limited flexibility of current rotation delivery
system - customer service constraints

Slide 17

Review of Internal Issues
 Changing land use and cropping
– Average parcel size is 15 acres
– Pasture conversion to trees
– Surface to Drip irrigation in trees
 Changing Customer needs
– Weekend irrigators
– More flexibility
– Filtration needs for drip
Slide 18

9

Review of Internal Issues
 Condition of OID facilities
– Years of deferred maintenance due to lack of

funds
– Lifecycle demand for replacement is $6
million/year
 Financial Stability

– Whatever OID does it must be justifiable,

defensible and affordable
– Affordability of needed improvements

Slide 19

Review of Internal Issues
 Annexation
– Broadens water usage base
– In-lieu groundwater recharge
 Organizational needs
– Staffing needs to meet the challenges?
 Community Support
– OID needs to be an asset to the community
– One stop water agency for the future?
Slide 20

10

The Water Resources Plan
is a Roadmap
Full Protection
of Constituent’s
Needs
Internal
Issues

Options
Alternatives

External
Issues

Public
Outreach

Starting Point
Slide 21

Board Discussion
Have we missed anything?
Director Issues of importance?
Expected Products from the Plan?
How would you measure success?
Slide 22

11

Agenda
 Purpose
 Update on Schedule and Major Activities
 Discussion of Key Issues, Priorities and

Goals
 Next Steps

Slide 23

Launch Public Outreach Program
 Conduct stakeholder interviews (grower

representatives, staff, agencies, all Board
members, and community members)
 Media Briefings
 Town Hall Workshop
 Preparation of a Communication Plan

Slide 24

12

Answers require integration of
public outreach, technical,
and institutional activities
Public
Involvement

Technical
Analyses

Institutional
Activities

Successful Implementation

Slide 25

The Water Resources Plan Responds
to the Issues and Benefits OID
Requires broad-based public support
Provides excellent irrigation and domestic
water service to OID customers
Protects OID water rights
Identifies implementable programs
Achieves excellence in O+M
Benefits regional economy
Positions OID as a community asset

Slide 26

13

Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan

Board Workshop
December 14, 2004

Slide 27

14

EXHIBIT A-8

Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
Activities Update, February 15, 2005

Water Resources Plan Update
February 15, 2005

Slide 1

Discussion Topics
 Update on Schedule and Major Activities
 Summary of Board Workshop, Dec. 14, 2004
 Preliminary Technical and Financial

Observations
 Public Outreach Observations
 Next Step

Slide 2

1

The Plan Will be Completed in November 2005
TASKS

Month 1

Month 3

Month 5

Month 7

Month 9

Month 11

Month 13

Oct.25, 2004 start

PHASE I
Public Involvement
Assessment
Data Collection and
System Assessment
Public Input and Involvement
Resource Inventory
On Farm Systems
Evaluations
Historic Land Use
Trends and Forecasting
Water Balance
Infrastructure Plan
Water Rights Portfolio
Development of CEQA
Strategy
Draft Organizational Plan
Financial Plan
Draft Water Resources Plan
Public Involvement and
Initiation of CEQA Process

Issue Draft Water Resources Plan

PHASE II
Programmatic CEQA
Document
Final Water Resources Plan

Feb. 15, 2005

Slide 3

OID Water Resources Plan - Planned
and Actual Expenditures
$1,600,000

$1,400,000

Planned Expenditures by Month
Actual Cumulative Expenditures

$1,200,000

$1,000,000

$800,000

$600,000

$400,000

$200,000

$0
Oct-04

Nov-04

Dec-04

Jan-05

Feb-05

Mar-05

Apr-05
Through Date

May-05

Jun-05

Jul-05

Aug-05

Sep-05

Oct-05

Slide 4

2

Board Workshop Topics
External Issues
 Water Quantity
 Water Quality
 Economics
 Environmental
 Legislative

Internal Issues
 Water usage
 Changing land use and
cropping
 Changing customer needs
 Condition of OID facilities
 Financial stability
 Requests for annexation
 Organizational needs
 Community support
Slide 5

Desired Outcomes of the Water
Resources Plan
 Preserve and protect water rights
 Identify opportunities to provide better service
 Improve water delivery system infrastructure
 Identify financing for system improvements
 Respond to water user needs for service,

cost and operational flexibility
 Prepare an implementable plan that meets
CEQA objectives
Slide 6

3

Discussion Topics
 Update on Schedule and Major Activities
 Summary of Board Workshop, Dec. 14, 2004
 Preliminary Technical and Financial

Observations
 Public Outreach Observations
 Next Step

Slide 7

Preliminary Technical and
Financial Observations
 Drainage of 80-90 TAF +

transfers
 Pasture land conversion

(houses, permanent crops > less wtr
from OID, diff. facilities or shift to
groundwater)

 Dairiesª, number of cows ≈
 Significant capital

improvements on major
facilities
 CEQA/EIR integration (alts,
impacts of alts, wtr. sales,
annexation)

Slide 8

4

Discussion Topics
 Update on Schedule and Major Activities
 Summary of Board Workshop, Dec. 14, 2004
 Preliminary Technical and Financial

Observations
 Public Outreach Observations
 Next Step

Slide 9

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers
Slide 10

5

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Wayne Zipser, ExecMgr
 OID is proactive
 Urbanization big issue
 Pasture  Permanent
Crops
 Annexation good option
 Wtr transfers opposed
(wtr rights lost) Slide 11

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Steve Baker, City Admin.
 New, limited
knowledge
 Wells okay, for now
 No leap-frog growth
 Would like regular
updates
 Reserve right to water
for the future?
Slide 12

6

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Supv. Bill O’Brien:
 New, limited
knowledge
 Aware of annexation
issue
 Doesn’t see a problem
with water transfers
 Would like regular
updates
Slide 13

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Richard Holmer and staff
 New, limited knowledge
 Concerned about
stormwater and tailwater
discharges
 Wells okay, for now
 No leap-frog growth, west
most likely
 Would like regular updates
 Reserve water for the
Slide 14
future

7

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Assemblyman Cogdill’s
Staff (Jaime Dykzeul)
 ex-Farm Bureau
 Very supportive of OID
Congressman
Radanovich (Lacey
Kiriakou)
 Some knowledge of
OID
 Chair, Subcom on
Water and Power
Slide 15

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Supt. Wesley Chun
 OID domestic customer
 Educational materials
would be helpful
 Unfamiliar with full
range of OID services

Slide 16

8

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

10 Individuals, 2 sessions
 OID being better managed and run
 Still have major issues: lost water,
system condition, land use changes
 Worry about how to modernize,
improve customer service and OID
focus
 Agricultural contributions to local
economy are not huge
Slide 17

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

10 Individuals, 2 sessions (cont’d)_
 Public perception of OID based upon
past squabbles, not current actions
 Many grower suggestions for system
improvements (pressurized service, storage,

incentives to improve irrigation practices, tiered rate schedule
tied to water use, more flexible delivery system, on-demand
delivery, and providing staff assistance on best practice)

 Selling water our of District is

universally opposed

(however, when understood
that this is a way to pay for repairs, opposition turned to
interest … all preferred water being used locally as first
priority)
Slide 18
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Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

10 Individuals, 2 sessions (cont’d)
 Annexations keep water locally, but
water must be valued and new
customers should compensate those
who have paid for the existing system
 Good planning protects water rights
 Might be less expensive to replace
system instead of repairing
 OID should step up PR and share
information on best practices
Slide 19

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Paul Selusky and Staff
 GW for once-though
cooling discharged to
canal – future of GW?
 NPDES permit for
discharge
 Business geographical
extent far greater than
OID
Slide 20
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Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Mitch Naylor
 Very interested in water
 Provide updates
 They will do series on
issues and eventually
take a position on the plan

Slide 21

Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Allen Short and Walt Ward
 Tremendous pressure on
ID’s (especially
urbanization and water
quality)
 Good relationship, getting
better (gw, wtr. trnsfrs)
 No discharge of drain
water is objective
 Regional cooperation a
must
Slide 22
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Public Outreach Observations
Interviews
 Board members (5)
 OID staff (numerous)
 Farm Bureau (1)
 Local officials (4)
 Selected growers (10)
 Industry (4)
 Media (2)
 SSJID/MID Managers

Met with staff to outline
program and answer
questions
Fully supportive of
planning goals
Will follow up as
planning progresses
Slide 23

Interview Information Helps Define
OID Communication Needs
 OID viewed differently than other ID’s (terrain, past

conservatism)

 System needs serious repairs, is out of date, and does not






use water efficiently – some growers fear loss of OID water if
system not fixed
Many growers will support changes needed to use water
efficiently
OID seen as trying to fix problems – will require Board
cohesiveness to accomplish
OID better at customer service than many think
Service to Riverbank/Oakdale is a future issue
OID contribution to regional community is greatly
undervalued – key component to building support Slide 24

12

Discussion Topics
 Update on Schedule and Major Activities
 Summary of Board Workshop, Dec. 14, 2004
 Preliminary Technical and Financial

Observations
 Public Outreach Observations
 Next Step

Slide 25

The Plan Will be Completed in November 2005
TASKS
PHASE I

Month 1

Month 3

Oct.25, 2004 start

Public Involvement
Assessment
Data Collection and
System Assessment
Public Input and Involvement

Key items in next 3 months:

Month 5

Month 7

Month 9

Month 11

Month 13

• Communications/CEQA Plan
• On-farm evaluations – future
water use

Resource Inventory
On Farm Systems
Evaluations
Historic Land Use
Trends and Forecasting
Water Balance
Infrastructure Plan
Water Rights Portfolio
Development of CEQA
Strategy
Draft Organizational Plan
Financial Plan
Draft Water Resources Plan
Public Involvement and
Initiation of CEQA Process
Issue Draft Water Resources Plan

• Implications of future land use
• Water balance
• Financial planning modules
Future items:
• Development of alternatives
• Infrastructure plan

PHASE II
Programmatic CEQA
Document

• Initiation of CEQA process

Final Water Resources Plan

Feb. 15, 2005

Slide 26
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Water Resources Plan Update
February 15, 2005

Slide 27

14

EXHIBIT A-9

Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
Land Use PowerPoint, May 17, 2005

Land Use – Historic Trends
and Future Projections
Oakdale Irrigation District
May 17, 2005

Slide 1

The Water Resources Plan must meet
all five of OID’s goals1
 Provide long-term protection to OID’s water





rights
Address federal, state and local water
challenges
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to
meet changing customer needs
Develop affordable ways to finance
improvements
Involve the public in the planning process

1Board

Workshop, Dec. 14, 2004
2

1

Each Goal will be evaluated using
comprehensive studies and tools
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s
water rights
 Address federal, state
and local water
challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an
out-of-date system to
meet changing
customer needs
 Develop affordable
ways to finance
improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
Strategy
Infrastructure,
Resources, Land
Use and Water
Sources/Uses Tools

Finance and Rate Model

Strategic Communications
and Outreach Plan
3

Frequent involvement ensures tools
and studies meet OID needs
BOD 4/05
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s
water rights
 Address federal, state
and local water
challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an
out-of-date system to
meet changing
customer needs
 Develop affordable
ways to finance
improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
Strategy
Infrastructure,
Resources, Land
Use and Water
Sources/Uses Tools

Land Use
Today
Water Balance
6/05
Infrastructure
7/05
BOD 4/05

Finance and Rate Model

Strategic Communications
and Outreach Plan

Grower
Interviews
12/04
BOD 02/05
4

2

Tools will enable identification of
alternatives that achieve goals
Alternatives
will include:
• Facilities
Goals

Tools

• Customer
service policies
• Financing
options
5

CEQA Process Can Be Initiated When
Best Apparent Alternative is Identified

Goals

Tools

Alts.

May-July ‘05

Draft
WRM

Identify Best
Apparent
Alternative

Start
CEQA

Aug - Sep ‘05

Oct-Nov 05
6

3

Agenda
 Introduction
 Historic Land Use Trends
 Future Land Use Projections
 Observations and Conclusions
 Next Steps

7

Observations and Conclusions
 Within OID we forecast land use conversions

that will substantially change the water needs
of OID’s customers.
 Irrigated agriculture has increased outside of

the district offering good potential for
expansion of service.
 There will be less demand for OID supplied

water inside the district in the future.
8

4

Future land use is the foundation for
all of our subsequent work

Land
Use
 Future

customers
and their
needs
Development
and Evaluation
of Alternatives

Water
Balance
 IDs
opportunities
and
challenges

 Financial model
 Infrastructure plan
 Policy options for responding to customer needs

9

Historic Land Use
 Sources of data
– DWR (1996 and 2004 Land Use Surveys)
– OID billing records
– City/County plans
– Soils and topography
– Grower and industry communications

10

5

11

12

6

2004 Land Use – Inside OID
Urban / Industrial
(7,700 acres) 12%
Native
Vegetation /
Dryland
(3,800 acres) 6%
Rice
(4,300 acres) 6%
Pasture
(32,000 acres)
48%

Deciduous Trees
(10,300 acres)
15%
Corn / Oats
(9,000 acres) 13%
13

2004 Land Use – Outside OID
Urban / Industrial
(400 acres) 1%

Pasture
(5,400 acres) 9%
Corn / Oats
(3,700 acres) 6%
Deciduous Trees
(6,900 acres)11%
Rice
(100 acres)
0%

Native Vegetation /
Dryland
(46,300 acres)
73%

14

7

Land Use Change – Inside OID
32,200
30,000
12,000
1996

Acres

10,000

2004

8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
Corn / Oats

Deciduous
Trees

Rice

Native Vegetation / Urban /
Dryland
Industrial

Pasture

Land Use Type

15

Land Use Change – Outside OID
52,300
46,300
8,000
7,000

1996

Acres

6,000

2004

5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

Corn / Oats

Deciduous
Trees

Rice

Native Vegetation /
Dryland

Land Use Type

Urban /
Industrial

Pasture
16
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17

18

9

1996-2004 Deciduous Trees
 Tree acreage increased by 30% (2,400

acres) inside OID and by 130% (3,900 acres)
outside OID
 In 2004 10,000 acres inside OID,

7,000 acres outside
 All-time high market price driving aggressive

plantings now
 Perennial crop (once in, remains in

through 2025)
19

20

10

21

1996-2004 Pasture
 Staying essentially constant inside OID at





32,000 acres
Inside OID is “moving” from large parcels to
more numerous smaller parcels
Gains inside OID are in NW and SE areas
Many smaller parcels in San Joaquin Co.
Pasture outside of OID is growing rapidly
(46% increase to 4,600 acres)
22

11

1996-2004 Native Vegetation/Dryland
 Significant loss inside OID





(-54%, -4,400 acres)
Most remaining native vegetation is not
suitable for irrigated agriculture development
Outside decreased by -11%, -6,000 acres
Changes outside occurred mostly on eastern
edge of OID
Changes outside to mostly trees and pasture
23

Existing Urban Land Use

Area
Oakdale
Riverbank
Rural OID SOI Area
Modesto

1990
Population

2004
Population

Average Annual
Growth Rate

11,700

17,100

2.6%

8,500

18,500

5.3%

--

--

--%

165,000

206,000

1.5%

24

12

25

26

13

Current Customer Base
 OID currently serves 2,800 ag customers on approx.

57,000 assessed acres and 700 domestic accounts.
 40%+ of OID ag customers are 5 acres or less. These

compose only 5% of OID-served land
 60% of OID ag customers are 10 acres or less, compose

only 12% of OID served land
 40% of the sub-5 acre parcels in three areas:

Crane-Langworth (19%), Tulloch-Frymire (11%),
and Riverbank (11%)
 Only 4% of OID ag customers are 40 acres or larger, but

these customers compose 60% of OID-served lands
27

Future Land Use - Urban
City of Oakdale
 Next 10 years- steady growth to 29,000 population,
fill in 4 primary areas within 2015 Growth Area

28

14

29

Future Land Use - Urban
City of Oakdale
 Next 10 years- steady growth to 29,000 population,

fill in 4 primary areas within 2015 Growth Area
 Loss of 2,700 acres (800 acres orchards,
1,600 acres of pasture)
 Over next 20 years, projected growth to 42,000,
filling approximately 90% of PSA boundary

30

15

31

Future Land Use - Urban
City of Oakdale
 Next 10 years- steady growth to 29,000 population,
fill in 4 primary areas within 2015 Growth Area
 Loss of 2,700 acres (800 acres orchards,
1,600 acres of pasture)
 Over next 20 years, projected growth to 42,000,
filling approximately 90% of PSA boundary
 Loss of additional 3,300 acres (1,300 acres orchards,
1,800 acre of pasture)
 Total 20 year acreage of 6,000 acres (10% of total)
32

16

Urban Land Use Conclusions
 Primary impact in next 10 years will be City of

Oakdale Specific Plan areas
 20-year horizon impacts are primarily along

future City boundary and Highway 120/108
corridor
 10% of current OID lands lost to urban growth by

2025 (vast majority of this land is currently
irrigated agriculture)
 “Ranchette” growth limited by County and City

policies
33

Historic and Forecasted
Trends Inside OID
35,000
1996
30,000

2004
2015

Acres

25,000

2025

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0
Pasture

Corn / Oats

Deciduous Trees

Rice

Land Use Type

Native Vegetation /
Dryland

Urban /
Industrial
34
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Historic and Forecasted
Trends Outside OID
60,000
1996
50,000

2004
2015
2025

Acres

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0
Pasture

Corn / Oats

Deciduous Trees

Rice

Land Use Type

Native Vegetation /
Dryland

Urban /
Industrial
35

36
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Geographic Conclusions and
Implications for Study
 Urban areas will grow contiguous to urban





areas
Pasture will convert to trees
Within OID, there is no rationale to predict
specific clusters of conversion
Infrastructure Plan and District Service
Standards need to accommodate geographic
distribution of crop types
Opportunities exist for expansion of service
37

Results of continuing present practices
(the “Do Nothing” alternative)
Impact on Water
Balance within OID
Agriculture

Cities/
Unincorporated
Summary
Conclusion

Impact on Water
Balance Outside OID

Increased GW Use and
Increased GW Use and
Overall Decreased Demand
Increased Demand

Increased GW Use

Increased GW Use

• Decreased Demand for • Potential for OID Service
OID Water
Expansion
• Decreased Tail Water
• Increased Pressure on
Regional GW Resources
38
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Future land use is the foundation for
all of our subsequent work

Land
Use
 Future

customers
and their
needs
Development
and Evaluation
of Alternatives

Water
Balance
 IDs
opportunities
and
challenges

 Financial model
 Infrastructure plan
 Policy options for responding to customer needs

39

Land Use – Historic Trends
and Future Projections
Oakdale Irrigation District
May 17, 2005

Slide 40
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EXHIBIT A-10

Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
Infrastructure Presentation 1, July 5, 2005

Infrastructure Plan−
Existing System Assessment
Oakdale Irrigation District
July 5, 2005

Slide 1

The Water Resources Plan Must Meet
All Five of OID’s Goals1
 Provide long-term protection to OID’s water





rights.
Address federal, state, and local water
challenges.
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to
meet changing customer needs.
Develop affordable ways to finance
improvements.
Involve the public in the planning process.

1Board

Workshop, Dec. 14, 2004
2

1

Each Goal Will Be Evaluated Using
Comprehensive Studies and Tools
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s water
rights
 Address federal, state and
local water challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an out-ofdate system to meet
changing customer needs
 Develop affordable ways to
finance improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
Strategy
Infrastructure,
Resources, Land
Use, and Water
Sources/Uses Tools

Finance and Rate Model

Strategic Communications
and Outreach Plan
3

Frequent Involvement Ensures Tools
and Studies Meet OID Needs
BOD 4/05
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s
water rights
 Address federal, state
and local water
challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an
out-of-date system to
meet changing
customer needs
 Develop affordable
ways to finance
improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
Strategy
Infrastructure,
Resources, Land
Use and Water
Sources/Uses Tools

Land Use 5/17
Infrastructure
Today, 7/05,
Late Summer
BOD 4/05

Finance and Rate Model

Strategic Communications
and Outreach Plan

Grower
Interviews
12/04
BOD 02/05
4

2

Tools Will Enable Identification of
Alternatives That Achieve Goals
Alternatives
will include:
• Facilities
Goals

Tools

• Customer
service policies
• Financing
options
5

CEQA Process Can Be Initiated When
Best Apparent Alternative Is Identified

Goals

Tools

Alts.

May-July ‘05

Draft
WRP

Identify Best
Apparent
Alternative

Start
CEQA

Aug-Sep ‘05

Oct-Nov 05
6

3

First of Three Infrastructure
Presentations
 Presentation 1–Assessment of existing

infrastructure needs
 Presentation 2–Infrastructure necessary to
respond to current and future customer needs
– Service Standards
– Experiences of other IDs

 Presentation 3–Recommended Infrastructure

Plan – as component of overall WRP
7

Agenda–Assessment of Existing
Infrastructure Needs
 Infrastructure Plan task overview
 Existing system assessment
 Identification of immediate infrastructure

needs
 Next steps

8

4

Infrastructure Plan Overview
 System Assessment–evaluate supply and conveyance

infrastructure, identify critical improvement needs, future
level of service needs
– ‘Must Do’ Projects–critical areas, required for reliable

service to existing OID customers
– ‘Improve Service’ Projects–improve supply, distribution,

respond to customer service needs
– ‘Regional’ Projects–annexation, drainwater,

groundwater, transfers, domestic water
 Costs of CIP program will be supported by future sources of

revenue
9

Existing System Assessment

10

5

Goodwin Dam
 Maintained and operated

by Tri-Dam.

 Maximum diversion rate of

908 CFS for OID.

 12-hour flow travel time to

Van Lier, 6 hours to
Rodden.
 New PG&E agreement
penalizes impacts to
power generation,
encourages improved OID
scheduling of diversions.

11

North and South Main Canals
North Main
Canal

South Main
Canal

12

6

North and South Main Canals–Critical
Tunnels and Canyon Reaches
Joint Main Tunnel
Tunnel No.2

Cape Horn Tunnel
Copper and
Gable Tunnels

13

North and South Main Canals–Critical
Tunnels and Canyon Reaches
Goodwin
Dam

2-Mile Bar

Tunnel
No. 7

Tunnel
No. 9
14

7

Other Critical Issues for Main Canals
Remote sites, manual gates,
and minor services detract
from DSO’s focus on Main
Canal operation.

Little John’s
Creek
Rodden
Reservoir Ops

Poor water level and
flow measurement
at main lateral
turnouts.

Canal bank
and channel
maintenance.

Van Lier
Reservoir Ops

15

Main Canal Regulating Reservoirs

 Two Main Canal

regulating reservoirs–
Rodden and Van Lier.
 Used for daily operations
flow management, shortterm mismatch in
supply/demand.
 Can provide supplemental
peaking supply for 1-2
days maximum.
 No formal operating
strategy/guidelines

Rodden
Reservoir

Van Lier
Reservoir

16

8

Rodden Reservoir (North Main)
 Earthen dam 90 years old, concrete crest

75 years old.
 Potential 150 to 200 ac-ft of operational

storage.
 Division of Dam Safety restriction on

water level cuts useful storage by about
50%
 6-hour flow change time from Goodwin
Dam, 3 hours downstream to CometaBurnett.
 Travel time to main laterals and
restriction on storage level reduce
benefits for daily operations.
 Risk of major repair/replacement costs
should be assessed.
17

Van Lier Reservoir (South Main)
 New facility, 270 ac-ft gross

storage.
 12-hour flow travel from Goodwin
Dam.
 Location/size can provide
effective daily flow regulation to
four primary head gates within 1
mile downstream.
 No significant improvements
required
 Revised operating approach will
be developed in coordination with
downstream headgate
improvements.
18

9

Distribution System

 Approximately 300 miles

of distribution laterals
 100 miles of pipelines, 200

miles of open ditch
 50 miles of pipeline

installed in 1980s
 Most ditches are unlined

19

Distribution System Conditions
 Most piping is low head cast-in-place

(CIPP) built from 1950’s to 1980’s.
 Replaced open ditches to reduce
maintenance costs, improve safety,
reduce conveyance loss.
 CIPP is near or past its useful
service life, increasing maintenance
and replacement cost.
 Open ditches have severe bank
erosion/collapse, progressive
widening, poor hydraulics.
 Access for O&M activity is restricted
along majority of system.
 Livestock damage on unfenced
areas
20

10

Flow Control and Measurement

 Most structures manually operated.
 Key structures in poor condition.
 Water level control and flow

measurement at key junctions is not
effective.
 Most structures do not meet modern
irrigation system standards.
 Some division boundaries don’t align
well with distribution system layout,
key operating points.
 Customer service and conveyance
efficiency impacted.
21

SCADA System
 SCADA needed for remote monitoring and/or

control to improve customer service and O&M
 Existing system has minimal capability for size

and operational complexity of system
 Eight OID sites monitored (vs over 80 at MID)
 Tri-Dam Joint Diversion and Goodwin Dam
 Future expansion can support automation of

main flow control sites, improving conveyance
efficiency and reducing O&M costs.
22

11

Reclamation and Drainage

 8 Drain Pumps, 35 Reclamation

Pumps, 90 miles of main drains.
 Manually operated pumps, used

by DSOs to meet local peak
demands.
 Some pumps improperly sized.
 5 percent of supply from

Reclamation Pumps

23

Groundwater Wells

 29 irrigation deep wells.
 Single speed, electric motor,

manually operated.
 Most wells are 30 to 60 years old.
 Well hydraulics may no longer

efficiently match pumping conditions.
 Used by DSOs to meet local peak

demands and limited drought
protection
 2 percent of annual supply from
wells

24

12

Customer Turnouts
Variable types, most are

standard Waterman-type
canal gates.
Sizing/capacity is not

standardized.
Marginal flow

measurement conditions
reduce accuracy, control of
customer supply.
25

OID Response to Infrastructure Needs
 Two full-time engineering staff,

construction management staff.
 CADD mapping, structures
inventory.
 Condor investigations, emergency
repair projects on Main Canal and
tunnels.
 Various flow control/measurement
structure improvements.
 Developing draft Capital
Improvements, programming
schedules, and budgets.
26

13

‘Must Do’ Projects – Necessary to
Restore a 100 Year Old System
 Repair severely degraded and substandard

facilities
 Fix critical conveyance links at high risk of
failure
 Address capacity constrictions and control
structures that significantly hinder operations
and reduce customer service
 Composed of in-process Condor work, OID
projects list, and CH2M HILL assessment
27

‘Must Do’ Projects
 Tunnels/canals
 Improved flow control
structures
 Other Urgent Smaller
Projects
 Canal and lateral
restoration
 Pipeline rehabilitation
projects
28

14

Next Steps for Infrastructure Plan
 Working on ‘Improve Service’ project

development–needed to meet OID customer
service over next 10-20 years.
 Develop potential ‘Regional’ Projects in
conjunction with program alternatives.
 Evaluate with land use, water balance, and
financial model tools
 Combine into recommended WRP to initiate
CEQA process
29

Infrastructure Plan−
Existing System Assessment
Oakdale Irrigation District
July 5, 2005

Slide 30
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EXHIBIT A-11

Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
Infrastructure Presentation 2, August 10, 2005

Infrastructure Plan−
Service Standard Options
Oakdale Irrigation District
August 10, 2005

Slide 1

The Water Resources Plan Must Meet
All Five of OID’s Goals1
 Provide long-term protection to OID’s water





rights.
Address federal, state, and local water
challenges.
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to
meet changing customer needs.
Develop affordable ways to finance
improvements.
Involve the public in the planning process.

1Board

Workshop, Dec. 14, 2004
2

1

Each Goal Will Be Evaluated Using
Comprehensive Studies and Tools
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s water
rights
 Address federal, state and
local water challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an out-ofdate system to meet
changing customer needs
 Develop affordable ways to
finance improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
Strategy
Infrastructure,
Resources, Land
Use, and Water
Sources/Uses Tools

Finance and Rate Model

Strategic Communications
and Outreach Plan
3

Frequent Involvement Ensures Tools
and Studies Meet OID Needs
BOD 4/05
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s
water rights
 Address federal, state
and local water
challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an
out-of-date system to
meet changing
customer needs
 Develop affordable
ways to finance
improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
Strategy
Infrastructure,
Resources, Land
Use and Water
Sources/Uses Tools

Land Use 5/05
Infrastructure 6/05,
Service Standard
Today,
Improve Service
Projects 8/05
BOD 4/05

Finance and Rate Model

Strategic Communications
and Outreach Plan

Grower
Interviews
12/04
BOD 02/05
4

2

Tools Will Enable Identification of
Alternatives That Achieve Goals
Alternatives
will include:
• Facilities
Goals

Tools

• Customer
service policies
• Financing
options
5

CEQA Process Can Be Initiated When
Best Apparent Alternative Is Identified

Goals

Tools

Alts.

May-Aug ‘05

Draft
WRP

Identify Best
Apparent
Alternative

Start
CEQA

Aug-Sep ‘05

Oct-Nov 05
6

3

Second of Three Groups of
Infrastructure Presentations
 Presentation 1–Assessment of existing infrastructure

needs
 Presentation 2 (two parts) –Infrastructure necessary
to respond to current and future customer needs
– Part 1:
• Service Standards
• Experiences of other IDs

– Part 2:
• Projects to Improve Service

 Presentation 3–Recommended Infrastructure Plan –

as component of overall WRP

7

Overview and Purpose of
Workshop
 Review service standards function, issues to






consider in updating/revising standards
Current OID Service Standards and
Observations
Future Service Standard Options
Experience of Other ID’s
Solicit Board Discussion and Feedback on
Critical Factors
Next Steps
8

4

Infrastructure Plan Overview
 Service Standards are key element to the development

of projects that respond to customer needs
– ‘Must Do’ Projects–critical areas, required for reliable

service to existing OID customers
– ‘Improve Service’ Projects–improve supply, distribution,

respond to customer service needs
– ‘Regional’ Projects–annexation, drainwater,

groundwater, transfers, domestic water
 Costs of CIP program will be supported by future sources of

revenue
9

Why Important? - Service Standards
are a Statement of the Product OID
Provides its Customers
 Key to retaining and

attracting future growers
to maintain long-term
customer base
 Support overall
management goals &
DSO operating guidelines
 Factor in developing
system improvements &
organizational plan
 Appropriate standards will
support WRP goals

10

5

Service Standards are Comprised of
Several Factors
 Customer Requirements- parcel size, crop, irrigation









method, local soils and topography
Frequency (how often)- fixed rotation, variable
Duration (how long per cycle); fixed, flexible to a set limit
Rate of flow- fixed, variable to a set limit
Scheduling system- dispersed DSO level vs. centralized
through dispatcher
Turnout features- measurement, flow control
Gravity flow vs. Pressurized
Water quality- salinity, turbidity/TDS, other
Seasonal Duration- extended service for frost protection,
early season irrigations, rice straw decomposition
11

The WRP Plan is an Opportunity to
Propose and Examine Other Service
Standard Options
 1- Continuation of Current Standards

and Practices
 2- Minor Modifications to Standards
 3- Customer Based Standards

12

6

Continuation of Current Standards
and Practices

 Goal is “fair and equitable treatment” to all customers
– 10 day to 14 day rotation at OID discretion
– Fixed rate of flow and duration by
customer
– “Use it or lose it”
– 12 hours advance start notice to customer
– 4 hour shut-off notification from customer
to DSO
– Time of day/day of week variable each cycle
– Written request required for arranged
(scheduled) delivery
– Measurement by DSO required
 “No user shall use or be entitled to greater amount of

water than can be reasonably and beneficially used
without waste”
13

Challenges with Current Standards
and Practices
 Actual practices commonly inconsistent with Standards 








exceptions frequently granted
System’s original layout for 160 acre parcels vs. continued
sub-division to smaller parcels
Solving one person’s “problem” by special exceptions causes
other problems for other customers and/or OID operations
Capability of Divisions to meet 10-day rotation varies
Many DSO’s/irrigators may lack training in proper irrigation
practices
Liability risks of customers operating turnouts or lateral gates
Turnout sizing and flows vary widely on a per-acre basis
No strategy to use wells, rec pumps for specific customer
service targets
Conflicting operating practices
14

7

Option 2 - Minor Revisions to
Standards
 Offer a mix of fixed rotation (mostly for

pasture and small parcels), arranged delivery
for large ag parcels as capacity is available
 Update Standards to consistently support
practices and application of Standards from
Board down to DSO’s
 Infrastructure Plan would focus on supporting
improved practices

15

Option 2 - Minor Revisions to
Standards
 Pros– current practices have evolved to fit current customer
practices;
– requires minimal changes to DSO operating practices
and existing infrastructure
– minimal OID policy changes for existing customers
 Cons– potential loss of existing/new orchard customers
– no significant improvement in customer service
– fosters low on-farm efficiency, water loss out of OID,
and increased operating costs;
– limited protection of OID Water Rights
16

8

Option 3- Customer Driven Standards
 Expand arranged delivery practice
 Range of service standards by category;
– crop type
– acreage
– irrigation method
– customer

preferences
 Set reasonable

limits on each component of service, continue
to ensure consistent service equity.
17

Examples include:
 Orchard grower may request water up to

maximum frequency of 7 days, with 48 hours
notice, a max flow rate based on parcel size,
and turnout features to support local pump
operations by farmer.
 Corn grower may stay on fixed head rotation,
or request change to arranged delivery
 Pasture grower may remain on fixed rotation
or change to scheduled delivery if improved
level of on-farm water management is
desired.
18

9

Option 3- Customer Driven Standards
 Pros– Higher level of customer

service, letting customer
needs drive appropriate
standards
– Increase long term customer base
– Flexible approach to adjust to
local factors as they change in next 20+ years.
– Incremental improvements over an extended period allowing “pay
as you go”
 Cons– Requires higher level of DSO
training and operating practice
– More complex scheduling
practices
– More Infrastructure
improvements and potentially
higher operating costs
19

Experiences of Other Districts
Provide Insight to Service Standards
 GCID
– Charge by Water Used, Arranged Delivery, Outside Scrutiny of

Beneficial Use, Developed GW Program in Cooperation with Growers

 ACID
– Urbanization, Declining Customer Base, Outside Scrutiny of Beneficial

Use, Contentious Relationship with Public

 Yakima Tieton ID
– Pressurized System, Vulnerable Upstream System, Urbanization, Small

Parcels and Tree Crops

 Merced ID
– Urbanization, Declining Customer Base, Crop Shifting, Outside Scrutiny

of Beneficial Use, Annexations, Declining Groundwater Levels

 Tule Lake ID
– Customer Based Service Standard
20

10

Recommended Option/Next Steps
Option 3 - Customer
Driven Standards
 Provide most flexibility
 Support for long-term

WRP goals

Next Steps




– Protect water rights
– Address regulatory



challenges
– Meet customer needs
– Affordable
– Involve the public



Endorse Recommended Service
Standards
Include Service Standard Strategy in WRP
Include Service Standard driven
improvements in infrastructure plan and
organizational plan
Implement Service Standards based upon
District finances, land use conversions and
cropping pattern changes
Final adoption of specific standards will
require additional evaluation and
Board/customer input during WRP
implementation

21

Infrastructure Plan−
Service Standard Options
Oakdale Irrigation District
August 10, 2005

Slide 22
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Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
Infrastructure Presentation 3, August 17, 2005

Infrastructure Plan−
Improve Service Projects
Oakdale Irrigation District
August 17, 2005

Slide 1

The Water Resources Plan Must Meet
All Five of OID’s Goals1
 Provide long-term protection to OID’s water





rights.
Address federal, state, and local water
challenges.
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to
meet changing customer needs.
Develop affordable ways to finance
improvements.
Involve the public in the planning process.

1Board

Workshop, Dec. 14, 2004
2

1

Each Goal Will Be Evaluated Using
Comprehensive Studies and Tools
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s water
rights
 Address federal, state and
local water challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an out-ofdate system to meet
changing customer needs
 Develop affordable ways to
finance improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
Strategy
Infrastructure,
Resources, Land
Use, and Water
Sources/Uses Tools

Finance and Rate Model

Strategic Communications
and Outreach Plan
3

Frequent Involvement Ensures Tools
and Studies Meet OID Needs
BOD 4/05
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s
water rights
 Address federal, state
and local water
challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an
out-of-date system to
meet changing
customer needs
 Develop affordable
ways to finance
improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
Strategy
Infrastructure,
Resources, Land
Use and Water
Sources/Uses Tools

Finance and Rate Model

Strategic Communications
and Outreach Plan

Land Use,
Infrastructure
Assessment,
Service
Standards,
Improve Service
Projects Today

BOD 4/05
Grower
Interviews
12/04
BOD 2/05
4

2

Tools Will Enable Identification of
Alternatives That Achieve Goals
Alternatives
will include:
• Facilities
Goals

Tools

• Customer
service policies
• Financing
options
5

CEQA Process Can Be Initiated When
Best Apparent Alternative Is Identified

Goals

Tools

Alts.

May-Aug ‘05

Draft
WRP

Identify Best
Apparent
Alternative

Start
CEQA

Aug-Sep ‘05

Oct-Nov ‘05
6

3

Second of Three Infrastructure
Presentations
 Presentation 1–Assessment of existing

infrastructure needs
 Presentation 2 (two parts) –Infrastructure
necessary to respond to current and future
customer needs
– Aug 10: Service Standards
– Today: Improve Service Projects
 Presentation 3–Recommended Infrastructure
Plan – as component of overall WRP
7

Category 1
Category 2

Improve
Service
Projects

Must-Do
Projects

Category 3

Regional
Projects

Service Standards
Annexation
Policy
Domestic Water
Transfers

Integrate
Integrate with
with Finances
Finances

$

Future Land
Use

Groundwater

List of
Recommended
Improvements
Phased
According to
Future
Revenue
8

4

Agenda–Candidate Projects for
Improved Service





Purpose of Today’s Presentation
Infrastructure Plan Overview
System-wide Operations Strategy
Identification and Review of Improve Service
Projects
–
–
–
–

Flow Control and Measurement
Drainwater Reclamation and Management
Regulating Reservoirs
Groundwater Wells

 Next steps

9

Infrastructure Plan Overview
 System Assessment
 ‘Must Do’ Projects–critical areas, required for

reliable service to existing OID customers
 ‘Improve Service’ Projects–improve supply,

distribution, respond to customer service needs
 ‘Regional’ Projects–annexation, drainwater,

groundwater, transfers, domestic water
 Costs of CIP program will be supported by future

sources of revenue
10

5

Improvements will Support a
Coordinated Operations Strategy
 Establish communication chain and responsibility

for major flow structures
 Develop consistent standards for reservoir

operations routing of unscheduled cuts
 Prioritize local supply sources for supplemental

peak demands or unscheduled calls for water
(wells, reclamation pumps).
 Manage drainwater for predictable and beneficial

reuse and outflow
11

Flow Control and Measurement
Purpose and Benefits
 Provide accurate, reliable, and timely flow





control at key operating points
Improve DSO ability to meet customer water
needs
Enable growers to modernize on-farm operations
Reduce operational spills
Supports revised Service Standards that are
customer driven

12

6

Flow Control and Measurement
Recommendations

13

Flow Control and Measurement
Example Project

 New concrete structure
 Motor operated flow

Customer Benefits:
Enables consistent water
levels, ability to better
respond to customer
demands, grower in
control

control gates
 Downstream
measurement flumes
 SCADA
 Flows coordinated with
reservoir releases

14

7

Flow Control and Measurement
Summary
 Improved flow control and measurement at key

sites supports improved service and operations
efficiency for both OID and growers
 20 candidate projects to move forward into
overall WRP alternative evaluation
 Final recommended projects will integrate with
other proposed improvements to support overall
operations strategy

15

Drainwater Reclamation and
Management Purpose and Benefits
 Beneficially use surface water runoff from OID

Service Area
 Manage surface water runoff for planned reuse
and water quality management
 Improve short term
peak supply within OID
 Support planned beneficial
reuse

16

8

CSJWCD

SURFACE WATER LEAVING DISTRICT

9,500 AF

DRAINWATER

50,400 AF

OPERATIONAL SPILLS

20,000 AF

TOTAL

70,400 AF

LONE TREE
CREEK
11,300 AF

SSJID

(other outflow to the river)

7,100 AF
STANISLAUS RIVER
8,700 AF

MID
17,000 AF

DRY CREEK
16,800 AF

Drainwater Reclamation and
Management – Surface Water Outflow
Component

Quantity (ac-ft/year)

+ Field runoff
+ Operational spill
= Total Drain Inflow

62,900
20,000
82,900

- OID Reclamation

12,500

= Net Surface Water Outflow

70,400

18

9

Drainwater Reclamation and
Management Recommendations

19

Drainwater Reclamation and
Management Example Project
Customer Benefits:
Improve peak supply,
reduce delivery response
time, beneficially use
surface water runoff

 Ten acre-foot

reservoir
 One mile of 21"
pipeline
 25 hp pump
 Supplies Sweet
Lateral area
20

10

Drainwater Reclamation and
Management Summary
 Significant quantities of drainwater are available

for improved management
 19 candidate projects to move forward into overall
WRP alternative evaluation
 Final recommended projects will integrate with
other proposed improvements to support overall
operations strategy
 A number of issues (downstream users,
environmental concerns, water quality) will need
to be addressed with implementation
21

Regulating Reservoirs Purpose and
Benefits
 In-system storage for short-term

management of supply-demand mismatches
 Reduce operational spills to improve overall
systemwide efficiency (for both OID and
growers)

22

11

Woodward
Reservoir

Goodwin
Dam

Rodden
Reservoir

Fairbanks

West Thalheim/
Campbell

Tulloch

Moulton/
River Road

Burnett

Paulsell

• Location Criteria:
• Minimize travel-time

• Sizing Criteria:
• Volume sufficient to
manage
unscheduled cuts
and calls

RIVER

Crane/Riverbank

Riverbank

Mootz/Brichetto

Brichetto

Stowell/Albers

Stowell

Claribel

Kearney

Lower South/
Dry Creek

Palmer

Palmer

Van Lier
Reservoir

South

LAUS
STANIS

North
Main

Burnett

Cometa

South Main

Lower Cometa
Fairbanks/
Hirschfeld

SSJID Main

W072005003SAC

Woodward
Reservoir
9h

RR

2h

WR

9h

RR

Re-establish
Intertie

Lower Cometa
2h
12 h

RR

3h

Cometa
5.5 h

New
Reservoir

RR

5.5 h

WR

6.5 h

RR

Burnett

Fairbanks
3.5 h

1h

Fairbanks/
Hirschfeld

WR

SSJID
Main

West Thalheim/
Campbell

Moulton/
River Road

Tulloch
3.5 h

NR

10 h

RR

4.5 h

Burnett

2.5 h

4h

RR

3.5 h

NR

12

Regulating Reservoir Recommendations
Woodward
Reservoir
North Side:
Re-establish Intertie to
Woodward Reservoir

New
Reservoir

North Side:
New Reservoir at
Burnett-Cometa
split

South Side: Adjust
Van Lier
Operations

Van Lier
Reservoir

25

Regulating Reservoirs Summary
 Additional storage is required for the North Side
– New reservoir at Burnett/Cometa split
– Re-establish intertie with Woodward Reservoir
 Revisions to Van Lier Reservoir operations

provide targeted benefits to South side
 These candidate projects to move forward

into overall WRP alternative evaluation
 Final recommended projects will integrate with

other proposed improvements to support overall
operations strategy
26

13

Groundwater Wells are a Flexible Final
Component for Improve Service Projects
 Provide peak season supplemental supply
 Limited off-season supply when main canals

shutdown, for frost water and rice decomp
 Limited drought year back up for Stanislaus River
supply
 Develop as needed under final WRP Alternatives,
to “fill the gaps” in meeting supply flexibility /
peaking demands
 Options include: replacing existing wells as
needed, installing new wells, cooperative use of
private wells
27

Next Steps for Infrastructure Plan

28

14

Category
2
Improve
Service
Projects

Category
1
Must-Do
Projects

Category
3
Regional
Projects

Service Standards
Annexation
Policy
Domestic Water
Transfers

Integrate
Integrate with
with Finances
Finances

$

Future Land
Use

Groundwater

List of
Recommended
Improvements
Phased
According to
Future
Revenue
29

Infrastructure Plan−
Improve Service Projects
Oakdale Irrigation District
August 17, 2005

Slide 30
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EXHIBIT A-13

Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
What We’ve Learned, August 2005

Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan
What We’ve Learned
August 2005

Agenda
• Water Resources Planning Background
• Internal and External issues affecting OID
• What is a Resources Plan?
• Plan Goals and process
• What We’ve Learned to Date
• Public Outreach
• Post Planning Steps

1

Why the Need for WRP?
• Customer Needs
Changing
• Need to Modernize
OID system
• Changing roles of
Districts
• External Issues
• Internal Issues

Big Picture External Issues
• Competition for water
• Water quality
and quantity
• Economic impacts
• Environmental
conditions
• Legislative

2

Big Picture Internal Issues
• Water usage
• Land use changes
• Long-term
financial stability
• Annexations/transfers
• Organizational needs
• Community needs

OID’s Business Plan
• 2003 Strategic Business Plan
– Three Year Action Plan
• Develop a Business
approach to our Business
• Protect Water Rights
– 38 Objectives identified
• 24 completed

3

Water Resources Plan
What is it?
A Planning Document that…
• Assesses where we are as an irrigation district
• Describes measures needed to make us better
• Addresses federal, state and local
challenges to our water
• Provides mechanisms to
protect our water
• Tells us what it will cost
to meet our needs and
how to pay for it

Public
Involvement

Technical
Analyses

Institutional
Activities

Plan Goals:
• Provide long-term protection to OID's water
rights
• Address federal, state and local water
challenges
• Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to
meet changing customer needs
• Develop affordable ways to finance
improvements
• Involve the public in the planning process

4

Water Resource Plan
Process
Comprehensive Investigation Analysis
• Water usage both
surface and groundwater
• Land use
• Cropping patterns
• Facility condition
• Future customers
and needs
• Financial stability
• Organizational needs

CEQA
Ready
Document

Water Resource Plan
Process
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Prepare
Plan

5

Water Resources Plan
Process
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Conduct Initial Assessment

Prepare
Plan

• Collected /analyzed operations and
facilities data
• Land Use and potential changes
assessed
• On-site reviews of the system
• Interviewed Board members,
management, field staff, growers,
industry, and the public

Water Resources Plan
Process
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Develop Analytical Tools
•
•
•
•

Prepare
Plan

Land Use Planning Tool
Water Balance Model
Financial Model
Infrastructure Planning

6

Water Resources Plan
Process
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Develop and Evaluate
Alternatives
• What are the Options?
• What will they cost?
• What if we did nothing?

Prepare
Plan

Water Resources Plan
Process and Purpose
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Prepare Plan
• Plan will identify the best
apparent alternative
• Basis for initiating CEQA
Process

Prepare
Plan

7

What We’ve Learned to Date
1.

Agricultural land around the cities is
urbanizing, which will cause a decreased
demand for OID water.

2.

OID customers are changing the type of crops
they are growing. The shift is from pasture to
higher-value permanent crops, which often
means a switch from surface to groundwater,
leading to a decrease in demand for OID
water.

Land Use Trends
Inside OID

Outside OID

8

What We’ve Learned To Date
3. These factors will require OID to enhance the
4.
5.
6.

level of service to keep up with changing
customer needs.
Opportunities exist to expand the district's
customer base.
Simple system improvements can enhance
water supply reliability and reduce regional
groundwater pumping.
Significant investment in repairs needs to be
made.

What We’ve Learned To Date
7. The amount of water leaving the OID
(tailwater or by operational needs) is
significant by any estimate and, to the
extent possible, must be managed for
the beneficial use of the region.
8. The cost of the repairs, service
improvements and any other projects
identified in the study must be paid on a
pay-as-you-go plan.

9

Water Resources Plan
Process and Purpose
Conduct
Initial
Assessment

Develop
Analytical
Tools

Develop and
Evaluate
Alternatives

Prepare
Plan

Public Outreach Throughout the Process

Public
Outreach
Opportunities
for Input
• Interactive
Web Site
• Newspaper ads to inform/ask for input
• Community Presentations
• Special Public-Board sessions
• Public Meeting at draft plan stage

10

Post Plan Development Steps

WRP

NOP

PEIR

Implementation
Plan/Finalize
Finances

Design/
Construct

Nov 2005

Initiate CEQA/Design/Construction on Emergency Actions

Questions?

11

EXHIBIT A-14

Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
What We’ve Learned, October 18, 2005

Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan
“What We’ve Learned”

Slide 1

October 2005

Water Resources Plan (Refresher)
What is it?
A Planning Document that…
 Assesses where we are as an irrigation district
 Describes measures needed to make us better
 Addresses federal, state and local

challenges to our water
 Provides mechanisms to

Public
Involvement

protect our water
 Tells us what it will cost

to meet our needs and
how to pay for it

Technical
Analyses

Institutional
Activities

2

1

Water Resources Plan-Goals
 Provide long-term protection to OID’s water





rights.
Address federal, state, and local water
challenges.
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to
meet changing customer needs.
Develop affordable ways to finance
improvements.
Involve the public in the planning process.
3

Understanding OID’s Responsibilities
in the Planning Process
 Irrigation districts were formed to provide reliable

water supplies to the lands they serve and to protect
those water resources
 Irrigation districts must provide for the long term
financial health of the organization
– Maintaining affordable rates
– Recognizing the need to repair, replace, rehabilitate

and modernize the system it operates
 Comply with all federal, state and local laws
– Be good stewards of our water resources

4

2

How the Planning Process Works
Plan Adoption
 Provide long-term

DECISIONS

protection to OID’s
water rights
 Address federal, state
and local water
challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an
out-of-date system to
meet changing
customer needs
 Develop affordable
ways to finance
improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

CEQA
DISCUSSION
Water
Resource Plan

FACTS

DATA

Land Use, Water
Balance,
Infrastructure
Evaluation,
Modernization
Needs, Finances
5

Data + Facts = What We’ve Learned
Land Use
– Between now and 2025, likely to see significant

amount of land conversions in OID Service Area
•
•
•
•

Ag to Urban
Ag to other ag. (pasture to trees & corn)
Ag going to deep wells for better service
Idle land coming into Ag

– OID could make available over 60 TAF in the next

20-30 years
– Agricultural lands, within OID’s Sphere of Influence,
could be recipients of this water if made available
• Balance additional ag with future urban needs
6

3

Data + Facts = What We’ve Learned
Customer Base
– 60% of current customers are on 10 acres or less
• Most customers in this category have secondary

employment
• Small parcel needs are different than large parcel needs

– 4% of current customers farm on 40 acres or more
– 36% of current customers farm between 10-40 acres
– Most all participants questioned wanted more

flexibility in the services provided by OID

7

Data + Facts = What We’ve Learned
Water Balance
– Currently about 70K acre-feet leaves OID

Service Area
• 30% of diverted water
• Water leaves without benefit to OID

– Surrounding 9 irrigation districts average 40

inches per acre applied water
– OID’s average use is over 60 inches per acre

8

4

CSJWCD

SURFACE WATER LEAVING DISTRICT

9,500 AF

DRAINWATER

50,400 AF

OPERATIONAL SPILLS

20,000 AF

TOTAL

70,400 AF

LONE TREE
CREEK
11,300 AF

SSJID

(other outflow to the river)

7,100 AF
STANISLAUS RIVER
8,700 AF

MID
17,000 AF

DRY CREEK
16,800 AF

Data + Facts = What We’ve Learned
Infrastructure
– 300 miles of Distribution Laterals
• 100 miles of pipeline
• 200 miles of open ditch
– 40 miles of North and South Main Canals

10

5

Data + Facts = What We’ve Learned
Modernization
–
–

340 miles of system and only 1 reservoir
OID has only 4 automated sites in its
system
* SSJID and MID
have over 60
automated
sites each

-

Access to
system is
only 60%
11

Data + Facts = What We’ve Learned
Finances
– In 1979 the Water Rate was $31 per acre
– In 2000 the Water Rate was $27.50 per acre
– In 2005 the Water Rate is $19.50 per acre
– 90% of Water Rate subsidized by power sales and

water transfers

– The “unsubsidized” water rate is ($10 million budget

over 54,000 acres) $185.18 per acre w/o power or
water transfers

12

6

Knowing what we know. . .
What will “the Plan” be Recommending?
 Capital Replacement Projects-”Gotta Have” Projects
– To replace a 93 year old system

 Enhanced Service Standards
– To better provide for evolving customer needs

 Regulating Reservoir Projects - Recommendations
– Designed to meet enhanced Service Standards

 Automation Projects - Recommendations
– Intended to enhance water deliveries and service

 Drainwater Rec Projects - Recommendations
– Integrated with above to increase operational efficiency
13

Enhanced Service StandardsRecommendations
 Arranged water deliveries







for those that want them
Fixed head rotations
available for corn and
pasture
“Water on Water off”
capabilities
Revised Operating
Standards for Consistency
in Service
Changes to be supportive
of WRP Goals
14

7

Regulating Reservoir Recommendations
Woodward
Reservoir

New
Reservoir

Van Lier
Reservoir

15

Automation and Flow Control Projects Recommendations

16

8

Drainwater Reclamation Projects Recommendations

17

Sounds Good(!) (?) (&#@#)

What’s the cost?

18

9

Automate
Portions of
the System
plus
Reservoirs

Rebuild
the Old
System

Drainwater
Rec.
Systems

Revenue Options
• Power Contracts
• Water Transfers
• Water Rates
• Annex Lands and

Integrate
Integrate with
with Finances
Finances

$

Future Land
Use

Charge More

Direction is to
Develop
“Pay as you Go”

Financial Plan

19

Water Resources Plan - Contents
 Present all data and facts we’ve collected and analyzed
 Present a range of alternatives (12-16)
 Recommend a “Preferred Alternative” that. . .
– Improves water supply reliability
– Achieves an enhanced level of service
– Keeps water rates affordable
– Provides a level of drought protection
– Secures OID’s financial position into the future
 Go Public and seek input

20

10

Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan

A Community Plan. A Successful Future

October 2005

Slide 21
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EXHIBIT A-15

Board of Directors PowerPoint Presentation:
Phase I Recommendations, November 14, 2005

Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan

A Community Plan. A Successful Future.

Phase 1 Recommendations

Slide 1

November 2005

Water Resources Plan (Refresher)
What is it?
A Planning Document that…
 Assesses where we are as an irrigation district
 Describes measures needed to make us better
 Addresses federal, state and local

challenges to our water
 Provides mechanisms to

Public
Involvement

protect our water
 Tells us what it will cost

to meet our needs and
how to pay for it

Technical
Analyses

Institutional
Activities

2

1

The Four Phases of the WRP
PHASE I

PHASE II

Perform detailed
assessment and
data collection

Prepare programmatic
CEQA document

Develop options and
evaluate alternatives

Finalize WRP

PHASE III

PHASE IV

Develop
Implementation Plan

Implement WRP
•Engineering
•Design
•Construction

Develop
recommendations

Publish draft WRP
and initiate CEQA

3

Water Resources Plan Goals
 Provide long-term protection to OID’s water





rights.
Address federal, state, and local water
challenges.
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to
meet changing customer needs.
Develop affordable ways to finance
improvements.
Involve the public in the planning process.
4

2

Understanding OID’s Responsibilities
in the Planning Process
 Irrigation districts were formed to provide reliable

water supplies to the lands they serve and to protect
those water resources
 Irrigation districts must provide for the long term
financial health of the organization
– Maintaining affordable rates
– Recognizing the need to repair, replace, rehabilitate

and modernize the system it operates
 Comply with all federal, state and local laws
– Be good stewards of our water resources

5

How the Planning Process Works
Plan Adoption
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s
water rights
 Address federal, state
and local water
challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an
out-of-date system to
meet changing
customer needs
 Develop affordable
ways to finance
improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

DECISIONS

CEQA
DISCUSSION
Water
Resource Plan

FACTS

DATA

Land Use, Water
Balance,
Infrastructure
Evaluation,
Modernization
Needs, Finances
6

3

Substantial Technical Work is the
Basis of Plan Recommendations
Land Use

Infrastructure

Water
Balance

Public
Outreach

Finances

7

Substantial Technical Work is the
Basis of Plan Recommendations
 60% of current customers

are on 10 acres or less
Land Use
 Between now and 2025, likely to
see significant amount of land
conversions in OID Service Area
Public
Infrastructure
Outreach
 Land use conversions will result in
substantially less demand for OID
water
 Agricultural lands within OID’s
Sphere of Influence could be Water
Finances
recipients of this water, if made
Balance
available
8

4

Substantial Technical Work is the
Basis of Plan Recommendations
 Evaluated 100 miles of

pipeline, 200 miles of open
Landditches,
Use 40 miles of Main
Canals, in addition to wells,
turnout gates, and drainage
pumps Public
Infrastructure
 Nearly allOutreach
water supply canals
were constructed 50 years ago or
more
 340 miles of distribution system
Water
andFinances
only 1 reservoir
Balance
 OID has only 4 automated
sites in its system
9

Substantial Technical Work is the
Basis of Plan Recommendations
 In addition to current

water transfers, about 70K
acre-feet leaves OID
Service Area
– 30% of Public
diverted water
Infrastructure
Outreach
– Water leaves without benefit
to OID
 Surrounding 9 irrigation districts
average 40 inches per acre
Water
Finances
applied
water
Balance
 OID’s average use is over
60 inches per acre
Land Use

10

5

Substantial Technical Work is the
Basis of Plan Recommendations
 In 1979 the Water Rate

was $31 per acre
Land Use
 In 2000 the Water Rate was
$27.50 per acre
Public
 In 2005 the Water Rate is $19.50
Infrastructure
per acre
Outreach
 90% of Water Rate subsidized
by power sales and water
transfers
Water
 The “unsubsidized” water rate
Finances
Balance
is $185.18 per acre w/o
power or water transfers
11

Substantial Technical Work is the
Basis of Plan Recommendations
 Interviews were

conducted with growers,
public officials, and other
members of the
community
Infrastructure

 Significant outreach kept

Land Use
Public
Outreach

the public informed
 Most all participants
Water
questioned wanted more
Balance
flexibility in the services
provided by OID

Finances

12

6

OID’s Challenges from today to 2030
will be to. . .
 Replace aging water system
 Modernize our water delivery system to

enhance water service to meet
customer needs
 Respond to regulatory issues
 Protect surplus water for our
agricultural, rural, and urban customers
 Continue to involve the public
13

Specific Recommendations Were
Developed to Meet the WRP Goals
 Provide long-term

protection to OID’s
water rights
 Address federal, state
and local water
challenges
 Rebuild/modernize an
out-of-date system to
meet changing
customer needs
 Develop affordable ways
to finance
improvements
 Involve the public in
the planning process

INFRASTRUCTURE

ORGANIZATION

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

FINANCIAL

POLICIES AND
PROGRAMS
ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
14

7

Evaluation Process

15

By 2030, OID will have 67,000 ac-ft
more than it needs, due to...
 Changes in land use – less overall

demand
 Improved customer service - keeps
current customers and attracts new ones
within current service area
 System improvements – more efficient
operations

Question:
What should OID do with that water?
16

8

Four alternatives were developed to
address that question.
Alternative 1 continues Present Practices.
ALTERNATIVE 1

Continuation
of existing
transfers

17

Four alternatives were developed to
address that question.
Alternative 2 maximizes service
improvements within district boundaries.

,0
00

ac
ft

50

00
,0

Transfers
to willing
buyers
(9,000 ac-ft
more than
current)

17

ac
-ft

ALTERNATIVE 2

Variable
transfers
to willing
buyers
18

9

Four alternatives were developed to
address that question.
Alternative 3 moderately expands service
within OID’s Sphere of Influence.

ac
-ft
,0
00

ft

50

,0
00

ac

ft

50

00
,0

ac

Variable
transfers
to willing
buyers

17

00
,0

Transfers
to willing
buyers
(9,000 ac-ft
more than
current)

ALTERNATIVE 3

17

ac
-ft

ALTERNATIVE 2

Transfers
to willing
buyers
(9,000 ac-ft
more than
current)

Supports
OID
expansion
into SOI,
approx.
4,250 acres
19

Four alternatives were developed to
address that question.
Alternative 4 maximizes expansion of
service within OID’s Sphere of Influence.

ac
-ft
,0
00
50

ft

Supports
OID
expansion
into SOI,
approx.
4,250 acres

ac

,0
00

00
,0

ft

50

ALTERNATIVE44
ALTERNATIVE

67

ac

ft

Transfers
to willing
buyers
(9,000 ac-ft
more than
current)

00
,0

ac

Variable
transfers
to willing
buyers

17

00
,0

Transfers
to willing
buyers
(9,000 ac-ft
more than
current)

ALTERNATIVE 3

17

ac
-ft

ALTERNATIVE 2

Supports
OID
expansion
into SOI,
approx.
16,750 acres
20

10

20-Year Program Costs
Exclusive of Main Canals & Tunnels
Alternative
1

Alternative
2

Alternative
3

Alternative
4

$94M

$94M

$94M

$94M

Improved
Service
Projects

$0

$30M

$30M

$30M

Total CIP

$94M

$124M

$124M

$124M

Rehabilitation
Projects

For $30M:
• Add’l Flow-Control and Measurement Structures
• Add’l Groundwater Wells
• North Side Regulating Reservoir
• Accelerated Irrigation Service Turnout Replacement
• Revenue-generating Drainwater Reclamation Projects

21

Customer Water Charge Depends on
how OID Pays for the Plan

Sub-alternatives that do
not include water
transfers

$180.00
$160.00
$140.00
$120.00
$100.00

$160/acre

Sub-alternatives that
include moderate water
transfers

$80.00
$19.50/acre

$60.00
$40.00
$20.00
$0.00
2A

3B

3C

3E

3A

1A

3D

4B

4E

4C

4A

2B

4D

Sub-alternatives
22

11

Water Resources Plan Goals

Alternatives

Provide
long-term
protection to
OID’s water
rights

Address
federal,
state, and
local water
challenges

Rebuild/modern
-ize an out-ofdate system to
meet changing
customer needs

Develop
Involve the
affordable
public in the
ways to
planning
finance
process
improvements

Alternative 1:
Continue Present
Practices
Alternative 2:
Maximize Service
Improvements within
District Boundaries
Alternative 3:
Maximize Service
Improvements within
District Boundaries,
Moderate Expansion of
Service within SOI
Alternative 4:
Maximize Expansion of
Service within OID’s
SOI

23

Water Resources Plan Goals

Alternatives

Provide
long-term
protection to
OID’s water
rights

Address
federal,
state, and
local water
challenges

Rebuild/modern
-ize an out-ofdate system to
meet changing
customer needs

Develop
Involve the
affordable
public in the
ways to
planning
finance
process
improvements

Alternative 1:
Continue Present
Practices
Alternative 2:
Maximize Service
Improvements within
District Boundaries
Alternative 3:
Maximize Service
Improvements within
District Boundaries,
Moderate Expansion of
Service within SOI
Alternative 4:
Maximize Expansion of
Service within OID’s
SOI

24

12

Water Resources Plan Goals

Alternatives

Provide
long-term
protection to
OID’s water
rights

Address
federal,
state, and
local water
challenges

Rebuild/modern
-ize an out-ofdate system to
meet changing
customer needs

Develop
Involve the
affordable
public in the
ways to
planning
finance
process
improvements

Alternative 1:
Continue Present
Practices
Alternative 2:
Maximize Service
Improvements within
District Boundaries
Alternative 3:
Maximize Service
Improvements within
District Boundaries,
Moderate Expansion of
Service within SOI
Alternative 4:
Maximize Expansion of
Service within OID’s
SOI
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Implementing the WRP Will Benefit
OID’s Customers and the Community
INFRASTRUCTURE

ORGANIZATION

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

FINANCIAL

POLICIES AND
PROGRAMS
ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
29

Specific Recommendations Were
Developed to Meet the WRP Goals
INFRASTRUCTURE

ORGANIZATION

• Adopt customer-based service
standards.
• Develop specific operating procedures to
implement service standards.

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

• Implement specific projects to improve
service to customers.

FINANCIAL

• Repair and rehabilitate vulnerable main
canals and tunnels.

POLICIES AND
PROGRAMS
ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
30
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Specific Recommendations Were
Developed to Meet the WRP Goals
INFRASTRUCTURE

ORGANIZATION

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

• Invest in staff to provide the technical
support to meet the district’s mission, “to
protect and develop OID’s water
resources and provide excellent
irrigation and domestic water service.”
• Outline the staffing structure to
implement the WRP.

FINANCIAL

POLICIES AND
PROGRAMS
ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
31

Specific Recommendations Were
Developed to Meet the WRP Goals
INFRASTRUCTURE

• Designate a public information officer.
• Publish a quarterly newsletter.

ORGANIZATION

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

• Conduct periodic community
presentations regarding CEQA and WRP
implementation.
• Establish web site information pages.

FINANCIAL

POLICIES AND
PROGRAMS
ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
32
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Specific Recommendations Were
Developed to Meet the WRP Goals
INFRASTRUCTURE

ORGANIZATION

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

FINANCIAL

POLICIES AND
PROGRAMS

• Project estimated revenues from
transfers and power sales over time.
• Consolidate priorities for WRP and Main
Canal and Tunnel Projects.
• Adopt financial strategy that protects
against inflation for all areas of revenue
sources.
• Identified costs for new lands to connect
to OID system.

ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
33

Specific Recommendations Were
Developed to Meet the WRP Goals
INFRASTRUCTURE

ORGANIZATION

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

FINANCIAL

POLICIES AND
PROGRAMS

• Provide for the future water needs of the
cities of Oakdale and Riverbank.
• Conduct DSO and irrigator training to
improve customer service.
• Expand the Boundary Flow
Measurement Program.
• Continue to engage groundwater
planning activities in the Modesto Sub
basin.
• Develop a drought response plan.

ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
34
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Specific Recommendations Were
Developed to Meet the WRP Goals
INFRASTRUCTURE

ORGANIZATION

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

FINANCIAL

POLICIES AND
PROGRAMS

• Prepare a programmatic environmental
impact report (PEIR) to guide WRP
implementation (Main Canal and Tunnel
Program on separate environmental
track).
• Obtain required federal, state, and local
permits and authorizations.
• Process individual maintenance or minor
improvements projects as Categorical
Exemptions or Initial Studies/Negative
Declarations.

ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTATION
35

Implementing the Best Apparent
Alternative Will Benefit OID’s
Customers and the Community
 Protect OID’s water rights.
 Enhance customer service for all users.
 Rebuild, modernize, and expand system

infrastructure.
 Protect the future water supply needs of the
cities of Oakdale and Riverbank.
 Keep water rates affordable through a
balanced effort of water transfers and service
to new customers within OID’s Sphere of
Influence.
 Substantially increase water supply reliability
and meet OID service in a worst-case drought.
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Next Steps
November

14th – Board
Presentation
Late Nov –
Publish Draft
WRP
Documents

December

January

6th – Board
“Acceptance
of Draft WRP”
as sufficient to
initiate CEQA

Hold Scoping
Meeting

Publish
Notice of
Preparation
37

Oakdale Irrigation District
Water Resources Plan

A Community Plan. A Successful Future.

November 2005
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List of Community Group Presentations

List of Community Group Presentations
South San Joaquin Irrigation District – Management Staff: Jan. 14, 2005
California Irrigation Institute: Jan. 27, 2005
Oakdale Realtors Association: Feb. 24, 2005
Farm and Land Realtors of Stanislaus County: April 5, 2005
Sunrise Rotary Club: April 8, 2005
San Joaquin County Water Advisory Committee: May 18, 2005
Stanislaus County LAFCO Board: May 25, 2005
Oakdale Kiwanis: June 14, 2005
City of Oakdale’s Chamber of Commerce: July 5, 2005
Oakdale Lions Club: Oct. 13, 2005
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Land Use Summary Sheet

Land Use Changes: Key to Future of OID
An essential component of the Oakdale Irrigation District’s (OID) Water Resource
Plan, a guide for the next 20 years of water management, is how land will be used
within the District’s service area and outside the District in adjacent areas within
OID’s Sphere of Influence (SOI). Land use analysis is the foundation of the
planning effort as it assesses OID customers’ current and future water needs.
The District’s analysis of recent trends in the area’s cropping patterns shows a
dramatic shift occurring across the region as increasing acres of orchards are being
planted and large areas of actively farmed lands are being subdivided into smaller
parcels. In addition, the implications of continued population growth, combined with
other land use changes, if not addressed, could impact OID’s ability to meet the
water needs of its customers.
Over the past six months, OID and its consultant, CH2M HILL, have been studying
historic and current land uses within the District and the SOI. Using data from a
variety of local and state resources, estimates were made in six general land use
categories from assessing past, current and future land use changes from 1996 to
2025 as shown in the charts below for lands served by OID within its service area
and within its SOI. These are estimates only based on the available data and
historic trends.

The Changes in Agricultural Land Use
OID currently serves 2,800 ag customers and 700 domestic water accounts. More
than 40 percent of OID ag customers farm less than 5 acres and comprise 5
percent of OID-served land. Ag customers, who farm 10 acres or less, make up
only 12 percent of the land served but represent 60 percent of the customers. Only
4 percent of OID ag customers farm 40 acres or more, but these customers
constitute 60 percent of OID-served lands. This wide range of customer parcel
sizes combined with future crop changes will influence OID customer service needs.
The next 20 years hold much change. Pasture lands will decrease and orchard
acreage will double within the District, and trees in the SOI will increase to about
11,000 acres. At the same time, land use changes within the District will result in a
reduction in native vegetation and range lands to less than 2,500 acres. SOI native
vegetation lands will also decline as these areas are developed for irrigated
agriculture.
Urban Growth
Meanwhile, urban and industrial land use will expand within the District and its SOI
as both Riverbank’s and Oakdale’s growth rates outpace those of other California
cities. Over the next 10 years, Oakdale will experience steady growth to 29,000 in
population, resulting in the loss of 2,700 acres of OID serviced land. In 20 years,
Oakdale is projected to grow to 42,000, resulting in an additional loss of 3,300
acres of ag land served by OID. Thus, it is estimated, over the next 20 years, OID
will experience a decline in 6,000 acres from the growth of the City of Oakdale.
Conclusions and Implications


Within OID's service area, ag land use changes in the next 20 years will
influence both the total water supply requirements and OID's customer
service needs.



The continued trend of orchard crops replacing pasture may contribute to a
reduction in overall demand for OID surface water supply. Unless OID
enhances its services and infrastructure, newly developed orchards may elect
to use groundwater in lieu of OID supplied surface water.



There is no clear geographic pattern to the agricultural land use changes.
Future improvements to OID's distribution and supply system will therefore
need to flexibly accommodate a mix of crop types and parcel sized.



Urban growth will continue, contiguous with the existing boundaries of
Oakdale and Riverbank. Approximately 10% of OID's currently agricultural
land base will convert to urban use.



OID's customer base will continue to include a large percentage of smaller
ranchette-type parcels. City and County land use policies may restrict the
rate at which large agricultural parcels are sub-divided in the rural areas.



Continued growth of new agricultural lands within OID's SOI will offer
significant potential for service expansion to offset urban land use growth
inside OID's current service area.
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Infrastructure Summary Sheet

Infrastructure Assessment and Plan
One of the approaches that the Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) Board
of Directors is using to meet the goals of the District’s WRP is an indepth assessment and plan for OID’s infrastructure, which includes an
analysis of its reservoirs,
canals, laterals, pipeline, open
ditches, turnouts and the like.
The infrastructure evaluation
process
began
with
a
comprehensive
assessment
that looked at projects that
must be accomplished to keep
OID’s delivery system viable.
Projects will target tunnels
and canals, control structures,
canal and lateral restoration, and pipeline rehabilitation in addition to
other smaller projects that improve customer service and
responsiveness.
Service Standards are the key to retaining and attracting customers.
Setting Service Standards include understanding customers’
requirements which are determined by acreage, crop type, irrigation
method and soil type. They also include water delivery issues such as
frequency of delivery, rate of flow, system scheduling, turnout
features, water quality and other factors.
There are a number of challenges facing OID regarding its current
standards and practices. Some of the more salient ones include the
following: the original system was designed for 160-acre parcels, and
the District is experiencing continued subdividing into smaller pieces;
actual practices are often inconsistent with the adopted standard as
exceptions are frequent; and the water delivery capacity of the 10
divisions to meet 10-day rotation varies.
Minor revisions to the Service Standards could be made that would
require only minimal changes and would offer a mix of fixed rotation,
arranged delivery for large agricultural parcels as capacity is available
and updated standards to support current practices and applications.

1

These minor changes also have their challenges as they do little to
improve service and retain OID’s agriculture base as orchard growers
switch from surface water to groundwater.
Customer-driven
standards
would
expand
arranged
delivery practices and provide
a range of Service Standards
by
crop
type,
acreage,
irrigation
method
and
customer preferences. They
would set reasonable limits on
each component of service and
continue to ensure consistent
equity.
Customer-driven standards would bring a higher level of service to
District growers, increase long-term customer base, provide a flexible
approach to adjust to local factors as they change in the future and
provide for incremental pay-as-you-go improvements.
However, customer-driven standards would require a higher level of
Distribution System Operator training and make scheduling more
complex. Similarly, more infrastructure improvements and higher
operating costs could result from this.
The Board will be considering these Service Standard options and
infrastructure improvements as well as projects that improve customer
service and those that are of a regional nature. All these are being
assessed and will be considered in the draft WRP.

Oakdale Irrigation District / 1205 East F Street / Oakdale, CA / (209) 847-3468
www.Oakdaleirrigation.com
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Opinion Editorial No. 1:
The Modesto Bee, April 29, 2005
Plan Overview

OID water plan vital to future use
By STEVE KNELL
Last Updated: April 29, 2005, 04:35:24 AM PDT

The Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) has launched what people are calling the most important effort
since the Tri-Dam Project was constructed some 50 years ago. This effort will produce a water
resources plan, which will provide a road map to guide our next 20 to 30 years of water management.
This plan may seem only relevant to the agricultural community, but be assured, water planning
affects everyone in our region.
I believe the state's water woes are going to be solved at the expense of irrigation districts. It is
doubtful OID will escape this scrutiny based on the following:
While most irrigation districts enjoy flat terrain, OID is not so fortunate. Our canals are on hilly
country, making irrigated fields irregular and difficult to manage for water. Our service area has few
storage reservoirs and a simple water change can take up to
18 hours to make, if they can be made at all. OID's 80-year-old infrastructure is out of date, inefficient
to manage and badly in need of repairs.
Land use is changing in the district. Subdivisions and ranchette developments are springing up
haphazardly; pasture is converting to trees; dairies are getting larger; and fields irrigated by flood are
converting to drip feed by groundwater, impacting water table levels. All of these lead to challenges in
the way we address and manage our water resources.
At the same time, we in agriculture are being asked to clean the water that leaves our fields; the state
is taking
$1 million a year in property tax revenues from OID; and it looks like we'll be paying fees for the right
to divert water to grow our nation's food supply. To say the least, our economic challenges are
becoming even more challenging.
These issues have led the OID board to start a long-term planning effort to determine how best to meet
these challenges, the most cost-effective solutions and how we pay for them.
Most important, however, is assuring that our rights to water are fully protected.
The district has retained experienced people for this effort. They are looking at all the district's
resources and are preparing options. By November, the district will have a draft plan to begin the
required California Environmental Quality Act process.
Implementation of projects will follow, phased in to match the availability of funds. We want the OID
to be the "best district it can afford to be." We want to do this while keeping water rates low and
without burdening the land with bond financing. We believe we can.
OID is a large employer and a significant community resource. Its future is directly linked to that of
our region.

Ensuring a reliable, long-term water supply, fixing the system, protecting OID's water rights and
figuring out how to pay for it is a tall order. But the district is committed to the future of the entire
Oakdale community and its customers.
This is the purpose of the OID water resources plan.
Knell is general manager of the Oakdale Irrigation District.
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Opinion Editorial No. 1:
The Oakdale Leader, May 18, 2005
Plan Overview
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Opinion Editorial No. 2:
The Modesto Bee, August 9, 2005
What We’ve Learned

OID is planning ahead as
growth transforms valley's
water priorities
By STEVE KNELL
Last Updated: August 9, 2005, 05:00:39 AM PDT

For the past several months, the board of directors and staff at the Oakdale Irrigation District
and its resource planning team have been hard at work studying the fundamentals that shape
the OID and its water system. This effort, known as the OID Water Resources Plan, is
designed to guide the district for the next 20 years.
One of the key areas is past, current and future land use and how changes in crop types will
change the demand for OID water.
Land use also touches on a number of other areas that influence water demand, including
urban growth. How and where will the cities of Riverbank and Oakdale grow? How much ag
land will be converted for homes?
We've also been looking at the OID water delivery system, which is badly in need of repair.
What projects are a must ? Which projects, if implemented, will improve OID service to
growers?
We've looked at water use. We've talked to customers about their future needs and what
services they'd like us to provide. We've studied the amount that is leaving the district in the
form of drainwater or water that OID releases for other purposes, called spills.
The significant findings to date are:
Agricultural land around the cities is urbanizing, which will cause a decreased demand for
OID water.
OID customers are changing the type of crops they are growing. The shift is from pasture to
higher-value permanent crops, which often means a switch from surface to groundwater,
leading to a decrease in demand for OID water.
These two factors will require the OID to enhance the level of service it provides to keep up
with changing customer needs.
Opportunities exist to expand the district's customer base.
Simple system improvements can enhance water supply reliability and reduce regional
groundwater pumping.
Significant investment in repairs needs to be made.

The amount of water leaving the OID (either as tailwater from crops or because of
operational needs) is significant by any estimate and, to the extent possible, must be managed
for the beneficial use of the region.
The cost of the repairs, service improvements and any other projects identified in the study
must be paid on a pay-as-you-go plan.
The OID wants to be the best irrigation district it can afford to be. The district cannot finance
improvements on the backs of its customers, nor can it rely upon highly variable power
revenues from the Tri-Dam Project. The financial component will be carefully evaluated to
ensure that needed improvements are implemented in a prudent fiscal manner.
For what we see on the horizon, this is not a time to sit still. Our water must be protected
from envious eyes that want our wealth. We value your input on this matter and encourage
your participation.
Knell is the general manager of the Oakdale Irrigation District. He can be reached at 8473468 or through the district Web site, www.oakdaleirrigation.com.
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Opinion Editorial No. 2:
The Oakdale Leader, August 17, 2005
What We’ve Learned
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Water Resource Plan Mini–Web Site:
Level 1 Navigation Pages

The Oakdale Irrigation District Water Resources Plan is a comprehensive study of the
District’s water resources, delivery system and operations. The study was initiated by the
District’s Board of Directors in November of 2004 to determine how the District can best
protect its water rights while meeting the needs of all its stakeholders and serve the
region.

WHAT THE PLAN WILL STUDY
The comprehensive analysis, which will be completed in November 2004, will study OID’s
Stanislaus River water rights, current and future groundwater levels, OID’s irrigation
practices, the state of the OID delivery system, and how water is delivered and used. It
will look at historic land uses trends and develop forecasts for how future land uses will
impact water supplies.

WHY THE STUDY
Because historic land uses are changing, the District believes it is important to
understand why and how it can best use the District’s resources to protect its water
rights and to better serve the community. The Water Resources Plan will provide specific,
prioritized recommendations for OID facilities and system improvements that will comply
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and how to phase in the
improvements consistent with available financial resources.
If you’d like to be added to the mailing list please complete the form on the Comment
section.

OID Service Area - shown in white.
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OID IN THE COMMUNITY
The Board of Directors believes it is vital that all stakeholders understand the importance of the
OID Water Resources Plan to the community.
OID is a major contributor to the economic stability of the region not only as the primary water
purveyor for agriculture, the community’s lifeblood, but also a significant employer and
economic factor. With its partner, the South San Joaquin Irrigation District, OID generates
wholesale power for the region through the Tri-Dam Project. The District’s annual budget is
more than $10 million that is largely spent in the community creating jobs and opportunities.

ASSESSMENT, ALTERNATIVES AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINAL PLAN
The first phase of the Plan, the assessment phase, has been completed. Available data has been
collected in numerous areas that affect OID including land use and on-farm irrigation practices.
Public outreach has been launched and OID’s delivery system has been reviewed.
The next phase is called the Alternatives in which a broad range of options will be studied.
These will include but are not limited to enhance water delivery service, groundwater recharge
programs, environmental needs, annexations and water transfers.
Once the Alternatives are developed, information about them will be available on this Web site,
detailed in another edition of the Update newsletter and reviewed at public open house, the
time and date of which will be announced later this year. Following adoption of the Preferred
Alternative or set of Alternatives, the final plan will be developed.
If you’d like to be added to the mailing list please complete the form on the Comment section.

Outreach Assessment

Meeting with local and regional stakeholders to review the purpose
and goals of the Plan.

Data Collection/OID System
Evaluation

Assessment of all historical information and the current system.

Public Outreach

Continous effort to keep the public informed of progress of the Plan.

Detailed Analysis/Plan
Development

Study of information gathered and development of solutions.

Draft Plan/CEQA Initiation

Recommended plan with CEQA initiation submitted for the Board's
approval.

Stanislaus River at Knight's Ferry.
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The planning effort is a yearlong effort that involves gathering all the facts (assessment),
considering all the options (alternatives) and development of the final plan (the preferred
alternative). Over the course of the months, progress reports about these efforts will be posted
on this page in portable document software (pdfs) that are downloadable.

RESOURCES
If you do not have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on your computer, click here to download and
install it to view the PDF files on this site.
If you do not have Microsoft PowerPoint installed on your computer, click here to download and
install the Microsoft PowerPoint Viewer to view the PowerPoint files on this site.

Newsletter
z

Winter 2005

(496 KB)

Microsoft PowerPoint Presentations
z
z
z
z
z

Infrastructure Plan: Improved Service Projects
(3 MB)
Infrastructure Plan
(11 MB)
Land Use – Historic Trends and Future Projections
(15 MB)
Water Resources Plan Presentation
(3.1 MB)
Board of Directors Presentation
(105 KB)

News Releases and News Stories

z

August 29, 2005 - The Oakdale Leader
OID Plans For The Future With Facilities Improvements, Upgrades

z

August 17, 2005 - The Oakdale Leader
The OID Water Resources Plan

z

August 17, 2005 - The Oakdale Leader
Changing Irrigation Patterns Fuel OID Water Planning

z

August 10, 2005 - The Oakdale Leader
OID Is Now A Professional Organization

(1.35 MB)

z

August 10, 2005 - The Oakdale Leader
OID Board to Discuss Delivery Standards

(635 KB)

z

August 9, 2005 - The Modesto Bee
OID is planning ahead as growth transforms valley's water priorities

z

August 4, 2005 - Media Advisory
(20 KB)
OID Board to Hold Special Sessions: August 10 and 17

z

August 3, 2005 - The Oakdale Leader
City, OID To Cooperate On Future Water Needs

z

May 18, 2005 - The Oakdale Leader
OID Predicts Future Ag Land Use in Area

(400 KB)

z

May 18, 2005 - The Oakdale Leader
OID Plans for the Community's Future

(380 KB)

z

April 29, 2005 - Modesto Bee
OID water plan vital to future use

(700 KB)

UPCOMING EVENTS
Information about the OID Water Resources Plan will be available through a series of
community presentations and public meetings. Check this section from time to time for the
schedule.
OID Board of Directors Special Workshop on Potential Improvement
Projects

6:00 PM
Rama Inn
1450 East F Street
Oakdale, CA

OID Riverbank lateral.
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Interested persons are encouraged to provide input into the District’s planning process.
Your comments and suggestions are welcome and encouraged. You can use the email
comment box here if you wish, write a letter or fax the information. You may also request
additional information about any area that the study is covering. We’ll make every
attempt to answer your inquiry and/or request promptly. If you’d like to be added to our
mailing list, please fill out the form below and check the appropriate box.

WAYS TO CONTACT US
Email use the form below
Fax Send faxes to OID Water Resources Plan (209) 847-3468
Mail OID Water Resources Plan
1205 East F Street
Oakdale, CA 95361
Phone Steve Knell, General Manager, Oakdale Irrigation District,
(209) 847-0341
For Email Comments, request additional information or to be added to the mailing list
please complete this form.
Name
Address

City, State/Zip
Phone
E-Mail Address
Send information request below
Add my name to the mailing list
See comments
Comments

Send Comments

Clear Form
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The Board of Directors has set the following goals for the OID Water Resources Plan:
z
z
z
z
z

Provide long-term protection to OID's water rights
Address federal, state and local water challenges
Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs
Develop affordable ways to finance improvements
Involve the public in the planning process

If you’d like to be added to the mailing list please complete the form on the Comment
section.

OID canal showing erosion and the need for repair.
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Press Advisory: August 4, 2005

MEDIA ADVISORY
Contact: Steve Knell
(209) 847-0341
Date: August 4, 2005

___________________________________________________________

OID Board to Hold Special Sessions: August 10 and 17
WHO:

Oakdale Irrigation District

WHAT:

OID Board of Directors Meetings to review current and
proposed District Service Standards and Improvement
Projects

WHEN:

6:00 p.m. / Aug. 10 and 6:00 p.m. / Aug. 17, 2005

LOCATION:

Conference Room / Rama Inn / 1450 East F Street,
Oakdale

Background
The Oakdale Irrigation District’s Board of Directors will hold two special
sessions to review its irrigation and water delivery Service Standards and
potential Improvement Projects as part of the District’s Water Resources
Plan.
The session on Aug. 10 will focus on the District’s Service Standards. The
Board will be considering current and proposed practices as they relate to
water deliveries to its customers.
The session on Aug. 17 will focus on potential Improvement Projects that
would enhance OID’s service to customers. The Board will review various
options.
The Board retained CH2M Hill, an internationally recognized firm in water
resources planning, as a consultant to help guide the process of its Water
Resources Plan study. The plan will help guide OID for the next 20 years as
it considers how to protect its water rights, enhance District services and
repair and upgrade its infrastructure.
###
1205 East F Street, Oakdale, CA 95361 / (209) 847-3468
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Press Advisory: August 10, 2005

MEDIA ADVISORY
Contact: Steve Knell
(209) 847-0341
Date: August 10, 2005

___________________________________________________________

OID Board to Hold Special Session: August 17
WHO:

Oakdale Irrigation District

WHAT:

OID Board of Directors Meeting to Review Improvement
Projects

WHEN:

6:00 p.m. / Aug. 17, 2005

LOCATION:

Conference Room / Rama Inn / 1450 East F Street,
Oakdale

Background
The Oakdale Irrigation District’s Board of Directors will hold a special
session to review potential Improvement Projects as part of the District’s
Water Resources Plan.
The session, which will be held on Aug. 17, will focus on potential
Improvement Projects that would enhance OID’s service to customers. The
Board will review various options.
The Board initiated a comprehensive water resources study last November
as a key element in its long-range planning effort. The Board retained
CH2M Hill, an internationally recognized firm in water resources planning,
as a consultant to help guide the process of its Water Resources Plan study.
CH2M Hill has been studying all relevant issues that might affect the plan
and has made several presentations to the Board about past, present and
future land uses and the District’s current infrastructure.
The plan will help guide OID for the next 20 years as it considers how to
protect its water rights, enhance District services, and repair and upgrade its
infrastructure.
###
1205 East F Street, Oakdale, CA 95361 / (209) 847-3468
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Newspaper Story:
The Oakdale Leader, May 18, 2005
OID Predicts Future Ag Land Use
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Newspaper Story:
The Oakdale Leader, August 3, 2005
City, OID to Cooperate on Future Water Needs

City, OID To Cooperate On Future Water Needs
By M.C. NAYLOR
Wednesday, August 3, 2005 9:51 AM PDT

For a city with a projected population of 50,000 residents by 2030, an adequate supply and
the quality of water are not as certain as they are at the present for a growing city with a
population just above the 17,000 mark.
Because of that uncertain future, the Oakdale City Council agreed Monday night to
cooperate in providing information for the Oakdale Irrigation District Water Resource Plan,
which the local entity initiated earlier this year and has a target completion date of
November. The plan is studying OID's water infrastructure, source, delivery system and
revenues, and planning for future water needs within the region.
Monday's initiative by both the city and OID representatives came as the result of a
subcommittee meeting of the OID Domestic Water Committee on July 28 with Mayor Pat
Kuhn, City Administrator Steve Baker and Councilmember Tom Dunlop. In that meeting the
group discussed the city's reliance upon its well system and the possibility of someday
needing to supplement the underground source with treated surface water, and the potential
for OID to provide the untreated surface source.
On Tuesday morning, the city's agreement went before the OID five-member board of
directors for a concurring agreement. It was granted with a clarification that the scope of
discussions would be limited to setting the acre-footage that will potentially be needed by the
city.
Several members wanted to be sure that OID was not making a commitment toward
treatment facilities for the city, and Director Tony Taro expressed concern over the prospect
of providing an "unlimited" supply of water for developers.
Director Alpers invited the public to attend two future WRP workshops scheduled for Aug. 10
and 17 at the Rama Inn conference room at 7 p.m. on each day.
The agreement between the city and OID is a formal understanding for the staffs of the two
public entities to share information, and for the city to develop an estimate of its potential
water needs during the next 20 years. OID, in turn, will provide the city access to its water
consultants and include the city's projection in its Water Resource Plan.
In that way, the OID WRP will be able to "reserve" a certain portion of its future water
allocations to the city under what is known as "beneficial use" of the irrigation district's basic
water allotment.
Speaking at the council meeting were OID Board President Frank Clark, board of directors
member and past president Jack Alpers and OID General Manager Steve Knell. City
Administrator Baker reported to the council on the previous meeting with OID.
There are definitive issues upon which the city and OID should work, according to Clark, who
said these issues are associated with the city's continued reliance upon groundwater as its
only supply for domestic and industrial water requirements. He cited recent reports of nine
Modesto city wells drying up and problems in the Riverbank area with water supply as a sign
that the water supply issue is moving eastward.

"Some of the issues," he said, "include meeting future water needs, protecting groundwater
levels and water quality degradation, (and) reducing reliance on just one source of water..."
He described OID's water resource plan as a development that will take the district well into
the 21st Century. "It is unquestionably the district's biggest undertaking since the building of
the Tri-Dam Project fifty years ago," he said.
Clark described the $1.3 million planning project as a means for the district to plan for the
best way to protect the community's water rights and to repair and/or replace OID's
antiquated water delivery system. It would also improve customer deliveries and service,
provide for additional agricultural land annexations and develop and implement new
infrastructure for irrigation water reclamation and conservation.
Alpers stressed the "necessity" of the city and OID undertaking a joint venture. "Oakdale has
one great thing (going for it) - independent thinking," said the OID director. "There is a
tradition in Oakdale of getting out and getting the job done."
He said that water began deteriorating on the east side 30 years ago, and that planning for
an eventual need to supplement the city's current system needs to begin now, not 20 years
in the future when the need is imminent. That, he said, will involve joint effort of the city and
OID.
Alpers also depicted the WRP as a means to help the city plan for its future, and as a cuttingedge tool that will be required of all irrigation districts in the state in the near future.
Knell discussed the WRP as having a horizon of 2030, describing it also as a means of
securing area water rights in an era when the state, and Southern California interests, are
looking for every source of additional water they can find.
City Administrator Baker said the city does presently have the best groundwater in the
region, but said the city does need to plan for eventual depletion of that source. He endorsed
working with OID, as did Mayor Kuhn and the entire city council.
"We all know that we have to look at the big picture," said Mayor Kuhn. "This is a worthwhile
effort, and it is time sensitive." She noted the need to move ahead within the next two
months to provide a projected need of the city for OID timeline.
While a consensus of the council and direction to city staff is normal procedure for issue of
this nature, Mayor Kuhn asked for a voice vote in order to provide OID the firm support it was
seeking on the matter.
The approval was unanimous.
Leader Managing Editor Mitchell C. Naylor may be contacted at 847-3021 or
mitch@oakdaleleader.net
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Changing Irrigation Patterns Fuel OID Water Planning
By M.C. NAYLOR
Wednesday, August 17, 2005 10:40 AM PDT

Jack Hoekstra runs a dairy operation on 200 acres east of Oakdale, but has purchased 600
acres that will require entirely different water patterns than he presently uses.
Fourth generation area farmer John Brichetto has an altogether different water situation,
where his operation northwest of Oakdale is slowly being transformed from traditional
pasture crop to permanent tree-cropping.
Together these two farmers represent a water delivery changing dynamic seen throughout
the Oakdale Irrigation District (OID), a dynamic that a group of consultants known as CH2M
Hill is addressing in the form of a Water Resource Plan they are preparing for the district.
On Wednesday, Aug. 10, representatives of that group gathered with board members and
interested residents in a public workshop to present some of the early results of their
findings. The Water Resources Plan, when completed, will lead to a planning document for
the local water entity's policy direction and infrastructure development during the next 20
years.
What CH2M Hill is finding is a predominant pattern of irrigation needs in the OID service area
that demonstrates changing land use practices and different water delivery needs for the
future. It also illustrates OID water delivery practices that presently have great discrepancies
between policy regarding water delivery, and the actual in-field practices.
That assessment was delivered by WRP Project Engineer Gregg Norby in discussing OID's
water delivery service standards and practices Wednesday, and which will lead to an outline
of potential improvement projects for future water needs.
"What we have found is a range of service qualities and irregularities in practices (of
deliveries)," said Norby in reporting on results of the consultant's field survey. He said those
practices were the result of years of individual watermaster and ditch-tender individual
arrangements made in an attempt to meet customer needs in an era of changing land-use
and irrigation practices.
He pointed, for instance, to almond growers who receive water on a 10-day rotation basis,
but need to irrigate on a 12-day basis, and because of that loses 80 percent of his water use
in every 20-day cycle.
Such inefficiencies in water delivery, he said, lead to loss of client base to other water
delivery sources and, in some instances, has resulted in water district loss of historical water
rights.
Norby was referring to a growing trend in the ever-escalating battle for water in California
where "beneficial use" is the underlying legal concept for water rights, and the state has
taken water above that which can be so established.
"If you begin to lose your client base," he said, "you lose the beneficial use of the water.
This begins to place your water rights at risk."

Dairy farmer Hoekstra, for instance, says that the 600-acre tract that he plans to develop is in
an area of the water district which is surrounded by homes now, and the canal that services
the area will primarily service his agricultural development.
Under OID's present water rotation delivery system, Hoekstra would have water delivered to
that area every 12 days.
That just won't work for his hay crop, he says. "When you cut pasture for hay, once it is cut,
you want to get water back on the ground as soon as possible. That ground hasn't had water
for between 14- to 20 days while the hay dried to cut. If you missed your turn during that
time, you have to wait another ten days."
The farmer also says that there is a lot of corn silage grown in the district now. And that
needs a lot of water during its growing period. "You just need it at a certain time; when it's
really hot, you need water every eight days instead of every 12 to get maximum protection."
Water needs, he says, are changing faster than the delivery system is changing to meet
them. "We're their customer base," says Hoekstra. "If the farmers can't get water when they
need it, why buy from OID. Times are changing."
In describing the overall tenor of the present delivery system, Norby, in his presentation,
portrayed widespread variance of practices to standards. "There is no well-established
standard for service, and conflicting operating practices," he said. He also noted that the
"special exemptions" that are being allowed within the delivery system would further cause
issue because they would conflict with normal delivery to those who are not receiving such
exemptions.
Brichetto faces a similar problem with his operation, where, he says, he needs a constant
supply of pressurized water for a drip irrigation system.
"As this area changes from pasture to trees," he said, "the trees are mainly micro-irrigated.
We need frequent, smaller, irrigation rather than blank flooding. Drip irrigation requires
pressurized water on at least once-a-week basis."
Operating one of the older land holdings in the OID, Brichetto says that every year they are
converting more land from pasture to almonds and walnuts. They began in the '90s and are
still moving in that direction. "The OID system was built in '30s and '40s and was set up for
flooding. Now, we're in 2005. Cropping patterns in Oakdale have entirely different needs."
Resolution of such delivery discrepancies, according to the WRP project engineer Norby, lies
in some form of service that would meet a flexible delivery schedule. Getting there would
take a combination of policy changes, modernization of system technology, strengthening of
management resources and retraining of staff.
The degree to which the district does that depends upon what the directors feel will best
meet OID client needs.
CH2M Hill staff outlined three options available to the district. These included a "no action"
option that would provide no new direction except for bringing the policy standards more in
line with the field practices. Another option offered a mid-range approach that would primarily
utilize the present rotation delivery system, but would adapt it toward meeting more of client
special needs.

Ted Way, a CH2M Hill principal and the OID project manager, addressed the content of the
third option, which encourages OID to embrace a customer-based standard of delivery.
He explained this as an expansion of the arranged delivery system that would take in
account the needs of crop type and the in-field methods of farmer irrigation. Consultants
Howard Wilson and Ed Lance provided situational comparisons to other water districts faced
with a need for delivery system changes.
Way said the benefits of such a system would be a more equitably distribution of water in
terms of needs, an ability for flexibility now and in the future as those irrigation needs
continue to change, and the ability to phase in such a system on an incremental basis.
Negative aspects of the approach includes more complex scheduling, training needs for
water tenders and education for users, as well as a potential for higher operation cost levels.
OID General Manager Steve Knell said the present system allows for some flexibility to meet
individual client needs, but that this will soon top out, while Board President Frank Clark
wanted to know whether or not higher operating costs would be offset by more profitability to
the growers.
Several landowners in attendance had questions related to the potential for an inequitable
fee system to develop with different levels of use, and director Louis Brichetto initiated an
extensive discussion regarding user need for conservation practices.
Way also discussed steps the board needed to take to adopt one of the proposed options
and have it incorporated in the overall Water Resources Plan.
A second workshop meeting is slated tonight, Aug. 17, to review with the board a number of
potential improvement projects that would enhance OID's service to customers.
The public is also invited to the 6 p.m. meeting in the conference room at the Rama Inn,
located at 1450 East F St.
Leader Managing Editor Mitchell C. Naylor may be contacted at 847-3021 or
mitch@oakdaleleader.net
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OID Plans For The Future With Facilities Improvements, Upgrades
By M.C. NAYLOR
Wednesday, August 24, 2005 10:23 AM PDT

Precious water from the Sierra Nevada
mountain range courses down the Stanislaus
River and into the New Melones Dam above
Oakdale, forming the basis for a water
delivery system that feeds 72,000 acres of
irrigated land in the Oakdale Irrigation
District.
From there, it is moved into OID's most
recently built dam, the Van Lier Reservoir,
southeast of town - rushing over the inlet at
330 cubic feet per second, or 15,000 gallons
per minute - to be distributed out through 330
miles of canals, 125 miles of pipelines and
280 miles of drainage ditches.
That system was, for a second time in two
weeks, the much-studied object of a report
Wednesday, Aug. 17, as representatives
from water consultant CH2M Hill reported to
the OID board in a special workshop on
recommendations it proposes for the district
Water Resources Plan (WRP).
When completed, the WRP will lead to a
planning document for the local water entity's
policy direction and infrastructure
development during the next 20 years.

Oakdale Irrigation District ditch tender Leon VanDiepen opens a
water gate at the Claribel and Brichetto canal split, one of a number
of gates in the OID water distribution system where flow control and
measurement projects are proposed. Automated release systems
would improve flow control at key sites, overall efficiency and
conservation, according to water resource consultants. M..C.
NAYLOR/THE LEADER

WRP Project Engineer Gregg Norby focused on facility upgrades and new construction for
the OID water system, providing what the consultants see as infrastructure needs for future
water delivery. This follows a presentation on Aug. 10 covering water delivery service
standards and practices. The series of three presentations will conclude with a
recommended infrastructure plan for the district.
The meeting was conducted at the Oakdale Rama Inn, with interested OID landowners in the
audience to discuss their concerns.
The focus of the meeting was a water delivery system built in the early-1900s that is
dilapidated and deteriorating throughout, and doesn't meet the modern irrigation needs of
district landowner clients. In the first workshop, Norby discussed survey results that showed
a predominant pattern of irrigation needs in the OID service area that demonstrates changing
land use practices. With that, the OID delivery procedures have great discrepancies between
policy and actual in-field practices.
On Aug. 17, he outlined a number of facility improvements that, with improved delivery policy
and practices, would result in improved service to the customers and more efficient use of
water. It would also result in reclamation of drainage water now being lost through the

system.
"Improving structure is all about improving delivery to customers," said Norby. This would
provide consistent levels of water delivery and better response times so that the district could
implement an on-demand delivery program as opposed to its present outdated rotation
delivery system.
CH2M Hill staff, said Norby, had developed its proposals with a high degree of involvement
from OID staff and landowners. In great detail, he outlined a series of 20 proposed projects
that would accomplish those goals, breaking them out in terms of "must-do" projects,
"improve service" projects and "regional projects."
This included improvements that ranged from automated flow control from irrigation gates
and replacement of outdated pipes, to the construction of a new regulating reservoir and
drainage reclamation projects. Van Lier Reservoir, for instance, would be revamped to
provide better regulation of supply to the south side of the district. On the north side, a new
regulating reservoir would be constructed at the Burnett-Cometa split to control delivery on
that side.
Also on the north side, the district would re-establish an intertie with Woodward Reservoir,
which is the South San Joaquin Water District regulating storage facility. As a sister in the
Tri-Dam Project of power production, an intertie is considered an excellent way to develop
their co-ownership to the benefit of water clients.
Norby also outlined a complete estimate of water outflow measurements from the district,
and where they are going. Surface water, for instance, is lost in operational spills at a rate of
approximately 20,000 acre-feet a year, while drain water goes out of the district without any
reclamation in the amount of about 50,400 acre-feet a year.
From such figures, and the knowledge of approximately where the water is going, the
consultant has developed a number of possible projects that can recapture portions of that
loss.
A flexible final component recommended by the group during the presentation involves
installation of several groundwater wells throughout the district. This will provide for a peak
season supplemental source, limited off-season supply when the main canals are shut down,
and an emergency supply during times of drought.
Improvement of the service projects, the Aug. 17 presentation, will be incorporated into a
third portion of the infrastructure presentation. A date has not been set for this presentation.
When presented, it will consist of an outline of the recommended infrastructure plan, which
will be incorporated into the overall WRP.
A November target date has been set for the board to act on a final plan.
Leader Managing Editor Mitchell C. Naylor may be contacted at 847-3021 or
mitch@oakdaleleader.net
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OID Maps Out Water Resources Plans Through 2030
By M.C. NAYLOR

Wednesday, November 16, 2005 12:07 PM PST

With the majority of Oakdale Irrigation
District's infrastructure constructed more than
100 years ago, the district faces a substantial
and long-range task of updating that system
and bringing it into line with contemporary
user needs, a project that will demand at
least a $30 million commitment within a fiveyear period for improved service projects.
During a 20-year period, the district will also
need funding for $94 million in rehabilitation
projects, ranging up to $124 million
depending upon which of four alternative
approaches the district chooses for its future.
That is a central fact around which the four
alternative approaches were outlined Monday
night by CH2M Hill, the water consultant
hired by the OID to prepare its Water
Resources Plan, at 6 p.m. in the conference
room at the Rama Inn. That workshop was
the third and concluding of three such
presentations that outlined potential
directions that the board of directors can take
in planning the district's future.

Oakdale Irrigation District Board of Directors member Louis Brichetto
is shown above on his ranch southeast of Oakdale in an area where
he has converted his former clover fields into permanent tree crops.
At a well site with him is OID canal tender Leon Van Diepan. They
are discussing the new well system, shown in the back, which
interfaces between the OID canal and the new well Bricheto has
installed there to facilitate different watering patterns. His cropping
pattern change and co-well system is typical of some issues being
addressed by the Water Resources Plan for which the board received
a report Monday night. M.C. Naylor/The Leader

This final workshop focused on the total WRP
recommendations and implementation of
those recommendations, along with ways to
pay for the improvements proposed. The Water Resources Plan, according to OID, will guide
the district for the next 20 years in its consideration of how to protect the district water rights,
to enhance the district services and to repair and upgrade its infrastructure.
By 2030, through improvement of the infrastructure delivery system, and upgrading the
service to the public, as well as through conservation and water reclamation programs -in
addition to a declining demand for ag water due to growth encroachment- the district will
have 67,000 acre-feet of water available, according to Monday's report.

This can be utilized for maintaining present practices, or any degree above that, involving the
production of income, improvement of the system, and water transfers, including potential
transfers to the cities of Oakdale and Riverbank.
"At the present time, Oakdale (Irrigation District) has no statement about its uses of water,"
said OID General Manager Steve Knell in introducing the CH2M Hill presentation. "We have
a water system that is 100 years old. It needs to be updated and modernized."
He said the district needs to protect its water rights by planning the use of its water, by
planning the long-term affordability of its facilities, and comply with state and federal

regulations. That, he said, was the premise upon which the plan was being developed.
Following the workshop, CH2M Hill will present their study findings and recommendations to
the board in documentation form, which will be followed by several public hearings that are
required for the environmental impact report. Once this is done, the entire process will go
before the board where they will determine an approach from among the recommendations.
Of the four alternatives outlined by CH2M Hill, the first would continue OID's present
practices for service. Alternative No. 2 would maximize service improvements within the
district boundaries; No. 3 would moderately expand service within the district's sphere of
influence; and No. 4 would expand service to OID's sphere of influence considerably.
The projections in these alternatives prefigure 9,000 acre-feet of water being transferred to
willing buyers above the current amount, with alternatives two, three and four ratcheting up
the amount transferred within the sphere of influence to a top level number of 16,750 acrefeet.
The two earlier workshops in the series discussed the adoption of customer-based service
standards in the face of changing land use patterns within the district, developing operating
procedures to implement a set of service standards, and a number of specific project
improvements to customers. Among the improvements is a major refurbishing of all the main
canals and delivery ditches, and the construction of a new holding reservoir on the north side
of the district.
During discussion, an exchange between boardmembers Jack Alpers and Louis Brichetto
was typical of the kind of issue upon which the alternatives will be determined. Brichetto, in a
presentation from a written statement, discussed the challenges of better fiscal management,
and supported annexation of more landowners over transfers. Alpers, in a short response,
pointed out that water transfers was a short-term contract of water based upon its availability,
while annexation constituted a long-term commitment of the water.
"Annexation is a permanent sale of a water right," he said, "while a transfer is a temporary
sale. Once you annex to the district, that water is gone," said Alpers.
In his statement, Brichetto said the district has "...historically resorted to selling its only nonreplaceable asset, water, and short changing Oakdale's agricultural future."
He said it is time for the board to make some innovative decisions by promoting more local
water use, changing the annexation policy so that it is "user friendly," and sell water on an
acre-foot basis.
This split in viewpoint is likely to be the focal point of future discussions as the Water
Resources Plan develops further.
Lorens Foard, speaking from the audience, cautioned the board regarding the fiscal aspects
of the plan, raising another viewpoint expressed by an outspoken group of the OID
constituency. He also questioned the notion of OID as a "non-profit" entity, stating that selling
water for profit, as he interpreted the direction of the plan, may be a conflict.
Leader Managing Editor Mitchell C. Naylor may be contacted at 847-3021 or
mitch@oakdaleleader.com
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List of Growers Interviewed
John Brichetto – almonds, walnuts, cattle, pasture, corn
Brum De Visser – almonds, corn, oats, dairy farmer, pasture
Lawrence Foard – retired farmer
Jack Hoekstra – dairy farmer
Bill Jackson – grows/raises: almonds, walnuts, grapes, pasture, cattle
Brian Kamper – dairy farmer, corn, oats, pasture
Ray Rissetto – walnuts
Bill Smith – cattle and pasture
Dave and Cathy Williams – raise Arabian horses
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List of Community Leaders Interviewed
Steven Baker, Oakdale City Administrator
Wendell Chun, Oakdale Joint Unified School District Superintendent
Jaime Dykzeul, Field Representative for Assemblyman Cogdill
Richard Holmer, Riverbank City Manager (with J.D. Hightower, Public Works Director;
Laurie Barton, City Planner; Larrie Sweet, Water Department Manager)
Lacey Kiriakou, Field Representative for Congressman Radanovich
Mitch Naylor, Oakdale Leader, Editor
Bill O’Brien, Stanislaus County Supervisor
Allen Short, Modesto Irrigation District General Manger (with Walt Ward, Assistant General
Manager)
Paul Zelusky, Hershey’s Manager of Technical Services (with David Crawmer, Manager
Engineering Services; Roger Avery, Associate Staff Engineer; Janet McWilliams, Senior
Quality Assurance and Environmental Specialist)
Wayne Zipser, Stanislaus County Farm Bureau, Executive Director
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Water Resources Inventory
Purpose and Scope
Before developing recommendations in response to the Water Resources Plan goals, a
thorough understanding of the existing water supplies and commitments must be
established. The purpose of the Water Resources Inventory Technical Appendix is to
document the current water supplies available to Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) for
meeting its current and future water customer demands on a reliable basis. This appendix
documents the surface water and groundwater resources baseline condition, upon which
future water supply planning alternatives are developed.
There are several other relevant operations, agreements, and issues affecting the water
supplies of OID that are documented in this chapter including the operations of New
Melones Reservoir, existing OID water transfers to other water agencies, and current and
emerging water quality issues that could impact supply.

Surface Water Supply
Stanislaus River Water Rights
The primary basis for OID’s ability to deliver reliable
water to its constituents lies in its water rights to
divert from the Stanislaus River and apply that water
to beneficial use. The importance of protecting OID’s
water rights is evident in the goals of this Water
Resources Plan.
OID shares the great majority of its water rights with
the South San Joaquin Irrigation District (SSJID). In
1909, the two districts purchased the Old Tulloch
Ditch Company water rights and applied for
additional water rights, while forming OID and SSJID
under the Wright Act. The total adjudicated diversion
rate from the Stanislaus River is 1,816.6 cubic feet per
second (cfs), from March 1 through October 31. The
OID entitlement of the diversion is half, or 908.3 cfs.
The point of diversion is at Goodwin Dam.
The OID/SSJID shared water rights are “pre-1914
water rights” due to their establishment prior to the
California Water Commission Act in 1914. Pre-1914
water rights were acquired by diverting and applying
water to beneficial use prior to 1914. Pre-1914 water
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Reasonable and Beneficial Use
Appropriative water rights holders and all
California water users are required to put
water to “reasonable and beneficial use”
according to the California Constitution.
The California Water Code includes the
following beneficial uses: mining, irrigation
of cropped and uncropped land, other
agricultural uses including livestock
watering, hydro-electric power generation,
industrial uses, and municipal uses. More
recently, the beneficial use concept has
been broadened to include recreational use
and fish and wildlife protection and
enhancement.
The California Constitution Article 10,
Section 2 applies to water rights and
prohibits the waste of water, requires
reasonableness of use and methods of use
and diversion for all uses of water. The
California State Water Resources Control
Board is directed to take action to prevent
the waste of water throughout the state.
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rights do not require a permit from the California State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB) or any statewide permitting authority, but the Water Code does require that
statements of diversion are to be filed with the SWRCB each year. A pre-1914 water rights
holder may change the place and/or purpose of use without approval from the SWRCB as
long as changes do not injure other users. Pre-1914 water rights holders are prevented from
unreasonably using the water or impacting public trust uses, and rights can be lost due to
non-use over a number of years. In 1929, a court judgment adjudicated the districts’ pre1914 water rights.
In addition to the pre-1914 water rights on the Stanislaus River at Goodwin Dam, OID has small
river diversion rights near the city of Oakdale, which total less than 10 cfs. These diversions are
made via pumps in the river that serve low-lying lands along the river. In recent years the
average annual diversion from these pumps has been approximately 900 acre-feet (ac-ft).
What is the Public Trust Doctrine?
Over the years, the Public Trust Doctrine has become an important component of California water
law and it is summarized here for information purposes. The doctrine was developed from the belief
that certain properties should not be owned by private parties and they should be held by the
government for the benefit for all citizens, the general public. The doctrine has been developed over
time in case law dating back to the 1800’s. The doctrine has expanded from navigation, commerce,
and fisheries to include other environmental and aesthetic purposes. The broad principles of the
doctrine and direct application to public resources is not well defined. In 1983, the issue of whether
public trust doctrine applied to water rights was addressed by the California Supreme Court in
National Audubon Society v. Supreme Court. The Court found that the doctrine applied to tributary
streams of Mono Lake thereby preventing the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power from
utilizing their water rights to divert water if the diversion would harm public trust values. The Court
held that both appropriated water rights and the public trust doctrine had to be accommodated.

Stanislaus River Storage Rights
Since the formation of the districts, each has acquired appropriative storage rights in the
Stanislaus Basin since diversion rights alone were not enough to sufficiently irrigate their
respective service areas. The districts have a storage right to store 3,600 ac-ft of water behind
Goodwin Diversion Dam, which was completed in 1913. The dam essentially creates a pool
from which diversions are made into the Joint Main Canal and the South Main Canal. The
location of Goodwin Dam, along with other major facilities noted in this section, is shown on
the vicinity map on Figure B-1.
Melones Reservoir on the Stanislaus River was completed in the 1920s and has storage rights
totaling 112.5 TAF (thousand acre-feet). The reservoir was used to augment supplies from direct
diversion from storage permits established in 1918 and additional storage rights permitted in 1952.
In the 1930s, the districts planned for additional storage in the basin to further reduce water
supply shortages during the irrigation season. By 1948, the sites for three dams forming
Tulloch Reservoir downstream of Melones Reservoir, Beardsley Reservoir and Donnells
Reservoir, both on the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus, were approved and agreements
between the districts forming the Tri-Dam Project were in place. The storage rights for
Tulloch and Beardsley were permitted in 1959. Donnells Reservoir was permitted in 1971.
The total storage for the Tri-Dam Project is 230.4 TAF. In addition to the storage rights at
reservoirs of the Tri-Dam Project, power generation rights were established as well.
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FIGURE B-1

OID Vicinity Map

Years after the construction of the
districts’ storage facilities, the federal
Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation)
constructed the 2.4 million acre-feet
New Melones Reservoir (Figure B-2),
which is located about 0.75 mile
downstream from the original
Melones Dam. The original dam, a
183-foot concrete arch structure, is
now submerged under New Melones
Reservoir. New Melones Reservoir
was authorized in 1944 under the
Flood Control Act and construction
FIGURE B-2
New Melones Reservoir
occurred from 1973 through 1983. The
primary objective of New Melones
Reservoir is flood control, but other authorized purposes are irrigation, municipal and
industrial water supply, power generation, fishery enhancement, water quality
improvement, and recreation.
Tulloch Reservoir provides afterbay storage for reregulating releases from New Melones
Powerplant scheduled for power generation under contractual arrangements between
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Reclamation, OID, and SSJID. The operation of New Melones Reservoir with respect to OID
is described per the terms of the 1988 Agreement and Stipulation with Reclamation.

1988 Agreement and Stipulation with Reclamation
The 1988 Agreement and Stipulation with Reclamation, OID, and SSJID (1988 Agreement) is
an operational agreement that recognizes and protects the water rights of OID and SSJID.
The agreement is attached as Exhibit B-1. The 1988 Agreement provides for the delivery of
water stored in New Melones Reservoir in accordance with the districts’ senior water rights
in the Stanislaus River, since those rights could be impacted by New Melones operations.
This agreement was signed on August 30, 1988 and replaced the October 24, 1972
Agreement and Stipulation with the same parties.
The 1988 Agreement provides for the districts to receive the inflow to New Melones
Reservoir up to 600,000 ac-ft annually. In years when inflow is less than 600,000 ac-ft, the
districts’ allocation is inflow plus the amount derived by the formula:
600,000 ac-ft – Inflow
3
All of the districts’ water available under pre-1914 water rights on the Stanislaus River is
delivered per the terms of the 1988 Agreement. The districts may carry over unused stored
water into subsequent water years by leaving the “conserved water” in storage in New
Melones Reservoir up to a cumulative total amount of 200,000 ac-ft. The conserved water
may be used in whole or in part in any subsequent year to augment their supply of water,
but in any case the total diversions can not exceed 600,000 ac-ft in any one year. If
Reclamation releases water for flood control purposes, water stored in the conservation
account is the first water released. With regard to this conserved water, the 1988 Agreement
also stipulates that, “in any year CVP [Central Valley Project] users taking water from the
Stanislaus River are being assessed shortages to their firm contractual supplies, the districts
may not use conserved water to provide total diversions in excess of 450,000 ac-ft unless the
quantity derived by applying the shortage percentage being assessed to the CVP users
taking water from the Stanislaus River to the districts’ 600,000 ac-ft entitlement provides a
greater amount.”
The annual allocation for OID and SSJID is made by Reclamation after their April forecast
for New Melones Reservoir inflow is determined. Preliminary estimates are made after the
February and March forecasts as well. The 1988 Agreement states that Reclamation will
make the allocation of water available at any time during the water year. The districts are
responsible for restricting the annual amount of water diverted as measured on the Joint
Main Canal and the OID South Main Canal.

New Melones Reservoir Interim Plan of Operations
After the annual Stanislaus River entitlement to SSJID and OID is determined, allocations of
water from New Melones Reservoir are dictated by the Interim Plan of Operations (IPO).
The IPO was developed by stakeholders of the Stanislaus River Basin as well as San Joaquin
River and Delta interests in the late 1990s. The stakeholders developed a variable allocation
of water based on hydrologic conditions for fisheries, water quality, Bay-Delta flow, and
water supply to CVP water service contractors, Stockton East Water District (SEWD) and
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Central San Joaquin Water Conservation District. The intention of the IPO was to be a shortterm agreement, but has been in effect through 2005. Reclamation is initiating an effort to
revise the IPO in 2005 in conjunction with Stanislaus River Basin stakeholders.

Stanislaus River Surface Water Supply Reliability
OID’s Stanislaus River water supply reliability is estimated in this section to provide a
quantitative overview of OID’s primary supply source. The purpose of the analysis is to
document the long-term reliability of the resource for planning purposes.
This analysis provides a general indication of the system performance of OID’s water from
New Melones Reservoir under varied hydrologic conditions using hydrology data from
1922 through 1998 on an annual basis. The analysis also shows the potential reliability of
OID’s Stanislaus River supply over the 1928-1934 and 1987-1992 multi-year drought periods.
This analysis will be used to understand and quantify OID’s drought-protection
requirements and be incorporated into the WRP alternatives.

Methodology
To estimate the reliability of OID’s Stanislaus River supply, the 1988 Agreement formula
was applied to the New Melones Reservoir inflow data set. This hydrologic dataset was
developed for use in statewide water supply planning model called CALSIM II. CALSIM II
is a planning tool developed by Reclamation and the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) to simulate the operations of CVP, State Water Project (SWP), Bay-Delta
operations, and water operations of major river systems throughout the Central Valley. The
model simulates water supplies based on hydrologic data, facility/operations/institutional
constraints, and within the current environmental and regulatory framework.

Results
The results of the analysis are presented in Figures B-3, B-4, and B-5. Figure B-3 is a time
series graph that depicts annual (October 1 through September 30) water available to OID
under the 1988 Agreement. Water available assumes that the total districts’ allocation (SJJID
and OID) are evenly split, although this stipulation is not outlined in the 1988 Agreement.
“Water Available” refers to water that Reclamation allocates according to the formula, but
may not necessarily equate with actual diversions or simulated diversions of water since
water demands will vary year to year. Figure B-4 shows the OID annual allocation in
comparison with New Melones Reservoir inflow to depict the hydrologic variability of the
Stanislaus River Basin. Figure B-5 is the exceedance probability curve for the OID Stanislaus
River supply for the CALSIM II model’s period of record, 1922-1998.
Of the 77 hydrologic years analyzed, OID was allocated their assumed full entitlement of
300 TAF in 61 years. The minimum amount that occurred was 190 TAF under the hydrologic
conditions of 1977, which was the second year of consecutive extreme dry years. During the
statewide drought of 1987-92, the OID allocation would have ranged from 230 TAF to
300 TAF, with an average availability of 263 TAF. During the statewide drought of 1928-1934,
OID allocation would have ranged from 246 to 300 TAF, with an average of 282 TAF.
The exceedance probability curve depicts the percentage of years that Water Available is
greater than or equal to a given amount of water shown on the vertical axis. The simulated
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OID allocations over the hydrologic period of record do not include simulated use of the
conservation account outlined in the 1988 Agreement. Upon examination of the exceedance
probability curve on Figure B-5, the following general conclusions are made. With nearly
100 percent exceedance probability, the corresponding water available to OID is 190 TAF.
The probability of OID’s water availability exceeding 249 TAF is 95 percent. The probability
of reaching the 300 TAF cap is about 79 percent.

Existing Water Transfers
Water transfers are a change in water allocation among water users (from a water rights
holder or water contract holder to another water user) and can include a change in place of
use, point of diversion, and purpose of use. Voluntary water transfers are allowed and
encouraged by state law, California Water Code sections 109 and 475, in a way that protects
existing water uses and facilitates water conservation measures to make water available for
water transfers. Pre-1914 water rights holders, like OID, may change the purpose of use,
place of use, or points of diversion without notification of the SWRCB. However, any such
change must not cause injury to other legal users of water per California Water Code
Section 1706. Any entity challenging a water transfer on the basis of injury must bring court
action for resolution.
It is equally important to note that transferring water does not change the water rights that
are the basis of the transfer. Water rights holders that transfer water are protected against
forfeiture due to non-use per provisions of California Water Code sections 1010, 1011,
1011.5, 1244, 1440, 1731, 1745.07. For any water transfer, the water rights are not granted to
the entity buying the water, but remain wholly with the original water rights holder.
The transfer of OID’s pre-1914 Stanislaus River water rights to other water supply entities
reduces the amount of surface water available in OID’s annual total water supply inventory.
This section describes the water transfers currently implemented by OID.

Agreement with Stockton East Water District
SEWD is a CVP water service contractor for Reclamation water in New Melones Reservoir.
Historically, allocations to SEWD have been reduced greatly according to the allocation rules
of the New Melones Reservoir IPO. SEWD serves raw water to agricultural areas within
San Joaquin County to supplement groundwater and Calaveras River supplies. SEWD also
treats and wholesales water to the City of Stockton, San Joaquin County, and California
Water Service Company which also serves municipal water users in the Stockton area.
SSJID and OID executed an agreement in 1996 with SEWD whereby they agreed to sell SEWD
30,000 ac-ft in a year (OID and SSJID each providing half) in which the New Melones
Reservoir inflow is 500,000 ac-ft or greater. The transfer amount is 12,500 ac-ft in total when
projected inflow ranges from 400 to 450 TAF. When forecasted inflow is less than
450,000 ac-ft, the transfer reduces down to 8,000 ac-ft. The price for the transferred water is
$60 per ac-ft to $90 per ac-ft depending on year type. The current transfer agreement expires
10 years after the date water was first delivered, in this case 2009. The water transfer
agreement with SEWD is attached as Exhibit B-2.
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Historical water transfers from OID to SEWD since the year 1999 are presented in Table B-1.
TABLE B-1

SEWD Water Transfers 1999-2004
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Year

SEWD Water Transfer (ac-ft)

1999

2,058

2000

15,000

2001

6,250

2002

15,000

2003

15,000

2004

15,147

Reference: OID operations records, 1999-2004.

OID Transfers for the San Joaquin River Agreement
OID has two water transfers that are tied to the San Joaquin River Agreement (SJRA). The
SJRA was developed to meet the requirements of the San Joaquin portion of the 1995 Water
Quality Control Plan. Specifically, the SJRA developed the Vernalis Adaptive Management
Plan (VAMP), which is a study of San Joaquin pulse flows in April and May in conjunction
with CVP and SWP Delta exports. VAMP implementation requires the water transfers from
willing sellers including OID. The ten-year VAMP experiment is scheduled to be completed
in 2009. The SJRA, which outlines the water transfers for VAMP and Reclamation, is
attached as Exhibit B-3.
Vernalis Adaptive Management Plan Transfer—OID agreed to sell up to 11,000 ac-ft for
the VAMP program to contribute to pulse flows in May and April for fisheries and
Bay-Delta flow objectives. Pulse flow targets vary according to hydrologic conditions. The
price is $60 per ac-ft in most years and up to $75 per ac-ft in a condition of “Sequential
Dry-Year Relaxation” of VAMP contributions as outlined in the SJRA. Provisions of SJRA
that pertain to variability of water transfer quantities are found in Section 5.0 of the SJRA as
shown in Exhibit B-3.
VAMP transfers can occur by either release to the Stanislaus River from New Melones
Reservoir or by making deliveries to Modesto Irrigation District (MID). When flows in the
Stanislaus River exceed the 1,800 cfs maximum flood rates in the summer (established to
protect low agricultural lands along the river), the OID contribution to VAMP is conveyed
through OID facilities from the South Main Canal to the Claribel Lateral to the VAMP
diversion structure and into MID. Since the inception of VAMP in 2000, the diversion
structure has only been used once to make the OID contribution.
Bureau of Reclamation Transfer—In addition to the VAMP transfer, 15,000 ac-ft and any of
the unused 11,000 ac-ft VAMP target flow water is sold to Reclamation by OID in every year
of the SJRA for any authorized purpose of New Melones Reservoir per SJRA Section 8.5.
“Difference Water” is the difference between 11,000 ac-ft and the amount sold for VAMP,
that is sold to Reclamation. The price is $60 per ac-ft in most years and up to $75 per ac-ft in
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a condition of “Sequential Dry-Year Relaxation” of VAMP contributions as outlined in the
SJRA.
Since the inception of the SJRA, OID has transferred 26,000 ac-ft every year including VAMP
water, difference water to Reclamation, and the 15,000 ac-ft transfer to Reclamation.
Table B-2 shows water transfers from the SJRA since the year 2000.
TABLE B-2

SJRA Water Transfers—VAMP and Reclamation
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Year

VAMP Water
Transfer (ac-ft)

"Difference Water"
to USBR (ac-ft)

USBR Water
Transfer (ac-ft)

Sum
(ac-ft)

2000

7,300

3,700

15,000

26,000

2001

7,365

3,635

15,000

26,000

2002

3,795

7,205

15,000

26,000

2003

5,039

5,961

15,000

26,000

2004

5,880

5,120

15,000

26,000

Reference: San Joaquin River Group Authority 2004 Annual Report.

Current OID Surface Water Supply Reliability
The focus of this Water Resources Inventory is OID’s water supply. A comprehensive
analysis of OID’s current surface water supply reliability must be in the context of the
expected range of OID customer demand, while taking into consideration the reduction of
Stanislaus River water availability to their customers due to existing water transfer
obligations. The overall surface water supply reliability from the Stanislaus River was
previously depicted in Figure B-5.
To further develop the reliability analysis, the expected OID surface water demand is shown in
red on the Figure B-6 along with Stanislaus River reliability. The range of demands represents
total annual water demand under average and maximum crop evapotranspiration (ET)
conditions. The development of OID demands is presented in detail in the Water Balance
Technical Appendix F. The range of current OID demand for Stanislaus River surface water
ranges from 262 TAF to 299 TAF under the current conditions within OID.
The resulting supply reliability to OID customers must account for the reliability of surface
water supply from the Stanislaus River after water transfers. Currently, the minimum water
transfer obligation is 30,000 ac-ft. This includes 11,000 for VAMP (and Difference Water),
15,000 ac-ft for Reclamation, and a minimum of 4,000 ac-ft to SEWD. Figure B-7 shows a
simulated time series of water transfers over the hydrologic record per terms of current water
transfers. Actual operations data for all water transfers since 1999 is shown in Table B-3.
The blue-shaded area in Figure B-8 represents the range of OID demands when the minimum
water transfer obligation is added. Therefore, after accounting for OID minimum water
transfer obligations, the total surface water demand range increases to 292 TAF to 329 TAF.
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TABLE B-3

OID Historical Water Transfer Data (Annual Totals, ac-ft)
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Year

VAMP

Difference Water to
USBR

1999

USBR
Transfer

SEWD

Total

25,000

2,058

27,058

2000

7,300

3,700

15,000

15,000

41,000

2001

7,365

3,635

15,000

6,250

32,250

2002

3,795

7,205

15,000

15,000

41,000

2003

5,039

5,961

15,000

15,000

41,000

2004

5,880

5,120

15,000

15,146

41,146

Reference: SJRA 2004 Annual Report and OID Operations Data

As was shown graphically on Figure B-7, absent any water transfers, OID would need to
augment Stanislaus River supply with additional sources under average ET conditions
9 percent of the time. Under the maximum ET condition, OID would need to augment
supplies 21 percent of the time.
After considering the minimum water transfer obligation of 30,000 ac-ft, the need for OID to
augment its surface water supply from the Stanislaus River is increased as shown in Figure
B-8. Considering average ET conditions, OID currently needs to augment Stanislaus River
water supplies 19 percent of the time. Under the maximum ET condition, considering
minimum water transfer obligations, OID currently needs to augment their Stanislaus River
supplies with other sources in all years.
In cases when OID needs to augment Stanislaus River water supplies, OID increases their
groundwater pumping and increases the reuse of drainwater. During extreme shortages, OID
customers with backup groundwater pumping systems would need to increase levels of
groundwater use and varied levels of deficit irrigation would occur. It should be noted that
this level of shortage has not occurred since the existing transfer agreements were established.
Development and Evaluation of Alternatives Technical Appendix G develops various
means by which OID could meet future demands in the context of land use changes while
simultaneously improving the infrastructure system and water supply reliability.

Compliance with Agricultural Water Suppliers Efficient Water Management
Practices Act of 1990
OID has complied with the Agricultural Water Suppliers Efficient Water Management
Practices Act of 1990 (AB 3616) by taking a two-part approach to preparing and adapting a
Water Management Plan. Part 1 of the plan was submitted to the Agricultural Water
Management Council in September 2005. Part 1 establishes foundational information and
demonstrates OID’s intent to comply with mandatory and exemptible Efficient Water
Management Practices (EWMPs). OID plans to develop a Part 2 of the Water Management
Plan upon completion of this comprehensive WRP.
Mandatory EWMPs addressed by OID in Part 1 of the plan are summarized in Table B-4.
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TABLE B-4

AB3616 Compliance (Mandatory EWMPs Addressed in Water Management Plan)
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
List and
No.

EWMP

OID Status

A-1

Prepare and adopt a Water
Management

Water Management Plan adapted by OID Board in September
2005.

A-2

Designate a Water
Conservation Coordinator

Complete: A Water Conservation Coordinator position to
develop and implement the water management plan and
progress reports was designated by OID on 10/7/1997. The
position is currently vacant and OID will fill this position.

A-3

Support availability of water
services to users

Ongoing practices include dissemination of CIMIS information
through link on OID website and dissemination of cooperative
extension and other agricultural information through web site
links and in bi-annual newsletter mailed to customers. A CIMIS
station was installed in 2005. OID may augment ongoing
practices based on WRP recommendations.

A-4

Improve coordination and
cooperation among water
suppliers, water users, and
other agencies

Ongoing efforts include OID newsletter and planned grower
workshops. Expect to augment ongoing practices based on
WRP recommendations.

A-5

Evaluate Need, if any, for
changes in Policies of the
institutions to which the water
supplier is subject

The WRP will evaluate the need for and recommend required
changes to support the desired level of service within OID.

A-6

Evaluate and improve
efficiencies of suppliers' pumps

Currently sufficient. OID has a total of 43 reclamation and deep
well pumps. Pumps and motors are tested regularly, and the
district replaces several pumps each year.

C-10

Water Measurement/Use
Update

OID conducted an education pilot program of turnout
measurement in the 2004 irrigation season. This education
program will be used to discuss with growers the differences
between OID's current per acre assessment and a volumetric
charge. The WRP will recommend water delivery measurement
and reporting to growers that supports the desired
improvements in water ordering and delivery flexibility.

C-11

Pricing and Incentives

OID will use the education pilot program of turnout
measurement to discuss with growers the differences between
OID's current per acre assessment and a volumetric charge.
The WRP will recommend water pricing policies and incentives
consistent with and supportive of the desired improvements in
water ordering and delivery flexibility, optimized conjunctive
use program and other related elements.

Reference: 2005 OID Water Management Plan

Groundwater
The use of groundwater within OID is a secondary supply and is available to meet a portion of
OID demands. Recent groundwater use is presented, as well as a summary of groundwater
characteristics and conditions within the district and regional groundwater planning activities.
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OID Groundwater Use
While the relative amount of use is small compared to Stanislaus River water, groundwater
provides some level of drought protection should Stanislaus River supplies be reduced greatly.
Deep wells throughout OID provide some operational flexibility to meet short-term water
demands. Table B-5 shows recent groundwater pumping by district-owned deep agricultural
wells. Groundwater withdrawal in the district also includes the City of Oakdale, which
currently uses about 3,000 ac-ft per year. The largest unknown groundwater users are private
well owners that are not OID customers or that supplement OID surface water with
groundwater. Private well pumpage within the district has been estimated to be 5,000 ac-ft per
year in recent years.
TABLE B-5

Annual OID Deep Well Pumping Totals
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Year

Annual Deep Well Pumping (ac-ft)

1999

2,200

2000

7,600

2001

8,100

2002

9,500

2003

3,500

2004

4,400

Average

5,900

Source: OID operations data, 1999-2004

Groundwater Conditions within OID
Aquifers
The principal aquifers underlying OID are the Mehrten Formation and the Turlock Lake
Formation. The Mehrten Formation is comprised of volcanic sand and gravel units that may
be interbedded with low permeability volcanic mudflow deposits. The Turlock Lake
Formation overlies the Mehrten formation. The Corcoran Clay unit occurs within the
Turlock Lake Formation, and where present acts as a significant regional aquitard.
However, the entire OID occurs east of the eastern extent of the Corcoran Clay so this
aquitard is not present beneath OID.
Only limited data on the permeability of the aquifers beneath OID has been examined.
Based on these limited data, it appears that the typical permeability is from 30 to 100 feet per
day. These are high permeability values that indicate that the aquifers would yield large
quantities of groundwater to wells.
The sources of groundwater recharge and locations and processes of groundwater discharge
within OID are graphically depicted in Figure B-9.
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Current Groundwater Conditions
Figure B-10 is a groundwater contour map for March 2004. This map shows that groundwater
moves in a generally east-to-west direction in the areas of OID located both north and south
of the Stanislaus River. In addition, the significant “ridge” in the water table along the
Stanislaus River indicates that the river is a significant source of groundwater recharge within
OID. Groundwater level elevations are given in feet above mean sea level.
Figure B-11 shows trends in groundwater levels from 1978 to the present based on analysis
of numerous hydrographs in and near OID. These maps show that, in general, groundwater
levels were declining within OID from 1978 to 1990. This trend is in contrast to the generally
stable or rising groundwater levels from 1990 to the present. The cause of the more recent
rise in groundwater levels is unknown. One possibility is that groundwater pumping
outside the district (for example, by the City of Modesto) has been reduced following the
construction of treatment facilities allowing the increased use of surface water over
groundwater. Groundwater quality beneath OID generally appears to be good based on a
limited examination of data.
Groundwater quality beneath OID appears to be generally good based on a limited
examination of data.

Groundwater Planning Activities in the Modesto Subbasin
OID has been involved in regional groundwater planning efforts in recent years. In response
to the Groundwater Management Planning Act of 2002 (SB 138) and the Integrated Regional
Water Management Planning Act of 2002 (SB 1672), the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers
Groundwater Basin Association (Association) began developing an Integrated Regional
Groundwater Management Plan (IRGMP) in 2003. The IRGMP for the Modesto Subbasin
was adopted by the Association in June 2005.
The overall aim of the IRGMP is to integrate the use of groundwater and surface water
within the Modesto subbasin to ensure the reliability of a long-term water supply that meets
current and future demands including agricultural, industrial, and municipal water needs
while protecting the environment. To achieve this aim, the IRGMP provides a framework
for coordinating groundwater and surface water management activities into a cohesive set
of management objectives and for implementing the actions necessary to meet those
objectives. Coordinated efforts include the six water purveyors making up the Association:
OID; MID; the cities of Modesto, Riverbank, and Oakdale; and Stanislaus County.
While the IRGMP emphasizes groundwater management, it also addresses the use of surface
water supplies, water conservation, and water recycling and blending to meet demands that
have previously been met with groundwater. This leads to a more comprehensive
management of water supplies. Specific regional objectives include: improving local water
supply reliability, protecting the groundwater resources of the region, improving water
quality, fostering prudent stewardship of water resources, and facilitating compliance with
local, state, and federal water quality and public health regulations. Additionally, specific
water management goals may apply at the local level. These include targets for groundwater
supply and groundwater quality and protection against inelastic land surface subsidence.
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The Association has developed Basin Management Objectives (BMOs) to meet the purposes
and goals of the groundwater management plan. The broad-based BMOs are these:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain groundwater levels
Control degradation of groundwater quality
Protect against potential inelastic land surface subsidence
Groundwater monitoring and assessment
Evaluate feasible water conservation measures
Coordination and cooperation between all water entities that manage the Modesto
Subbasin and neighboring entities

Area-specific objectives were developed for each management area. The Groundwater
Management Area Objective for OID are these:
•

Develop a systemwide well field optimization program to assist in managing
groundwater and surface water in real time.

•

Manage surface water and groundwater conjunctively, including these steps:
−

Investigate feasibility for groundwater recharge projects

−

Promote programs that protect recharge areas

−

Investigate feasibility of annexing land currently using groundwater supplies and
replacing with surface water for in-lieu recharge

−

Investigate impacts of upstream development on groundwater quality and levels
within OID

With the implementation of the IRGMP, the Association is also able to respond to a range of
statewide water management initiatives. The IRGMP will increase California’s water supply
reliability, reduce conflicts among water users, contribute to meeting the Delta water quality
objectives, and assist in the implementation of Regional Water Quality Control Board
Watershed Management Initiatives chapters, plans, and policies.

Drainwater Reuse
OID facilities includes numerous reclamation pumps throughout the system that allow
operators to meet short-term peak demands with local reclamation pumps rather than making
flow changes on the main canals or laterals. This operation occurs if surface drainwater is
present and demands are near location of reclamation pumps. Current operations do not
include the scheduling or coordination of drainwater reuse in conjunction with surface water
or groundwater. Table B-6 shows recent history of reclamation pumping records.
TABLE B-6

Annual OID Drainwater Reuse Totals
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Year

Drainwater Reuse (ac-ft)

1999

14,700

2000

14,600
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TABLE B-6

Annual OID Drainwater Reuse Totals
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Year

Drainwater Reuse (ac-ft)

2001

14,400

2002

14,300

2003

11,500

2004

13,500

Average

13,800

Source: OID operations data, 1999-2004, reclamation pumping records

Summary of OID Water Supply Inventory
The water supply available to OID includes surface water from the Stanislaus River,
groundwater from OID deep wells, and drainwater reuse. The total water supply mix
utilized by OID in 2004 is presented in Figure B-12. The figure shows the breakdown of
water supplies from the 2004 water year to illustrate the relative quantity of each water
supply in a recent typical year. Based on OID operations data, the total water supply in 2004
was 276,197 ac-ft and consisted of the following components:
•

Stanislaus River—pre-1914
surface water released from
New Melones Reservoir

•

Stanislaus River—post-1914
water rights from the lower
Stanislaus River

•

OID Groundwater—
pumping from OID-owned
deep wells

•

OID Drainwater Re-use—
pumping drainwater from
OID-owned reclamation
pumps

FIGURE B-12

OID 2004 Water Supply

Summary of Water Quality Regulatory Issues
The purpose of this section is to summarize water quality issues as related to OID.
Specifically, this section addresses state and federal water quality law, Total Maximum
Daily Loads (TMDLs), and the Conditional Waiver of Waste Discharge Requirements for
Irrigated Lands (Ag Waiver).
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Regulatory Background
Clean Water Act and Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
In California, the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and Regional Water
Quality Control Board are the implementing agencies for both the federal Clean Water Act
(CWA) and the state Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne).
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act preceded the CWA in its adoption (the CWA
was actually modeled after Porter-Cologne). Under Porter-Cologne, generally, persons
discharging waste are required to file with the appropriate regional board a report of the
discharge and the discharge is subject to waste discharge requirements prescribed by that
regional board. Similarly, the CWA established the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES), which applied to point sources of discharge, primarily
municipal and industrial wastewater facilities.

Water Quality Standards. Water quality standards are specified in regional Water Quality
Control Plans (commonly called Basin Plans). Water quality standards are composed of two
components:
•
•

Beneficial Uses
Water Quality Objective (WQOs).

Beneficial uses are the existing or potential uses of water, and include uses such as municipal
water supply (MUN), agricultural water supply (AGR), warmwater fisheries habitat
(WARM), spawning habitat (SPWN), rare and endangered species habitat (RARE), etc.
WQOs are either narrative or numeric standards that must be protective of beneficial uses.
Narrative standards include such language as “There shall be no toxic substances in toxic
amounts.” Numeric standards are generally concentration based. WQOs form the basis of
permit restrictions and TMDL limits.
Notably, any waterbody that is blue on a USGS quad map is considered to be a “water of
the U.S.” and therefore subject to regulation. This includes agricultural drainage ditches and
urban stormwater drainages. There is much debate within the water quality world about the
application of water quality objectives to drainage channels. The regulatory fallback
position is that if a waterbody currently supports or could support a beneficial use, then that
beneficial use must be protected. The ultimate outcome of how water quality regulation is
applied to agricultural drainages is yet to be determined.

Impaired Waterbodies. Section 303(d) of the CWA requires that states develop lists of
waterbodies not meeting their water quality standards; these waterbodies are referred to as
“impaired waterbodies” or “303(d)-listed waterbodies.” The lists are called “303(d) Lists” or
“Impaired Waterbodies Lists.” The lists are updated every five years. Once a waterbody is
303(d)-listed, the CWA requires that states develop TMDLs.
A waterbody can be listed as impaired if it is documented that water quality exceeds WQOs
specified in either Regional Basin Plans or in SWRCB adopted orders, such as Decision 1641.
Many Central Valley waterbodies are listed as impaired by diazinon and chlorpyrifos
because the levels of these two pesticides has been shown to cause toxicity. This is a
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violation of the narrative toxicity WQO. Also, waterbodies are listed because they violate
numeric WQOs, such as those for salt and boron, which have numeric standards.

Waivers
The CWA has generally be interpreted as exempting agriculture and other nonpoint sources
(for example, forestry) from traditional regulation under such programs as NPDES. To
address Porter-Cologne requirements, since their inception, most Regional Boards had
one-page “waivers” that essentially dismissed permitting requirements for a number of
discharge categories such as swimming pool water and agriculture. These waivers were
adopted based on the assertion that such discharges were not harmful to water quality.
Throughout the 1990s, lawsuits filed by environmental groups compelled the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to develop TMDLs for impaired waterbodies
pursuant to a schedule contained within a consent decree. With a huge number of
waterbodies listed as impaired due to agriculture, the regulatory landscape began to change
and pressure was mounting to address agricultural water pollution.
In 1999, Senate Bill (SB) 390 (Alpert-D) was passed, setting an expiration date of
January 1, 2003, for all waivers throughout the state and imposing a maximum term of
5 years for all newly adopted waivers. This set into a motion a new regulatory process.
Agricultural interests, while recognizing that additional requirements would be imposed,
advocated the adoption of new waivers in order to escape the imposition of annual fees.
Environmental groups advocated the adoption of Waste Discharge Requirements, complete
with discharge limitations and annual fees.
In July 2003, the Regional Board adopted an extension of the current Irrigated Lands
Conditional Waiver. The waiver expires on June 30, 2006. In the meantime, the Regional
Board staff has been directed to develop an Environmental Impact Report for the regulation
of agricultural discharges, including the evaluation of alternative regulatory mechanisms
such as waivers and waste discharge requirements. A summary of key points related to the
current waiver follows.
•

Discharger: The agricultural waiver applies to all “dischargers from irrigated lands”.
The Regional Board staff have thus far interpreted this statement very broadly to include
anyone who grows anything for money, including pasture land and irrigated
agriculture. A Regional Board staff fact sheet is available that defines discharger is
available online at http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/centralvalley/programs/
irrigated_lands/discharger1.pdf

•

Compliance Options: Under the waiver, dischargers may apply for regulatory coverage
as (1) an individual or (2) a coalition group. Each option requires monitoring and
reporting, as well as implementation tracking. Cost savings can be gained by joining a
Coalition Group, because monitoring and reporting requirements can be combined.
While an individual grower would be forced to monitor his individual operations,
Coalition Groups can monitor a representative subset of sites, substantially reducing the
overall cost of monitoring. In addition, the administrative burden to the state is much
less with the Coalition Group approach.

•

OID’s Operations: OID is among a handful of irrigation districts that have elected to apply
for coverage under the waiver for the District. OID’s submittal to the Regional Board
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included a System Evaluation Report and a Monitoring and Reporting Program Plan
(MRPP). Each district applied for coverage under the Individual Waiver for the application
of pesticides that are applied to their canal banks and operational structures for
maintenance purposes (such as weed abatement and rodent control). MRPP’s proposed by
the water districts are designed to monitor operational spills that would only characterize
waste discharges from pesticides applied during district maintenance activities.
•

Individual Growers: Each OID grower must still apply for coverage as an individual or
as a member of a Coalition Group. Two Coalition Groups are active in OID: North
San Joaquin County and Delta Water Quality Coalition (for the portion of OID within
San Joaquin County) and the East Side Water Quality Coalition (for the remaining
portion of OID). Under the Coalition Group option, self-imposed fees are used to fund
the administrative duties (mailing lists, mailers, newspaper ads, databases), technical
submittals, and water quality monitoring and reporting.

•

Regional Board’s Outstanding Concerns: Regional Board staff requested more
information including a justification of how the proposed monitoring programs
characterize operational spills to surface waters. Regional Board staff suggested, in
comments that, at a minimum, toxicity sampling should be performed by the districts.
Regional Board staff characterize the water districts as committed to monitoring for the
chemicals that they apply and not the wastes that they receive from irrigated lands.
Some water districts have stated that their canals receive very little tailwater from
irrigated agriculture and Coalition Groups are responsible, not the water districts, for
monitoring discharges from irrigated lands. Regional Board staff are proposing changes
to the waiver to clarify how the individual waiver requirements (particularly
monitoring) will be applied to water districts.

•

Monitoring Requirements: Monitoring requirements are specified in a Monitoring and
Reporting Program (MRP). The MRP provides for a phased monitoring program.
Phase 1 (2-year duration) is to address physical parameters, drinking water constituents,
pesticide use evaluation, and toxicity testing. Phase 2 (2-year duration) is to include
general physical parameters, pesticide use evaluation, and chemical analyses of
pesticides, metals, inorganic constituents and nutrients. Phase 3 (2-year duration) is to be
a refined phase based on the results obtained during Phases 1 and 2. Table B-7 shows the
parameters to be monitored under each phase of the waiver monitoring program.
The timing of monitoring events is also specified in the waiver. Monitoring is to be
conducted on a monthly basis during the irrigation season, and twice during the storm
season.
In addition, the MRP provides that Phases 1 and 2 may be customized to address
watershed conditions, pesticides used within the watershed, and the results of historical
data collection efforts. For instance, for rice, a program was developed based on the rice
culture calendar.
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TABLE B-7

Waiver Monitoring Requirements
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Constituent

Monitoring Phase

Physical Parameters
Flow

Phase 1, 2, and 3

pH

Phase 1, 2, and 3

EC

Phase 1, 2, and 3

Dissolved Oxygen

Phase 1, 2, and 3

Temperature

Phase 1, 2, and 3

Color

Phase 1, 2, and 3

Turbidity

Phase 1, 2, and 3

Total Dissolved Solids

Phase 1, 2, and 3

Organic Carbon

Phase 1, 2, and 3

Drinking Water
E coli

Phase 1

Total Organic Carbon

Phase 1

Toxicity Test
Water Column Toxicity

Phase 1

Sediment Toxicity

Phase 1

Pesticides
Carbamates

Phase 2

Organochlorines

Phase 2

Organophosphorus

Phase 2

Pyrethroids

Phase 2

Herbicides

Phase 2

Metals
Cadmium

Phase 2

Copper

Phase 2

Lead

Phase 2

Nickel

Phase 2

Zinc

Phase 2

Selenium

Phase 2

Arsenic

Phase 2

Boron

Phase 2

Nutrients
Total Kjeldahl

Phase 2

Nitrogen

Phase 2

Phosphorus

Phase 2

Potassium

Phase 2
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Total Maximum Daily Loads
Impaired Waterbody Listings Pertinent to OID
The 303(d) listings pertinent to OID include those related to the Stanislaus River, San
Joaquin River, Delta, and Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel.
Table B-8 shows the parameters for which the Stanislaus River is 303(d)-listed. Table B-9
shows the parameters for which the San Joaquin River is listed. Table B-10 shows the
parameters for which the eastern and western portions of the Delta are listed. Table B-11
shows the parameters for which the Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel is listed.
TABLE B-8

Lower Stanislaus River 303(d) Listings
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Parameter

Length Impaired

Status of TMDL

Diazinon

59 miles

Load allocations likely to be included in Delta Organophosphate
(OP) TMDL, under development

Group A Pesticides*

59 miles

Not likely to be developed

Mercury

59 miles

Likely to be addressed in Delta Mercury TMDL

Unknown Toxicity

59 miles

Ag waiver monitoring to determine source of toxicity

* Group A Pesticides are historically used pesticides including aldrin, dieldrin, chlordane, endrin, heptachlor, heptachlor
epoxide, hexachlorocyclohexane (including lindane), endosulfan, and toxaphene

TABLE B-9

San Joaquin River 303(d) Listings
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Length Impaired
Bear Creek
to Mud
Slough

Mendota
Pool to
Bear Creek

Merced River
to South Delta
Boundary

Mud Slough
to Merced
River

Boron

14 miles

67 miles

43 miles

3 miles

Electrical
Conductivity

14 miles

67 miles

43 miles

3 miles

Chlorpyrifos

14 miles

67 miles

43 miles

3 miles

Diazinon

14 miles

67 miles

43 miles

3 miles

San Joaquin River OP TMDL
Under Development. Likely to be
combined with Delta OP TMDL

Group A
Pesticides

14 miles

67 miles

43 miles

3 miles

Not likely to be developed

DDT

14 miles

67 miles

43 miles

3 miles

Not likely to be developed

Mercury

14 miles

—

43 miles

3 miles

Likely to be addressed in Delta
Mercury TMDL

Parameter
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TABLE B-9

San Joaquin River 303(d) Listings
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Length Impaired
Bear Creek
to Mud
Slough

Mendota
Pool to
Bear Creek

Merced River
to South Delta
Boundary

Mud Slough
to Merced
River

Selenium

—

—

—

3 miles

Regional Board staff completed
the technical components of a
TMDL for Selenium in the Lower
San Joaquin River on
August 31, 2001

Unknown
Toxicity

14 miles

67 miles

43 miles

3 miles

Ag waiver monitoring to
determine source of toxicity

Parameter

Status of TMDL

TABLE B-10

Delta 303(d) Listings
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Eastern Delta
Area Impaired

Western Delta
Area Impaired

Chlorpyrifos

20,135 acres

22,904 acres

Diazinon

20,135 acres

22,904 acres

DDT

20,135 acres

22,904 acres

Not likely to be developed

Group A Pesticides

20,135 acres

22,904 acres

Not likely to be developed

Mercury

20,135 acres

22,904 acres

Sacramento San Joaquin Delta Mercury TMDL
Problem Statement Developed

Unknown Toxicity

20,135 acres

22,904 acres

Ag waiver monitoring to determine source of
toxicity

—

22,904 acres

Salt and Boron TMDL, adopted by the Regional
Board on 10 September 2004, Resolution
No. R5-2004-0108, and adopted by the State
Board on November 16, 2005

Parameter

Electrical
Conductivity

Status of TMDL
CEQA Scoping initiated for Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta Diazinon and Chlorpyrifos TMDL

TABLE B-11

Delta (Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel) 303(d) Listings
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Parameter

Length Impaired

Status

Chlorpyrifos

952 acres

Diazinon

952 acres

DDT

952 acres

Not likely to be developed

Group A Pesticides

952 acres

Not likely to be developed

Mercury

952 acres

Likely to be addressed in Delta Mercury TMDL
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TABLE B-11

Delta (Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel) 303(d) Listings
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Parameter

Length Impaired

Status

Organic Enrichment/Low
Dissolved Oxygen

952 acres

Amendments to the Water Quality Control Plan for the
Sacramento and San Joaquin River Basins for the Control of
Factors Contributing to the Dissolved Oxygen Impairment in the
Stockton Deep Water Ship Channel adopted by the Regional
Board on 27 January 2005, Resolution No. R5-2005-0005

Unknown Toxicity

952 acres

Ag waiver monitoring to determine source of toxicity

* Group A Pesticides are historically used pesticides including aldrin, dieldrin, chlordane, endrin, heptachlor, heptachlor
epoxide, hexachlorocyclohexane (including lindane), endosulfan, and toxaphene

TMDL Terminology
The term TMDL is generally used to mean two things. First and foremost, the TMDL is the total
load of a pollutant that a specific waterbody can receive and still meet its water quality standards. The
amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still meet its water quality standards is
called its “assimilative capacity.” The assimilative capacity is then allocated to point sources,
nonpoint sources, natural sources, and a margin of safety, as shown in Figure B-13.

FIGURE B-13

TMDL

Secondly, TMDL is the term used to refer to the TMDL Report. The TMDL Report is sometimes
referred to as a Technical TMDL. The usage of the term TMDL to mean the entire TMDL report
is the most common usage. A TMDL report comprises the following components:
•

Problem Statement: A description of the waterbody/watershed setting, beneficial use
impairments of concern, and pollutants or stressors causing the impairment.
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•

Numeric Target(s): For each stressor addressed in the TMDL, appropriate measurable
indicators and associated numeric target(s) based on numeric or narrative water quality
standards that express the target or desired condition for designated beneficial uses of
water. The numeric target is generally a concentration.

•

Source Analysis: An assessment of relative contributions of pollutant or stressor sources
or causes to the use impairment and extent of needed discharge reductions/controls.

•

Loading Capacity Estimate: An estimate of the assimilative capacity of the waterbody
for the pollutant(s) of concern. In other words, how much of a particular pollutant (load)
can a waterbody receive and still meet its numeric target?

•

Allocations: Allocation of allowable loads or load reductions among different sources of
concern, providing an adequate margin of safety. These allocations are usually expressed
as wasteload allocations to point sources and load allocations to nonpoint sources.
Allocations can be expressed in terms of mass loads or other appropriate measures. The
TMDL equals the sum of allocations and cannot exceed the loading capacity.

•

Monitoring Plan (for Phased Approach): Plan to monitor effectiveness of TMDL and
schedule for reviewing and (if necessary) revising TMDL and associated implementation
elements.

•

Implementation Elements: Description of best management practices, point source
controls or other actions necessary to implement TMDL. Usually a plan describing how
and when necessary controls/ restoration actions will be accomplished, and who is
responsible for implementation.

Basin Planning Process
The TMDL adoption process is roughly summarized as follows:
•

Regional Board staff development of TMDL Report

•

Peer review

•

Public review

•

Regional Board workshops

•

Regional Board hearing—consideration of adoption

•

Regional Board compiles administrative record and forwards the TMDL to the SWRCB
for its consideration

•

SWRCB Workshop

•

SWRCB Hearing—consideration of adoption

•

SWRCB forwards TMDL to EPA

•

EPA has 45 days to approve or reject the TMDL
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Key TMDLs of Interest to OID
The key TMDLs of interest to OID include:
•
•
•

Agricultural pesticide TMDLs
Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel dissolved oxygen (DO)
San Joaquin River salt and boron

With both the Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel DO TMDL and the San Joaquin River Salt
and Boron TMDL, flow to the San Joaquin River is a critical issue. Essentially, under current
conditions, the Stanislaus River provides “dilution flow” to the San Joaquin River.
Concentrations of salt and boron in Stanislaus River water are much lower than discharges
from other parts of the San Joaquin River Basin, and discharges of organic material to the
Stanislaus River are more a result of municipal discharges than district practices.
While discharges to the Stanislaus River are not implicated in the DO or salt and boron
water quality impairments, lack of flow in the San Joaquin River has been identified as a
contributing factor. Salt and boron load allocations to other discharges within the
San Joaquin River Basin have been made under technical assumptions regarding the flow of
the Stanislaus. Concern arises that design flow assumptions used in TMDLs could be used
as basis for water quality flow requirements to the Delta.
Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel geometry and reduced flow share equal responsibility for
the impairment because of the interdependent nature of the three main contributing factors.
Similarly, entities responsible for those contributing factors share equal responsibility for
mitigation of their impacts. As such, the TMDL divides the total theoretical loading capacity,
less a margin of safety, equally among the three main contributing factors. For the portion of the
loading capacity attributable to loads of oxygen demanding substances, specific TMDL
wasteload and load allocations are proposed for sources based on their linkage to the DO
impairment. The two non-load related factors (Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel geometry and
reduced flows through the Stockton Deepwater Ship Channel), however, are not associated
with discharges of a substance and cannot be assigned typical wasteload or load allocations.
Instead, this TMDL assumes that mitigation for these factors will be addressed by the
responsible entities through means other than TMDL wasteload or load allocations.

Summary of Other Relevant Water Resources Regulatory or
Planning Issues
The following summaries of relevant water resources regulatory or planning issues or
programs is provided because they could potentially impact (or have impacted) OID and
other Stanislaus River and San Joaquin River water users. These issues, regulations, or
regional planning efforts should continue to be monitored by OID.

D-1485 Water Rights Decision and D-1641 Water Quality Control Plan
In 1978, SWRCB released Water Right Decision 1485 (D-1485). D-1485 set flow and water
quality standards for the protection of beneficial uses in and from the Delta, and required
the SWP and the CVP to meet those standards as conditions of the water rights for the
projects. The standards were based on the premise that water quality in the Delta would be
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at least as good as those levels which were needed to protect and maintain beneficial use
had the CVP and SWP never been in operation and construction had never taken place. The
1986 Coordinated Operations Agreement (COA) describes how the CVP and SWP will share
the responsibility of meeting the applicable Delta water quality standards.
The SWRCB adopted a water quality control plan in 1991 and a draft water rights decision
(proposed D-1630) was released in 1992. EPA rejected the plan. California’s governor
directed the SWRCB to withdraw D-1630 and, instead, to work with the Federal agencies to
develop a mutually acceptable plan. The Bay-Delta Accord was signed in 1994 and, in 1995,
SWRCB adopted a new Water Quality Control Plan based on the Accord. The new
standards in the Water Quality Control Plan required greater amounts of CVP water to meet
water quality standards than the previous standards had required.
The allocation of responsibility for meeting water quality standards has not been entirely
resolved. The SWRCB issued D-1641 in December 1999. The decision assigned interim
responsibility to the CVP and SWP to meet the minimum flow and pulse flow objectives and
water quality (salinity) objectives, both measured at Vernalis. The decision also approved
certain agreements involving the projects (CVP and SWP) that addressed the responsibility
of certain other water right holders for meeting those objectives.
Releases from New Melones Reservoir are Reclamation’s primary means to meet the
required federal contribution to meet the D-1641 standards. One of the provisions of Public
Law 108-361, CALFED Bay-Delta Authorization Act of 2004, was to require Reclamation to
develop a plan to meet water quality standards to reduce the reliance on New Melones
Reservoir. As noted below, the SJRA is the San Joaquin River water rights holders’
contribution to meeting the D-1641 standards.

San Joaquin River Agreement and VAMP
D-1641 adopted the SJRA and its VAMP. This program is administered by the San Joaquin
River Group Authority, of which OID is a member. The program provides for a study
during an April-May pulse flow period to gather scientific fisheries information on the
lower San Joaquin River. In addition, the program provides environmental benefits in the
lower San Joaquin River and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. The pulse flows and other
water acquisitions are needed to support VAMP and to assist the U.S. Department of
Interior (through Reclamation) in meeting the Anadromous Fish Restoration Plan, Bay-Delta
flow objectives prescribed by D-1641, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1995 Biological
Opinion for Delta Smelt. During the pulse flow period, experimental data is collected to
further understand the combined effects of flows, Delta exports, and the barrier at Old River
on salmon survival.
Besides OID, other contributing members are MID, Turlock Irrigation District, SSJID,
San Joaquin River Exchange Contractors, and Merced Irrigation District. As noted
previously, OID has committed up to 11,000 ac-ft for the VAMP contribution. In addition,
15,000 ac-ft is sold to Reclamation for their use to meet any authorized purposes of New
Melones Reservoir, including Delta flow and water quality requirement. The VAMP is
planned to remain in effect for twelve years, 1999 to 2010.
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Stanislaus Fish Flow Requirements and Current Studies
Requirements
Reclamation is required to release up to 98,000 ac-ft per year from New Melones Reservoir
under the requirements of D-1422 for fish and wildlife purposes. The California Department
of Fish and Game (DFG) determines the monthly distribution pattern of those releases. In
1987, Reclamation and DFG developed an agreement to increase releases to enhance the
fishery for an interim period. The releases dictated by the 1987 agreement range from
98,300 to 302,100 ac-ft per year, depending on storage and inflow conditions, project water
demands, and water quality requirements. In addition, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
have discretionary use of water provided by the Central Valley Project Improvement Act
(CVPIA), known as “b-2” water after the provision in the law, 3406(b)(2).
The New Melones Reservoir IPO as described in an earlier section includes these
requirements into a single annual allocation of water for fishery flows. Per terms of the IPO,
the annual fishery allocation out of New Melones Reservoir ranges from 0 to 467,000 ac-ft.
The allocation is a function of reservoir storage and forecasted inflow. The monthly
distribution of the allocation is determined by DFG.

Current Studies
Efforts by the Stanislaus River Fish Group have been underway in recent years to develop a
fishery restoration plan on the lower Stanislaus River which includes the 58-mile reach from
Goodwin Dam to the confluence with the San Joaquin River. The restoration planning
efforts focus on the Chinook salmon and steelhead, which are both listed as threatened
under the Endangered Species Act. The purpose of the group is to provide guidance and
coordination for interested parties and agencies for monitoring and implementation of
research and restoration projects.
In 2002, the Stanislaus River Weir project was developed by the Tri-Dam Project, OID, and
SSJID and funded by CALFED’s Anadromus Fish Restoration Program. The purpose of the
study was to count and characterize runs of Chinook Salmon and steelhead in the lower
Stanislaus River. This phase of the project was completed in the fall of 2004.

CALFED Bay-Delta Program
The CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) is a cooperative State-Federal interagency
effort tasked with developing a comprehensive plan to restore ecological health and
improve water management for the Bay-Delta. The California Bay-Delta Authority (CBDA)
is the state agency currently tasked with implementing the program. Reclamation, as owner
and operator of the CVP including New Melones Reservoir, serves as a major participating
agency in CALFED and in its implementation.
State-Federal cooperation was formalized in June 1994 with the signing of a Framework
Agreement by the state and federal agencies with management and regulatory
responsibility in the Bay-Delta Estuary. The Framework Agreement pledged that the state
and federal agencies would work together in three areas of Bay-Delta management:
•
•

Formulating water quality standards
Coordinating SWP and CVP operations with regulatory requirements
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•

Developing long-term solutions to problems in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Bay-Delta

On December 15, 1994, state and federal agencies, working with agricultural,
environmental, and urban stakeholders, reached agreement on water quality standards and
related provisions that would remain in effect for 3 years. This agreement, known as the
Bay-Delta Accord, was based on a proposal developed by the stakeholders. The 1994
Bay-Delta Accord is reflected in the SWRCB’s Draft Water Quality Control Plan for the San
Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary dated December 1994 and the Final Water
Quality Plan, which was adopted May 22, 1995. The Bay-Delta Accord was extended in 1997
for one year, and again in 1998, to allow the CALFED Program to continue working with
stakeholders to develop a long-term solution for problems in the Bay-Delta system.
The CALFED effort began by developing a clear definition of the problems to be addressed.
A program level or first-tier environmental impact statement (EIS) and an environmental
impact report (EIR) were prepared to identify impacts associated with the various
alternatives. The final programmatic EIS/EIR was released July 21, 2000, followed by the
Record of Decision (ROD) on August 28, 2000. The major program components are:
•
•
•
•

Water supply reliability
Water quality
Ecosystem restoration
Levee system integrity

The CALFED program is now in the implementation phase. Site-specific, detailed
environmental review will occur during this phase before implementing each proposed
action; full implementation of the CALFED Bay-Delta solution is expected to take 30 years.
Public Law 108-361, CALFED Bay-Delta Authorization Act was passed in 2004. This act
provides coordination and integration between CVPIA and the CALFED ROD programs
and funding for continued implementation of the long term program.
CALFED is a broad based program that has taken on numerous water resources issues that
related directly to OID. The CALFED program is a driver for regulations and potential state
legislation that could affect OID such as water rights user fees and the appropriate level of
agricultural water measurement. CALFED also provides an opportunity for grant funding of
water use efficiency projects, environmental restoration projects, and water supply projects
that have local and Bay-Delta benefits. There are also CALFED environmental water
acquisition programs that could provide water transfer opportunities for OID in the future.

SB 610 and 221
Effective January 1, 2002, SB 610 mandates that an assessment of the sufficiency of water
supply be furnished to local governments for inclusion in certain projects’ environmental
documentation. Also effective January 1, 2002, SB 221 requires a city or county to include as a
condition of approval of any tentative map, parcel map or development agreement for certain
residential subdivision, a requirement that an affirmative written verification of sufficient
water supply be provided from the public water system that will serve the development.
SB 610 and 221 also requires that public water systems that obtain water from a water
wholesaler obtain projections from the wholesale agency as to the intent to deliver water
and to the reliability of that wholesale supply to meet the projected needs of the public
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water system. In the future, OID is a potential water wholesaler for growing urban areas in
the region, such as Oakdale or Riverbank. Any such wholesale water supply agreement
would need to consider the requirements of SB 610 and 221.
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EXHIBIT B-1

1988 Agreement

EXHIBIT B-2

Water Transfer Agreement with SEWD

EXHIBIT B-3

San Joaquin River Agreement

The San Joaquin River Agreement
Appendix A - Conceptual Framework for Protection and Experimental Determination of Juvenile
Chinook Salmon Survival Within the Lower San Joaquin River in Response to River Flow and
SWP/CVP Exports
Appendix B - Planning and Operation Coordination for the Vernalis Adaptive Management Plan.
1.0 Parties to this Agreement
The parties to this San Joaquin River Agreement are:
1.1 California Resources Agency parties: California Department of Water Resources (CDWR), and
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).
1.2 United States Department of the Interior (DOI) parties: United States Bureau of Reclamation
(USBR), and United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).
1.3 San Joaquin River Group parties: San Joaquin River Group Authority (SJRGA), and its member
agencies Modesto Irrigation District, Turlock Irrigation District, Merced Irrigation District, South San
Joaquin Irrigation District, and Oakdale Irrigation District; the San Joaquin River Exchange
Contractors Water Authority and its member agencies Central California Irrigation District, San Luis
Canal Company, Firebaugh Canal Water District and Columbia Canal Company; the Friant Water
Users Authority on behalf of its member agencies; and the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF).
1.4 Central Valley Project/State Water Project (CVP/SWP) Export Interests parties: State Water
Contractors, Kern County Water Agency, Tulare Lake Basin Water Storage District, Santa Clara
Valley Water District, San Luis and Delta-Mendota Water Authority, Westlands Water District, and
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California.
1.5 Environmental Community parties: Natural Heritage Institute and The Bay Institute of San
Francisco.
2.0 Introduction
2.1 This San Joaquin River Agreement proposes, among other things, a San Joaquin River flow and
SWP/CVP export study during the April-May Pulse Flow Period and a mechanism by which the State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) can issue an order to implement the San Joaquin River
Portion (as defined herein) of the 1995 Water Quality Control Plan (WQCP) for the San Francisco
Bay and Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta Estuary system. As used in this Agreement, the term
"implement" means to provide the flows and establish the pumping regiment called for in this
Agreement which the Parties intend will provide environmental benefits in the lower San Joaquin
River and Delta at a level of protection equivalent to the San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995
WQCP. The Parties anticipate that the SWRCB will make an independent determination of the
protection provided by this Agreement before deciding whether to adopt this Agreement and its
Implementation Plan. The implementation package to provide the environmental benefits intended
consists of these components:
2.1.1 As set forth in Paragraph 10.1, for the term of this Agreement, the USBR shall assume
responsibility for the San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP objectives that can be reasonably
met through flow measures.
2.1.2 As set forth in Paragraph 10.1.2 for the term of this Agreement, the USBR and, as appropriate,
the CDWR shall assume responsibility for the 1995 WQCP objectives for the San Joaquin River basin
share of Delta outflow.
2.1.3 Except as provided in Paragraph 12.1, for the term of this Agreement, the USBR and the
CDWR agree that the water provided by the SJRGA and its members under this Agreement shall be

the entire contribution of the SJRGA, its members, and the agencies comprising any of its members
to the implementation of the San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP.
2.1.4 For the term of this Agreement, subject to qualifications and limitations set forth herein, the
State Water Project/Central Valley Project (CVP/SWP) Export Interests agree to operational
constraints and export targets as specified in Paragraph 6.4.
2.1.5 As set forth in paragraph 7.1, a fish barrier at the head of Old River will be installed and
operated by the CDWR.
2.2 On December 15, 1994, the federal government, the State of California, and urban, agricultural
and environmental interests reached agreement on a comprehensive, coordinated package of actions
designed to provide interim protection to the San Francisco Bay and Sacramento-San Joaquin River
Delta Estuary. That agreement is referred to as the 1994 Bay-Delta Accord, which was recently
extended to December 15, 1998.
2.3 Many of the coordinated package of actions agreed upon in the 1994 Bay-Delta Accord were
adopted by the SWRCB in the WQCP adopted as 95-1WR by SWRCB Resolution No. 95-24 on May
22, 1995.
2.4 A San Joaquin River flow and SWP/CVP export study framework was developed by Doctors
Bruce Herbold and Chuck Hanson. From that study framework, a collaborative effort of scientists from
state and federal agencies and stakeholder groups developed the Vernalis Adaptive Management
Plan (VAMP) to gather better scientific fisheries information on the lower San Joaquin River. The
VAMP study referred to in this Agreement is attached as Exhibit A to this Agreement. When the
VAMP study is joined with the other provisions of this Agreement, they are intended to provide
environmental benefits in the lower San Joaquin River and Delta, at a level of protection equivalent to
the San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP for the duration of this Agreement.
2.5 This San Joaquin River Agreement is intended to achieve three primary objectives:
2.5.1 Implement protective measures for San Joaquin River fall-run chinook salmon within the
framework of a carefully designed management and study program which is designed to achieve, in
conjunction with other non-VAMP measures, a doubling of natural salmon production by improving
smolt survival through the Delta. However, the Parties recognize that future salmon production cannot
be guaranteed.
2.5.2 Gather scientific information on the relative effects of flows in the lower San Joaquin River, CVP
and SWP export pumping rates, and operation of a fish barrier at the head of Old River on the
survival and passage of salmon smolts through the Delta.
2.5.3 Provide environmental benefits in the lower San Joaquin River and Delta at a level of protection
equivalent to the San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP for the duration of this Agreement.
2.6 The 1994 Bay-Delta Accord and the VAMP study require the construction of an operable fish
barrier at the head of Old River. Construction and operation of an operable Old River barrier may also
require the construction of additional barriers in the south Delta to mitigate impacts of the Old River
fish barrier, CVP/SWP export pumping, and other factors affecting water quality and water elevation
concerns raised by in-Delta agencies. Fish barrier installation is being addressed in separate
proceedings pursuant to state and federal law.
2.7 The VAMP study includes experimental operating conditions including San Joaquin River flow
rates, limitations on pumping rates at the SWP and CVP export pumps located in the southern Delta,
and fish barrier operations during a 31-day period during the months of April and May, beginning in
1999.

2.8 The VAMP study does not evaluate, and is not designed to control for, other factors which may be
limiting fishery populations. These other factors may be material, and their effects may therefore
impact the results of the VAMP study. Additional studies during the course of the VAMP study may be
necessary to understand the extent to which other factors may have adverse effects on fishery
populations. This Agreement imposes no obligation on the parties hereto to participate in these
additional studies.
2.9 During the term of this Agreement, flow and non-flow actions, besides those provided for in the
VAMP study, may take place within the San Joaquin basin to improve conditions for fisheries. These
actions include but are not limited to programs under the Central Valley Project Improvement Act
(CVPIA), the San Joaquin River Management Program, the "Four Pumps Agreement", and the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Settlement Agreement" on the Tuolumne River. It is
further anticipated that projects will be undertaken pursuant to the "Category 3" Program, Proposition
204 funding, and the CALFED solution for the Bay-Delta Estuary. These additional programs will not
affect the Parties' obligations under this Agreement, and this Agreement will not affect the Parties'
participation in any such additional programs.
2.10 In addition to the fall-run Chinook salmon, there are other species of concern which may migrate
through or reside in the Delta, some of which may be present in or reside in the San Joaquin River
basin. The Agreement is also intended to provide benefits to various aquatic species other than
salmon through the actions set forth herein. While the VAMP study is not directed to those other
species, many of them may benefit from the flows provided by the VAMP study and other flow and
non-flow actions to be taken.
2.11 Various San Joaquin River basin water users, the CVP/SWP export interests and others have
already incurred monetary and water costs pursuant to state or federal proceedings or agreements as
contributions toward the improvement of fishery populations in the San Joaquin River basin.
2.12 The Parties intend that implementation of the VAMP study not directly cause violations of the
Vernalis salinity standard or violate water rights of any downstream water rights holder.
2.13 The Parties recognize that the State Board may be petitioned to review the water quality
objectives established in the 1995 WQCP and the Board's order implementing the Plan as part of the
triennial review process under the federal Clean Water Act.
3.0 Definitions
3.1 "San Joaquin River Agreement" - this Agreement.
3.2 "Existing Flow" - the forecasted flows in the San Joaquin River at Vernalis during the Pulse Flow
Period that would exist absent the VAMP or water acquisitions, including, but not limited to the
following:
(a) tributary minimum in stream flows pursuant to Davis-Grunsky, FERC, or other regulatory agency
orders existing on the date of this Agreement;
(b) water quality or scheduled fishery releases from New Melones Reservoir, and as provided in
Paragraph 5.4;
(c) flood control releases from any non-Federal storage facility required to be made during the Pulse
Flow Period pursuant to its operating protocol with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in effect when
this Agreement is executed;
(d) uncontrolled spills not otherwise recaptured pursuant to water right accretions (less natural
depletions) to the system; and/or, (e) local runoff.
3.3 "Pulse Flow Period" - A period of 31 days during the months of April and May as established by
the SJRTC.

3.4 "San Joaquin River Portion" - The segments of the 1995 WQCP relating to flow at Vernalis,
specifically: (1) River Flows/San Joaquin River at Airport Way Bridge, Vernalis p 19; (2) San Joaquin
River Salinity p. 18, (3) Southern Delta/San Joaquin River at Airport Way Bridge, Vernalis; and (4) the
San Joaquin River basin share of all Delta outflow objectives.
3.5 "SJRTC" - The San Joaquin River Technical Committee described in Section 11.
3.7 "VAMP Implementation Plan" or "Implementation Plan" - The Planning and Operation
Coordination for the Vernalis Operation
3.8 "60-20-20 Indicator" - The numeric adjunct to the SWRCB's San Joaquin Valley Water Year
Hydrologic Classification used in this Agreement to establish Target Flows and certain responsibilities
of the parties. Unless otherwise agreed, the most current Department of Water Resources forecast of
the San Joaquin Valley Water Hydrologic Classification will be used for the then current year. The 6020-20 indicator for the VAMP is as follows:
SJR Basin 60-20-20 Classification
60-20-20 Indicator:
(Wet-5), (Above Normal-4),(Below Normal-3),
(Dry-2), (Critical-1)
4.0 Term of Agreement
This Agreement shall terminate on December 31, 2009, unless extended pursuant to Paragraph 5.1,
or terminated earlier pursuant to Section 13.
5.0 Obligations of SJRGA and its Members
5.1 Water To Be Provided For VAMP By SJRGA's Members. The SJRGA's members shall provide,
during each Pulse Flow Period, the amount of water needed to achieve the Target Flow described
herein, or 110,000 acre-feet, whichever is less except in years when extraordinary events such as
facilities failure or flood make the provision of such water impossible. At the option of the DOI Parties,
the term of this Agreement may be extended so that the SJRGA's members shall provide water
during the Pulse Flow Period in years beyond the initial term of this Agreement needed to meet
Target Flows that were not met due to impossibility. Water provided by the SJRGA's members shall
be determined as the sum of waters released, in excess of Existing Flow, to implement this
Agreement to achieve Target Flows. Water provided by a SJRGA member shall be measured at that
member's last points of control.
5.2 SJRGA Discretion. The SJRGA shall have discretion as to the method by which its members'
water will be made available, but the SJRGA shall coordinate its water release planning with the
USFWS and the CDFG by way of the SJRTC. The timing and amount of flow made available shall
nevertheless be sufficient to meet the Parties' obligations.
5.3 Sequential Dry-Year Relaxation. During years when the sum of the current year's 60-20-20
indicator and the previous two years' 60-20-20 indicator is four (4) or less, the SJRGA's members will
not be required to provide water above Existing Flow. The USBR has continuing obligations to meet
San Joaquin River flows pursuant to the March 6, 1995 Biological Opinion.
5.4 Contingent Upon New Melones Operations. The risk assumed by the SJRGA's members to
provide water for the VAMP is based on the assumption that the Stanislaus River will be operated
consistent with USBR's Interim Plan of Operation, dated May 1, 1997. The Stanislaus River is
assumed to be operated as simulated by USBR's spreadsheet model "STANMOD" which simulates
the Interim Plan of Operation during the 1922-1992 hydrologic period. Critical to the amount of water
provided by the SJRGA's members are the annual water allocations of the Interim Plan of Operation
and the distribution of the fishery releases during the Pulse Flow Period. The Parties acknowledge,
however, that the current operation of New Melones Reservoir will be superseded by the long-term

Plan of Operation currently being developed through the New Melones Stakeholders Process, and
which may differ from the USBR's Interim Plan of Operation. Until the long-term plan is developed,
however, the USBR agrees to operate the New Melones Reservoir consistent with the Interim Plan of
Operations. In the event that, under the interim or long-term plan, flows from New Melones during the
Target Flow period are less than those assumed, the water provided by the SJRGA's members shall
be determined as if such flows occurred. If the New Melones flows are higher, then the Management
Committee shall manage the additional flows based on the recommendation of the SJRTC.
5.5 Single-step Target Flow. Unless established otherwise pursuant to Paragraph 5.6, the 31-day outmigration Target Flow equals:
EXISTING
FLOW (cfs)

TARGET
FLOW (cfs)

0-1,999
2,000-3,199
3,200-4,449
4,450-5,699
5,700-6,999
7,000 or greater

2,000
3,200
4,450
5,700
7,000
Existing flow

When the Target Flow is 2000 cfs, the USBR will act, pursuant to Section 8, to purchase additional
water necessary to fulfill the Vernalis flow requirements of existing biological opinions. When Existing
Flow exceeds 7,000 cfs, the Parties will exert their best efforts to maintain a stable flow rate during
the Pulse Flow Period to the extent reasonably possible. Target Flows shall be provided in
accordance with the Implementation Plan.
5.6 Double-step. In any year when the sum of the current year's 60-20-20 Indicator and previous
year's 60-20-20 Indicator is seven (7) or greater, an annual 31-day out-migration flow target will be
the Target Flow one level higher than that established by the single-step Target Flow described in
Section 5.5. If achieving the double-step Target Flows requires more water than the 110,000 acre feet
of water provided by the SJRGA's members, the USBR will act, pursuant to Section 8, to acquire
additional water required to achieve the double-step Target Flow.
6.0 Obligations of DOI and California Resources Agency Parties
6.1 Payment. An annual payment of four million dollars ($4,000,000) (three million dollars
($3,000,000) from the USBR to be paid from CVPIA Restoration Fund or other sources, as available;
and one million dollars ($1,000,000) from CDWR as part of its CVPIA cost share or from other
vailable sources, not including funds derived from SWP contractor payments),
escalated annually each January to reflect the CPI-U index, shall be made by USBR to the SJRGA,
so long as SJRGA and its members perform under the terms of this Agreement. The USBR will draw
first upon funds not designated for environmental purposes to the extent the right to support or
oppose the use of the funds for any particular project. The funds paid to the SJRGA are intended to
be substantially used to enhance efficient water management within the districts including, but not
limited to water reclamation, conservation, conjunctive use, and system improvements. Use of these
funds by public agencies will be documented in each agency's annual financial audit report.
Payments made under this Agreement shall not be included in water rates charged by USBR or
CDWR and shall not become a recoverable cost charged to any USBR or CDWR contractors.
Provided, that nothing herein precludes the use of the CVPIA Restoration Fund for implementation of
this Agreement. No additional payment will be required if this Agreement is extended pursuant to
Paragraph 5.1. The maximum payment to be made to the SJRGA for the purposes of Paragraph 5.1
of this Agreement is $48,000,000 (December 1997 price levels).
6.2 Contingent on Appropriations. The expenditure or advance of any money or the performance of
any obligation of the DOI Parties under this Agreement shall be contingent upon appropriation or

allotment of funds. No liability shall accrue to the DOI and CDWR Parties in case funds are not
appropriated or allotted.
6.3 Consequence of No Payment. Notwithstanding Paragraph 6.2, in any year that the required
payment is not made to the SJRGA by April 1 of that year, no contributions to the VAMP Target Flows
by the SJRGA will be required.
6.4 Operational Constraints and Export Targets. Except as provided in Paragraph 11.5, the CVP and
SWP shall limit their exports during the Pulse Flow Period as follows:
Vernalis Target Flows (cfs)
2,000

3,2000

4,450

5,700

7,000

Exports
1500
2250
3000
The Parties agree that the export limits established in this Agreement are consistent with the existing
biological opinions. In circumstances where the limits in this paragraph do not apply, the USBR and
CDWR will operate their respective pumping plants in compliance with any applicable provisions of
then existing water quality control plans, then existing biological opinions, the 1994 Bay-Delta Accord,
and any other requirements then in effect
6.5 Other Flow Conditions. The parties recognize that there will be years during the term of this
agreement when the Existing flows will be greater than 7,000 cfs during the Pulse Flow Period and
that in such years the Old River Barrier will not be in place or operated and that it may not be possible
to maintain a constant flow rate at Vernalis. The DOI Parties believe, however, that there will be value
in studying the relationship between flows and export rates on salmon smolt survival during such high
flow events. When such a high flow event is forecasted, the SJRTC shall attempt to develop a plan
pursuant to which those studies will be conducted under this Agreement and report its
recommendation to the Management Committee. In the event the SJRTC is unable to develop a plan
or if the plan is rejected by the Management Committee, the DOI Parties will conduct any such
studies outside of this Agreement pursuant to applicable authority, if any. If such studies are
conducted during the term of this Agreement, whether or not under this Agreement, the monitoring
will be carried out and the costs of monitoring will be shared pursuant to Paragraph 9.1 of this
Agreement. An inability to develop an operations plan under this Agreement when the flow conditions
are greater than 7,000 cfs shall not invoke Paragraph 6.7.
6.6 Operations Plan. By February 15 of each year of this Agreement, the USBR and CDWR shall
develop, in cooperation with the SJRTC, an operations plan that will describe how the VAMP will be
implemented in that year. If the USBR, CDWR and the SJRTC do not complete an acceptable
operations plan by February 15, or if by March 1, any party objects to the
operations plan, then the Parties will be notified and will meet to identify and resolve outstanding
issues related to that year's operations plan. If the matter remains unresolved on April 10, the
provisions of Paragraph 13.4 will be invoked.
6.7 Export Reductions Caused by the VAMP. If, on April 10, or 5 days before the Pulse Flow Period,
the operations plan for that year is unacceptable to any Party, then the export limitations contained in
Paragraph 6.4 shall not apply during that calendar year. This Paragraph 6.7, however, shall not limit
or constrain the USBR or the CDWR in the operation of their respective project. When any Party

objects to the operations plan developed as described in Paragraph 6.6, the Party objecting to the
operations plan will be deemed to have invoked the provisions of Paragraph 13.2 as of April 10. All
other provisions of this Agreement, particularly related to flows at Vernalis, shall remain in effect.
6.8 Old River Fish Barrier. CDWR shall install and operate a fish barrier at the head of Old River in a
manner that will protect San Joaquin River chinook salmon smolts and in conjunction with the flows
provided during the Pulse Flow Period. Until such time as a permanent barrier is constructed, a
temporary barrier shall be installed each year, except in years when flood flows would prevent
installation. Any negative impacts associated with the fish barrier at the head of Old River shall be
mitigated consistent with CEQA, NEPA and ESA by the state and federal entities that are responsible
for its construction. Design and operation of the barrier will be consistent with existing relevant
biological opinions.
6.9 No Recirculation Obligation. Nothing in this Agreement shall obligate the DOI Parties to
implement a plan under which water appropriated via the Delta Mendota Canal is released into the
San Joaquin River to meet the objectives of the 1995 WQCP.
7.0 Conditions
The Parties' obligations under this Agreement are conditioned upon the entry by the California State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) of an order:
(1) finding that the terms
of this Agreement provide environmental protection at a level of protection equivalent to the Vernalis
flow objectives of 1995 WQCP during the Pulse Flow Period and implementation of the remaining
San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP for the duration of this Agreement;
(2) committing to expedited issuance of notice and timely completion of appropriate hearings if
objection to the operations plan described in Paragraph 6.6 are unresolved after April 10, or this
Agreement should terminate;
(3) enforcing the obligations of the USBR and CDWR under this Agreement; (4) committing to the
enforcement of Water Code Section 1707, through Water Code Sections 1725, 1435 or similar
protection by prohibiting (a) unauthorized diversions of any portion of the flows provided by the
SJRGA's members pursuant to this Agreement until they pass Vernalis; and, (b) unauthorized
diversions of any Existing Flow between SJRGA members' last point of control and Vernalis; and, (5)
adding appropriate changes to permits held by those SJRGA's members that have an obligation to
provide water as needed to permit them to comply with the obligations imposed by this Agreement.
8.0 Purchase of Additional Water
8.1 Willing Sellers. Water for in-stream uses in excess of that required to be provided by the SJRGA's
members under this Agreement may be purchased from willing sellers by the USBR.
8.2 Good Faith Efforts. The SJRGA and its members understand the importance of achieving needed
data points as a part of the VAMP, and have pledged to work in good faith to make available
additional amounts of water which may be purchased by the USBR on a willing seller/willing buyer
basis for the limited purpose of increasing flows when necessary to obtain reasonably achievable
additional data points; and to reach flows sufficient to reach the "Double-Step" data points described
in Paragraph 5.6 and identified in the Implementation Plan. The parties understand that the SJRGA
and its members cannot ensure that a market will be available at any specific time for the purchase of
additional water because the SJRGA and its members cannot control market forces, hydrologic
conditions, or other factors affecting the availability of marketable water.
8.3 Identification of Additional Available Water. Without in any way altering the obligations of SJRGA's
members under Paragraphs 8.1 and 8.2, on or before March 1 of each year during the term of this

Agreement, the SJRGA's members will meet and confer with the SJRTC for the purpose of identifying
water which may be available for purchase by the USBR . The SJRGA and its members will use their
best efforts to identify all water that is or will become available for sale to the USBR which could be
utilized to meet the purposes of this Agreement and for USBR's compliance with the San Joaquin
River Portion of the 1995 WQCP or its successor.
8.4 Additional Water from Merced. Merced Irrigation District shall provide, and the USBR shall
purchase 12,500 acre feet of water above the Existing Flow delivered at the last point of control for
release to the Merced River during October of all years. Such water releases shall be scheduled by
Merced Irrigation District, CDFG and USFWS. The USBR shall pay Merced Irrigation District, within
30 days of invoice, as follows:
8.4.1 If the water is released from storage, the USBR shall pay $60.00 per acre foot ($75 per acrefoot for years in which the provisions of Section 5.3 are in effect);
8.4.2 If the water provided is re-operated flood-control releases the USBR shall pay $15.00 per acre
foot;
8.4.3 These payments shall be increased annually by the same factor set forth in Paragraph 6.1;
8.4.4 Water purchased pursuant to this Paragraph 8.4 may be scheduled for months other than
October provided Merced, CDFG, and USFWS all agree.
8.5 Additional Water From Oakdale. Oakdale Irrigation District shall sell 15,000 acre-feet of water to
the USBR in every year of this Agreement. The price for this water will be $60 per acre-foot ($75 per
acre-foot for years in which the provisions of Paragraph 5.3 are in effect). In addition to the 15,000
acre-feet, Oakdale will sell the difference between the water made available to VAMP under the
SJRGA division agreement and 11,000 acre-feet. The price for this water will be $60 per acre-foot
($75 per acre-foot for years in which the provisions of Paragraph 5.3 are in effect). It will be made
available at New Melones during any month of the year as required by the USBR, and may be used
for any authorized purpose of the New Melones project.
8.6 Favored Purchaser. From the date of the meeting specified in Paragraph 8.3 through the end of
that year's Pulse Flow Period, a SJRGA member will not sell water, for delivery solely during the
Pulse Flow Period, to a party other than the USBR at a price lower than that offered to the USBR for
additional water for that year's Pulse Flow Period. This limitation on sale of water during the Pulse
Flow Period does not include water needed by SJRGA's members for in-district needs; district
obligations and/or operations which exist on the effective date of this Agreement; and water transfer
arrangements at any price that post date this Agreement where water is transferred over a period of
time that extends beyond the Pulse Flow Period. For Example: Water transferred from an SJRGA
member at $45 an acre foot is to be delivered to an adjacent agricultural water agency during the
period April 1 to October 31. This will not violate USBR's Favored Purchaser status during the Pulse
Flow period even if the price offered by USBR for Favored Purchaser water is $55 per acre foot.
8.7 The USBR's status as Favored Purchaser pursuant to Paragraph 8.6 is intended to assure the
USBR that, without in any way altering the obligations of the SJRGA's members under Paragraphs
8.1 and 8.2, they will (1) use their best efforts to identify sources of water to the extent requested by
the USBR ; (2) immediately notify the USBR upon becoming aware that water from willing sellers is
available for sale to the USBR for use during that year's Pulse Flow Period; and, (3) not sell water
that is to be delivered solely during the Pulse Flow Period at a price less than that offered to the
USBR for additional water for that year's Pulse Flow Period. The USBR's status as Favored
Purchaser pursuant to Paragraph 8.6 is not intended to grant a right of first refusal to the USBR over
all water available for sale from SJRGA's members during, or outside the Pulse Flow Period.
9.0 Monitoring
9.1 Costs. Monitoring of fishery responses to the Target Flows is an essential component of the
VAMP. The SJRTC will lead the monitoring efforts. The USBR, USFWS, CDWR and CDFG will pay
half of the monitoring costs. The SJRGA, CCSF and CVP/SWP Export Interests will pay for the other
half of the monitoring costs. Payments made by the DOI and California Resources Agency Parties
under this Agreement shall not be included in water rates charged by USBR or CDWR and shall not

become a recoverable cost charged to any USBR or CDWR contractors. Provided, that nothing
herein precludes the use of the CVPIA Restoration Fund for implementation of this Agreement. The
SJRGA, CCSF and CVP/SWP Export Interests will equally share their portion of monitoring costs.
The SJRGA and its members, CCSF, CVP/SWP, USBR, USFWS, CDWR and CDFG will be credited
for any in-kind expenses incurred in conjunction with this monitoring, and those costs incurred to
support the operation of the SJRTC.
9.2 Access to Data. The Parties shall exchange all data acquired through monitoring pursuant to this
Agreement. All such data shall be available to the public.
9.3 Review By IEP. The Interagency Ecological Program shall be requested to prepare an annual
report on the monitoring programs in the San Joaquin River basin, including the VAMP study and any
other studies relating to limiting factors.
10.0 Petition to SWRCB
10.1 Adoption of VAMP by SWRCB. All Parties shall jointly petition, prior to April 1, 1998, the SWRCB
to adopt this Agreement and to implement this Agreement through an appropriate SWRCB order. The
petition to adopt this Agreement will not seek to change the 1995 WQCP objectives. The petition shall
make the following representations to the SWRCB:
10.1.1 In order to achieve the purposes of this Agreement, the USBR shall assume responsibility, for
the term of this Agreement, for the San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP objectives that can
reasonably be met through flow measures. If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section 13, the
USBR will operate its project in compliance with then applicable provisions of the then existing water
quality control plans, then existing biological opinions, the 1994 Bay-Delta Accord and any other
requirements then in effect. The requirements of this Paragraph 10.1.1 shall survive the termination of
this Agreement for the shorter of two years or until the SWRCB issues a final order implementing the
San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP.
10.1.2 In order to achieve the purposes of this Agreement, the USBR and, as appropriate, the CDWR
shall assume responsibility, for the term of this Agreement, for the San Joaquin River basin share of
the "Delta Outflow" objectives of the 1995 WQCP. If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section
13, the USBR and the CDWR will operate their respective projects in compliance with applicable
provisions of the then existing water quality control plans, then existing biological opinions, the 1994
Bay-Delta Accord and any other requirements then in effect to achieve the San Joaquin River basin
share of Delta Outflow. The requirements of this Paragraph 10.1.2 shall survive the termination of this
Agreement for the shorter of two years or until the SWRCB issues a final order implementing the San
Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP.
10.1.3 Except as provided in Section 12.1, water required under this Agreement shall be the
contribution of the SJRGA, its members', and the agencies comprising any member of the SJRGA to
assist the USBR and CDWR in meeting the 1995 WQCP objectives. The contribution by the SJRGA
and its members to assist the USBR and CDWR in meeting the Target Flows shall be the entire
contribution of the SJRGA, its members and the agencies comprising any of its members, for the
implementation of the San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP for the duration of this
Agreement.
10.1.4 All NEPA and CEQA documentation shall be completed and all documents required by the
SWRCB shall be submitted by the Parties by March 1, 1999.
10.2 Water Code section 1707. The petition to SWRCB shall include a Water Code section 1707
petition pursuant to Section 7.0 of this Agreement. The petition may also include requests for other
changes to permit the Parties to carry out their obligations under this Agreement. The petition may be
accompanied by the appropriate environmental documentation for adoption of the Agreement, or, if
the SWRCB elects, it may include this Agreement as an alternative in its draft EIR for the
implementation of the 1995 WQCP.

10.3 Implementation Matters. If the SWRCB fails to adopt and implement the VAMP under terms
consistent with this Agreement, the Parties will cooperate to petition for a change in the SWRCB
adoption or implementation. If the SWRCB does not change its adoption or implementation in a
manner consistent with terms acceptable to the Parties to this Agreement, the Parties will work in
good faith to negotiate a modification to this Agreement that will allow its continued implementation by
the SWRCB. If that negotiation is not successful, any Party to the Agreement may withdraw from the
Agreement and the remaining parties will continue to work in good faith to implement the VAMP.
10.4 Vernalis Hearing. The Parties shall ask the SWRCB to continue its hearing on the interim
Vernalis flow objective specified in the 1995 WQCP. The hearing was specified in the 1994 Bay-Delta
Accord and the 1995 WQCP, and is required under the Settlement For Dismissal of Action filed on
September 25, 1996 in SJTA et al vs. SWRCB between the SWRCB and the San Joaquin River
Tributaries Association. The Parties shall request that the SWRCB convene the hearing at such time
as this Agreement is terminated.
10.5 Termination Requires Notice to SWRCB.In the event that this Agreement is terminated pursuant
to Sections 13 or 16, the Parties agree to notify the SWRCB immediately of such termination
11.0 San Joaquin River Technical and Management Committees
11.1 SJRTC. The SJRTC will be an interagency effort to successfully implement the VAMP by
undertaking the activities described in Paragraph 11.2 and other technical activities that its members
deem appropriate to meet the goals of this Agreement. The SJRTC will report its findings and
recommendations to the Management Committee. Each Party shall have the right to place one
technical specialist on the SJRTC. The SJRTC may, on a unanimous vote, invite other technical
specialists to join including representatives from local conservation organizations. In addition, the
Management Committee shall appoint two other technical specialists to the SJRTC in order to provide
an independent source of scientific review, and the resulting costs of such specialists shall be paid as
provided in Section 9.1. The SJRTC shall make its decisions by consensus, which allows any Party
representative to veto any decision or action by the SJRTC, provided that a recommendation by any
member or invited technical specialist shall be forwarded to the Management Committee. Meetings of
the SJRTC will be open, and materials freely available, to the public.
11.2 SJRTC Duties. The SJRTC will:
a. Annually coordinate flow releases, export and Old River barrier operations, and use of hatchery
fish, to implement the VAMP study;b. Determine best management of flow releases during the Pulse
Flow Period to achieve Target Flows; c. Plan and oversee monitoring activities, in coordination with
the Interagency Ecological Program and existing monitoring programs on the San Joaquin tributaries.
d. Develop annually the Existing Flow calculation protocols;The SJRTC shall have no authority to
adjust any export limitations imposed pursuant to this Agreement or to adjust Target Flows below
those set pursuant to this Agreement, but may recommend such changes to the Management
Committee.
11.3 Exchange of Technical Information. The SJRTC members agree to exchange technical
information. Representatives to the SJRTC shall be technical specialists in the field of engineering,
hydrology or aquatic sciences. Any party may also send other representative(s) to SJRTC meetings.
11.4 Other Support. The SJRGA agrees to provide administrative, clerical, and support facilities for
the SJRTC activities.
11.5 Management Committee. A Management Committee shall review the reports and
recommendations of the SJRTC and resolve all issues and disputes that the SJRTC cannot resolve.
The Management Committee may adjust the Target Flows and export limitations contained herein,
and which adjustment shall be reported to interested parties and the SWRCB and implemented
unless disapproved by the SWRCB within 10 days. The Management Committee shall include one
representative from each signatory to this Agreement. The Management Committee shall make its

decisions by unanimous vote, which allows any representative to veto any Management Committee
decision or action.
11.6 Management Committee Disputes. If the Management Committee cannot achieve a unanimous
vote to resolve an issue presented to it, the Parties agree to try in good faith, on a schedule that is
expedited to meet the objectives of this Agreement, to resolve the issue by mediation as described in
Section 14.0.
12.0 Additional Assurances
12.1 Flow Requirements. Other than those flow objectives established for the VAMP, neither (1) the
members of the SJRGA, (2) any of the agencies comprising a member of the SJRGA, nor (3) the
CCSF shall have, during the term of this Agreement, any other requirements for flow at Vernalis or
the San Joaquin River Portion of the 1995 WQCP, nor will they have an obligation under the 1995
WQCP to mitigate the impacts on water quality resulting solely from any reduction in flows in the San
Joaquin River or its tributaries. This Agreement shall not affect the responsibility of these parties to
mitigate impacts on water quality resulting from discharges of waste into the San Joaquin River or its
tributaries. Based on its modeling of Vernalis flow requirements, the USBR hereby provides
assurance that they will pursue acquisition of additional water to comply with the San Joaquin River
Portion of the 1995 WQCP, pursuant to Section 8 of this Agreement.
12.2 Habitat Conservation Plan. The USFWS and/or CDFG will assist the Parties in the development
of a Habitat Conservation Plan, NCCP or other appropriate plan, at the request of any Party.
13.0 Termination
13.1 Withdrawal By San Joaquin River Group Parties. Any action which materially impairs, reduces or
otherwise adversely affects the water supply used or relied upon by (a) any member of the SJRGA;
(b) any of the agencies comprising a member of the SJRGA; or (c) the CCSF will be grounds for that
Party's withdrawal from this Agreement, provided the remaining Parties can still satisfy this
Agreement's requirements for water.
13.2 Re-negotiation; Termination. It is the intent of all parties that this Agreement is to be renegotiated and/or terminated, as appropriate, in the event of changes to the basic water supply, water
rights, assumptions, facts or circumstances upon which this Agreement is based, including without
limitation breach of Section 6.8 or a dispute under Paragraph 6.7.
13.2.1 Initiating Conditions. The re-negotiation/termination provisions of Paragraphs 13.1 and 13.2
will take effect when:
13.2.1.1 there is a material change to the basic water supply, water rights, assumptions, facts or
circumstances upon which this Agreement is based.
13.2.1.2 a dispute arises concerning the operations plan as described in Paragraphs 6.6 and 6.7, or a
dispute arises concerning the barrier at the head of Old River as described in Paragraph 6.8.
13.2.1.3 a change in condition causes a material adverse impact on any Party's or Party's member
agency's (a) water deliveries to its customers; (b) water deliveries for obligations existing when this
Agreement is executed; or (c) ability to perform under this Agreement. If the change in condition only
requires the release of additional water by the Party currently providing water for in stream use during
the Pulse Flow Period, then this Section will not take effect provided the additional water is credited
toward and does not exceed the water this Agreement requires from the SJRGA and its members.
13.2.1.4 in any year the Target Flows are not achieved except when the term of this Agreement is
extended by an additional year as provided in Paragraph 5.1 with payment limited as provided in
Paragraph 6.1.

13.2.1.5 when, in the judgment of the USFWS, CDFG or National Marine Fisheries Service,
continuation of the VAMP study is likely to jeopardize the survival or recovery of (a) any species
listed, or which is a candidate for listing, under the ESA and/or CESA or (b) any species covered by
an HCP or NCCP.
13.2.1.6 in any year that federal appropriations for the CVPIA Restoration Fund intended to provide
payment under Paragraph 6.1 fall below $20 million.
13.2.2 Process. A Party may call for mediation in accordance with Section 14.0 to assist in the renegotiation of this Agreement to solve the problem presented or the change in condition. A meeting of
the principals of each Party will occur within 30 days of receipt of written notice to all Parties and to
the SWRCB of the particular problem presented, the change in condition and the effect on the Party
or the Party's member agency. The Parties will use their best efforts to re-negotiate this Agreement
and resolve the problem presented.
13.2.3 Outcome. If mediation is not successful and the Parties cannot agree on how to resolve the
problem within 90 days of the notice, then they may agree to terminate this Agreement immediately. If
the Parties lack consensus on resolution or termination, then this Agreement terminates as of the
following March 1.
13.3 Termination For Breach. If the USBR fails to pay the SJRGA as required by Paragraph 6.1, then,
after a 60-day notice to cure default has been given to the USBR, the SJRGA may terminate this
Agreement. If the SJRGA and its members fail to perform their obligations under this Agreement, then
the USBR or the CDWR may terminate this Agreement and, except where the failure to perform is
based on impossibility as described in Paragraph 5.1, require the SJRGA to pay back the money the
USBR paid for the year that SJRGA and its members failed to meet their obligations.
13.4 Notice of Termination or Likelihood of Termination to SWRCB. If objection has been made by a
Party to the operations plan described in Paragraph 6.6, or there has been termination of this
Agreement, or after 90 days of re-negotiation without resolution as provided in Section 13.2, the
Parties shall promptly advise the SWRCB.
14.0 Mediation
14.1 Resolution of Disputes. Resolution of disputes, and issues which a Party believes may subject
this Agreement to Termination, shall first be submitted to a mediator, mutually selected by the Parties,
with experience in water-related disputes. The Parties shall request of the SWRCB, in the order it
issues pursuant to Section 10, to appoint the SWRCB Executive Director as mediator, without cost to
the Parties, for Management Committee disputes on issues critical to meeting Target Flows during
the Pulse Flow Period. The Parties will use their best efforts to resolve the issues within 48 hours.
14.2 Resolution of Non-Critical Issues. Mediation of issues that are not critical to meeting Target
Flows during the Pulse Flow Period shall be on the same schedule as the process described in
Paragraphs 13.2.2 and 13.2.3.
14.3 Mediation Costs. Mediation costs shall be divided as follows: 50% paid by the Party or Parties
asserting a veto and 50% by the remaining Party or Parties. Provided that, the environmental
community parties shall not be responsible for mediation costs if a veto is asserted by any other
party. Provided, further that the environmental community parties shall not be responsible for
mediation costs in excess of $2,000 if a veto is asserted solely by environmental community parties.
In this event, mediation costs in excess of $2,000 shall be paid 50% by the DOI and California
Resources Agency Parties, and 50% by the SJRGA, CCSF, and CVP/SWP Parties, share and share
alike. If mediation is not completed during the specified time schedule, then issues within the existing
jurisdiction of any state or federal agency shall be submitted to such agency. This section shall not be
construed to expand or limit in any way the jurisdiction of any state or federal agency.
15.0 Effect of this Agreement on Other Matters

15.1 As a Precedent. Nothing in this Agreement, and nothing incorporated by reference into the terms
of this Agreement, is intended or shall be construed as a precedent or other basis for any argument
that the participants to this Agreement have waived or compromised their rights which may be
available under state or federal law except as to the matters addressed in this Agreement.
15.2 As an Admission. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission by any Party
that such Party has obligations relative to the protection of fishery or other resources and/or the
maintenance of water quality standards in the Delta. Similarly, nothing in this Agreement shall be
construed or used in an effort to demonstrate that any of the Parties has surplus water or water which
is not being beneficially used by such Party.
15.3 As to Jurisdiction of SWRCB. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall constitute the
acknowledgment by a Party of any jurisdiction of the SWRCB over the Party outside the terms of this
Agreement or SWRCB implementation of the VAMP, nor does participation in this Agreement waive
any defenses that a Party may have concerning the SWRCB's jurisdiction. Further, participation in
this Agreement shall not, in and of itself, give rise to SWRCB jurisdiction over the Parties for matters
not expressly stated in this Agreement.
15.4 As Compromise of Disputed Claims. It is understood and agreed that this Agreement is the
result of a good faith compromise settlement of disputed claims regarding the obligations of Parties to
provide water required to implement the 1995 WQCP, and that this Agreement shall not be taken or
construed to be an admission of any obligation or responsibility to provide that water. Each of the
Parties hereto is entering into this Agreement to avoid the expense, disruption and uncertainty of a
contested water right proceeding before SWRCB and the courts.
16.0 No Intended Use of Friant Water
16.1 Pursuant to this Agreement, the USBR has contractually undertaken certain obligations relative
to the provision of San Joaquin River water and the implementation of the San Joaquin River Portion
of the 1995 WQCP, including without limitation the obligations described in Paragraphs 5.3, 10.1.1,
10.1.2. and 12.3. The Parties do not intend that these obligations of the USBR shall be satisfied using
water released for that purpose from Friant Dam or which is otherwise intended for use within the
Friant Division of the Central Valley Project, other than water acquired from willing sellers.
16.2 In furtherance of that intent, if the USBR satisfies any of its obligations under this Agreement
using water released from Friant Dam for that purpose, or which is otherwise intended for use within
the Friant Division, other than water acquired from willing sellers, this Agreement shall immediately
terminate upon written notice from the Friant Water Users Authority to the other Parties
notwithstanding the provisions of Section 13 or any other provisions of this Agreement.
16.3 Upon such termination, for the intended term of this Agreement none of the other Parties shall
enter into an agreement intended to accomplish the purposes of this Agreement as set forth in
Section 2 without the participation and agreement of the Friant Water Users Authority; Provided, that
nothing in this Paragraph 16.3 shall preclude the USBR from acquiring water from willing sellers.
16.4 Nothing in this Agreement is intended to alter the positions of any Party in Natural Resources
Defense Council, et al vs. Patterson, et al. or other pending judicial proceedings.
17.0 Specific Performance
So long as the USBR and CDWR have made the payments to the SJRGA required by this
Agreement, the refusal by the SJRGA or its members to provide the water required by this Agreement
shall entitle a Party to an order of specific performance in a manner which gives effect to the goals of
the VAMP and this Agreement.
The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta

18.0 Representation By Counsel
This Agreement is entered into freely and voluntarily. The parties hereto acknowledge that they have
been represented by counsel of their own choice, or that they have had the opportunity to consult with
counsel of their own choosing, in the negotiations that preceded the execution of this Agreement and
in connection with the preparation and execution of this Agreement. Each of the parties hereto
executes this Agreement with full knowledge of its significance and with the express intent of effecting
its legal consequences.
19.0 Entire Agreement
This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement between the parties pertaining to the settlement of
disputes and obligations between them with respect to obligations under the 1995 WQCP. This
Agreement supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements and/or obligations concerning
those obligations which are merged into this Agreement. Each party has made its own independent
investigation of the matters settled, has been advised concerning the terms of this agreement by
counsel of its choice or has had an opportunity to be so advised, and is not relying upon any
representation not specified herein.
20.0 Applicable Law
This Agreement shall be construed under and shall be deemed to be governed by the laws of the
State of California and of the United States, without giving effect to any principles of conflicts of law if
such principles would operate to construe this Agreement under the laws of any other jurisdiction.
21.0 Construction of Agreement
This Agreement is the product of negotiation and preparation by and among each party hereto and its
attorneys. Therefore, the parties acknowledge and agree that this Agreement shall not be deemed to
have been prepared or drafted by any one party or another. Accordingly, the normal rule of
construction to the effect that any ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party shall not
be employed in the interpretation of this Agreement.
22.0 Modification of Agreement
No supplement, modification, waiver, or amendment with respect to this Agreement shall be binding
unless executed in writing by the party against whom enforcement of such supplement, modification,
waiver or amendment is sought.
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This Agreement shall be construed under and shall be deemed to be governed by the laws of the
State of California and of the United States, without giving effect to any principles of conflicts of law if
such principles would operate to construe this Agreement under the laws of any other jurisdiction.
21.0 Construction of Agreement
This Agreement is the product of negotiation and preparation by and among each party hereto and its
attorneys. Therefore, the parties acknowledge and agree that this Agreement shall not be deemed to
have been prepared or drafted by any one party or another. Accordingly, the normal rule of
construction to the effect that any ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party shall not
be employed in the interpretation of this Agreement.
22.0 Modification of Agreement
No supplement, modification, waiver, or amendment with respect to this Agreement shall be binding
unless executed in writing by the party against whom enforcement of such supplement, modification,
waiver or amendment is sought.
23.0 Counterparts of Agreement
This Agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts by the parties hereto, each of which
shall be deemed to be an original, and all of which together shall be deemed one and the same
instrument. This Agreement, if executed in counterparts, shall be valid and binding on a party as if
fully executed all on one copy.
24.0 Signatories' Authority
The signatories to this Agreement on behalf of all of the parties hereto warrant and represent that
they have authority to execute this Agreement and to bind the parties on whose behalf they execute
this Agreement.
25.0 Reasonable Cooperation
The parties hereto shall reasonably cooperate with each other, including the execution of all
necessary further documents, if any, to carry out the purpose and intent of this Agreement.
26.0 Effective Date
The parties hereto deem this Agreement to be signed and of binding legal effect as of the date on
which the last signatory hereto signs the Agreement or March 1, 1999, whichever is earlier.
27.0 Notice to Parties
All notices required under or regarding this Agreement shall be made in writing addressed as
provided in the Party address list attached hereto as Exhibit C.
28.0 Federal and State Agency Obligations
Nothing in this Agreement is intended to limit the authority of the DOI Parties or the California
Resource Agency Parties to fulfill their responsibilities under federal or state law. Moreover, nothing in
this Agreement is intended to limit or diminish the legal obligations and responsibilities of the DOI
Parties or the California Resource Agency Parties.
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APPENDIX C

Infrastructure Assessment
Introduction
This technical appendix presents the results of an assessment of Oakdale Irrigation District’s
(OID’s) existing water supply, conveyance, and distribution system infrastructure. The
purpose of the assessment was to compile and summarize information on OID’s existing
infrastructure, review and assess the level-of-service provided to OID’s customers, and
determine the general condition of each major component of OID’s infrastructure.
Recommendations to address system and service deficiencies and improvements necessary
to provide higher levels of service to current and future customers are described in the
Infrastructure Plan section of the WRP Summary Report (Section 9.1).

Methods
The existing system assessment was developed with significant data and information collection
efforts, interaction with OID staff, and multiple field visits. The assessment began with a review
of existing infrastructure-related studies and recent operations data in an initial data collection
effort in late fall 2004. OID computer-assisted drafting (CAD) drawings of all major facilities of
the OID infrastructure system were completed and reviewed. These drawing files were
converted to a geo-referenced geographic information system (GIS) base map for the entire
supply and distribution system. Review and assessment of current OID service standards also
occurred as part of the information collection process.
Field inspections were conducted with OID engineering and operations staff during both
shutdown and operational periods. In December 2004, a week-long field visit was
conducted to fully understand the facilities and operations of each OID operating division.
It was recognized that observing operations and facilities during the irrigation season was
equally important, and a follow-up multi-day field visit occurred in June 2005. The field
visits were used to assess the general condition of structures and their operational purpose.
Distribution System Operators (DSOs) were shadowed so typical operating practices and
decision-making processes could be observed.
During assessment development and completion, review workshops were held with OID
staff to present findings and confirm key conclusions. Interaction with OID staff in the field
and throughout the development of the assessment was essential in understanding
operations data and drawing operational and service standard conclusions.

Summary of Assessment
The OID system assessment was a primary component of the comprehensive Water
Resources Plan. The assessment indicated major vulnerabilities on both the north side and
the south side of the OID water delivery system, and deterioration of a large proportion of
OID facilities. The OID system performed well for the larger 160-acre parcels for which it
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was designed; however, changing customer needs and service conditions require upgrading
the OID infrastructure system.
Canal and tunnel reaches on the Joint Main Canal and the North Main Canal are susceptible
to major failure which would put 40 percent of the OID service area without irrigation water
for a significant duration. A failure of deteriorating tunnels on the South Main Canal would
render about 60 percent of the OID service area without water.
There are several infrastructure deficiencies common to most supply laterals. There are
numerous instances of remote operating sites, manual gates, and minor services that detract
from DSO focus on main canal operations. Generally, there is poor water level and flow
measurement at main lateral operating points and turnouts. Another significant infrastructure
issue affecting reaches of canals and laterals district-wide is the deterioration of canal banks and
maintenance roads and access. Miles of buried cast-in-place (CIP) concrete pipe within OID are
also in need of repair and/or replacement. Because of restrictions on water levels in Rodden
Lake on the north side, the useful storage available to manage changes in supply or demand is
minimal. On the south side, Van Lier Reservoir is located and sized to manage most changes in
supply or demand; however, adjusting the operational strategy and objectives would enhance
the reservoir’s ability to manage operational changes.
Service standards and current operational practices were examined as part of the
infrastructure assessment. While OID’s Rules and Regulations (the “Gray Book”) specify
service standards, actual practices are commonly inconsistent and exceptions are granted by
the OID Board of Directors or by individual DSO discretion. It was observed that turnout
sizing and flow capacity is widely varied on a per-acre basis, with little incentive for onfarm distribution features or practices to work within reasonable delivery standards.
Unscheduled cuts in water demands are a problem, causing excess spills and inefficient
DSO efforts to “park water” on other customer lands ahead of normal schedule.
Operationally, it was observed that no strategy exists to operate deep wells and drainage
reclamation pumps, although the use of which would provide efficient peaking capability.
Conflicting operational targets, such as minimizing drain spills versus reservoir operating
practices, exist among DSOs in different divisions and even within the same division.

Infrastructure Assessment Organization
The aging OID infrastructure system requires upgrading to match the needed function and
purpose facing OID now and in the future. This technical appendix provides the details of
the infrastructure assessment. Specific recommendations to address deteriorating facilities
and to respond to changing OID customer needs are presented in the Infrastructure Plan
Technical Appendix H.
The individual summary assessments are grouped into the following categories. Summary
conclusions are presented under each category. See Figure C-1, Existing OID Infrastructure
Map (located in the sleeve at the end of these technical appendixes), for the locations of the
referenced facilities.
•
•

C-2

Main canals and regulating reservoirs
Primary Distribution System (laterals, pipelines, and flow control by Lateral Service
Area [LSA])
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•
•
•

•
•

Drainage and reclamation facilities
Irrigation wells
Domestic service wells
Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
Existing service standards

Main Canals and Regulating Reservoirs
Goodwin Dam
Goodwin Dam provides the diversion pool on the Stanislaus River for the Joint Main Canal,
the Stockton East Water District diversion, and the OID South Main Canal. The dam is
located about 11 miles downstream of New Melones Reservoir, which is the largest storage
facility on the Stanislaus River and is
owned and operated by the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation. Table C-1 lists the facility
features. Assessment of Goodwin Dam
was not part of this study, and the
information presented here is for
background purposes only. Goodwin Dam
is owned and operated by the Tri-Dam
Power Authority (Tri-Dam), a joint powers
authority formed by South San Joaquin
Irrigation District (SSJID) and OID. The
dam is under the inspection authority of
the State of California’s Division of Dam
Safety. A vicinity map (Figure C-1) shows
the location of Goodwin Dam (Figure C-2)
FIGURE C-2
and other major facilities and OID canal
Goodwin Dam
reaches.
TABLE C-1

Goodwin Dam Facility Features
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Feature
Dam and
reservoir

Description
• Original construction in 1913
• Twin concrete arch gravity dam
• 460-foot crest length

Comments, Notes
Operated at steady pool, run of the river, not
typically drawn down. Provides backwater for
Tulloch Dam hydropower outlet, steady levels
on north and south diversion gates

• 500 ac-ft storage
North Side
diversion

• Joint Diversion Gates—four 4 ft x 8 ft
motor-operated sluice gates

Control flow into the Joint Main Canal and
SEWD tunnel.

• SEWD diversion structure
South Side
diversion

• Four 4 ft x 8 ft motor-operated sluice
gates
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TABLE C-1

Goodwin Dam Facility Features
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Feature
SCADA

Description
• Remote control on all gates, and flow
measurement on all three diversions

Comments, Notes
Operated by Tri-Dam

Three primary operational factors related to Goodwin Dam influence OID’s North and
South Main Canal. These include the prescribed peak diversion flow limits under OID’s
water rights, terms and conditions governing scheduled changes to OID’s diversion rate
each day, and the travel time for changes in the diversion flow rate at Goodwin Dam to
reach the major laterals within OID.
As described in Water Resources Inventory Technical Appendix B, OID’s total peak
diversion flow from Goodwin Dam, including both the North and South Main Canals, is
limited to 908 cubic feet per second (cfs) by their entitlement of pre-1914 water rights shared
with SSJID. The Joint Diversion Canal has 360 cfs of capacity allocated for the OID’s North
Main Canal. The South Main Canal’s capacity is approximately 525 cfs. Any long-term
changes to OID’s main canal operations need to consider both the legal diversion limit and
the conveyance capacity of each canal.
OID schedules its diversions through Tri-Dam that, in turn, coordinates these flows in
conjunction with its operation of the upstream hydropower facility at Tulloch Dam and
Reservoir. Under the terms of a new long-term power-sales agreement with Pacific Gas and
Electric (PG&E) starting in January 2005, OID and Tri-Dam have incentives to minimize the
impact of unscheduled short-term changes in OID diversions to hydropower operations.
The details of that arrangement are beyond the scope of this report, but are summarized
here in terms of basic OID water scheduling impacts. Scheduling is grouped into “Day
Ahead” and “Hour Ahead” schedules. The Day Ahead schedule looks out three days for
planning purposes. The Hour Ahead schedule is for short-term daily operation, and is based
on a 4-hour advance forecast to PG&E of scheduled flows. OID’s Main Canal inflows are set
under the Hour Ahead schedule, requiring at least 4 hours notice to Tri-Dam for the flow
change, in order to avoid possible monetary penalties from impacting power operations.
Once changes are made to OID’s diversion rates, travel times for the flow changes are about
3 hours on the South Main Canal to Cashman Dam and 12 hours to the Van Lier Reservoir.
Travels times on the North Main Canal are about 6 hours to Rodden Lake, and 9 hours to
the first major flow split at the Burnett and Cometa Laterals head gates. The Tri-Dam
scheduling limits and the canal travel times essentially require OID to plan approximately
12 to 16 hours in advance to match system demands and main canal supplies. The use of
regulating reservoirs, discussed below, assists in managing the daily fluctuations in supply
and demand.
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Joint Diversion and North Main Canal
Overview
The Joint Main Canal supplies the SSJID Main Canal and the OID North Main Canal from
the Joint Main diversion at Goodwin Dam. The OID North Main Canal supplies about
22,000 irrigated acres, or 40 percent of OID-served lands. This assessment addresses three
primary reaches; the Joint Main Canal from Goodwin Dam to the Joint Diversion
Headworks, the North Main Canal from the Joint Diversion Headworks to Rodden Lake,
and from Rodden Lake to the end of the North Main Canal at the Burnett Lateral–Cometa
Lateral split. The three reaches have a combined total length of about 14 miles. These
reaches are labeled on Figure C-1.

Joint Main Canal and Joint Diversion Headworks
The Joint Main Canal conveys water from
Goodwin Dam to the head of the OID North
Main Canal and the SSJID Main Canal. The
Joint Diversion Headworks, shown in
Figure C-3, controls flows into the two
canals at the downstream end of the Joint
Main Canal. The facilities are maintained
and operated by Tri-Dam. The following
operation and facility features were noted.
•

The Joint Main Canal has a capacity of
1,268 cfs total capacity; 360 cfs is
allocated for OID, and 908 cfs for SSJID.

•

Flow control and measurement into the
Joint Main Canal are controlled and
monitored via the Tri-Dam SCADA
system.

FIGURE C-3

Joint Diversion Headworks

•

The Joint Main Canal is approximately 3.5 miles long and is concrete lined. There are
three minor tunnels (Copper, Ram, and Gable), and one major tunnel (Long Tunnel). A
Hazards Identification Study report was completed in April 2005 as part of SSJID’s and
OID’s ongoing Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program. The Hazards
Identification Report summarized key geotechnical instabilities and potential safety
hazards. The report identified a range of moderate to severe hazard areas which could
impact all four tunnels and the intermediate open canal sections. The Hazards
Identification Report is being used to identify and initiate specific improvements to the
Joint Main Canal to address the hazards. At the time of developing this infrastructure
assessment, a specific list of projects had not been generated.

•

The Joint Diversion Headworks is located at the downstream end of the Joint Main
Canal and controls the flow split between the SSJID Main Canal and OID’s North Main
Canal. Facility features include:
−

A motor-operated radial undershot gate on the SSJID branch, which is used to
control water level for the upstream pool and flow rate into the SSJID Main Canal.
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Two 54-inch sluice gates on the OID branch are used to control flow into North Main
Canal. Both the radial and slide gates are remotely controlled and monitored by
Tri-Dam using SCADA links. A Parshall flume measures flow on the SSJID branch,
just below the radial gate. North Main Canal inflows are measured below the Joint
Diversion Headworks, using a Parshall flume just downstream of Tunnel No. 1. Both
measurement stations are linked to the Tri-Dam SCADA system for remote flow
control and monitoring.
−

Both the SSJID radial gate and the OID North Main Canal inlet head gates are
installed in what appear to be the original concrete structures.

−

A minor local turnout to OID’s Frymire Lateral is located immediately upstream of
the SSJID Main Canal gate. The Frymire Lateral inflows are measured with a
Parshall flume and remotely monitored and controlled by Tri-Dam staff.

−

The Joint Diversion Headworks site is relatively remote, but has a local SCADA
station, power, and communication links.

Joint Diversion to Rodden Lake
This reach of the North Main Canal is about 9 miles long, and includes a stretch of Little Johns
Creek, several miles of open-channel canal through rolling hill terrain, and the Cape Horn
Tunnel. This reach is labeled on Figure C-1. There are one lateral and three customer turnouts
along this reach, but the primary operational use is straight-through conveyance to Rodden
Lake. This reach of the North Main Canal has short stretches of concrete lining but is mostly
unlined. Flow monitoring in 1982 estimated seepage losses of about 21 cfs, or 6 percent of peak
flows. The following are main points of the assessment, from upstream to downstream. The
summary tunnel condition descriptions are based on the Hazard Identification Study report of
OID’s ongoing Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program.
•

Tunnel No. 1 is 10 ft x 7 ft, concrete-lined, 230 feet long, and in general good condition.

•

A short, concrete-lined canal reach downstream of Tunnel No. 1 dumps flow into Little
Johns Creek, via Gaylord Check and Measurement Flume. The Gaylord check includes a
60-inch undershot gate and a 64-inch flashboard weir used to maintain level for a minor
16-inch local turnout. The Parshall measurement flume immediately downstream of the
check is used by Tri-Dam to measure and remotely monitor North Main Canal flows
below the Joint Diversion. The flume’s close proximity to the Gaylord check structure
may be reducing the accuracy of the flume site, given the potential for flow turbulence
below the check.

•

Downstream of the Gaylord check, the canal flow is dumped into Little Johns Creek and
conveyed for about 1.5 miles in the natural creek bed to Little Johns Diversion Dam.

•

Little Johns Diversion Dam is a 108-foot-long, low-head (approximately 7 feet) concrete
weir, diversion structure across Little Johns Creek (Figure C-4). The dam pool diverts
flow into the next reach of North Main Canal. The inlet structure has four 3 ft x 7 ft slide
gates, which are locally operated with portable motor. A 24-inch center gate in the dam
is used to release minor flows to the downstream reach of Little Johns Creek. The dam
was washed out in the 1997 floods and rebuilt. The canal inlet gates are not used for flow
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or level control, and are only utilized in the
winter season to isolate the canal. The OID
operator visits the site about every 3 days
to clear creek debris from the area of the
inlet structure. Given the lack of flow
control and measurement, the mingling of
canal flows and creek base flow upstream
of the diversion dam can result in
uncontrolled inflow to the downstream
reach of the North Main Canal.
•

The North Main Canal then parallels Little
Johns Creek for about 1.5 miles. This
unlined reach is excavated in an alluvial
FIGURE C-4
area. The canal banks and invert have the
Little Johns Creek Diversion Dam
appearance of a creek bed, with extensive
cobbles and similar creek bed materials. The Ericson (30-inch) and Sonora (36-inch)
turnouts along this reach are used to spill water to Little Johns Creek for OID customer
diversion.

•

The reach paralleling Little Johns Creek ends at Tunnel No. 2. This tunnel is 10 ft x 7 ft,
concrete lined, 490 ft long, and was determined to be in fair to poor condition.
Improvements to stabilize Tunnel No. 2 have been completed.

•

The next canal reach runs from Tunnel No. 2 to the inlet of the Cape Horn Tunnel. The
Stockton Spill (two 24-inch gates), is used to divert water to Little Johns Creek for
conveyance to OID customers who divert the water from Little Johns Creek
downstream.

•

Near the upstream portal of the Cape Horn Tunnel, the Tulloch Pipeline head gate
(24-inch pressure box) controls inflow to the Tulloch Pipeline. A long-crested weir, built
in 1999, maintains stable water level in the main canal for the Tulloch head gate.

•

The Cape Horn Tunnel is 1.3 miles long. The entire tunnel requires extensive repair
work to stabilize it for continued long-term use. The Cape Horn Tunnel discharges to
Rodden Lake.

Rodden Lake to Burnett-Cometa Split
This lower reach of the North Main Canal is about 6 miles long, and is mostly unlined
earthen ditch routed through rolling hill terrain. The reach is shown on Figure C-1. There
are four minor lateral turnouts along this reach, which is primarily used for throughconveyance to the Burnett-Cometa Laterals split. The following are main points of the
assessment, from upstream to downstream.
•

Flow out of Rodden Lake is measured and controlled using a ramp flume, a depth
measurement transducer, and motor-operated 6 ft x 9 ft undershot slide gate. A SCADA
link provides monitoring and control of the Rodden Lake releases from the OID office. A
new slide gate was installed in early 2005 to improve flow control. The ramp flume was
not constructed with a level crest and will be reconstructed or modified to correct this
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problem following the 2005 irrigation season. The
ramp flume, located several hundred feet
downstream of the outlet works, is shown in the
photograph Figure C-5.
•

The Lesnini Lateral turnout is directly off the east
embankment of Rodden Dam, with an 18-inch
pressure box structure. A motor-operated gate
and SCADA link provide remote control and
monitoring of the Lesnini Lateral inflow.

•

The Eaton Lateral turnout (18-inch standard
pressure box) is located about two miles
downstream of Rodden, and is manually
operated.

FIGURE C-5

Ramp Flume in Operation

•

The Diliberto Drop check structure maintains head on the Diliberto Lateral turnout
(18-inch pressure box). The check structure includes two 8-ft flashboard bays and a
60-inch undershot gate. The check and turnout are manually operated.

•

Rodden High Line turnout is a 36-inch undershot gate controls flow into the Rodden
High Line Lateral. This lateral branches off about 100 yards upstream of the BurnettCometa Split. The gate has minimal head drop at high flows, preventing accurate flow
measurement into the Rodden High Line Lateral.

•

Burnett-Cometa Gates are located at the
downstream end of the North Main Canal, and is
the first major flow split. A photo of this structure
is shown on Figure C-6. This is a critical
operational point in the distribution system as
flows to the two primary laterals serving the north
side of OID are set at this junction. Travel time is
about 3 hours from Rodden Lake. The Burnett
Lateral gates include two 36-inch manually
operated undershot gates, with free outfall
conditions downstream. The Cometa gates include
three 3 ft x 4 ft manually operated undershot
gates, with less than 6 inches of drop at high flows,
which prevents accurate flow rate measurement.
FIGURE C-6
The long flow time from this control point to the
Burnett-Cometa Gates
next main flow split for Divisions 9 and 10 at the
Fairbanks/Hirschfeld junction (approximately
6 miles, or 3 to 4 hours), combined with the poor flow rate measurement condition at
both the Cometa head gates and at the Hirschfeld-Fairbanks junction, hinders effective
daily management of canal flows to match system demands in Divisions 9 and 10.
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Joint Diversion and North Main Canal Summary Needs Assessment
The following summary findings are noted for infrastructure and operational issues.
Specific infrastructure improvements recommendations will be presented in the
Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H.
•

Joint Diversion Facilities—The Joint Diversion Canal and head gates provide reliable
operational controls and flow measurement into the North Main Canal. Future
improvements to the Joint Main Canal and tunnels will be required per the findings of
the Hazard Identification Report. Implementation of these improvements should restore
long-term reliable conveyance service for the Joint Main Canal.

•

Tunnel Failure Risk—The Cape Horn Tunnel improvements are a critical infrastructure
need. Significant failure of the tunnel could result in sustained loss of water supply to
about 40 percent of OID’s service area. Depending on the nature of a future failure, it
may not be feasible for temporary repair or bypass measures to be completed quickly
enough to avoid significant crop loss for the season. Conceptual evaluation of
emergency responses to failure of the tunnel should be developed to identify feasible
contingency plans that could reduce the impacts of a tunnel failure during irrigation
season.

•

DSO Operations Scope—The North Main Canal and Division 6 operational scope
includes excessive service area and conflicting levels of operator focus for a single DSO
to run. One operator per shift monitors the North Main Canal, Rodden Lake, the minor
laterals (upper Tulloch, Frymire, Diliberto, Eaton, etc.), the individual delivery heads on
these minor laterals, and the major flow split at the Burnett-Cometa junction. Operator
focus should be on the North Main Canal, Rodden Lake, and major flow split at BurnettCometa gates. Minor laterals and customer turnouts in Division 6 should be shifted to
separate operators to allow the North Main Canal operator to focus on the reservoir and
major flow control points.

•

Canal Level and Turnout Flow Control—Operational and facility improvements should
focus on improved flow measurement at the lateral turnouts and main canal water level
control to keep turnout flows stable; automation of remote minor turnouts that require
disproportionate operator time to access; improvements to areas with relatively large
number of small parcels (Frymire, Tulloch Pipeline, etc.) to minimize operator time and
attention in these areas (new pipelines, metered turnouts, modified delivery policies).
Improvements could include the following:
−

Replace Frymire Lateral with gravity flow, pressurized pipeline, flow meters and
valves at the Frymire-Knights Landing control box to allow accurate flow
measurement and control

−

Replace Diliberto Drop check structure with long-crested weir for stable canal levels

−

Replace Ericson, Sonora, and Stockton Diversion structures with automated overshot
gate for remote control of flows

−

Install motor-operated, automated gate at Tulloch Pipeline head gate
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•

Canal Channel Maintenance—The North Main Canal runs for 9 miles through variable
terrain and soils conditions. Similar to most earthen canals, steady loss of bank materials
due to normal flow erosion and maintenance actions has caused widening and loss of the
design channel cross section. Refer to Figure C-7 for representative channel conditions. This
increase in channel cross section can lead to inefficient channel hydraulics (slower velocity,
increased travel time, higher seepage losses), encroachment on the canal’s easement limits
and/or loss of acceptable maintenance access along the canal banks, and increased risk of
bank failure in areas cut into significant side slopes. The primary long-term operations and
maintenance (O&M) issue for the North Main Canal’s open channel reaches is the
development of an affordable strategy for maintaining
the canal prism to provide efficient hydraulics, reliable
bank stability, and reasonable access for O&M activity.
Limited observation of operating conditions indicates
that velocity is relatively high due to the overall
gradient, reducing concerns with sluggish flows
impacting travel times. Bank stability and O&M access
within the canal right-of-way is likely to be a more
critical long-term maintenance issue.

•

Burnett-Cometa Gates—This downstream end of the
North Main Canal is a critical operational point. The
existing structure does not provide accurate flow
FIGURE C-7
measurement or responsive flow controls. These
North Main Canal Typical Channel
deficiencies are impacting operations downstream to
the Fairbanks and Hirschfeld Laterals, and are likely causing compounding short-term
operating problems (supply/demand imbalance) in Divisions 9 and 10. Replacement of
this entire structure to provide improved water level control, flow control, and
measurement is recommended. This recommend project is further described in the
Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H.

•

Use of Little Johns Creek for Conveyance—The use of the 1.5-mile reach of creek bed to
convey Joint Main Canal flow has three potential long-term issues: potential high
conveyance losses, poor operational and flow measurement capability at the diversion
dam where flows reenter the canal, and risk of future flood damage from high winter
creek flows.

•

Conveyance Losses—Relatively short reaches along the 9 miles of the North Main Canal
may be causing excessive seepage losses, such as the 1.5 mile reach downstream of Little
Johns Creek, where the canal parallels the creek. Detailed evaluation of these local reach
losses would allow more robust evaluation of cost-benefit impacts for improvements
such as canal lining.

Rodden Lake
Rodden Lake provides operational storage for daily flow changes in the North Main Canal
(see Figure C-1). The dam and reservoir are built in a natural draw in the upper basin of
Lesnini Creek. Table C-2 lists the facility features and a photo of the dam is shown on Figure
C-8. The original dam was constructed around 1916 and expanded in 1932. Flow rate change
travel time is about 6 hours from Goodwin Dam, and 3 hours from Rodden Lake to the flow
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split at the Burnett-Cometa Gates. The Cape Horn Tunnel
discharges into the reservoir, and the North Main Canal is
the only normal outflow. The main issues noted in the
assessment for Rodden Lake include the following.
Recommendations to address these issues are presented in
the Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H.
•

Rodden Dam’s existing capacity, condition, and
operational water level limits severely restrict its use for
regulating North Main Canal flows and balancing shortterm supply-demand mismatch. The State of California
Department of Dam Safety (Dam Safety) imposed a
water level limit of 238 feet (local datum), which is
about 2 feet above the original earthen dam crest. This
equates to an operational pool of less than 100 ac-ft.

•

The recently constructed ramp flume for outflow
measurement needs to be modified or replaced with a
level crest slab to provide accurate flow measurement.
The flow signal from this flume is used in conjunction
with the motor-operated undershot gate to control flows out of Rodden Lake.

FIGURE C-8

Rodden Dam

•

The recently installed motor-operated gate has had problems with battery power (larger
solar panels have been installed), and occasional erratic operation such as gate opening
without operator initiated signals to the gate controller. OID operations staff are
working with the SCADA controls vendor to address these items.

•

Recent annual Division of Dam Safety inspections have noted minor items such as concrete
crack repairs, vegetation and rodent control on the downstream earthen embankment face,
and the possible need for improved seepage drainage collection and monitoring.

TABLE C-2

Rodden Lake and Dam Facility Features
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Feature
Dam Structure

Description
• Combination earth fill and concrete buttress crest.
• 322-foot-long crest
• 25-foot-tall original earth embankment
• 12-foot-tall concrete buttress crest structure

Comments, Notes
Original earth embankment
construction in 1916 at same time
as original Cape Horn Tunnel.
Concrete buttress crest added to
earth dam in 1932-33.

• Under California Division of Dam Safety Jurisdiction
Outlet Controls

• North Main Canal: 6-by-9-foot aluminum undershot
gate, motor operated.
• Lesnini Lateral: motor-operated 3-by-3-foot gate

Outlet to North Main Canal
controlled via SCADA from OID
office, combined with flow
measurement downstream at ramp
flume.
Overflow channel discharges to
Lesnini Creek.
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TABLE C-2

Rodden Lake and Dam Facility Features
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Feature
Key elevations
(1929 NAVD)

Description

Comments, Notes

• Original Maximum WSE: 245.3
• Outlet channel invert: 226.2
• Current water level limit: 238.0
• Operational drawdown range: approximately 7-8 feet

Estimated
Operational
Volume

Operational pool now limited to
about 7 to 8 feet, from upper water
level limit to bottom of slide gate,
assuming 1-2 feet minimum head
on gate for controlled release.

• Approximately 100 ac-ft for water level limit of 238.0
• Original Reservoir Capacity: 380 ac-ft

South Main Canal
Overview
The South Main Canal supplies the southern portion of the OID service area. The canal’s
overall length from Goodwin Dam to Van Lier Reservoir is approximately 20 miles. This
canal and the reaches described are shown on Figure C-9. The OID South Main Canal
supplies about 32,000 irrigated acres, or 60 percent of OID lands. The canal has a capacity of
approximately 525 cfs. This conveyance facility assessment addresses three primary reaches;
Goodwin Dam to Cashman Dam, including the Stanislaus River canyon reach; Cashman
Dam to Van Lier Reservoir, where the canal is routed primarily through rolling hill terrain;
and Van Lier Reservoir to the end of the South Main Canal at the Brichetto-Claribel Gates.

Goodwin Dam to Cashman Dam
The South Main Canal is supplied from the control gates at the south abutment of Goodwin
Dam, as described previously. This canal reach is approximately 10 miles long, with the
upper 4 miles located in steep canyon wall terrain along the south bank of the Stanislaus
River. The lower 6 miles runs through rolling to steep foothill terrain. There are 9 tunnels,
1 siphon, 1 flume, and various minor turnout structures along the 10-mile reach. Flow
change travel time from Goodwin Dam to Cashman Dam is approximately 3 hours.
The potential catastrophic failure of a tunnel or canal section in the canal reach from
Goodwin Dam through Tunnel No. 9 is the most critical issue for the South Main Canal. A
failure in one or more of these areas would cause loss of water supply to 60 percent of the
OID service area. The 2003 Hazards Identification Report evaluated this reach and noted
key areas of severe hazards and likely future failures due to canal bank and tunnel
structural conditions. The 2004 Improvements Project Report presented recommended
improvements to the tunnels and open channel reaches in the river canyon. The following
summary is based on OID’s Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program findings and
the current status of improvement efforts.
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Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar
•

This reach includes Tunnels 1 through 6, which range from 100 to 1,500 feet long. The
tunnels are mostly unlined, except for the inverts, and are approximately 10 ft x 14 ft
square. The tunnels have significant leakage, with unstable rock both inside the tunnels
and at the portals. The tunnel conditions were rated mostly poor, with severe hazards
noted due to unstable rock conditions. A repaired section of this reach is shown in
Figure C-10.

•

The open canal reaches are mostly built on dry stack rock wall fill on the downslope
side, and lined along the invert and outside wall with shotcrete. There are multiple areas
with slope failure occurring due to slope creep, and significant leakage and piping of
subgrade materials.

2-Mile Bar to Tunnel No. 9
•

This reach includes the most unstable open canal sections, due to historic land slide
conditions that the canal was built upon. Dry stack rock downslope embankments are
located on underlying unstable loose slopes. A completely new tunnel to bypass the reach
from downstream of 2-Mile Bar to just upstream of Tunnel No. 7 is under evaluation.

•

Tunnels No. 7 and 9 were both determined to have severe hazards and unstable
conditions at the portals and along the tunnel interiors. Tunnel No. 7 is 450 feet long,
and passes under Highway 108/120. Repairs to Tunnel No. 7 were completed during
2004. Tunnel No. 9 is approximately 7,000 feet long. A middle segment about 1,100 feet
long is lined. The remaining 5,900 feet of unlined tunnel is in poor condition. About
one-third of the required repair work to Tunnel No. 9 has been completed in the past
year.

•

The Willms Siphon is located between
Tunnels No. 8 and 9, and conveys the
South Main Canal across the Willms
Creek drainage. The structure is a
10-foot-diameter, cast-in-place, inverted
siphon pipe approximately 700 feet
long. There has not been a structural
evaluation of this siphon. It has visible
cracks and leakage during normal
operations. A rectangular open channel
concrete flume is located in this reach,
and also has not been evaluated for
structural integrity. A structural
inspection and development of repair
options is expected to be completed in
2005.

FIGURE C-10

South Main Canal Upstream of Tunnel No. 1

Recent Repairs and Proposed Improvements to Canyon Reach and Tunnels
OID completed about $6 million in emergency repairs in 2004 to improve the most severe
hazard areas, including Tunnel No. 7. OID’s Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program developed long-term improvement alternatives in a second report issued in
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August 2004. The recommended alternative includes stabilizing the worst open channel
reaches with an in-canal retaining wall and upslope lining, and a new 3,600-foot tunnel to
bypass existing open canal reach along the most unstable slopes below 2-Mile Bar. The
estimated construction cost is $13 million. Tunnel No. 9 requires an additional $6 million in
lining improvements.

Cashman Dam
The South Main Canal is routed in the
seasonal stream bed of Cashman Creek for
several thousand feet, just upstream of
Cashman Dam. Cashman Dam is a low head
diversion structure that diverts the canal flow
from the creek channel into a separate channel
below this point (Figure C-11). The pool
maintains the head on the Paulsell Lateral
turnout. The dam is approximately 9 feet high
by 65 feet long. Three 5 ft x 6 ft manually
operated undershot gates on the north bank
control flow into the downstream reach of the
South Main Canal. The Paulsell Lateral gate is
a manually operated 18-inch pressure box
structure. A 24-inch canal gate in the center of
the dam is used to spill water to the
FIGURE C-11
downstream reach of Cashman Creek. A
Cashman Dam
SCADA station monitors water level in the
diversion pool, but does not provide remote control of any gates. The functional purpose of
the dam is water level control for a the turnout to the Paulsell Lateral, which serves just
1,400 acres.
The primary findings of the Cashman Dam assessment follow.
•

The site is relatively remote, and requires local manual operation for both the main canal
gates and the Paulsell Lateral gates. Water level is the only remotely monitored
parameter. Levels in the pool fluctuate with changes in the South Main Canal flow,
which in turn causes unintended variation in the Paulsell Lateral inflows. The pool
water level data does not provide reliable flow rate monitoring for the South Main Canal
given the use of undershot control gates without any downstream water level
monitoring to track differential head across the structure.

•

Peak flows into the Paulsell Lateral are about 25 cfs, or about 5 percent of the main canal
flows. The Paulsell Lateral’s primary service area is over 5 miles away, served via an
entirely unlined ditch. The length and condition of this ditch, along with local manual
gate controls, may cause significant time lags for flow changes required due to customer
needs in the Paulsell service area.

•

The pool area requires seasonal maintenance to remove vegetation and sediment and to
repair damage to the earthen banks from winter flows in Cashman Creek. The dam’s single
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24-inch center gate for bypassing creek flows during the winter season is likely too small to
pass high flows in the creek, causing the pond area to fill and flow over the dam crest.

Cashman Dam to Van Lier Reservoir
This reach is approximately 10 miles long. Lateral turnouts include the Gray Pipeline,
Clavey Pipeline, Adams 1 Pipeline, Adams 2, and Kearney Lateral. There are also several
minor direct service turnouts. Approximately 30 percent of the South Main Canal’s total
supply is distributed along this reach. Peak flows vary from about 500 cfs below Cashman
Dam to about 320 cfs at the downstream terminus into Van Lier Reservoir. Total flow
change travel time from Goodwin Dam to Van Lier Reservoir is about 12 hours. The
following are main points of the assessment, from upstream to downstream.
•

Canal Conditions—This canal reach is mostly unlined, cut in varying conditions of
hardpan overlain with softer topsoil. Bank geometry is widely variable due to changing
soil conditions and lack of reshaping maintenance. Invert widening with progressively
steeper side slopes and local bank collapse are apparent in many areas, due to bank
erosion. Canal bank damage from livestock occurs along unfenced areas where adjacent
land is used for cattle grazing. The variable channel conditions and bank roughness are
likely resulting in reduced hydraulic efficiency and possibly increased seepage loss from
the enlarged cross sections. Maintenance access is typically from one side only.

•

Gray Pipeline Turnout—The Gray Pipeline turnout is located about 3 miles below
Cashman Dam. Inflow is controlled with a manually operated 30-inch Waterman gate.
Flow measurement using this gate position is likely not reliable if there is varying water
level in the pipeline on the downstream side of the gate. Variable main canal levels
would also cause uncontrolled flow changes at this turnout.

•

Clavey Drop and Pipeline Turnout—The Clavey Drop checks the South Main Canal for
diversion into the Clavey Pipeline. The drop structure includes two 4-foot and one
7.5-foot flashboard weirs, and a 42-inch square undershot gate. The concrete structure is
visibly degraded with severe cracking and spalling. The Clavey Pipeline inlet is a
manually operated 54-inch pressure box structure, with 35 cfs maximum flows.
Operators have problems with public access to the Clavey Drop, including changes to
board positions. It is likely that flows into the Clavey Pipeline vary with flows in the
South Main Canal due to the mix of under- and overshot flows at the check.

•

Adams 1 Pipeline Turnout—The Adams 1 turnout is a manually operated 48-inch
pressure box structure, in good condition. Main canal water level is not locally regulated
by a cross check structure. The nearest downstream control structure is the weir inlet to
Van Lier Reservoir, which is about 1.5 miles downstream. Canal level variation probably
causes unplanned changes in the turnout flows.

•

Adams 2 Pipeline Turnout—The Adams 2 turnout is a manually operated 20-inch
pressure box structure, in good condition. The nearest downstream control structure is
the weir inlet to Van Lier Reservoir, which is about 500 feet downstream.

•

Kearney and Heggie Lateral Turnouts—These two turnouts are located immediately
upstream of the Van Lier Reservoir inlet weir, which maintains stable water levels. The
Kearney head gate is a manually operated 26-inch gate. The Heggie head gate is a
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30-inch Waterman gate. Flow control into these laterals should be relatively stable with
the water level benefits of the downstream long crested weir (see Figure C-12). However,
both have poor flow rate measurement conditions at the head gates.

Van Lier Reservoir to Brichetto-Claribel Gates
This final reach of the South Main Canal is
approximately one mile long. Releases from Van Lier
Reservoir are distributed to the South, Riverbank,
Brichetto, and Claribel Laterals along this reach.
Outflows from Van Lier Reservoir are remotely
controlled via a SCADA link, and managed to match
the combined demands on each of these lateral head
gates. This reach is a key operational point in the
overall distribution system, with about 50 percent of
the South Main Canal’s flow turned out. The
following are the main points of the facility
assessment.
•

This 1-mile canal reach is in variable condition.
The portion immediately downstream of Van Lier
Reservoir is concrete lined and was reconstructed
as part of the reservoir project. Portions of the
remaining unlined canal have been degraded by
livestock damage and relatively high flow velocity
due to the canal gradient.

•

Each of the four main lateral head gates in this
reach are manually operated. All have poor flow
measurement capability due to factors such as
combined overshot and undershot gates, and
variable upstream water levels. The reservoir
releases to this reach are operated based on
upstream control, with releases based on the
requested and measured flows at the four head
gates.

FIGURE C-12

Inlet to Van Lier Reservoir

FIGURE C-13

Riverbank Head Gate

•

South Lateral Head gate—This structure has two
36-inch square manual undershot gates and a 3-ft
overshot flashboard weir. Inflow to the lateral varies with changes in flow and level on
the South Main Canal, particularly with the overshot weir boards.

•

Riverbank Lateral Head gates—This structure has two manually operated 48-inch
undershot gates. The structure condition is poor, as shown in Figure C-13.

•

Brichetto-Claribel Lateral Head gates—This structure is located at the end of the South
Main Canal. The two lateral head gates are in a common structure. The concrete
structure is in poor condition and is shown on Figure C-14. The Claribel Lateral gate has
a combination of a 48-inch undershot gate and a 5-foot overshot weir. The Brichetto
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Lateral has a 36-inch undershot gate with a 3-foot overshot weir. The gates are all
manually operated.

South Main Canal Summary Needs Assessment
The following summary findings are noted for
infrastructure and operational issues.
•

Tunnel and Canyon Sections Failure
Risk—The tunnel and canal section repairs
evaluated in OID’s Main Canals and
Tunnels Improvements Program are critical
needs. A canal section failure in the canyon
reach, or a tunnel failure would cause
almost complete loss of service to 60
percent of OID service area. The impacts of
the service interruption would vary
depending on the time of year and duration
FIGURE C-14
of shutdown. Conceptual evaluation of
Brichetto-Claribel
Head Gates
emergency responses to failure of either
canal or tunnel should be done to identify
feasible contingency plans that could reduce the impacts of a canal or tunnel failure
during irrigation season.

•

Cashman Dam—Cashman Dam’s current structure and gate features require excessive
O&M resources for a relatively minor lateral turnout, and are not designed to provide
stable flow and level control to this remote area. The facility should be modified to
provide reliable, automated flow control into the Paulsell Lateral and stable water levels
at the turnout. Key features would include a long-crested weir on the South Main Canal,
a modified winter season spill structure, a motor-operated control gate and
measurement flume for the Paulsell head gate, and expanded local SCADA to provide
remote monitoring and flow control.

•

DSO Operations—The South Main Canal and Division 1 operational scope includes
excessive service area and conflicting levels of operator focus for a single field staff. One
operator per shift monitors the South Main Canal, Van Lier Reservoir, several remote
turnouts, and several main lateral turnouts. Operator focus should be on the South Main
Canal, Van Lier Reservoir, and the primary lateral head gates.

•

Main Canal water level and Lateral Head gate Flow Control—Each of the lateral head
gates off the South Main canal require manual setting and are subject to flow variations
with changes to canal levels.

•

Canal Channel Maintenance and Access—The lower 15 miles of the South Main Canal
require a similar strategy to that outlined for the North Main Canal, to develop an
affordable channel maintenance and right-of-way clearing program.

•

Operations Strategy for South Main and Van Lier Reservoir—Discussions with DSOs
and Supervisor staff indicate that the operations strategy for coordinating daily flow
controls between Goodwin Dam releases, the various lateral turnouts, and Van Lier
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Reservoir is being developed on a trial-and-error basis. A more consistent, objective
operating strategy is needed to guide operator practices for the system, and to provide
the most benefit from Van Lier Reservoir.
•

Conveyance Losses—Total conveyance losses along the 20 mile South Main Canal were
estimated to be 14 percent during maximum flow conditions, based on flow monitoring
tests in the early 1980s. Updated flow monitoring should be done to verify current
seepage loss rates and help determine potential benefits to improving any high-loss
areas.

Van Lier Reservoir
Facility Features and Operations Summary
The Van Lier Reservoir is located near the
downstream terminus of the South Main
Canal as shown on Figure C-1, and regulates
flow mismatches between downstream supply
and demands. The reservoir was constructed
in 2002. Table C-3 lists the key facility features
and Figure C-15 is a photo of the reservoir
looking south towards the reservoir outlet.
Flow rate change travel time is about 12 hours
from Goodwin Dam. The reservoir can
regulate flow to laterals that serve
approximately 50 percent of OID’s total net
irrigated acreage. The main issues noted in the
assessment for Van Lier Reservoir include the
following:

FIGURE C-15

Van Lier Reservoir and Inlet Structure

•

The Van Lier Reservoir is well located and sized to provide effective daily flow
regulation for the areas downstream. The proximity of four primary lateral head gates
within 1 mile downstream of the reservoir and the travel time of 12 hours from
Goodwin Dam make the location well suited for equalizing flows between Goodwin
releases and the main demand areas.

•

The operational volume, assuming only 50 percent of the gross volume is used, is
sufficient to release or absorb a 25 percent mismatch in peak downstream flows for
24 hours. Using the 12 hour travel time from Goodwin Dam as the basis for maximum
daily mismatch duration, the same volume allows management of up to 50 percent of
peak flows.

•

No significant facility improvements are required to Van Lier Reservoir. However, a
more consistent operating scheme should be developed to guide daily operations and
ensure maximum benefit from the reservoir. Discussions with operations staff indicated
that the current operating objective is to maintain steady levels, using the reservoir
mostly for flow through. Selecting a specific, potentially lower, normal operating level
and exercising the full volume of the reservoir could significantly increase the daily
operational benefits from the reservoir.
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TABLE C-3

Van Lier Reservoir Facility Features
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Feature
Dam Structure

Inlet and Outlet Controls

Key elevations

Operational Volume

Description
•

Earth embankment, 15 foot typical
height.

•

29 acres total site area

•

Long-crested inlet weir for upstream
canal level control

•

Outlet: Two 54-inch motor-operated slide
gates

•

Broad-crested weir measurement flume
and lined canal downstream

•

Maximum WSE: 228

•

Reservoir invert: 218 to 214

•

12 feet total operating level change, +/6 feet for normal operating range.

•

Total Reservoir Capacity: 270 ac-ft

•

Storage for 140 cfs net inflow or outflow
for 24 hours

Comments, Notes
Impervious fill layer and
shotcrete surface on water-side
of embankment.
Long-crested weir maintains
steady head on upstream
lateral turnout gates.
SCADA link for remote
monitoring and control of outlet
flows, reservoir level.
2 feet of freeboard typical.

300 cfs is maximum normal
total outflow.

Primary Distribution System
Overview
OID’s distribution system is a combination of unlined earthen ditches and low head pipelines
which distribute the flows from the North and South Main Canals to OID’s customer turnouts.
The system spans the approximately 73,000 acres of OID service area, and includes about
300 miles of distribution laterals. There are approximately 100 miles of low head gravity flow
pipeline and 200 miles of open ditches. There are short sections of lined canals, but most open
ditches are unlined earth channels. The distribution system was originally laid out to serve
160 acre parcels, delivering water to the high point of each quarter section of land.
The assessment of the distribution system is based on (1) field inspections of typical laterals
under both dry and operating conditions, (2) review of OID facility maps, (3) development
of a project GIS map from the OID CAD mapping, (4) review of recent water distribution
operations records and canal structure inventory binders, and (5) discussions with OID
operations and engineering staff regarding operating practices, repair, and maintenance
issues. The assessment is organized into four topics; pipelines, open ditch laterals, flow
control and measurement structures, and LSAs.
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Pipelines
OID began installing low head pipelines to replace open ditches in the 1950s. The purpose in
most cases was a combination of reduced maintenance for vegetation control, preventing
seepage losses, and improving access or use of lands which were otherwise restricted due to
the open ditches. OID undertook a major improvement program in the 1980s, under the
USBR PL-984 program, and installed over 40 miles of low head pipelines, of which about
80 percent were cast-in-place (CIP) pipe. The existing pipelines include a range of materials,
but the most common is CIP pipe, followed by low head pre-cast concrete pipe. In recent
years, PVC pipe has also been used for some pipeline replacement projects. Figure C-16
shows the locations of existing pipelines. The following are the key findings from the
assessment of the existing pipeline laterals.
•

Operating Conditions—The pipelines typically branch off an open ditch, and follow the
same routes as the open laterals they replaced. For this reason, the pipelines rely on the
existing topography and grade to set the slope. This results in a typically low head
operating condition (typically less than 10 feet), with flow control via head gates off of
open ditches which supply the pipelines and box structures located along the pipelines,
and fitted with slide gates and over-flow weirs. A discussion of the operation of the flow
control and measurement structures follows.

•

CIP Pipe Replacement—The extensive use of CIP pipe, and subsequent service and
repair issues, is the primary problem with the existing pipelines. CIP pipe has been
widely used for over 70 years, but is in
declining use due to the relatively short service
life and need for regular inspections and
repairs. CIP pipelines throughout OID’s
system, including the relatively newer
(30 years old) PL-984 projects, have been failing
at an increasing rate. OID no longer installs
CIP pipe, and replaces most reaches during
repairs with low head pre-cast concrete pipe.
Problems have been noted with widely varying
wall thickness, extensive cracking, and poor
sealing of construction joints, based on
excavated sections of CIP pipe being replaced.
The amount of CIP pipe still in use is uncertain,
but is approximated based on existing records
FIGURE C-17
to include at least 50 to 75 miles of pipelines.
Typical Degraded CIP Pipe
The frequency of CIP pipe failure is increasing
in recent years, based on OID maintenance
records, and requires significant staff and equipment resources for the repair and
replacement work. A typical degraded CIP pipe is shown in the photo on Figure C-17.

•

Right-of-way and Easement Encroachment—Access along OID’s right-of-way for
normal operations, maintenance, and repairs is severely restricted along much of the
pipeline reaches. Adjacent land owners have encroached upon the rights-of-way and
easements with crop areas, buildings, fences, and other obstacles. The restricted access
delays and hampers operations and maintenance. Delay or lack of regular maintenance
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and repair activity in turn allows minor problems to eventually become more severe
when finally addressed, increasing the cost and difficulty of repair or replacement work.
An evaluation by OID staff showed that approximately 60 percent of the overall lateral
system (both pipelines and open ditches) has severely restricted access due to
encroachment by adjacent land owners.
•

Urbanization—Urbanization around the
City of Oakdale will impact a significant
portion of OID’s pipeline laterals over the
next 10 to 20 years. An example of typical
urban encroachment is shown in the photo in
Figure C-18. Approximately 26 miles of the
existing pipelines are located in areas that
will be impacted by conversion of
agricultural lands to urban development.
Pipelines in these areas may no longer be
needed if the service area is lost, or may be
replaced/relocated by developers or others
as needed to accommodate the proposed
urban development. The timing and impact
of proposed development should be
considered in the prioritization of the CIP
pipe replacement activity and options for
repair versus replacement.

FIGURE C-18

Urban Encroachment on Agricultural Land Use

Open Ditches
Approximately two-thirds of the OID distribution system consists of unlined earthen
channels. These range in capacity from 90 cfs down to 5 cfs or less. Except for short lengths
where lining is placed for erosion controls, most of the open ditches are unlined. The
following are the key findings from the assessment of the existing ditches.
•

Bank Erosion—Most of the observed ditches
were extensively eroded, with irregular bank
and invert geometry. This is due to a
combination of flow velocity (steep
gradients), soil conditions, livestock damage,
and maintenance practices which have
caused gradual widening and loss of design
cross sections. In some areas, this results in
slow moving, oversized channels that foster
increased aquatic weed growth and slow
channel response times. Loss of access on
one or both banks also results from
increased canal top width. A typical channel
with bank erosion is show in Figure C-19.

•

Access—Similar to the conditions for
pipelines noted above, the majority of the
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open ditches do not have adequate access on either or both sides for operations and
maintenance activity. This leads to delayed or uncompleted maintenance, which in time
exacerbates the poor channel conditions.
•

Vegetation Control—OID uses herbicides such as Magnacide to control aquatic weed
growth in the canals and laterals. In accordance with regulatory requirements, discharge
of the treated water must be minimized following the treatment period. The period of
herbicide applications needs to be coordinated with canal flows, customer delivery, and
use of the reservoirs and reclamation drains in order to minimize end-spills prior to the
break-down period for the herbicides. This can sometimes lead to temporary restrictions
on lateral flows as the DSOs try to balance the need to minimize inflows and any spills,
yet meet the varying irrigation demands along each lateral.

•

Safety Hazards—In areas adjacent to relatively busy roads, the OID open ditches are
located close to the edge of narrow shoulders and have open access to the general
public, creating a potential safety issue. Some accessible open ditch reaches that include
flow control or drop structures, major flow splits, or transitions into pipelines provide
potentially significantly higher safety risk to the public. Examples include the head of
the Tulloch Lateral near 28 Mile Road and the Stowell Lateral parallel to Claribel Road.

Distribution Laterals Flow Control and Measurement
The OID distribution system includes a range of flow control and measurement structures
to manage lateral flows from about 90 cfs down to 10 cfs or less. For the purposes of this
evaluation, the structures are grouped into main lateral head gates, sub-laterals head gates,
and customer turnouts. Flow measurement on the North and South Main Canals is
addressed separately under that evaluation section. Main lateral head gates typically control
flows at major junctions, with flows of 40 cfs to 90 cfs in each branch. Sub-lateral head gates
typically control flows into a single sub-lateral, either a pipeline or open ditch, with flows of
20 cfs to 40 cfs. Over 30 main lateral and sub-lateral structures were evaluated, along with
various minor structures and customer turnouts. The various structures, gates, and related
appurtenances all are used for one or more of the following three functions: flow
measurement, flow control, and water level control.
Virtually all of OID’s distribution system relies on a combination of manually operated
undershot gates and wooden flashboard (weir) bays for flow control and measurement.
There are no fixed weirs for measurement, and only two ramp-type flumes which are used
on the North and South Main Canals for reservoir outflow measurement. There are only two
long-crested weirs used for water level control on laterals, in addition to the North Main
Canal’s long-crested weir upstream of the Cape Horn Tunnel. No propeller-type meters are
used on pipelines, turnouts, or open channel culvert pipe segments.

Main Lateral Structures
The main lateral structures are used to control flows into a specific operational Division or
large portion of a Division, and are key flow control and measurement structures for hourly
and daily operations. The structures typically utilize a combination of rectangular undershot
shop gates (“slide gates” and “sluice gates”) and flashboard weirs. The size, number, and
configuration of the gates and weir bays vary, but most are operated in a common manner
and have the same general pros and cons. All of OID’s main lateral flow control structures
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are manually operated. The following summary of typical methods and operational issues is
applicable to most or all of the main lateral structures, to varying degrees. Table C-4 lists
summary information for typical main lateral flow control and measurement structures.
Critical flow control structures recommended for replacement are noted.
TABLE C-4

Summary Information for Typical Main Lateral Flow Control and Measurement Structures
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Lateral

Description

Assessment

North Side
Tulloch Pipeline

32-inch front gate with 24-inch back
gate

Good water level control at site
Substantial O&M effort to make flow
rate changes because of remote
location

Burnett-Cometa Head gates

Burnett: Two 36-inch slide gates
Cometa: Three 3-by-4-foot slide
gates, 48-inch flashboard check
bay

Poor flow control and flow
measurement at high flow
This is a key control structure—
replacement recommended

Burnett-Tulloch Split

Tulloch: 3-by-3-foot slide gate
Burnett: 60-inch slide gate, 7-foot
flashboard bay

Safety hazard from open ditch with
steep banks and hazardous flow
conditions
Poor water level control

Drop 8 (to Fairbanks)—Lower
Cometa Split

Drop 8: 58-inch flashboards with
36-by-36-inch slide gate
combination
Lower Cometa: 36-inch pressure
box inlet to pipeline

Poor flow measurement
Slow water response time

Hirschfeld-Fairbanks Split

Hirschfeld: 30-foot long-crested
weir with 36-inch undershot gate
Fairbanks: 36-inch underflow gate
to pipeline

Attempting flow control over the longcrested weir, which is typically a poor
operational strategy

Rodden High Line

36-by-36-inch slide gate

Poor flow measurement at high flows
because of small head differential

Cashman Dam/Paulsell Lateral

South Main head gates: Three 5
inches wide by 6 feet high
Cashman Creek Spill: 36-inch
sluice gate
Paulsell: 24-inch head gate

Substantial O&M effort to make flow
rate changes and/or flow
measurements because of remote
location
Poor flow measurement

Clavey Drop

Clavey Pipeline: 42-inch slide gate
inlet

Substantial O&M effort to make flow
rate changes because of remote
location

South

Two 36-inch slide gates and one
34-inch weir

Underflow for both the lateral and the
main canal

Riverbank

Two 48-inch slide gates and one
58-inch weir. 14-inch slide gate
drains South Main Canal in winter
(12-inch slide gate for winter
drainage)

Claribel

One 48-inch slide gate and one
58-inch weir
(12-inch slide gate for winter
drainage)

South Side

W092005005SAC/323059/053420006 (APPENDIX C.DOC)
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TABLE C-4

Summary Information for Typical Main Lateral Flow Control and Measurement Structures
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Lateral

Description

Assessment

Brichetto

One 36-inch slide gate and one
36-inch weir

South/Palmer

36-inch square undershot gate and
36-inch overshot flashboard weir,
side by side

Marginal flow control
Poor flow measurement

Crane

Just downstream of the Hershey
plant; two square gates off the
Riverbank feed, a 40-inch-diameter
concrete whirlpool, which is the
head of the Crane pipeline.

Hershey drop structure needs
frequent adjustment

Flow Measurement and Control—Flow measurement for undershot gates is estimated using
water level (differential head) and gate position (area of the rectangular opening)
information. Water level is determined from fixed or portable staff gages, with measurement
take an upstream and downstream of the gates in most cases. Where free outfall conditions
exist (no submergence on the downstream gate face), no downstream measurement is taken.
DSOs use the gate position, determined by stem height or number of turns, with standard
charts to determine the gate’s open area. The open area and differential head are then used to
lookup the estimated flow using standard charts. Flow measurement over the weirs is
estimated using portable weir sticks or staff gages. Flow is controlled primarily by adjusting
the gate positions, with adjustment of flashboard weir heights if needed, to provide the
desired flow rate based on the flow measurement methods described.
Water Level Control—Water level, which
determines the head on the gates and weir
boards, is controlled using cross check
structures (usually flashboard bays combined
with undershot gates). At junctions where flow
control is desired for each branch, where two
divisions or separate laterals split, water level is
controlled in the pool by adjusting varying
combinations of flashboards and gates to try
and achieve a balanced water level and flow
rate condition. Figure C-20 shows the Stowell
Lateral control structure with a combination of
turnout gates and flashboard weirs.
Common Problems—The following common
problems were noted with main lateral
structures:
•
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FIGURE C-20

Stowell Lateral Control Structure with a Combination of Turnout
Gates and Flashboard Weirs

Water Level Variation—Water level
variations in the lateral and/or at the junction pools cause unintended changes in flows
through the undershot gates and flashboard bays. Water level may vary due to changes
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in upstream canal flow or changes in nearby gate or flashboard positions to adjust flows
on a nearby lateral or service turnout.
•

Undershot Flow Measurement Accuracy—The measurement accuracy of undershot
gate flow estimation is degraded due to the age and condition of the gate, poor water
level measurement conditions or methods, insufficient head drop across the gate due to
backwater conditions on the downstream channel, and excessive leak-by through the
gate frames and seating surfaces.

•

Flashboard Weir Measurement Accuracy—The measurement accuracy of flashboard
overshot weir flow rates is reduced due to weir crest geometry (not reflective of
assumed conditions for applied weir coefficient), poor approach hydraulics for applying
the weir measurement calculation, improperly positioned and/or inaccurate staff gages
for determining the head on the weir, and backwater submergence influence.

•

Structural Conditions—Most of the
structures inspected showed signs of
extensive degradation and appeared well
past their service life. Although structural
integrity was not the focus of this
assessment, visible signs of structural
deficiencies included extensive cracking
and spalling of concrete, damaged walls
and slabs, out-of-use stilling wells, and
narrow access platforms without
handrails. The poor condition of many of
the structures would likely reduce the
benefits of retrofitting new gates or other
equipment into the existing concrete
structure. Common concrete degradation
problem is depicted in Figure C-21.

FIGURE C-21

Typical Concrete Degradation

Sub-lateral Head gates
The sub-lateral head gates typically control flow into a smaller open channel ditch or
pipeline branching off one of the main laterals. Open channel sub-lateral head gates
typically include a single undershot gate, with a cross check structure (weir boards and/or
undershot gate) on the supplying main lateral. Head gates for the pipelines are typically
“pressure box” assemblies consisting of two in-line undershot gates, similar in concept and
operation to a constant-head-orifice structure. The downstream gate is used to adjust the
head across the upstream gate, whose position is fixed to a set orifice opening.
The operational problems with the sub-lateral head gates are similar to those described above.
These include varying water levels in the supplying pool or channel, poor hydraulics for the
intended measurement method, placement and use of permanent or portable staff gages, and
backwater impacts from the downstream sub-lateral channel or pipeline impacting the flow rate.
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Service Turnouts
OID has approximately 3,000 service turnouts to
individual customer parcels. Most of the turnouts are
either double-gate pressure box type structures, or
single “canal gate” turnouts. A double-gate pressure box
turnout is shown in Figure C-22. Most of the turnout
flows range from less than 1 cfs to around 5 cfs. Some
larger turnouts take between 5 and 10 cfs, either for
larger single customers or for clusters of customers that
cooperatively manage the flow downstream of the
turnout. The DSO adjusts the gate or gates at the
beginning of each irrigation service, based on the
requested flow rate. Flow rate is estimated using the
methods described above, using the differential head on
the turnout, and the orifice size (gate position).
In most cases, the existing turnouts do not provide
accurate, stable flow control and measurement. This is
FIGURE C-22
due to a number of factors including varying water
Typical
OID Turnout
levels in the supplying lateral (or head in the low
pressure pipelines), poor physical condition of the gates,
backwater conditions from the on-farm distribution system, and improperly sized turnouts
for which the gate(s) are either too large or too small to operate in their most accurate flow
range and/or head condition.

Lateral Service Areas and Peak Flows
During the infrastructure assessment, LSAs were defined by breaking down the OID
distribution system into smaller operating units based on the actual areas served by each
major lateral, and the supply and distribution infrastructure for example, ditches, pipelines,
wells, drain pumps, etc.). Each LSA is delineated by the boundary of the lands supplied by
the lateral, and can be used to evaluate water supply and distribution operations on a more
refined basis than the larger existing operating Divisions. Figure C-23 shows the LSAs.
Table C-5 summarizes information on each LSA including design capacity and recently
observed peak flows.
The LSA breakdown allowed a comparison of the supply capacity to each area of OID,
based on the ratio of the peak supply to the acreage served. This ratio was considered in
terms of “service equity,” or how uniform the ability of the current supply and distribution
system is to meet customer supply needs. As shown in Table C-6, the service equity ratios
vary from 1.08 to 4.38, indicating a significant range of supply capacity by LSA. This
measure, along with other information, can be used for identifying areas that may most
benefit from improvements to peak supply such as new wells, enlargement of pipes or
ditches, or expanded drain water reclamation. The identification of LSAs requiring an
increase in capacity in the 2025 land use condition is shown in the Water Balance Technical
Appendix F.
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TABLE C-5

Lateral Capacity Flow Rates, Grouped by LSA Designation
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
LSA

Lateral

Level

North Main Canal
Tulloch-Frymire LSA

83 MP Design
Capacity (CFS)

Recent Peak Flows
(CFS)

495

360

Frymire

1

9

16

Tulloch

1

5

13

Cape Horn Lateral

1

9

9

Lesnini No. 1

1

7

10

Eaton

1

7

10

Diliberto

1

4

1.3

Rodden High Line LSA

Dorsey

1

6

4

Rodden High Line

1

15

12

Burnett-Tulloch LSA

Burnett

1

179

150

Tulloch

2

93

75

River Road

1

39

30

Moulton

2

8

7

Eaton LSA

River Road–Moulton LS

Howard

2

12

6

Campbell

1

60

60

Chappel

2

10

8

Huffman

2

8

8

Edwards

2

6

8

Grider

2

6

15

West Thalheim LSA

West Thalheim

1

16

24

Hind-Stevenot LSA

Stevenot

1

6

3

Campbell LSA

Young

1

16

8

Hinds

1

13

18

E. Thalheim

2

7

18

Fairbanks LSA

Fairbanks

1

134

100

Hirschfeld-Clark LSA

Hirschfeld

1

72

80

Clark

2

15

30

Cometa

1

39

25

Moll

2

19

10

Leitch

2

6

15

638

500

Paulsell LSA

Paulsell

1

29

27

South Main LSA

Gray

1

7

7

East Pump

1

5

8

Clavey LSA

Clavey

1

29

37

East Pump

2

5

8

Adams #1

1

41

34

Adams #2

1

7

10

Townhill

1

6

6

Lower Cometa LSA

South Main Canal

Adams–West Pump LSA
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TABLE C-5

Lateral Capacity Flow Rates, Grouped by LSA Designation
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Level

83 MP Design
Capacity (CFS)

Recent Peak Flows
(CFS)

Kearney

1

37

32

Heggie

1

7

9

Union

2

11

6

South Lateral

1

97

90

Dry Creek

2

16

15

Palmer LSA

Palmer

1

35

60

Claribel LSA

Claribel

1

108

90

Stowell-Albers LSA

Stowell

1

67

56

Albers

2

34

36

Brichetto

1

87

68

Keeley

2

39

10

Mootz LSA

Mootz

1

39

40

Riverbank LSA

Riverbank

1

127

80

Southwest

2

14

7

Crane-Langworth LSA

Crane

1

54

35

Langworth

2

27

15

Town “E” LSA

Town "E"

1

9

9

LSA
Kearney-Union LSA

South LSA

Brichetto LSA

Lateral

TABLE C-6

LSA Peak Deliveries
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Capacity to LSA
(CFS)

Acres Served
(2004)

2004 Service Equity
(Capacity/Acres Served) X 100

North Main Canal

495

22,431

2.21

Tulloch-Frymire LSA

23

941

2.47

Eaton LSA

17

429

3.96

Rodden High Line LSA

20

567

3.57

Burnett-Tulloch LSA

64

1,981

3.25

River Road–Moulton LS

39

2,507

1.54

Campbell LSA

60

3,503

1.72

West Thalheim LSA

16

1,224

1.30

Hind-Stevenot LSA

35

3,253

1.08

Fairbanks LSA

62

2,419

2.55

Hirschfeld-Clark LSA

72

3,531

2.04

Lower Cometa LSA

39

2,077

1.87

South Main

638

29,602

2.16

LSA
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TABLE C-6

LSA Peak Deliveries
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Capacity to LSA
(CFS)

Acres Served
(2004)

2004 Service Equity
(Capacity/Acres Served) X 100

Paulsell LSA

29

1,452

2.00

South Main LSA

12

283

4.38

Clavey LSA

29

1,348

2.17

Adams–West Pump LSA

45

1,759

2.57

Kearney-Union LSA

45

2,385

1.87

South LSA

97

3,303

2.95

Palmer LSA

35

2,487

1.39

Clairbel LSA

42

2,251

1.85

Stowell-Albers LSA

67

3,589

1.86

Brichetto LSA

49

2,427

2.00

Mootz LSA

39

2,684

1.44

Riverbank LSA

73

2,713

2.69

Crane-Langworth LSA

54

2,424

2.21

Town “E” LSA

9

497

1.71

LSA

Distribution System Summary Findings
The following summary findings resulted from the assessment of OID’s distribution system:
•

Approximately 50 percent to 75 percent of OID’s low head pipelines were constructed
using CIP methods. These pipelines are 30 to 50 years old. Recent repairs and
inspections have highlighted the poor condition of these pipelines, which are
experiencing steady, and possibly increasing, overall rates of structural failure.

•

OID should continue replacement of CIP pipe with low head pre-cast concrete pipe
(ASTM-C76 standard type), PVC pipe, or similar higher quality pipe materials.

•

Prioritization of pipeline replacement should consider the timing and locations of future
urban expansion around the City of Oakdale, as described in Land Use Trends and
Forecasting Technical Appendix E.

•

A significant portion of the open ditch laterals have severe bank erosion due to excessive
velocity, native soil conditions, and livestock erosion due to inconsistent fencing along
laterals. This, in turn, is causing loss of original design hydraulic conditions and reduced
top bank road width, which causes accessibility problems for O&M.

•

Restricted access for O&M, due to encroachment, is delaying and preventing needed
maintenance actions. OID should continue steps to reestablish and maintain consistent
control of OID’s rights-of-way and easements along all laterals, both pipelines and open
ditches.
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•

OID should install and maintain fencing along the outside edges of maintenance roads
to prevent livestock access and damage to open ditches, or require the responsible land
owners to do so.

•

Given the lack of any comprehensive storm water design, operating practices, or
policies, storm water conveyance through OID’s laterals should be minimized due to the
uncontrolled nature of the flows and inability of the system to reliably serve this
function.

•

The main and sub-lateral flow control and measurement structures and methods are not
providing reliable, stable, accurate flow control and measurement. The DSO’s operations
are significantly impacted by the lack of accurate, reliable controls and flow rate
measurement. Significant improvements, including replacement of many key structures,
are required to provide improved flow control and measurement.

•

OID’s customer turnouts are not based on consistent standards for capacity, methods for
control of flows, and accuracy of flow rate and quantity delivered. Consideration should
be given to a long-term replacement program that moves the system toward standard
turnout features that allow accurate flow rate and quantification of delivered water.

Drainage and Reclamation Facilities
Overview
OID maintains and operates 35 reclamation pumps, 7 drain pumps, and approximately
90 miles of agricultural drains. Reclamation pumps are used to divert water from local
drains back into nearby supply laterals for reuse on irrigated lands. Drain pumps are used
to convey drainage water from local ponds or drains out of OID’s service area and into
separate receiving waters such as the Modesto ID Canal. Figure C-24 shows the locations of
the reclamation and drainage pumps. Table C-7 and Table C-8 list summary information on
the reclamation and drainage pumps.
The water in the drains originates primarily from field runoff, mostly from OID-served lands,
but also from adjacent lands irrigated by private wells or other sources. Operational spills
from laterals typically flow into the lower ends of the OID drains near where the drains leave
the OID service area. Winter season storm water runoff is also conveyed through OID’s
drains in many areas, where it is eventually discharged into natural creeks or regional drains.
Most of the pumps have similar operating features. A typical installation includes a fixedspeed, electric motor pump installed in a metal building. The pump is manually controlled
using the local power panel. Flow rate meters and totalizers are installed on most of the
reclamation pump discharge lines. A few pumps have float switches that will turn the
pumps off at low water levels from the source pond. Most of the pumps are located on
drains and pump directly from the drain channel through debris screens. A few installations
include small (1 to 2 acre) ponds to collect and store the drain water for pumping. Short
runs of buried pipe, typically less than 200 feet, connect the pump station to a local lateral
for distribution. The current operating strategy is for each pump to be operated by the local
DSO based on the DSO’s discretion (for example, observed demand conditions and drain
water supply).
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TABLE C-7

Drainwater Reclamation Pumps
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Pump Capacity

Name

Drainage
Basin

Supply Destination

Seasonal Supply and Level of Utilization

HP

Design
Head
(TDH)

Design
Flow
(gpm)

Max
Monthly
a
Capacity
(ac-ft)

7.5

Unk.

1,250

83

Percent
c
Utilization

Max
Seasonal
Capacityb
(ac-ft)

Annual
Total,
2004
(ac-ft)

Peak
Monthly
Flow,
2004
(ac-ft)

Peak
Month

Season

580

231

41

50%

40%

Milnes

-

Private pipeline/MRD Canal

Cope

-

River Road Lateral

5

17.5

700

46

325

73

15

31%

23%

Reed

-

Dorsey Lateral

15

23

1,950

129

905

260

55

42%

29%

Townhill

Adams

Townhill Lateral

15

27.5

470

31

218

149

27

87%

68%

Thompson Pond

Adams

Private pipeline or Adams

20

42

1,350

89

626

353

90

101%

56%

Thompson

Albers

Thompson Lateral

7.5

11.5

990

66

459

720

201

307%

157%

Weaver

Albers

Private pipeline

3

10

850

56

394

27

6

10%

7%

Cavill #2

Cavill

Riverbank Lateral

15

21

1,300

86

603

529

122

142%

88%

Cavill #3

Cavill

South West Lateral

15

11.6

1,200

80

557

426

91

114%

76%

Stumph

Crane

Crane Pipeline

10

11.6

2,250

149

1,044

404

123

83%

39%

Spencer

Crane

Spencer Lateral

5.4

23

590

39

274

32

9

24%

12%

Raney

Crane

Crane Lateral

10

18.5

540

36

251

82

22

61%

33%

Angel

Fairbanks

Clarke Lateral

5

4.5

1,550

103

719

390

110

107%

54%

Droge

Fairbanks

Hirschfeld Lateral

5

3.3

1,025

68

476

3

3

5%

1%

Edwards

Fairbanks

Hirschfeld Lateral

5

10.3

465

31

216

15

7

22%

7%

W. Thalheim

Hind

West Thalheim Lateral

10

12

1,225

81

568

295

107

132%

52%

Kuhn

Khun

Stowell Lateral

10

15

2,000

133

928

336

73

55%

36%

Mc Gee

Khun

Mootz Lateral

7.5

12

1,150

76

534

215

63

83%

40%

Coulter

Laughlin

Hobron Lateral & Dunn Pipeline

20

12.6

2,750

182

1,276

354

101

55%

28%

Harter

Lone Tree

Campbell Lateral

25

26

2,860

190

1,327

1,057

265

140%

80%

Lone Tree

Lone Tree

Sweet Lateral

15

11.5

3,050

202

1,415

1,168

259

128%

83%

Magnolia

Lone Tree

Sweet Lateral

10

6

1,175

78

545

119

33

43%

22%

Wittney

Lone Tree

Hirschfeld Lateral

20

13

3,400

225

1,577

779

216

96%

49%

Mootz

Mootz

Birchetto Lateral

10

10

2,400

159

1,114

821

223

140%

74%
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TABLE C-7

Drainwater Reclamation Pumps
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Pump Capacity

Name

Drainage
Basin

Supply Destination

Seasonal Supply and Level of Utilization
Percent
c
Utilization

Max
Seasonal
Capacityb
(ac-ft)

Annual
Total,
2004
(ac-ft)

Peak
Monthly
Flow,
2004
(ac-ft)

Peak
Month

Season
72%

HP

Design
Head
(TDH)

Design
Flow
(gpm)

Max
Monthly
a
Capacity
(ac-ft)

15

25

2,250

149

1,044

747

168

113%

Wirth

Mootz

Mootz Lateral

Moulton

Moulton

Burnett Lateral

20

18

2,425

161

1,125

746

197

123%

66%

Nielson

Nielson

Private

7.5

10

800

53

371

257

50

95%

69%

Palmer

Palmer

Claribel Lateral

10

13

2,325

154

1,079

574

222

144%

53%

7.5

9

1,200

80

557

193

48

60%

35%

5

6

425

28

197

6

3

12%

3%

Sawyer

Tulloch

Campbell Lateral

Lambuth

Tulloch

Tulloch Lateral

Tulloch

Tulloch

Burnett Lateral

10

8.6

975

65

452

116

56

87%

26%

Union

Union

Dillman Lateral & private

10

20.7

515

34

239

332

87

255%

139%

Workman #1

Union

Erlanger Pipeline & Private

40

45

2,300

152

1,067

1,043

365

239%

98%

Workman #2

Union

Erlanger Pipeline & Private

30

42

Totals

1,860

123

863

262

86

69%

30%

51,600

3,400

23,900

13,100

3,500

96%

51%

Notes:
a

Maximum Monthly Capacity assumes 12 hours of operation per day at the design flow rate.

b

Maximum Seasonal Capacity assumes 12 hours of operation per day for 7 months at the design flow rate.

c

Percent Utilization is the measured flow for that period / maximum capacity for that period.
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TABLE C-8

Agricultural Drain Pumps
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Name

Design Flow

Drain Source

Discharge To

Cavill #1

1635

Cavill Drain

Modesto Irrigation District (MID) Canal

Claus

1885

Langworth Drain

MID Canal

Cleveland

1300

Cleveland Drain

MID Canal

Rice

2750

Modesto Drain

MID Canal

Snedigar #1

1900

Snedigar Drain

MID Canal

Snedigar #2

1900

Snedigar Drain

MID Canal

Snedigar #3

580

Snedigar Drain

MID Canal

Reclamation Pumping Capacity and Utilization
Reclamation pumping capacity and typical utilization were evaluated for the 2004 operation
season and compared to OID’s primary supply from Stanislaus River diversions, to evaluate
the relative level of current reclamation pumping and its role in OID’s overall supply source
mix. The combined peak capacity of the 35 reclamation pumps is approximately
51,000 gallons per minute (gpm) (114 cfs), or about 13 percent of OID’s peak Stanislaus River
diversion rate. The total seasonal capacity, based on a 7-month irrigation season and
12-hour-per-day average pumping time, is about 23,900 ac-ft, or less than 10 percent of
typical seasonal diversions from the Stanislaus River. However, variations in the supply and
timing of drain water limit the practical peak reclamation pumping rate. During the 2004
irrigation season, reclamation pumping provided 13,100 ac-ft of supply, equal to about
5 percent of the total Stanislaus River diversion for 2004. Peak month reclamation pumping
was about 3,500 ac-ft, or about 58 cfs (6 percent of peak Stanislaus River supply).
The level of utilization of each pump is shown in Table C-7, with full utilization
(100 percent) based on maximum pumping rate for an average of 12 hours per day. Due to
variations in timing of supply and demand which limit the maximum practical pumping
rate, the 12 hour per day figure was assumed to represent a baseline level of full
(100 percent) utilization of the pump. The average utilization for the season is
approximately 51 percent, while peak month average utilization is just under 100 percent.
Most of the pumps are at utilization levels of 75 percent to over 100 percent, indicating
relatively steady peak month operations.

Summary Findings
•

The reclamation pumps are a minor seasonal and peak month supply source, but are
important for local supply flexibility in certain areas.
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•

OID’s reclamation and drainage pumps are generally
well maintained and in good condition. A typical
reclamation pump installation is shown in
Figure C-25, which depicts the Lone Tree reclamation
pump. Potential improvements or actions to consider
would include installing additional float switch type
controllers to automate operations; evaluate current
hydraulic operating conditions versus pump size,
including power efficiency testing, to confirm proper
pump sizing and efficiency and the need for pump
replacement.

•

Future improvements should consider the potential
impacts of land use changes on drain water supply
and reuse potential. Urbanization in some areas will
likely reduce irrigation season runoff into local drains
and reduce the demand for the reclamation supply.

•

The exact mileage of drains which OID either owns
and/or is responsible for maintaining is uncertain,
but is estimated at a minimum of 90 miles. OID
should take steps to clarify and map specifically the
drains for which it has ownership and/or operating
responsibility.

FIGURE C-25

Lone Tree Reclamation Pump

Irrigation Wells
Overview
Twenty-three wells contribute to OID’s irrigation water supply. Table C-9 lists summary
information on the irrigation wells. Most wells are between 400 and 600 feet deep, and
according to current OID staff, the water quality is adequate for the irrigation of crops
within OID. Average pump capacity is 1,500 gpm. Most of the wells were originally
installed in the 1950s prior to the Tri-Dam Project, to supplement OID’s Stanislaus River
supply in dry years. The wells are currently used primarily to supplement local supply
during peak demand conditions. Their use is minimized due to the relatively higher cost of
well water compared to surface water and reclamation supply.
Typical well features and operation include the following. The wells use single-speed
electric-motor-driven pumps. The pumps and electrical controls are housed in small metal
enclosures with concrete floors. Flow meters are installed on the discharge pipes to display
flow rate and total volume pumped. Buried discharge piping typically runs less than
100 feet to the receiving distribution lateral. Each well is manually controlled by the DSO
using the local power panel. The wells are used at the discretion of the DSOs, based on the
local demand and supply conditions. There is no overall coordinated groundwater supply
strategy as the basis for use of the wells. A typical deep well, the Bentley Deep Well, is
shown on Figure C-26.
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Most of OID’s customers who cultivate
permanent tree crops such as almonds and
walnuts also have private wells which they
use for winter frost protection and irrigation
when the OID canals are shutdown. These
wells are not addressed in the evaluation,
but do represent a significant supplemental
drought year supply assuming these
growers were able to provide most of their
water needs from the wells in the event of a
reduction in OID surface water supply.
Locations of irrigation and domestic service
wells are shown in Figure C-27.

FIGURE C-26

Bentley Deep Well

Groundwater Supply Capacity and Utilization
The total pumping capacity of the 29 wells is approximately 45,800 gpm (102 cfs). There are no
known well interference issues so it may be feasible to run all the wells at one time, allowing
the peak installed capacity to actually be utilized if needed. The potential annual supply, based
on a 6 month season and assuming wells operate at the design flow for 18 hours per day is
approximately 27,300 ac-ft. During the 1976-77 drought, prior to the construction of New
Melones Dam, the wells installed at that time pumped approximately 20,000 ac-ft for irrigation
supply, approximately 73 percent of the existing potential seasonal capacity.
Based on 1999 to 2004 operating records, total annual pumping ranged from approximately
2,000 ac-ft to over 9,000 ac-ft, and average about 5,900 ac-ft. The wells supplied less than
2 percent of OID’s overall supply in 2004. The wells also supplied less than 2 percent of the
peak month supply in 2004. The potential annual supply of 27,300 ac-ft would be less than
10 percent of OID’s average annual supply requirements, which limits the drought year
benefits of the wells.

Summary Findings
•

The wells provide less than 2 percent of OID’s irrigation supply. However, they do
provide operational supply flexibility during peak demands for the local laterals they
pump into.

•

OID’s 29 irrigation supply wells are generally in good condition. However, most of the
wells are over 50 years old and are likely near the end of their service. These wells may
require replacement in 5+ years to maintain reliable service and pumping rates.

•

The wells are not used in a coordinated manner as part of an overall OID supply
strategy, but rather at the discretion of each DSO based on local system supply and
demand conditions. OID should develop a more comprehensive operating and supply
strategy for the wells. Opportunities for this will come in the next few years as part of
the Water Resources Plan implementation and as OID pursues regional groundwater
management programs with its regional partners.
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TABLE C-9

Oakdale Irrigation District Well Inventory
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Infrastructure

Name

Supply
Destination

Allen

Town "E" or
Luna
Pipeline

Bentley

Mootz
Lateral
Langworth
Lateral
Burnett
Lateral
Snedigar
Pipeline

Birnbaum
Burnett
California

Campbell
Crane
Fairbanks
Hirschfeld
Howard
Huffman
Liberini
Marquis

C-44

Campbell
Lateral
Crane
Lateral
Fairbanks
Lateral
Hirschfeld
Lateral
Howard
Lateral
Campbell
Lateral
Liberini
Pipeline
Langworth
Lateral

Level of Use
Average
Potential
Annual
Peak
Flow,
Annual
1999-2004
Flow
(ac-ft)c
(ac-ft)d

HP

Design
Flow
(gpm)

Well Yield
(gpm/ ft
drawdown)

Peak
Monthly
Flow,
1999-2004
(ac-ft)a

16

50

1,900

95

87

189

211

14 to 18

60

1,300

117

172

129

500

16 to 20

2,800

150

178

500

14 to 18

10
0
60

1,950

155

170

25

685

61

Total
Depth
(ft bgs)

Diameter
(inches)

415

515

Potential
Peak
Monthly
Flow
(ac-ft)b

Percent Utilization

Peak
Month %

Average
Season %

1,134

46%

19%

269

776

100%

35%

278

369

1,670

64%

22%

194

415

1,163

88%

36%

409

0%

0%

68

502

14 to 18

60

1,816

117

138

181

221

1,083

76%

20%

500

18

60

1,290

74

185

128

287

770

100%

37%

450

14 to 18

60

1,084

417

170

108

135

647

100%

21%

408

14 to 18

60

1,900

136

190

189

467

1,134

100%

41%

475

18

75

1,600

307

142

159

291

955

89%

30%

450

16 to 20

75

2,600

105

158

259

283

1,551

61%

18%

25

870

147

519

0%

0%

25

500

43

298

34%

11%

125

16

87
17

50

33

Notes

Well drilled in
Sept. 1940.
Rebuilt in
1977.
Well drilled
July 1944.
Well drilled
July 1940.
Well drilled
June 1949.
Well drilled
September
1940.
No record of
use available.
Well drilled
April 1944.
Well drilled
July 1940.
Well drilled
June 1941.
Well drilled
April 1943.
Pump rebuilt
October 1977.

No record of
use available.
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TABLE C-9

Oakdale Irrigation District Well Inventory
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Infrastructure

Name

McMath
Oakdale
Paulsell
#1
Paulsell
#2
Riverbank

Santa Fe
South
Main #1
South
Main #2
Steinegul
Tennat
Thornton
Town E
Valley
Home
Van
Norman
Weimer

Supply
Destination

Riverbank
Lateral
Oakdale
Lateral
Private
Paulsell
Lateral
Crane
(extension)
Pipeline
Claus
Pipeline
S. Main
Canal
S. Main
Canal
Tulloch
Lateral
Mootz
Lateral
Hirschfeld
Lateral
Birnbaum
Pipeline
Hirschfeld
Lateral
Turner
Pipeline
Fairbanks
Lateral

Total
Depth
(ft bgs)

Diameter
(inches)

HP

Design
Flow
(gpm)

Well Yield
(gpm/ ft
drawdown)

60

1,630

75

1,280

24

Level of Use
Average
Potential
Annual
Peak
Flow,
Annual
1999-2004
Flow
(ac-ft)c
(ac-ft)d

Peak
Monthly
Flow,
1999-2004
(ac-ft)a

Potential
Peak
Monthly
Flow
(ac-ft)b

160

162

328

64

127

184

Peak
Month %

Average
Season %

972

98%

34%

764

50%

24%

379

0%

0%

550

20

50

635

41

815

20

60

1,350

44

223

134

409

805

100%

51%

417

16

60

1,600

132

29

159

65

955

18%

7%

151

14

25

750

58

447

0%

0%

611

16

2,700

276

268

189

1,611

100%

12%

627

16

2,500

289

249

193

1,491

100%

13%

500

18

15
0
15
0
60

1,770

221

147

176

235

1,056

84%

22%

60

1,711

80

68

170

74

1,021

40%

7%

219

212

466

1,273

100%

37%

955

0%

0%

1,119

100%

34%

388

0%

0%

1,163

83%

20%

430

16 to 20

75

2,133

161

255

16

30

1,600

22

390

18

60

1,875

179

167

16

20

650

18

340

18

75

1,950

171
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63

Percent Utilization

75

159
247

186

382

65
161

194

232

Notes

No record of
use available.

No record of
use available.

No record of
use available.

No record of
use available.
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TABLE C-9

Oakdale Irrigation District Well Inventory
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Infrastructure

Name

Wyatt
TOTALS

Supply
Destination

Tulloch
Lateral

Total
Depth
(ft bgs)

Diameter
(inches)

280

18

HP

Design
Flow
(gpm)

Well Yield
(gpm/ ft
drawdown)

Peak
Monthly
Flow,
1999-2004
(ac-ft)a

60

1,400

137

104

45,800

Level of Use
Average
Potential
Annual
Peak
Flow,
Annual
1999-2004
Flow
(ac-ft)c
(ac-ft)d

Potential
Peak
Monthly
Flow
(ac-ft)b

139

136

835

4,600

5,900

27,300

Percent Utilization

Peak
Month %

Average
Season %

74%

16%

Notes

Notes:
Blank cells indicate that no information is available.
a
“Peak Monthly Flow” is the maximum volume pumped in one month between 1999 and 2004.
b
“Potential Peak Monthly Flow” represents the volume that would be pumped at the well’s design flow for 18 hours per day for 30 days (1 month).
c
“Average Annual Flow” is the average volume pumped per year between 1999 and 2004.
d
“Potential Peak Annual Flow” represents the volume that would be pumped at the well’s design flow for 18 hours per day for 6 months (one irrigation season).
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Figure C-27
OID Irrigation and Domestic
Service Wells
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
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•

The wells are primarily located on the north side of OID’s service area and do not
provide equitable service in terms of peaking supply benefits for local laterals. Future
wells should be considered for the main laterals south of the Stanislaus River to provide
both seasonal supply and short-term peaking supply flexibility.

•

For future wells, the use of variable speed drive pumps should be considered to provide
more efficient operations and flexible pumping rates.

Domestic Service Wells
OID provides domestic water service to private homes in two Rural Water Systems (RWS),
RWS 1 and 2, and seven Improvement Districts (IDs). These were developed between the
1950s and 1980s. OID owns, operates, and maintains RWS 1 and RWS 2, which provide
service to 352 domestic connections. Each of the IDs are owned collectively by the homes in
each ID’s service area. The IDs contract with OID to provide O&M service. The IDs serve a
total of 338 domestic connections. In 2004, the total domestic supply provided by OID was
1,100 ac-ft, or about 0.6 ac-ft per connection.
The two RWS systems have a total of 5 supply wells. The IDs have an additional 13 wells.
The age and conditions of the wells varies significantly from relatively new and in good
condition, to poor and, in some cases, inoperable. The two RWSs are capable of supplying
fire fighting supply, however none of the ID systems have fire flow service capability. No
water treatment is required at any of the 13 wells to meet current drinking water standards.
The following summary findings are recommendations regarding the domestic service
wells.
•

OID is providing domestic water supply to approximately 690 connections. Assuming
approximately 2.5 residents per household, OID is providing domestic service to about
1,700 people.

•

The two RWSs owned by OID are in good general condition and have fire flow service
capacity. The seven IDs vary widely in their condition and reliability, and will likely face
increasing capital improvement costs as the systems age.

•

OID should continue its position of not expanding or adding new domestic service
systems.

•

Given the proximity of some of the systems to the City of Oakdale’s water system, OID
should consider transferring parts or all of these systems into the City’s system. In
general the City’s water utility will be better suited to long-term maintenance and
operations, and can absorb and manage capital costs for system improvements over a
larger customer base, making the per-household costs more affordable.

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System
OID has been developing its SCADA system for the last several years. At present, the
existing system is minimal considering the size and complexity of the OID infrastructure
system. Table C-10 lists the SCADA-linked facilities. The central SCADA station is at the
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OID office. A single desktop computer is used to run the software application and user
interface. OID has been working with a systems integrator vendor to expand and
troubleshoot its current system. A summary of the SCADA assessment follows.
•

In its current state, the DSOs’ use of some SCADA components is limited due to
intermittent problems with accuracy or system control reliability.

•

OID does not have a regular database archiving system or program. In many cases, data
collected from previous years is regularly lost or overwritten with new data, thereby
undermining the value of the SCADA system. A regular data management system is
required to fully utilize collected data.

•

An expanded and more reliable SCADA is required for improved operations and
customer service and reducing O&M costs. Specific recommendations will be expanded
upon in Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H.

TABLE C-10

SCADA-linked Facilities
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility

SCADA Signals / Controls

OID North Main Canal at Joint Diversion

Controlled and monitored by Tri-Dam. OID receives flow signal
only.

Rodden Lake Outflow Gates

Lake level, gate position, flow rate. Can control gate position
remotely to set outflow rate.

Lesnini 1 head gate at Rodden Lake

Gate position, flow rate, water level. Can control gate position
remotely to set lateral flow rate.

OID South Main Canal head gates

Controlled and monitored by Tri-Dam. OID receives flow signal
only.

Ardis Site (Cashman Dam at Paulsell Lateral
Head gate pool)

Water level in South Main Canal. No gate controls.

Van Lier Reservoir Outflow Gates

Flow rate, water level in reservoir, gate position. Can control
gates remotely to set reservoir outflow rate.

Vernalis Adaptive Management Program
(VAMP) Structure on Claribel Lateral

Water level, flow rate, and gate position. Can use control gate
remotely to set flow rate into the pipeline used to make
deliveries to MID per VAMP.

Wyatt and Steinegul Wells

On-off signal only.

Existing Service Standards
OID’s current service standards were assessed along with infrastructure facility
assessments. Service standards are a critical component of operations because they are the
most basic statement of what product OID is striving to provide its customers. In the long
term, service standards are a key to retaining and attracting future growers to maintain the
customer base.
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Service standards will be a factor in evaluating system improvements under the overall
Infrastructure Plan. Any recommended changes to the service standards will support the
development of recommended operational practices.
The assessment involved the evaluation of whether or not the current OID service standards
are consistent with system-wide operating practices and whether they support OID’s overall
management goals. Also, the degree to which the current service standards support DSO
operating practices with consistent guidelines was examined.
The assessment of service standards involved investigating the current written standards
approved by the OID Board of Directors—Rules and Regulations Governing the Operations and
Distribution of Irrigation Water within the Oakdale Irrigation District Service Area. The rules and
regulations are also known as the “Gray Book.” Service practices were discussed with
engineering and field staff and observed in the field during June 2005.

Summary of Gray Book Standards
A summary of existing Gray Book standards follows:
•

The rotation cycle varies from 10 days to 14 days depending on OID management
discretion.

•

For each rotation, there is a fixed rate of flow and duration by customer. The policy is
“use it or lose it.”

•

The start of the rotation requires 12 hours advance start notice to customers. The shut-off
notification from customer to DSO is 4 hours.

•

OID customers are responsible for efficient and reasonable use. The Gray Book states,
“No user shall use or be entitled to greater amount of water than can be reasonably and
beneficially used without waste.”

•

Written requests are accepted and granted on a case-by-case basis for arranged delivery
of OID water (non-rotational). The Gray Book states that such arrangement is “not a
standard operation.”

•

Measurement of customer deliveries is required by DSOs. OID maintains and calibrates
measurement facilities.

Summary of Observed Problems with Current Practices
The summary of observed problems with current practices follows. Options for changing
the service standards to respond to changing land use and customer base is presented in
Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H. Service Standard Options will consider OID’s
future customer base, land use, regulatory environment, and other strategic goals.
•

Actual practices are commonly inconsistent with the Gray Book. Exceptions were
historically granted by past OID management or at individual DSO discretion.

•

Solving one customer’s “problem” by not observing standards often causes many other
water delivery problems for other customers.
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•

Within OID, there is a varied capability of LSAs/Divisions to meet a 10-day rotation due
to capacity and supply.

•

Unscheduled cuts for water are the biggest operational problem observed.

•

Unscheduled cuts can cause excess spills. DSO efforts to “park water” on other customer
lands ahead of normal schedule if possible is fairly common, causing operational
inefficiencies.

•

Short-term changes in weather impact the rotation schedule when compared to on-farm
needs. Growers lack the training necessary to effectively estimate irrigation
requirements in the context of changing weather and other factors.

•

Farmers operating their own turnouts can create operational problems, although this
may be acceptable if arranged with DSOs.

•

Turnout sizing and flows vary widely on a per-acre basis, with little incentive for onfarm distribution system features or practices to work within reasonable delivery
standards.

•

No formal operational strategy exists to use wells and drainage reclamation pumps for
specific customer service targets.

•

Conflicting operational targets are evident within OID, such as minimizing drain spills
versus regulating reservoir practices or minimizing the use of groundwater deep wells
even though they may provide an optimal peaking supply.

•

Conflicting operating practices were observed among DSOs. Differences were observed
within the same Division, between Divisions, and between day and night shifts.
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APPENDIX D

On-Farm Systems Assessment
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of assessing on-farm systems was to develop an understanding of irrigation
methods and management practices for various cropping systems specific to Oakdale
Irrigation District (OID). Field observations provided valuable information about how
growers operate their systems, challenges faced, and region-specific cropping practices that
affect water use. This information was critical for other elements of the OID Water
Resources Plan (WRP), specifically for land use forecasting and water balance efforts; the
on-farm assessment information was necessary to refine the assumptions made in these
other two efforts, based on actual observations and trends that could only be established
through field-level district assessment. This assessment had the following objectives:
•

Obtain local knowledge about OID system operation as related to on-farm irrigation

•

Determine a range in irrigation practices including methods, scheduling, efficiency,
monitoring, maintenance, and tailwater management

•

Identify specific water delivery problems/successes

•

Solicit ideas and concerns from growers regarding system improvements

•

Collect local thoughts on changes in land use and the drivers for those changes

•

Develop an understanding of the most prevalent cropping systems and factors affecting
crop distribution throughout OID

A thorough understanding of these topics, based on field observations, was critical so that
future land use forecasts and water balance assumptions could be determined with local
knowledge and regional practices in mind.

Methodology
The on-farm systems assessment included a districtwide reconnaissance survey of irrigation
systems, cropping, management practices, and grower issues. This was accomplished
through the following primary efforts:
1. Individual on-farm system tours and grower interviews
2. Regional systems survey
3. Group grower interviews

On-Farm System Tours and Grower Interviews
On-farm system tours were conducted to observe farm production systems and practices
and to gather information from growers. Interviews were conducted at growers’ farm
facilities or fields, allowing them to demonstrate and explain their specific system
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characteristics and capabilities. Discussion topics were selected to gather key information
about water use and system management at the grower’s field and in the area. Additionally,
on-farm visits allowed direct observation of systems and fields, providing insight about
farm operations.
Grower selection aimed to gather both large and small growers distributed throughout OID
that included a sampling of representative crop types. Management practices were also
observed and discussed.
Grower interviews included the following topics of discussion, where applicable:
•

Types of crops farmed, cropping schedule, and general cultural practices

•

Irrigation system type including estimated system efficiency and uniformity ranges, as
well as anticipated changes in irrigation methods

•

Irrigation scheduling including frequency, duration, constraints, and drivers

•

Tailwater management systems including tailwater destinations, uses, and estimated
losses

•

Other farm management practices (such as fertilization and tillage) and how they
influence irrigation practices

•

Delivery mechanisms (for example, canal or pipeline) and the reliability, strengths, and
weakness of field-edge delivery systems

•

Cropping projections, including past changes in crops grown, thoughts on future
changes, and drivers for changes

Regional Systems Assessment
In addition to on-farm tours and grower interviews, a more general districtwide assessment
of systems and practices was conducted. Driving surveys were conducted throughout the
district to determine approximate distribution of crops, irrigation methods, and
management practices. System types, condition, evidence of maintenance, and management
practices were observed.
This effort focused on a more regional assessment of OID water use by farms and
influencing factors, including the following:
•

Soil and topography characteristics and their influence on crop selection, irrigation
methods, and management

•

Regional water delivery mechanisms and their influence on irrigation methods and
tailwater losses

•

Overall irrigation practices and irrigation efficiency assessments based on observation of
inflows and outflows within a field or system.
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Group Grower Interviews
Group grower interviews were conducted to investigate grower thoughts and perceptions
about OID and the influences of OID on their irrigation practices. Approximately
10 different growers were interviewed during group grower interviews. Growers
represented different crop types and regions within OID.
These interviews were conducted in two group sessions away from the OID office without
any OID staff or Board members present. Interviewees were informed about the nature of
the WRP and that OID was interested in their candid responses. A list of questions was
posed to the group and individual responses were recorded. Some of the responses to these
questions centered around on-farm irrigation practices and systems.

Results
Overall, approximately 25 different growers were interviewed in one-on-one or group
settings. On-farm system tours and grower interviews were extremely valuable in
understanding the bulk of grower activities and establishment of existing practices and
future trends for development of the WRP. The observations and grower input obtained in
the grower interviews and on-farm system assessments revealed many common themes and
trends. These results are discussed in the following subsections:
•
•
•
•
•

Primary cropping system categories
Geographic trends
Water balance impacts
Relationship to other components of the WRP
General grower perceptions and opinions

Primary Cropping System Categories
Districtwide, irrigation water management and irrigation system type was dependent
primarily on the crop type. In most cases, a similar irrigation system was used on a similar
crop type (such as basin irrigation on rice, or surface flooding on pasture). During the
on-farm system assessments, four major crop types were established. The four categories
included:
•
•
•
•

Corn/oats
Orchards (mostly almonds and walnuts)
Irrigated pasture
Rice

These four crop systems accounted for the vast majority of OID: 47,300 acres, or 92 percent
of the 51,700 acres farmed in 2004 (Figure D-1). The common components of each crop
system are summarized in Table D-1 and are discussed in the following subsections.
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TABLE D-1

Summary of Irrigation and Farming Practices for Primary Irrigated Cropping Systems in OID
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Practice
Irrigation
Method(s)

Corn/Oat
Furrow
Surface flood

Orchard
Drip and microsprinkler
(~75%)

Pasture
Border check (50%)

Rice
Basin flood

Surface flood (50%)

Impact-head sprinkler
(~15%)
Border check (~10%)
Irrigation
Water
Source(s)

OID

OID

Dairy manure water

Groundwater

Crop
Season

Corn: late spring to fall

Irrigation
Practices

Occasional blended
dairy wastewater reuse
on some fields

OID

Permanent

Permanent

Spring to early fall

Depends on irrigation
method

Scheduling based on
OID delivery timing

Surface irrigation
scheduling based on
OID delivery timing

Water application (for
example, efficiency,
uniformity) varies
widely

Irrigation for initial
filling and ET/deep
percolation
replacement in
flooded fields only.
Fields are usually
drained at least once
and refilled

Oats: late fall to spring

Various types of furrow
irrigation
Scheduling based on
OID delivery timing
Oats largely not
irrigated except for
pre-irrigation in fall and
occasional spring
irrigation before
harvest
Tailwater
Handling

OID

Where dairy water is
reused, fields have
tailwater recapture
and/or reuse systems.
Otherwise, common
practices are used for
furrow irrigation with
tailwater

Sprinkler irrigation
scheduling based on
crop demand

Initial filling and
top-off scheduling
based on OID
delivery timing

Surface water applied
though sprinklers is
filtered

Produces little
tailwater, unless border
check irrigated (~10%).
Border check tailwater
is usually not
recaptured

Varies widely

Tailwater is
discharged interim
and fall field draining
only; little other
tailwater is produced

Corn/Oats
The corn/oat system consisted of a crop rotation between a winter oat crop and a summer
silage corn crop. The winter crop is most commonly oats, but could be another grain such as
wheat or barley. Even though the water demand for this crop is mostly supplied by winter
rains, growers may apply one or two fall irrigations before the OID water delivery season
ends and/or an early spring irrigation before harvest when OID water delivery begins.
The summer crop is most commonly silage corn, but may be another feed crop such as
sudan grass or sorghum (milo). This crop is planted in the spring after the winter crop and
is grown through the summer months with irrigation.
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Almost all corn/oat crop types were associated with dairies. These crops were grown
predominantly as a feed source, but also as a method to provide a nutrient uptake mechanism
for recycled dairy wastewater previously applied to the field. Dairy manure water was
blended with irrigation water on a portion of most corn/oat farms, however, usually only on a
select number of fields in a rotational pattern. This practice provides a local disposal method
for dairy wastewater and recycles valuable nutrients that are utilized by the crop.
Dairy wastewater accounts for only a small portion of total applied irrigation water and
thus was not considered a major water source for this cropping system. However, fields
receiving manure water must control tailwater discharge and therefore do reduce overall
tailwater losses for this crop system. Because of tailwater discharge restrictions, irrigation of
the farms recirculating tailwater is inherently more efficient. Tailwater losses are lower, so
the primary factors affecting efficiency are irrigation scheduling and distribution
uniformity. These factors impacted efficiency estimates for this cropping system and
resulted in lowered estimates for tailwater discharge.
A good number of corn/oat systems had established tailwater capture and recirculation
systems that conveyed, stored, and reused tailwater. Some corn/oat areas did not receive
recycled manure water and, therefore, are not subject to tailwater discharge restrictions. These
areas typically had steeper topography or were more remotely located relative to the manure
source or storage pond, making tailwater capture or wastewater application infeasible.
Tailwater losses are still
significant on those lands where
recapture is not required.
Most corn/oat rotations were
irrigated with furrow
irrigation. Many furrow
irrigated fields used some type
of gated pipe (flexible or rigid)
or header ditch. The gated
pipe is fitted with nozzles or
punched with holes that
deliver water to furrows
(Figure D-2). This system
eliminates the need for a
header ditch and the
associated irrigation
management and
maintenance. In most gated
pipe systems observed,
nozzles were simply turned on
and off to irrigate the desired
number of furrows per set.

FIGURE D-2

Example of Poly Pipe (flexible gated pipe) Furrow Irrigation on Corn

In traditional furrow irrigation systems observed, water was run though a header ditch with
PVC pipes passing through, or over one side and into individual furrows. This system
requires more labor associated with head ditch water management.
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Orchards
This system consisted mostly of almonds with some walnuts near recent alluvial soil deposits
of the Stanislaus River and its tributaries. The irrigation method used for this crop type was
dependent on the age of orchard and, to a lesser extent, the proximity to gravity-fed surface
water. Orchard irrigation systems predominantly included drip and microsprinkler systems,
but also included impact-head sprinkler and border-check systems. Newer orchards almost
exclusively used drip and microsprinkler systems. According to growers, drip irrigation is
used only temporarily during the first 2-3 years and is replaced by typical microsprinkler
heads after trees are a couple years old. Older orchards had a wider variety of irrigation
systems including impact head sprinklers and some sparse border-check systems. Some older
orchards have been converted to newer microsprinkler systems.
Sprinkler irrigation of orchards depends on a steady, pressurized water supply. That was
either achieved through reliable surface water that can be pressurized directly out of the
distribution source, or through groundwater. Usually orchards not in direct proximity to a
reliable surface water supply relied on groundwater. A repeated comment from growers
was the preference of surface water due to cost, but the need to have a groundwater source
for frost protection. Therefore, orchards using surface water as the main irrigation source
usually had a corresponding groundwater well to provide frost protection and emergency
water supply when necessary. Orchards near steady supplies (such as main OID canals or
the Stanislaus River) often utilized those sources by pumping from the surface water source
into the irrigation system. This practice reduces pumping costs but requires that water be
pumped through a filtration system to remove debris and fine particles that could clog or
wear down sprinkler nozzles. Growers who had the opportunity to use surface water
indicated that the pumping cost benefit usually outweighed filtration investment.
The method of orchard irrigation and source of irrigation water affect water balance
modeling factors including irrigation efficiency and tailwater production. The distribution
of the different irrigation methods used in this cropping system was considered in
determining these factors.

Irrigated Pasture
Irrigated pasture predominantly used border-check or flood irrigation methods and
included a broad range of farming practices, depending on the size and topography of the
farm. The majority of pasture customers operated small hobby farms, whereas the majority
of the total pasture acreage was composed of a few customers. In all cases, pasture
production was used for livestock grazing. Very little grass hay was observed.
Irrigation methods on pasture ranged from well-maintained, uniform, and relatively
efficient border-check irrigation to crude flood irrigation (for example, wild flooding).
Border-check irrigation involved a series of irrigation valves turned on manually in sets to
flow onto a portion of the field, separated by low earthen borders (Figure D-3). Most of
these fields had a drainage system that captured tailwater and routed it to a local drain way.
Border check maintenance varied widely from annual to nonexistent. Some growers
indicated that they maintain their checks and valves every year and frequently repair leaks,
blow-outs, or rodent damage. Others indicated they have not maintained checks in many
years. Average border conditions were assumed for estimates of border-check irrigation
efficiency and uniformity.
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Natural topography also played
a significant role in the
efficiency and uniformity of
pasture irrigation systems. In
areas with steeper topography,
pasture irrigation was
sometimes restricted to the
lower areas where water could
be routed by gravity, leaving
dry-farmed tops. The frequency
of checks usually corresponded
to the complexity of the
topography. By default, due to
the challenging topography,
these areas had lower estimated
efficiencies and uniformities.
Although significant water
FIGURE D-3
infiltration improvement is
Example of Border-Check Irrigation on Pasture
likely attained by surface water
capture within dense grass stands, overall tailwater produced by irrigated pasture systems
was considered the highest (in terms of total volume) of all land use types. This was
especially true within more complex topography areas. The topography and border check
maintenance were the primary factors influencing irrigation efficiency in this system.

Rice
This land use type consisted of flood irrigated rice. Rice fields are drained one or two times
per year, but are otherwise irrigated only to maintain the desired water level in fields.
Within OID, rice is generally planted in early spring and harvested in late summer. If
possible, growers apply water to fields after harvest to aid in straw decomposition
(“decomp water”). However, this depends on the OID water delivery schedule and
availability. The OID service period does not always extend as far into the fall as would be
desired for rice decomp water.

Geographic Trends
The cropping systems identified in this effort were influenced by certain geographical
trends. OID lateral service areas (LSAs) were used as a reference to identify different
geographical areas (Figure D-4 on page D-11). Different practices were observed in different
areas within OID based on topography, soil type, proximity to urban areas, and service
capabilities.
Several geographic trends were observed in the district relative to crop distribution,
irrigation management and irrigation efficiency. Additionally, within each cropping system,
geographical trends were noted relative to irrigation type.
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The following trends are discussed in this section:
•

Orchard irrigation water source depends on proximity to steady-head supply canals

•

Orchard irrigation method depends on orchard age

•

Continued rice production depends on location relative to urbanization and suitability
for other land use types

•

Relative amount of tailwater discharge from corn/oat and pasture land use types
depends on topography

Geographic Trends in Orchards
New orchard distribution is widespread, but large areas have recently been planted around
the eastern and northern parts of OID, especially in the Kearney-Union, Brichetto, Clavey,
and South LSAs. Some of these new orchards use surface water for irrigation and have a
groundwater well for supplemental supply and frost protection. Distribution of orchards in
other parts of the district rely more on groundwater. Older orchards have more variable
irrigation methods and were
concentrated near the Stanislaus
River in the Rodden, High Line,
Eaton, and River Road–Moulton
LSAs. Older orchards in the
northern part of OID near the river
were usually old border-check
systems that were either still in use,
or had been retrofitted to
impact-head sprinklers. Orchards
relying on surface irrigation were
primarily in these areas
(Figure D-5). Some of these had
been updated to the commonly seen
microsprinkler system of newer
orchards (Figure D-6). Orchards
were being updated to more
modern irrigation systems fairly
FIGURE D-5
aggressively.
Border-Check Irrigation on an Orchard off River Road
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In general, orchards only used OID
water as an irrigation source if they
are flood irrigated or if a steady
supply was available for
pressurization into a sprinkler
system. All observed surface
irrigated orchards used OID water.
Again, these were concentrated in
areas near the Stanislaus River.
Sprinkler irrigated systems can rely
on surface water pumped from an
OID canal or pumped groundwater.
The former was only true where
steady canal supplies were available.
Certain main canals have such
supplies and are the only canals that
can supply steady surface water to
sprinkler irrigated orchards. Cometa
FIGURE D-6
and South Main laterals are two
Microsprinkler Irrigation on Orchards
examples. Not all orchards near
these supplies elect to use surface water, however. Developing a system to use surface water
involves investment in system modifications and filtration systems. Growers must be able to
make the capital investment and maintain the filtration and distribution system. Orchards
pumping water from canals through filtration systems for sprinkler use were noted on the
South Main Canal and near the South Lateral/Brichetto split (Figure D-7).
Orchards are rapidly being planted throughout most areas of the district with addition of
groundwater wells, or where available, pressurization of OID water supplies. In most cases,
topography does not influence the
efficiency or uniformity of irrigation
systems in orchards.

Geographic Trends in Rice
Rice systems varied geographically
due to soil type and land use
pressures. Rice production in the
Pausell LSA (Figure D-4) is thought
to be somewhat stable, since the
soils (clayey textures) and
topography (nearly level) support
this land use type over most others.
In other areas (such as the
Hirschfeld-Clark, Campbell, and
Fairbanks LSAs) urban pressures
and the popularity of hobby farms
other cropping systems will likely
lead to replacement of rice.
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New Orchard Being Irrigated with Pressurized and Filtered Surface Water
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Geographic Trends in Tailwater Discharge
The ratio of applied water that is discharged as tailwater clearly varies with irrigation
method, but also varies with topography. Border-check, furrow, and flood irrigation
systems are the primary producers of tailwater in the district. Coupling these irrigation
methods with steeper topography further impacts the distribution uniformity and efficiency
of applied water. Topography is more complex in the northeast and southeast areas of OID
and results in increased tailwater production in these areas (Figure D-8).
Pasture and corn/oat land use types were the primary producers of tailwater discharge due
to irrigation method. The effect of topography was noted most clearly on pasture fields
where irrigation water was applied in a border-check system throughout flatter portions of
fields, but left higher portions of fields dry (Figure D-9).
Corn and oats are grown on comparatively flat ground, especially in the western and
southern parts of OID and are increasingly associated with tailwater management systems,
thereby producing less tailwater (on average) than pasture areas.
The understanding that both irrigation type and topography impacts tailwater discharges
was useful in the determination of input variables for water balance modeling and ultimate
calibration of the water balance itself.

Water Balance Impacts
The information gained through on-farm observations and interviews influenced water
balance input parameters as well as projections for future land use and irrigation practices.
On-farm observations played a key role in determining the following water balance
parameters:
•
•
•

Deep percolation to tailwater ratios
Irrigation method distribution
Efficiency

Deep Percolation to Tailwater Ratio
Tailwater discharge was dependent primarily on irrigation method and topography.
Likewise, the ratio of deep percolation water to discharged tailwater (DP/TW) depended
primarily on these same factors. Irrigation methods relying on gravity flow must produce
tailwater for a period of time in order to attain adequate infiltration. Steeper topography
amplifies this by accelerating water flow across surfaces and decreasing the ratio of
infiltrated water to runoff. Therefore, estimated DP/TW ratios were lower where
topography was steeper and surface irrigation methods were used. For irrigation methods
that produced limited tailwater (such as microsprinklers on orchards) the DP/TW ratio was
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higher and the effect of topography
was negligible. Table D-2 shows the
DP/TW ratios developed for use in
water balance modeling. For crop
systems that use surface irrigation,
these ratios were adjusted slightly
based on the topographical relief
within various LSAs. Therefore,
within pasture and corn/oat
systems, DP/TW is slightly lower
in more rolling LSAs and higher in
flatter LSAs.

Irrigation Method Distribution
Irrigation methods were relatively
consistent for all cropping systems,
except for the orchard system.
FIGURE D-9
Orchard irrigation methods
Example
of
Rolling
Irrigated
Pasture
with
Dry
High Areas
included border-check, flood,
impact-head sprinkler, and
drip/microsprinkler irrigation types. These different irrigation types were well distributed
throughout the district, but the most prevalent irrigation methods were drip and
microsprinkler irrigation. Because the efficiencies and water use associated with these
systems vary widely, their prevalence needed to be weighted for orchard land use types to
arrive at one representative irrigation efficiency and DP/TW ratio.
TABLE D-2

DP/TW Ratios by LSA for Four Primary Crop Systems
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Orchard
(Sprinkler)

Corn/Oats
(Furrow)

Pasture
(Border Check)

Drip

Adams–West Pump

2.4

0.1

0.1

9

Brichetto

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Burnett-Tulloch

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Campbell

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Claribel

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Clavey

2.4

0.1

0.1

9

Crane-Langworth

2.4

0.3

0.3

9

Eaton

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Fairbanks

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Hind-Stevenot

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Hirschfeld-Clark

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Kearney-Union

2.4

0.1

0.2

9

LSA
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TABLE D-2

DP/TW Ratios by LSA for Four Primary Crop Systems
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Orchard
(Sprinkler)

Corn/Oats
(Furrow)

Pasture
(Border Check)

Drip

Lower Cometa

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Mootz

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Palmer

2.4

0.2

0.2

9

Paulsell

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

River Road–Moulton

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Riverbank

2.4

0.3

0.3

9

Rodden–High Line

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

South

2.4

0.2

0.2

9

S. Main

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Stowell-Albers

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

Town “E”

2.4

0.3

0.3

9

Tulloch-Frymire

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

West Thalheim

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

LSA

The prevalence of three primary irrigation methods and corresponding estimated
efficiencies was estimated for orchards throughout OID as follows:
•
•
•

10 percent border-check surface irrigation
15 percent impact-head sprinkler irrigation
75 percent microsprinkler irrigation

Irrigation Efficiency
Irrigation efficiency depends on irrigation type, irrigation management, topography, and
other site conditions. Although the efficiency of each individual system varies, each
cropping system was assigned a reasonable and representative irrigation efficiency for
water balance modeling. On-farm observations of irrigation management and discussion
with growers were used to determine the best estimate of irrigation efficiency for each
cropping system. Table D-3 shows the estimated irrigation efficiencies of each cropping
system based on the dominant irrigation method or a weighted average dependant on
relative distribution of irrigation type within a crop type.
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TABLE D-3

Average Irrigation Efficiency Estimates for Four Primary Crop Systems in OID
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Crop System

Primary Irrigation Type

Estimated Average Irrigation
Efficiency (Percent)

Furrow

65

Border Check

50-65

Flood

60

Microsprinkler*

85

Corn/Oats
Pasture
Rice
Orchards

* The estimated average irrigation efficiency for orchards was a weighted average of efficiencies estimated for
microsprinkler, border-check, and impact-head sprinkler irrigation methods.

Relationship to Land Use Trends and Forecasting
During on-farm interviews, growers were asked for their thoughts and observations
regarding changes in land use and cropping systems and the drivers for those changes.
Grower thoughts were dependent on crops they grow and the likelihood of near-term urban
expansion into their area.
Corn/Oat Observations—Growers indicated that urban expansion is impacting some small
dairies that are nearest to the center of Oakdale. Since the corn/oat systems are almost all
tied to dairy operations, the forecast for this land use is dependent on dairy industry
changes. Growers indicated
that small dairies (and
associated corn acreage) were
likely relocating due to urban
pressures (Figure D-10). The
OID dairy industry is holding
fairly constant, however, with
fewer large dairies supporting
about the same total number of
cows (such as more cows per
dairy and small dairies closing).
Larger dairies have lower
overall operational costs and
make smaller dairies less cost
competitive. Smaller dairies are
unique within OID because of
the low cost advantage of
FIGURE D-10
producing feed locally and not
Urban Pressure on Agricultural Land Use
having to buy and transport
more expensive feed sources.
Overall, discussions indicated that corn/oat production will likely remain about the same
over the next 20 years. The proximity of this land use will change, however, as a result of
urban pressure and incentive to consolidate operational costs.
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Orchard Observations—There was a general consensus among growers that orchard
production is increasing significantly and will continue to do so in the future. Growers
indicated that the market for almonds in particular is very good and is driving the
development of new almond orchards. Conversely, few orchards are being removed. Only
orchards impacted by urban expansion are likely to be removed.
The location of this growth is fairly broad, since many orchards rely on groundwater and
are therefore not dependent on proximity to steady OID water sources. Some restrictions on
orchard development are groundwater availability and presence of hardpan that is located
in some areas in the southern half of OID in and around the Albers LSA. For the most part,
however, growers indicated that orchards are expected to increase significantly over the
next 20 years.
Pasture Observations—Growers indicated that pasture ground is decreasing and will likely
continue to decrease in future years. The primary driver for decreasing pasture is
conversion to other more profitable uses. Most pasture conversion is to orchards or urban
development. Growers noted that many remaining pasture areas are being subdivided and
sold as hobby farms. This change, though not a change in land use, will impact irrigation
management and water use in these areas.
Rice Observations—The future of rice production within OID depends on location. Within
the Paulsell LSA, topography and soil types are more suitable for production of this crop
than others and urban pressure is absent. Therefore, rice production in this area is expected
to remain similar.
In the northwestern part of OID, within the Fairbanks, Hirschfeld-Clark, and Campbell
LSAs, growers indicated that urban pressure and higher profitability of other crop systems
are resulting in conversion or development of rice land to almonds and hobby farms. Rice
production in these areas is likely to decrease significantly over the next 20 years.

General Grower Perceptions and Opinions
Growers expressed several other general thoughts, opinions, and ideas about farming
within OID, OID operations. and irrigation management. The following points are a
summary of the general information collected from growers. This information was used as
supporting knowledge for estimates of irrigation efficiencies, deep percolation, tailwater,
land use conversion, irrigation management, and general farming practices.
•

Growers are generally pleased with the direction of OID over the last 4 to 5 years.

•

Several growers indicated that improved water delivery schedule would be desirable. In
general, slightly more frequent or scheduled water delivery would be desirable to most
growers.

•

Later water delivery would benefit growers in dry fall seasons. This would especially
benefit rice growers in need of decomp water.

•

System water losses are significant. Several growers cited leaking pipes.
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•

Many growers mentioned challenges from upstream users turning out water at
unscheduled times. Most growers who had experienced this problem indicated that it
had improved in the past couple years.

•

Some growers indicated that they intentionally spill extra tailwater to feed downstream
users who rely solely on drain water for irrigation supply.

•

In general, growers had varying degrees of understanding of their tailwater discharge.
They gave estimates of tailwater anywhere from 0 to 75 percent.
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Land Use Trends and Forecasting
Purpose and Findings
The purpose of evaluating land use trends is to use that information in forecasting land use
for the future. Land use analysis is the foundation of the planning effort because it is the
first step in assessing Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) customer’s current and future water
needs.
Two main areas (Figure E-1) were evaluated for the purposes of land use trends and
forecasting:
•
•

Inside OID—Within the OID service area boundary
Outside OID—Outside the existing OID service area boundary, but within the sphere of
influence (SOI)

Land use within and immediately adjacent to the OID has changed significantly over the
past 10 years and is expected to continue to change dynamically over the next 20 years.
These land use changes will likely substantially alter the water needs of OID customers. The
primary changes in land use have included—and will continue to include—urbanization of
previously irrigated lands, irrigation development of previously non-irrigated lands, and
irrigated crop shifts mostly from pasture to deciduous trees. More small (fewer than
10 acres) ranchettes have come into existence, and this trend is expected to continue in
certain areas of the district.
These land use changes are driven by growing urban development, as well as agricultural
market conditions. For example, the current price of almonds is at an all-time high, resulting
in significant plantings of this long-term (~30-year) crop.
This historic land use evaluation and forecasting effort will support the following
conclusions:
•

Within OID, land use conversions will substantially change the water needs of OID’s
customer base.

•

Irrigated agriculture has increased outside OID, offering good potential for expansion of
service.

•

There will be less demand for OID-supplied water inside the district in the future.

•

Orchards have increased rapidly both inside (30 percent) and outside (130 percent) the
district over the past decade, and the trend is expected to continue.

•

Non-irrigated native vegetation currently within OID is essentially composed of
remaining riparian areas along the Stanislaus River.

•

Native vegetation outside OID comprises nearly 75 percent of the land base within the
SOI and a good portion is suitable for irrigation development.
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•

Pasture has stayed essentially constant within OID, however is expected to decrease in
the future, likely converting to orchards. Corn/oat land has remained fairly constant
and is anticipated to stay the same in the future.

•

Rice land will decrease slightly, likely converting to ranchettes in the northwestern part
of the district.

•

Urbanization will take place contiguous to existing urban areas.

•

The infrastructure plan and district service standards need to accommodate geographic
distribution of crop types.

•

Nearly 40 percent of OID customers own 5 acres or less.

•

Approximately 60 percent of OID customers own 10 acres or less and comprise only
12 percent of OID served land.

•

Only 4 percent of the OID customers own 40 acres or more, but these customers
represent about 60 percent of OID-served lands.

Methods
General Approach
Land use data and information were obtained from a variety of sources including California
Department of Water Resources (DWR); OID; the cities of Oakdale, Riverbank, and
Modesto; Stanislaus and San Joaquin County Cooperative Extension offices; and personal
communications with growers, OID staff, and industry and government representatives
The base mapping products used in the geographic information system (GIS) and for
establishment of trends and future forecasting were land use surveys obtained from DWR
for the two most recent years, 1996 and 2004. Both surveys included the Water Resources
Plan study area. This information was used to represent both current conditions and
conditions a decade in the past. These land use surveys were integrated with GIS and spatial
analyses were performed for the purposes of establishing past trends and future projections.
This methodology section discusses the resources used for development of land use trends
evaluation and forecasting, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data collection
Land use type categorization
Identification of primary influencing environmental factors
Establishment of Lateral Service Areas (LSAs)
GIS evaluation
Forecasting methods

Data Collection
Data for land use trend evaluation and forecasting was collected from several sources
including public agencies, local cities and counties, and local growers and professionals. The
primary data sources are discussed in this section.
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California Department of Water Resources
DWR frequently conducts land use surveys (approximately every 5-10 years) within areas of
the state. The two most recent local surveys (1996 and 2004) were used as historical and
current information for establishing past trends. Both numerical and spatial (GIS) formats
were obtained from DWR. DWR land use maps already included an account of
non-irrigated areas (roads, buildings, etc). This allowed an accurate account of actual
irrigated acres. For the purposes of this Water Resources Plan, some DWR land use
categories were combined where suitable (for example, almonds and walnuts combined as
orchards).

Oakdale Irrigation District
OID updates their customer records as necessary for billing purposes. Part of that update
includes parcel size, location, and crop type of lands served with OID water. OID records of
land use were linked spatially to a parcel map by county assessors parcel numbers. This
information was then used to compare to DWR mapping products. Discrepancies were
decided through communication with OID staff, review of satellite imagery, or actual field
verification.

City Planning Departments
Planning documents and estimates of future urban development were obtained from the
cities of Oakdale, Riverside, and Modesto. Most importantly, the city of Oakdale, in its
General Plan document, has established the extent of anticipated urban development,
termed the Primary Study Area (PSA). Development within the PSA is partitioned into
contiguous areas of land slated for urban development during anticipated time intervals
through year 2025. These planning documents were used to determine the extent of urban
development overtaking present land use (mostly irrigated agriculture) in and around the
city of Oakdale.

Other Data Sources
Census and land use data for urbanized areas were compiled from several additional
sources, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Stanislaus Council of Governments (STANCOG)
San Joaquin Council of Governments
U.S. Census Bureau
State of California Department of Finance
Stanislaus County Economic Development Corporation (SCEDCO)

These resources provided the foundation for forecasting urbanization in concert with city
planning documents.
STANCOG is an organization designed to bring local government and the community
together to solve regional problems, particularly in transportation. STANCOG encompasses
24 cities, towns, and areas, and collects data on population, demographics, and economic
characteristics in this area.
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The San Joaquin County 2010 Plan was completed in 2000 and was reviewed to study rural
population trends in northwest areas of OID.
The U.S. Census Bureau collects data every decade. Population estimates are made
intermittently between years of official census. Physical and financial characteristics
provided in the census were also considered for planning.
State of California Department of Finance provides data and information for state planning
and budgeting. Annual population estimates of the state, counties, and cities are provided
by the Demographic Research Unit. Information on housing units, vacancies, average
household size, components of population change, and special populations are also
available. State law mandates municipalities and counties to update housing information
every 5 years. This mandate has very specific requirements, which may make the housing
element the most up-to-date and relevant driver for land use trends. State law requires cities
to incorporate its regional share into the housing element, as well as include an inventory of
land sufficient to accommodate residential development for all income groups.
SCEDCO is a private, non-profit California corporation that promotes regional economic
development by providing financing to small businesses, usually in urban areas.

Land Use Type Categorization
For purposes of developing land use trends and forecasts, categories of land use were
established specific to OID (Figure E-1). DWR land use types were grouped where
appropriate to arrive at the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Orchards
Pasture
Corn and oats
Rice
Native vegetation
Urban lands
Other lands

Orchards
Predominantly, the two production tree crops grown in OID are almonds and walnuts, with
almonds accounting for most of the acreage. For the purposes of assessing historic land use
and making future projections, all tree crops were merged as one distinct category. Almond
orchards are scattered across much of the district, while walnuts require deep, recent
alluvial soils, generally within close proximity of the Stanislaus River or other active
waterways. Recently, in the last 3 to 6 years, sizeable almond acreages have been planted
throughout the district and also to the east of the OID boundary but within the SOI
(Figure E-1). Orchards are predominantly irrigated with drip (when young) and are then
converted to microsprinklers (after the first 3 to 4 years). Approximately 20 to 25 percent of
orchards in the district are irrigated with impact head sprinklers or border-check systems.

Pasture
Pasture in OID is grown predominately for animal grazing. The pasture category includes
all fescues, clovers, and other grasses that are grazed or used for grass hay production.
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Pasture lands are irrigated for at least part of the growing season when irrigation demand
exceeds what precipitation can supply. Non-irrigated grasslands, which may or may not be
grazed, are included as the native vegetation land use type and are not included in the
pasture category. Pasture is a long-term perennial crop within OID and is distributed
throughout the district. Pasture is usually irrigated with border-check irrigation, but in
some cases is irrigated through unmanaged flood (wild flooding) irrigation. Very little
pasture is sprinkler irrigated and this most commonly occurs on small ranchettes.

Corn and Oats
Predominantly, corn and oats are double-cropped in the summer and winters respectively
for the purposes of producing feed for local dairies. Essentially, all of the corn is “field corn”
and is commonly harvested as green-chop silage. Oats are also harvested as a feed source
for local dairies. Corn/oat land is fairly evenly distributed across the district, however
slightly more prevalent south of the Stanislaus River (Figure E-1). Corn is usually irrigated
with some form of furrow system supplied with either a rigid or flexible gated pipe or a
head-ditch equipped with siphon pipes or in-bank pipes.

Rice
Historically, rice has been grown in the northwestern areas of OID and also in the Paulsell
Valley in the southeastern area of the district. Rice is flood irrigated with earthen berms
(checks) aiding in establishing a uniform depth of water. Rice is planted in the spring as an
annual crop and harvested in the late summer or fall.

Native Vegetation
The native vegetation land use category is composed of non-irrigated, usually
non-cultivated land that has not been urbanized. This land is commonly used for seasonal
animal grazing. It also includes riparian areas along rivers and streams. As of 2004 the bulk
of native vegetation occurred along rivers and streams; most other land within the district
has been developed for irrigated agriculture or has been urbanized.

Urban Lands
Urban lands include residential and industrial land uses. Urban land areas potentially
influencing the customer base and future land use of OID include:
•
•
•
•

City of Oakdale
City of Riverbank
City of Modesto
Low-density unincorporated development in county areas

OID currently provides irrigation water to some urban areas, mainly consisting of lawns,
playgrounds and other larger irrigated areas.

Other Lands
Other lands include rivers and bodies of water, fallow land, areas of unknown land use,
major roads, etc.
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Influencing Environmental Factors
In addition to past land use trends, some key environmental factors that can influence land
use changes were considered. The two main factors considered were soils and topography.

Soils
Soil types within OID vary significantly relative to proximity to the Stanislaus River. Soils
along the river have been developed from alluvial deposits, creating terraces and fans.
Older, alluvial terraces stretch out away from the river on either side. Soils vary from deep
(greater than 10 feet) loams and clay loams in close proximity to the river to shallower,
coarser textured soils in the higher elevations of OID that begin the transition into the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Soil types suitable for production of pasture and
orchards are found throughout the district. Corn and oats are farmed on soils throughout
the district as well, but much more sparsely in the Knights Ferry area due to small field size
and complex topography. Rice is produced on the relatively flat, finer textured soils in the
northwest and southeast areas of the district.
Outside of the thin band of recent alluvial soils along the Stanislaus River, most of the soils
within OID occur on low alluvial terraces and moderately old fans. Many of these soils have
a distinct profile and can contain a rock-like hardpan that is cemented with iron and silica.
On the alluvial terraces to the east, the soils usually lack a hardpan and have a sandy clay
loam subsoil.

Topography
The topography within OID is commonly associated with the soil development on alluvial
terraces and moderately old fans, and is usually considered gently undulating. Because
most district topography is gentle, land use is generally not influenced by topography, other
than rice production, which requires relatively flat ground for basin irrigation.
Down-cut terraces do occur adjacent to the Stanislaus River and other water ways. However,
this topographical feature makes up only a minor portion of the surface area of the district.
Complex topography has been documented (see On-Farm Systems Assessment Technical
Appendix D) to significantly increase tail water runoff from certain types of irrigation
systems (for example, surface and furrow) on certain types of crops (for example, pasture
and corn/oats). When grown on less complex slopes, these same system types experience
less runoff and higher corresponding irrigation efficiencies.

Establishment of Lateral Service Areas
To identify manageable land areas that have a direct hydraulic connection, LSAs were
developed. LSAs encompass distinct, contiguous areas serviced by a portion of the OID water
distribution system. Actual boundaries of an LSA were defined through delineation by OID
staff as contiguous areas. These areas were bounded by logical service and drainage facilities.
The district was divided into 25 LSAs ranging in size from approximately 620 to 4,100 acres,
with a median size of nearly 3,000 acres. Usually, an LSA has a single point of surface water
inflow from the water distribution system. This point of surface water inflow may or may
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not be the lateral head. Also, there may be one or more bifurcations within an LSA. In many
cases, LSA boundaries follow drainage channels, marking a water distribution termination.

GIS Evaluation
Electronic land use maps were created in GIS for the OID Water Resources Plan. These maps
were created from DWR land use mapping, OID records, City of Oakdale General Plan PSA
boundaries, and other sources of information. OID records of land use were linked spatially
to a parcel map by parcel numbers. This parcel map was then overlain on the DWR land use
maps as a verification tool for the land use analysis. Where discrepancies existed, both
sources of data were reviewed. In many cases, DWR land use for 2004 was used as the
defining source data because OID parcel records may not have been updated as recently as
2004. In some cases, OID information was used due to known knowledge of a crop change
since 2004 (for example, recently planted orchards).
GIS was then used for a variety of purposes for the entire Water Resources Plan, and
specifically for establishing historic land use trends and forecasting. The GIS database was
extensively used to query land use districtwide, as well as within specific areas of the
district. Methods employed for forecasting land use were performed at an LSA level and
managed within the GIS database.

Urban Land Use Forecasting Methods
Planning documents (sources listed above) were compiled and reviewed to identify
urbanization that could potentially influence:
•
•

The quantity of irrigated land within OID
Customer needs with respect to irrigation water demand.

Population growth rate trends derived from census data were used to forecast population
growth over the next 25 years. Probable growth patterns were also studied by considering
city boundaries and planning areas, topography, and land use policies. For land use
forecasting, the PSA boundaries established in the City of Oakdale General Plan were used
to identify areas converting to urban/industrial land use.

Agricultural Land Use Forecasting Methods
Forecasting agricultural land use was performed at the LSA level. This was accomplished
through the following steps:
Evaluation of Land Use Trends—Trends of historic land use were evaluated by LSA to
understand the degree of land use change over the past decade (for example, some LSAs
had been changing much more rapidly than others).
Districtwide Land Use Change Estimates—Districtwide estimates of increase or decrease in
the major land use categories were developed based on past land use trends and local
knowledge.
Definition of Urban Expansion Areas—The outer extension of the PSA boundary from the
City of Oakdale General Plan was overlain in GIS on 2004 land use data. It was assumed
that the extent of the PSA boundary through 2025 would become urban.
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Summary of Current Land Use by LSA—Land use type, by acres within an LSA, was then
summarized in tabular form using GIS and overlaid layers.
Application of Districtwide Changes to LSA Land Use Acreages—The districtwide land
use estimates for agriculture were first applied to the values for each individual LSA, and
acreages of specific land use types were increased or decreased depending upon the
districtwide estimates to 2025. This resulted in approximately +/- 0 to 15 percent change in
the total acreage of an individual LSA.
Adjustment to Known Total LSA Acreage—Next, each individual LSA was reviewed to
adjust values to equate to the original total acreage of the specific LSA. This was performed
by applying obtained knowledge of the anticipated land use changes from a geographical
approach, knowing that percent estimates would not apply evenly across the district. For
example, little change is anticipated in the Paulsell LSA, while significant change is expected
in the Adams-West Pump LSA.
This methodology resulted in forecasted land use estimates for 2025 taking into account urban
projections, crop market conditions, and implementation of knowledge of anticipated land used
changes gained from local interviews of growers, OID staff, and community representatives.

Results—Historic and Current Land Use
As previously mentioned in the methodology section, DWR, OID, City of Oakdale, U.S.
census records, and grower, staff, and community interviews were all used as sources of
information when assessing historic land use trends. DWR databases from survey years
1996 and 2004 served as the basis for evaluating historic land use trends with support from
other resources. It is important to note that these past land use trends were integral in
forecasting to 2025 land use estimates. Discussion on historic land use will center around
districtwide trends and not on trends within individual LSAs.

Agricultural Lands
Inside OID—1996 to 2004
Because of the ability of OID to deliver high-quality water to the growers within the district
boundary, most of this area (that is not urban) is currently irrigated for crop production.
Crops are categorized into four main land use types:
•
•
•
•

Orchards
Pasture
Corn/oats
Rice

Other irrigated crops exist, but comprise relatively small acreages.
Land use types not served or only partially served by OID consist of:
•
•
•
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Urban/industrial
Native vegetation
Other (fallow, unclassified, roads, rural buildings, water bodies, other minor acreages of
irrigated crops, etc.)
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Land use within OID has changed dramatically over the last decade (Figures E-1, E-2, and
E-3) as compared to the years preceding 1996 for some land use types. This has occurred for
the following three reasons:
1. Increased urbanization of the area
2. Significant ranchette growth
3. Agricultural market conditions (for example, all-time high almond and near all-time
high walnut prices)
Current land use is composed of nearly half pasture (32,000 acres), with significant
quantities of orchards (10,300 acres), corn/oats (9,000 acres) and urban/industrial
(7,700 acres) land use types (Figure E-4 and Table E-1).
TABLE E-1

Land Use by type and changes for 1996 and 2004—Inside OID
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
1996 Distribution

2004 Distribution

Acreage (% of total)

Acreage (% of total)

Difference
(acres)

Relative Change
(%)

Pasture

32,161 (44%)

32,001 (43%)

-161

<-1%

Corn/Oats

8,730 (12%)

8,995 (12%)

265

3%

Orchard

7,854 (11%)

10,286 (14%)

2,432

31%

Rice

4,701 (6%)

4,288 (6%)

-414

-9%

Native Vegetation

8,213 (11%)

3,764 (6%)

-4,449

-54%

Urban/Industrial

7,051 (9%)

7,734 (10%)

683

10%

Other *

4,972 (7%)

6,622 (9%)

1,651

33%

Land Use Type

* Other lands include major roads, unclassified lands, other minor irrigated lands, buildings, etc.

It should be noted that not all land within OID is served by the district. Some growers
within OID have and use groundwater wells. An even smaller portion of growers within
OID boundaries are relying on tail water generated from within or outside OID. The use of
groundwater is almost completely on orchards that require a steady supply of water, as well
as frost protection in the winter when OID is not providing service. Tail water use occurs
sporadically in localized places within the district.

Orchards. As previously mentioned, orchards have received their supply of water through
both OID sources and private groundwater wells. In the last decade, plantings of orchards
(specifically almonds) have increased dramatically (Figures E-3 and E-5 and Table E-1).
There has been no geographic trend affecting almond plantings within OID boundaries
indicating that lands districtwide are suitable for almond production both from a soils and
climatic perspective. Walnuts are mainly concentrated adjacent to the rivers and major
streams within deep profile soils, and are also increasing in acreage, although not nearly as
much as almonds. No other significant acreages of other types of deciduous fruits and nuts
have been developed in the past decade.

Pasture. Of all land uses, changes in pasture have likely been the most dynamic, although
the total number of acres has stayed fairly constant throughout the past decade (Figures E-3
and E-6 and Table E-1). Some pasture land has been lost since 1996. Most of this land has
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been larger parcels that have been converted to orchards, urban/industrial uses, and, to a
lesser extent, corn/oats. A near-equal gain in pasture since 1996 has been realized in smaller
parcels (fewer than 10 acres) as ranchettes (Figure E-6). Therefore, the total acreage of
pasture within the district has essentially not changed over the past decade. Many of the
growers, staff, and industry groups that were interviewed were under the assumption that
pasture had declined. The ranchettes have made up for the loss of larger pasture parcels
converted to some other land use (for example, almonds, urban, etc.).

Corn/Oats. The amount of corn/oat land has increased only slightly in the past decade
(Figure E-3 and Table E-1). The distribution of this corn/oat land has seen a slight
movement from the northern part of the district to south of the Stanislaus River. This change
is likely due to the planting of a few larger orchards in San Joaquin County and some
unrelated increases in corn/oat production in the south.
Corn/oat land is unique to the OID relative to other areas of the state. Dairies in most areas
of the state require significant (>5,000) milking head to realize profits. This large number is
the due to the limited local supply (usually trucked in) and associated cost of feed. This is
not necessarily true for dairies within OID, where land is available to grow corn and oats
and water cost is low. These factors are likely a major reason why corn/oat acreage within
the district has stayed essentially constant over the past decade.

Rice. Two distinct and very different areas of rice exist within the OID service area. The areas
are in the northwestern part of the district and in the Paulsell Valley (southeastern area). Rice
acreage has decreased slightly from approximately 4,600 acres in 1996 to about 4,300 acres in
2004 (Figure E-3 and Table E-1). This decrease has likely occurred in the northwestern part of
the district due to sub-division of rice land into smaller parcels and subsequent sale as
ranchettes. Rice land in the Paulsell Valley has increased in acreage since 1996.

Native Vegetation. Native vegetation within OID consists of non-irrigated lands usually
devoted to seasonal grazing or existing as riparian areas along the Stanislaus River and
other creeks and streams. Within OID, the acreage of native vegetation has decreased from
approximately 8,100 acres in 1996 to less than 3,800 acres in 2004 (Figure E-3 and Table E-1).
The remaining native vegetation exists mostly as riparian areas along the Stanislaus River. It
appears that nearly all of the native vegetation outside of riparian areas has been developed
for irrigation. Very little land remains within OID that has not been developed for irrigation.

Outside OID—1996 to 2004
Currently, land use outside the OID boundaries, yet within the SOI, is predominantly
composed of non-irrigated native vegetation (71 percent) (Figure E-7). Much lesser
quantities of orchards (11 percent), pasture (8 percent), and corn/oats (6 percent) exist. The
change to these types of crops over the past decade has occurred dramatically outside OID,
especially with orchards (Figure E-8 and Table E-2). All irrigated land use types have
increased over the past decade and are expected to continue increasing into the future.
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TABLE E-2

Land Use by Type and Changes for 1996 and 2004—Outside OID
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
1996 Distribution

2004 Distribution

Acreage (% of total)

Acreage (% of total)

Difference
(acres)

Relative Change
(%)

Pasture

3,726 (6%)

5,426 (8%)

1,700

46%

Corn/Oats

3,238 (5%)

3,680 (6%)

442

14%

Orchard

3,005 (5%)

6,882 (11%)

3,877

129%

37 (<1%)

88 (<1%)

51

137%

52,279 (81%)

46,290 (71%)

-5,989

-11%

Urban/Industrial

262 (<1%)

422 (1%)

160

61%

Other *

498 (1%)

672 (1%)

174

35%

Land Use Type

Rice
Native Vegetation

* Other lands include major roads, unclassified lands, other minor irrigated lands, buildings, etc.

Orchards. The orchard acreage outside the existing service boundaries of OID has more than
doubled over the past decade (Figure E-8 and Table E-2). This is due to the accelerated
market conditions for essentially all nut crops. The irrigation water source for orchards
outside of OID is almost exclusively groundwater because no surface water service exists, or
is reliable, for these growers. With the current price of almonds, for example, growers can
easily justify drilling a well for irrigation. Most of the orchards outside of the district are
younger and have modern, more efficient irrigation systems.
The majority of orchard development has occurred immediately adjacent to the eastern
boundary of the district. This development offers significant opportunity for expansion of
service by OID.

Pasture. Pasture outside of the district boundaries has increased from approximately
3,700 to 5,400 acres (Figure E-8 and Table E-2). This increase has corresponded to use of tail
water as an irrigation source. It is anticipated that very little, if any, pasture land outside of
the OID service area is served by groundwater wells because the cost is prohibitive. Some
agreements exist between OID and a few select growers to supply water outside of the
district boundaries. Most of these agreements supply water to pasture ground.

Corn/Oats. The amount of corn/oat land has increased slightly from approximately 2,200 to
2,600 acres (Figure E-8 and Table E-2). This land use type may use surface drainage water or
groundwater as its water source as long as the groundwater is cost-effective to obtain.

Rice. Rice acreage outside of OID is minimal (Table E-2).
Native Vegetation. Non-irrigated native vegetation has decreased correspondingly as all other
irrigated land use types have increased outside of the district over the past decade. Within the
SOI, native vegetation has decreased from about 52,300 to 46,300 acres (Table E-2). This
decrease of approximately 6,000 acres represents only a 13 percent decrease in native vegetation
over the past decade. Significant acreage of land suitable for irrigation exists within remaining
undeveloped (native) areas. This area will likely experience continued irrigation development.
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Urban Lands
City of Oakdale
The population of Oakdale as of 2004 was approximately 17,100 persons (Table E-3). The
City of Oakdale completed the General Plan in 1993 and updated the Plan in 2003. This plan
was intended to guide the City through 2015. Population and land use study areas
(Figure E-9) and their respective sizes include:
•
•
•
•

Existing City Limits: 2,542 acres (4.0 square miles)
2015 Study Area: 6,000 acres (9.0 square miles)
Primary Study Area: 10,675 acres (16.6 square miles)
Secondary Study Area: 36,598 acres (57.2 square miles)

TABLE E-3

Historic Population Growth for Oakdale, Riverbank, and Modesto
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
City
Oakdale
Riverbank
Modesto

1990 Population

2004 Population

Average Annual
Growth Rate

11,700
8,500
165,000

17,100
18,500
206,000

2.7%
5.7%
1.6%

Increases in urban/industrial land use have occurred mostly adjacent to the City of Oakdale
(Figure E-10).

2015 Study Area. The 2015 Study Area has been established within the Primary Study Area
as the 20-year growth area. This 2015 Area contains enough land to accommodate the
2015 population forecast, plus a 5- to 7-year surplus land supply for development to allow
sufficient lead time for market options and for infrastructure planning and construction. In
future years, the 20-year boundary is expected to be adjusted and expanded into the PSA.

Primary Study Area. The PSA is the longer term boundary identified for continued
monitoring related to transportation needs. The PSA includes the substantiality subdivided,
existing neighborhoods of North Oaks, Country Club, and the East Oakdale area. Build-out
of these areas under current County policy is presumed to have a holding capacity of over
3,000 people. Within this PSA, a Preliminary General Plan document was developed. Land
use designations, circulation plan, and public facilities plan were outlined per issues
analysis, to facilitate environmental analysis.
Primary Sphere of Influence. The Primary Sphere of Influence encompasses the PSA and
additional surrounding areas. The boundary has these purposes:
•

Enclose the growth area boundary of the city.

•

Recognize areas that should not be subdivided or developed in estate or smaller lot sizes
except in existing established estate areas.

•

Identify areas that should not be allowed to form independent urban service type
districts, but are required to connect to city services.
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Secondary Study Area. The secondary study area tentatively identifies a permanent
“greenbelt” around the City of Oakdale, with agricultural uses and rural residences on
larger tracts. The City of Oakdale’s interest and plan is to avoid merging with the expanding
Riverbank and Modesto areas.
The City of Oakdale’s recent growth has been contained in the City planning area with
minimal changes to net OID acreage, but this trend may change. According to STANCOG,
the City’s share of the 2001-2008 regional housing needs is 1,805 units. Currently, there are
approximately 354 acres of vacant residential land within the city limits. Much of this vacant
land was committed to residential development. For example, 339 acres of land within City
limits are either under construction or have secured final approval for development, for a
total of 1,492 single-family homes. For example, in the area known as Bridle Ridge, it is
estimated that 120 units per year will be constructed on an annual basis through at least 2015.

City of Riverbank
The City of Riverbank borders and is part of the southwestern area of OID. The estimated
2004 city population was 18,500. The City of Riverbank had a population of 8,500 in 1990,
and the population increased to 15,800 in 2000. The growth was concentrated during the
early 1990s and then slowed in the mid- and late 1990s. Total growth from 1990 to 2000 was
86 percent, while the average annual growth rate for Riverbank during this period was
6.4 percent. The Stanislaus County average annual growth rate from 1990 to 2000 was
3.8 percent. So, the City of Riverbank growth rate was about twice as fast as the countywide
average during this decade.

City of Modesto
According to the State of California Department of Finance, the 2004 population of Modesto
was 206,000. The annual growth rate from 2003 to 2004 was 1.3 percent. Historic growth of
Modesto has not influenced land use types within the service area of OID.

Low Density Unincorporated Development In County Areas
Stanislaus County was in the top 10 fastest growing counties in California from 1990 to 2000.
Stanislaus County population increased from 371,000 to 451,000 during this period.
Population growth has recently been driven by higher housing prices of larger metropolitan
areas and an increase in people that commute to the Bay Area for work. Approximately
75 percent of Stanislaus County population is in incorporated areas.

Results—Customer Base
This land use evaluation effort offered an opportunity to also assess the current OID
customer base. This evaluation yielded interesting results including:
•

Nearly 40 percent of OID customers own 5 acres or fewer.

•

Approximately 60 percent of OID customers own 10 acres or fewer and comprise only
12 percent of OID-served land.

•

Only 4 percent of the OID customers own 40 acres or more, but these customers
represent about 60 percent of OID-served lands.
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It is expected that the parcel size will continue to decrease in the future and that more
customers will own smaller parcels of land.

Results—Forecasted Trends
Forecasted land use is a crucial part of water resources planning for OID. Changing land use
influences the amount of irrigated agriculture, customer demographics, and the associated
demand for surface water. Urbanization has and will continue to alter water demand in
certain LSAs. Record market conditions for some crops (for example, almonds) will likely
continue to change the face of the OID land use customer base.
Land use projections are integral to the development of the Water Resources Plan, and as
such, significant effort was taken to estimate as accurately as possible the forecasted land
use through 2025 based on a variety of background information and communications.

Forecasted Trends by LSA
Forecasted land use changes were applied to each LSA and modified according to known future
urban/industrial development (PSA boundary) and specific geographic knowledge about
remaining agricultural land use. For example, it is expected that rice land in the northwest part
of OID will convert to ranchettes whereas rice land in the Paulsell Valley is expected to remain
essentially the same through 2025. This results in unique changes specific to individual LSAs.
For example, forecasted land use changes can show little anticipated change (Figure E-11),
moderate change (Figure E-12) or significant change (Figure E-13) from existing conditions.
These unique changes by LSA were forecasted to allow for more accurate (LSA-specific) water
balance modeling and general Water Resources Plan conclusions.

Agricultural Lands
Inside OID—2004 to 2025
Forecasted land use changes through 2025 within the current OID service area are expected
to see continued aggressive changes (Figure E-14). Urban/Industrial forecasted land use
changes have already been clearly defined by the City of Oakdale with the PSA. The
remaining land use within the district is anticipated to remain as irrigated agriculture and
non-irrigated riparian areas along the Stanislaus River (Table E-4).
TABLE E-4

Forecasted Land Use by Type and Changes from 2004 to 2025—inside OID
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Land Use Type
Pasture

2004 Distribution
Acreage (% of total)

2025 Distribution
Acreage (% of total)

Difference
(acres)

Relative Change
(%)

32,001 (43%)

23,788 (32%)

-8,213

-26%

Corn/Oats

8,995 (12%)

8,995 (12%)

0

0%

Orchard

10,286 (14%)

15,149 (21%)

4,863

47%

Rice

4,288 (6%)

2,551 (3%)

-1,737

-41%

Native Vegetation

3,764 (6%)

2,880 (4%)

-885

-24%

Urban/Industrial

7,734 (10%)

13,712 (19%)

5,978

77%

Other *

6,622 (9%)

6,615 (9%)

0

0%

* Other lands include major roads, unclassified lands, other minor irrigated lands, buildings, etc.
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Orchards. Orchards are expected to increase nearly 50 percent to approximately 15,000 acres
in 2025 (Figure E-14 and Table E-4). This increase in acreage may likely be front-end loaded
as long as the price of almonds and walnuts continues to maintain record-high levels. Once
planted, orchards will likely be in existence for 25 to 35 years. Nearly all of these orchards
are expected to implement fairly efficient irrigation systems (for example, micro-sprinklers,
etc.). This will result in significant water savings. It is expected that most orchards (average
applied water approximately 3 feet) will be planted on ground that was previously pasture
(average applied water approximately 6 feet). This will result in the applied water demand
being essentially cut in half. Also, the efficiency of the irrigation systems will result in other
water savings including reduced, and in most cases, eliminated tail water use.

Pasture. Pasture acreage within OID has remained essentially constant over the past decade,
however is expected to decrease in the future due to expected orchard plantings coupled
with a depletion of non-irrigated native vegetation (Figure E-14). This conversion will result
in less applied water and also a significant reduction in field tail water. Pasture is expected
to decrease from about 32,000 to 24,000 acres by 2025. This represents a 33 percent reduction
in pasture land within OID (Table E-4).
Corn/Oats. Corn/oats land is expected to remain constant (Figure E-14 and Table E-4)
through 2025 because it serves as an inexpensive feed source for associated dairies.

Rice. A nearly 70 percent reduction in rice land is expected through 2025 (Figure E-14) due
to the subdivision of rice land in San Joaquin county that ultimately results in 5 to 10 acre
ranchettes planted to pasture. This reduction in rice land will leave approximately
2,600 acres of rice, mostly in the Paulsell Valley (Table E-4).

Native Vegetation. Native vegetation is expected to decrease only slightly (loss of
approximately 1,000 acres) due to some urbanization and some minor irrigation
development of any remaining non-riparian lands (Table E-4). This is because over the past
decade, the majority of the native vegetation that could be developed for irrigation has been
developed. The remaining native vegetation within OID at 2025 will consist of riparian areas
along the Stanislaus River and other creeks and streams.

Outside OID—2004 to 2025
Orchards. It should be noted that as orchards are planted outside of the district boundaries,
they are expected to stay in production for at least 25 to 30 years. Therefore, the face of land
use changes outside of the district will likely convert predominantly to orchards. It is
anticipated that OID will be able to serve some of this new customer base, thereby reducing
the reliability on groundwater. Orchards are expected to increase to in excess of 12,000 acres
or nearly 20 percent of the land base within the SOI (Figure E-15 and Table E-5). It should be
noted that most of this expansion will likely occur (as it has been) adjacent to the existing
OID boundaries. This geographic preference is closer to OID surface water sources and
more suitable soils.
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TABLE E-5

Forecasted Land Use by Type and Changes from 2004 to 2025—Outside OID
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
2004 Distribution
Acreage (% of total)

2025 Distribution
Acreage (% of total)

Difference
(acres)

Relative Change
(%)

Pasture

5,426 (8%)

8,827 (14%)

3,400

63%

Corn/Oats

3,680 (6%)

4,563 (7%)

883

24%

Orchard

6,882 (11%)

12,382 (19%)

5,500

80%

88 (<1%)

168 (<1%)

80

91%

46,290 (71%)

36,022 (56%)

-10,268

-22%

Urban/Industrial

422 (1%)

826 (1%)

405

96%

Other *

1954 (3%)

1,954 (3%)

0

0%

Land Use Type

Rice
Native Vegetation

* Other lands include major roads, unclassified lands, other minor irrigated lands, buildings, etc.

Pasture. Pasture is expected to increase outside of OID as the district can supply surface
water and as more tail water sources are reused. It is anticipated that pasture will comprise
11 percent of the land within the SOI at nearly 9,000 acres in 2025 (Figure E-15 and
Table E-5). With this increase in pasture, tail water production will also increase.
Corn/Oats. Corn/oats land is expected to increase slightly within the SOI from 3,700 acres to
a moderate 4,600 acres (Figure E-15). This represents about 7 percent of the total land base
within the SOI (Table E-5).
Rice. Outside of the district, rice land comprises about 100 acres. Rice land is not expected to
increase in the future.

Native Vegetation. Native vegetation is expected to decrease significantly outside of the
current OID service area due to irrigation development of this previously non-irrigated
land. A reduction from about 46,000 acres to 36,000 acres is expected (Figure E-15 and
Table E-5) to counterbalance the corresponding increase in irrigation development. It is
likely that this loss of native vegetation will continue to occur in areas adjacent to the
eastern and northern boundaries of OID as it has over the past decade. This is likely due to
suitable soil type and some sources of water for irrigation.

Urban Lands
City of Oakdale
The forecasted 2015 City of Oakdale population is 29,000. Actual holding capacity of the
2015 boundary area, if completely built-out, would be about 39,000. New residential growth
through 2015 is forecasted to occur in all directions around the city and will likely fill in four
primary areas within the 2015 growth boundary. The largest new urbanizing area is
approximately 1,200 plus acres south and west of the existing city, and the second largest
expansion is north of the Stanislaus River (about 700 acres adjacent to the sewer plant
surrounding the proposed Highway 120 bypass west interchange). Urbanization will
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include both an additional 500 acres to the northeast of the city (south of the Stanislaus
River and east towards Stearns Road) and about 380 acres southeast of the city. In all,
approximately 2,700 acres of agricultural land is projected to be lost to urbanization by 2015.
Accounting for additional urbanization between 2015 and 2025, 10 percent of total current
OID lands, most of which are currently irrigated agriculture, will likely be lost to
urbanization by 2025. The primary impact of population growth in the next 10 years will be
within the 2015 study area. Further expansion will likely be concentrated in the cities’
primary sphere of influence boundary and along the Highway 120/108 corridor.

City of Riverbank
The City of Riverbank’s projected 2015 population is 28,500, which assumes an average city
growth rate of 4 percent (about twice the county average since Riverbank is still small and
rapidly growing), and a 2004 base year population of 18,500. Projected population for
2025 is 34,200, which was derived from an average annual growth rate of 1.9 percent (State
of California Department of Finance) and a 2015 base year population of 28,300. Specifically,
Riverbank is projected to be one of the fastest growing cities in the county. This expansion
will impact both irrigated land areas and water deliveries to the Riverbank and CraneLangworth LSAs.

City of Modesto
The Modesto Urban Area General Plan (Plan) includes forecasted population growth and
corresponding development strategies through 2025.
In order to meet the current domestic water need, the City of Modesto has teamed with
Modesto Irrigation District to develop a 60 million gallons per day surface water plant.
Anticipating the increase in domestic water demand, a similar strategy is being developed
between the City of Modesto and Turlock Irrigation District. The city is participating in a
regional groundwater management plan and has also adopted the following policies:
•
•
•
•
•

Stabilize groundwater levels
View all water, wastewater, and stormwater as part of an integrated hydrologic cycle
Support local groundwater management
Encourage reclamation of wastewater
Supply all potable water within the Planned Urbanizing Area

Growth of Modesto is unlikely to change OID land use and OID customer needs.

Low-Density Unincorporated Development in County Areas
Stanislaus County policies preclude major increases in population in unincorporated areas.
Both Stanislaus and San Joaquin Counties have promoted the Williamson Act, which lowers
property taxes for participants that agree to keep land in agriculture production for at least
10-year increments. It is Stanislaus County’s policy that agricultural land shall remain in
40- to 160-acre parcels, unless there is either an existing rural estate area as a result from
previous subdivisions or if other factors limit agricultural use, such as poor soils. As a
result, new proposed development is restricted to less productive agricultural areas and will
require connection to existing service districts. Agricultural lands will be promoted and
protected. Therefore, the forecasted amount of rural development will likely influence the
characteristics of water demands in certain LSAs.
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Conclusions
Historic land use and forecasted changes will significantly influence the future of OID and
service to its customers. Forecasted land use is a foundational element of the Water
Resources Plan and has significant influence over the suggested recommendations for the
future. Land use was carefully evaluated considering several sources of information
including past trends.
These are the conclusions resulting from this land use assessment:
•

Within OID land use conversions will substantially change the water needs of OID’s
customer base.

•

Irrigated agriculture has increased outside of the district, offering good potential for
expansion of service.

•

There will be less demand for OID-supplied water inside the district in the future.

•

Orchards have increased rapidly both inside (30 percent) and outside (130 percent) the
district over the past decade and the trend is expected to continue.

•

Non-irrigated native vegetation currently within OID is essentially composed of
remaining riparian areas along the Stanislaus River.

•

Native vegetation outside OID comprises nearly 75 percent of the land base within the
SOI and a good portion is suitable for irrigation development.

•

Pasture has stayed essentially constant within the district, however is expected to
decrease in the future, likely converting to orchards. Corn/oat land has remained fairly
constant and is anticipated to stay the same in the future.

•

Rice land will decrease slightly, likely converting to ranchettes in the northwestern part
of the district.

•

Urbanization will take place contiguous to existing urban areas.

•

The infrastructure plan and district service standards need to accommodate geographic
distribution of crop types.

•

Nearly 40 percent of OID customers own 5 acres or fewer.

•

Approximately 60 percent of OID customers own 10 acres or fewer and comprise only
12 percent of OID served land.

•

Only 4 percent of the OID customers own 40 acres or more, but these customers
represent about 60 percent of OID-served lands.
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APPENDIX F

Water Balance
Introduction
Previous technical appendixes have documented Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) available
water supplies, described efforts to assess the current OID infrastructure system and level of
service, classified current land uses and forecasted future uses within and surrounding the
district, and summarized current on-farm practices. This information was integrated into
this document to develop and project the current and future use of water within the district.
To facilitate this analysis, a systemwide operational Water Balance Model (WBM) was
developed.
The benefit of using the WBM is to provide a flexible analytic tool for simulating a range of
long-term operating scenarios and overall Water Resources Plan (WRP) alternatives. The
tool can be used to evaluate impacts of land use changes, irrigation practices, water supply
options, major infrastructure improvements, and regional actions such as transfers. The
model is used in combination with other analytic tools, such as the land use forecast and
financial model, to evaluate the relative benefit of various WRP alternatives. This technical
appendix documents the development and methodology of the model, including calibration
results for “existing” (2004/2005) conditions, and presents a range of baseline, 2025 water
balance results for use in the WRP alternatives evaluation.
The following major topics are presented:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary of Existing Conditions
Water Balance Model
Calibration for Existing Conditions
Estimate of Surface Water Outflow from OID Service Area
Existing Conditions (2004/2005) Water Balance
Future 2025 Baseline Water Balance and Sensitivity Evaluation

Summary of Existing Conditions
The WBM was used to evaluate the current average conditions for the OID system, based on
existing land use and average climate conditions. The results are summarized in Table F-1.
A simplified schematic showing the primary components of the water balance is shown in
Figure F-1.
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TABLE F-1

Summary of Existing Water Balance Conditions for OID Service Area
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Components

Acre-Feet (ac-ft)

Water Supply Sources for Distribution System
Stanislaus River
Main Canal Inflows
River Pumps
Groundwater Pumping
Reclamation
Total Supply

261,600
800
4,500
12,500
279,400

Conveyance and On-Farm Losses
Conveyance Loss
Seepage
Operational Spills
On Farm Loss
Deep Percolation
Tailwater
Total Losses

23,800
11,300
30,700
53,500
119,300

Crop Evapotranspiration (ET) and On-Farm Supply
ET (Net of effective precipitation)
Farm Delivery (all sources)

162,500
244,300

Drainwater
Production (tailwater and spills)
Non-OID Drainwater
Reclamation
Total Outflow

64,800
8,200
-12,500
60,500

Water Balance Model
Overview
The WBM is designed for systemwide analysis of water supply operations and accounts for
the primary water balance components of the OID service area. The OID supply, conveyance,
and drainage systems are represented via a “flow-path” schematic. Consistent with the
infrastructure assessment and the land use analysis, the basic unit of analysis is the lateral
service area (LSA), which is the geographic area supplied by a given supply lateral. The
model uses a “demand-driven” water balance simulation, starting with the determination of
on-farm water supply requirements (farm turnout delivery) for each LSA. The on-farm
demand is determined by climate parameters, crop type, acreage, irrigation method, and
average slope and soils properties. Supply sources such as surface water (Stanislaus River
diversions), groundwater, and drainwater reclamation are used in a prioritized manner to
meet the on-farm demands. Conveyance system losses such as seepage and operational spills
are estimated by LSA and included in the overall water balance accounting. Drainage basin
inflows, reclamation pumping, and net outflows are tracked. The model runs on a weekly
time step for approximately a 30-week irrigation season.
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Model Platform and Components
The OID WBM runs on a general simulation, commercial software platform called EXTEND.
The model platform is used to develop “objects,” or elements of the system making up the
water balance. Examples of the model objects are the LSAs, groundwater wells, main canals,
and drainage basins. Each component has user inputs to define system parameters, and
linkages to other components which make up the overall flow-path of water through the
OID service area. The model provides a graphic user interface based on a schematic flow
path representation of the OID water system components.
As described above, the primary water balance unit of analysis is the LSA. Each LSA
represents the portion of the OID service area supplied by a specific distribution lateral.
Water supply into the LSA is provided by a combination of surface water, groundwater
from wells, and reclamation pumps (drainwater). Water leaves the LSA through ET, deep
percolation, tailwater spills to drains, and operational spills to drains. The drainage basin is
the object in the WBM for tracking the supply, reuse, and outflow of drainwater. Each LSA
overlaps one or more drainage basins, into which its tailwater and operational spills flow.
Figures F-2 and F-3 show the outlines of the LSAs and drainage basins within the OID
service area.
Each component of the WBM is summarized here. A summary of the model’s basic analytic
steps follows the component summaries.

Regional Properties Table
The regional properties table is used to input information on reference ET (based on local
climate data), crop coefficient (Kc) values, effective precipitation, average irrigation
efficiency levels by method (drip, furrow, etc.), and LSA-specific factors for allocating field
applied water losses between deep percolation and tailwater runoff. Regional properties are
used as inputs to calculate water demand for each LSA.

Reference Crop ET. Based on the local reference ET values, one of three growing season
conditions can be selected for the reference crop ET: minimum, average, or maximum.
Monthly ET values can be input for each year type. Reference ET values are not calculated
in the model; they were generated using the methodology described below and input into
the WBM. The irrigation season is assumed to run from April through October, or about
28 weeks. Each monthly reference ET value is evenly distributed to 4 weekly values for the
model. The reference ET is then used with the Kc table values to calculate weekly crop ET
for each crop type. The weekly crop ET values are then used, along with crop acreage data,
to calculate the total weekly ET per crop type in each LSA.
Monthly reference ET values for the OID WBM were determined using a 54-year (1950
through 2004) daily climate data set for the Modesto area. Daily minimum and maximum
temperature data were used to calculate daily reference ET. The daily values were summed
to monthly totals. Using the April-October seasonal totals for each year, an average,
maximum, and minimum total season ET were selected. Table F-2 shows the resulting
monthly reference ET.
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TABLE F-2

Minimum, Average, and Maximum ET from 1950 to 2004 for Modesto Area
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Season Total ET
Month

Min Year

Average from Period

Max Year

April

4.6

5.0

6.1

May

6.1

6.8

7.0

June

6.9

7.8

8.7

July

8.0

8.7

9.6

Aug

7.3

7.6

8.1

Sept

5.6

5.7

5.6

Oct

3.7

3.9

4.6

Total

42.3

45.6

49.5

Although there is a Department of Water Resources (DWR) California Irrigation
Management Information System (CIMIS) Station in the OID service area, it is a relatively
new station with limited historic data. Therefore, reference crop ET was calculated from
long-term climate data. A comparison of Oakdale CIMIS station data for the years of record,
with the calculated values from climatic data from Modesto, resulted in very similar ET
estimates. The longer period of the Modesto climate set was used for estimating climate
condition variability and reference ET at OID.
A statistical exceedance probability analysis was prepared using the 54-year data set
(Figure F-4), to evaluate the probability of occurrence of various levels of ET. The
exceedance curve shows relatively minor variations in ET as the probability of exceedance
approaches 100 percent. For example, the seasonal reference ET that is exceeded on average
in 1 out of 10 years is approximately 48 inches, or within 3 percent (1.5 inches) of the
absolute maximum for the record period.

Crop Coefficients. Monthly average Kc values for each crop type are input by the user. For
the OID water balance, Kc values and growth stage periods were taken from Food and
Agriculture Organization – Bulletin 56 – Crop Evapotranspiration, Guidelines for Computing Crop
Water Requirements. This document is the current accepted standard in computing crop ET
values. Table F-3 summarizes the Kc values and growth stages for common crops grown in
OID. Kcs were developed based on the weekly values and the Food and Agriculture
Organization, Bulletin 56 growth stage periods.
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The South Side LSAs generally have a good match to the operations data for the peak week
and peak month. The South and Claribel LSAs are both consistently higher than the
operations data, but are within a reasonable range given the accuracy of the operations data
and the expected error in key inputs such as land use and conveyance losses within the LSA.
The peak week South Main Canal flows below the Van Lier Reservoir were simulated at
320 cfs, and are equivalent to the sum of the head gate flows to the South, Claribel,
Brichetto, and Riverbank head gates. This total peak outflow from the reservoir matches
operating records for typical peak flow conditions, indicating the model is simulating the
combined system demands below the reservoir during peak conditions.
The WBM results for the North Side were more difficult to match to the operations data, due
to the limited number of useful flow measurement points and the large expected error in the
operations data at key points such as the Cometa and Hirschfeld head gates. Table F-11
summarizes the North Side LSA results.
TABLE F-11

North Side LSA Head Gate Supply vs. Operations Data
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Ops Data (cfs)

Model (cfs)

Difference (%)

Peak Month
(July)

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

Peak Month
(July)

Frymire to Rodden
High Line LSAs

3,800

1,033

2,080

520

-45%

-50%

Hirschfeld-Clark, Hind,
Fairbanks, Cometa

8,395

2,218

10,480

2,620

25%

18%

Burnett-Tulloch,
River Road–Moulton,
Campbell, West
Thalheim

6,360

1,639

7,600

1,900

19%

16%

LSA

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

Peak Month
(July)

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

The operations data and the model results have relatively poor match for each cluster of
LSAs, compared to the corresponding operations data. Major factors that are likely
contributing to the mismatch include varying measurement error, land use, on-farm
efficiency assumptions, and a higher use of unaccounted drainwater with the system.
For the areas between Frymire and Rodden, there are approximately 1,700 net irrigated
acres based on the land use analysis. The July operations data show an average supply of
2.3 ac-ft per acre for the month, which indicates an overall efficiency (including both
conveyance and on-farm losses) of about 35 percent. The model results, by comparison,
show about 1.3 ac-ft, indicate an overall efficiency of about 53 percent. In review with OID
staff, it was noted that some portions of Division 6 may have much higher than normal
conveyance losses and lower than average on-farm efficiency.
For the areas below the Burnett-Cometa split, the model is estimating water demands higher than
indicated by the operations data. Based on the land use for these two major branches (the Cometa
and Burnett), the operations data indicate an excessively high average efficiency. The lands served
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TABLE F-3

Crop Coefficients and Growth Season for Common OID Crops
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Kc per Growth Stage

Days per Growth Stage

Calendar
Period

Init Kc

Mid Kc

End Kc

Init

Dev

Mid

Late

Corn*

6/1-9/30

0.9

1.2

0.35

24

30

46

30

Oats*

11/15-5/01

none

1.15

0.25

20

50

60

30

Orchard

3/1-10/31

0.5

1.1

0.65

30

50

130

30

Pasture

3/1-10/31

0.4

0.85-1.05

0.85

10

20

NA

NA

Rice

4/15-10/31

1.05

1.2

0.9-0.6

30

30

60

30

Crop

* Double-cropped and grown in the same field.

Irrigation Efficiency. Average irrigation efficiency methods are input for each common
irrigation method. For OID, these include wild flooding (on steeper pasture lands),
border-check, furrow, sprinklers, and drip irrigation. Average efficiency values were
selected based on standard reference estimates and subsequently refined by on-farm
observations within OID. The efficiency value represents a field level total water use
efficiency based on the ratio of crop ET to delivered water at the farm turnout. Table F-4 lists
the potential range of on-farm efficiency values achievable for each method of irrigation.
TABLE F-4

Potential Irrigation Efficiency Values for OID
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Irrigation Method

Potential On-Farm Efficiency
Range

Notes

Sprinklers

70% to 90%

Includes impact sprinklers (used on older
orchards) and microsprinklers (used on newer
orchards after initial development)

Drip

80% to 90%

Used on newly planted orchards for first 1 to
3 years prior to conversion to sprinklers

Furrow

50% to 65%

Used on corn and oat crops

Border check

50% to 70%

Includes level basin flood for orchards at the
higher range, and pasture, rice, and other crops
at the lower range

Wild flooding

40% to 50%

Used on pasture in steeper terrain

Irrigation Losses to Deep Percolation and Tailwater. The applied water remaining after crop
ET is allocated between two loss terms: deep percolation of applied water (DP) and field
surface water runoff to drains (tailwater or TW). The DP/TW ratios were developed for
each irrigation method, for each LSA, based on the results of on-farm observations
combined with average slope and soil properties derived from geographic information
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system (GIS) coverage. See the On-Farm Systems Survey Technical Appendix D for
additional details on the development of the DP/TW ratio values.
The DP/TW ratios are used by the WBM to allocate on-farm water losses during each
weekly time step. For example, microsprinklers on flat land with permeable soils would
have a relatively high DP/TW value of 9.0 or more. For every 1 ac-ft of loss, approximately
0.9 ac-ft goes to deep percolation and 0.1 ac-ft goes to tailwater runoff. The tailwater runoff
from each LSA into the associated drainage basins is calculated using the LSA’s crop
acreage, irrigation method, and DP/TW values.

Groundwater Wells
Each of OID’s irrigation wells is represented in the WBM as a standard well object. The
model user can input a weekly pumping schedule and the maximum well capacity based on
pump size and local groundwater conditions. Each well is linked to the associated LSA,
where the scheduled pumping is added to that LSA’s lateral supply and used to meet
irrigation demands.

Lateral Service Areas
The LSAs are the basic operational unit for the water balance. OID’s service area is broken
into 25 LSAs within the model, as shown in Figure F-2. Each LSA represents the portion of
the OID service area served by a major distribution lateral, with the acreage in each LSA
ranging from about 500 acres to nearly 4,000 acres. Figure F-5 shows the user input window
for an example LSA object in the WBM, the Hirschfeld-Clark LSA. The Hirschfeld-Clark
LSA includes about 3,500 acres supplied by the Hirschfeld Lateral and Clark Lateral (a
sub-lateral supplied by the Hirschfeld). The LSA includes approximately 800 acres of rice
and 2,700 acres of other crops (orchards, pasture, corn). The LSA object is organized as a
flow path schematic with the following components.

Rice Crop Object. The rice crop object is used to input data for rice acreage and irrigation
management practices. A separate crop object is used for rice due to its unique water supply
and drainwater generation factors. The user inputs the following information:
•

Total rice acreage

•

A weekly crop status schedule that allocates a percentage of the rice acreage into the
following categories: idle/planting, initial flood-up, secondary flood up, maintenance
flows, pre-harvest draining, harvest, and decomposition flooding

•

Water management parameters such as flood up application depth, deep percolation
rate, maintenance flows, decomposition application depth, and percentage of the total
acreage requiring decomposition application

The rice crop object uses the above inputs and the related regional properties values, such as
ET, to calculate the weekly water supply requirement, or irrigation demands. This demand
value is passed upstream to the LSA’s demand link. The weekly drainwater outflow from
the rice fields is calculated based on the rice acreage and maintenance flow spill rates, and
passed downstream to the drainwater outflow link, which passes the drain outflow into the
associated drainage basin object, described below.

F-14
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Other Crops Block. The other crops block is used to input acreage and irrigation method
information on other crops such as pasture, corn, and orchards. User inputs include the
following:
•
•

Total irrigated acreage in the LSA
For each crop type, the percentage of that crop’s acreage that uses each irrigation
method

Weekly irrigation demands, by crop type, are calculated based on the crop acreage, ET, and
area-weighted average irrigation efficiency. The irrigation demand value is passed
upstream to the LSA demand link. Total irrigation losses are distributed to field surface
water runoff to the drains and deep percolation. The surface runoff value is passed
downstream to the drainwater outflow link (LSA Demand and LSA Supply Links).
The LSA demand link sums the total rice and other crop water supply demands per week.
This is equivalent to the total “farm-gate” or service turnout demands. The LSA demand is
passed to the LSA supply link, which represents the local distribution lateral(s), and is
connected to three possible supply sources:
•
•
•

Groundwater wells
Reclamation pumping from the associated drain basin
Surface water supply via the main canal

Based on the user-selected groundwater pumping schedule and reclamation pumping
supply (from the related drainage basin object), the LSA supply link uses the surface water
supply to balance total supply with the LSA demand. Operational spills, as a percentage of
total inflow to the local distribution laterals, are passed downstream to the drainwater
outflow link.

Drainwater Outflow Link. The drainwater outflow link receives the weekly inflow to the
LSA’s drains as the sum of rice acreage outflow, tailwater from all other crops, and
operational spills. The drainwater outflow link then allocates the total drain inflows to the
one or more drainage basin objects, depending on the geographic overlap between the LSA
and the drainage basins. In the case of the Hirschfeld-Clark LSA, drainwater outflow is
allocated to the Fairbanks/Angel Drain Basin (60 percent) and the Lone Tree Drainage Basin
(40 percent).

Minor Conveyance Losses. Minor losses within the LSA’s conveyance laterals include
seepage losses (deep percolation to groundwater) and vegetation ET along open unlined
ditches. These minor losses are not currently separately accounted for in the WBM, but are
included in the estimation of seepage from the main canals as described below. Given the
programmatic scale of the WRP and the favorable result of model calibration, this was an
appropriate analytic simplification.

Drainage Basin
The drainage basin objects are used to simulate the primary drainage basins within the OID
service area. The actual drainage basins are defined by the overall topography, and
represent the contributing land area from which all drainage naturally runs to a common
outflow point, or crosses the OID service area boundary. The WBM includes 19 drainage
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basins, which cover about 54,000 gross acres (Figure F-3). The drainage basin object links
include the drainwater outflow links from the related overlapping LSAs, drainwater
reclamation pumping links back to the related LSA Supply Link, non-OID lands inflow to
the drainage basin, and net remaining outflow.
For the example of the Lone Tree Creek drainage basin, the drainwater outflow links from
the Hirschfeld-Clark, Campbell, West Thalheim, Strecker, and Hind LSAs all supply
drainwater from each LSA into the Lone Tree Creek drainage basin. The model user can
input an assumed weekly schedule of drainwater inflows from non-OID-served lands if
applicable. Reclamation pumping from the drainage basin is simulated by allowing
allocation of the available supply among the existing reclamation pumps, using a
percentage of the supply and the actual capacity of each reclamation pump.

North and South Main Canals
The North and South Main Canals are simulated as links that account for the weekly
demand from the downstream LSAs that they supply, and pass that demand upstream to
the Goodwin Dam diversion object. The main canals’ only user input is the estimated
conveyance seepage loss (which includes an estimate for minor losses within the LSA’s
conveyance laterals as a percentage of the total flow). The total required diversion into each
canal is calculated for each weekly time step based on the sum of the required LSA lateral
supplies and the Main Canal’s conveyance loss rate.
The North Main Canal link includes an up-stream Joint Diversion Canal link and a userinput for flows into the South San Joaquin Irrigation District (SSJID) Main Canal. This
allows weekly tracking of inflows and outflows from the Joint Main Canal.

Goodwin Dam Diversion
The Goodwin Dam diversion object is used to track and account for the OID diversions into
the North and South Main canals. It also allows the user to input monthly schedules for up
to four separate surface water transfers, such as the existing Reclamation, VAMP, and
SEWD transfers. The total monthly Stanislaus River water use and/or allocation by OID are
then tracked on a weekly basis during the WBM simulation.

Scenario Manager
The scenario manager feature is used to conduct multiple WBM runs, with different values
for key model inputs. This supports efficient comparison of water supply options by
varying factors like groundwater pumping schedules and/or reclamation pumping levels.
The impact of land use changes can be compared with baseline runs and a number of
possible crop shift patterns. The model user can create multiple scenarios, using any of the
user-defined input variables. Once the relevant variables are input for each scenario, they
are automatically run sequentially, and comparative graphs are generated for each of the
model’s standard summary outputs. Examples of this are shown under the 2025 Water
Balance section of this technical appendix.
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Calibration for 2004 Average Conditions
Overview
The purpose of the WBM calibration was to develop a baseline operations water balance
that simulates, with reasonable accuracy, the primary water components of OID’s overall
system under existing conditions. By starting with a baseline model that reasonably
simulates existing conditions, the model can then be used to evaluate the net impacts of key
factors influencing OID’s long-term water demand and supply, such as crop shift and farm
efficiency levels, annexation of new service area, varying levels of drainwater reclamation,
groundwater pumping, and distribution system improvements.
The WBM was populated with the multitude of information needed to represent the
average 2004 water supply, demand, and overall water balance conditions for the OID
system. Iterative model runs were done, comparing results against the available data on
actual conditions, and adjustments were made to selected model parameters as needed to
obtain a reasonable match between the model results and the 2004 irrigation season
operations data. Calibration of the north and south portions of the OID system was
conducted separately because each constitutes a separate supply and distribution system.
Model results were reviewed with OID operations and engineering staff to identify areas for
potential adjustments, and then finalized.
Information input into and used to check results of the operations water balance included
the following:
•
•
•

2004 land use data for OID-served lands
2004 climate data for estimating ET
OID water supply and operations data including main canal inflows, primary lateral
head-gate inflows, OID groundwater well pumping, reclamation pumping, drainwater
outflow.

Some components of the water balance either had no available data, limited data, or had
information available that was expected to have relatively high errors due to measurement
methods or other factors. In these cases, reasonable assumptions were made based on
professional judgment and experience.
The data availability and accuracy, along with the limitations of using a weekly time-step
and simplified flow path to represent what is in reality a complex and variable water supply
operation, set a practical limit to the accuracy of the calibration. However, the 2004 baseline
operations water balance was able to simulate existing conditions with a reasonably good
match to key operations parameters such as main canal inflows, peak week lateral flows and
LSA demands, groundwater pumping, and drainwater production and reclamation. For the
Water Resource Plan purposes, the calibration showed that the WBM adequately simulated
water use within the district.
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TABLE F-5

Daily Flow Order Log Readings, Areas Served
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Division

System Name

Source of Daily Flow Log Value

Corresponding Model LSAs

1

South Main

Sum of measurements from the Paulsell,
minor SMC turnouts, Adams 2,
Adams/Brichetto rotation

Distributed between the Paulsell
and the Adams–West Pump
LSAs.

1

Gray Pipeline

Measurement at pipeline head gate, Gray
Pipeline

South Main LSA

1

Clavey Pipeline

Measurement at pipeline head gate

Clavey LSA

2

Kearney Pipeline

Measurement at pipeline head gate

Kearney-Union LSA

2

Brichetto Lateral

Measurement at head gate

Brichetto and Mootz LSAs

3

South Lateral

Measurement at head gate

South and Palmer LSAs

3

Claribel Lateral

Measurement at head gate

Claribel and Stowell-Albers LSAs

4

Riverbank Lateral

Estimated portion of flow measured
upstream at Riverbank head gate, which
continues down Riverbank Lateral past the
Riverbank-Crane junction

Riverbank LSA

5

Riverbank Lateral

Estimated portion of flow, measured
upstream at Riverbank head gate, which
flows into the Crane Pipeline at the
Riverbank-Crane split

Crane-Langworth LSA

5

Adams 1

Sum of flows at Adams 1 and West Pump
Pipeline head gates. Includes Town E
pipelines supply

Adams–West Pump and Town E
LSAs

6

North Main Canal

Sum of various minor turnouts between
North Main Canal head gates and
Rodden, Tulloch Pipeline, spills to Little
Johns Creek, Rodden High Line

Distributed between the TullochFrymire, Rodden, and Eaton
LSAs

6

Frymire Lateral

Measurement at head gate by Tri-Dam
SCADA

Tulloch-Frymire LSA

6

Gaylord

Gaylord turnout

Tulloch Frymire LSA

7

Burnett Lateral

Estimated based on Burnett head gate
flow minus the Tulloch Lateral head gate
flow.

Burnett-Tulloch and River RoadMoulton LSAs

8

Tulloch Lateral

Measurement at Tulloch Lateral head gate

Campbell and West Thalheim
LSAs

9

Hirschfeld Lateral

Estimated flow over long-crested weir at
Hirschfeld-Fairbanks split.

Hirschfeld-Clark LSA

10

Cometa Lateral

Estimated as difference between flow
measured at Cometa head gates (very
poor) and the Hirschfeld Lateral
measurement above (very poor). Intended
to account for flow to the Stevenot, Young,
Hind, Lower Cometa, and Fairbanks
service areas.

Hind-Stevenot, Fairbanks, and
Lower Cometa LSAs
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Well Pumping. Total pumping in acre-feet for each well is recorded on a monthly basis. The
monthly totals for each well were converted to weekly pumping schedules assuming a
steady uniform pumping rate for the month.

Reclamation Pumping. Total pumping in acre-feet for each reclamation pump is recorded on
a monthly basis. For calibration of the WBM, a uniform weekly distribution of pumping rate
within each month was assumed. The WBM calculates reclamation pumping based on the
total supply in the drainage basin, the capacity of each pump, and the management variable
for what percentage of the total available drainwater supply should be recaptured. The
pump capacities in the WBM are fixed based on the actual capacity. The allocation of
available reclamation supply to each pump was then adjusted to match the average weekly
pumping rate from the operations records.
Drainwater Outflow. OID’s 2004 Boundary Flow Measurement Program’s data was used to
check the WBM results for the monitored drainage basins. The 2004 monitoring season
included 11 outflow monitoring sites, which were a combination of drainage outflows and
operational spill points at the ends of pipelines or open laterals. Six major drainage basins
were monitored: Union, Laughlin, Cavil, Kuhn, Angel/Fairbanks, and Lone Tree Creek.
These six drainage basins account for about 50 percent of the irrigated acreage within OID’s
service area.
The monitoring data is generally considered to be very accurate based on the measurement
methods used, such as sharp-crested weirs with continuous depth monitoring recorders.
Model results for the monitored basins were compared to the 2004 monitoring data and
used to adjust key WBM variables such as on-farm efficiency and the DP/TW ratios for the
various crop types in each LSA. The values for these parameters were then used on the unmonitored basins that had similar conditions to the monitored basins.
The drainage basins within the OID service area also receive drainwater inflows from
irrigated lands within OID that are not served by OID, and drainwater inflows from lands
outside the OID service area boundary. The land use analysis indicates there are
approximately 5,000 acres of irrigated agricultural lands inside the OID service area not
served by OID, mostly an equal mix of orchards and pasture. Areas outside the OID service
area that contribute to drain inflows include areas up-slope (east) of the OID service area,
and a portion of the SSJID service area south of Campbell Lateral. The contributing drain
flows from these areas were estimated and input to the WBM as inflows to the associated
Drainage Basin objects. Details on these drainage basin inflows are presented in the Surface
Water Outflow from OID Service Area section of this technical appendix.

Land Use
The 2004 WBM calibration was done using 2004 land use coverage (crop acreages) for each
LSA. The land use was developed using GIS coverage for OID’s assessed parcels combined
with DWR land use survey data. See the Land Use Trends and Forecasting Technical
Appendix E for details on the data sources and analysis. Table F-6 lists the land use by
model LSA for the OID-served parcels only. Additional lands within the service area, but
not served by OID are described in the Technical Appendix E. Land use was fixed for the
2004 WBM, and no adjustments were made as a calibration parameter.
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2004 Water Balance Model Inputs
2004 OID Operations Data
The following OID water supply and conveyance system operations data was used either as
inputs to or for calibration of the operations WBM.

Main Canal Inflows. North and South Main Canal inflow data was available on a daily basis
for the 2004 operating season. The two flow measurement stations maintained by the
Tri-Dam Power Authority are assumed to be very accurate relative to much of the
downstream measurement points due to the rated cross-section and ramp flume
measurement methods. The WBM estimates total main canal inflows based on the sum of
the downstream LSA supply requirements, plus any conveyance losses. Main canal inflows
were a key calibration check, given the relatively high accuracy of the operations data and
the importance of this component of OID’s water supply operations.
Daily Flow Order Logs. OID records the estimated lateral supply (Stanislaus River water
conveyed through the system) to each portion of the distribution system using a
combination of direct measurement (the log value represents the flow at the head-gate
where the measurement was taken) and indirect calculations (the log value is an estimate for
a particular portion of the system, based on other measurements). Total flow into each
Division is based on one or more of these Daily Flow Order log values. The Daily Flow
Order logs are then compiled into a monthly and annual total lateral supply by Division.
Figure F-6 shows a typical Daily Flow Order log.
The Daily Flow Order values were used as part of the WBM calibration to check the weekly
quantity of lateral inflows to each LSA compared to 2004 operations. Two factors influence
the direct use of the Daily Flow Order log values for checking the WBM results. First, the
Daily Inflow log values are based on flow rate measurements taken at one or more headgates. The accuracy of the flow rate measurements varies widely, based on the type and
condition of the head-gate and measurement structure used. As discussed in the
Infrastructure Assessment Technical Appendix C, most of OID’s main lateral head gates
have relatively poor measurement conditions. The potential error range for these values has
not been directly evaluated, but may in the 10 to 15 percent range based on observed
conditions. These errors should, in theory, be caused by a random mix of physical
conditions and operator error, but for some specific gates its likely there is a consistent bias
either high or low.
Second, the 17 recorded Daily Flow Order log values do not correspond directly with the
25 LSA units in the model. In some cases, one log value may represent the total inflow at a
head gate which directly supplies several downstream LSAs. In this case, it was necessary to
add the LSA flows together to check against the total flow at the upstream head gate. In
others, the value in the log represents a mix of several LSAs, which are not all downstream
of a single gate. In this case, it was necessary to estimate the portion of the Flow Order value
that should be attributed to each LSA. Table F-5 lists the approximate portions of the OID
service area represented by each daily log reading and the related model LSAs whose flow
results were compared against the related Daily Flow Order data.
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The total net irrigated acreage is approximately 47,300 acres, or about 10 percent less than
the total irrigated acreage based on OID’s customer billing and parcel records. This is
considered a reasonable result, because DWR’s land use for agricultural purposes includes
only net irrigated acreages, excluding field roads, buildings, drains and laterals, etc.
Typically a similar adjustment, for example, a 10 percent reduction, would be applied to
unadjusted parcel data to account for these non-irrigated areas and derive a closer estimate
of actual net irrigated acreage.
The land-use values have a significant influence on the WBM results. Although the overall
crop acreages for OID, derived from the OID parcel and DWR land classification data, are
considered reasonably accurate, there are likely varying ranges of error within specific
LSAs. For example, the LSAs with the largest parcels and most uniform land use probably
have the least error between estimated and actual crop acreages. The LSAs with a greater
mix of parcel sizes and land use are likely to have greater error in estimating total crop
acreage by type.
TABLE F-6

2004 Land Use by Model LSA
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
2004 Land Use for OID Served Parcels (acres)
Model LSA

Corn/Oats

Orchards

Pasture

Rice

91

282

1,209

0

Brichetto

507

141

1,918

0

Burnett-Tulloch

106

315

1,308

0

Campbell

474

8

1,877

690

Claribel

765

191

1,158

0

5

389

980

0

138

852

737

0

43

158

242

0

Fairbanks

331

0

1,833

948

Hind-Stevenot

394

456

1,982

196

Hirschfeld-Clark

518

65

1,341

1,544

Kearney-Union

652

55

1,288

0

Lower Cometa

101

0

1,524

10

Mootz

189

1

1,762

46

1,206

434

722

0

28

11

527

919

River Road–Moulton

209

887

1,154

0

Riverbank

676

5

1,873

0

57

227

531

0

Adams–West Pump

Clavey
Crane-Langworth
Eaton

Palmer
Paulsell

Rodden High Line
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TABLE F-6

2004 Land Use by Model LSA
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
2004 Land Use for OID Served Parcels (acres)
Model LSA
South

Corn/Oats

Orchards

Pasture

Rice

521

1,000

1,415

0

0

214

71

0

1,303

21

1,658

0

Town "E"

3

474

17

0

Tulloch-Frymire

0

55

242

0

West Thalheim

46

7

718

262

8,364

6,247

28,088

4,615

South Main
Stowell-Albers

Total

Reference ET and Kc Values
Reference ET values were input for 2004 based on the 2004 climate data. Season total ET,
from April through October, was 45.3 inches. This is only 0.3 inches below the long-term
average seasonal ET. The individual monthly values were also very close to long-term
average. Kc values were not changed for the calibration because they are fixed based on the
crop type and average growing season.

Irrigation Efficiency and DP/TW Values
Irrigation efficiency and the DP/TW values were the primary calibration adjustment made
within each LSA to match the WBM and the OID operations data for key components of the
water balance such as total water demand and drainwater production. Irrigation efficiency
values for the 2004 calibration were adjusted within the ranges shown in Table F-6. The
efficiency values are the primary variable influencing overall LSA water demands, since
land use and crop ET were considered fixed for the calibration.
Once the LSAs demands are met via some mix of lateral inflows, groundwater, and
reclamation pumping, the DP/TW ratio values are the primary variable influencing
drainwater production from each LSA. Table F-7 lists the final DP/TW rations used in each
LSA, by irrigation method. Sprinkler and drip irrigation values were typically unchanged,
while furrow, border check, and other (wild flooding or similar conditions) were adjusted
based on the slope and soil characteristics.
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TABLE F-7

2004 WBM Calibration—DP/TW Ratios by LSA
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
DP/TW Ratio
LSA

Sprinkler

Adams–West Pump

2.4

Brichetto

Furrow

Border Check

Drip

Other

0.1

0.1

9

0.1

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Burnett-Tulloch

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Campbell

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Claribel

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Clavey

2.4

0.1

0.1

9

0.1

Crane-Langworth

2.4

0.3

0.3

9

0.3

Eaton

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Fairbanks

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Hind-Stevenot

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Hirschfeld-Clark

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Kearney-Union

2.4

0.1

0.2

9

0.5

Lower Com

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Mootz

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Palmer

2.4

0.2

0.2

9

0.2

Paulsell

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

River Road–Moulton

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Riverbank

2.4

0.3

0.3

9

0.3

Rodden High Line

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

South

2.4

0.2

0.2

9

0.2

South Main

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Stowell-Albers

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Town E

2.4

0.3

0.3

9

0.3

Tulloch-Frymire

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

West Thalheim

2.4

0.5

0.5

9

0.5

Conveyance Losses
Main canal seepage losses for both the North and South Main Canals were set at 10 percent.
Estimates of seepage losses based on flow monitoring in the early 1980s ranged from 6 to
14 percent. It is likely that recent rehabilitation work has reduced the losses in the tunnels
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and canyon reaches. Upcoming flow monitoring planned for late 2005 or early 2006 should
allow the loss estimates to be updated.
The WBM results for total Stanislaus River diversions into the OID system are relatively
sensitive to the conveyance loss rates, since about 97 percent of the total supply must pass
through these two canals. Small changes in loss factor cause relatively large quantitative
impacts to the WBM results. For example, a 3 percent change in main canal losses, assuming
total diversions of 260,000 ac-ft, increases the total river diversions by about 8,000 ac-ft
annually.
Operational spills are set for each LSA individually. The spill rate, as a percentage of total
lateral supply (head gate inflows, wells, and reclamation pumping), influences the
drainwater production for each LSA into its related drainage basin. The model is relatively
sensitive to this variable. Review of the 2004 Boundary Flow monitoring data indicates
operational spills may range from 5 to 10 percent, depending on the local conveyance
facilities, customers’ irrigation practices, and operator practices. The spill rate was typically
set near the 5 percent level for the 2004 calibration. It is likely that actual spill rates in some
LSAs may be higher or lower on average. This variable can be refined in the WBM as
additional monitoring data is available.

Evaluation of 2004 WBM Results
This section presents the final results from the 2004 WBM, and compares them to available
operations and other water balance component sources. Operations data and WBM results
are compared for season totals, peak month, and peak week conditions. Peak demand
periods were based on total North and South Main Canal inflows. The peak demand period
in 2004 occurred over the last week of July and into the first week of August. July was the
peak month overall for Main Canal inflows. The results are grouped and evaluated by the
water balance components listed below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crop ET
North and South Main Canals inflows
LSAs
Groundwater pumping
Reclamation pumping
Drainwater outflow
Seasonal summary of supply and demand balance

Crop Consumptive Use
Crop consumptive water use, as evapotranspiration, is summarized in Table F-8. The model
results are compared to the 2004 reference crop ET, and on a per-acre basis. The WBM run is
based on an approximate season beginning April 1 and extending 2 weeks into October,
based on a 30-week simulation. The per-acre crop ET is based on a net-irrigated acreage of
47,300 acres served by OID. The seasonal pattern matches the reference ET data. The total
average per-acre crop ET is about 10 percent less than the reference crop ET, as expected
due to the Kc values which reflect crop development stages. As expected, the peak ET
period overlaps the peak Main Canal inflow period. Based on the existing crop mix within
OID, the average per-acre consumptive use is approximately 3.5 ac-ft per season.
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TABLE F-8

2004 WBM Results—Crop Consumptive Use
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Crop ET
(ac-ft)

Average Crop ET per Acre
(feet)

Reference ET
(feet)

April

14,724

3.74

5.6

May

21,114

5.36

6.9

June

27,287

6.92

7.9

July

29,934

7.59

8.4

August

28,933

7.34

7.5

September

23,551

5.97

5.7

October

15,346

3.89

3.4

3,555

0.90

0.8

Month

November
Totals

164,400

41.7

46.2

North and South Main Canal Flows
North and South Main Canal flows were each evaluated separately. Table F-9 summarizes
the results for the season, peak month, and a typical peak week. The “percent difference”
values are as a percent of the operations data, with a positive value indicating the model
results were higher, and a negative value lower. All values are in acre-feet, except the peak
week average flow in cubic feet per second (cfs).
TABLE F-9

2004 WBM Results—Main Canal Flows
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Period
Season Total

Peak Month—July

Peak Week—2nd
Week of July

South Main Canal

North Main Canal

Total Canal Supply

Model: 138,600 ac-ft

Model: 112,700 ac-ft

Model: 251,300 ac-ft

Ops Data: 136,500 ac-ft

Ops Data:106,000 ac-ft

Ops Data: 242,500 ac-ft

Difference: 2%

Difference: 6%

Difference: 4%

Model: 28,400 ac-ft

Model: 22,500 ac-ft

Model: 50,900 ac-ft

Ops Data: 28,100 ac-ft

Ops Data: 21,000 ac-ft

Ops Data: 49,100 ac-ft

Difference: 4%

Difference: 7%

Difference: 4%

Model: 7,100 cfs

Model: 5,600 cfs

Model: 12,700 cfs

Ops Data: 6,900 cfs

Ops Data: 5,000 cfs

Ops Data: 11,900 cfs

Difference: 3%

Difference: 12%

Difference: 7%
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The Main Canal inflows are influenced by essentially all downstream WBM parameters, and
are the “closure term’ for the model because of the demand-driven model analysis steps and
the downstream-to-upstream direction of the model calculations. The model results show a
reasonably accurate simulation of the actual 2004 Main Canal flows, in terms of seasonal
total and peak demand periods. The North Main Canal has a higher overall error than the
South Main Canal, which may be caused by a combination of the larger errors in the north
side LSA demands (discussed below) combined with more variable conveyance loss
conditions along the canal’s route. Minor improvements to the Main Canal elements of the
model can be made in the future as conveyance loss rate estimates are improved, and by
refining the numerous downstream model parameters at the LSA level that influence the
Main Canal inflows. However, increased precision is not necessary for the purpose of this
programmatic planning effort.
The WBM results for the peak month indicate average Main Canal flows of about 470 cfs for
the South Main Canal and 375 cfs for the North Main Canal, which are reasonably close to
the peak diversion rates of 490 cfs and 360 cfs, respectively.

Main Lateral Supply by LSA
The WBM estimates weekly lateral supply (head gate inflows) to each LSA. However, the
operations data is not recorded at this level, as described previously. This required
summarizing results for areas of the OID system by grouping operations data and LSA
results to an approximately equal level. Peak month and peak week results for the North
and South Sides of the OID system are each compared separately. The South Side LSA
results are summarized in Table F-10.
TABLE F-10

South Side LSA Head Gate Supply vs. Operations Data
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Ops Data (cfs)

Model (cfs)

Difference (%)

Peak
Month
(July)

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

Peak
Month
(July)

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

Peak
Month
(July)

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

Paulsell

1,500

350

1,480

360

-1%

3%

Clavey

1,615

416

1,600

400

-1%

-4%

Kearney-Union

1,917

485

2,000

500

4%

3%

Brichetto, Mootz

3,760

992

4,120

1,030

10%

4%

South, Palmer

4,901

1,243

5,452

1,363

11%

10%

Claribel, StowellAlbers

4,423

1,112

5,080

1,270

15%

14%

Riverbank, Crane

4,494

1,225

4,668

1,167

4%

-5%

Adams, West
Pump, Town "E"

1,600

406

1,652

413

3%

2%

LSA
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downstream of the Cometa head gates include about 11,200 acres. The July operations data, based
on the land use, imply an overall efficiency of about 84 percent. Similar analysis of the Burnettsupplied area indicates an average efficiency of about 80 percent. These values are too high given
the types of application methods used in the area and expected conveyance losses. Assuming the
land-use data is relatively accurate, the water operations data may be based on a consistently
higher than actual flow error at the Cometa and Burnett head gates.
Peak flows for the Cometa head gates were simulated at 200 cfs. Peak flows for the Burnett
head gates were simulated at 135 cfs. Both of these values are within about 10 percent or less
of typical peak flows estimated in the operations data.
In the future, the outflow data from Rodden Lake may be used as a check on the sum of the
downstream flow measurements in the future, but the 2004 operations SCADA data were
unavailable for this calibration effort.

Drainwater Reclamation Pumping
Drainwater outflow and reclamation pumping are closely linked in the WBM because the
model user selects pumping levels as a percentage of the total available drainwater, then
allocates that reclamation supply between the individual pumps within each basin. The net
balance (drain inflows minus pumping) is the estimated outflow from each drainage basin. The
reuse percentage factor was adjusted for each basin to approximately match the 2004 operations
records, so the model results would be expected to match operations data fairly well.
Drainwater reclamation pumping estimates from the WBM were compared to OID
operations data at two summary levels; first by drainage basins included in the 2004
Boundary Outflow monitoring program, then for the total system. Table F-12 shows the
results for the reclamation pumping within those basins. For the entire OID system, the
estimated peak month reclamation pumping was 2,200 ac-ft, compared to 2,700 ac-ft from
the operations data. Seasonal total reclamation pumping estimated from the model was
12,700 ac-ft, compared to 13,500 ac-ft from the operations data. This shows reasonably good
simulation of systemwide reclamation pumping. The model shows reasonable agreement
for the reclamation pumping from each basin under peak conditions.
TABLE F-12

Drainwater Reclamation Pumping Results
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Operations Data
Drainage Basin
Angel/Fairbanks

Peak Month
(July)

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

Model
Peak Month
(July)

Difference (%)

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

Peak Month
(July)

Peak Week
(2nd Week)

99

25

96

24

-3%

-3%

Cavill

344

86

336

84

-2%

-2%

Kuhn

69

17

72

18

5%

5%

Laughlin

73

18

76

19

5%

5%

Lone Tree Creek

814

204

784

196

-4%

-4%

Union

282

70

272

68

-3%

-3%

* Source of error include drainwater reclamation by private users.
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Surface Water Outflow From OID
Surface water outflow from the OID service area includes a combination of field tailwater
runoff from irrigated lands and operational spills from OID laterals. Some of the regional
drains that carry OID water out of the service area also receive water from areas upslope of
OID’s service area, and from irrigated lands within the district but not supplied by OID,
such as lands supplied by private groundwater wells. The quantity, timing, and location of
the surface water outflow are important factors for evaluating options to improve the
management of this water. For development and calibration of the WBM, a combination of
GIS land use data and 2004 outflow data from OID’s Boundary Outflow Monitoring
Program were used to first estimate total surface water outflow from all sources within the
OID service area, and then to develop average drainwater production values for use in the
WBM to estimate the portion of total surface water outflow coming from OID-served lands.
The follow section presents the basis for the total outflow estimates and the results of the
WBM for the monitored basins.

Total Surface Water Outflow. Surface water outflow from the entire OID service area was
estimated using a combination of GIS land use data and the 2004 boundary outflow monitoring
data. The GIS land use data was used to estimate the total irrigated acreage for each of the
drainage basins within the OID service area, including both OID-served and non-OID served.
The 2004 outflow monitoring data was used to estimate typical per-acre seasonal drainwater
production rates for the monitored basins, and these values were then applied to neighboring
basins with similar land use. The operational spills data from the monitoring program was used
to update the estimate of total operational spills from OID’s distribution laterals. This
information was then used to provide a geographic breakdown of the total surface water
outflow from the OID service area by basin and by external areas receiving the outflow.
Table F-13 shows the land use summary by drainage basin, including those basins with
measured outflows in 2004 (in bold). The land use data indicates that the drainage basins
monitored in 2004 accounted for about 48 percent of all irrigated lands within the OID
service area. Table 14 summarizes the surface water outflow estimate for the entire OID
service area, including both OID-served and non-OID-served lands. Figure F-7 shows a
schematic breakdown of how the total surface water outflow is distributed between the
different areas that receive the water.
The numbers in the Table 14 and Figure F-7 are approximate values only, based on the 2004 land
use and flow monitoring data. Actual annual values would typically fluctuate significantly,
similar to OID’s river diversions and other major components of the water balance, based on
changes in seasonal ET rates, land use, irrigation practices, and other variables.
TABLE F-13

Drainage Basins Land Use Summary
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Corn/
Oats
(acres)

Orchards
(acres)

Adams

32

177

1,083

1,292

Albers

1,906

41

1,451

3,398

Cavill

840

69

2,701

3,609

Drainage Basin
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Pasture
(acres)

Rice
(acres)

Total Irrigated
Lands (acres)
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TABLE F-13

Drainage Basins Land Use Summary
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Corn/
Oats
(acres)

Orchards
(acres)

Clavey

218

1,234

1,263

2,715

Crane

369

118

1,805

2,292

1,247

25

4,414

Hind

412

6

1,417

1,835

Kuhn

683

3

1,948

2,634

1,688

545

392

2,625

Lone Tree Creek

498

505

2,475

Mootz

188

Drainage Basin

Fairbanks

Laughlin

Pasture
(acres)

Rice
(acres)

2,222

1,072

Total Irrigated
Lands (acres)

7,908

4,550

1474

1,661

Moulton

2

40

314

356

Nelson

0

527

476

1,003

Palmer

1,009

236

1,099

2,344

Paulsell

32

131

554

927

1,644

Strecker

35

2

983

104

1,123

Tulloch

145

499

2,616

18

3,277

1,260

183

2,298

10,564

4,341

28,762

4,342

48,010

6,217

1,329

14,229

3,294

25,068

Union
Total
Subtotal for Measured Drainages

3,742

Bold text indicates basins with measured outflows in 2004.

TABLE F-14

Surface Water Runoff Components for OID Service Area
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Surface Water Outflow
Component

Value

Notes

Total Irrigated Acreage

54,000 acres

Net irrigated acreage includes both OID and non-OID
served lands

Average Annual Field
Tailwater per Acre

1.2 ac-ft per acre
per season

Ranges from 0.8 ac-ft to 1.4 ac-ft depending on crop
mix and topography

Total Tailwater Inflows to
Drains

62,600 ac-ft

Includes areas draining to Stanislaus River, which do
not contribute to drains leaving OID to the west

Operational Spills

20,000 ac-ft

Estimated from 2004 spill monitoring for part of OID
(actual spills may vary from 10,000 to 20,000 ac-ft)

Total Surface Water Runoff

82,600 ac-ft

Reclamation Pumping

12,500 ac-ft

Net Surface Water Outflow

70,100 ac-ft
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Average annual value in recent years.
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Surface Water Outflow for Monitored Drainage Basins. In the WBM, surface water outflow is
determined by the on-farm efficiency and tailwater runoff (DP/TW ratio), the operational
spill rate, and the level of reclamation pumping. The calibration results were checked
against the available outflow data from the 2004 Boundary Outflow Monitoring Program for
each measured basin. Table F-15 shows the results. The model results vary compared to the
monitored basin outflows. The differences are likely due to a combination of uncertainty in
the exact geographic extent of each basin, land use and DP/TW ratios, and drainwater
inflows from non-OID-served lands. For example, the Lone Tree Creek outflow is assumed
to include runoff from the Hind and Strecker drainages, which may have a portion of their
flows intercepted by the SSJID Main Canal. The model results also include all operational
spills for the LSAs that overlap each basin. For some of the monitored basins, it is likely that
a portion of the operational spills end up in minor local drains that may not contribute to
the measured drain outflow.
The total seasonal difference between the WBM and the monitoring data for these basins is
about 25 percent. The WBM estimated total surface water outflow from the OID service area
during the 2004 irrigation season at approximately 62,000 ac-ft (approximately 12 percent
less than the regional evaluation results). Based on the two approaches, total seasonal
outflow from the OID service area is estimated at between approximately 60,000 ac-ft and
70,000 ac-ft per season.
TABLE F-15

Measured and Estimated Outflow from Drainage Basin
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Monitoring Data

Monitored Drainage
Basin

July
Peak
Month
(ac-ft)

Season
Total
(ac-ft)

Model Estimate

Difference

July
Peak Month
(ac-ft)

Season
Total
(ac-ft)

July
Peak Month
(ac-ft)

Peak
Month
Difference
(cfs)

Union

894

3,977

868

4,800

-26

0

Laughlin

684

2,974

700

3,600

16

0

Cavill

915

5,560

828

4,700

-87

-1

Kuhn

200

1,241

576

3,100

376

6

Angel/Fairbanks

349

3,668

720

4,700

371

6

Lone Tree Creek

1,245

7,659

2,000

10,300

755

13

Totals

4,287

25,079

5,692

31,200

1,405

Surface Water Outflow Conclusions
The updated estimate of surface water outflow from OID supports the following key
findings:
•

Total surface water runoff from the OID service area is estimated to be approximately
60,000 to 70,000 ac-ft per year. Field tailwater runoff comprises about 70 percent of the
outflows, with operational spills making up the remainder.
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•

Average field tailwater runoff is approximately 1.1 ac-ft per acre, per season. Some areas
with large concentrations of corn and pasture, combined with steeper topography, may
have runoff rates near 1.4 ac-ft per acre.

•

The outflows from the OID service area are distributed between six primary areas: Dry
Creek, Modesto Irrigation District’s (MID’s) Main Canal, the Stanislaus River, the SSJID
Main Canal, Lone Tree Creek, and the regional drain flowing northwest out of OID into
Central San Joaquin Water Conservation District’s service area.

•

The outflow estimates to the SSJID and MID Main Canals vary from estimates provided
by these districts. In the case of SSJID, it is possible that some of the lands east of the
SSJID Canal, which were assumed to ultimately drain to Lone Tree Creek, may be
intercepted by drains that feed into the canal. Field verification of the major cross
drainages may improve the assumed split of surface water runoff between Lone Tree
Creek and interception by the SSJID Main Canal.

Groundwater Well Pumping
Groundwater pumping in the WBM is a user-defined input. For the 2004 simulation, the
monthly pumping records for each OID well were used to input an average weekly
pumping for each calendar month. The 2004 simulation pumping was approximately
4,500 ac-ft, compared to 4,400 ac-ft from the operations data.

Summary 2004 Water Balance
Table F-16 presents a summary of the primary components of the OID system water balance
under average existing conditions. This “existing conditions” water balance summary is
based on current land use and average ET conditions.
TABLE F-16

2004 Summary Water Balance for OID Service Area
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Components

Acre-Feet (ac-ft)

Water Supply Sources for Distribution System
Stanislaus River
Main Canal Inflows
River Pumps
Groundwater Pumping

261,600
800
4,500

Reclamation

12,500

Total Supply

279,400

Conveyance and On-Farm Losses
Conveyance Loss
Seepage

23,800

Operational Spills

11,300

On Farm Loss
Deep Percolation

30,700

Tailwater

53,500

Total Losses

119,300
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TABLE F-16

2004 Summary Water Balance for OID Service Area
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Components

Acre-Feet (ac-ft)

Crop Evapotranspiration (ET) and On-Farm Supply
ET (net of effective precipitation)

162,500

Farm Delivery (all sources)

244,300

Drainwater
Production (tailwater and spills)
Non-OID drainwater
Reclamation
Outflow Total

64,800
8,200
-12,500
60,500

Conclusions and Recommendations
The following conclusions are made regarding the WBM, along with recommendations to
improve its application as a more precise operations tool (as opposed to its current
application in a programmatic water resources planning effort):
•

For the Water Resource Plan purposes, the calibration showed that the WBM adequately
simulated water use within the district.

•

The WBM simulated the primary elements of the OID water balance for 2004 existing
conditions within reason when comparing to related operations and other data sources.

•

The largest sources of variability include the North Side water supply operations data,
land use in certain LSAs, and on-farm efficiency levels.

•

OID should evaluate options for revising the Division boundaries to more closely match
the actual layout of the major LSAs and flow control structures so that each Distribution
System Operator is responsible for a more contiguous operations area.

•

OID should consider reformatting its Daily Flow Order logs and similar week or
monthly summary logs in coordination with any revisions to the boundaries of the
Divisions, to eliminate indirect measurement data (such as recording “flow” backed out
from secondary measurements) and to align the daily flow information directly with the
actual flow control and measurement structures.

•

OID should evaluate its practices for storing and archiving electronic copies of the
operations data to allow future evaluations to more efficiently evaluate historical
operations data without relying on hard copy information only. In addition, the SCADA
operations data files should be set up to save key summary information such as daily
reservoir outflows, and not overwrite these files each year.

•

The decisions on the level of operations summary (for example, modified Divisions) and
the time-step detail (for example, monthly, weekly) would support an effective annual
Water Operations Report as part of OID’s overall water conservation program.
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•

OID should continue to expand the Boundary Outflow measurement program, which is
providing useful information to OID for evaluating water management improvements
and substantiating estimates of surface water outflows to the surrounding region. In
addition to boundary points, OID should consider additional monitoring upstream in
the drainage basins to help refine the relative drainwater inflows from major parts of
each basin. For example, a flow monitoring station on Lone Tree Creek near Valley
Home Road or a similar location would allow better estimates of which areas within this
large basin are the primary sources of drainwater.

•

OID should complete updated flow monitoring on the North and South Main Canals to
improve estimates on the quantity and location of seepage losses.

2025 Water Balance Sensitivity Analysis
The WBM was used to evaluate the impacts of the forecasted land use changes and to
evaluate the sensitivity of the overall water balance to changes in key factors such as land
use, climate (ET), and on-farm efficiency levels. Table F-17 shows the assumed land use mix
by LSA for 2025 used in the water balance sensitivity analysis. Agricultural land use acreage
is net irrigated acreage.
TABLE F-17

2025 Land Use by LSA, Baseline Forecast
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

LSA
Adams–West Pump

Corn/
Oats
(acres)

Orchards
(acres)

Pasture
(acres)

Rice
(acres)

Native
Vegetation
(acres)

Urban/
Industrial
(acres)

Other
(acres)

Grand
Total
(acres)

13

82

37

0

1

1,790

9

1,933

Brichetto

501

633

1,423

0

7

55

156

2,775

Burnett-Tulloch

106

422

709

0

13

711

35

1,995

Campbell

474

405

1,986

190

18

147

162

3,382

Claribel

765

489

847

0

24

5

191

2,320

5

614

662

0

32

192

146

1,652

135

895

308

0

18

1,013

71

2,441

43

198

158

0

94

14

20

528

Fairbanks

331

471

1,869

443

6

4

92

3,217

Hind-Stevenot

394

830

1,628

104

85

47

157

3,245

Hirschfeld-Clark

518

621

1,520

811

7

25

187

3,690

Kearney-Union

652

395

988

0

68

95

302

2,500

Lower Cometa

101

330

1,100

85

225

6

246

2,092

Mootz

189

474

1,308

27

0

69

188

2,256

1,206

643

516

0

0

28

154

2,547

28

156

383

805

366

0

38

1,776

Clavey
Crane-Langworth
Eaton

Palmer
Paulsell
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TABLE F-17

2025 Land Use by LSA, Baseline Forecast
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

LSA

Corn/
Oats
(acres)

Orchards
(acres)

Pasture
(acres)

Rice
(acres)

Native
Vegetation
(acres)

Urban/
Industrial
(acres)

Grand
Total
(acres)

Other
(acres)

River Road–Moulton

206

880

591

0

14

911

124

2,726

Riverbank

513

248

1,190

0

24

880

316

3,170

22

259

142

0

0

430

24

877

521

1,542

996

0

392

126

204

3,780

0

233

45

0

62

25

17

382

1,303

323

1,358

0

7

16

405

3,413

Town "E"

3

258

1

0

8

295

15

581

Tulloch-Frymire

0

125

141

0

120

32

622

1,040

West Thalheim

46

155

686

150

13

71

86

1,207

8,078

11,679

20,594

2,616

1,601

6,988

3967

55,523

Rodden High Line
South
South Main
Stowell-Albers

Total

Land use changes are a significant factor driving the long-term changes in OID’s water
balance. Comparison of the 2025 land use by LSA with the existing conditions shows the
following key changes.
•

Overall net irrigated acreage served by OID could decrease by about 10 percent, with
most of that loss focused in the areas impacted by the City of Oakdale’s growth.

•

Specific LSAs such as the Town E, Adams–West Pump, and Crane-Langworth may see
dramatic decreases in their service acreage.

•

See the Land Use Trends and Forecasting Technical Appendix E for additional details on
the forecasted changes.

It is important to note that the WRP develops programmatic alternatives and
recommendations for responding to these forecast changes, including expanding the
district’s customer base and improving the level of service to current and potential users to
accommodate the changing needs of the district’s customers. Therefore, the water quantities
presented here are not a complete future water balance, but rather show only the relative
sensitivity of the water balance results to key assumptions and parameters.
Six WBM runs were used to quantify the sensitivity of various input parameters. In each
run, all parameters were held constant at the baseline model value, except the one being
evaluated for model sensitivity. Table F-18 summarizes the WBM results in terms of the
primary “in” and “out” components of Stanislaus River diversions to the OID North and
South Main Canals, crop ET, and net outflows from the OID service area.
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•

2025 Baseline—uses the baseline forecasted land use, average ET, no change to on-farm
efficiencies per crop type. This run’s results are the baseline against which the sensitivity
of each change is compared.

•

Minimum ET—uses forecasted land use, minimum historic ET, and no change to
on-farm efficiencies.

•

Maximum ET—uses forecasted land use, maximum historic ET, and no change to
on-farm efficiencies.

•

Less than Forecast Growth in Orchards—uses reduction in forecasted orchard acreage
by 20 percent, with difference made up by increase in forecasted pasture, and no change
to on-farm efficiency.

•

Greater than Forecast Growth in Orchards—uses increase in forecasted orchard acreage
by 20 percent, with difference made up by reduction in pasture acreage, and no change
to on-farm efficiency.

•

Improved Average Pasture Efficiency—uses forecasted land use, average ET, and an
assumed average improvement for pasture on-farm efficiency of 5 percent.

TABLE F-18

2025 WBM Sensitivity Analysis Results
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Water Balance Component (ac-ft)
Stanislaus River
Diversions into OID
(Deviation from 2025
Baseline Run)

Crop ET (Deviation from
2025 Baseline Run)

Net Surface Water
Outflow
(Deviation from 2025
Baseline Run)

223,600

148,200

50,300

Minimum ET

169,900 (-53,700)

124,400 (-23,800)

42,300 (-8,000)

Maximum ET

269,800 (+46,200)

165,400 (+17,200)

56,800 (+6,500)

Reduced Orchard
Acreage

231,600 (+8,000)

148,400 (+200)

55,000 (+4,700)

Increased Orchard
Acreage

219,300 (-4,300)

148,000 (-200)

48,100 (-2,200)

Improved Pasture
Irrigation Efficiency

210,300 (-13,300)

148,200 (0)

42,300 (-8,000)

Model Run/Sensitivity
Check
2025 Baseline Run

Sensitivity Analysis Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn from the results of the 2025 Baseline run and the
sensitivity analysis:
•

F-42

Maximum ET conditions, similar to those that occur on average once every 10 years,
may cause an increase in demands of 46,000 ac-ft over average ET conditions.
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•

The potential uncertainty in the estimated range of crop acreage forecasts results in a
maximum change of about 12,000 ac-ft per year (4,000 ac-ft decrease with more orchards,
8,000 ac-ft increase with fewer orchards. This indicates that the water balance forecast is
relatively less sensitive to the accuracy of the land use forecast than other factors such as
expected ET variability.

•

A 5 percent change in average efficiency for pasture growers results in a reduction in
average year demands of about 13,000 acre feet. This indicates that on-farm efficiency
values are relatively influential for the water balance results.
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APPENDIX G

Development and Evaluation of Alternatives
Purpose and Scope
The OID Water Resources Plan (WRP) evaluated the district’s water resources, delivery
system, and operations. The WRP surveyed on-farm water use and practices. The needs and
perceptions of OID customers, OID Board of Directors, OID staff, local and regional elected
officials, and neighboring jurisdictions were surveyed and assessed. In conjunction with this
comprehensive assessment, the WRP examined land use trends to project how future land
uses will impact water supply and demand over the next two decades. Lastly, the water
balance efforts provided insight on projected water use in and surrounding the district.
Under all likely scenarios for future land uses and demand for water within OID, the
district’s water supplies are more than sufficient to accommodate future in-district needs
(provided that the infrastructure and service recommendations discussed later in this
report are implemented). To address the expected changes in OID future customers’ needs
and to reasonably and beneficially use the district’s water supplies, several alternatives
have been developed and evaluated based on the five WRP goals.

Summary Description of Programmatic Alternatives
Four distinct programmatic alternatives were developed based on extensive interaction with
OID staff, the Board of Directors, and the public. These alternatives encompass a range of
reasonable options available to the district as it looks to respond to the land use, regulatory,
resources, and customer-driven issues presented in previous technical appendixes. The term
programmatic is used to emphasize that the alternatives evaluated in the WRP are
broad-based and strategic, and represent policy-level options for OID’s consideration.

Alternative 1: Continue Present Practices
Over recent years, OID has initiated several important efforts to improve management,
operations, facility replacement, and long-term planning. OID has been engaged in several
regional efforts related to water quality and groundwater management, has been
conducting a moderate level of capital improvements to address the highest risks to the
water delivery system, and has entered into three water transfer agreements to put its
supplies to beneficial use and create additional revenue to fund improvements.
Alternative 1 generally consists of the following:
•

Maintain existing level of service to OID customers.

•

Implement an infrastructure plan that addresses high-priority improvements and
major service liabilities but does not include any system enhancements to improve
service or better manage system surface water outflow.
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•

Do not expand service to growers within the district SOI (no annexation or
out-of-district water sales).

•

Continue current levels of water transfers.

•

Participate in regional activities such as cooperative programs for groundwater
management and water quality.

•

Take only minimal action to improve OID system efficiency or customer on-farm
water use efficiency.

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries
This programmatic alternative is similar to Alternative 1, but has the following significant
differences:
•

Improve level of service to customers (consists of operational, policy, management,
and infrastructure improvements).

•

Provide improved drought protection.

•

Construct facilities to better manage OID surface water outflow.

•

Establish new and/or revised water transfer agreements.

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and
Moderate Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI
Similar to Alternative 2, this variation allows for the moderate expansion of service into
the district’s SOI. This is the most balanced of all alternatives because it provides for
service expansion while allowing water transfers as necessary to fund required
improvements.

Alternative 4: Maximize Service within OID’s SOI
This alternative would maximize the use of available water for expanding service to
growers within the district’s SOI. Under this alternative, no water is available for transfer
because all district water supplies are used to facilitate an expanded customer base.

Evaluation Process
The WRP programmatic alternatives were developed and comprehensively evaluated using
analytic and qualitative methods illustrated in Figure G-1. From this analysis emerged the
Best Apparent Alternative: the package of recommended facilities and actions for the district
to advance as the basis for programmatic environmental documentation.

G-2
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FIGURE G-1

Evaluation Process

Elements Common to Multiple Alternatives
With the exception of Alternative 1, all alternatives contain several common components
and elements. For example, each alternative is predicated on the philosophy that OID
must first provide dependable irrigation and domestic service to users within its service
area before it considers either expanding service outside district boundaries or water
transfers to other agencies. Other common features are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Revised service standard
WRP recommendations implemented within district boundaries
Uniform projections for land use
Conservative projections for on-farm water use efficiency
Improved water supply reliability

Each common feature is described in this subsection.

Revised Service Standard
The WRP recommends that OID revise its existing service standards to conform to a new
framework organized by customer categories that allows customer needs to drive the
appropriate standards within reasonable limits. By responding to varied customer needs,
the long-term customer base would be maintained, and in some areas it would increase as
a result of new land uses (primarily orchards) that need a higher level of surface water
service. This is a flexible approach that would adjust to local factors (land use, crop type,
irrigation methods, customer knowledge, groundwater conditions) as they change over
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the next 20 or more years. Service standards are described in more detail in the
Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H.

WRP Recommendations Implemented within District Boundaries
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 include the recommended Infrastructure Plan, which includes
rehabilitation of pipelines and laterals, flow control and measurement projects, irrigation
service turnouts standardization and replacement, drainwater reclamation and outflow
management projects, regulating reservoirs, groundwater wells, and SCADA
improvements. In addition, the WRP recommends continuation of the district’s ongoing
Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program. These alternatives include common
recommendations for new policies and programs critical to successful implementation of
the WRP. Together, these recommendations provide cumulative long-term improvements
to OID’s customer service, supply reliability, and operational efficiency.

Uniform Projections for Land Use
All programmatic alternative are based on uniform projections for land use within the
district and the SOI. Future land use was determined from historical trends, grower and
industry interviews, an assessment of agricultural market conditions and local conditions.
For example, it was estimated that orchard crops would increase from approximately
10,000 to 15,000 acres from 2005 to 2025. It is understood that this increase is an estimate
and can vary. Therefore, water balance model runs were conducted to assess a sensitivity
variation of ±20 percent from the projected value of approximately 15,000 acres. It was
also assumed that the majority of projected increases in orchard ground will likely come
from a conversion of pasture ground. In OID, water applied to pasture is commonly
double of that applied to orchards. Therefore, it was important to understand the
sensitivity of adjusted land use to employ conservative estimates of forecasted applied
water in 2025. Hence, conservative land use projections (projections that likely
overestimate future water demand) were used as the basis for alternative evaluation.
Again, this was performed by reducing the estimated orchard acreage (approximately
15,000 acres) by 20 percent.

Conservative Projections for On-Farm Water Use Efficiency
On-farm water use efficiency projections for each programmatic alternative were
conservatively estimated for forecasted trends through 2025. For example, no increase in
irrigation efficiency on pasture was assumed relative to current estimates. This resulted in
a likely conservative estimate for forecasted water applied to pasture in 2025.

Improved Water Supply Reliability
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 are based on measures to improve water supply reliability to users
within the district, as discussed below.

Evaluation Methodology
Applying these common assumptions uniformly, a detailed methodology was employed
to determine key water balance components for projected 2025 conditions for each
programmatic alternative. Next, decisions regarding the provision of service to customers
outside OID but within the SOI (annexation) and water transfers were made for each

G-4
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alternative. Lastly, the Financial Model was used to analyze various strategies for viably
supporting each alternative.
The four alternatives, combined with the viable financial strategies for implementation,
results in a set of 13 distinct options, all of which are financially and technically feasible.
Following the evaluation, a matrix summarizing each alternative was then compared to
the WRP goals. From this comparison emerged the Best Apparent Alternative.

Determination of Water Supply Quantities Available for Future Transfers and/or
Service Expansion in SOI
Based on the water balance efforts previously described, it is first necessary to estimate the
future quantity of water supplies available to OID after all in-district needs have been met.
This requires the multistep analysis summarized here.

Step 1: Setting Water Supply Reliability Target
The acceptable level of water supply reliability is fundamental to determining the quantity
of available water supply remaining after meeting in-district needs. As discussed in the
Resources Inventory Technical Appendix B, based on current water demand and absent
any water transfer obligations, OID would need to augment its Stanislaus River supply
with additional sources under average evapotranspiration (ET) conditions 9 percent of the
time. Under maximum projected ET conditions, OID would need to augment supplies
21 percent of the time.
After considering the current minimum water transfer obligation of 30,000 ac-ft (ac-ft),
OID must augment its Stanislaus River supply 19 percent of the time during average ET
conditions. Under maximum ET conditions, OID currently needs to augment their
Stanislaus River supplies in all years.
To augment Stanislaus River water supplies, OID increases their groundwater pumping
and increases the reuse of drainwater. During extreme shortages, OID customers with
backup groundwater pumping systems would need to increase levels of groundwater use,
and varied levels of deficit irrigation would occur.
It should be noted that an extreme shortage, such as what was observed in 1976, has not
occurred since the New Melones Reservoir was put into operation and since OID’s
existing transfer agreements were established. However, as shown in Figure G-2, in a
maximum ET condition, and with the level of Stanislaus River curtailment expected in
1 out of 20 years (5 percent chance of occurrence), the sum of OID’s irrigation demand and
minimum water transfer obligations would exceed surface water supplies by 80,000 ac-ft.
It is recommended that over the course of implementation of the WRP, the district’s water
supply reliability be improved. Therefore, the WRP is based on the following ultimate
water supply reliability criteria:
OID, via a combination of drought response policies and programs, additional groundwater
wells, and minimal water transfer commitments, shall be able to meet in-district water
demand under a maximum ET condition and an extreme Stanislaus River curtailment (the
5 percent chance of occurrence).
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Step 2: Determine 2025 Best Case Scenario Maximum Excess Water Supplies
The objective of this step is to establish the best case scenario (defined as full Stanislaus
River entitlement and average ET conditions) maximum amount of water available in
2025 to support water transfers and/or expansion into the SOI. It should be noted that, in
the context of this analysis, water transfers do not include what could occur based on
recaptured drainwater, which is addressed separately and discussed later in this technical
appendix.
The Water Balance Model was used to estimate certain components of the OID water
balance for the 2025 scenario in average ET conditions. Table G-1 summarizes the results
of this analysis and relevant assumptions.
TABLE G-1

Water Balance Components: 2025 Best Case Scenario
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Water Balance Component

Projected Value

Projected demand from Stanislaus River under average ET condition

233,000 ac-ft*

Full Stanislaus River supply to OID

300,000 ac-ft

Availability of full river supply

79%

* Not representative of total in-district demand, which is met by the combination of Stanislaus River supplies and a base
level of groundwater pumping and reclaimed water use.

The model indicates that in the 2025 average ET condition, OID would divert
approximately 233,000 ac-ft from the Stanislaus River to meet in-system demands. As
shown in Figure G-3, surface water available for diversion in most years exceeds OID
surface water demand by 67,000 ac-ft (300,000 ac-ft annually is available for diversion with
79 percent certainty).
Therefore, in an average ET condition with full Stanislaus River entitlement, OID could
apply a maximum of 67,000 ac-ft toward water transfers and/or expansion into the SOI.

Step 3: Determine 2025 Worst Case Maximum Excess Water Supplies
The objective of this step is to establish the amount of water available in 2025 to support
water transfers and/or expansion into the SOI during the worst case condition (defined as
the 5 percent chance of occurrence Stanislaus River curtailment during maximum ET
conditions).
The Water Balance Model was used to estimate OID water balance components for the
2025 scenario in the maximum ET condition and during an extreme Stanislaus River
curtailment (the 5 percent chance of occurrence). Table G-2 summarizes the results of this
analysis and relevant assumptions.
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Step 1: Setting Water Supply Reliability Target
OID's Expected Stanislaus Water Availability and Demand,
Including Current Water Transfer Obligations
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FIGURE G-2

Setting Water Reliability Target
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Step 2: Determine 2025 "Best Case" Maximum Excess Water Supplies
OID's Expected Stanislaus Water Availability and Demand, 2025 Scenario
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FIGURE G-3

Determining 2025 Best-Case Scenario
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
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TABLE G-2

Water Balance Components: 2025 Worst Case Scenario
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Water Balance Component

Projected Value

Projected demand from Stanislaus River in maximum ET condition

265,000 ac-ft*

Stanislaus River supply during extreme curtailment

249,000 ac-ft

Frequency of Occurrence of extreme curtailment
*

5%

Not representative of total in-district demand, which is met by the combination of Stanislaus River Supplies and a base
level of groundwater pumping and reclaimed water use.

Under this scenario, it would be necessary to implement the drought response measures
described in the Infrastructure Plan Technical Appendix H. Collectively, these measures
are capable of reducing OID’s 2025 surface water demand (or effectively increasing
supplies) by up to 66,000 ac-ft. Additionally, it is assumed that OID would require that
any lands annexed by the district (or contracted with via an out-of-district service
agreement) would be required to participate in a Cooperative Use Program for private
wells and therefore have the capability to pump groundwater to meet demand during
Stanislaus River curtailments or periods of maximum ET demand.
Practical application of this assumption would effectively limit potential
annexations/out-of-district service agreements to those landowners having access to
groundwater of sufficient yield to fully supply their operations. By establishing this
requirement as a condition of service, OID would support regional agriculture while
simultaneously facilitating in-lieu recharge of the aquifer by providing surface water
supplies (when available) to lands that would otherwise pump groundwater. Therefore,
limiting potential annexations/out-of-district service agreements to areas with access to
groundwater contributes to the overall health of regional groundwater resources while
maximizing the beneficial use of OID’s available supplies.
Should OID elect to serve lands outside the district without access to groundwater, then
other measures would be necessary to generate additional drought supplies, such as land
fallowing or other drought-management methods.
As shown, analysis indicates that in the 2025 maximum ET condition, the combination of
OID drought response measures and surface water diversion would result in an effective
supply of 315,000 ac-ft (249,000 ac-ft Stanislaus River supply plus 66,000 ac-ft in drought
response). As shown in Figure G-4, OID surface water demand would be 50,000 ac-ft less
than is available for diversion in the 5 percent availability condition (315,000 ac-ft minus
265,000 ac-ft equals 50,000 ac-ft).
Therefore, in a maximum ET condition with extreme Stanislaus River curtailment
(5 percent chance of occurrence), OID could apply a maximum of 50,000 ac-ft toward
water transfers while meeting all remaining in-district water demand.

Step 4: Determine Remaining Quantity of Surface Water to Support Additional Water Transfers
or Service Expansion into SOI
As was previously shown in Step 2, in the best case condition OID could apply a
maximum of 67,000 ac-ft toward water transfers and/or expansion into the SOI. Step 3
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determined that in the worst case condition, OID could apply a maximum of 50,000 ac-ft
toward water transfers and/or expansion into the SOI. Therefore, as shown in Table G-3,
should OID elect to dedicate that 50,000 ac-ft for transfer, then in the best case condition
17,000 ac-ft remain to support either expanded service into the SOI or additional water
transfers (of lesser reliability and therefore less value to the receiving agency). At an
assumed “diversion” water duty of 4 ac-ft per acre, 1 17,000 ac-ft could supply 4,250 acres.
TABLE G-3

Water Balance Components: 2025 Availability of Supply for Water Transfer and/or Expansion into SOI
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Water Balance Component

Projected Value

Maximum supply available for water transfer and/or expansion into the SOI

67,000 ac-ft

Firm component of available supply

50,000 ac-ft

Variable component of available supply

17,000 ac-ft

As shown in Figure G-5, in a maximum ET condition and with full Stanislaus River
entitlement, assuming a water transfer commitment of 50,000 ac-ft and a commitment to
provide service to an additional 4,250 acres of land within the SOI, OID would have to
partially implement the recommended drought response measures (to provide 32,000 ac-ft
in augmented supplies). 2

Step 5: Determine Maximum Ability to Expand Service into SOI
As a final step, it is necessary to estimate the maximum ability to expand service into the
SOI. As previously shown, in the 2025 best case condition, OID surface water available for
diversion exceeds OID surface water demand by 67,000 ac-ft.
Therefore, at an assumed diversion water duty of 4 ac-ft per acre, OID could support
expanded service into the SOI to a maximum of 16,750 acres. Based on this commitment,
in years when deliveries from the Stanislaus River are curtailed or in maximum ET
conditions, OID would be required to initiate the recommended drought response
measures.
The results of this multistep analysis relative to the programmatic alternatives are
summarized in Table G-4.

1 For the purpose of this study, it was assumed that lands within the SOI provided service by OID would consist primarily of
orchards. A conservative estimate of approximately 4 feet of applied water per acre of deciduous trees was assumed based
on a documented average (3.3 feet) and high (3.7 feet) applied water for deciduous orchards grown in the east side of the
San Joaquin Valley. This also includes system conveyance losses to deliver the water to the field. Adapted from: California
Department of Water Resources. 1975. Vegetative Water Use in California, 1974. Bulletin 113-3. and California Department
of Water Resources. 1986. Crop Water Use in California. Bulletin 113-4.
2 This 32,000 ac-ft augmented supply would likely consist of 17,000 ac-ft associated with the annexed lands and a
15,000 ac-ft increase in OID groundwater pumping.
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Step 3: Determine 2025 "Worst Case" Maximum Excess Water Supplies
OID's Expected Stanislaus Water Availability and Demand, 2025 Scenario
Drought response measures would yield
an additional 66 TAF, resulting in a
maximum effective supply of 315 TAF.
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FIGURE G-4

Determining 2025 Worst-Case Scenario
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Step 4: Determine Remaining Quantity of Surface Water to Support Additional Water
Transfers or Expansion of Service into SOI
OID's Expected Stanislaus Water Availability and Demand, 2025 Scenario
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Determining Remaining Surface Water
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
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TABLE G-4

Water Balance/Reliability Analysis: Summary of 2025 Transfer and/or Annexation Opportunities by Programmatic Alternative
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Alternative

Description

Key Components

1

Continue Present Practices

Present practices consist of a minimum transfer obligation of
30,000 ac-ft up to a maximum of 41,000 ac-ft.

2

Maximize Service Improvements
within District Boundaries

2025 firm transfer of 50,000 ac-ft

Maximize Service Improvements
within District Boundaries and
Moderate Expansion of Service
within OID’s SOI

2025 firm transfer of 50,000 ac-ft

Maximize Expansion of Service
within OID’s SOI

16,750 acres of expanded service in SOI to utilize
67,000 ac-ft of available supplies

3

4

Additional variable transfer of 17,000 ac-ft

4,250 acres of expanded service in SOI to utilize 17,000 acft

Recaptured Drainwater
Based on the existing reclamation facilities and operations and on the water balance,
significant opportunities exist for increasing beneficial use of surface water runoff for OID
and the neighboring areas. While it is not cost-effective to “pump-back” recaptured
drainwater to support expansion of service in the district’s SOI, the Infrastructure Plan
recommends significant improvements and new facilities to facilitate increased use of
surface water outflow. The existing conditions water balance indicates that about 60,000 to
70,000 ac-ft of surface water runoff (about 70 percent
field tailwater and 30 percent operational spills from
OID laterals) leave the OID service area per season.
Over the next 20 years, changes in land use and
system improvements are projected to reduce this
amount to 40,000 ac-ft. Based on proximity and timing
of outflow, it was estimated that 30,000 ac-ft is a
reasonable amount of surface water outflow available
to capture and transfer to downstream recipients
(outflow available but not utilized within OID). The
district should secure agreements for the use of this
water by downstream agencies prior to initiating
construction. The Infrastructure Plan Technical
Appendix H describes the facilities necessary to
implement this transfer and provides
recommendations for facilities to increase the use of
Drainwater Facility
reclaimed water within the district.

Water Balance Components of Programmatic Alternatives
Relevant water balance components of the programmatic alternatives were shown in
Table G-4. For the subsequent financial evaluation, it is necessary to identify a starting and
ending point for analysis. It was assumed that the starting year of detailed financial study
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is 2010, a year when existing transfer commitments terminate, and revenue from any new
agreements would begin to be realized. The end point of the analysis is assumed to be
2030. Differences between this planning period and the land use analyses (describing
current conditions and forecasting 2025 conditions) are not materially significant.
In multiple programmatic alternatives, an initial and final level of firm and variable water
transfers are identified. A firm water transfer is defined as the quantity of water provided
in every year, including droughts. Variable transfers are reduced during dry years as
Stanislaus River supplies to OID are curtailed. OID current transfer agreements with
Stockton East Water District (SEWD) and Reclamation total 41,000 ac-ft. Of that volume,
30,000 ac-ft are firm and 11,000 ac-ft are variable. Over the course of WRP implementation,
the quantities of firm and variable supplies available for transfer increase to 50,000 ac-ft
and 17,000 ac-ft, respectively (and the overall district water supply reliability is increased
as previously described). In Alternative 2, these supplies are assumed to be transferred.
Alternative 4 assumes that these supplies support expansion of service into the SOI.
Alternative 3 assumes that the firm quantity is transferred, and the variable quantity
supports expansion of service into the SOI. Available water supplies that support transfers
and/or expansion into the SOI are shown for each alternative in Figure G-6.

FIGURE G-6

How the Alternatives Allocate Available Water Supply

Financial Evaluation
The Financial Model was used to analyze various strategies for viably supporting each
programmatic alternative. To demonstrate the tradeoff between financial strategies,
several sub-alternatives were developed and compared. In these sub-alternatives, key
financial parameters were tested to make the sub-alternative financially feasible. In some
cases, the financial parameter varied was the water charge to all OID customers as
necessary to finance the plan; in others, it was the price of transferred water. These
sub-alternatives are described here.
In this comparison, the capital cost of the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program was not included in the analysis. These improvements are the same for each
alternative, so they do not influence the evaluation of alternatives. These improvements
will be considered in the Financial Plan described for the recommended alternative. The
20-year program costs are summarized in Table G-5.
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TABLE G-5

20-Year Program Costs Exclusive of Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program ($ millions)
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Alternative
Project Type

•

Additional flow-control and
measurement structures

$94

•

Additional groundwater wells

$30

•

North Side regulating reservoir

•

Accelerated irrigation service
turnout replacement

•

Drainwater reclamation projects

1

2

3

4

Rehabilitation projects

$94

$94

$94

Improved service
projects

$0

$30

$30

Total CIP Costs

$94

$124

$124

IMPROVED SERVICE PROJECTS
For $30 million, these improvements
are possible:

$124

Note: See Infrastructure Recommendations in Section 9, and Infrastructure
Plan Technical Appendix H for more information on infrastructure costs.

Alternative 1: Continue Present Practices
Sub-alternative 1A: Finance present practices with existing water transfer
revenue and increased water charge. This sub-alternative viably
finances $94 million in the WRP with revenue generated from a
continuation of OID’s current water transfer agreements with
Reclamation and SEWD. Any differential between expected
revenues and costs would be met by an increase in the water charge.

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries
Sub-alternative 2A: Finance service improvements within district boundaries with water transfer
revenue. This sub-alternative viably finances $124 million in the WRP by using firm supply
water transfers of 30,000 ac-ft increasing to 50,000 ac-ft over the 20-year period of analysis,
and by using variable supply water transfers of 11,000 ac-ft increasing to 17,000 ac-ft.
Additionally, facilities would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this
sub-alternative includes revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer of drainwater.
The water charge would only increase 3 percent a year (to keep pace
with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 2B: Finance Service Improvements within district
boundaries with an increased water charge. This sub-alternative viably
finances $124 million in the WRP by increasing the water charge.
Additionally, facilities would be constructed to recapture
drainwater, so this sub-alternative includes revenue assumed to be
generated from the transfer of drainwater.
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Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and Moderate
Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI
Sub-alternative 3A: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service
within the SOI with water transfer revenue and annexation buy-in charges. This sub-alternative
viably finances $124 million in the WRP by using firm supply water transfers of
30,000 ac-ft increasing to 50,000 ac-ft over the 20-year period of analysis.
The variable supply of 17,000 ac-ft is assumed to support annexation.
This quantity of supply would support about 4,250 acres, which would
be assessed a buy-in charge of $350, unchanged from the current level.
It is assumed that all annexed lands would pay any infrastructure
capital cost associated with connecting to the OID system. Additionally,
facilities would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this subalternative includes revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer
of drainwater. The water charge would only increase 3 percent a year
(to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 3B: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service
within the SOI with water transfer revenue and annexation buy-in charges. Otherwise identical
to the previous sub-alternative, this option assumes that the 4,250 acres annexed would be
assessed a buy-in charge of $2,600. This buy-in charge approximately reflects the costs of
the WRP spread over 55,000 acres.
Sub-alternative 3C: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service
within the SOI with water transfer revenue and annexation buy-in charges. Otherwise identical
to the two previous sub-alternatives, this variation includes an annexation buy-in charge
of $1,600. This buy-in charge approximately reflects the avoided cost of installing an
agricultural well plus the present value of the savings of pumping costs.
Sub-alternative 3D: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service
within the SOI with water transfer revenue and annexation buy-in charges. This sub-alternative
viably finances $124 million in the WRP plus the capital cost of annexing new lands
(subsidizing an assumed $17 million in capital costs for annexation-related infrastructure)
by using firm supply water transfers of 30,000 ac-ft increasing to 50,000 ac-ft over the
20-year period of analysis. The variable supply of 17,000 ac-ft is assumed to support
annexation. This quantity of supply would support about 4,250 acres, which would be
assessed a buy-in charge of $350, unchanged from the current level. Additionally, facilities
would be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative includes revenue
assumed to be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would only
increase 3 percent a year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 3E: Finance service improvements within district boundaries and expanded service
within the SOI with water transfer revenue and out-of-district water sales. This sub-alternative
viably finances $124 million in the WRP by using firm supply water transfers of
30,000 ac-ft increasing to 50,000 ac-ft over the 20-year period of analysis. The variable
supply of 17,000 ac-ft is assumed to support expansion of service into OID’s SOI. Instead
of annexing land, this sub-alternative delivers 17,000 ac-ft of water as out-of-district sales
at $40 per acre-foot. It is assumed that these new customers would pay any infrastructure
capital cost associated with connecting to the OID system. Additionally, facilities would
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be constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative includes revenue assumed
to be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would only increase
3 percent a year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.

Alternative 4: Maximize Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI
Sub-alternative 4A: Finance service improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water
charge and annexation buy-in charges. This sub-alternative aims to finance $124 million in the
WRP by increasing the water charge as all available excess
supplies (67,000 ac-ft) are used to support annexation. This
quantity of supply would support approximately 16,750 acres,
which would be assessed a buy-in charge of $350, unchanged
from the current level. It is assumed that all annexed lands
would pay any infrastructure capital cost associated with
connecting to the OID system. Additionally, facilities would be
constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative
includes revenue assumed to be generated from the transfer of
drainwater. The water charge would only increase 3 percent a
year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 4B: Finance service improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water
charge and annexation buy-in charges. Otherwise identical to the previous sub-alternative,
this option assumes that the 16,750 acres annexed would be assessed a buy-in charge of
$2,600. This buy-in charge approximately reflects the costs of the WRP spread over
55,000 acres.
Sub-alternative 4C: Finance service Improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water
charge and annexation buy-in charges. Otherwise identical to the two previous
sub-alternatives, this variation includes an annexation buy-in charge of $1,600. This buy-in
charge approximately reflects the avoided cost of installing an agricultural well plus the
present value of the savings of pumping costs
Sub-alternative 4D: Finance service improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water
charge and annexation buy-in charges. This sub-alternative viably finances $124 million in the
WRP plus the capital cost of annexing new lands (subsidizing an assumed $66 million in
capital costs for annexation-related infrastructure) by increasing the water charge. All
available excess supplies (67,000 ac-ft) are used to support annexation. This quantity of
supply would support approximately 16,750 acres, which would be assessed a buy-in
charge of $350, unchanged from the current level. Additionally, facilities would be
constructed to recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative includes revenue assumed to
be generated from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would only increase 3
percent a year (to keep pace with inflation) from current levels.
Sub-alternative 4E: Finance service improvements within the SOI with an increase in the water
charge and out of district water sales. This sub-alternative viably finances $124 million in the
WRP by increasing the water charge. All available excess supplies (67,000 ac-ft) are used
to support expansion of service into OID’s SOI. Instead of annexing land, this
sub-alternative delivers 67,000 ac-ft of water as out-of-district sales at $40 per acre-foot. It
is assumed that these new customers would pay any infrastructure capital cost associated
with connecting to the OID system. Additionally, facilities would be constructed to
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recapture drainwater, so this sub-alternative includes revenue assumed to be generated
from the transfer of drainwater. The water charge would only increase 3 percent a year (to
keep pace with inflation) from current levels.

Financial Evaluation of Alternative Results
Table G-6 shows the results of the financial evaluation. Key findings of the financial
evaluation are the following:
•

Water transfers will play a key role in paying for the WRP and keeping water charges
low.

•

Limiting water transfers would cause water charges to increase 4 to 5 times the current
level.

•

The WRP (not including the capital costs of the Main Canals and Tunnels
Improvements Program) can be financed pay-as-you-go with water transfers if a water
transfer agreement can be reached that contributes $130 to $140 per acre-foot.

•

While the annexation buy-in charge in itself doesn’t make a significant impact on the
resulting water charge or required transfer selling fee, the district should consider
increasing its annexation fee.

•

It is not in the district’s best interest to pay for the improvements needed for lands to
annex. Those costs should be borne by the lands being annexed.

•

Figure G-7 graphically
illustrates the tradeoffs
associated with the various
sub-alternatives. In general,
sub-alternatives that include
significant annexation and
little water transfers result in
higher rates to OID’s users.

•

In terms of accomplishing
many of its goals, the district
should balance the amount of
annexed lands (or out-ofdistrict sales) and water
transfers. These goals can
best be met with either
Sub-alternative 3C or 3E.
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Customer Water Charge by Sub-alternative
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TABLE G-6

Financial Evaluation Results and Effect on Customer Water Charge
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Expansion into SOI
Annex SOI Lands

Alternatives

Provide Water to SOI Lands via
Contract

Firm Water Transfers

Variable Water Transfers

Recaptured Drainwater
Transfers

OID Capital Outlays

Customer
Water
Charge

Subsidized
Cost of
Conveyance
Infrastructure
to Annexed
Lands
(millions)

Water
Charge
per Acre
(+ 3% per
year)

Annexation
Acreage

Buy-in
Charge

2010
(ac-ft)

2030
(ac-ft)

Price
per
ac-ft

2010
(ac-ft)

2030
(ac-ft)

Price
per
ac-ft

2010
(ac-ft)

2030
(ac-ft)

Price
per
ac-ft

2010
(ac-ft)

2030
(ac-ft)

Price
per
ac-ft

Recommended
CIP*
(millions)

0

—

0

0

—

30,000

30,000

Existing
contracts

11,000

11,000

Existing
contracts

0

0

—

$94

—

$41

Alternative 1: Continue Present Practices
Finance $94M with an increased irrigation rate

Sub-alternative 1A

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries
Finance $124M
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 2A
Finance $124M with water transfer revenue

Sub-alternative 2B
Finance $124M with an increased irrigation rate

0

—

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$140

11,000

17,000

$20

0

30,000

$20

$124

—

$19.50

0

—

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

—

$105

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and Moderate Expansion of Service within OID's SOI
Finance $124M with water transfer revenue
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 3A
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

4,250

$350

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$130

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$25

4,250

$2,600

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$125

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$19.50

4,250

$1,600

0

0

—

30,000

50,000

$130

0

0

—

0

30,000

$20

$124

0

$19.50
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Sub-alternative 3B
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $2,600/ac

Sub-alternative 3C
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $1,600/ac

Sub-alternative 3D
Finance $17M for annexed lands connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 3E
Out-of-district lands in SOI pay for connection costs
Out-of-district water sales in SOI at $40/ac-ft

Alternative 4: Maximize Expansion of Service within OID's SOI
Finance $124M by increasing irrigation rate
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 4A
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 4B
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $2,600/ac

Sub-alternative 4C
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $1,600/ac

Sub-alternative 4D
Finance $17M for annexed lands connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 4E
Out-of-district lands in SOI pay for connection costs
Out-of-district water sales in SOI at $40/ac-ft

* Recommended CIP does not include the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program capital improvement cost.
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Evaluation Results
As discussed, key water balance components were determined for each programmatic
alternative, and the Financial Model was used to analyze various sub-alternatives for viably
supporting each programmatic alternative. Figure G-8 summarizes each programmatic
alternative’s overall compliance with the WRP goals. Table G-7 provides a more detailed
comparison by financial sub-alternative and assigns relative rankings to each.

FIGURE G-8

How Alternatives Comply with the WRP Goals

Alternatives Evaluation Against WRP Goals
Goal 1: Provide Long-Term Protection to OID’s Water Rights
Sub-alternative 2B is the least effective alternative in terms of protecting OID’s water
rights because without transferring excess supplies or expanding service into OID’s SOI,
67,000 ac-ft would not be put to beneficial use in most years. This amount of water could
be subject to a water rights challenge. Sub-alternative 1A does not include any
infrastructure improvements that would reduce surface water outflow from the district.
Although existing water transfers (41,000 ac-ft) remain in place under Sub-alternative 1A,
full available supplies are not put to beneficial use.
Sub-alternatives 3A through 3E and 4A through 4E are equivalent in terms of protection of
water rights because all involve maximum use of the district’s available water supplies in
all years by either transferring excess water, expanding service, or a combination of both.

Goal 2: Address Federal, State, and Local Water Challenges
This goal will be addressed more completely during the CEQA phase in the Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). District outflow management (operations spills and
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tailwater) are related to discharge water quality issues and vary between WRP
alternatives. Sub-alternative 1A is ranked lower than every other sub-alternative because
present practices continue. Under present practices, no infrastructure improvements
would be implemented to reduce operations spills or improve overall efficiency. Until the
PEIR analysis is complete, Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 are rated equivalent because they all
share the same characteristics of revised operations, improved distribution system, and
development of drainwater recapture facilities, all of which improve district outflow
management.

Goal 3: Rebuild/Modernize an Out-of-Date System to Meet Changing Customer Needs
Under Sub-alternative 1A, the district would focus on replacement projects rather than
new projects that would improve the system or enhance operations. Rebuilding would
occur strictly to keep the existing system operational; therefore, Sub-alternative 1A meets
Goal 3 at a minimal level.
All other sub-alternatives are given the highest rating because they all consist of an
identical infrastructure plan. This infrastructure plan includes numerous projects that
improve overall system efficiency and provide higher levels of customer service necessary
to respond to crop changes and customer preferences.

Goal 4: Develop Affordable Ways to Finance Improvements
Every finance option for Alternative 4 (Sub-alternatives 4A though 4E) resulted in a poor
rating under Goal 4 because water charges are significantly increased. Sub-alternative 4D
did not receive a rating because it does not meet even the minimum affordability criteria
for the district, current customers, or future customers. The water charge is increased to a
level under Sub-alternative 4D that would likely result in a loss of customers since
groundwater is a less expensive option. Sub-alternative 2B also rates low because water
charges are significantly increased.
Sub-alternative 2A is favorable financially to both customers and OID because the
improved system would be financed entirely by water transfer revenue. Under 1A, the
plan remains affordable but rates are increased. Sub-alternative 3B is not favorable
because the annexation buy-in fee is likely higher than growers’ willingness to pay.
Sub-alternative 3D is not favorable to the district because annexation costs would be
subsidized by the district’s current customer base.

Goal 5: Involve the Public in the Planning Process
Based on public involvement efforts during the development of the WRP, it was learned
that OID customers generally want better service and want affordable water. Therefore,
Sub-alternative 1A does not rate well, because no infrastructure is implemented to
improve service. Although Sub-alternative 2B involves improved service, it does not rate
well because water charges are increased significantly to finance the improvements.
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TABLE G-7

Programmatic Alternatives and WRP Goals Ranking Matrix
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Programmatic Alternatives

Provide long-term
protection to OID’s water
rights

Address federal, state and local
water challenges








Water Resources Plan Goals
Rebuild/modernize an out-ofdate system to meet changing
customer needs

Develop affordable ways to
finance improvements

Involve the public in the
planning process

Ranking
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4









8

Alternative 1: Continue Present Practices
Finance $94M with an increased irrigation rate

Sub-alternative 1A

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries
Finance $124M
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 2A
Finance $124M with water transfer revenue

Sub-alternative 2B
Finance $124M with an increased irrigation rate

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and Moderate Expansion of Service within OID's SOI
Finance $124M with water transfer revenue
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 3A
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 3B
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $2,600/ac

Sub-alternative 3C
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $1,600/ac

Sub-alternative 3D
Finance $17M for annexed lands connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 3E
Out-of-district lands in SOI pay for connection costs
Out-of-district water sales in SOI at $40/ac-ft
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Alternative 4: Maximize Expansion of Service within OID's SOI
Finance $124M by increasing irrigation rate
Recapture facilities developed

Sub-alternative 4A
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 4B
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $2,600/ac

Sub-alternative 4C
Annexed lands pay for connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $1,600/ac

Sub-alternative 4D
Finance $17M for annexed lands connection costs
Annexation buy-in charge is $350/ac

Sub-alternative 4E
Out-of-district lands in SOI pay for connection costs
Out-of-district water sales in SOI at $40/ac-ft

Notes:
 = Most completely addresses goal
Sub-alternative rankings are relative
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Sub-alternatives 4A through 4E do not rate high because in every case, water charges are
significantly higher than other alternatives. However, these sub-alternatives did not
garner the lowest rating because they keep water within the SOI (no water transfers),
which satisfies a portion of the public.
It should be noted that regarding annexation options, water transfers, and affordability,
public acceptance of the alternative depends on one’s perspective. Current customers
generally want those annexing lands to pay their fair share, while new customers would
prefer some level of subsidy from the district. Many in the public want all OID water kept
local, but it has been shown that doing so results in higher water charges and little
protection of the district’s water rights. Sub-Alternatives 3C and 3E were given the highest
relative rating because they balance the amount of water transferred with moderate
expansion into the SOI. In addition, water charge is not increased (beyond 3 percent
annually to keep pace with inflation) under any permutation of the Alternative 3.

The Best Apparent Alternative
Programmatic Alternative 3—Maximize Service Improvements in District Boundaries and
Moderate Expansion of Service in OID’s SOI—most strongly supports the WRP goals. This
is the most balanced of all alternatives, providing for expansion of service while allowing
water transfers as necessary to fund required improvements.
The Water Balance Model was used to evaluate key water balance components for the OID
system assuming implementation of Alternative 3. The analysis was also based on the
projected 2025 land use and average climatic conditions. Lastly, the analysis assumed that
3,000 acres of orchards in the district that are not currently OID customers join OID
because of the enhanced level of service associated with Alternative 3 as well as
4,250 acres of new lands (assumed to consist of orchards) served via expansion into the
SOI. The results of the 2025 water balance are summarized in Table G-8.
TABLE G-8

Summary of 2025 Average ET Water Balance for OID Service Area
Components

Acre-Feet

Water Supply Sources for Distribution System
Stanislaus River
Main Canal Inflows
River Pumps
Groundwater Pumping

249,600
800
9,700

Reclamation

17,800

Total Supply

277,900

Conveyance and On-Farm Losses
Conveyance Loss
Seepage

22,700

Operational Spills

13,900

On-Farm Loss
Deep Percolation
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TABLE G-8

Summary of 2025 Average ET Water Balance for OID Service Area
Components

Acre-Feet

Tailwater

35,700

Total Losses

101,100

Crop ET and On-Farm Supply
ET (net of effective precipitation)

181,200

Farm Delivery (all sources)

241,300

Drainwater
Production (tailwater and spills)
Non-OID Drainwater
Reclamation
Total Outflow

G-26

49,600
8,200
-17,800
40,000
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APPENDIX H

Infrastructure Plan
Introduction
Purpose and Scope
This appendix presents he Infrastructure Plan for Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) Water
Resources Plan (WRP). The Infrastructure Plan recommends a range of supply and
conveyance system improvements needed to support the WRP Goals, estimates the planninglevel capital costs for these projects, and integrates these projects into a long-term plan for
phasing and implementation. The specific needs for the projects include restoring OID’s
supply and conveyance system to a reasonable level of long-term reliability, supporting
improved service to meet the district’s changing customer needs, and facilitating regional
water management initiatives that OID may undertake in support of the WRP Goals.
The development of the Infrastructure Plan used the findings and recommendations from
several other components of the WRP, including the infrastructure assessment, the land use
forecast, the water balance model, on-farm system surveys and public outreach, and the
development and evaluation of alternatives. For the Best Apparent Alternative, the
Financial Model was used to develop an implementation plan with prioritized scheduling of
the Infrastructure Plan projects over the WRP’s 25-year planning horizon.

Infrastructure Project Categories
The various projects developed under the Infrastructure Plan were grouped into specific
functional categories, depending on the operational link or basic purpose each serves for the
OID system. These categories included the Main Canals and Tunnels, flow-control and
measurement structures, regulating reservoirs, pipelines, open-ditch laterals, customer
turnouts, drainwater reclamation and surface water outflow management, groundwater
wells, and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). For each functional category,
a range of projects was developed based on standard features and operating assumptions.
Capital costs for each project were developed using uniform unit costs and contingency
factors. Figure H-1 depicts the existing OID infrastructure.
The Main Canals and Tunnels category includes specific major rehabilitation projects
developed separately from the WRP effort under OID’s Main Canals and Tunnels
Improvements Program. The recommended projects, scheduling, and costs developed
under that program were incorporated into the WRP to present a comprehensive
Infrastructure Plan that includes all of OID’s primary infrastructure needs.

Customer Service and Operations Strategy Factors
The development of the Infrastructure Plan also considered two closely related issues, OID’s
customer service goals and the need for improved systemwide operations coordination. It
was recognized that significant improvements in customer service will be required to meet
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the changing needs of OID’s customers. The Infrastructure Plan projects were developed
and evaluated with this goal in mind. To both meet the customer service goals and to ensure
the recommended projects function effectively as a whole to improve operations and
maintenance (O&M) efficiency, the projects were also evaluated in terms of how each
supports improved overall systemwide operations.

Technical Appendix Organization
This technical appendix is organized by the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Recommended Infrastructure Plan Summary
Development of Infrastructure Recommendations
Customer-Based Service Standards
Flow-Control and Measurement Projects
Service Turnouts
Drainwater Reclamation and Outflow Management
Regulating Reservoirs
Groundwater Wells
Pipelines and Earthen Laterals Rehabilitation
Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program Projects
SCADA
Integrated Operations Strategy for System Improvements
Annexation Infrastructure Requirements
Infrastructure Plan Capital Costs
Implementation Schedule for Recommended Alternative
Attachment 1: Unit Costs
Attachment 2: CIP Cost Schedule
Attachment 3: Conceptual Facility Guidelines

Recommended Infrastructure Plan Summary
Overview
This section presents a summary of the Infrastructure Plan recommendations for the Best
Apparent Alternative. The recommended Service Standards are presented, followed by a
summary of the key elements of the coordinated operations strategy. These two policy and
operations factors are the link between the recommended projects and how the projects
support improved OID customer service and increased reliability and efficiency of water
supply and distribution operations. The Infrastructure Plan projects are summarized by
their functional categories, including costs and implementation schedule, followed by the
Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program projects, costs, and implementation
schedule.
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Customer-Based Service Standards
One of the five goals of the WRP is to improve the current infrastructure system to meet
changing customer needs. Service standards, as formalized in OID’s standard policies and
practices, are the basic “statement” as to how OID intends to meet those customer needs.
The service standards are a key to retaining and attracting OID’s future customer base. A
primary goal of the Infrastructure Plan is to implement projects that support these customer
service standards. Service standards typically include consideration of factors such as
customer requirements, delivery frequency, duration of flows, flow rates, scheduling
flexibility, and turnout features.
A review of OID’s existing customer service policies and practices, which are based on a
combination of fixed-rotation scheduling for most customers and limited arranged delivery,
indicated the following conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Inconsistent application of the standards
Difficulty with serving the large numbers of small parcels
Varying capacity between the Divisions to meet the minimum rotation times
Lack of training for irrigators and Distribution System Operators (DSOs)
Inconsistent turnout sizing and flow rates relative to parcel size

Discussions with growers also indicated that a significant portion of new growers in the
OID service area may be electing to use private groundwater wells because of concerns with
the existing service standards’ ability to meet their needs. This review led to consideration
of a range of potential revisions to OID’s service standards in order to improve customer
service and support the goals of the WRP.
This Infrastructure Plan recommends modifying OID’s customer service standards to adopt a
customer-based standard. Elements of this revised standard include the following measures:
•

Expanding arranged delivery as supported by system capacity

•

Establishing a range of three to four customer categories based on customer needs (as
determined by crop type, acreage, irrigation method, and customer preferences)

•

Developing reasonable standards for common elements, such as flow rates, based on
parcel size, turnout features, and scheduling requirements for arranged delivery

The detailed changes to the service standards will be developed during the initial
implementation phase of the WRP as part of an update to OID’s standard policies and practices.

Integrated Operations Strategy
The findings of the Infrastructure Assessment showed several aspects of current operating
practices and infrastructure conditions that are reducing the overall effectiveness of daily water
distribution operations and customer service. These include lack of standardized operating
practices for key facilities such as regulating reservoirs and main head gates, lack of accurate
flow measurement and stable flow controls at primary distribution structures, inconsistent use
of wells and reclamation pumps for local supplemental supply, facilities such as wells and
reclamation pumps that may no longer be effective under changed land use conditions, remote
manually operated head gates, and excessive flow-change travel times to major laterals.
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The goal of an integrated operations strategy is to make sure that OID’s investment in the
Infrastructure Plan addresses these specific problems and maximizes the improvements to
both customer service and operations efficiency. The strategy is based on a functional
“outline” of the primary OID supply and distribution facilities, and how they are used to
meet the customer service and operations goals. Implementing the strategy with the
Infrastructure Plan requires development of individual projects as components of the larger
system, while still operating to support the specific operating objectives. The effectiveness of
the operations strategy also requires that the operations staff understand and support the
operations strategy and be provided with the training and tools to implement it.
The Infrastructure Plan was developed based on the following primary features for OID’s
operations strategy:
•

Standard operating procedures (SOPs): OID should develop and implement SOPs that
address operations under varying supply and demand conditions. These SOPs should
address each major Division and the primary upstream facilities such as reservoirs. Chains
of communication and “ownership” of key flow-control structures should be clarified.

•

Canal structure functions for flow control versus water level control: Each main
flow-control structure should be designed and operated with each branch specifically
used for either flow control or water-level control. This provides consistency of
operations between DSOs and for coordination with upstream and downstream control
structures; effective use of the gates, weirs, or other features for their intended purpose;
and predictable flow routing as described below.

•

Accurate and timely LSA/Division-level flow control: Flow-control structures with
capacities at or greater than 40 cubic feet per second (cfs) should have standard accuracies of
less than 5 percent error where feasible, to provide the DSOs with reliable operations data.
Main head gates and very remote gates that require excessive travel time to access should
have remote flow monitoring and control via SCADA links to allow timely flow changes
and to maximize the DSO’s ability to focus on local facilities and customer turnouts.

•

Excess flow routing: Standard routing for excess upstream flows should be established,
sending this water to the most efficient recapture and storage location whenever possible.
This eliminates guess-work as to where excess flows are routed and maximizes the
opportunity to store and use the water in reclamation facilities or regulating reservoirs.

•

Standard use of local supplemental sources: Each operational group of LSAs should
have a locally consistent prioritization for the use of reclamation sources and wells that
supply the area. This maximizes the local source benefits for peak demand flexibility
and conveyance system efficiency.

Recommended Infrastructure Plan Projects, Costs, and Implementation Schedule
The recommended Infrastructure Plan for the Best Apparent Alternative is composed of the
improvements summarized in Table H-1. Planning-level cost estimates were developed for
each Programmatic Alternative to provide data for the evaluation process described in the
Development and Evaluation of Alternatives Technical Memorandum. The Infrastructure
Plan costs for the Apparent Best Alternative, summarized by functional category, are shown
in Table H-2.

H-6
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TABLE H-1

Infrastructure Plan Projects Summary for Recommended Alternative
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Functional Category
Pipeline Replacement

Purpose / Benefits
Replace the aging CIP concrete pipe and other
substandard reaches to improve conveyance
capacity and reliability.

Projects
•

Long-term program to replace between 1 to 3 miles/yr of critical pipe.
Three phase approach:

−
−
−

Earthen Lateral Rehabilitation

Flow Control and Measurement

Irrigation Service Turnouts
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First phase: critical pipelines in worst condition, impacting
customer service.
Second phase: accelerated systemwide replacement to reach
uniform conditions of reliability.
Third phase: long-term regular maintenance program with average
replacement schedule of 50 to 75 years.

Repair degraded areas of the 200 miles of open
ditch laterals. Reestablish standard channel
conditions to improve canal hydraulics and reestablish access for O&M.

•

10 miles of critical reaches reshaped in Phase I

•

Rehabilitation of 100 miles in total over the next 25 years

•

Long-term target of 40 year average between canal reshaping

Replace and upgrade major flow-control and
measurement structures to improve operations
efficiency, customer service, and address
degraded structures.

•

North Side: Structure replacement and upgrade of flow control systems
at 10 major flow-control and measurement sites

•

South Side: Structure replacement and upgrade of flow control systems
at 11 major flow-control and measurement sites

•

Typical improvements provide stable water levels, improved flow
measurement accuracy, and remote flow control at major structures

•

Initial focus on 150 to 200 largest customers, serving 60% of OID lands

•

40+ turnouts per year long-term target

•

About 1/3 of all 2,800 total turnouts replaced over next 25 years

Standardized turnouts and regular replacement
schedule.
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TABLE H-1

Infrastructure Plan Projects Summary for Recommended Alternative
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Functional Category

Purpose / Benefits

Drainwater Reclamation and Outflow
Management

Improved management of drainwater for
beneficial use by OID through improved peak
supply capability, supply reliability and efficiency.
Improved control of flow-rate and timing for
surface water outflow from OID service area to
neighboring areas, for regional benefits.

Regulating Reservoirs

Groundwater Wells

SCADA System

H-8

To provide in-system storage for improved daily
management of mismatches between supply and
demands.

Replace aging wells near end of their service life,
provide improved peaking supply and drought
backup reliability, relocate for more equitable
benefits to OID service area.

Improved operations monitoring and response
time, greater operations flexibility and more rapid
response to customer flow requirements.

Projects
•

11 new reclamation and outflow projects, 5 reclamation and 6 outflow
management projects

•

Typical features: storage reservoirs, pumps, pipelines to laterals

•

4 projects on North Side

•

7 projects on South Side

•

New 230 acre-foot reservoir at the Burnett-Cometa head gates for
managing Burnett and Tulloch systems

•

Woodward Reservoir intertie reestablishment and improvement.

•

Van Lier Reservoir operations improvements will increase operations
benefits of this reservoir

•

Phased replacement of 25 deep wells over 15 years

•

New locations for some replacement wells to enhance service to major
South Side laterals

•

Cooperative private well operations program for improved delivery
flexibility and drought contingency planning—long-term target of 25 to
30 wells in program

•

20 to 40 SCADA stations to be developed and integrated with various
projects, including reservoirs, key flow-control structures, reclamation
sites, etc.

•

Expanded central SCADA operations station at OID office
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TABLE H-2

Infrastructure Plan Costs for Best Apparent Alternative
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Functional Category
Canal and Lateral Rehabilitation
Flow-Control and Measurement Structures
Groundwater Wells
Miscellaneous (district mapping, aquatic pesticides program, etc.)
Pipeline Replacement

Cost
$34,335,000
3,856,000
14,032,000
2,386,000
45,366,000

North Side Regulating Reservoir and Woodward Reservoir Intertie

6,264,000

Irrigation Service Turnout Replacement

4,680,000

Outflow Management Projects
Reclamation Projects
Subtotal for Existing System Improvements

10,947,000
5,813,000
$124,107,000

One potential implementation schedule for the recommended projects is shown in Figure H-2.
Actual implementation will be dependent on the ultimate financing strategy with annual
capital expenditures limited by available revenue. The implementation schedule was
developed based on consideration of these factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facility condition and consequences of failure
Benefits to OID customer service
Grouping of projects with direct operational links and/or geographic proximity
Lead time for likely permitting and environmental documentation requirements
Phasing of long-term replacement/Rehabilitation programs
Required pre-construction activity
Available construction windows
Third-party agreements

FIGURE H-2

CIP Draft Implementation Schedule, Alternative 3
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Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program
The district initiated a Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program before initiating
development of the WRP. This ongoing program’s implementation will be in parallel with
the recommended Infrastructure Plan. The program is focused on critical repairs to the
upper portions of the distribution system including the Joint Main Canal, which OID and
South San Joaquin Irrigation District (SSJID) share, the North Main Canal, and the South
Main Canal. Projects have been identified, and some have been completed, to rehabilitate
critical sections of the main canal and tunnels.
Table H-3 summarizes the improvements under this program and the associated project
costs. Figure H-3 shows the implementation schedule for this program. As is the case for
Figure H-2, actual implementation will be dependent on the ultimate financing strategy
with annual capital expenditures limited by available revenue. Information about these
projects, including the capital costs and schedule for implementation, were provided by
OID. Previously completed projects are not included in this cost and schedule summary.
TABLE H-3

Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program Project Costs
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Project Name and Descriptiona

Total Capital Cost

b

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation
Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Copper Tunnel
Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Ram Tunnel
Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Long Tunnel
Cape Horn Hazardous Assessment
Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation Construction—first phase
Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation Construction—final phase
South Main—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation Study
South Main Rehabilitation—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation I
South Main Rehabilitation—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation II
c
2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—bypass route for new tunnel, Design, CEQA
2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New Tunnel Construction, Year 1
2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New Tunnel Construction, Year 2
2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New Tunnel Construction, Year 3
Tunnel 8 Rehabilitation—Design and Construction
Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9
Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation Phase 2
Willms Siphon Evaluation Study
Willms Siphon Rehabilitation Construction
Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 9 to Cashman Dam

$101,000
224,000
280,000
280,000
100,000
3,400,000
4,000,000
100,000
2,000,000
1,750,000
1,500,000
8,300,000
7,000,000
3,500,000
1,300,000
3,500,000
4,400,000
125,000
1,125,000
1,568,000

Total Cost

$44,553,000

Notes:
a

Project information from OID.

b

For Joint Main projects, cost shown is OID’s share (28%) of the total, based on cost-share with SSJID.

c

CEQA = California Environmental Quality Act.

d

Cost for evaluation and retrofit of Willms Flume is not included is unknown at this time.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Joint Main & Tunnel Rehabilitation
- Engineering Design
- Copper Tunnel Construction
- Ram Tunnel Construction
- Long Tunnel Construction
Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation
- Hazardous Assessment
- Construction - First Phase
- Construction - Final Phase
South Main Canal Rehabilitation
- Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehab - Study
- Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehab - Construction
2-Mile Bar Slide Zone
- New Tunnel Bypass Route - Design/CEQA
- New Tunnel Construction
Tunnel 8 Rehabilitation- Design & Construction
Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9
Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation Phase 2
Willms Siphon Rehabilitation
- Evaluation Study
- Construction
Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 9 to Cashman Dam
Overall task
Subtask
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FIGURE H-3

Main Canal and Tunnels Program Implementation Schedule
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
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Development of Infrastructure Recommendations
The remaining sections of this technical appendix present the detailed basis for the specific
infrastructure plan projects and related recommendations.

Service Standards
Background
As discussed in Infrastructure Assessment Technical Appendix C, OID’s current official and
practiced service standards were examined. Service standards are a critical component of
district operations and are the basic statement of the product that OID is striving to provide
its customers. Service standards are key to retaining long-term customers and to attracting
future growers to maintain OID’s customer base. This section describes three options for
future service standards and provides recommended changes that are supported by the
projects included in the Infrastructure Plan, and that support the WRP goals.

Service Standard Components
Service standards are composed of several factors. Current OID standards are outlined in the
Rules and Regulations Governing the Operations and Distribution of Irrigation Water within the Oakdale
Irrigation District Service Area. The rules and regulations are approved by the Board of Directors
and are also known as the “Gray Book.” The main components of consideration that service
standards should reflect are described below. Not all of these components are currently nor
specifically addressed in OID’s existing Gray Book:
•

Customer requirements: vary based on individual and local factors such as parcel size,
crop type, irrigation method, local soils and topography, and level of customer skill in
irrigation management.

•

Frequency (how often): frequency of delivery can be based on a fixed rotation, arranged
or scheduled delivery, or “on-demand” use at the customers discretion.

•

Duration (how long per cycle): can be fixed or flexible up to a set limit.

•

Rate of flow: may vary, depending on irrigation method and parcel size. Service
standards may specify a fixed flow rate or variable flows up to a set limit

•

Scheduling system: may be done directly with the DSO or through a centralized
operations dispatcher.

•

Turnout features: the size, flow control, and flow measurement methods can vary
between various turnout types.

•

Conveyance: gravity flow versus pressurized flow (closed-conduit).

•

Water quality: minimum standards may be addressed for salinity, turbidity (total
dissolved solids), and/or other constituents.

•

Seasonal duration: may include extended service for frost protection, early or late
season irrigations, rice straw decomposition.
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Approach to Service Standard Development
Service standard options were developed by first examining current standards as described in
the Infrastructure Assessment Technical Appendix C. The findings from the land use analysis,
on-farm evaluations, and public outreach were used to evaluate OID’s existing customer base,
their typical irrigation practices, and future service needs. This highlighted the wide range of
customers, from large commercial orchards and dairy-related corn growers, to small
ranchette-type customers growing pasture for livestock. The evaluation also noted the range
of irrigation conditions based on crop types, parcel size, topography, customer skills, and
other factors. The results of the evaluation showed the need to consider changes to the
existing service standards in order to more effectively meet OID’s current and future
customer needs. Three options for service standards were evaluated, as outlined below.

Service Standards Options
Option 1: Continuation of Current Practices. As noted in the Gray Book, the goal is to provide
“fair and equitable treatment” to all customers under the current standards. A summary of
the current standards and observed problems with current standards was provided in the
Infrastructure Assessment Technical Appendix C. It is repeated here for reference:
•

The rotation cycle varies from 10 days to 14 days depending on OID management discretion.

•

For each rotation, there is a fixed rate of flow and duration by customer. The policy is
“use it or lose it.”

•

The start of the rotation requires 12 hours’ advance start notice to customers. The shutoff notification from customer to DSO is 4 hours.

•

OID customers are responsible for efficient and reasonable use. The Gray Book states,
“No user shall use or be entitled to greater amount of water than can be reasonably and
beneficially used without waste.”

•

Written requests are accepted and granted on a case-by-case basis for arranged delivery
of OID water (non-rotational). The Gray Book states that such arrangement is “not a
standard operation.”

•

Measurement of customer deliveries is required by DSOs. OID maintains and calibrates
measurement facilities.

Problems observed with current practices are summarized as:
•

Actual practices are commonly inconsistent with the Gray Book. Exceptions were
historically granted by past OID management or at individual DSO discretion.

•

Solving one customer’s “problem” by not observing standards often causes many other
water delivery problems for other customers.

•

Within OID, there is a varied capability of LSAs/Divisions to meet a 10-day rotation
because of capacity and supply limitations.

•

Unscheduled cuts for water are the biggest operational problem observed.

•

Unscheduled cuts can cause excess spills. DSO efforts to “park water” on other customer
lands ahead of normal schedule, if possible, are fairly common, causing operational
inefficiencies.
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•

Short-term changes in weather impact the rotation schedule when compared to on-farm
needs. Growers lack the training necessary to effectively estimate irrigation
requirements in the context of changing weather and other factors.

•

Farmers operating their own turnouts can create operational problems, although this
may be acceptable if arranged with DSOs.

•

Turnout sizing and flows vary widely on a per-acre basis, with little incentive for on-farm
distribution system features or practices to work within reasonable delivery standards.

•

No formal operational strategy exists to use wells and drainage reclamation pumps for
specific customer service targets.

•

Conflicting operational targets are evident within OID, such as minimizing drain spills
versus regulating reservoir practices, or minimizing the use of groundwater deep wells
even though they may provide an optimal peaking supply.

•

Conflicting operating practices were observed among DSOs. Differences were observed
within the same Division, among Divisions, and between day and night shifts.

Option 2: Minor Revisions to Standards. Option 2 would include minor revisions to the
existing service standards, recognizing that current practices have evolved to fit many
existing customer practices. This option requires minimal changes to DSO operating practice
and policies, and may require fewer long-term infrastructure improvements. This option’s
revisions to current standards are the following:
•

The district would continue a mix of fixed rotation (mostly for pasture and small
parcels) and scheduled delivery for large orchards and for corn growers.

•

The Gray Book standards would be updated and enforced to consistently support
practices and application of the standards from the Board down to individual DSOs.

•

This service standard option would align with an infrastructure plan that focuses on
supporting continued practices.

•

New customers or existing customers who change land use (e.g., pasture to trees) would
be handled on a case-by-case basis. Rotation delivery would remain the “norm,” and
scheduled delivery service would be provided only where capacity is available.

Potential problems with Option 2 are summarized as:
•

Implementing Option 2 may cause a loss of existing or new orchard customers who
require more flexible and reliable service.

•

This option may foster continued low to average on-farm efficiency, which increases OID’s
water supply requirements for a given service acreage and reduces overall supply reliability.

•

This option provides minimal support for the WRP goals.

Option 3: Customer Category-Based Standards and Expanded Arranged Delivery. Option 3
would include a range of service standards organized by customer categories. This option
allows a higher level of customer service, and allows varying customer needs to determine the
appropriate standards. By responding to varied customer needs, the long-term customer base
would be maintained, including new orchards that require a higher level of surface water
service. Option 3 is a flexible approach that will adjust to local factors (land use, crop type,
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irrigation methods, customer skills, and preferences) as they change over the next 25 years.
The basic components of Option 3 include service standards organized by crop type, acreage,
irrigation method, and customer preferences. Reasonable limits would be set on each
component of service and the OID would continue to ensure consistent service equity to all
growers. Arranged delivery would be an option for all growers, as system capacity allows.
The flexibility of Option 3 is illustrated with these examples. An orchard grower may
request water up to a maximum frequency of 7 days with 48-hours notice, and a maximum
flow rate based on parcel size with turnout features that support local pump operations. A
corn grower may remain on a fixed-head rotation or may request a change to arranged
delivery. A pasture grower may remain on fixed rotation or change to scheduled delivery if
an improved level of on-farm water management is desired.
Implementing Option 3 would require improved DSO training and operating practices to
meet the new customer service standards. Given increased arranged delivery, changes to
scheduling practices would be necessary to make deliveries according to the customer
needs. The increased service would require more infrastructure improvements and
potentially higher operating costs than Options 1 and 2. Option 3 is consistent with the
recommended Infrastructure Plan and is fully supportive of the WRP goals.

Recommended Service Standard Option
This Infrastructure Plan recommends that the district implement the Customer
Category-Based Service Standards. Development of Customer-Based Standards would
provide the most flexibility and best support for the WRP goals. This service standard is
supported by the infrastructure improvement recommendations in this Infrastructure Plan.
The detailed development of the customer categories and related standards (turnout sizing,
arranged delivery scheduling times, flow capacity per acre, etc.) should be developed in the
first year of the implementation phase of the WRP.

Flow-Control and Measurement Projects
The results of the infrastructure assessment highlighted many problems with the existing
distribution system’s flow control and measurement structures. These problems included
degraded concrete structures, inaccurate flow measurement conditions and/or methods,
unpredictable flow variations from changing water levels, manually controlled gates at
main flow splits, and many gates in remote locations. The recommended projects presented
in this section address these problems at the major flow control and measurement facilities.
The projects will provide improved flow-measurement accuracy, reliable flow controls,
reduced operations time, quicker responses to changing supply or demand conditions,
greater overall conveyance efficiency, and improved customer service.
The flow-control and measurement projects were developed based on the specific
deficiencies noted at each existing facility, field observations, and input from OID
operations and engineering staff. A “menu” of potential improvements was developed
based on the most common problems, and local operating conditions (such as flow rates,
topography, the adjoining lateral conditions, and the availability of a power supply).
Table H-4 lists the types of improvements considered for use at each site.
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There is a wide range of available flow-control gate types, flow measurement equipment
and methods, and related structures for irrigation systems. Typical factors considered in
selecting flow-control and measurement equipment and methods include costs (both
construction and operations), local hydraulic conditions (open channel or full pipe, flow rate
range, available head, etc.), site restrictions, power supply availability, measurement
accuracy requirements, water quality, operator skills, and required customer service levels.
The list in Table H-4 is not exhaustive, but it is a reasonable standard set of improvements
based on OID’s system assessment and this range of considerations.
Table H-5 lists the specific improvement projects recommended for the Infrastructure Plan.
Figure H-4 shows the location of each project. The highest-priority projects, needed to
address existing problems that have significant impacts on OID’s daily operations, are
included in the first several years of the recommended Implementation Schedule.
Figure H-5 shows the conceptual layout for the Brichetto-Claribel head gates replacement
project, which includes some of the typical features used in the other projects. This structure
controls the distribution of about 160 cfs at peak flows, between these two main laterals. It is
located at the end of the South Main Canal, about 1 mile below the Van Lier Reservoir
outlet. The reservoir releases flows that are remotely controlled via OID’s SCADA system.
The new head gates include a combination of motor-operated gates, ramp flumes for flow
measurement, a long-crested weir for pool-level control, and a SCADA link for remote flow
rate monitoring and control in coordination with Van Lier outlet flows.

Service Turnouts
Background
OID has over 2,800 irrigation customers, most with a single irrigation service turnout. The
customer’s irrigated acreage, crop type, irrigation method, and on-farm management practices
all influence the irrigation service requirements. By parcel size, the irrigation customers can be
broken down as follows: 40 percent (about 1,100) are smaller than 5 acres, 60 percent (about
1,700) are less than 10 acres, and only 4 percent (about 110) are larger than 40 acres. Most of the
existing turnouts are either simple “canal gates” (Waterman-type circular meter gates) or
constant-head orifice (CHO) double-gate structures (referred to as “pressure-box” structures).
Problems noted from the Infrastructure Assessment for the existing service turnouts include:
•

Inability to accurately measure flow rates because of improperly constructed turnouts
and/or lack of consistent operator training and practices

•

Widely varying flow rates and irrigation times relative to the customer’s acreage

•

Poor physical condition and/or improperly installed turnout appurtenances

•

On-farm conditions such as backwater or poor head-ditch conditions which impact the
turnout operation
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TABLE H-4

Optional Structures and Methods for Flow Control and Measurement
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Structures

General Purpose

OID Applications

Water Level Control Structures
Long-Crested Weir

Automated Overflow Gate

ITRC Flap Gate

Flashboards

•

The hydraulic nature of the long crest maintains a relatively
constant upstream water level over a wide range of flows

•

The length of the crest is determined by day-to-day canal flow
rate variations, the magnitude of flow passing the site, and
desired degree of water level control

•

Automatic gate position adjustment to maintain a relatively
constant upstream water level over a wide range of flows, up to a
maximum of approximately 200 cfs

•

A reasonably accurate flow rate estimate can also be made with
this gate

•

Automatically adjusts gate opening to maintain a relatively
constant upstream water level over a wide range of flows, up to a
maximum of approximately 50 cfs

•

A significant drop in canal invert is required to satisfy the free-flow
requirement

•

Upstream water level control, but not as effective as the other
control structures

•

The boards can be physically difficult to move resulting in health
and safety concerns

•

Well suited for primary and secondary canals

•

Can be more expensive than comparable water level
control structures

•

Intended to connect with a SCADA system

•

This gate offers good performance for tertiary canal
laterals and can be designed, constructed, and installed
by OID personnel at a relatively inexpensive cost
compared to other structures

•

Considering the following: (i) mediocre water level
control, (ii) health and safety concerns, and (iii) that all
adjustments are manual, it is recommended that OID limit
the use of flashboard structures

•

Flashboards can be effectively used in combination with
other structures, where adjustments to the flashboards
occur infrequently

•

Use at lateral inlets and bifurcations in conjunction with a
separate flow measurement device

•

Motor-operated gates can be linked to a SCADA system
to provide remote control

Flow-Control Structures
Slide Gate (Undershot Gate)
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•

Adjust gate position to set flow based on differential head,
opening area. Flow rate sensitive to changes in upstream water
level. Can use downstream measurement station, such as ramp
flume or weir to measure flow. Can be motor-operated.
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TABLE H-4

Optional Structures and Methods for Flow Control and Measurement
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Structures
Constant Head Orifice

General Purpose
•

Similar to undershot gate. Use two gates in series, one to set
orifice size, second to set head.

•

Wide range of flow rates can be measured using the gate opening
and head differential.

OID Applications
•

Use at lateral inlets and bifurcations where both flow rate
control and flow measurement is desired with a single
structure

•

Standardization and proper operation is crucial for
successful implementation

Flow Measurement Structures
Replogle Flume (Ramp Flume)

Propeller Meter

Acoustic and Magnetic Meters
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•

Accurate open channel flow measurement (± 2%) with minimal
head loss for use on main, secondary, and tertiary canals.

•

OID canal slopes may be too steep in some locations for
proper implementation

•

Flume geometry has proved to be more cost-effective and easier
to construct compared to similar critical flow devices, such as a
Parshall Flume.

•

A water level sensor can be linked to a SCADA system
for remote monitoring

•

Accurate flow measurement (± 2%) for calibrated meters in fullflowing pipelines.

•

The propeller must be kept clear of debris for accurate
measurement

•

Both instantaneous and volumetric readings.

•

The size and weight in large pipelines (> 21” diameter or
so) is a concern for manual removal and cleaning

•

Accurate open channel or pipe flow measurements

•

Consider use in areas where accurate flow measurement
is crucial, but site conditions limit the use of other
structures

•

Devices can be linked to a SCADA system for remote
monitoring
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TABLE H-5

FCM Projects
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
No.

Facility Name

Improvements

OID Considerations and Service Impacts

North Side of Project
1

2
3

4

5

H-20

•

Retain existing structure

•

•

Replace existing slide gates with four new motor-operated slide
gates (3’ h x 7’ v)

Provides control and monitoring of flows diverted out of Little
Johns Creek

•

•

SCADA link with remote manual flow control

Minimizes labor time to access this remote site, key flow control
structure

•

Construct a ramp flume on NMC with remote flow rate
monitoring and 200 feet of canal lining upstream of the flume
and 100 feet downstream of the flume

Rodden Ramp
Flume/NMC

•

Modify existing ramp flume

•

Improve measurement accuracy

•

Allows remote flow control for Rodden outflows

Tulloch Pipeline
Inlet

•

Retain existing structure

•

Reduce O&M effort for remote lateral location

•

Install a 32-inch motor-operated slide gate

•

•

Install a SCADA link for monitoring and remote flow control

Existing long crested weir provides good upstream water level
control

•

Demolish existing structure

•

Stabilize canal water levels upstream of the structure

•

NMC: construct a long crested weir (80’ crest) with two 36-inch
manual undershot gates

•

Reduce O&M effort to reset gates with flow changes to NMC
downstream of Rodden Lake

•

No power or SCADA required

•

Demolish and replace existing structure

•

Improve flow measurement, especially at high flows

•

Construct dual 40-foot pipelines (18 inches and 30 inches
diameter) with manual sluice gates

•

•

Install propeller meters for flow measurement

Use single 18-inch pipe and gate at lower flows, but pipes and
gates at higher flows, to provide adequate velocity for propeller
meters

•

No power or SCADA required

Little Johns
Creek/North
Main Canal

Diliberto

Rodden High
Line
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TABLE H-5

FCM Projects
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
No.
6

Facility Name
Burnett/Cometa
head gates

Improvements

OID Considerations and Service Impacts

•

Demolish and replace both structures

•

Upstream flow rate set at Rodden outflow

•

Cometa: construct a 50-foot long-crested weir with two 36-inch
manual slide gates

•

Flow rate discrepancies handled by the Cometa Lateral

•

Consider change to flow control on the Cometa branch and
level control via LCW on the Burnett branch if new North Side
Regulating Reservoir is built primarily on the Burnett branch.

•

Burnett: install two 42-inch motor-operated underflow gates for
flow control

•

Burnett: construct approximately 200 feet of new canal lining
and a ramp flume

•

Burnett: Install a SCADA link for remote flow control

7

Stevenot

•

Construct sump and install a new 5-horsepower lift pump at
turnout

•

Eliminate the use of the Stevenot Drop to limit backwater
impacts at the Cometa/Burnett structure

8

Burnett/Tulloch

•

Demolish and replace structure

•

Stabilized pool levels

•

Tulloch: construct a headwall and install a 48-inch
motor-operated gate

•

Provide remote flow control to the Tulloch LSA

•

•

Construct approximately 500 feet of 48-inch-diameter pipeline
with energy dissipater at exit

Pipeline to eliminate safety hazard from existing open ditch with
steep banks and dangerous water conditions

•

•

Tulloch head-gate may also use automated overshot gate.

Install SCADA link for flow rate monitoring and remote control

•

Burnett: construct a 30-foot long-crested weir with two 24-inch
slide gates

Burnett to
26-Mile Road

•

Demolish and replace five structures

•

•

Construct a 30-foot long-crested weir at each site, each with
one 24-inch slide gate

Minimize the frequency that adjustments have to be made to
these five structures

Drop 8/
Fairbanks/
Hirschfeld

•

Retrofit existing structure

•

•

Fairbanks: install a new automated overshot gate for level
control and flow measurement only (not flow control)

Improve measurement and monitoring of flows to the Fairbanks
LSA

•

Lower Cometa Pipeline: Install 36-inch motor-operated slide
gate

Eliminate uncertainty caused by lag time in the upstream
Cometa Lateral reach

•

Use this flow measurement to verify inflows to Pony Ranch;
flow minus Fairbanks head-gate provides estimate of flow over
long crested weir on Hirschfeld branch

•

Use remote control of Lower Cometa to improve operations
efficiency and response time

9

10

•
•

Use SCADA system for remote flow-rate monitoring (Fairbanks)
and remote flow control (Lower Cometa)
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TABLE H-5

FCM Projects
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
No.

Facility Name

Improvements

OID Considerations and Service Impacts

South Side of District
11

12

13

14

H-22

Paulsell/
Cashman Creek
Dam

Clavey Drop

Adams #1

Robert Van Lier
Ramp Flume

•

Partial demolition and modification of structure

•

Reduce O&M by using remote control and monitoring

•

SMC: construct a 80-foot long-crested weir with two 42-inch
slide gates

•

Stabilize flow rates to the Paulsell LSA

•

•

Paulsell: install a 24-inch motor-operated slide gate for flow
control

Automated Paulsell gate may eliminate need for LCW on the
Main Canal branch, if new gate can compensate for varying
pool levels.

•

Paulsell: construct a ramp flume for flow measurement

•

Paulsell: install a SCADA link for flow monitoring and remote
control

•

Demolish and replace Clavey Drop structure, retain Clavey
Pipeline inlet structure

•

Maintain a stable water level in the SMC pool just upstream of
the structure

•

SMC: construct a 70-foot long-crested weir with two 42-inch
slide gates

•

Reduce O&M time to change the flow rate to the Clavey
Pipeline.

•

Clavey Pipeline: install a 42-inch motor-operated slide gate

•

Clavey Pipeline: use an Acoustic Doppler meter for flow
measurement

•

Clavey Pipeline: install SCADA for remote monitoring and
remote flow control

•

SMC: Construct a 70-foot long-crested weir with two 36-inch
slide gates

•

Water level control at the Adams #1 turnout is needed

•

Automated gate on Adams #1 may be option, instead of LCW,
for reducing impact of varying Main Canal flows on the
pipeline’s inlet flows

•

Modify existing ramp flume

•

Improve flow measurement accuracy for this key facility

•

Use existing stilling well and SCADA link
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TABLE H-5

FCM Projects
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
No.
15

16

17

18

Facility Name
Kearny Lateral

South Lateral

Riverbank
Lateral

Brichetto/Claribel

Improvements
•

Construct dual 40-foot pipelines (18 and 30 inches diameter)
with manual sluice gates

•

Install propeller meters for flow measurement

•

Create a submerged outlet condition to maintain full pipe flow at
low flows

•

No power or SCADA required

•

OID Considerations and Service Impacts
•

Improve flow control and flow measurement to Kearny Lateral

Retrofit new gate into existing head-gate if feasible

•

Provide remote flow control into this major lateral

•

Install two 36-inch motor-operated slide gates with remote
control

•

Link to Robert Van Lier and remote control will provide rapid
response to demand changes

•

Construct a ramp flume for flow measurement

•

•

Install SCADA for remote flow control and remote flow rate
monitoring, with a direct link back to Robert Van Lier outflow

Evaluate feasibility of downstream pool level control approach
for this reach of the Canal, including Riverbank and BrichettoClaribel gates.

•

Modify existing structure and retain existing canal lining

•

Same as South Lateral

•

Install 48-inch motor-operated slide gates

•

Install SCADA for remote control of slide gates

•

Construct a ramp flume for flow measurement

•

Demolish and replace structure

•

•

Claribel: construct a new 60-foot long-crested weir with two
24-inch slide gates

Same as South Lateral, except this bifurcation takes any
excess flows from Van Lier and routes excess flow to the
Claribel Lateral.

•

Brichetto: Install a new 36-inch motor-operated slide gate

•

•

Construct approximately 200 feet of canal lining in each lateral

•

Construct a ramp flume on each lateral

Claribel flows are normally set by difference in Van Lier outflow
and sum of South, Riverbank, and Brichetto. Short term
transients will occur when other gates are changed, but ramp
flume will allow measurement and accounting for this inflow to
Claribel LSA. Extra flow can be routed to specific reclamation
facility, such as new Palmer Drain-Claribel facility described
under reclamation projects.
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TABLE H-5

FCM Projects
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
No.
19

20

21

H-24

Facility Name
South/Palmer

Claribel/Stowell

Riverbank/Crane/
Hershey Drop

Improvements

OID Considerations and Service Impacts

•

Demolish and replace structure

•

Improve flow control and flow measurement accuracy

•

South: install a 36-inch motor-operated slide gate

•

Integrate with South Lateral head-gate operations

•

Palmer: construct a 30-foot long-crested weir with one 24-inch
slide gate

•

Construct approximately 200 feet of canal lining on each lateral

•

Construct a ramp flume on each lateral

•

Demo entire structure

•

Improve flow control and flow measurement accuracy

•

Claribel: Construct dual 40-foot pipelines (18 and 30 inches in
diameter) with manual sluice gates

•

Route excess flows into Stowell Lateral, which already has
uncontrolled drain inflows

•

Install propeller meters for flow measurement

•

•

Construct a reinforced-concrete overflow box at the pipe outlets
to maintain full pipe flow

The new pipeline on the Stowell Lateral will eliminate the safety
hazard of a deep ditch on the South Side of the road

•

Stowell: Construct and install an ITRC Flap Gate

•

Flow goes to a new concrete box and into 500 feet of new
54-inch pipe

•

Existing Stowell Drain will tie into the new pipeline

•

Demolish entire structure, including swirl-pool

•

Improve flow control and flow measurement accuracy

•

Crane Pipeline: Construct dual 30-foot pipelines (18 and 30
inches in diameter) with manual sluice gates

•

Route excess flows down the Riverbank Lateral towards Cavill
Drain

•

Install propeller meters for flow measurement

•

•

Create a submerged outlet condition at the pipe outlets to
maintain full pipe flow, which connects to the existing Crane
Pipeline

Eliminate the need to make frequent flashboard adjustments at
Hershey Drop

•

Riverbank: construct a 30-foot-long crested weir with one
24-inch slide gate

•

Hershey Drop: Replace flashboard bay with an ITRC Flap Gate
for upstream water level control
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A comprehensive service turnout improvement program will support the OID WRP goals
related to achieving a higher level of customer service and overall water use efficiency. The
specific features and standards for turnout improvements should be finalized in
coordination with the proposed changes to OID’s customer service standards, as discussed
under Service Standard Options. This should be completed within the first 1 to 2 years of
the WRP implementation. The recommended turnout replacement program will provide the
following benefits:
•
•
•

Standardized capacity based on customer parcel size and irrigation methods
Reasonably accurate flow rate and quantification by the DSOs
Standardized features that support ease of training and consistent practices among the
water operations staff

Example Standards
The following approach, assumed in the Infrastructure Plan for capital improvement
budgeting purposes, is based on three standard turnout designs, each for a specific
customer category. The three standard turnouts would be selected for customers based on
the service conditions and needs (acreage size, crop type, irrigation method, etc.).

Type 1 Turnout
This type of turnout is similar to the basic “meter-gate” setup currently in common use within
OID. A standard installation would include a concrete headwall, a round meter gate
(Waterman type or similar), and a short run of buried culvert pipe through the
right-of-way/easement area maintained by OID. Type 1 turnouts would be used for smaller
parcels (typically 10 acres or less), and may be applicable to about 60 percent of the total
customers. The turnout would be sized based on a standard delivery flow rate. That flow rate
would be based on a reasonable applied water depth and flow period for a typical
“ranchette.” For example, 4 inches of applied water delivered during a standard 8-hour
delivery period to a 5-acre parcel equates to a standard flow of about 2.6 cfs. The gate size,
percent open for design flow, submergence condition, rating tables, stilling well and staff
gage, culvert sizing, and other features would be standardized for this class of turnouts.
Construction of all replacement turnouts would be done to formal standards to ensure proper
operating conditions and consistent DSO practices for setting and recording delivered flows.

Type 2 Turnout
These turnouts are intended for medium to large customers, approximately 10 acres to
40 acres, or larger. The Type 2 turnout is based on the CHO (pressure box) type structure,
which is suitable for larger flow rates. With proper design and operation, these turnouts can
provide reasonably accurate and stable flow control. This turnout type is intended for
higher flows over longer delivery periods, such as large pasture and corn fields. The revised
turnout standard would include consistent sizing, features, and construction standards for
these turnouts. Example items include fixed, properly machined, sharp-crested orifice
plates, standard gate sizing and rating curves, stem position indicators, properly sized gate
basins, stilling wells and staff gages, and operations staff training on proper operations.
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Type 3 Turnout
Type 3 turnouts are intended for large growers, typically 40 acres or more, who require the
highest level of flow control and measurement accuracy, and/or may be using booster
pumps to drive on-farm sprinkler systems. The Type 3 turnout would include a concrete
headwall on the canal or lateral, with a trash rack and flow-control/isolation gate. A buried
connection to the growers’ headworks would include a propeller-type flow meter on the
downstream end. For pump users, a standard pump wet well located outside the
OID-maintained right-of-way would be included also.

Turnout Replacement Schedule
The challenge with the turnout replacement program is the large number of OID customers
and turnouts. With over 2,800 customers, even a modest target in terms of percentage of
turnouts per year, or average service life per turnout, requires a substantial effort to replace
the resulting quantity of turnouts each year. Figure H-6 shows the recommended
replacement program based on a target of replacing turnouts on average every 50 years. The
schedule shows an accelerated replacement period for several years to bring the system up
to uniform standards sooner. Even with these targets, only about one-third of the turnouts
are replaced in the first 25 years. A 50-year replacement target requires that approximately
40 turnouts per year be replaced.
Given the large number of turnouts, it is recommended that the replacement program focus
initially on those turnouts that influence the largest total quantity of water delivered, and
therefore, have the largest overall water management benefits. For example, under the
recommended schedule, within the first 10 years about 400 turnouts would be replaced.
Assuming the first 150 to 200 of these were the largest OID customers and were completed
in the first 5 to 6 years, improved turnouts would be in place for about 60 percent of the total
lands served, with improved management of an equivalent portion of the total annual water
deliveries.

Drainwater Reclamation and Outflow Management
Background
OID currently has 35 reclamation pumps, 7 drain pumps, and maintains about 90 miles of
drains. The reclamation pumps are used to divert surface water runoff from the local drains
back into nearby distribution laterals for reuse. The drain pumps are used for disposal of
drainwater from the downstream western edges of the OID service area. The existing
reclamation pumps are generally in good condition, and are heavily used during peak
demands to help supplement lateral supplies. However, the annual average reclamation
supply (12,500 acre-feet) is only about 5 percent of OID’s average Stanislaus River
diversions. Each reclamation pump is operated at the discretion of the DSOs. There is no
overall operations strategy for the reclamation facilities to coordinate their use with the
other primary supply and distribution facilities.
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Figure H-7 shows the estimated quantity and distribution of surface water outflow from
OID, as developed in the Water Balance Technical Appendix F. The existing conditions
water balance indicates that about 60,000 to 70,000 acre-feet of surface water runoff (about
70 percent field tailwater and 30 percent operational spills from OID laterals) leaves the OID
service area per season. The field tailwater component includes runoff from both
OID-served and privately irrigated lands within the OID service area, and up-slope
privately irrigated lands to the east. The outflow is distributed between six main areas: Dry
Creek, the Modesto Irrigation District (MID) Main Canal, the Stanislaus River, the SSJID
Main Canal, Lone Tree Creek, and a regional drain that feeds into Central San Joaquin
Water Conservation District’s (CSJWCD) service area. The seasonal distribution of the
surface water outflow roughly matches the overall irrigation demands, peaking in late July
through the end of August.
There are significant opportunities to increase the beneficial use of surface water runoff for
OID and the neighboring areas. The benefits of increased reuse and outflow management
include improved peak supply and overall seasonal supply reliability for OID, improved
overall system efficiency, and improved outflow management for planned beneficial reuse
by neighboring irrigation districts.

Project Development Approach
Overview
Two general categories of projects were considered—OID drainwater reclamation projects,
and surface water outflow management projects. The OID reclamation projects recapture
local drainwater for reuse within the OID service area. Outflow management projects are
intended to help regulate the drainwater outflows from the OID service area, providing
more predicable timing and quantity of supply into neighboring systems. Both types of
projects have potential water quality management benefits by providing detention times for
processes such as solids settling and breakdown of magnacide or similar agricultural
compounds.

Reclamation Projects
The reclamation projects focus on efficient locations to divert, store, and convey drainwater
into OID laterals where it can be beneficially used. The projects were developed as follows.
Existing reclamation facilities and operations were reviewed. Updated estimates of
drainwater outflow quantity, geographic distribution between the drainage basins, and
seasonal timing were developed. The available supply of surface water runoff in each
drainage basin was compared to the irrigation supply needs to determine potential reuse
and if a project was “supply limited” or “demand limited,” which determined the basis for
sizing of facilities. The proximity of existing and proposed reclamation facilities to
distribution laterals was evaluated to determine the extent of storage and conveyance
facilities needed to move the reclamation supply to the distribution laterals.
The reclamation projects have the following typical facilities and operational concept.
Figure H-8 shows a schematic of the proposed Lone Tree Creek Large Reservoir, which
illustrates one typical project. Surface water runoff is diverted from the local drain using a
combination of gravity-check structure and/or lift pump. The diverted drainwater is
conveyed via a low-pressure pipeline to a nearby reclamation reservoir for storage. A
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low-head pipeline and pump station move the stored drainwater from the reclamation pond
to a nearby distribution lateral. The facilities are sized to allow management of the peak
month’s average daily drain flows. The variable flow in the drains is diverted, as available,
into the reservoir, which is filled over a 12- to 24-hour period, depending on drain flows.
The stored water is then pumped into the nearby lateral at a steady predicable rate to meet
the local irrigation demands. The overall effect is to “smooth out” the varying flows in the
drains, and to allow predictable steady flows into the laterals for reuse.

Outflow Management Projects
The outflow management projects are similar in basic concept to the reclamation projects,
only on a larger scale. Water from one or more drains is conveyed via gravity or low-head
pumping into a storage reservoir. The reservoir is sized to manage approximately 2 days
worth of the peak month’s average flows. The variable flows in the drains are stored, and
then released to either a nearby irrigation system, such as the MID Main Canal, or into a
regional drain from which downstream users divert water for reuse. By scheduling steady,
predictable releases in coordination with the parties receiving the drainwater outflow, OID
and the downstream users can more effectively manage the regional drainwater for
beneficial uses. Figure H-9 shows the schematic for the proposed Cavill-Mootz Drain
Outflow Project.

Selection of Recommended Projects
An initial list of candidate projects was developed, with conceptual sizing and layout of
facilities such as drainwater storage reservoirs, pumps, and pipelines to return water to
nearby distribution laterals. The facilities were developed based on standard features and
assumptions as listed under Conceptual Facility Guidelines and Drawings. The candidate
projects were evaluated based on review with OID staff and consideration of the following
factors:
•

Potential total season and peak monthly volume of reclamation supply or outflow
management

•

Capital cost and per-acre-foot unit cost

•

Complexity of facility construction and operations strategy

•

Relative risk of future land use changes reducing the drainwater supply

•

Potential for secondary benefits by integrating the project with other system
improvements

A refined list of recommended projects was then developed and included in the WRP
capital improvement plan (CIP) costs and schedule. Table H-6 lists the 21 projects developed
for initial screening. Figure H-10 shows the locations of each candidate project. The
evaluation of the initial projects list resulted in the selection of eleven projects recommended
for carrying forward to the implementation phase of the WRP. Table H-7 summarizes the
results of the evaluation and the selected projects.
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TABLE H-6

Candidate Reclamation and Outflow Management Projects: Summary Descriptions by Basin
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Land Area
(acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Diameter
(in.)

Length
(ft)

Peak Flow
(cfs)

Pump
Hp

Seasonal
Drainwater
Supply
(approx.)
ac-ft

4

15

20

200

7.3

15

2,530

6

24

24

2,400

12.1

35

2,530

3

11

18

6,750

5.5

25

1,790

10

49

36

3,900

24.6

60

5,400

3

11

18

9,750

5.7

40

1,980

Drainage Basin and Project
Project
No.

Name

Reservoir
Project
Purpose

Overview

Pipeline(s)

Lone Tree Creek Basin

N1

N2

N3

N4

Tulloch Lateral / Lone Tree Drain Reservoir

Sweet Lateral/ Lone Tree Creek Small
Reservoir

Lone Tree Creek/Escalon Bellota Road
Reservoir

Sweet Lateral/ Lone Tree Creek Large
Reservoir

OID Reuse

•

Divert excess drain inflow water from Lone Tree Creek at the junction of the Tulloch
Lateral and the spill to Lone Tree Drain. Can also use to store excess flows from
head of Tulloch Lateral, during unscheduled downstream cuts.

•

Supply stored water back into Tulloch Lateral via low-lift pump and pipe, or release
down Lone Tree Creek for diversion at downstream reclamation sites.

•

Implement this project in conjunction with projects N2 and N3.

•

Divert drainwater from Lone Tree Creek into storage reservoir, near vicinity of the
existing Lone Tree Reclamation Pump. Supply stored water to the head of Sweet
Lateral via pipeline and pump.

•

Facilities sized for peak Sweet Lateral demands. May also be used to supply
Hirschfeld Lateral at junction with Sweet Lateral.

•

Divert drainwater from Lone Tree Creek near the existing Harter Reclamation Pump
below Escalon Bellota Rd.

•

Supply stored water, via one pump station and two pipelines, to portions of both the
Sweet Lateral and the Campbell Pipeline. Facility sized for peak flows in the served
portions of the Sweet and Cambell LSAs.

•

Implement this project in conjunction with projects N1 and N2.

•

Divert drainwater from Lone Tree Creek in the vicinity of the existing Lone Tree
Reclamation Pump, similar to N2. Build larger reservoir and conveyance facilities to
manage all upstream drainage on Lone Tree Creek.

•

Supply stored water to the Hirschfeld Lateral, upstream of Clark Pipeline headgates, so supply can be used on Hirschfeld, Clark, and Sweet laterals.

•

Revise operating strategy to divert upstream excess lateral flows, during
unscheduled cuts to major laterals like Tulloch and Hirschfeld, to Lone Tree Creek
upstream of this project for routing to storage reservoir.

•

Implement this in place of N2 and N3, and possibly N1.

•

May also implement in two phases, building from initial N2 facilities in planned
expansion.

•

Divert drainwater and operational spills in Temple Spill, near OID boundary.

•

Supply stored water to lower reaches of the Clark Pipeline and Angel Lateral, via
low-head pipeline and pump station.

OID Reuse

OID Reuse

OID Reuse

Angel-Fairbanks/Lower Cometa Basin

N5

Temple Spill Reclamation Reservoir
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TABLE H-6

Candidate Reclamation and Outflow Management Projects: Summary Descriptions by Basin
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Land Area
(acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Diameter
(in.)

Length
(ft)

Peak Flow
(cfs)

Pump
Hp

Seasonal
Drainwater
Supply
(approx.)
ac-ft

10

53

24

200

13.4

25

3,668

8

36

24

200

9.1

15

2,500

—

—

24

3,500

10.0

30

1,790

—

—

24

3,950

10.0

30

1,790

7

32

30

3,950

15.9

35

3,450

4

14

20

1,200

7.3

25

950

9

42

30, 24,
36

9,750

21.0

35,45

4,700

Drainage Basin and Project
Project
No.

N6

N7

Name

Temple Spill Outflow Management
Reservoir

Lower Cometa Outflow Management
Reservoir

Reservoir
Project
Purpose

Outflow
Management to
CSJWCD

Outflow
Management to
CSJWCD

Overview
•

Divert drainwater and operational spills at the downstream end of Temple Spill, near
OID boundary.

•

Store and release water in coordination with downstream drain-water diverters
within CSJWCD Service area.

•

May combine with elements of N5 in phased program to support OID reclamation
and outflow management.

•

Divert drainwater and operational spills at the downstream end of the Lower Cometa
Lateral.

•

Store and release in coordination with downstream drainwater diverters within the
CSJWCD Service Area.

•

Divert drainwater directly from the Union Drain at existing pond site.

•

Convey directly to the South Lateral via new pipeline and pump station.

•

Coordinate operations with existing Workman Pipeline deliveries.

•

Divert drainwater directly from the Union Drain, at existing Union Pump site.

•

Convey directly to South Lateral via new pipeline and pump station.

•

Divert water directly from the Union Drain, at existing Union Pump site.

•

Convey to new dual-use reservoir on South Lateral, via pipeline and pump station.

•

Divert drainwater when available, and store in reservoir for scheduled release to
South Lateral. Reservoir can also be used to store excess flows from upper South
Lateral during unscheduled cuts.

•

May implement in phased manner, building from S2 infrastructure.

•

Divert drainwater from the Laughlin Drain to reservoir, near Milnes Road.

•

Convey stored water via pump station and pipeline to the Dry Creek Lateral.

•

Collect water from the Laughlin Drain near existing Coulter Pond site. Modified
Coulter Pond may be feasible reservoir site.

•

Convey via pump station and pipeline, routed along Dusty Lane, west to MID Canal.

•

Intermediate pump station and storage reservoir on Palmer Drain divert water into
same pipeline.

Pipeline(s)

Union Drain Basin

S1

S2

S3

Workman Pump and Pipeline Expansion

Union Pump and Pipeline

South Lateral Reservoir / Union Pump and
Pipeline

OID Reuse

OID Reuse

OID Reuse

Laughlin Drain Basin

S4

S5

Laughlin Drain Reservoir

Coulter and Palmer Reservoir and Pipelines
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TABLE H-6

Candidate Reclamation and Outflow Management Projects: Summary Descriptions by Basin
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Land Area
(acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Diameter
(in.)

Length
(ft)

Peak Flow
(cfs)

Pump
Hp

Seasonal
Drainwater
Supply
(approx.)
ac-ft

—

—

24

100

9.7

15

1,175

4

13

18

200

6.5

10

1,290

7

34

24

4,500

8.5

25

2,320

4

15

14

200

3.7

10

1,240

2

4

10

1,125

1.8

10

870

Drainage Basin and Project
Project
No.

Name

Reservoir
Project
Purpose

Overview

Pipeline(s)

Palmer Drain Basin

S6

S7

Upper Palmer Reclamation Pump

Expanded Palmer Reclamation Pump
Reservoir

•

Divert drainwater from the Palmer Drain at a location approximately 1,800 feet north
of Rice Rd.

•

Convey diverted water directly to the Claribel Lateral via pump station and pipeline.

•

Divert drainwater from the Palmer Drain at the existing Palmer Reclamation Pump
site. Modify existing pond to serve as storage reservoir.

•

Supply stored water to the Claribel Lateral via new pipeline and pump station.

•

Reservoir is close enough to Claribel Lateral to have two-way flow, and spill excess
lateral flows from the lateral to the reservoir during unscheduled cuts on lower
Claribel LSA.

•

Project relies on same drainwater supply as S6, so implement one or the other only.

•

Collect and store drain and operational spills along the southwest OID boundary
from approximately Dusty Lane to the Thompson Lateral end-spill. Includes Albers
Drain, Thompson Lateral, Albers No. 1 and No. 2 Laterals, and a number of direct
field drains.

•

Convey to storage reservoir near Albers No. 1 Lateral, via gravity pipeline to deep
sump at reservoir site.

•

Supply stored water via low-lift pump into the MID Main Canal in scheduled flows
coordinated with MID.

•

Regrade existing drains to central sump potentially to reduce length of pipelines.

•

Existing pond at Albers No. 1 end spill may be feasible to modify/expand for new
reservoir.

•

Collect and store drainwater at downstream end of the Kuhn Drain, in new reservoir.

•

Direct field runoff from approximately Rice Road to Milnes Road may be diverted to
this facility by regrading existing drain to central sump at new reservoir site, and
pumping into reservoir.

•

Supply stored water via low-lift pump into MID Main Canal in scheduled flows
coordinated with MID.

•

Uses same drain supply as S10; implement both to reduce capacity for S9.

•

Divert drainwater from upper portion of Kuhn Drain into new reservoir near
intersection of Kuhn Drain and Bentley Road.

•

Supply stored water to the Brichetto Lateral via new pump station and pipeline.

•

Location may be feasible for tie-in to lower Stowell Lateral and for diversion of
excess flows from either Brichetto or Stowell into drain reservoir during unscheduled
cuts on either lateral.

OID Reuse

OID Reuse

Albers Drain Basin

S8

Albers Drain Reservoir and Pipeline

Outflow
Management to
MID

Kuhn Drain Basin

S9

S10

Lower Kuhn Drain Reservoir

Upper Kuhn Drain Reservoir
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TABLE H-6

Candidate Reclamation and Outflow Management Projects: Summary Descriptions by Basin
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Land Area
(acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

Diameter
(in.)

Length
(ft)

Peak Flow
(cfs)

Pump
Hp

Seasonal
Drainwater
Supply
(approx.)
ac-ft

18

103

24

2,250

10.1

25

6,390

1

1

8

1,500

0.8

5

150

Drainage Basin and Project
Project
No.

Name

Reservoir
Project
Purpose

Overview

Pipeline(s)

Cavill and Mootz Basins

S11

S12

S13

S14

Cavill-Mootz Reservoir

Upper Mootz Drain Reservoir

Southwest Regional Pipeline and Reservoir

Regional Pump Back Reclamation
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Outflow
Management to
MID

OID Reuse

Outflow
Management to
MID

OID Reuse

•

Divert drainwater and operational spills from lower areas of both basins, to new
central storage reservoir near the downstream end of the Cavill Drain. Project
manages all surface water outflow from approximately the Southwest Lateral spill to
Mootz Drain.

•

A new pipeline and pump station conveys drainwater from the Mootz Drain north
along McGee Rd, where additional supply is added at the McGee Reclamation
Pump, and then to the Cavill Drain, for gravity flow to the reservoir.

•

Reservoir supply conveyed into MID Main Canal via low-lift pump station in
scheduled releases coordinated with MID.

•

Divert drainwater from upper part of Mootz Drain into new reservoir near Bentley
Road.

•

Supply stored water to the Brichetto Lateral via new pump station and pipeline
routed parallel to Bentley Rd.

•

This project is alternative to the smaller individual outflow management projects
along OID’s southwest boundary, parallel to the MID Canal.

•

A series of sumps and low lift pumps divert surface water runoff into regional
pipeline, from approximately Dusty Lane to the Cavill Drain, to a central storage
reservoir. Stored water supplied to the MID Canal in scheduled releases,
coordinated with MID. The following components are required. Each collection sump
station includes a local pump station to divert the water into the regional pipeline.

•

Dusty Lane Collection Sump- Start of the SW regional drain pipeline. Sump located
between Albers Lateral and Albers #2 Lateral, roughly 2,200 ft west of Dusty Lane.

16

6,000

3.8

10

•

Albers Sump collects Albers drainwater and other local runoff between the
Thompson and Albers No. 1 Lateral. Located about midpoint between the two
laterals.

36

10,200

12.3

50

•

Kuhn Sump located where the Kuhn Lateral and Kuhn Drain terminate

36

5,700

16.0

45

•

Mootz Sump located where the Mootz Drain terminates, at the end of the Brichetto
Lateral

48

1,500

18.5

30

•

Cavill Sump located at the end of the Cavill drain

48

200

40.6

45

•

Storage Reservoir site is just north of Southwest Lateral, adjacent to the MID Canal.

48

200

40.0

50

•

This project develops large-scale pump-back system for capturing surface water
outflow from Cavill and Mootz drains, along southwestern OID boundary, and
conveying back to several main laterals for reuse. Drainwater diverted from the
Cavill and Mootz into a new reservoir located near the end of the Cavill Drain. Pump
station and pipeline convey the reclaimed water to a second regulating reservoir
near the intersection of Claribel Road and Albers Road. Pump station at the second

10,100

27

161

6,400
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TABLE H-6

Candidate Reclamation and Outflow Management Projects: Summary Descriptions by Basin
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Drainage Basin and Project
Project
No.

Name
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Reservoir
Project
Purpose

Overview
reservoir conveys the stored water directly to the Brichetto, Claribel, Mootz and
Albers Laterals via connecting pipelines. The following facilities are included.
•

Drainwater storage reservoir near Cavill, Mootz Drains

•

Pump Station and Pipeline to upstream regulating reservoir

•

Upstream Regulating Reservoir and Pump Station

•

Pump Station to Laterals

•

Pipelines from Regulating Reservoir to Claribel, Mootz, Brichetto Laterals

Pipeline(s)

Land Area
(acres)

Volume
(ac-ft)

18

103

5

Diameter
(in.)

Length
(ft)

Peak Flow
(cfs)

Pump
Hp

30

19,500

26

150

26

Seasonal
Drainwater
Supply
(approx.)
ac-ft

60
60
12 to 27

8,600

5 to 18
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TABLE H-7

Summary Evaluation of Reclamation and Outflow Management Projects
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Project
No.

Project Name (Pipeline)

Purpose

One-Time
Construction
Cost per Unit
Supply
($/acre-foot)

Risk of
Land Use
Change

Potential
for
Secondary
Operations
Benefits

Complexity of
Construction,
Operations

Recommended
for Further
Evaluation?

Comments

N1

Tulloch/ Lone Tree Drain Reservoir

OID Reuse

130

H

H

M

Yes

N2

Sweet Lateral/ Lone Tree Creek Reservoir

OID Reuse

280

M

L

M

No

Benefits provided by larger N4 project.

N3

Lone Tree Creek/ Escalon Bellota Rd Reservoir

OID Reuse

700

M

L

H

No

High cost for small local supply, congested area for construction.

N4

Sweet Lateral/ Lone Tree Creek Large Reservoir

OID Reuse

260

M

H

H

Yes

N5

Temple Spill Reservoir

OID Reuse

500

L

L

M

No

Smaller reuse element could be incorporated into N6.

N6

Reservoir to Capture and Transfer to CSJWCD

Outflow

240

L

L

M

Yes

Efficient location and facility sizing for outflow management. Local reuse element could be
added.

N7

Lower Cometa Outflow Reservoir

Outflow

250

L

L

M

Yes

Combine with N-6 for regional outflow management to CSJWCD.

S1

Workman Pump and Pipeline

OID Reuse

220

M

M

L

No

Consider improved connection to Erlanger Pipeline, to avoid capacity constraints on upper
Kearney Lateral.

S2

Union Pump and Pipeline

OID Reuse

250

L

M

L

No

May be integrated as first phase of S-3 project. Lack of storage reduces predictable daily flows
to South Lateral.

S3

South Lateral Res. / Union Pump and Pipeline

OID Reuse

300

L

H

M

Yes

Most efficient diversion site for maximum recapture. Significant operations benefits to South
Lateral for short-term cuts/calls, and local peaking supply.

S4

Laughlin Drain Reservoir

OID Reuse

440

L

M

M

Yes

Lower South Lateral peak supply may be duplicating benefits of S-3. May be more efficient to
allow Laughlin drainwater to be utilized by S-5.

S5

Coulter and Palmer Reservoir and Pipelines

Outflow

440

L

L

H

Yes

Efficient diversion from 2 to 3 drains, for significant outflow management volume.

S6

Upper Palmer Rec. Pump

OID Reuse

50

L

M

L

No

Efficient recapture site, but supply may be better used at S-7.

S7

Palmer Rec. Pump Reservoir

OID Reuse

230

L

H

M

Yes

Efficient recapture site, and secondary operational benefits to lower Claribel Lateral.

S8

Albers Drain Reservoir and Pipeline

Outflow

440

L

L

M

Yes

Manages almost one-half of outflow to MID Canal. Pipeline requirements (and cost) may be
reduced if modified open drains can be used to route flows to sump.

S9

Lower Kuhn Drain Reservoir

Outflow

250

M

L

M

Yes

Efficient outflow management site for flows to MID Canal.

S10

Upper Kuhn Drain Reservoir

OID Reuse

200

M

M

M

No

Efficient local recapture, but supply may be better used for outflow management project N-9.

S11

Cavill Pond Reservoir

Outflow

270

H

L

H

Yes

Efficient outflow management for major portion of flows to the MID Canal. Drainwater supply
may be reduced by urbanization in Cavil Drain Basin.

S12

Upper Mootz Drain Reservoir

OID Reuse

1,570

H

M

M

No

High unit cost largely a result of low estimated drainwater supply. Potentially, location is efficient
for serving two laterals, if drain supply were available.

S13

Southwest Regional Outflow Pipeline and Reservoir

Outflow

580

M

L

H

No

Outflow management benefits achieved more efficiently and with lower risk using combination of
smaller projects (S-5, S-8,S-9, S-11) implemented in phased program.

S14

Southwest Regional Pump-Back Reclamation

OID Reuse

880

H

H

H

No

Very high capital cost and operational complexity for nominal relative supply to the LSAs.
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Reclamation and Outflow Management Projects Implementation Factors
Each of the recommended projects will require site-specific evaluation to finalize the facility
location, capacity and sizing of components, and operations practices. The following
implementation factors will require detailed analysis prior to implementation:
•

Drain flow monitoring: Additional flow monitoring under OID’s ongoing Boundary
Outflow Monitoring Program is needed to confirm the quantity, timing, and geographic
distribution of flows. New monitoring locations further upstream within the major
drains are needed to refine the estimates of the portion of total drainage basin flows
coming from each area.

•

Site investigations: Project sites need refined evaluation for factors like land ownership,
topography, and power supply, which will influence facility layout and sizing.

•

Method of diversion from drains: The project concepts generally assume a low-head
check structure across the drain, and an adjacent pump station for diversion of the
drainwater. In some cases, gravity diversion may be feasible, depending on the local
topography and relative elevations of the reservoir site and the diversion point.

•

Method of outflow from reservoir: Similar to the drain diversions, pumped conveyance
may be required in most cases, but site-specific topography may support gravity flow.

•

Phased development: The larger projects could be implemented in phases, to minimize
risk of reduced project yield because of factors such as land use changes. For example, a
large reservoir may be developed by first acquiring the total acreage needed, but then
building only the first increment of storage, which would be designed to facilitate
expansion as actual operating conditions require. For the Implementation Schedule and
annual CIP costs, it was assumed that each project was implemented over a single year.

•

Existing reclamation pumps: Some new projects may use the same drainwater supply
or otherwise conflict with operations of existing reclamation pumps. In these cases, it
may feasible to continue operation of the existing pump under modified practices, or
necessary to abandon and remove the old pump.

•

Integration with other improvements: Future reclamation and outflow management
projects may have beneficial tie-ins with other projects. For example, an upstream canal
structure may be used to purposefully route excess lateral flows to a specific lateral or
drain, which can convey this flow to the reclamation reservoir for storage and later use.

•

Operational strategy: Both the reclamation and outflow management projects will
require refined operational strategies, such as the timing of the fill-drain cycles. The
operational practices assumed for the conceptual sizing were typically conservative in
that more dynamic short-term operations may allow reduced reservoir sizes.

•

Changes to downstream drainwater quantity and quality: Some projects may have the
potential to change the quantity, timing, and quality of the water in the drains
downstream of the OID service area, which, in turn, may impact parties using this
supply for irrigation or other purposes.

•

Use agreements: OID should secure agreements for the use of this water by downstream
agencies prior to initiating construction.
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Regulating Reservoirs
Background
OID’s existing regulating reservoirs were evaluated in Infrastructure Assessment Technical
Appendix C. The results of that evaluation are summarized here. OID has two existing
regulating reservoirs: Rodden Lake on the North Side and the Van Lier Reservoir on the
South Side. Rodden Lake is located at the downstream end of the Cape Horn Tunnel on the
North Main Canal. The reservoir was constructed in 1916. The estimated capacity is
380 acre-feet, but the useful storage is about 100 acre-feet because of limits on the reservoir’s
water level imposed by the California Division of Dam Safety. The water level limits are a
result of the age and condition of the Rodden Lake Dam. Rodden Lake’s location and long
travel time upstream of the North Side’s main laterals significantly reduces its potential
operating benefits. The Van Lier Reservoir is located on the South Main Canal and provides
about 270 acre-feet of operational storage. The reservoir was constructed in 2002. Its size and
location, near four main lateral head gates, which supply about 45 percent of the OID
service acreage, are adequate to provide significant operational benefits for OID.
Operations of both reservoirs are not based on SOPs. Changes in DSO staff result in changes
to daily operating practices. Normal short-term system fluctuations in supply and demand
resulting from customer demands, weather, magnacide applications, and other events are
not effectively managed by the reservoirs, given the lack of SOPs.
The following sections present an evaluation of the requirements for additional regulating
reservoirs within the OID distribution system. Information is then presented on the recommended
regulating reservoir projects for the Infrastructure Plan, based on the evaluation findings.

Evaluation and Development of New Regulating Reservoir Projects
The purpose of regulating reservoirs is to provide in-system storage for the short-term (1 to
2 days) management of variations in total system supply and demand. Two primary operating
benefits are provided. First, regulating reservoirs can supply water to meet increased demand
downstream in a timely manner, compensating for the longer travel time for supply from an
upstream source. This allows greater flexibility and shorter response time in meeting irrigation
customer’s demands. Second, the reservoir provides temporary storage of excess flows from
upstream during cuts in demand, absorbing main canal flows already released from the
upstream source prior to the demand cuts, and allowing this water to be released later to meet
downstream demands. This reduces operational spills, increasing the systemwide efficiency.
Three main evaluation criteria determine the ability of the regulating reservoirs to provide these
benefits. These are location, capacity, and operating practices. The location criteria determine
how long it takes for the regulating reservoir releases to reach the downstream demand areas,
such as main lateral head gates. The capacity criteria determine the storage needed to meet
short-term increases in downstream demand, and the storage needed to absorb upstream flows
when demands are reduced. Total capacity is a function of flow rate and travel time for the
associated upstream and downstream reaches. The operations criteria determine how the
system operators manage the reservoir to balance these changing conditions.
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Figure H-11 shows a simplified flow schematic of the OID system, from Goodwin Dam
down each Main Canal, including the major laterals and existing reservoir. This schematic
was used to summarize flow time and peak flow information for the system, to evaluate the
need for new regulating reservoirs. Table H-8 lists the criteria used in conjunction with the
flow schematic, to determine the need for additional OID regulating reservoirs.
TABLE H-8

Evaluation Criteria for Regulating Reservoirs
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Evaluation
Criteria
Location

Proposed OID Criteria
Downstream flow time: Lateral head gates that supply 10 percent or more of OID’s service
area should be 4 hours travel time or less from a regulating reservoir. Allows flexible response
to short-term calls. Also limits the excess flows that must be routed through the lateral to a
predictable level. Changes can be made and system stabilized within one daily shift.
Upstream flow time: Upstream flow time is determined by the distance to the next upstream
reservoir, or to Goodwin Dam, where scheduled daily Main Canal flow changes are initiated.

Capacity

Short-term cuts: For short-term cuts in demand, storage is required to manage 25 percent of
the maximum downstream flows. The duration of flow is 6 hours, plus travel time to the nearest
upstream reservoir, or to Goodwin Dam. Helps manage large swings in demand, while limiting
scheduled Goodwin Dam flow changes.
Unscheduled calls: For short-term calls for irrigation water, storage is required to supply
25 percent of the maximum downstream flow for one day (24 hours). Call storage provides
short-term peak supply for maximizing arranged delivery and sustained high-demand periods,
forward scheduling time for changes to Main Canal inflows.

Operating
Practices

Dedicated reservoir operator: Operator focuses on Main Canal and regulating reservoirs
only. Does not operate minor lateral or customer turnouts. Also, controls automated
downstream main lateral gates, in coordination with local DSO.
Standard operating procedures: Written procedures are developed, and training provided to
Reservoir Operator, to ensure effective, consistent operations between staff changes.
Maximize use of available storage: Reservoirs are actively managed on a daily basis, using
the normal operating level range. “Flow-through” operating practice with a steady water level
target reduces operating benefits, except at low, steady demand periods.
Normal operating level (NOL) target: Reservoir operated to re-established NOL after daily
transients, in coordination with scheduled Goodwin Dam releases to Main Canals. NOL
selected to allow reservoir to fall or rise within normal range, based on cut and call criteria.

Recommended Regulating Reservoir Projects
Applying the criteria to the OID system, several recommendations were developed as part
of the overall OID Infrastructure Plan.

North Side
The analysis concluded that additional storage is required for the North Side. Given the
restricted storage in Rodden Lake, nearly all of the North Side service area cannot meet
either the location or capacity requirements. Most of the North Side, including all major
lateral head gates, is 9 to 12 hours from Goodwin Dam. Two projects are recommended (as
shown in Figure H-12). Both of these projects must be implemented for these projects to
meet the service criteria above.
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New North Side Regulating Reservoir at the Burnett-Cometa Head Gates. A new reservoir is
recommended in this vicinity to serve the majority of the North Side service area, located
downstream of this main flow control point. The reservoir should have capacity based on
cut criteria for the entire north system below the Burnett-Cometa split, and for call criteria
on the Tulloch-Burnett system only, which serves roughly the south half of the North Side.
The total volume should be approximately 230 acre-feet of usable storage. An
approximately 25-acre site is required, based on an approximate useful water level range of
12 feet. The reservoir embankment, outlet and inlet control structure, and other main
appurtenances would be similar to the Van Lier Reservoir. The inlet control structure would
include a long crested weir for inflows to the reservoir, and a motor-operated head gate for
the flow continuing down the Cometa Lateral. The outlet structure would include
motor-operated gates for flow control into the Burnett Lateral. Figure H-13 shows the
approximate reservoir site layout.

Operations Interties between OID’s Cometa Lateral and Woodward Reservoir. SSJID owns and
operates the Woodward Reservoir to regulate their supply from Goodwin Dam. The
reservoir has a 35,000 acre-foot capacity. An existing intertie from Woodward Reservoir to
the Cometa Lateral near Dorsey Road has been out of use for many years. An improved
intertie should be constructed at or near this same location, to meet the short-term call
criteria for the Fairbanks/Lower Cometa LSAs. The facility would include a large-diameter
buried pipeline, new motor-operated control gate, flow meter, and SCADA station for
remote monitoring and flow control.
An operating agreement should be developed with SSJID to manage daily operations.
Under the operating agreement, Woodward Reservoir would be used for short-term calls on
the Fairbanks-Cometa service areas (the north half of the North Side). This supply would be
made up in Woodward at a later date, via flows from the Joint Diversion Canal. A specified
volume of Woodward Reservoir supply for short-term use by OID through the intertie
would be included in the agreement. In addition to improving daily operations flexibility
for the Fairbanks/Lower Cometa area, the reservoir intertie could also be used to serve new
lands that may be added to the OID service area in this vicinity. The Eugene Valley area,
located north of the Lower Cometa Lateral’s downstream end, is one example. This area has
been considered for irrigation service by OID in the past, and it may be feasible to support
this service more effectively with the Woodward Reservoir intertie.
During the implementation of this project, the feasibility of using Woodward Reservoir for
storage of short-term cuts on the Cometa Lateral should be investigated. This may allow a
smaller North Side Regulating Reservoir capacity. This may be feasible by modifying the
operations intertie to include a check structure for gravity feed flow into Woodward Reservoir
or a low-head pump and small regulating pond to convey the water into Woodward. If
unscheduled cuts for the Cometa Lateral can be managed with the intertie, the storage capacity
required for the North Side Regulating Reservoir is reduced to 135 acre-feet of usable storage.

South Side
No new regulating reservoirs are recommended for the South Side of the OID system.
Evaluation of Van Lier Reservoir based on the criteria shows that the location is very useful
for managing the main South Side laterals, with less than 1 hour flow time to the main lateral
head gates. The capacity is only marginally below that suggested by the evaluation criteria.
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Approximately 50 acre-feet of additional storage would be required to meet the evaluation
criteria, which are relatively conservative. This includes about 25 acre-feet each for cut
storage and call storage, or about 12 cfs (only about 4 percent of peak Van Lier outflows).
The intended operational objectives can be effectively met with improved operating
practices for Van Lier Reservoir, and by the operating benefits of other South Side
infrastructure improvements such planned routing of excess flows and expanded
reclamation.
It is recommended that the operating practices for Van Lier Reservoir be modified in
accordance with the general guidelines in Table H-8. A normal operating level of
approximately elevation 224 (6 to 7 feet of depth) should be used. This provides about
100 acre-feet of cut storage (equivalent to 50 cfs for 24 hours), and 140 acre-feet for call
storage (70 cfs for 24 hours).

Groundwater Wells
Background
OID currently operates 23 groundwater wells. Most of the wells were installed in the 1950s,
prior to the Tri-Dam project, to supplement surface water supplies. The older wells are at or
near the normal expected service life. About one-quarter of the wells are not used under
normal operations. The distribution of the wells throughout the OID service area is
relatively uneven, with wells clustered in some areas, and few or no wells in larger portions
of the service area. Most of the low-utilization wells are in areas where urbanization has
reduced the need for the well supply.
The wells have a potential seasonal capacity of about 27,300 acre-feet, with a peak combined
capacity of 102 cfs. Typical current use is primarily for local peaking supplies to nearby
laterals. There is no overall operations strategy for the wells, which are used at the
discretion of each DSO, other than to minimize well use for lower power costs. In recent
years, the average well supply has been about 5,900 acre-feet, or less than 2 percent of OID’s
overall supply.
The recommended well program presented here includes three elements: replacing existing
wells, constructing additional wells, and cooperative use of private irrigation wells. The
well program is intended to provide the following benefits to OID:
•

Provide additional “drought-response” supplies during conditions of reduced
Stanislaus River supply or maximum evapotranspiration (ET).

•

Provide peak-season supplemental supply to LSAs to increase operations flexibility and
supply reliability.

•

Provide limited irrigation service when the main canals are shut down, such as the early
fall and spring, for uses such as late fall orchard irrigations and rice straw
decomposition.
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•

Select well locations and refine operating practices to effectively integrate OID’s
groundwater resources with other system improvements for improved short-term
supply flexibility and peaking capacity.

•

Support OID’s effective participation in the evolving regional efforts to manage
groundwater resources within and around the OID service area.

Groundwater Well Replacement Program
Program Elements
Based on the age of many of the existing wells, most will require redevelopment or
complete replacement within the 25-year planning horizon of the WRP. This is the result of
the typical decline in well yield and efficiency caused by screen and casing degradation, and
reduced transmissivity in the immediate vicinity of the well bore. The pumps, motors, and
related appurtenances also require eventual replacement. In addition to the average age of
the wells, the low use of some wells and the overall distribution of the wells are two factors
that should be considered in planning for replacement wells.
The recommended well replacement program will maintain a targeted minimum seasonal
pumping capacity and a peak supply capacity, and will improve the distribution of the
wells for greater operational benefits. The specific targets for annual and peak pumping will
need to be refined during the implementation phase of the WRP, in coordination with the
other plan elements. For the purposes of the Infrastructure Plan, the following program
elements are assumed:
•

Maintain a minimum reliable groundwater pumping capacity of about 27,000 acre-feet
per season—about 10 percent of OID’s average annual supply under current conditions.

•

Maintain a peak groundwater supply capacity of about 100 cfs, or about 10 percent of
the peak total Main Canal flows.

•

Assuming an average well capacity of 1,800 gpm, and maximum reliable operating time
of about 75 percent for a season, 25 wells required.

•

Redistribute well locations through a combination of abandoning some sites, replacing
others in the current location, and building new wells in new locations.

•

New wells would have basic features similar to existing wells.

Under the well replacement program, the existing 23 wells would be evaluated and ranked
for replacement based on their age, condition, efficiency, yield, level of utilization, and
location. AB prioritized replacement schedule would then target the worst overall ranked
wells for the earliest replacement. Over a period of about 10 to 15 years, through a
combination of replacing wells in their same locations, abandoning some wells, and
constructing new wells in new locations, the target of 25 modern, reliable wells would be
achieved, along with the targeted seasonal and peak pumping capacity.

Future Well Locations
In addition to basic factors such as right-of-way requirements and groundwater conditions,
the locations for new wells should consider the following factors:
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•

Wells should be located approximately in the lower half of the main LSAs. These areas
have the longest lag time for changes in upstream canal flows, and can benefit most
directly from the quicker response ability of a local well to changes in demands.
Minimizing the distance between the well location and point of use also reduces overall
conveyance losses.

•

Where feasible, wells should be located near other OID facilities, such as future
reclamation project sites or flow-control structures. This allows supporting components
like power supply and SCADA features to more efficiently serve two facilities, and
improves overall O&M efficiency for items such as site maintenance and fencing.

The following examples illustrate the recommended changes in well locations that would
support the program goals:
•

The low-use wells, which are primarily those in areas impacted by urbanization, would
be initial candidates for replacement in new locations. These would include the
California Well, Liberini Well, Riverbank Well, Santa Fe Well, Town E Well, and Van
Norman Well.

•

These six wells would be replaced with six new wells located to provide improved
peaking supply to the major LSAs in the southern portion of the OID service area.

•

Two new wells would be developed for each of the following LSAs: South-Palmer,
Claribel-Stowell, and Brichetto-Mootz. One well would be located on each main split of
the LSA. For example, one well would be on the South and one on the Palmer LSA.

•

These wells would be able to provide approximately 10 percent peaking supply, above
the maximum head gate flows, to each of these area. This peak-flow flexibility would
support improved arranged delivery for anticipated land use changes, such as
conversion to orchards.

•

North side wells located on major laterals, such as the Hirschfeld, Thornton, and
Wiemer wells, would eventually be replaced in their current locations. These locations
are suitable for the close-proximity peaking source function described above.

•

Specific areas served by laterals or pipelines that have high losses, long flow times, or
require costly future replacement work should be targeted for new or replacement wells.
The Paulsell Valley area is one example where the relatively high conveyance losses and
long flow time impacts on service flexibility can be minimized by having a local well
source.

Cooperative Use Program for Private Wells
Background
OID’s service area includes about 10,300 acres of orchards, which have increased
significantly in the last 10 years. The land use analysis results indicate that this trend will
continue, with about 20 percent of the total irrigated agricultural lands developed in
orchards over the next 20 years. Some existing orchards are supplied with OID canal water,
either through booster pumps for pressurized irrigation methods or using standard canal
turnouts for surface flood irrigation methods. These same orchards may use groundwater
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during periods when the canals are shut down. The remaining orchards use the private
wells exclusively.
The majority of the orchards have private groundwater wells, including those that use canal
water during the main irrigation season. The wells are used for frost protection during the
winter when the canals are shut down and for backup supply during the irrigation season.
The private wells typically run only during the irrigation cycle for the acreage being
supplied, and are idle the rest of the time. Assuming the average orchard well is sized to
provide about 3.5 acre-feet per acre for the season, the approximate current capacity of the
private wells serving the orchards could be as much as 36,000 acre-feet per season.

Cooperative Use Program Elements and Benefits
The concept behind the Cooperative Use Program is to use a portion of the private wells,
under agreed-upon terms and conditions, for the mutual benefit of both OID and the private
well owner. Similar cooperative programs have been successfully developed in other
irrigation districts within California. The outline of the program concept and some examples
of its application are presented here. Details of the program would be developed under the
implementation phase of the WRP.
The private wells would be used under this program for two purposes: to provide
short-term peaking supply to local laterals for improved service to OID customers, and as a
supplemental supply in the event of drought-year reductions to OID’s Stanislaus River
supply. The benefit to OID is the provision of flexible peaking water supplies in key areas of
the distribution system, without incurring the full costs of new OID-owned wells. The
benefit to the private well owner could include a combination of compensation for all power
costs and reasonable depreciation associated with well operations to supply the OID lateral.
For example, wells that are not normally used by the owner during the irrigation season
would be operated by OID, as needed, to meet local requirements for peaking flows and
arranged delivery flexibility under high-demand conditions. Well use would be monitored
using the flow meter and power meter data during the season. A reasonably low number of
wells would be capable of significantly improving peak supply capability and flexibility. For
example, having three average size wells (1,800 gpm each) in an area supplied by a lateral
with a 40 cfs head gate capacity would provide a 30 percent increase in peak supply
capability within the area served by that lateral.
Drought-year response planning would be improved by having an identified group of
cooperative well owners, who normally use surface water during the irrigation season,
make a planned conversion to using their wells to meet their orchard supply needs when
requested by OID because of reductions in Stanislaus River supplies. The Development and
Evaluation of Alternatives assumed that 36,000 acre-feet would be made available within
OID through this type of cooperative planning, and that all future annexed lands would be
to participate in such a program as a condition of service.

Infrastructure Requirements
The infrastructure requirements for OID under the Cooperative Use Program would mostly
require minor appurtenances as described below. Private wells from participating owners
would be selected based on their proximity to OID laterals, along with other factors such as
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capacity, reliability, and overall condition. A discharge header would need to be added to
the well, allowing flow control and measurement for discharge to the OID lateral. A short
reach of 14-inch-diameter buried pipeline, PVC or similar, would convey the water from the
well site to the nearby lateral. Standard features for power supply metering and volume of
pumping would be included on each well.
Program participants would have service turnouts from the laterals that provide good flow
control and accurate measurement, and facilitate the on-farm pumping systems. Example
features would include a concrete headwall with trash rack, gated inlet pipe routed to the
grower’s pumping station, flow meter, and pumping sump. The program participants
would typically be on flexible arranged delivery service for normal canal supply use.

Pipelines and Earthen Laterals Rehabilitation Program
Pipelines
OID has approximately 100 miles of distribution pipelines. The most common pipe
materials include cast-in-place concrete (CIP) pipe, pre-cast concrete, and PVC. The majority
of the piping is aging CIP pipe, typically 24 inch to 48 inches in diameter. The CIP pipe is
failing in many areas, and requiring increasing efforts to repair and replace. The purpose of
the pipeline rehabilitation program is to develop a prioritized schedule of pipeline
replacement projects that target the most critical pipelines initially and then establish
regular program of inspection, maintenance, and repairs as needed. The typical pipeline
rehabilitation project would involve excavation and removal of the old pipeline, and
replacement with a properly sized pre-cast concrete or PVC pipeline. The new pipelines
would be designed and constructed to consistent standards to provide improved capacity
where required, reliable service, and a significantly longer service life than the CIP pipe.

Prioritized Replacement Program
Given the large amount of existing pipelines and the cost of replacement, it is not practical
to target complete replacement of all OID pipelines within the 25-year planning horizon of
the WRP. Instead, a prioritized replacement program will be developed based on the
following factors, and which can be supported by financial and other necessary resources:
•

Pipeline size: Larger pipelines further upstream in a given LSA are typically more
critical for daily operations, compared to smaller branch lines that may only serve a
single cluster of customers.

•

Pipe material and age: Given the mix of pipe materials in use and the more severe
failure problems with the CIP pipe, priority should typically be given to the CIP
pipelines over other types.

•

Known problem areas: Pipeline reaches with frequent local failures, capacity problems,
and significantly restricted access from encroachment over the pipeline corridor should
be early targets for replacement.

•

Urbanization impacts: About 25 miles of OID’s existing pipelines are in areas that are
expected to be impacted by urban growth from the City of Oakdale in the next 10 to
20 years. Of those 25 miles, a significant portion may be impacted in the next 10 years or
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less as new land development occurs along the pipeline route or in the areas supplied by
the pipelines. Figure H-14 shows the 2015 and 2025 growth boundaries for the City and
the potentially impacted pipelines. Additional pipelines near the eastern boundary of
the City of Riverbank have already been impacted by development, with additional
reaches expected to be affected as Riverbank fills in its growth boundary.
OID should consider the following factors for pipeline replacement decisions in the
impacted areas:
•
•
•

Potential reduction in required capacity given reduced irrigation demands
Cost-sharing and construction coordination with the related development projects
Option to abandon the pipeline in place if no irrigation service is required following
development

Pipeline Replacement Phases
The proposed pipeline rehabilitation program for the Infrastructure Plan consists of two
phases. Under Phase 1, the focus is on replacing the most critical reaches of pipeline based
on the factors above. The Phase 1 schedule should be developed based on an updated
inventory and assessment of the pipelines completed during the first year of the WRP
implementation. The assessment should include video inspections of the largest and most
critical pipelines to verify their condition.
Phase 1 should target from 1 to 3 miles of pipeline per year, depending on the total length of
high-priority pipe reaches targeted for replacement. The pipelines targeted under Phase 1
should be expected to remain in service for 15 years, or more, based on the surrounding
land use forecast. Existing pipelines within or adjacent to Oakdale and Riverbank may no
longer be needed because of urbanization trends and may be addressed in a more
cost-effective manner through maintenance and repairs as needed to serve remaining
customers, versus the likely higher cost for complete replacement.
Under Phase 2, a long-term pipeline replacement program is recommended to address the
remaining CIP pipe and to set an approximate replacement schedules for all pipelines,
based on an average service life. For example, assuming there are 75 miles of pipeline in
service after Phase 1, targeting 1.5 miles per year would provide an average replacement
period of 50 years. Table H-9 lists a sample of specific pipelines and how they may be
addressed under the program.

Earthen Laterals Reshaping and Concrete Lining
OID has approximately 200 miles of open-ditch laterals. Problems noted from the
Infrastructure Assessment included severe bank erosion and loss of regular channel
cross-section geometry, lack of fencing and resulting livestock damage, and restricted access
for operation and maintenance from encroachment into the OID right-of-way and
easements by adjacent land owners. The objective of the lateral rehabilitation program is to
restore these laterals to standard cross sections and reestablish adequate access for
operations and maintenance.
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Lateral Rehabilitation Options
Lateral rehabilitation should include three options: reshaping with onsite soils, reshaping
with imported suitable fill materials, and concrete lining. The first option is applicable to the
smallest laterals, typically, those less than 30 cfs. However, for most of OID’s mid-size to
larger laterals (i.e., 30 to 80 cfs), reshaping entirely with existing onsite soils may not be
feasible because of erosion of the banks and the lack of sufficient suitable fill materials
within the canal right-of-way.
TABLE H-9

Pipeline Replacement Program Examples
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Pipelines

Existing Conditions

Possible Future Conditions

Example Approach

Frymire

30-inch-diameter pre-cast
concrete pipe. Problems
with flow control and
measurement to Knights
Ferry area.

Minimal change in land use,
service requirements.

Phase 1 replacement with smaller,
pressurized PVC pipe from Frymire
head gate off Joint Diversion, to
KFC Box.

Tulloch

24-inch-diameter asphalt
concrete pipe, good overall
condition.

Minimal changes in land use
and service requirements.
Pipe in good condition.

Eventual Phase 2 replacement
near end of normal service life.

River Road–Moulton

Mix of CIP, PVC, pre-cast
concrete. Frequent breaks,
access problems.
Replacement of remaining
CIP in progress.

Upstream areas impacted by
urban growth.

Phase 1 targets remaining reaches
of CIP pipe, re-establish access to
pipeline right-of-way for O&M.

Clark

48-inch-diameter CIP pipe.
Lower reach scheduled for
replacement.

Land use shift to orchards,
possible sub-dividing of
parcels.

Phase 1 targets remaining reaches
CIP pipe.

Adams-1

48-inch-diameter CIP pipe.

Lower reaches of service
area impacted by City of
Oakdale growth. Required
flows to Town Main and Town
E may drop significantly.

Phase 1 video inspection, maintain
and repair as needed. Phase 2
replacement may be smaller pipe
given reduced flows.

Town Main

42-inch-diameter
reinforced-concrete pipe.
Town rotation eliminated.
Flow through to Town E
and Birnbaum laterals is
primary function.

Town E area urbanization
and/or increased well use
may reduce flows further.

Phase 1 video inspection, maintain
and repair as needed. Abandon
pipeline or deed to the City if no
longer required for OID use.

Crane

54-inch-diameter CIP pipe.
Large area near upper
reach to be developed in
housing in near future.
Feeds Langworth Pipeline,
which is urbanizing service
area.

Crane and Langworth areas
increasingly urbanized,
reduced irrigation demands.

Phase 1 relocate/improve pipeline
in coordination with housing
development. Consider long-term
plan to serve remaining areas,
such as improved connection to
Town E / Birnbaum area as
alternative to Town Main use.

Therefore, reshaping with imported suitable fill (with or without concrete lining) is the most
feasible option. Access roads should be included on at least one side for all lateral
improvement projects, with fencing where needed to keep out livestock. See Attachment 3,
Conceptual Facility Guidelines, for details on the improvements.
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Lateral Improvements Program
The approach to developing the detailed rehabilitation projects and schedule is similar to
that described for pipeline rehabilitation—first address existing severe problem areas, then
develop a long-term maintenance schedule that includes canal rehabilitation on regular
intervals. An assessment and ranking of the major laterals is recommended during the first
year of the WRP implementation. Based on lateral size, channel condition, customer service
problems, and encroachment conditions, a prioritized list of lateral reaches and selected
rehabilitation method (reshaping, lining) should be developed. Based on field observations
and input from OID staff, it is assumed for planning purposes that approximately 10 miles
of existing laterals will be targeted in this first phase. Example reaches include the South
Lateral upstream of Alvarado Road, the Palmer Lateral from Alvarado Road to Claribel
Road, the Tulloch Lateral east of 26 Mile Road, and the Cometa Lateral.
Once the high-priority problem areas have been addressed, OID should establish a regular
“return period” within which any main stretch of open ditch would undergo needed
re-shaping, lining repair, and related maintenance. Figure H-15 shows a proposed schedule
that includes approximately 100 miles of laterals over the next 25 years, and leads to a
long-term “return period” of about 40 years for major maintenance work. During the first
5 years, about 10 miles of high-priority areas are addressed.
A properly shaped, compacted, and trimmed earthen lateral, will provide long-term service
suitable to meet the needs of most areas. Use of check structures to reduce velocity in
reaches with steeper slopes and regular annual maintenance for vegetation control and
repairs to minor erosion areas also help reduce O&M costs. In some cases, concrete lining
may be the best long-term option given the restricted rights-of-way, high velocities, or
excess seepage. Given the typically higher costs for concrete lining, lining should be used
where needed based on these factors, and not as a standard open lateral improvement.

Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program Projects
This group of projects addresses the critical repairs and improvements needed along the
Joint Main Canal, shared by OID and SSJID, the North Main Canal, and the South Main
Canal. These projects are based on the findings and recommendation developed from OID’s
hazards assessment and emergency repairs program, which was initiated prior to the WRP
development, and is still in progress in parallel with the WRP. Several major projects have
been completed in the last 2 years. Table H-10 summarize the current projects and their
status as of Fall 2005. Each project addresses a specific reach of the canal or a specific tunnel.
Figure H-16 shows the locations of the projects.
These projects are critical to maintaining reliable water supply to the OID service area, given
the relatively high risk of failure noted for many of these facilities based on the hazards
assessment investigations. With over 95 percent of OID’s water supply conveyed through
the two Main Canals, any substantial failure and the resulting prolonged interruption of
water supply service could have significant impacts to OID’s customers.
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TABLE H-10

OID Main Canal and Tunnel Rehabilitation Projects
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Project

Proposed Improvement

Notes

Joint Main Canal
Joint Main and Tunnel
Rehabilitation Study

NA

Study jointly funded with SSJID, completed
in 2005.

Joint Main and Tunnel
Rehabilitation Projects

Construction scheduled for
2007

Includes Copper and Gable tunnels,
miscellaneous open canal sections, portal
area of tunnels.

Tunnel No. 2

New lining

Completed as part of 2003-04 emergency
construction.

Cape Horn Hazardous
Assessment Study

NA

Hazard Assessment complete. Specific
improvements to be developed.

Cape Horn Tunnel
Rehabilitation Construction—
First Phase

Relining

Exact extent is not final, but anticipated to
include entire tunnel length.

Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar
Rehabilitation Study

NA

Completed.

Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar

Miscellaneous canal
reconstruction as open
concrete box structure,
relining, rock stabilization

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—Bypass
Route for New Tunnel; Design

New Tunnel study, design

In progress. Design for new tunnel to begin
in 2006.

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New
Tunnel Construction

New Tunnel Construction

Tunnel alignment may be outside existing
OID boundary.

Tunnel 8 Rehabilitation

Relining

Tunnel 7 Rehabilitation

Relining, shoring

Canal Rehabilitation from
Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9

Miscellaneous canal
rehabilitation construction

Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation
Phase 1

Relining, shoring;
completed

Completed in 2003-04 under emergency
construction program.

Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation
Phase 2

Relining

Includes about two-thirds of tunnel.

Willms Siphon

To be determined

Study being completed to provide
recommendations for rehabilitation or
replacement.

Canal Rehabilitation from
Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9

Miscellaneous canal
rehabilitation construction

Canal Rehabilitation from
Tunnel 9 to Cashman Dam

Miscellaneous canal
rehabilitation construction

OID North Main Canal

OID South Main Canal
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Completed in 2003-04 under emergency
construction program.
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SCADA
OID’s existing SCADA system includes a base station at the OID office and nine SCADA
stations at various facilities. The key findings from the infrastructure assessment include:
•

The current SCADA system is relatively minimal for the size and complexity of the OID
supply and distribution system.

•

Only two facilities, the Van Lier Reservoir and Rodden Lake outflows, have
remote-control and monitoring capability for OID operations staff.

•

There have been recent problems with some stations, such as unintended gate
movement, which are being addressed through OID’s SCADA integrator vendor.

•

An expanded, more reliable, and more capable SCADA system is warranted to support
improved operations efficiency, customer service, and reduced O&M costs.

Expanding and integrating OID’s SCADA system, in coordination with the other system
improvements, will require extensive and project-specific planning and analysis as the
individual projects are implemented. The outline of OID’s SCADA system expansion
program is presented here, based on the recommended Infrastructure Plan projects. The
objectives of integrating the SCADA system expansion with these other projects include
improved flow control at key points within the distribution system, more rapid DSO
response time to changes in demand and supply, increased conveyance system efficiency,
and improved customer service through more flexible and reliable irrigation deliveries.
Table H-11 lists the types of SCADA stations and the monitoring and controls signals that
are expected to be required. OID’s SCADA system will need to expand to include
approximately 40 stations as the related Infrastructure Plan projects and operational
improvements are implemented. Primary changes to the current SCADA system and its
level of use include the following:
•

Full-time SCADA operation capabilities need to be developed. These positions would be
responsible for monitoring and controlling the key facilities linked via the SCADA
network; coordinating with the Water Master, supervisors, and DSOs; and, possibly,
assisting in limited centralized scheduling for irrigation deliveries.

•

The SCADA system should be used more extensively for real-time monitoring and
controlling key supply sources and distribution system structures, and increased
interface requirements and coordination with neighboring systems such as Tri-Dam,
SSJID, MID, and CSJWCD.

•

There should be a functional SCADA operator station provided at OID’s central office,
housing the equipment and work space related to the SCADA operator position.

•

Increased archiving and formal management of SCADA generated data should be
implemented, including standardized short-term (such as weekly) operating reports and
summary seasonal water balance and operations reports.
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TABLE H-11

Future OID SCADA System Expansion Overview
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Facility

Features
•

Dedicated SCADA computer

•

Full-time operations staff monitoring

•

Expanded software platform for stations
outlined here

North and South Main
Canal Head Gates

•

Rodden Lake

OID Office Base Station

Van Lier Reservoir

New North Side
Regulating Reservoir

Woodward Reservoir–
Cometa Lateral Intertie

Number
of
Stations

SCADA Signals

Notes

—

•

Receive, monitor, and transmit to
each of the stations listed below

Potential future expansion for
44+ stations

Motor operated slide gates and
downstream flow measurement station

2

•

Flow rate to each canal

Assume continued Tri-Dam
control

•

Motor-operated slide gates, downstream
flow measurement station

2

•

Flow rate signal

Existing system in place

•

•

Lesnini 2 head gate

Remote control of target flow rate,
automated gate control based on
flow target

•

Reservoir level

•

Flow rate signal

•

Remote control of target flow rate,
automated gate control based on
flow target

•

Reservoir level

•

Flow rate signal

•

Remote control of target flow rate,
automated gate control based on
flow target

•

Reservoir level

•

Flow rate signal

•

Remote control of gate

•

•

•

Motor-operated slide gates, downstream
flow measurement station

Motor-operated slide gates, downstream
flow measurement station

Motor-operated slide gates, downstream
flow measurement station
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1

1

1

Existing system in place

Interface with SSJID SCADA
system required for joint
monitoring of intertie.
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TABLE H-11

Future OID SCADA System Expansion Overview
OID WRP Technical Appendixes

Facility
Main Lateral
Flow-Control and
Measurement Structures

Well Site

Reclamation and
Outflow Management
Projects
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Features
•

Motor-operated gates

•

Flow measurement stations

•

Water level sensors

•

Groundwater well in building enclosure

•

Storage reservoir

•

Pump station(s)

Number
of
Stations
11

25

11

SCADA Signals

Notes

•

Flow rate signal

•

Remote control of target flow rate,
automated gate control based on
flow target

•

Well on/off status

•

Optional remote on-off

•

Optional flow rate signal

•

Pump on-off status

•

Remote pump on-off control

•

Discharge flow rate

•

Reservoir level

Minimum station assumed for
main structures only. Includes
VAMP structure. May expand
to 15+ for next tier of flow
control.

Retrofit of SCADA to existing
key reclamation sites could
add stations.
Interface with MID and SSJID
SCADA required for joint
monitoring of outflow
management projects.
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Integrated Operations Strategy for System Improvements
Background
The findings of the infrastructure assessment, including discussions with OID operations
and engineering staff, indicated several aspects of current operating practices and
infrastructure conditions that are reducing the overall effectiveness of daily water
distribution operations. Operating aspects include a lack of standardized practices in
operating key reservoir and flow-control structures, varying approaches by individual
DSOs in how they use local supplemental supplies such as wells and reclamation pumps,
and inconsistent approaches to dealing with short-term variations in demands and
upstream supply. Infrastructure aspects include lack of accurate flow measurement and
stable flow controls, locations of facilities like reclamation pumps and wells that are based
on outdated conditions, and excessive flow-change travel times to major laterals.
To maximize the benefits of the Infrastructure Plan projects and to address these existing
conditions, two things need to happen. First, the various CIP projects should not be viewed
as independent, stand-alone projects. Instead, where applicable, they need to be viewed as
supporting components of the overall system, and developed with the objective of
supporting an integrated operations strategy for the area(s) of the OID system that they
serve. Second, OID’s operations staff needs to understand, support, and be provided the
skills and training to implement the operations strategy.
The strategy should provide a clear outline of the primary supply, distribution, and
drainage facilities, and how they are used under normal conditions to meet the service
needs of OID’s customers. The strategy is supported by the specific facility improvements,
and by operating practices and standards implemented through the DSOs. By developing
effective SOPs, providing timely information and flow-control ability, and maximizing the
predictable responses to daily fluctuations in supply and demand, the “guess work” and
variability that otherwise occurs between the DSOs will be reduced.
The information in the following sections outlines how OID may begin the development of a
long-term operations strategy, which will require ongoing refinement and evaluation as
specific infrastructure projects are implements. An outline of the infrastructure and
operating elements is provided, followed by a summary example for the North Side of the
OID system.

Infrastructure Components and Operational Elements
An outline of how the infrastructure components are evaluated for the operations strategy is
presented in Table H-12. For each component, the strategy should consider the primary
function of the facility (and what it is not intended for), the normal frequency of operational
changes, what information is used to determine the changes, what upstream/downstream
facilities are directly linked to its operation, and what time-lag is expected. Much of the
information in Table H-12 already reflects, to some degree, how the system is run, but
existing operating practices do not reflect consistent application of common operating
strategy between the various operations levels (DSOs running local areas, reservoir
operators, and Tri-Dam schedule changes, for example).
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The infrastructure components in Table 12 need to be supported by common operating
practices among the DSO, reservoir operators, and the Water Master. Practices that will
support the operations strategy include:
•

Standard operating procedures: OID should establish more detailed and standardized
procedures for normal operations under varying supply and demand conditions,
consistent with the overall “upstream control” nature of the system. DSOs should
receive the necessary training to understand and effectively implement the SOPs, which
should address regular communication chains and “ownership” of key flow-control
structures. These elements of the operating procedure need not be overly restrictive or
complex, but should establish consistent expectations of how standard changes in the
system are addressed on a daily basis.

•

Canal structure functions for flow control versus water level control: Each main
flow-control junction has a set function for each branch, either flow control or level control.
The flow-control branch will typically have motor-operated gates and high-accuracy flow
measurement to allow rapid flow changes when needed, and reliable flow rate information.
The water level branch will be “passive,” purposely taking any extra flows from upstream
of the junction, using a long crested weir or similar feature to maintain a steady pool level at
the junction. Operators should not attempt to use the level-control branch to adjust flows
into the downstream lateral, but rather should use the next upstream flow-control structure,
and plan accordingly for any lag times in receiving that flow.

•

Excess flow routing: For each LSA or group of LSAs, there should be a normal direction
for routing and spilling excess lateral flows from service cuts, to move this water toward
a targeted reclamation facility. This will maximize the amount of transient extra flows
that can be reused through a reclamation project in the next 1 to 2 days. Having a
planned routing will also minimize any perceived incentive to “find a home” for extra
water in random, unpredictable ways such as providing extra flows to customers in
order to avoid end spills.

•

Standard use of local supplemental/peaking sources: Each LSA or group of LSAs
should have a locally consistent hierarchy, or prioritization, for use of the wells and
reclamation sources that supply the area. This will help OID maximize the efficient use
of its water supply components and provide more reliable service to each area when
DSOs change.

•

LSA/Division-level flow control: All flow-control structures above a standard capacity,
say 40 cfs, should have a minimum standard of accuracy, such as less than 5 percent
error. The DSOs must have accurate information at this level to effectively run their
areas.

Example Operations Strategy with Future Infrastructure Improvements
An example of how the future system improvement may be integrated for an overall
operations strategy is outlined here for the North Side of the OID system. Figure H-17
shows an operational schematic of the primary North Side infrastructure.
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TABLE H-12

Example Facility Elements for Operations Strategy
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility / Component
Goodwin Dam, North and
South Main Canal Head
Gates

Regulating Reservoirs

Primary Function, Operator
Control and measure Main Canal Inflows. Operated by Tri-Dam staff. This
facility should not be used to directly compensate for short-term variations in
supply/demand below the level of the OID regulating reservoirs.

Manage short-term daily mismatch between supply and demand. Cuts—store
upstream canal flows when downstream demands drop, then release stored
water for later use. Calls—release stored water to meet increased demands in
short term, while upstream supplies are brought in from Goodwin.

Normal Frequency of Changes

Operations Information Used

Two to three changes per 24-hour period.
Example: one 12-hour “leading” call at 4 p.m.,
based on forecast demands for next calendar
day, to allow change at midnight and forecast
supply needs to reach regulating reservoirs for
shift change.
One 11 a.m. updated revised call for actual
conditions.

Total forecast (requested) OID demands for next 24hour period, plus any adjustments to restore
downstream regulating reservoirs to target levels
from prior 24-hour cycle.

Outflow gates adjusted on 4- to 6-hour
frequency during each day, with targeted
times.

Goodwin Dam inflows, summary LSA or Division
flow requirements at major downstream head gates.
DSOs request flow rates at main head gates.

North and South Main Canal Regulating
Reservoirs, demand forecasting information
from OID Water Master.
9- to 12-hour lag times to reservoirs.

This information is developed by OID Water Master
and forwarded to Tri-Dam as flow rate, and time of
flow change request.

Also, uses normal reservoir operating level target,
capacity versus level curve, standard procedures for
management under normal conditions.

The reservoirs must be “exercised” (use the full normal range of storage to
maximize their benefit).

Upstream/Downstream Facilities Requiring
Coordination, Lag Time Consideration

Goodwin Dam, main head gate flows upstream
and downstream of reservoir.
Typical 1- to 4-hour maximum lag time to
downstream head gates.

Operated by Main Canal/Regulating Reservoir Operator, in coordination with
Water Master.
Major Lateral Head Gates,
Flow Control and
Measurement Structures

Set flows into LSA or group of LSAs. Provide accurate flow rate information
and stable flow control. Allow predictable routing of temporary excess flows to
targeted branches at flow splits for conveyance to local reclamation facility.

Every 3 to 4 hours, as rotations and large
turnouts come on/off.

Remotely controlled by Reservoir Operator, or manually by DSO.

Daily rotation logs and arranged delivery flow
orders.

Nearest regulating reservoir (upstream), and
downstream control structures.

Also have planned routing for increased supply calls
and excess flows during cuts.

If major cut made and lateral spilled to targeted
drain, inform DSO for affected reclamation
project.

Main Laterals

Convey flows from reservoirs to LSA main head gates, next downstream level
of key distribution control.

Continuous.

Varies. May include upstream reservoir release,
head gate flows, local service turnouts, downstream
flow junction.

Varies.

Wells

Provide short term (12 to 24 hour) daily supplemental flow due to lag time in
upstream supply, and provide sustained peaking flow (1 to 7 days) beyond
capacity of upstream supply laterals.

12 hours to several days

Daily rotation logs and arranged delivery flow
orders, forecasted demands, and maximum
available surface water supply to LSA.

LSA head gates, local laterals, and service
turnouts.

Inflow rate to reclamation reservoir, reservoir
storage, daily rotation logs and arranged delivery
flow orders, LSA head gate flows and capacity.

LSA head gates, local laterals, and service
turnouts.

Operated by DSO in coordination with Water Master
Drains and Reclamation
Projects

Collect, convey and store field tail water, operational end spills, and mid-lateral
spills to drains. Store flows in reservoirs, then convey into local LSA at steady
rate to meet planned portion of total LSA demands.
Operated by DSO, in coordination with Water Master
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Drain flows varying continuously. Reclamation
reservoirs filling on 1- to 3-day cycle,
depending on inflows and LSA demands.
Pump-down cycle on 12- to 24-hour basis.

Typically less than 1- to 2-hours lag time to
point of use.

Use forecast reclamation supply to reduce LSA
inflows for next day, or to cover forecast local
rotations and arranged delivery that otherwise
cannot be scheduled because of lateral capacity
limits upstream.
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FIGURE H-17

Example North Side Operations Strategy
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
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The components generally function as described here:
•

Goodwin Dam/North Main Canal head gates: Used to set flows on a 12- to 24-hour
basis only, using forecast demands and OID regulating reservoir status.

•

Rodden Lake: Used as strictly flow-through, or to provide short-term flows to the North
Side Regulating Reservoir in advance of the next scheduled Goodwin flow change.
Flows are remotely controlled and monitored via SCADA link.

•

North Side Regulating Reservoir: Used for flow control into the Burnett Lateral to
regulate demand/supply balance on the Burnett/Tulloch areas and for storing excess
North Main Canal flows during cuts from Cometa branch. Operated on an average
24-hour cycle, returning to target level by using excess stored water from the current
day’s cuts for the next day’s scheduled demands (and adjusting the upcoming
scheduled North Main Canal flows accordingly), or by bringing down additional flow
from Goodwin (or Rodden) to restore supply used during previous day. Reservoir
outflows to Burnett-Tulloch are remotely controlled and monitored via SCADA link.
This is a primary control point for the Burnett-Tulloch areas.

•

Burnett-Cometa Junction: Burnett branch is a level control, for inflow to regulating
reservoir. Excess upstream flows are routed to North Side Regulating Reservoir. Cometa
branch is flow control only, to downstream LSAs (Lower Cometa, Fairbanks,
Hirschfeld).

•

Tulloch-Burnett Junction: Tulloch head gates are for flow control. Burnett branch is
level control. Proximity to upstream regulating reservoir flow control will minimize
excess flows in Burnett branch, but any that do occur are routed to Moulton
Reclamation.

•

Woodward Reservoir Intertie: Used to provide peaking supply during sustained
high-demand conditions that cannot be met because of upstream capacity limits, and to
provide short-term flow increases to Fairbanks/Hirschfeld/Lower Cometa areas.
Supply made up to Woodward via adjusted flows at the Joint Diversion head gates
during next daily cycle.

•

Drop 8 Lower Cometa Junction: Drop 8 structure provides level control and flow rate
measurement for supply into the Fairbanks-Hirschfeld LSAs, upstream of Pony Ranch
structure. Lower Cometa branch is flow control, with optional SCADA link for remote
control and monitoring of flows.

•

Pony Ranch: Fairbanks head gate is for flow control to the Fairbanks LSA. Hirschfeld
branch is level control only. Excess flows are routed into Hirschfeld area, for diversion to
Lone Tree creek reclamation projects.

•

Lone Tree Creek Reclamation Project(s): Used to store normal drainage flows and
short-term excess flows routed to this area. Reclamation reservoir operated on a 1- to
2-day cycle, with stored water used for forecasted local demands. Scheduled flows from
upstream sources are reduced proportionally during non-peak demand conditions.

•

Wells: Local wells are used for sustained peak demand conditions that exceed upstream
lateral capacity, and for maximum arranged delivery flexibility.
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Annexation Infrastructure Requirements
Background
OID’s current policy regarding annexations does allow for the annexation of new lands to
be supplied with irrigation water by OID under specific terms and conditions. OID has
completed annexations in the last several years, and has pending applications for about
850 acres of new annexations. Some of these lands are already supplied with water by OID
under temporary “outside service agreements,” which allow for OID service without
annexation. These recently annexed lands and those served under the temporary
agreements have been supplied with water either through direct connection to an existing
OID facility, or by conveyance of OID water down Little Johns Creek, where the user is
responsible for diverting and conveying the water using privately owned facilities.
OID’s current policy requires the land owner to be capable of providing backup supply via
private wells or other sources, in the event that OID surface water is temporarily
unavailable because of supply cutbacks or other factors. The new irrigation systems also
need to have an average farm-level efficiency of 70 percent, and are to have no surface water
drainage from their lands.

Future Annexation Potential and Infrastructure Assumptions
Based on a landowner interest survey conducted by OID, the maximum assumed long-term
annexations may total approximately 8,000 acres. The timing, location, and specific
infrastructure requirements to support these annexed lands cannot be specified with
reasonable accuracy as necessary to assign specific infrastructure features and related
construction costs. For the purposes of the Infrastructure Plan, it is assumed that the future
annexed lands will fall into one of three general categories, based on location:
•

Lands immediately adjacent to existing OID facilities. These are areas that may be next
to the South Main Canal, for example, and can be serviced with a new turnout supplying
a private conveyance pipeline or ditch. Any necessary pumping facilities are also
provided by the land owner in these cases.

•

Areas that may be served with OID water, but conveyed through a combination of
existing OID and non-OID facilities. The areas along Little Johns Creek, which could be
supplied with water diverted out of the North Main Canal, are in this category. Such users
would be responsible for providing the diversion and local conveyance infrastructure
needed to manage the released water. It may also be possible to serve some areas
indirectly by cooperative use of SSJID facilities, such as the SSJID Main Canal, which could
be used for pumped supply to areas such as along Frankenhiemer Road north of the
Cometa Lateral area. The OID water supply would be exchanged with SSJID and
accounted for via the Joint Diversion operations should SSJID agree to such an exchange.

•

Development of new LSA by OID to serve a large area of planned annexations. In this
case, OID would construct the backbone distribution system, similar to an existing
lateral, and provide water to the edges of major parcels only. Local distribution facilities
would be developed by the land owners as needed. An example of this would be if a
group of landowners in a common area, such as the lands located between the Paulsell
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LSA and the western boundary of the main OID service area, entered into an annexation
agreement that facilitated the development of a single OID service lateral to serve all the
annexed lands.
For the purposes of accounting for the future capital costs of annexation-related
infrastructure to be built by OID, the features and layout of an assumed typical new lateral
service area were developed to serve an approximately 2,000-acre service area. The assumed
features included a low-head pump station for diversion from an OID Main Canal or lateral,
and buried low-head pipelines laid on a uniform “main-line and branch” basis, with the
system capacity based on peak week conditions for sprinkler/drip irrigated almond crops.
The costs for this type of system were not assumed to be required for all annexed lands,
given the assumed mix of location-based service conditions listed above. Average per-acre
costs were developed, assuming between one-third and one-half of the total annexed lands
would require this type of infrastructure, with the remaining lands requiring no significant
direct infrastructure costs to OID. Attachment A shows unit costs for all projects, including
new distribution system laterals to serve annexed lands.

Infrastructure Plan Capital Costs
Background
Planning-level capital costs were developed for all projects in the Infrastructure Plan. These
costs are used as input to the Implementation Plan and the Financial Model, to evaluate the
overall program costs and required funding levels needed to support a feasible capital
improvements plan (CIP) for each programmatic alternative. This section presents
information on the methods used to develop the project costs, and summary costs for each
alternative’s CIP. See Development and Evaluation of Alternatives Technical Appendix G
for details on the four programmatic alternatives.
Project costs for the elements of the WRP were developed in the following manner. Each
project was developed to a concept level to determine the size, main features, and other
elements that determine construction costs. The concept-level project development was
based on the information presented under the Conceptual Facility Guidelines and Drawings
section of this appendix. Standard unit costs for common project elements were developed
using a combination of recent OID project costs and standard cost-estimating sources. The
unit costs were then applied to each project to estimate its overall construction cost.
Allowances were added, where applicable, for non-construction costs such as engineering,
permitting, and construction management. A construction contingency was also added to
account for the uncertainty inherent in this level of estimating, when project-specific details
such as final sizing and features, construction methods, and site conditions have not been
established.
Costs for the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program were provided by OID,
based on estimates developed under that program. These costs were not adjusted for the
allowances and contingency factor listed above.
All costs presented here are in constant 2005 dollars, and are not adjusted for inflation.
However, the Financial Model does include adjustments for inflation based on the assumed
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year of construction and standard cost escalation factors. Attachments 1 and 2 include a
detailed list of all projects included in the Infrastructure Plan, along with the unit costs used
for common project elements.

WRP Alternatives CIP Cost Summaries
The various Infrastructure Plan project costs were grouped by functional category based on
the type of facility involved and/or its primary purpose (for example, canal structure
replacement versus reclamation projects). Table H-13 lists the summary costs by functional
category for the WRP projects needed to support each alternative. Note that these are total
program costs for all projects over the next 25 years. This summary shows the relative costs
of the various components that make up the Infrastructure Plan. Because of the significant
costs involved and their unique funding and implementation elements, the Main Canals and
Tunnels Improvements Program costs are shown separately in Table H-14. These projects
and costs are applicable to all four WRP alternatives.
TABLE H-13

Infrastructure Plan Costs for Programmatic Alternatives
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Functional Category

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

Alternative 4

$34,418,000

$34,418,000

$34,418,000

$34,418,000

Flow-Control and
Measurement Structures

1,999,000

3,856,000

3,856,000

3,856,000

Groundwater Wells

7,903,000

$ 10,460,000

10,460,000

10,460,000

Miscellaneous (district
mapping, aquatic
pesticides program, etc.)

2,386,000

2,386,000

2,386,000

2,386,000

Pipeline Replacement

45,366,000

45,366,000

45,366,000

45,366,000

Regulating Reservoir

—

6,264,000

6,264,000

6,264,000

1,911,000

4,680,000

4,680,000

4,680,000

Outflow Management
Projects

—

10,947,000

10,947,000

10,947,000

Reclamation Projects

58,000

5,813,000

5,813,000

5,813,000

$94,041,000

$124,190,000

$124,190,000

$124,190,000

—

—

$17,038,000

$66,370,000

Canal and Lateral
Rehabilitation

Irrigation Service Turnout
Replacement

Total Existing System
Improvements
Annexation
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TABLE H-14

Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program Project Costs (Common to All Alternatives)
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Project Name and Description

Total Capital Cost

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Engineering Design

$101,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Copper Tunnel

224,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Ram Tunnel

280,000

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Long Tunnel

280,000

Cape Horn Hazardous Assessment

100,000

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation Construction—First Phase

3,400,000

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation Construction—Final Phase

4,000,000

South Main -Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation Study

100,000

South Main Rehabilitation Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation I

2,000,000

South Main Rehabilitation Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation II

1,750,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone- bypass route for new tunnel, Design, CEQA

1,500,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone- New Tunnel Construction, Year 1

8,300,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone- New Tunnel Construction, Year 2

7,000,000

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone- New Tunnel Construction, Year 3

3,500,000

Tunnel 8 Rehabilitation- Design and Construction

1,300,000

Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9

3,500,000

Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation Phase 2

4,400,000

Willms Siphon Evaluation Study

125,000

Willms Siphon Rehabilitation Construction

1,125,000

Canal Rehabilitation from Tunnel 9 to Cashman Dam

1,568,000

Total Cost

$44,553,000

The following summary observations are made regarding the summary Infrastructure Plan
costs:
•

The minimum long-term projects to restore the OID water supply and distribution
system for reliable, minimum service standards are common to all four alternatives
(excluding the No-Action Alternative), and total approximately $139 million over the
25-year program. This cost includes three primary elements—Main Canal and Tunnel
rehabilitation, CIP pipeline replacement, and lateral rehabilitation and maintenance.

•

The total CIP costs for Alternative 1 are reduced compared to the other alternatives
primarily because of the exclusion of the projects necessary for net improvements in
customer service and retention of OID’s long-term customer base, no outflow
management projects that assist in regional cooperative water exchanges with
neighboring water users, and no annexation infrastructure costs.
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•

The annexation-related infrastructure costs (assuming these costs are subsidized by
OID) are the remaining element that differentiates the total costs for Alternatives 2, 3,
and 4. Each of these Alternatives has increasing levels of annexation from none to the
maximum forecast. All other elements of these three alternatives involve the same mix
of projects and related capital costs.

•

The various smaller functional category costs, such as flow-control and measurement,
have relatively low costs and may have immediate benefits to customer service in many
areas of the OID distribution system.

Implementation Schedule for Recommended Alternative
Background
The Infrastructure Plan includes a large number of projects that vary widely in cost,
construction complexity, basic purpose or drivers, and institutional factors. In some cases
there may be important tradeoffs between the relative timing of major projects. In addition,
OID currently faces significant limitations in funding and construction capacity, which
largely determine what scale of work can be done in any given fiscal cycle and construction
season. These factors necessitate a consistent, logical basis for the prioritizing of projects and
their arrangement into a cohesive implementation schedule which supports, and is
supported by, the other key elements of the WRP.
This section presents factors considered in developing the prioritized Implementation
Schedule, and a draft Implementation Schedule for the Best Apparent Alternative. The
Implementation Schedule presented here is based on projected available revenues, and
should be periodically reviewed and refined during subsequent implementation phases.

Prioritization and Coordination Factors for Implementation Scheduling
The following factors apply to varying degrees to the recommended projects and should
serve as a minimal “checklist” for consideration in project scheduling:
•

Facility condition and consequences of failure. For projects aimed at rehabilitating
degraded components of OID’s supply and conveyance infrastructures, these two factors
must both be considered. For example, failure of a major portion of the Cape Horn Tunnel
may require several months or longer to repair, and cause a nearly complete loss of
irrigation supply to the North Side of the OID system during this period. The economic
impacts to OID’s customers would likely be severe. In contrast, the failure of a degraded
reach of CIP pipe may affect only a few hundred acres for a week or so, until spot repairs
can be done, followed by complete replacement at the end of the irrigation season.

•

Benefits to OID customer service. These benefits can be considered in terms of long-term
service reliability, like repairing a section of Main Canal, or in more immediate terms, such
as improved peak period capacity and flexibility to accommodate arranged deliveries.
Flow-control and measurement projects, for example, may have relatively greater
immediate daily benefits to certain areas with the worst existing conditions.
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•

Projects with direct operational links and/or geographic proximity. In some cases, it
will make sense to implement two or three projects in sequence or in the same season,
given that each impacts the other directly in daily operations, or will be most efficiently
completed in a single construction mobilization. For example, the three lateral head
gates below Van Lier Reservoir would be best implemented as a group so that the
“package” of control from the Van Lier outflow gates down can be efficiently
implemented, and the economy of scale benefits can be obtained for a larger volume of
similar construction in a small area.

•

Permitting and environmental documentation requirements. The complexity and
timeline for this activity may vary widely between projects, and also may suggest a
specific grouping of projects for the specific strategic issues involved in this process.
Specific issues related to this aspect of project “packaging” and schedules are discussed
in Section 9 of the OID WRP Summary Report.

•

Funding availability. OID’s funding resources include a varying and, possibly, a more
complex mix of revenue in the future (water charges, Tri-Dam Power revenue, water
sales, etc.). In some cases, the larger projects will require careful consideration as to their
timing, possibly over several years of implementation, during which time they may
severely restrict the remaining mix of projects that can be done during this period.

•

Phasing of long-term replacement/rehabilitation. For ongoing programs such as the CIP
pipe replacement, lateral rehabilitation, and turnout replacements, there will typically be
three “phases” over the 25-year period. These may include an initial ramp-up phase, a
more aggressive few years during which “catch-up” is done, and then ramping down to a
long-term annual targeted level of work. The cumulative 25-year cost of these projects is
significant, but their annual costs, even during the peak years, is modest relative to other
projects. This allows some flexibility in the exact phasing for each project.

•

Pre-construction activity. This could include a mix of preliminary and final engineering
design, canal-flow monitoring, expanded drainwater flow monitoring, surveying and
mapping, pipeline and open ditch assessment program results, and land acquisition or
private owner agreements. Some of these activities will need to be undertaken in the
first 1 to 2 years of implementation, such as the flow monitoring, to provide information
necessary to refine the sizing, design, and operations of related projects.

•

Available construction windows. The combined factors of relatively wet winters and
the need to maintain largely uninterrupted irrigation service from April to September
will significantly restrict the timing of many projects. This may require having multiple
projects under way in dispersed areas each winter, and/or relatively higher levels of
contractor and OID construction staff mobilization, in order to complete the required
work in available time. A related factor to this is the project management and delivery
capacity for the combined OID and contractor forces.

•

Third-party agreements. For projects such as the outflow management and the
Woodward Reservoir intertie, OID will need to negotiate and secure agreements with
the neighboring districts such as SSJID, MID, and CSJWCD. These agreements may take
significant time to finalize, and their specific terms and conditions may influence basic
project features such as sizing, location, and operating practices.
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Implementation Schedule for the Best Apparent Alternative
An Implementation Schedule was developed for the projects included in the Best Apparent
Alternative. The Implementation Schedule is divided into two parts—one for the overall WRP
elements, and a second one for the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program. The second
schedule is based on an already established implementation plan developed by OID staff for the
Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program projects. This plan was based on assessment of
the critical needs, construction phasing, and other key implementation factors. Figures H-2 and
H-3 show the WRP elements and the Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements Program elements,
respectively.
The project phasing for the WRP projects is approximate, and will require refinement
during the implementation phases of the WRP. However, it is consistent with the Financial
Model evaluations to ensure a feasible funding stream, and represents reasonable
assumptions about the relative timing of each category of projects. The following factors
influenced each functional category of projects:
•

Pipeline replacement and lateral rehabilitation. Each of these programs is shown in three
general phases—an initial phase for addressing critical areas, a “ramp-up” to more
aggressive construction over several years, and a final long-term phase of ongoing regularly
scheduled maintenance.

•

Flow control and measurement projects. These projects are relatively low cost, and provide
immediate benefits in many areas for improved operations and customer service. The
Category 1 projects would be implemented first, followed by the remaining projects.

•

Irrigation service turnouts. Similar to the pipeline and lateral programs, this schedule
includes approximately three phases: (1) to focus on the largest water users with specific
service requirements; (2) to ramp up to more widespread implementation of standardized
turnouts for smaller customers; and (3) to a long-term program for regularly scheduled
replacements.

•

Drainwater reclamation and outflow management. Each of these project groups will
require additional flow monitoring and related implementation steps.

•

North Side Regulating Reservoir. This project will require significant support work for
implementation, which limits how rapidly it can be implemented. It will require
coordination with nearby improvements such as the Cometa-Burnett head gates
replacement, and the Rodden High Line head gates replacement.

•

Woodward Reservoir Intertie. This project has relatively simple infrastructure
requirements, and significant potential benefits to downstream operations in Divisions 9
and 10. The primary factor for implementation timeline may be the development of an
operating agreement with SSJID.

•

Groundwater wells. The groundwater wells replacement projects are assumed to occur in
“packages” of 1 to 3 wells, spaced over the first 10 to 15 years.

•

SCADA. The expansion of OID’s SCADA system will be ongoing, in coordination with each
of the above projects.
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Item

Unit
Construction
Cost

Description

Demolition

$110/CY

Demolition and disposal of a reinforced concrete structures
and/or canal lining; haul distance ≤ 20 miles

New canal lining

$80/SY

Reshape canal, construct new 3.5” thick slip lining. Does not
included demo of existing structures or canal lining

Canal reshaping

$38/LF

8’ bottom width: import material and reshape main canal

Canal reshaping

$30/LF

6’ bottom width: import material and reshape lateral canals

Canal reshaping

$25/LF

4’ bottom width: import material and reshape lateral canals

Pipelines

$4.00/dia-in LF

Demo existing pipe or canal and construct new reinforced
concrete pipe

Concrete structures

$45/SF

Reinforced concrete structure construction, wall thickness up
to 12” thick. Cost of gates not included

Ramp flume

$56/SF

Premium work required: rate 25% higher than standard
concrete structures. Add $7,000 for stilling well and water
level sensor. SCADA not included

Manual slide gate

$205/in-width

average unit cost for purchase and installation

Motor operated gate

$400/in-width

average unit cost for purchase and installation

Rubicon overshot gate

$625/in-width

approximate average unit cost for purchase and installation

ITRC flap gate

$12,000 EA

Materials, in-house construction, and installation of a 48” h x
36”v gate

Regulating reservoir

$11,500/AF

Includes earthwork, lining, gates, fencing. Does not include
land acquisition and right-of-way

Reclamation and drainage
reservoir

Cost developed on an individual basis for earth reservoirs,
which included: land acquisition, clearing and grubbing,
excavation, material disposal (no disposal fee), place and
compact material, gravel roadway on bank, a new check
structure with a pump, barb wire fence

Groundwater: well
component

$22/dia-in LF

Includes: drilling, development, casing, screen, and discharge
tests

Groundwater: pump
component

$800/Hp

Includes: motor, pump, electrical wiring, concrete pad, fence,
flow meter, SCADA remote monitoring

Drainage and reclamation
pumping station

$1,250/Hp

SCADA

$30,000 EA

SCADA integrator to install communication hardware to
transmit a signal to and from the office headquarters

Power transformer

$4,000 EA

Connect to a new power transformer

Power transmission

$25/LF

New power transmission lines for short distances (<500 ft)

Land acquisition

$30,000/acre

Purchase land for items such as reservoirs
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Oakdale Irrigation District: Water Resources Plan
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Construction Contingency
Engineering/Administration/Legal
Construction Management / SDC
Base Year

30%
17%
10%
2005

Project Name and Description

Capital costs for Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program projects provided by OID.

Total Capital
Cost ($)

Functional
Category

Year

Burnett Lateral—Bank reconstruction and fencing

83,000

Canal

2006

Campbell Lateral—Pioneer to Third Drop gunite

99,000

Canal

2006

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

166,000

Canal

2006

Eaton Lateral Rehabilitation

190,000

Canal

2006

Hinds Lateral—Rebuild HG to Lambuth Road

289,000

Canal

2006

Mootz Drain—Rehabilitation Phase II Oliveira property

83,000

Canal

2006

Mootz Lateral—Continuation beyond Mr. Frobose property

41,000

Canal

2006

Mootz Lateral—Albers to Bently rebuild banks and road

149,000

Canal

2006

Sawyer Road & Pleasant Valley—Replace Crossing

124,000

Canal

2006

South Main—Prepare access for gunite on Stueve property

66,000

Canal

2006

Tulloch Lateral at Dunn's Ranch

83,000

Canal

2006

100,000

FC&M

2006

Albers Lateral at Stowell/Albers Split—Install measurement structure

36,000

FC&M

2006

Cavill Drain at McGee Road—Install Replogle flume

46,000

FC&M

2006

Claribel Lateral at Claribel Road—Install measurement structure

36,000

FC&M

2006

West Pump P/L, Wagoner Property—Install spill to river

43,000

FC&M

2006

Oakdale Deep Well—VFD installation

50,000

GW Well

2006

Oakdale Deep Well Rehabilitation

41,000

GW Well

2006

Paulsell No.1 Deep Well Rehabilitation—Site evaluation/engineering

17,000

GW Well

2006

Cape Horn Hazardous Assessment

100,000

MC&T

2006

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation (28% of $ 0.8 M) Copper Tunnel

224,000

MC&T

2006

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation—Engineering Design (28% of
$1.2M)

101,000

MC&T

2006

South Main—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation Study

100,000

MC&T

2006

Willms Siphon Evaluation Study

125,000

MC&T

2006

Campbell Lateral P/L—Escalon-Belotta Road (Reid) replace P/L

206,000

Pipe

2006

Campbell P/L—Campbell to Magnolia/Laires property

239,000

Pipe

2006

Clarke P/L—Replace structures and P/L

83,000

Pipe

2006

Crane P/L—Replace P/L (400 ft of pipe)

33,000

Pipe

2006

Frymire Lateral—Convert to P/L from H/G to Sonora Road

83,000

Pipe

2006

Garr P/L—Snedigar Road crossing & P/L replacement

99,000

Pipe

2006

Kearney Lateral—Warnerville Road to Kearney P/L H/G

66,000

Pipe

2006

Adams 1, Kaplan Property—Grade and install drops
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Oakdale Irrigation District: Water Resources Plan
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Construction Contingency
Engineering/Administration/Legal
Construction Management / SDC
Base Year

30%
17%
10%
2005

Capital costs for Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program projects provided by OID.

Project Name and Description

Total Capital
Cost ($)

Functional
Category

Year

Lambuth P/L between Valley Home & Clevland—Replace pipe

107,000

Pipe

2006

River Road P/L Replacement—Gambini property

330,000

Pipe

2006

Taro Drain—Replace bank P/L vs. bank rebuild

44,000

Pipe

2006

Turnout Replacement Program

78,000

Turnout

2006

Albers 1 at Milnes Road—Rebuild bank and install fence

142,000

Canal

2007

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

166,000

Canal

2007

Eaton Lateral at Eaton Road—rebuild canal bank

129,000

Canal

2007

Hetland Lateral—Need access and rebuild bank

58,000

Canal

2007

Lone Tree Drain—Rebuild canal bank

20,000

Canal

2007

North Main—Remove trees and reconstruct bank

89,000

Canal

2007

River Bank Lateral—Holman Scales upstream to Warnerville Road

149,000

Canal

2007

Stowell Lateral—Replace bank, road, and fencing

173,000

Canal

2007

Brichetto/Claribel: LCW, gate, ramp flume, SCADA

381,000

FC&M

2007

Hinds Lateral—Rebuild H/G to Lambuth Road

124,000

FC&M

2007

25,000

FC&M

2007

Riverbank Lateral—Gate, ramp flume

132,000

FC&M

2007

South Lateral—Gate, ramp flume, SCADA

127,000

FC&M

2007

13,000

FC&M

2007

124,000

FC&M

2007

20,000

FC&M

2007

124,000

GW Well

2007

1,000,000

MC&T

2007

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation (28% of $ 1.0 M) Ram Tunnel

280,000

MC&T

2007

Aquatic Pesticide Containment Program—Year 1

413,000

Other

2007

2,008

Pipe

2007

Coop P/L—Relocate pipe from underneath dairy

83,000

Pipe

2007

Fairbanks P/L—Prepare access to replace P/L

83,000

Pipe

2007

Kearney P/L, Gardella property—Replace pipe

46,000

Pipe

2007

North Dudley at Wearin property—Relocate 1,300 ft. of pipe

83,000

Pipe

2007

2,008

Pipe

2007

102,000

Pipe

2007

58,000

R&D Internal

2007

McKinney Lateral at Escalon Bellota Road—Install O/F drop

Stevenot—Lift pump
Stowell/Albers Diversion—Replace
Sweet Lateral at Lone Tree Creek—Install measurement structure
Paulsell No.1 Deep Well rehabilitation
2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—Bypass route for new tunnel, design, CEQA, start

Clarke P/L—Replace 1,800 ft of 30-in. pipe

River Bank P/L, Eleanor to Snedigar—Replace pipe
Turner P/L, Rossini property—Replace pipe
Adams Creek Drain—Install pump (need power)
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Oakdale Irrigation District: Water Resources Plan
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Construction Contingency
Engineering/Administration/Legal
Construction Management / SDC
Base Year

30%
17%
10%
2005

Capital costs for Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program projects provided by OID.

Functional
Category

Year

78,000

Turnout

2007

Burnett Lateral—Bank reconstruction and fencing

248,000

Canal

2008

Fairbanks Lateral—North bank needs replacing

330,000

Canal

2008

North Main, Maino property—Gunite canal

248,000

Canal

2008

Burnett to 26-Mile Road—LCWs

123,000

FC&M

2008

Burnett/Cometa—LCW, H/G, ramp flume, SCADA

318,000

FC&M

2008

Claribel/Stowell—Propeller meters, flap gate, pipeline

311,000

FC&M

2008

Drop 8/Fairbanks/Hirschfeld—Rubicon, gate, SCADA

151,000

FC&M

2008

Little Johns Creek—Gates, ramp flume, SCADA

303,000

FC&M

2008

Paulsell/Cashman Creek Dam—LCW, SCADA, ramp flume

169,000

FC&M

2008

Riverbank/Crane—Propeller meters, LCW, flap gate

131,000

FC&M

2008

20,000

FC&M

2008

South/Palmer—LCW

207,000

FC&M

2008

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—Bypass route for new tunnel, design, CEQA, finish

500,000

MC&T

2008

Joint Main and Tunnel Rehabilitation (28% of $1.0 M) Long Tunnel

280,000

MC&T

2008

Grider P/L—Replace 0.3 miles of CIP with 27-in. PVC pipe

289,000

Pipe

2008

Kearney Lateral—Warnerville Road to Kearney P/L H/G

231,000

Pipe

2008

78,000

Turnout

2008

Cometa Crossing on SSJID Canal—Rebuild

248,000

Canal

2009

Hirschfeld Lateral Phase 2—Rebuild bank and install fence

413,000

Canal

2009

South Main—Cashman Dam/Stueve's property gunite

149,000

Canal

2009

Dilberto—LCW and gate

67,000

FC&M

2009

Rodden High Line—Lateral inflow

84,000

FC&M

2009

Tulloch Pipeline Inlet—Gate and SCADA

71,000

FC&M

2009

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation Construction—First phase

3,400,000

MC&T

2009

South Main Rehabilitation—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation I

2,000,000

MC&T

2009

Tunnel 8 Rehabilitation—Design and construction

1,300,000

MC&T

2009

Tunnel 9 Rehabilitation Phase 2

4,400,000

MC&T

2009

Survey Total District Year 1

624,000

Other

2009

Fairbanks P/L from Steinegul Road to Corn Box replacement

413,000

Pipe

2009

S3: South Lateral Reservoir / Union Pump and Pipeline—start

868,000

R&D Internal

2009

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2009

Project Name and Description
Turnout Replacement Program

South Main Regulating Reservoir—Repair Replogle flume

Turnout Replacement Program
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Construction Contingency
Engineering/Administration/Legal
Construction Management / SDC
Base Year

30%
17%
10%
2005

Capital costs for Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program projects provided by OID.

Functional
Category

Year

60,000

FC&M

2010

335,000

FC&M

2010

88,000

FC&M

2010

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New tunnel construction, Year 1

8,300,000

MC&T

2010

Cape Horn Tunnel Rehabilitation—Construction, final phase

4,000,000

MC&T

2010

Aquatic Pesticide Containment Program, Year 2

413,000

Other

2010

Survey Total District Year 2

936,000

Other

2010

S3: South Lateral Reservoir / Union Pump and Pipeline—finish

868,000

R&D Internal

2010

SSJID Woodward Reservoir Intertie

306,000

Reg. Res.

2010

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2010

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

468,000

Canal

2011

Clavey Drop—LCW, gate, SCADA

211,000

FC&M

2011

Groundwater Wells

511,000

GW Well

2011

Project Name and Description
Adams 1 LCW
Burnett/Tulloch—Rubicon, pipe, LCW, SCADA
Kearny Lateral—H/G and propeller meters

Total Capital
Cost ($)

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New tunnel construction, Year 2

7,000,000

MC&T

2011

South Main Rehabilitation—Goodwin Dam to 2-Mile Bar Rehabilitation II

1,750,000

MC&T

2011

Willms Siphon Rehabilitation—Construction

1,125,000

MC&T

2011

Frymire Lateral—Convert to P/L from H/G to Sonora Road

495,000

Pipe

2011

Pipe Replacement Program

577,000

Pipe

2011

N1: Tulloch / Lone Tree Drain Reservoir

535,000

R&D Internal

2011

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2011

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

468,000

Canal

2012

2-Mile Bar Slide Zone—New tunnel construction, Year 3

3,500,000

MC&T

2012

Canal rehabilitation from Tunnel 9 to Cashman Dam

1,568,000

MC&T

2012

Pipe

2012

R&D Trans.

2012

Pipe Replacement Program
S8: Albers Drain Reservoir and Pipeline

577,000
1,694,000

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2012

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

468,000

Canal

2013

Groundwater Wells

511,000

GW Well

2013

MC&T

2013

Pipe

2013

1,159,000

R&D Internal

2013

481,000

R&D Internal

2013

Canal rehabilitation from Tunnel 7 to Tunnel 9
Pipe Replacement Program
N4: Sweet Lateral / Lone Tree Creek Large Reservoir—start
S7: Palmer Reclamation Pump and Reservoir
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Construction Contingency
Engineering/Administration/Legal
Construction Management / SDC
Base Year

30%
17%
10%
2005

Project Name and Description
Turnout Replacement Program

Capital costs for Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program projects provided by OID.

Total Capital
Cost ($)
156,000

Functional
Category

Year

Turnout

2013

N6: Reservoir to capture and transfer to CSJWCD

1,449,000

R&D Trans.

2014

Cometa Regulating Reservoir—start

2,979,000

Reg. Res.

2014

Turnout

2014

1,159,000

R&D Internal

2015

686,000

R&D Internal

2015

2,016

R&D Trans.

2015

Reg. Res.

2015

Turnout Replacement Program
N4: Sweet Lateral / Lone Tree Creek Large Reservoir—finish
S4: Laughlin Drain Reservoir
S11: Cavill Pond Reservoir
Cometa Regulating Reservoir—finish

156,000

2,979,000

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2015

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

133,000

Canal

2016

Groundwater Wells

511,000

GW Well

2016

Pipe Replacement Program

577,000

Pipe

2016

N7: Lower Cometa Outflow Reservoir (to CSJWCD)

1,046,000

R&D Trans.

2016

S5: Coulter Pond Reservoir and Pipeline

3,376,000

R&D Trans.

2016

S9: Lower Kuhn Drain Reservoir

520,000

R&D Trans.

2016

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Turnout

2016

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,590,000

Canal

2017

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2017

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2017

Turnout

2017

Turnout Replacement Program

312,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,590,000

Canal

2018

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2018

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2018

Turnout

2018

Canal

2019

GW Well

2019

Pipe

2019

Turnout

2019

Turnout Replacement Program
Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
Groundwater Wells
Pipe Replacement Program
Turnout Replacement Program

312,000
2,009,000
511,000
3,176,000
312,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2020

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2020

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2020

Turnout

2020

Turnout Replacement Program
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312,000

A2-5

OID WATER RESOURCES PLAN TECHNICAL APPENDIXES

ATTACHMENT 2

Oakdale Irrigation District: Water Resources Plan
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Construction Contingency
Engineering/Administration/Legal
Construction Management / SDC
Base Year

30%
17%
10%
2005

Capital costs for Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program projects provided by OID.

Total Capital
Cost ($)

Functional
Category

Year

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2021

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2021

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2021

Turnout

2021

Project Name and Description

Turnout Replacement Program

312,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2022

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2022

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2022

Turnout

2022

Canal

2023

GW Well

2023

Pipe

2023

Turnout

2023

Canal

2024

GW Well

2024

Pipe

2024

Turnout

2024

Turnout Replacement Program
Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
Groundwater Wells
Pipe Replacement Program
Turnout Replacement Program
Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program
Groundwater Wells
Pipe Replacement Program
Turnout Replacement Program

312,000
1,755,000
511,000
3,609,000
312,000
1,755,000
511,000
3,609,000
156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2025

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2025

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2025

Turnout

2025

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

1,755,000

Canal

2026

Groundwater Wells

1,023,000

GW Well

2026

Pipe Replacement Program

2,887,000

Pipe

2026

Turnout

2026

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

2,175,000

Canal

2027

Pipe Replacement Program

3,609,000

Pipe

2027

Turnout

2027

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

2,175,000

Canal

2028

Pipe Replacement Program

3,609,000

Pipe

2028

Turnout

2028

Turnout Replacement Program

156,000

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

2,341,000

Canal

2029

Pipe Replacement Program

3,609,000

Pipe

2029

A2-6
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ATTACHMENT 2: CIP COST SCHEDULE

ATTACHMENT 2

Oakdale Irrigation District: Water Resources Plan
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Construction Contingency
Engineering/Administration/Legal
Construction Management / SDC
Base Year
Project Name and Description
Turnout Replacement Program

30%
17%
10%
2005

Capital costs for Main Canals and Tunnels Improvements
Program projects provided by OID.

Total Capital
Cost ($)
156,000

Functional
Category

Year

Turnout

2029

Canal Reshaping and Rehabilitation Program

2,341,000

Canal

2030

Pipe Replacement Program

3,609,000

Pipe

2030

Turnout

2030

Turnout Replacement Program
Total
FC&M
GW
H/G
LCW
MC&T
P/L
R&D
VFD

156,000
$168,538,000

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

flow control and measurement structures
groundwater
head gate
long-crested weir
main canals and tunnels
pipeline
reclamation and drainwater
variable-frequency drive
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A2-7

ATTACHMENT 3

Conceptual Facility Guidelines

ATTACHMENT 3

Conceptual Facility Guidelines
For each general project or facility type, a uniform set of primary features and assumptions
were developed. These are referred to as the Conceptual Facility Guidelines, or CFGs. The
purpose of the CFGs was to provide a common baseline for cost estimating and to provide
OID engineering and operations staff with an overview of the facility features for their
review. The CFGs are based on a combination of standard irrigation facility design
references such as the Bureau of Reclamation’s Design of Small Canals Handbook, existing OID
infrastructure standards, and typical irrigation design standards from applicable similar
projects. Table A3-1 lists the CFGs for the primary types of projects.
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A3-1

OID WATER RESOURCES PLAN TECHNICAL APPENDIXES

TABLE A3-1

Conceptual Facility Guidelines
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Type
Earthen Canal
Reshaping and
Rehabilitation

Canal Lining with
Concrete

A3-2

Item

Value / Assumption

Notes

Capacity

Based on typical peak-flow conditions from 1983 Master
Plan and 2004 operations data. Considered three general
flows for sizing; 300 cfs, 80 cfs, and 40 cfs.

Flow velocity

Maximum 3 ft/sec average, to prevent scour.

Bottom width to depth
ratio

1.5 to 1, for hydraulic efficiency and reasonable
maintenance access.

Side slopes

1.5 to 1 average.

Earthwork sequence

1. Scraping of existing top layer materials.
2. Imported fill placement and compaction.
3. Excavation, trimming, and final preparation.

Access road

12-foot access road on at least one side of canal.

Fencing

6 strand barb wire.

Fencing needed to keep livestock out of
ditches, prevent damage to banks.

Construction Method

Slip form lining

Shot-crete with poly-fiber reinforcement may
be viable option also.
Proper subgrade support and embedding
upper edge of lining to prevent under-cutting
by drainage are critical to service life.

Thickness

3.5 inches

Geometry / reshaping

Same geometry as earth reshaping.

Long-term flows may vary based on land
use changes.

Most laterals oversized, lack proper cross
section because of erosion. Will require
importing suitable fill materials from nearby
borrow areas. May be able to use
reclamation pond projects where adjacent.

W092005005/323059/053420013 (APPENDIX H.DOC)

ATTACHMENT 3: CONCEPTUAL FACILITY GUIDELINES

TABLE A3-1

Conceptual Facility Guidelines
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Type
Pipeline Replacement

Groundwater Wells

Item

Value / Assumption

Notes

Capacity

Based on existing peak flows or 1983 Master Plan values.

Materials

PVC for 30-inch and smaller, reinforced-concrete pipe
(C-76 type) with rubber gasket joints for larger pipes.

Pressure, head

Variable, but typically less than 20 ft of head.

Minimum depth

3 feet from outside crown to surface.

Trench conditions

Suitable bedding, backfill for pipe zone, native backfill
above.

Install tracer tape for non-metallic pipe.

Depth of casing

500 feet

Based on typical existing wells.

Capacity

1,800 to 2,200 gpm

Based on typical existing wells.

TDH

200 feet

higher than most existing wells, allows for
long-term fluctuations in groundwater levels.

Combined pump and
motor efficiency

70% total

Pump motor type

Fixed speed, electric motor

Building, appurtenances

Concrete slab, metal shop-type building for electrical
controls, and pump motor housing.

W092005005/323059/053420013 (APPENDIX H.DOC)

Similar to existing OID well sites.

A3-3

OID WATER RESOURCES PLAN TECHNICAL APPENDIXES

TABLE A3-1

Conceptual Facility Guidelines
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Type
Reclamation and
Outflow Management
Projects

Flow Control And
Measurement
Structures

A3-4

Item

Value / Assumption

Reservoir capacity

Sized to store 1 full day of peak month average flow for
internal reclamation, 2 days flow for outflow management.

Depth

6 to 8 feet.

Bank width, side slopes
geometry

14 foot gravel road on berm, 2 to 1 side slopes 18 inches
of freeboard.

Fencing

6 strand barbed wire fencing for livestock, public
restriction.

Pump station features

Fixed-speed electric motor pump, similar to current
reclamation pumps. Housed in metal shop-type building,
concrete floor for motor, controls, flow meter, valves,
related appurtenances.

Pump station sizing

Based on TDH for reservoir pump down, head loss in
pipelines, net elevation change to discharge point.

Pipeline

Buried pipeline, sized for 5 to 6 ft/sec velocity at max
pumping.

Land acquisition

Purchase required from private landowner.

Water level and flowcontrol methods

Flash Boards: 4 feet maximum length for manual lifting
Long crested weirs
Motor operated or manual slide gates
Over-shot gates
Radial gates
Ramp flumes
Propeller meters

Structure replacement

Demolish and replace concrete structures if in poor
condition or not suitable to facilitate new equipment.

Capacity/Sizing

Based on current maximum flows.

Notes
Sufficient storage to smooth out variable
drain flow, provide 1 to 2 days planning for
reuse or outflow scheduling.

Drivable access for maintenance, freeboard
for wind fetch, safety margin on filling.

Similar to existing reclamation pumps.
Gravity versus pumped flow to and from the
reservoir will depend on project site
topography.

Selection of equipment and methods based
on capacity, operational requirements.
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ATTACHMENT 3: CONCEPTUAL FACILITY GUIDELINES

TABLE A3-1

Conceptual Facility Guidelines
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Type
Annexation
Infrastructure

Turnouts

Item

Value / Assumption

Assumed acreage per
lateral

640 acres, about 1 square mile.

Crop mix

Primarily orchards

On-farm efficiency

70% minimum.

Peak month reference
ET

7 inches

Conveyance system

Low head pump station off existing Main Canal or lateral,
with buried head distribution pipeline. Features for pump
and pipes similar to above.

Lateral layout

Main line with branches to mid-points of 4 blocks, no
looped mains.

Right-of-way

20 foot corridor or main line pipe.

Parcel size for OID
delivery turnout

160 acres.

Turnout pressure

5 psi.

Types

Assume three standardized types based on parcel size
and irrigation practices. Options include standard canal
gate, CHO type, propeller meters.

W092005005/323059/053420013 (APPENDIX H.DOC)

Notes

A3-5

OID WATER RESOURCES PLAN TECHNICAL APPENDIXES

TABLE A3-1

Conceptual Facility Guidelines
OID WRP Technical Appendixes
Facility Type
Regulating Reservoirs

A3-6

Item

Value / Assumption

Sizing Basis

Total volume based on sum of outflow storage, inflow
storage, dead storage

Cut storage (inflow)

25% of maximum downstream flows for 6 hours plus the
travel time from next upstream reservoir.

Call Storage

25% of maximum downstream storage for 24 hours.

Location

Any head-gate serving 10% or more of system is more
than 4-hour flow time from reservoir.

Embankment Geometry

Same are existing RVL Reservoir.

Outflow Control

Motor operated under-shot gates and downstream
measurement flume.

Free board

Based on wind fetch, safety factor, assume 2-foot
minimum.

Materials

Low permeability embankment core materials, concrete
lining on upper 2/3 of bank to prevent erosion.

Fencing

Site perimeter fencing for livestock.

Notes
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PREPARED FOR:

Steve Knell, OID

PREPARED BY:

Greg Norby, CH2M HILL

COPIES:

Greg Eldridge, CH2M HILL

DATE:

June 15, 2006

PROJECT NUMBER:

323059.BB.03.02

Scope and Purpose
The Oakdale Irrigation District’s (OID) Water Resources Plan (WRP) Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) Task 2, Define Preferred Alternative, includes
technical refinement and review of the WRP’s capital projects. During this review, it was
noted that no outflow management projects capture flows into the South San Joaquin
Irrigation District’s (SSJID) Main Canal, which flows through the northern half of OID’s
service area. Consequently, OID requested that CH2M HILL develop and evaluate potential
outflow projects for this purpose and, if appropriate, include these in the PEIR. This
memorandum presents the results of that evaluation, which entailed review of OID and
SSJID water operations data, and the development and evaluation of a range of projects
using the same criteria and approach as used for the outflow management projects
presented in the WRP. The results of this evaluation are presented in the following manner:
•
•
•

Data review of OID surface water outflow to the SSJID Main Canal
Potential outflow management projects for SSJID Main Canal
Conclusions and recommendations

Data Review of OID Surface Water Outflow to SSJID Main Canal
Background
As part of the water balance development in the WRP, an estimate of surface water outflow
was made for each primary drainage basin within the OID service area. Based on
information available at that time (2005), it was assumed that inflows to the SSJID Main
Canal from the OID service area occurred primarily downstream of the Moulton Lateral and
Tulloch Lateral end spills, with cross drainages upstream of this area normally going under
the SSJID Main Canal. The estimated outflow from OID below this area was 7,000 acre-feet
(ac-ft) per irrigation season (referred to as season throughout this discussion), based on OID
outflow monitoring data and average field runoff rates. It was noted that SSJID’s own
estimates of outflow from OID into the SSJID Main Canal were about 30,000 ac-ft per year,
and future action would be necessary to reconcile the wide range of flow estimates.
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SSJID has provided canal operations data from 2002 to 2005 and a map delineating the
locations of OID surface water outflows into the SSJID Main Canal. This information was
reviewed to update the outflow estimates. Figure 1 shows the locations of inflows to the
SSJID Main Canal, as mapped by SSJID (all figures are provided at the end of this technical
memorandum). The canal runs for about 12 miles from Woodward Reservoir to Drop 7,
where any excess flows drain to the Stanislaus River. About 8 miles of the canal are in the
OID service area. Inflows from OID are estimated by comparing flow rates from Woodward
to those at Drop 7, after accounting for any SSJID lateral turnouts. SSJID normally tries to
utilize the OID inflows, and does not spill at Drop 7 unless necessary. Assuming an average
canal velocity of 2.5 feet per second, there is about a 7-hour lag between the SSJID Main
Canal head gates at Woodward Reservoir and Drop 7.

SSJID Estimates of OID Surface Outflow
Weekly operations data provided by SSJID for the 2002 through 2005 seasons were reviewed
as the basis for SSJID’s estimate of OID outflows. Table 1 lists the seasonal summary data.
Figure 2 shows weekly Woodward Reservoir releases into the SSJID Main Canal, and
Figure 3 shows weekly OID outflows (spills) for this same period. The review and
evaluation of the SSJID operations data did not involve specific assessment of the accuracy
of SSJID measurement methods and data. Instead, the data were generally reviewed with
the goal of identifying factors such as apparent seasonal bias, correlation between the
operations data and the estimated OID inflows, and the relative magnitude of the estimated
inflows compared to typical error ranges in canal flow measurement. This general review
did not identify any notable problems with the SSJID data in terms of these factors.
TABLE 1

Irrigation Season Totals for SSJID Main Canal and OID Surface Outflows

Year

SSJID Main Canal
Inflow from Woodward
(ac-ft)

OID Surface Outflow
into SSJID Main Canal
(ac-ft)

Total SSJID Main
OID Outflow Percentage
Canal Inflow at Drop 7
of Total SSJID Main
(ac-ft)
Canal Flows

2002

203,600

20,200

223,800

9%

2003

196,400

19,500

215,900

9%

2004

195,400

43,900

239,300

18%

2005

172,200

28,700

200,900

14%

Source: SSJID

The following summary observations are based on this data review:
•

SSJID operations data indicate 20,000 to 40,000 ac-ft of inflows from OID. However, the
2004 season is an outlier relative to the other years, so the approximate average seasonal
total would be between 20,000 and 30,000 ac-ft. OID inflows are equal to about 10 to
15 percent of Woodward Reservoir outflows into the SSJID Main Canal.

•

The seasonal outflow totals and weekly patterns vary widely, with 2004 and 2005 both
much higher than 2002 and 2003.
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•

Most of the OID surface water runoff into the SSJID Main Canal occurs between the
upstream end (Dodds Road) and approximately Valley Home Road, based on the
locations of inflow points. Additionally, this area has steep terrain and a large
percentage of flood-irrigated pasture compared to the areas downstream, which are
flatter and have more orchards.

•

Weekly average inflows are about 1,000 ac-ft, or 70 cubic feet per second (cfs). This is
about 25 percent of the total OID North Main Canal flows at the Burnett-Cometa Head
Gates. For the approximately 10,000 acres of potential runoff area upgradient of the
SSJID Main Canal, this indicates an average total runoff rate of 2 to 3 ac-ft per acre (acft/ac) during the irrigation season.

•

Based on comparison to total surface water supplies (North Main Canal flows),
potentially contributing irrigated acreage, and OID’s boundary outflow data, the
average and upper ranges of SSJID’s estimates appear excessively high.

•

The WRP likely underestimated inflows to the SSJID Main Canal upstream of the
Tulloch Lateral and Burnett Lateral end spills. Updating the WRP estimate (7,000 ac-ft)
based on the proportional length of the upstream SSJID Main Canal and the upper limit
of field runoff from WRP Appendix F, Water Balance (1.4 ac-ft/ac) may support a
revised estimate of about 20,000 ac-ft total surface water outflow to the SSJID Main
Canal, which is within the lower limit of the SSJID estimates.

•

Significant uncertainty remains regarding the estimation of the quantity, timing, and
locations of surface runoff from OID’s service area into the SSJID Main Canal. There is at
least a factor of ×3 range in the estimates of surface water outflow to the SSJID Main
Canal. Development of specific outflow management projects beyond a conceptual stage
will require narrowing the range of uncertainty in these estimates.

Potential Outflow Management Projects for SSJID Main Canal
A range of potential projects were evaluated at a conceptual level. The objective of this
initial evaluation is to provide sufficient information for OID staff review and feedback, and
to support a decision on what, if any, specific projects should be added to the PEIR. A
secondary objective is to help map the path forward for further coordination with SSJID on
how best to evaluate and address the outflow management issues. The projects were
developed using criteria similar to those employed for the WRP projects, and are based on
the current estimate of average outflows to SSJID. Each project is summarized here:
•

Improved Flow Measurement. This project would maintain current management
practices, but implement new inflow and SSJID Main Canal measurement points to
improve daily canal flow controls.

•

Outflow Management Reservoirs. This project would entail the construction of one or
two outflow management reservoirs along with collector drains and pump stations to
convey flows to and from the new reservoirs. This is similar to the projects developed
along OID’s southwest boundary with Modesto Irrigation District (MID).

•

Canal Storage. Under this project, a reach of the SSJID Main Canal would be enlarged to
allow inline storage and management of uncontrolled surface inflows.
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The following discussions provide more detail about each potential project.

Improved Flow Measurement Only
SSJID currently monitors its Main Canal flows at Woodward and Drop 7 and is able to
utilize most of the inflows from OID. Review of Drop 7 spills shows that under most
conditions, SSJID is able to capture and utilize the OID inflows. Under this project, SSJID
would install one or more additional Main Canal flow measurement points (for example, at
the Valley Home Road Siphon and Drop 2) to allow more rapid daily tracking of inflows
and adjustments to Woodward or other Main Canal controls as needed to utilize OID
inflows effectively. OID would add new boundary outflow measurement stations at the
largest inflow points to the SSJID Main Canal to improve monitoring of outflow quantities
and timing.

Outflow Management Reservoirs
This project is conceptually similar to the outflow management projects near the MID Main
Canal area proposed in OID’s WRP. Two new outflow management reservoirs situated in
separate drainage basins would be located along the SSJID Main Canal to store and control
field runoff and operational spills from the OID service area. Interceptor drains would
collect flows for gravity or pumped conveyance to the reservoirs, where the stored water
would be released into the SSJID Main Canal on a planned schedule. Table 2 summarizes
the conceptual level facilities, which are sized based on an average weekly surface water
outflow of approximately 1,000 ac-ft. If revised estimates reduce this quantity, the size and
costs would be proportionally smaller for all facilities. Because these facilities are separate,
either or both can be included in the proposed Capital Improvement Program (CIP) projects
described in the PEIR.
TABLE 2

Conceptual Facilities for Outflow Management Reservoirs
Facility

Features

Comments

Location

Approximately 0.5 mile upstream of Fairbanks
Lateral crossing, at site of existing drainage
pond

Collects flows from Dodds Road area
to Fairbanks Lateral crossing.

Capacity

100 ac-ft, approximately 15-acre site with
8-foot operating depth

Stores 2 days of peak month average
daily inflows.

Interceptor pipelines

42-inch-diameter pipe from Dodds Road area,
low-head pump line, 6,000-foot-long
36-inch-diameter pipe from Fairbanks Lateral
area, gravity flow, 2,000 feet long

Dodds Road lift pump

50 cfs, low head (<10 psi)
150 hp, variable-frequency drive (VFD)

Located at central sump to collect
various nearby drainage.

Reservoir pump

50 cfs, low head (<10 psi)
150 hp, VFD

Convey entire reservoir capacity over
24-hour period.

Reservoir 1
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TABLE 2

Conceptual Facilities for Outflow Management Reservoirs
Facility

Features

Comments

Reservoir 2
Location

Tulloch/Burnett Spill just upstream of SSJID
Drop 1

Collects flows from Strecker Drain
area to Highway 120 area.

Capacity

60 ac-ft, approximately 8-acre site with 8-foot
operating depth

Stores 2 days of peak month average
daily inflows.

Interceptor pipeline

36-inch-diameter pipe from Strecker Drain
area to new reservoir, 12,000 feet long.

Interceptor lift pump

30 cfs, low head (<10 psi)
100 hp, VFD

Potentially two or more smaller
pumps, with same overall capacity
depending on primary outflow points.

Reservoir pump

30 cfs, low head (<10 psi)
100 hp, VFD

Convey entire reservoir capacity over
24-hour period.

Based on the unit costs for capital improvements provided in the WRP Technical
Appendixes, Attachment 1, the estimated construction costs for these two facilities (each
reservoir with the associated pipelines and pump stations) is approximately $3,000,000 each.
The addition of standard allowances for engineering and related services (27 percent) and
construction contingencies (30 percent) results in an estimated total capital cost of
approximately $4,950,000 each.

SSJID Main Canal Storage Project
This project would utilize the SSJID Main Canal for temporary storage of surface water
inflows, using existing or new flow-control structures to check and release the stored water
in the upstream canal reach. For the purposes of this evaluation, a storage capacity of
100 ac-ft was assumed. Table 3 lists key assumptions and specifications for this project.
The assumed canal enlargement limits and resulting overall length required would vary
significantly if key assumptions such as extent of widening, storage depth range, and total
storage volume required change.
TABLE 3

SSJID Main Canal Storage Project Features
Parameter
Storage volume
Useful water level range for storage

Value

Comments

100 ac-ft

Capturing 2/3 of peak month average daily
outflow

2 feet

Assumed limit without excessive new bank
heights

Widening

4 feet per side

Assumed value, minimize need for new
right-of-way

Total storage per linear foot of canal

116 cubic feet

Based on approximately 50-foot existing top
width, adding 8 feet to top width, and 2-foot
depth increase
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TABLE 3

SSJID Main Canal Storage Project Features
Parameter

Value

Storage volume
Useful water level range for storage
Length of enlarged canal

Comments

100 ac-ft

Capturing 2/3 of peak month average daily
outflow

2 feet

Assumed limit without excessive new bank
heights

37,000 feet
(approximately 7 miles)

Assumed reach is from approximately
Woodward Reservoir to Highway 120

No construction cost estimate has been developed for this project because of lack of
information for necessary details of numerous factors such as expansion geometry, impacts
to roads and adjacent farms, and the necessary total storage.

Conclusions and Recommendations
•

SSJID’s operations data support an updated estimate for OID surface water outflows to
the SSJID Main Canal of about 20,000 ac-ft, higher than the WRP estimate of 7,000 ac-ft.
However, the upper range of SSJID operations data (30,000 to 40,000 ac-ft) does not
appear feasible relative to the total OID North Main Canal flows to this part of the
service area and the potential acreages draining to SSJID.

•

Potential projects for improved outflow management include more extensive real-time
flow monitoring, constructing new outflow management reservoirs and interceptor
drains similar to those proposed near the MID Main Canal, and enlargement of the
SSJID Main Canal for inline storage. Total capital cost for the outflow management
reservoir project is comparable to other large outflow management projects at
approximately $5,000,000 per reservoir.

•

Current estimates of surface water outflow from OID into the SSJID Main Canal include
too much uncertainty to support further development or evaluation of specific outflow
management projects.

•

Pending review by OID staff, consideration should be given to including in the PEIR
analysis either one or both of the outflow management reservoir projects. This inclusion
will ensure that the PEIR considers the maximum future scope and nature of the
potential projects.

•

A cooperative effort with SSJID to install either temporary or permanent flow
measurement equipment at the primary outflow points and possibly within the SSJID
Main Canal is recommended to help improve estimates of the total seasonal quantity,
timing, and locations of outflows to the canal.

•

A joint SSJID-OID field inventory of existing outflow points should be performed using
a GPS unit, including verification of which drains go into or under the SSJID Main
Canal.
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FIGURE 1
SSJID MAIN CANAL
DRAIN INLET LOCATIONS
OID WRP: Technical Refinement of
CIP Projects for PEIR
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FIGURE 3
OID Surface Water Outflow into SSJID Main Canal,
Irrigation Season Weekly Totals, 2002 to 2005
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Appendix E
Water Transfer Agreement with Stockton East
Water District

Appendix F
San Joaquin River Agreement

Appendix G
Guiding Principles for Surplus Water and
Service Expansion

Appendix H
Notice of Preparation

Notice of Preparation for the Implementation of
the Oakdale Irrigation District Water Resources
Plan Programmatic EIR
The Oakdale Irrigation District (OID), located in the northeast portion of the San Joaquin Valley
(see Figure 1) has undertaken a Water Resources Plan (WRP) to evaluate the district’s water
resources, facilities, and operations. The WRP would ensure the protection of the district’s water
rights to enable the district to serve current and future customer needs. As part of the
development of the WRP, a number of actions and specific projects were evaluated, as were
associated funding requirements and costs. The WRP would be implemented over an
approximate period of 20 years. Major elements of the program are anticipated to include the
following:
•

Rehabilitation, modernization, and expansion of existing infrastructure as dictated by Board
policy, standards and regulations, and customer needs

•

New in-system regulating reservoirs

•

On-farm irrigation education programs and irrigation improvement assistance

•

Water transfers (continuation and/or expansion of existing programs and/or new transfers)

•

Annexation of new lands into district service area and other measures as required to serve
agriculture on a willing landowner basis

•

Provisions for raw water delivery and/or domestic water service to Riverbank and Oakdale
and the surrounding area

•

Revision of OID’s service standards and rate structure policies

•

Groundwater management in OID service area and Modesto Subbasin

•

Recreation

•

Expansion of existing water delivery services over a broader time period (for example, to
serve demand for rice straw decomposition water during winter months)

Phase I of the WRP has been completed and is available in electronic CD format for public
review at the OID’s district office located at 1205 East F St., Oakdale, CA. Development of the
WRP resulted in the development of a number of recommendations which are summarized in
Figure 2.
Because the WRP includes a number of individual projects and actions that could have
environmental impacts and is proposed to be implemented in phases, a programmatic
environmental impact report (PEIR) as referenced in Section 15168 of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines (Guidelines) will be prepared. The document
will provide a “big picture” review of the overall proposed WRP and associated program, and
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set the stage for implementing specific projects. This review will be conducted to solicit and
incorporate public input. As identified in CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(b), the district intends
to utilize the PEIR for the following purposes:
•

Provide a vehicle for a more exhaustive consideration of effects and alternatives than would
be practical in an EIR on an individual action

•

Ensure consideration of cumulative impacts that might be overlooked in a case-by-case
analysis

•

Avoid duplicative reconsideration of basic policy considerations

•

Allow the district to consider broad policy alternatives and programwide mitigation
measures at an early stage of the planning process when the district has greater flexibility to
address basic environmental problems or cumulative impacts

•

Reduce paperwork

Alternatives
The three programmatic alternatives evaluated in the WRP will be described as part of the PEIR,
which will use the Continue Present Practices scenario as a baseline for potential impact
analysis:
•

Alternative 2: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries

•

Alternative 3: Maximize Service Improvements within District Boundaries and Moderate
Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI

•

Alternative 4: Maximize Expansion of Service within OID’s SOI

Each alternative is anticipated to include some degree of infrastructure improvement and/or
new facilities to improve water delivery service. Alternatives 2 and 3 would likely include some
amount of additional water transfer or increase in customer rates, while Alternatives 3 and 4
would involve providing surface water supplies to lands not currently within the OID district
boundaries. Depending on the nature of the proposed improvements, those that are primarily
maintenance-related will continue to be processed as categorical exemptions under CEQA.
Where necessary, subsequent environmental documentation to the PEIR, including a focused
EIR for transfer-related and potentially annexation-related actions, would be prepared. Initial
Studies/Negative Declarations will be prepared by the district for other projects as appropriate.
Other alternatives that may be raised during scoping process will be evaluated for feasibility
and included in the PEIR as determined necessary.

Draft Goals and Objectives/Purpose and Need
CEQA requires that an EIR include a statement of project objectives. Similarly, the
implementing regulations of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) require that an
environmental impact report (EIR) briefly specify the purpose and need of the proposed action
to frame the alternative methods of meeting the stated purpose of the action. Both the objectives
and the purpose and need statement will help OID and, if determined necessary, the federal
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lead agency in developing a reasonable range of alternatives. These statements will also aid
decisionmakers in selecting a preferred alternative and determining how best to implement the
action. Although a federal lead agency is not being sought to lead a NEPA document, the PEIR
will be prepared to allow for a relatively minor amount of reformatting to be required to allow a
federal lead agency to use the document as the basis for an EIS.

Draft Goals and Objectives
OID’s primary objectives in implementing its WRP include the following:
•

Ensure long-term protection to the district’s water rights.

•

Rebuild/modernize an out-of-date system to meet changing customer needs.

•

Develop affordable ways to finance improvements.

•

Meet regulatory requirements of local, state and federal in the storage diversion and use of
water.

•

Involve the public in the planning process.

Draft Purpose and Need
The purpose of the proposed action is to implement the actions and projects identified in OID’s
WRP to ensure the long-term reliable delivery and supply of water to existing and future
district customers. These actions and projects, including district system facility improvements
and actions necessary to finance such improvements, are proposed to be implemented in phases
in response to customer needs.
The need for the action stems from changing customer water needs and projected future land
uses and continued concerns about the district’s aging infrastructure to meet these current and
future water requirements.

Impact Analysis
The PEIR will disclose and evaluate the potential impacts associated with the action alternatives
identified in the WRP. It is anticipated that the WRP will identify three action alternatives
(including the preferred alternative) in addition to the Continue Present Practices scenario that
will be used as the baseline existing condition. Alternatives rejected in the WRP will be
disclosed in the PEIR. The PEIR will also evaluate the No Action Alternative (the assumptions
of which will be based on those presented in the WRP) and cumulative conditions. Where
significant potential impacts are identified, appropriate mitigation measures will be identified
in coordination with the district. The PEIR will be prepared to support the preparation of
subsequent environmental documents and/or various permit applications as determined
necessary in cooperation with the district.
Impacts associated with the implementation of the projects included in the WRP will be
evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively as appropriate. Potential effects, such as temporary
and/or permanent impacts to terrestrial wildlife, will be evaluated through field surveys and
known presence. Impacts related to water transfers or groundwater use will be estimated
through the use of existing modeling tools incorporating known operational parameters and
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aquifer properties, respectively. Where final project locations are not yet known and will be
determined in the future, impact avoidance criteria will be developed and disclosed to support
future project/program implementation and minimize potential impacts. For actions such as
water transfers, a focused EIR will be prepared at a latter date once the details of a transfer
(including participants and quantity of water) are identified.
The WRP will provide the basis for the programmatic approach to the environmental
documentation. The results of the alternatives development and screening process will be
included in the CEQA document to fully disclose the overall process and effort.
A public draft PEIR is expected to be completed by late-December 2006.

Scoping Meeting
A public scoping meeting to begin the CEQA process and obtain public input to support the
preparation of the PEIR will be held at new Gene Bianchi Community Center, 110 South 2nd
Street, Oakdale, CA, on February 23, 2006 from 6 to 8 pm.
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Comments Received during Scoping Process

Appendix J
Site Records for All Recorded Cultural Resources
in the Study Area

APPENDIX J

Site Records for All Recorded Cultural
Resources in the Study Area
Historic-period Resources
Sixty-nine historic resources have been recorded within the Oakdale Irrigation District
(OID) Sphere of Influence (SOI). They are summarized as follows:
•

Three railroad lines, including two Southern Pacific lines and one abandoned
railroad line

•

Three refuse sites plus the Oakdale dump

•

Seven historical homesites, including the Tulloch, Roberts, Gobin, and Wade households
and the Prowse House

•

Two covered bridges and three additional historic bridges

•

Tulloch Mill and Warehouse

•

Communities of Keelers Ferry and Two-mile Bar

•

One elevated earthen structural pad

•

Seven rock walls or complexes of rock walls, one associated with mine tailings or waste
rock and two associated with foundations and historical refuse

•

One foundation

•

Old Knights Ferry Dam

•

One tailings or waste rock deposit

•

Two placer mining sites

•

One earthen ditch

•

Twenty-one drains, canals, and laterals, including eight belonging to OID and the South
San Joaquin Irrigation District Main Distribution Canal

•

Complex of historic buildings associated with Oakdale Historical District

•

Knights Ferry Historical District

•

One concrete monument

•

Wilms Ranch California Historical Landmark

•

Fred Miller’s Saloon (Knights Ferry)

RDD/063540002 (NLH3333.DOC)
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•

Merrihew’s Garage

•

First National Bank of Oakdale (on National Register of Historic Places and California
Register of Historic Places)

•

Riverbank Ammunition Plant Complex

•

Public utilities building complex

•

One road plotted on 1853 to 1870 GLO plat

•

One old telephone pole

Prehistoric Resources
Thirty-three prehistoric resources are on record within the OID SOI. They are summarized
as follows:
•

Nine lithic scatters

•

Four rock shelters including one with midden, bone, and an associated lithic scatter

•

Five midden sites (indicative of intensive, long-term occupation) with lithic tools,
one with historical foundation and refuse

•

One occupied cave with a reported burial

•

One occupation site with caves, petroglyphs, bedrock mortars, and lithic tools

•

Two “village” sites (typically characterized by housepits)

•

Ten milling features, primarily bedrock mortars

•

One site listed only as “prehistoric site” but not further described on site record

Additional Cultural Resources
In addition to the recorded sites listed above, the records search indicated the following:
•

Two isolated features or artifacts (an outhouse and a pestle)

•

Two lithic scatters and two isolated lithic flakes noted in reports but not recorded

•

Three E Clampus Vitus monuments1 (Langworth, Rancheria Estanislao, Camp Miller)

•

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad line(s) that pass through the OID SOI but have
not yet been recorded

•

Bridge #38-57, constructed in 1916 but altered in 1993, and said by Caltrans to be
ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places

1The monuments per se are not necessarily significant cultural resources, but the resources that the monuments refer to
might be.
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APPENDIX K

Groundwater Impact Assessment
This technical appendix describes the impact assessment approach, assumptions, and model
characteristics used to conduct the groundwater resources impact analysis presented in
Section 3.2 of the Oakdale Irrigation District (OID) Water Resources Plan (WRP)
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). This appendix is intended to provide
additional detail to the approach summarized in the PEIR used to evaluate potential
impacts associated with the implementation of the WRP. Results of the impact analysis and
identification of potential impacts are presented in Section 3.2 of the PEIR.

Model Objectives
The implementation of the Proposed Program in the OID area required some method of
assessing the potential impacts to groundwater levels and streamflows resulting from the
changes in the local water budget. Because a water balance model (WBM) was developed as
part of the WRP (CH2M HILL, 2005), it was not necessary to construct a comprehensive
water-budget-based numerical groundwater flow model of the OID area. This type of
groundwater flow model would require simulation of spatial and temporally varying
hydrologic processes, including the recharge of precipitation, cropping patterns, and the
recharge of applied irrigation water, already included in the WBM. As an alternative, a
“superposition” approach was used to estimate potential impacts of the implementation of
the Proposed Program. This approach models the anticipated incremental impacts of
Program implementation superimposed over existing and future No Program conditions.
The relative impact or benefit of implementing the Proposed Program was evaluated using
a newly developed groundwater flow model described in the following sections.

Model Code Description
MicroFEM© (Hemker, 1997), an integrated groundwater modeling package developed in
The Netherlands, was chosen to simulate the groundwater flow system the OID area. The
current version of the program (3.60) has the ability to simulate up to 25 layers and
250,000 surface nodes. MicroFEM is capable of modeling saturated, single-density
groundwater flow in layered systems. Horizontal flow is assumed in each layer, as is
vertical flow between adjacent layers.
MicroFEM was the chosen modeling platform for the OID area for the following reasons:
•

The finite-element scheme allowed the construction of a model grid covering large
geographic areas (over 13,000 square miles) with a coarse node spacing outside of the
OID service area and a finer node spacing in areas of interest (e.g., within the sphere of
influence [SOI]). The finer node spacing in the area of interest provides greater
resolution of simulated groundwater levels and stream impacts.

•

The graphical interface allows rapid assignment of aquifer parameters and allows
proofing of these values by graphical means.
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Geologic Setting
The San Joaquin Valley comprises the southern two-thirds of the Central Valley of
California (Page, 1986). The San Joaquin Valley is a northwest-trending structural trough
containing up to 6 miles of marine and continental deposits. The San Joaquin Valley is
bounded by the Coast Ranges to the west, the San Emigdio and Tehachapi Mountains to the
south, the Sierra Nevada Range to the east, and on the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (the
Delta) and Sacramento Valley to the north. The northern portion of the San Joaquin Valley is
drained by the San Joaquin River and its major tributaries, the Fresno, Merced, Tuolumne,
and Stanislaus Rivers. These streams flow to the north, discharging in the Delta. The
southern portion of the valley is internally drained by the Kings, Kaweah, Tule, and Kern
Rivers that flow into the Tulare drainage basin including the beds of the former Tulare,
Buena Vista, and Kern Lakes (California Department of Water Resources [Department],
2003).
The OID service area overlies portions of the Eastern San Joaquin (northern one third of the
district) and Modesto Subbasins (southern two thirds of the district). The Eastern San
Joaquin and Modesto Subbasins are located in the northeastern portion of the San Joaquin
Valley Groundwater Basin (Figure K-1; all figures are located at the end of this appendix).
The Eastern San Joaquin Subbasin is bounded to the north by the Mokelumne River, to the
west by the San Joaquin River, to the south by the Stanislaus River, and to the east by the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada Range. The Modesto Subbasin is bounded to the north by the
Stanislaus River, to the west by the San Joaquin River, to the south by the Tuolumne River,
and to the east by the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Range.
The principal freshwater-bearing units underlying OID are, from youngest to oldest, as
follows:
•

Recent Alluvium. Recent alluvial deposits of sands, gravels, and silts actively being
deposited by streams, such as the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers, in the OID area.

•

The Modesto and Riverbank Formations. Alluvial deposits of the Modesto and
Riverbank Formations consist of sands, gravels, and silts derived from the granitic rock
of the Sierra Nevada Range. Coarser grained deposits are found in ancestral stream
channels of the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers with finer grained overbank deposits
between.

•

The Turlock Lake Formation. The Turlock Lake Formation consists primarily of sands,
silts, and gravels deposited by streams draining the Sierra Nevada Range. Two distinct
units have been observed in the OID area. The lower unit consists of dark volcanic
sediments likely derived from the Mehrten Formation, and the upper unit consists of
very coarse sand and gravel likely deposited by the ancestral Tuolumne River
(Bookman Edmonston, 2005). The Corcoran Clay unit occurs within the Turlock Lake
Formation, and where present acts as a significant regional aquitard. However, the
entire OID service area lies east of the observed extent of the Corcoran Clay.

•

The Laguna Formation. Alluvial deposits of the Laguna Formation consists of sands,
gravels, and silts eroded from both the underlying Mehrten Formation and the granitic
rocks of the Sierra Nevada Range (Bookman Edmonston, 2005). In the OID area, two
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distinct coarsening upward sequences have been observed in this formation (Marchand
and Allwardt, 1981 as cited by Bookman Edmonston, 2005).
•

The Mehrten Formation. The Mehrten Formation generally consists of consolidated to
semi-consolidated volcanic sand, gravels, conglomerates, and fines reworked by streams
draining the Sierra Nevada Range (Page, 1986). In the northeastern portion of the
San Joaquin Valley, the Mehrten Formation has been divided into three distinct units
that decrease in grain size and degree of consolidation upwards. The Mehrten
Formation is considered to be the oldest freshwater-bearing formation on the east side of
the San Joaquin Valley Groundwater Basin. Wells completed in the Mehrten Formation
generally have high yields.

Consolidated sediments of the Ione and Valley Springs Formations underlie the OID area;
however, these units yield small quantities of water to wells.
The groundwater system in the OID area is generally divided into two aquifers, as shown
on Figure K-2. Unconsolidated continental deposits (all geologic units overlying the
Mehrten Formation) form an unconfined to semi-confined aquifer system, designated as the
“Forebay Aquifer” on Figure K-2. Where the Corcoran Clay is present, the Forebay Aquifer
is divided into the unconfined to semi-confined Shallow Aquifer and the confined Deep
Aquifer (Bookman Edmonston, 2005). The unconsolidated sediments reach a maximum
saturated thickness of approximately 800 feet at the San Joaquin River. Groundwater in the
Mehrten Aquifer generally exists under confined conditions (Bookman Edmonston, 2005).
Limited data suggest that a 60- to 120-foot clay unit overlies the Mehrten Formation in the
Modesto Subbasin; however, this unit is thinner or absent north of the Stanislaus River. In
the OID area, the Mehrten Formation reaches a maximum thickness of approximately
1,200 feet near the San Joaquin River (Page, 1986).
Figure K-3 is a groundwater elevation contour map for March 2004. This map shows that
groundwater typically moves in an east-to-west direction in the areas of OID located both
north and south of the Stanislaus River. In addition, a significant ridge exists in the water
table along the Stanislaus River, indicating that the river is a source of groundwater
recharge in the OID area. Figure K-4 shows trends in groundwater levels from 1978 to the
present based on analysis of numerous hydrographs in and near OID. These maps show
that, in general, groundwater levels were declining within OID from 1978 to 1990. This
trend is in contrast to the generally stable or rising groundwater levels observed from 1990
to the present. The cause of the more recent rise in groundwater levels is unknown. One
possibility is that groundwater pumping outside the district (for example, by the City of
Modesto) has been reduced following the construction of treatment facilities allowing the
increased use of surface water over groundwater.

Model Construction
The groundwater flow model that was developed to estimate impacts to groundwater and
streamflow superimposes projected impacts of the Proposed Program over existing and
future conditions; the model does not explicitly simulate cumulative (i.e., Program-related
plus other impacts) impacts, but rather assumes that other groundwater and streamflow
impacts will be dictated by ongoing pumping and recharge conditions in the basin, and that
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the simulated Program-related impacts will simply add to whatever those other impacts
will be. The model was designed to simulate the differences in hydrologic conditions
between 2025 and the present, based on changing land uses and implementation of the OID
Proposed Program.

Model Grid
The OID model grid consists of 84,983 surface nodes and 169,415 elements. Nodal spacing
varies from as large as approximately 2,800 feet near the model boundary and in areas
remote from the OID service area to as small as 150 to 300 feet along the Stanislaus River
and within the OID SOI (see Figure K-5). The finer spacing in the area of interest allows for a
more refined estimate of the groundwater levels and groundwater/surface water interaction
in areas impacted by the Proposed Program. The model boundary represents the
approximate extent of the freshwater aquifer in the Modesto Subbasin and the southern
portion of the Eastern San Joaquin Subbasin. The eastern boundary was extended slightly to
include the entire OID SOI.
The total model thickness represents the freshwater aquifer system in the Eastern San
Joaquin and Modesto Subbasins and includes the entire saturated thickness of the Mehrten
Formation and overlying unconsolidated continental deposits. The conceptual model of the
aquifer system is that of a westward thickening clastic wedge, as shown on Figure K-2. The
total alluvial thickness was assumed to reach a maximum of 2,000 feet at the western model
extent (the San Joaquin River) and a minimum of 20 feet at the eastern extent of the model
domain. The model was discretized into 4 numerical layers based on the conceptual model
of the aquifer system presented on Figure K-2. Model layer 4 represents the Mehrten
Formation and has a maximum thickness of 1,200 feet at the San Joaquin River (Page, 1986).
The layer thins linearly eastward to a minimum thickness of 5 feet. Model layer 3 represents
the Forebay Aquifer and the Deep Aquifer (underlying the Corcoran Clay) and ranges in
thickness from, east to west, 5 to 565 feet. Model layer 2 represents the Corcoran Clay and
the Forebay Aquifers. Where the Corcoran Clay is present, west of Highway 99, layer 2 has a
uniform thickness of 60 feet. East of the lateral extent of the Corcoran Clay, layer 2 thins to a
minimum of 5 feet at the model boundary. Model layer 1 represents a combination of the
Forebay Aquifer and the Shallow Aquifer (where the Corcoran Clay is present). This layer
has a uniform thickness of 175 feet where the Shallow Aquifer is present, overlying the
Corcoran Clay. East of the lateral extent of the Corcoran Clay, where the Shallow and Deep
Aquifers merge forming the Forebay Aquifer, layer 1 thins linearly to a minimum thickness
of 5 feet at the model boundary.

Boundary Conditions
A head-dependent boundary condition was assigned to model layer 1 to simulate the major
streams in the OID area. These include the San Joaquin, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, and
Calaveras Rivers. The MicroFEM wadi system was used to implement streams within the
model domain. MicroFEM’s wadi package calculates the magnitude and direction of nodal
fluxes based on the relative values of stream stage and the head in the aquifer as follows.
For each model node, groundwater discharge/recharge to/from a stream is calculated as
described below.
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Groundwater discharge to a stream is simulated if h1 > wh1:
Qoutflow = a * ( h1 - wh1 ) / | wc1 |

(1)

In coupled streams (groundwater elevation is above the stream bottom elevation),
groundwater recharge from a stream is simulated if h1 < wh1:
Qinflow = a * ( wh1 - h1 ) / | wc1 |

(2)

In de-coupled streams (groundwater elevation is below the stream bottom elevation),
groundwater recharge from a stream is simulated:
Qinflow = a * ( wh1 - wl1 ) / | wc1 |

(3)

Where:
Q
a
h1
wh1
wl1
wc1

=
=
=
=
=
=

Volumetric flux
Nodal area
Simulated head in layer 1
Simulated stream stage
Stream bottom elevation
Resistance across the stream bed

Nodal area is a grid-dependent parameter that can be automatically calculated within
MicroFEM. In general, the nodal area around a node that represents a discrete reach in a
stream is greater than the surface area of that stream along the reach in the field. The
effective resistance term (wc1) incorporates an areal correction factor to account for this
discrepancy. Additionally, streambed resistance terms account for the relationship between
the streambed sediments and aquifer properties in the upper half of model layer 1 when
calculating stream seepage. Wadi resistances are calculated as follows:
wc1 = ((Dr/Kr) + ((0.5 * mt1)/Kv1))* (a/LW)

(4)

Where:
Dr
Kr
mt1
Kv1
L
W

=
=
=
=
=
=

Thickness of streambed sediments
Vertical hydraulic conductivity of streambed sediments
Thickness of model layer 1
Vertical hydraulic conductivity of model layer 1
Stream length represented by the model node
Field-width of the wetted river channel within the stream reach represented by L

Streams included in the model were selected based on size and location with respect to the
OID service area. Electronic files containing stream locations were imported into the model
domain. Stream length within a given node is a grid-dependent variable calculated by
MicroFEM at each river node. The stream-length term is generally overestimated by
MicroFEM at stream confluences. Manual corrections of this term were made where
necessary. Streambed thickness was assumed to be 5 feet for all stream nodes. Table K-1
summarizes the assumed wadi properties for each stream in the model. Wetted stream
width was calculated from aerial photographs at a minimum of seven locations along each
stream.
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TABLE K-1

Components of Wadi Terms
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

wh1
(feet msl)

wl1
(feet msl)

Streambed Kv
(feet/day)

Observed Range
of Wetted Stream
Width
(feet)a

San Joaquin River

0

-20

1

200 to 575

258

Tuolumne River

0

-10

1

80 to 160

125

Stanislaus River

0

-10

1

20 to 100

65

Calaveras River

0

-10

1

20 to 165

30

Stream Name

Average
Stream Width
(feet)a

a

The observed wetted width values are based on approximate spot measurements from areal photos from
within the modeled area. They do not represent the range of wetted width along the entire river.
Note:
msl = mean sea level

A no-flow boundary was used along the eastern boundary of layer 1 and along the margins
of the model domain of layers 2 through 4 to simulate the lateral extent of freshwaterbearing sediments in the Eastern San Joaquin and Modesto Subbasins. A no-flow boundary
was also specified for the bottom boundary of the model, representing the freshwater/
brackish water interface. The model boundary configuration assumes that groundwater
exiting the model domain does so via either the head-dependent boundaries (wadis) in
model layer 1 or the specified stresses discussed in subsequent sections.

Aquifer Properties
At the current time, a limited amount of quantitative information is available regarding
aquifer properties in this portion of the San Joaquin Valley. The sources of information used
to develop the hydraulic conductivity distribution in the OID groundwater model are the
Central Valley Regional Aquifer-System Analysis (RASA) Program (Williamson et al., 1989)
and specific capacity data from OID-owned wells. The RASA model domain covers the
entire Central Valley of California; therefore, nodal spacing is coarse. Figure K-6 shows the
distribution of RASA model nodes, for which aquifer properties were available, in the
vicinity of the OID model domain. At each point, the RASA hydraulic conductivity value for
each model layer was interpolated for the OID model based on the relative thickness of
layers between the two models. For example, if the thickness of OID model layer 3 (at a
given node) corresponded to 60 percent of RASA layer 2 and 40 percent of RASA layer 3, the
OID node was given a hydraulic conductivity value equal to the weighted average of the
hydraulic conductivity values from the RASA layers. After hydraulic conductivity values
for the OID model were assigned at the 70 RASA model node locations, the values were
gridded at 500 feet spacing. Values for each of the 84,983 OID model nodes were
extrapolated from the grid and imported into the model domain. Because the OID model
includes the Corcoran Clay as an explicit layer and the RASA model did not, the initial
hydraulic conductivity distribution for OID model layer 2 was modified. Where the
Corcoran Clay is present in the OID area (west of Highway 99), model layer 2 was assigned
a hydraulic conductivity of 5x10-5 centimeters/second. East of the observed extent of the
Corcoran Clay, where the Shallow and Deep Aquifers merge to form the Forebay Aquifer,
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model layer 2 was assigned the same hydraulic conductivity as layer 3. The transmissivity
values for each of the model layers were calculated by multiplying the hydraulic
conductivity value (feet/day) by the layer thickness (feet).
It has been recognized that aquifer properties estimated by the RASA Program are generally
low; therefore, the transmissivity values in the OID model were compared to transmissivity
estimates (based on specific capacity data) at district-owned wells. A summary of this
comparison is presented in Table K-2. It was found that the OID model transmissivity
values calculated using the hydraulic conductivity values from the RASA model were
generally 10 times lower than values based on observed specific capacities of district wells.
The property distribution in the OID model was therefore multiplied by a factor of 10
everywhere except the portion of layer 2 representing the Corcoran Clay. The original
hydraulic conductivity value was preserved in this area. It was assumed that the horizontal
to vertical hydraulic conductivity ratio was 10 throughout the model domain.
TABLE K-2

Comparison of Specific Capacity in Oakdale Irrigation District Wells and the Oakdale Irrigation District Model
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Observed Specific
Capacity
(gpm/ft)

Estimated Model
Specific Capacity
(gpm/ft)a

Factor in Specific
Capacity

Allen

90.57

13.01

6.96

Bentley

87.81

11.02

7.96

Brinbaum

129.75

11.73

11.06

Burnett

115.56

10.64

10.86

Campbell

134.35

12.35

10.88

Crane

57.37

14.11

4.07

Hirschfeld

85.36

12.09

7.06

Marquis

58.75

14.02

4.19

Paulsell#2

34.41

2.35

14.66

Tennat

85.43

11.74

7.28

Valley Home

159.88

10.25

15.60

Weimer

131.06

10.38

12.63

Wyatt

141.16

10.53

13.40

Average

100.88

11.09

9.74

Well Name

a

Model Specific Capacity was calculated by: ((T1+T2+T3)*7.48)/2000; where T is the transmissivity of the given
2
model layer in ft /d, 7.48 conversion factor from cubic feet to gallons and 2000 is a constant.
Note:
gpm/ft = gallons per minute per foot of drawdown

Storage properties were constant within each model layer. A specific yield of 10 percent was
assigned to model layer 1. Model layers 2 through 4 were assigned a constant storage value
equal to 2x10-6 multiplied by the layer thickness.
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Distribution of Stresses
Table K-3 lists the components of the water budget used in the model simulations for a year
of average hydrology, and Tables K-4 through K-8 list groundwater model input for each
year of the 1987 through 1992 drought. Columns 1, 2, and 4 of Tables K-3 through K-8
present the annual volume of water for each component of the water budget for three
conditions: existing, future No Program, and future Proposed Program, respectively.
Columns 3 and 5 present the difference between the No Program baseline and existing
conditions and the Proposed Program and existing conditions. These differences were the
annual stresses implemented in the groundwater model. Data presented in Tables K-3
through K-8 were provided by WBM simulations. There were generally two types of
stresses implemented in the OID superposition model: changes in groundwater pumping
and changes in recharge to the groundwater system. A discussion of each of these
components and how they were implemented in the groundwater model follows:
•

Pumping from OID-owned Wells. Pumping from district wells was assigned to
20 discrete model nodes. These nodes represent locations of the 23 wells actively used to
supplement district supply. Several of the nodal locations represent closely spaced wells;
therefore, pumping assigned to those nodes represents the combined pumping from
multiple wells. WBM output provided the distribution of pumping among the 20 well
locations as well as the temporal distribution over the irrigation season. The pumping
rate at each model node was apportioned vertically based on the relative transmissivity
of model layers 1 through 3.

•

Private Well Pumping by Non-OID Customers within the Current OID Service Area.
Part of the Proposed Program includes modernizing the distribution system to provide
more reliable delivery. This will enable OID to provide water to landowners within the
OID service area currently irrigating crops with groundwater. It was assumed that
3,000 acres of currently irrigated agriculture within the district service area will be
provided district-supplied water under the Proposed Program. It was also assumed that
the private pumping rate over these 3,000 acres was 3.5 ac-ft per acre per year. WBM
output provided the annual volume of privately pumped groundwater over the entire
OID service area. This value was apportioned spatially to each Lateral Service Area
(LSA) based on the fraction of total orchards within a given LSA. The locations of the
LSAs are shown on Figure K-7. Private pumping was implemented in the model by
assigning the groundwater pumping to every model node associated with an LSA. The
fraction of private pumping within a given LSA was distributed to each model node
based on nodal area (Equation x) and was distributed vertically based on the relative
transmissivity of model layers 1 through 3.
Qnode = (Arean / AreaT) * StressT

(5)

Where:
Qnode
Arean
AreaT
StressT

K-8

=
=
=
=

Nodal stress
Nodal area
Total area of a given LSA
Total stress over entire LSA
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TABLE K-3

Groundwater Model Input from the Water Balance Model – Average-year Hydrology
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Proposed
Program
(ac-ft)

Proposed
Program Net
Change in
Water Budget
a
(ac-ft)

Existing
Conditions
(ac-ft)

No Program
(ac-ft)

No Program Net
Change in
Water Budget
a
(ac-ft)

Pumping from OID-owned
Wells

24,800

4,500

20,300

21,048

3,752

Private Well Pumping by
Non-OID Customers within
Current OID Service Area
(non-OID Customers)

10,500

10,500

0

0

10,500

Cooperative Pumping
Program – Private Well
Pumping within Current OID
Service Area (OID
Customers)

0

0

0

0

0

Conveyance Losses within
Current OID Service Area

23,547

22,284

-1,263

20,835

-2,712

Deep Percolation within
Current OID Service Area

43,177

41,362

-1,815

38,350

-4,827

Private Well Pumping in the
Annexed Area

14,700

14,700

0

0

14,700

Conveyance Losses within
the Annexed Areas

0

0

0

1,927

1,927

Deep Percolation within the
Annexed Area

1,831

1,831

0

1,831

0

Net Recharge to the Aquifer
b
System

18,555

35,777

17,222

41,895

23,340

Water Budget Component

aNegative

numbers indicate withdrawal from the groundwater system, and positive numbers indicate addition the
groundwater system.

b

Recharge to the groundwater system equals inflows (deep percolation) minus outflows (groundwater pumping).
This represents the volume of groundwater either added to or depleted from storage.

Note:
ac-ft = acre feet
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TABLE K-4

Groundwater Model Input from the Water Balance Model – 1988 Hydrology
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Proposed
Program
(ac-ft)

Proposed
Program Net
Change in
Water Budget
a
(ac-ft)

Existing
Conditions
(ac-ft)

No Program
(ac-ft)

No Program
Net Change in
Water Budget
a
(ac-ft)

Pumping from OID-owned Wells

24,800

24,800

0

27,300

-2,500

Private Well Pumping by Non-OID
Customers within Current OID
Service Area (non-OID
Customers)

10,500

10,500

0

10,500

0

Cooperative Pumping Program –
Private Well Pumping within
Current OID Service Area (OID
Customers)

3,100

3,100

0

33,655

-30,555

Conveyance Losses within
Current OID Service Area

18,443

18,508

65

20,294

1,851

Deep Percolation within Current
OID Service Area

33,130

38,974

5,844

38,553

5,423

Private Well Pumping in the
Annexed Area

14,700

14,700

0

14,700

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,842

1,842

0

1,842

0

315

6,224

5,909

-25,466

-25,781

Water Budget Component

Conveyance Losses within the
Annexed Areas
Deep Percolation within the
Annexed Area
Net Recharge to the Aquifer
b
System
aNegative

numbers indicate withdrawal from the groundwater system, and positive numbers indicate addition the
groundwater system.

bRecharge

to the groundwater system equals inflows (deep percolation) minus outflows (groundwater pumping).
This represents the volume of groundwater either added to or depleted from storage.
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TABLE K-5

Groundwater Model Input from the Water Balance Model – 1989 Hydrology
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Existing
Conditions
(ac-ft)

No
Program
(ac-ft)

No Program
Net Change in
Water Budget
(ac-ft)a

Proposed
Program
(ac-ft)

Proposed Program
Net Change in
Water Budget
(ac-ft)a

Pumping from OID-owned
Wells – Voyage Inputs

6,405

4,500

1,905

4,500

1,905

Private Well Pumping by
Non-OID Customers within
Current OID Service Area
(non-OID Customers)

10,500

10,500

0

0

10,500

Cooperative Pumping
Program – Private Well
Pumping within Current OID
Service Area (OID
Customers)

0

0

0

0

0

Conveyance Losses within
Current OID Service Area

23,584

20,681

-2,903

18,444

-5,140

Deep Percolation within
Current OID Service Area

41,719

38,924

-2,795

37,376

-4,343

Private Well Pumping in the
Annexed Area

14,700

14,700

0

0

14,700

Conveyance Losses within
the Annexed Areas

0

0

0

1,705

1,705

Deep Percolation within the
Annexed Area

1,777

1,777

0

1,777

0

Net Recharge to the Aquifer
b
System

35,475

31,682

-3,793

54,802

19,327

Water Budget Component

a

Negative numbers indicate withdrawal from the groundwater system, and positive numbers indicate addition the
groundwater system.

b

Recharge to the groundwater system equals inflows (deep percolation) minus outflows (groundwater pumping). This
represents the volume of groundwater either added to or depleted from storage.
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TABLE K-6

Groundwater Model Input from the Water Balance Model – 1990 Hydrology
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Existing
Conditions
(ac-ft)

No
Program
(ac-ft)

No Program
Net Change
in Water
Budget
(ac-ft)a

Pumping from OID-owned
Wells – Voyage Inputs

24,800

4,500

20,300

27,300

-2,500

Private Well Pumping by NonOID Customers within Current
OID Service Area (non-OID
Customers)

10,500

10,500

0

0

10,500

Cooperative Pumping Program
– Private Well Pumping within
Current OID Service Area (OID
Customers)

400

0

400

0

400

Conveyance Losses within
Current OID Service Area

21,080

20,368

-712

19,259

-1,821

Deep Percolation within Current
OID Service Area

40,592

39,224

-1,368

36,743

-3,849

Private Well Pumping in the
Annexed Area

14,700

14,700

0

8,633

6,067

0

0

0

890

890

Deep Percolation within the
Annexed Area

1,742

1,742

0

1,742

0

Net Recharge to the Aquifer
b
System

13,014

31,634

18,620

22,701

9,687

Water Budget Component

Conveyance Losses within the
Annexed Areas

Proposed
Program
(ac-ft)

Proposed
Program Net
Change in
Water Budget
(ac-ft)a

a

Negative numbers indicate withdrawal from the groundwater system, and positive numbers indicate addition the
groundwater system.

b

Recharge to the groundwater system equals inflows (deep percolation) minus outflows (groundwater pumping).
This represents the volume of groundwater either added to or depleted from storage.
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TABLE K-7

Groundwater Model Input from the Water Balance Model – 1991 Hydrology
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Existing
Conditions
(ac-ft)

No
Program
(ac-ft)

No Program
Net Change
in Water
Budget
(ac-ft)a

Pumping from OID-owned
Wells – Voyage Inputs

24,800

19,320

5,480

27,300

-2,500

Private Well Pumping by NonOID Customers within Current
OID Service Area (non-OID
Customers)

10,500

10,500

0

8,881

1,619

Cooperative Pumping Program
– Private Well Pumping within
Current OID Service Area (OID
Customers)

2,500

0

2,500

0

2,500

Conveyance Losses within
Current OID Service Area

20,797

20,544

-253

20,441

-356

Deep Percolation within Current
OID Service Area

39,853

41,219

1,366

38,657

-1,196

Private Well Pumping in the
Annexed Area

14,700

14,700

0

14,700

0

0

0

0

0

0

Deep Percolation within the
Annexed Area

1,848

1,848

0

1,848

0

Net Recharge to the Aquifer
b
System

9,998

19,091

9,093

10,065

67

Water Budget Component

Conveyance Losses within the
Annexed Areas

Proposed
Program
(ac-ft)

Proposed
Program Net
Change in
Water Budget
(ac-ft)a

a

Negative numbers indicate withdrawal from the groundwater system, and positive numbers indicate addition the
groundwater system.

b

Recharge to the groundwater system equals inflows (deep percolation) minus outflows (groundwater pumping).
This represents the volume of groundwater either added to or depleted from storage.
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TABLE K-8

Groundwater Model Input from the Water Balance Model – 1992 Hydrology
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report

Existing
Conditions
(ac-ft)

No
Program
(ac-ft)

No Program
Net Change
in Water
Budget
(ac-ft)a

Pumping from OID-owned
Wells – Voyage Inputs

24,800

19,320

5,480

27,300

-2,500

Private Well Pumping by NonOID Customers within Current
OID Service Area (non-OID
Customers)

10,500

10,500

0

10,500

0

Cooperative Pumping Program
– Private Well Pumping within
Current OID Service Area (OID
Customers)

2,500

0

2,500

7,608

-5,108

Conveyance Losses within
Current OID Service Area

20,342

20,102

-240

20,035

-307

Deep Percolation within Current
OID Service Area

38,610

39,798

1,188

37,285

-1,325

Private Well Pumping in the
Annexed Area

14,700

14,700

0

14,700

0

0

0

0

0

0

Deep Percolation within the
Annexed Area

1,772

1,772

0

1,772

0

Net Recharge to the Aquifer
b
System

8,224

17,152

8,928

-1,016

-9,239

Water Budget Component

Conveyance Losses within the
Annexed Areas

Proposed
Program
(ac-ft)

Proposed
Program Net
Change in
Water Budget
(ac-ft)a

a

Negative numbers indicate withdrawal from the groundwater system, and positive numbers indicate addition the
groundwater system.

b

Recharge to the groundwater system equals inflows (deep percolation) minus outflows (groundwater pumping).
This represents the volume of groundwater either added to or depleted from storage.

The temporal distribution was based on the evapotranspiration demand curve over the
irrigation season.
•

K-14

Cooperative Pumping Program. As part of the Proposed Program, OID will enter into
agreements with current OID customers to provide supplemental groundwater during
periods of supply shortage. Although this program is not implemented during a year of
average hydrology, Tables K-4 through K-8 show that varying degrees of cooperative
pumping is necessary during multiple-year droughts. The annual quantity of
cooperative pumping over the entire OID service area was provided from the WBM.
This annual volume was distributed spatially based on the fraction of orchards within
each LSA. Cooperative pumping was implemented in the model by assigning the
groundwater pumping to every model node associated with a given LSA. The fraction of
private pumping within each LSA was distributed to each model node based on nodal
area and was distributed vertically based on the relative transmissivity of model layers 1
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through 3. The temporal distribution was based on the evapotranspiration demand
curve over the irrigation season.
•

Conveyance Losses within Current OID Service Area. Conveyance losses represent the
volume of seepage from OID canals and laterals to the underlying groundwater. The
annual volume of conveyance losses for average and drought years was provided by the
WBM. The spatial distribution of conveyance losses across the OID service area was
based on the fraction of total irrigated acreage within each LSA. Conveyance losses were
implemented in the model via the MicroFEM precipitation top system. The fraction of
conveyance losses within a given LSA were distributed to each model node based on
nodal area. Because changes in conveyance losses represent a change in recharge to the
groundwater system, this stress was assigned to model layer 1 only. Annual conveyance
losses were apportioned equally to every month of the irrigation season (April-October).

•

Deep Percolation within Current OID Service Area. Deep percolation represents the
quantity of applied irrigation water and precipitation that recharges the groundwater
system. The spatial (by LSA) and temporal distribution of deep percolation was
provided by the WBM. Deep percolation was implemented in the groundwater model
via the MicroFEM precipitation top system. The fraction of deep percolation within a
given LSA was distributed to each model node based on nodal area. Changes in
groundwater recharge associated with deep percolation were assigned to model
layer 1 only.

•

Private Well Pumping in the Annexed Area. An additional component of the Proposed
Program includes expanding the OID service area to include an additional 4,200 acres of
currently irrigated agriculture. There is currently no district annexation plan in place;
however, for the groundwater modeling analysis it was necessary to make assumptions
about the location of these areas to simulate changes in the water budget within them.
Figure K-8 shows the 2004 land use distribution, assumed to represent existing
conditions. For the purposes of the groundwater analysis, it was assumed that the
eastern boundary of the OID service area would be expanded to include 4,200 acres of
currently irrigated corn, oats, and/or orchards. Assumed locations of annexed lands are
shown on Figure K-7. Like the private pumping within the OID service area, it was
assumed that pumping in the annexed areas occurs at a rate of 3.5 ac-ft per acre per year,
or an annual total of 14,700 ac-ft. Pumping in the annexed areas was implemented in the
groundwater model using the same method as described above for private pumping the
OID service area.

•

Conveyance Losses within the Annexed Areas. The volume of annual conveyance
losses for the annexed areas was provided by the WBM. Conveyance losses in the
annexed areas were implemented in the groundwater model using the same method as
described above for the OID service area.

•

Deep Percolation within Current OID Service Area. The annual volume and temporal
distribution of deep percolation was provided by the WBM. Deep percolation in the
annexed areas was implemented in the groundwater model using the same method as
described above for the OID service area.
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Impact Assessment Approach
Impacts Resulting from Groundwater Production
To estimate the impact or benefit of implementing the Proposed Program during an average
year, two simulations were performed. These simulations used output from the WBM to
simulate the changes in the local water budget between existing conditions and the No
Program baseline and between existing conditions and the Proposed Program. Columns 3
and 5 of Table K-3 list the annual differences in the water budget for each simulated
component. Each model simulation consisted of the following two stress periods:
1. A 19-year period simulated assuming average annual changes in the water budget as
forecast by the WBM. The purpose of this simulation was to estimate the new “quasisteady state” that will be reached between existing and future conditions, because of
overall land use changes and associated changes in irrigation practices.
2. A 7-month period from April 1 through October 31 simulated using monthly changes in
the water budget, again, as defined by the WBM. This transient period represents the
seasonal fluctuations over the irrigation season due to monthly changes in the local
water budget and was superimposed on the new quasi-steady state condition described
above.
The No Program and Proposed Program simulations were then compared to evaluate the
net benefit or impact of implementation of the Proposed Program during a year of average
hydrology. Maximum change in groundwater levels and peak changes in streamflow were
computed by the model for the simulation period.
Changes in groundwater levels can cause multiple secondary impacts such as increased
groundwater pumping cost as a result of increased pumping lift, decreased yield from
groundwater wells resulting from a reduction in available drawdown, and a reduced
amount of groundwater in storage. The term “available drawdown” (with respect to thirdparty impacts) is defined as the vertical distance (in feet) from the static (pre-project
pumping) groundwater level to the top of the well screen in a given production well.
Operation of a nearby production well lowers the groundwater level from static conditions,
reducing the available drawdown, and can eventually impact the yield of the well.
Simulated changes is groundwater levels as a result of program implementation will be
compared to the available drawdown in typical irrigations wells in the OID area to estimate
whether a significant reduction in well yield or increase in pumping cost is anticipated.
Model output included estimates of the combined volumetric rate of water either
discharging to streams or induced as seepage from the streambed to the aquifer. This
information was analyzed to determine locations, magnitudes, and timing of impacts to the
stream and groundwater systems. All model-projected differences in groundwater levels
and streamflow are incremental changes due solely to components of the Proposed
Program. Future groundwater levels and streamflow will also be influenced by other factors
such as changes in urbanization and industrial groundwater production. Therefore, the
results of this groundwater modeling analysis provide forecasts of incremental changes to
groundwater levels and streamflow that would need to be superimposed on other activities
affecting the future conditions in the basin, which are outside of the scope of the Proposed
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Program, to estimate future absolute changes to groundwater levels that will occur in the
basin.

Simulating Impacts during Multiple-year Droughts
To evaluate the potential impacts of implementation of the Proposed Program on
groundwater levels and streamflows during multiple-year droughts, groundwater model
simulations were performed that reflected conditions that occurred during the 1987 through
1992 drought, where groundwater levels did not recover fully during the winter months.
Groundwater level hydrographs for 44 wells in the Eastern San Joaquin and Modesto
Subbasins were analyzed to estimate the magnitude of water level recovery that occurred
during the winter of the 1987 through 1992 drought. Percent recovery was calculated by:
Recovery Factor = Seasonal Drawdown / Seasonal Recovery

(6)

Where:
Seasonal Drawdown: The spring groundwater level for a given year minus the fall
groundwater level for the same year.
Seasonal Recovery: The spring groundwater level for the subsequent year minus the fall
groundwater level for the given year.
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table K-9. Impacts to streamflow and
groundwater levels during a multi-year drought (1987 through 1992) were then estimated
using the superposition model described above. The No Program and Proposed Program
model simulations included the 19-year quasi-steady state period, simulated using average
annual stresses for a year of average hydrologic conditions, followed by simulation of each
irrigation season (April 1 through October 31) of the drought period using stresses
calculated from monthly changes in the local water budget. The WBM was run for the 1987
through 1992 period using hydrologic conditions specific to each drought year to provide
this input to the groundwater model (Tables K-4 through K-9). During the groundwater
model simulations, recharge over the winter months (November 1 through March 31) was
handled as follows:
•

In areas where the groundwater levels had fallen over a given irrigation season,
groundwater levels were adjusted during the winter months to match historical refill
percentages observed in hydrographs across the OID area. These adjusted values were
used as the initial groundwater levels for the subsequent irrigation season.

•

In areas where the water levels were stable or rising over a given irrigation season, it
was assumed that no additional recharge occurred during the winter months. This was a
conservative assumption in that groundwater levels used as initial conditions for
simulation of the following irrigation season were likely lower than would actually
occur. In these areas, the final groundwater level (October 31) was used as the initial
value for the subsequent irrigation season.

RDD\063550009 (CLR3450.DOC)
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TABLE K-9

Summary of Average Percent Recoveries
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Winter Recovery Period

Average Percent Recovery

1987-1988

41

1988-1989

60

1989-1990

56

1990-1991

55

1991-1992

115

Existing Conditions, No Program, and Proposed Program
Assumptions
As described in the WRP (CH2M HILL, 2005), significant land use changes are projected to
occur over the next 2 decades. In general, in addition to urbanization, lands cultivated with
permanent crops such as orchards are projected to increase with a corresponding decrease
in irrigated pasture because of market forces and/or individual landowner decisions. The
results presented in Table K-10 show total irrigated acreage within OID under existing
conditions, as well as projections for the No Program baseline and the Proposed Program.
Under the No Program baseline, OID will serve fewer acres than under the existing
condition because of urbanization and the associated loss of farmland within the district
boundaries. However, under the Proposed Program, it is assumed that the district will serve
more lands than under the No Program baseline because of expansion of service to new
agricultural customers both within and outside of OID. Therefore, the district’s overall
water demand under the Proposed Program will be higher compared to the No Program
because more acres are being irrigated.
TABLE K-10

Water Budget Components – Average-year Hydrology
Oakdale Irrigation District Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
Water Budget Component

Irrigated Acresa

Existing Conditions

47,300

No Program

42,967

Proposed Program

50,167

a

Refers to the number of acres irrigated with OID-supplied water under each alternative.

As described above, OID will serve fewer acres under the No Program baseline than under
the existing condition. In addition, the future crop mix of OID’s customers under the No
Program baseline is projected to generally result in the use of more water-efficient irrigation
technologies than what is being used under the existing condition baseline. The combined
effect of these projections will be less overall demand for OID water supplies between
existing conditions and the future No Program baseline. In comparison, under the Proposed
Program, the district will expand service to new agricultural customers both within and
outside OID, as described above. This action taken alone will increase water demand.
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However, the Proposed Program’s infrastructure recommendations will improve the
district’s overall operational efficiency.
OID currently pumps groundwater to supplement surface water supplies. Under the No
Program baseline, less groundwater will be required to meet demands because of the
projected decrease in water demand described above. Table K-3 shows that during a year of
average hydrology the quantity of groundwater produced by OID wells to supplement
district supply will decrease between existing and future No Program conditions. In
comparison, under the Proposed Program, OID will supplement surface water supplies
with groundwater to serve its increased customer base. Under the Proposed Program,
although more land will be served than under Existing Conditions, the overall crop mix and
improved efficiency will result in a lower total water demand, as described above.
Therefore, less groundwater will be required to meet demands under the Proposed Program
than under the existing condition baseline.
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Source: Bookman-Edmonston. 2005. Integrated Regional Groundwater Management Plan for the Modesto Subbasin.
Prepared for the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers Groundwater Basin Association. June.
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